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Preface

The history of musical instruments is nearly as old as the history of civilization
itself, and the aesthetic principles upon which judgments of musical quality
are based are intimately connected with the whole culture within which the
instruments have evolved. An educated modem Western player or listener
can make critical judgments about particular instruments or particular performances but, to be valid, those judgments must be made within the appropriate cultural context.
The compass of our book is much less sweeping than the first paragraph
might imply, and indeed our discussion is primarily confined to Western
musical instruments in current use, but even here we must take account of
centuries of tradition. A musical instrument is designed and built for the
playing of music of a particular type and, conversely, music is written to be
performed on particular instruments. There is no such thing as an "ideal"
instrument, even in concept, and indeed the unbounded possibilities of modem
digital sound-synthesis really require the composer or performer to define a
whole set of instruments if the result is to have any musical coherence. Thus,
for example, the sound and response of a violin are judged against a mental
image of a perfect violin built up from experience of violins playing music
written for them over the centuries. A new instrument may be richer in sound
quality and superior in responsiveness, but if it does not fit that image then it
is not a better violin.
This set of mental criteria has developed, through the interaction of musical
instruments makers, performers, composers, and listeners, over several centuries for most musical instruments now in use. The very features of particular
instruments that might be considered as acoustic defects have become their
subtle distinguishing characteristics, and technical "improvements" that have
not preserved those features have not survived. There are, of course, cases in
which revolutionary new features have prevailed over tradition, but these have
resulted in almost new instrument types-the violin and cello in place of the
viols, the Boehm flute in place of its baroque ancestor, and the saxophone in
place of the taragato. Fortunately, perhaps, such profound changes are rare,
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and most instruments of today have evolved quite slowly, with minor tonal
or technical improvements reflecting the gradually changing mental image of
the ideal instrument of that type.
The role of acoustical science in this context is an interesting one. Centuries
of tradition have developed great skill and understanding among the makers
of musical instruments, and they are often aware of subtleties which are
undetected by modern acoustical instrumentation for lack of precise technical
criteria for their recognition. It is difficult, therefore, for a scientist to point the
way forward unless the problem or the opportunity, has been adequately
identified by the performer or the maker. Only rarely do all these skills come
together in a single person.
The first and major role of acoustics is therefore to try to understand all
the details of sound production by traditional instruments. This is a really
major program, and indeed it is only within the past few decades that we
have achieved even a reasonable understanding of the basic mechanisms
determining tone quality in most instruments. In some cases even major
features of the sounding mechanism itself have only recently been unravelled.
This is an intellectual exercise of great fascination, and most of our book is
devoted to it. Our understanding of a particular area will be reasonably
complete only when we know the physical causes of the differences between
a fine instrument and one judged to be of mediocre quality. Only then
may we hope that science can come to the help of music in moving the
design or performance of contemporary instruments closer to the present
ideal.
This book is a record of the work of very many people who have studied
the physics of musical instruments. Most of them, following a long tradition,
have done so as a labor oflove, in time snatched from scientific or technical
work in a field of more immediate practical importance. The community of
those involved is a world-wide and friendly one in which ideas are freely
exchanged, so that, while we have tried to give credit to the originators
wherever possible, there will undoubtedly be errors of oversight. For these we
apologize. We have also had to be selective, and many interesting topics have
perforce been omitted. Again the choice is ours, and has been influenced by
our own particular interests, though we have tried to give a reasonably
balanced treatment of the whole field.
The reader we had in mind in compiling this volume is one with a reasonable grasp of physics and who is not frightened by a little mathematics.
There are fine books in plenty about the history of particular musical instruments, lavishly illustrated with photographs and drawings, but there
is virtually nothing outside the scientific journal literature which attempts
to come to grips with the subject on a quantitative basis. We hope that
we have remedied that lack. We have not avoided mathematics where precision is necessary or where hand-waving arguments are inadequate, but
at the same time we have not pursued formalism for its own sake. Detailed
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physical explanation has always been our major objective. We hope that
the like-minded reader will enjoy coming to grips with this fascinating
subject.
The authors owe a debt of gratitude to many colleagues who have contributed to this book. Special thanks are due to Joanna Daly and Barbara
Sullivan, who typed much of the manuscript and especially to Virginia
Plemons, who typed most of the final draft and prepared a substantial part
of the artwork. Several colleagues assisted in the proofreading, including
Rod Korte, Krista McDonald, David Brown, George Jelatis, and Brian Finn.
We are grateful to David Peterson, Ted Mansell, and other careful readers
who alerted us to errors in the first printing. Thanks are due to our many
colleagues for allowing us to reprint figures and data from their publications, and to the musical instrument manufacturers that supplied us with
photographs. Most of all, we thank our colleagues in the musical acoustics
community for many valuable discussions through the years that led to our
writing this book.
December 1988

Neville H. Fletcher
Thomas D. Rossing
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Part 1
Vibrating Systems

CHAPTER 1

Free and Forced Vibrations
of Simple Systems

Mechanical, acoustical, or electrical vibrations are the sources of sound in
musical instruments. Some familiar examples are the vibrations of strings
(violin, guitar, piano, etc), bars or rods (xylophone, glockenspiel, chimes,
clarinet reed), membranes (drums, banjo), plates or shells (cymbal, gong,
bell), air in a tube (organ pipe, brass and woodwind instruments, marimba
resonator), and air in an enclosed container (drum, violin, ~r guitar body).
In most instruments, sound production depends upon the collective behavior of several vibrators, which may be weakly or strongly coupled together.
This coupling, along with nonlinear feedback, may cause the instrument as a
whole to behave as a complex vibrating system, even though the individual
elements are relatively simple vibrators.
In the first seven chapters, we will discuss the physics of mechanical and
acoustical oscillators, the way in which they may be coupled together, and the
way in which they radiate sound. Since we are not discussing electronic
musical instruments, we will not deal with electrical oscillators except as they
help us, by analogy, to understand mechanical and acoustical oscillators.
Many objects are capable of vibrating or oscillating. Mechanical vibrations
require that the object possess two basic properties: a stiffness or springlike
quality to provide a restoring force when displaced and inertia, which cause~
the resulting motion to overshoot the equilibrium position. From an energy
standpoint, oscillators have a means for storing potential energy (spring), a
means for storing kinetic energy (mass), and a means by which energy is
gradually lost (damper). Vibratory motion involves the alternating transfer of
energy between its kinetic and potential forms.
The inertial mass may be either concentrated in one location or distributed
throughout the vibrating object. If it is distributed, it is usually the mass per
unit length, area, or volume that is important. Vibrations in distributed mass
systems may be viewed as standing waves.
The restoring forces depend upon the elasticity or the compressibility of
some material. Most vibrating bodies obey Hooke's law; that is, the restoring
force is proportional to the displacement from equilibrium, at least for small
displacement.
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1. Free and Forced Vibrations of Simple Systems

1.1. Simple Harmonic Motion in One Dimension
The simplest kind of periodic motion is that experienced by a point mass
moving along a straight line with an acceleration directed toward a fixed
point and proportional to the distance from that point. This is called simple
harmonic motion, and it can be described by a sinusoidal function of time
t: x(t) = A sin 2nft, where the amplitude A describes the maximum extent of
the motion, and the frequency f tells us how often it repeats.
The period of the motion is given by
1

T=y.

(1.1)

That is, each T seconds the motion repeats itself.
A simple example of a system that vibrates with simple harmonic motion
is the mass-spring system shown in Fig. 1.1. We assume that the amount of
stretch x is proportional to the restoring force F (which is true in most springs
if they are not stretched too far), and that the mass slides freely without loss
of energy. The equation of motion is easily obtained by combining Hooke's
law, F = - Kx, with Newton's second law, F = ma = mx. Thus,
mx = -Kx

and
mx

+ Kx = 0,

where

The constant K is called the spring constant or stiffness of the spring
(expressed in newtons per meter). We define a constant Wo = JK/m, so that
the equation of motion becomes

x + w6x = 0.

(1.2)

This well-known equation has these solutions:
x

= A cos(wot + cfJ)

(1.3)

x

Fig. 1.1. Simple mass-spring vibrating system.

1.1. Simple Harmonic Motion in One Dimension

5
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Fig. 1.2. Relative phase of displacement x, velocity v, and acceleration a of a simple

vibrator.
or

x = Bcoswot

+ Csinwot,

(1.4)

from which we recognize Wo as the natural angular frequency of the system.
The natural frequency 10 of our simple oscillator is given by 10 =
(1/2n)JK/M, and the amplitude by JB2 + C 2 or byA; tP is the initial phase
of the motion. Differentiation of the displacement x with respect to time gives
corresponding expressions for the velocity v and acceleration a:
(1.5)

and

a =

x=

-w~ A cos(wot

+ cf».

(1.6)

The displacement, velocity, and acceleration are shown in Fig. 1.2. Note that
the velocity v leads the displacement by n/2 radians (90°), and the acceleration
leads (or lags) by n radians (180°).
Solutions to second-order differential equations have two arbitrary constants. In Eq. (1.3) they are A and tP; in Eq. (1.4) they are Band C. Another
alternative is to describe the motion in terms of constants Xo and Vo,
the displacement and velocity when t = O. Setting t = 0 in Eq. (1.3) gives
Xo = A cos tP, and setting t = 0 in Eq. (1.5) gives vo = - woA sin tP. From
these we can obtain expressions for A and tP in terms of Xo [,nd vo:

A=

2

Xo

+

(VO)2
Wo
'

and

(1.7)

Alternatively, we could have set t

B

= Xo and C = vo/wo from which

= 0 in Eq. (1.4) and its derivative to obtain
Vo

.

x = xocoswot + -SlDwot.
Wo

(1.8)
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1. Free and Forced Vibrations of Simple Systems

1.2. Complex Amplitudes
Another approach to solving linear differential equations is to use exponential
functions and complex variables. In this description of the motion, the amplitude and the phase of an oscillating quantity, such as displacement or velocity,
are expressed by a complex number; the differential equation of motion is
transformed into a linear algebraic equation. The advantages of this formulation will become more apparent when we consider driven oscillators.
This alternate approach is based on the mathematical identity e ±iroot =
coswot ±jsinwot, where j =.j=1. In these terms, cos wot = Re(e±iroot),
where Re stands for the "real part of." Equation (1.3) can be written

x

= A cos(wot + </J) = Re[Aei(root+ tPl ] = Re(AeitPeiwot)
= Re(Aeiroot).

(1.9)

The quantity A = AeitP is called the complex amplitude of the motion and
represents the complex displacement at t = O. The complex displacement x is
written
(1.10)
The complex velocity iJ and acceleration i1 become
iJ = jWoAeiroot = jwox,

(1.11)

and
(1.12)

Each of these complex quantities can be thought of as a rotating vector or
phasor rotating in the complex plane with angular velocity wo, as shown in
Fig. 1.3. The real time dependence of each quantity can be obtained from the
projection on the real axis of the corresponding complex quantities as they
rotate with angular velocity Woo

Fig. 1.3. Phasor representation of the complex displacement, velocity, and acceleration
of a linear oscillator.

1.3. Superposition of Two Harmonic Motions in One Dimension

7

1.3. Superposition of Two Harmonic Motions in One Dimension
Frequently, the motion of a vibrating system can be described by a linear
combination of the vibrations induced by two or more separate harmonic
excitations. Provided we are dealing with a linear system, the displacement at
any time is the sum of the individual displacements resulting from each of the
harmonic excitations. This important principle is known as the principle of
linear superposition. A linear system is one in which the presence of one
vibration does not alter the response of the system to other vibrations, or one
in which doubling the excitation doubles the response.

1.3.1. Two Harmonic Motions Having the Same Frequency
One case of interest is the superposition of two harmonic motions having the
same frequency. If the two individual displacements are
Xl = Al e j(wt+,pl)
and
their linear superposition results in a motion given by
Xl + X2 = (A l e j,pl + A2ej,p2)ejwt = Aej(wt+,p).

(1.13)

The phasor representation of this motion is shown in Fig. 1.4.
Expressions for A and rP can easily be obtained by adding the phasors
A l e jW,pl and A 2e jW ,p2 to obtain
A = J(A I cos rPI

+ A2 cos rP2f + (A I sin rPI + A2 sin rP2)2,

(1.14)

and
(1.15)

-~
Fig. 1.4. Phasor representation of two simple harmonic motions having the same
frequency.
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What we have really done, of course, is to add the real and imaginary parts
of Xl and x2 to obtain the resulting complex displacement x. The real displacement is
x = Re(x) = A cos(wt

+ rP).

(1.16)

The linear combination of two simple harmonic vibrations with the same
frequency leads to another simple harmonic vibration at this same frequency.

1.3.2. More Than Two Harmonic Motions Having the Same Frequency
The addition of more than two phasors is accomplished by drawing them in a
chain, head to tail, to obtain a single phasor that rotates with angular velocity
w. This phasor has an amplitude given by
A = J(I An cos rPn)2

+ (I An sin rPn)2,

(1.17)

and a phase angle rP obtained from

,/, I

tan,!, =

An sin rPn
IAncosrPn

=-----"----'-"-

(1.18)

The real displacement is the projection of the resultant phasor on the real axis,
and this is equal to the sum of the real parts of all the component phasors:

x = A cos(wt +

¢) =

~ An cos(wt + ¢n.)

(1.19)

1.3.3. Two Harmonic Motions with Different Frequencies: Beats
If two simple harmonic motions with frequencies 11 and 12 are combined, the
resultant expression is
(1.20)

where A, w, and rP express the amplitude, the angular frequency, and the phase
of each simple harmonic vibration.
The resulting motion is not simple harmonic, so it cannot be represented
by a single phasor or expressed by a simple sine or cosine function. If the ratio
of W2 to W1 (or W1 to w 2) is a rational number, the motion is periodic with
an angular frequency given by the largest common divisor of W2 and w 1 •
Otherwise, the motion is a nonperiodic oscillation that never repeats itself.
The linear superposition of two simple harmonic vibrations with nearly the
same frequency leads to periodic amplitude variations or beats. If the angular
frequency W2 is written as
(1.21)
W2 = W1 + L\w,
the resulting displacement becomes

X = A 1 e i (w,t+!,6,)

+ A 2 e i (w,t+4wt+!,62)

= [A1 e i !,6, + A 2 e i (!,62+4wt)]e iw ,t.

(1.22)

1.3. Superposition of Two Harmonic Motions in One Dimension
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We can express this in terms of a time-dependent amplitude A(t) and a
time-dependent phase ,p(t):
x = A(t)ei(w1t+,p(t)),
(1.23)
where
and
"'( )

~pt=

A 1 sin,p1
A1 COS,p1

+ A2 sin(,p2 + L\cot) .
+ A2 COS(,p2 + L\cot)

(1.25)

The resulting vibration could be regarded as approximately simple harmonic motion with angular frequency COl and with both amplitude and phase
varying slowly at frequency L\co/2n. The amplitude varies between the limits
A1 + A2 and IA1 - A21.
In the special case where the amplitudes A1 and A2 are equal and ,p1 and
,p2 = 0, the amplitude equation [Eq. (1.24)] becomes
A(t) = A1J2

+ 2cosL\co 1t

(1.26)

and the phase equation [Eq. (1.25)] becomes
tan p"'( t) =

sin L\C01 t
1 + cos L\co 1t

-,-----:=--

(1.27)

Thus, the amplitude varies between 2A1 and 0, and the beating becomes very
pronounced.
The displacement waveform (the real part of x) is illustrated in Fig. 1.5. This
waveform resembles the waveform obtained by modulating the amplitude of
the vibration at a frequency L\co/2n, but they are not the same. Amplitude
modulation results from nonlinear behavior in a system, which generates
spectral components having frequencies COl and COl ± L\co. The spectrum of
the waveform in Fig. 1.5. has spectral components COl and COl + L\co only.
Audible beats are heard whenever two sounds of nearly the same frequency
reach the ear. The perception of combination tones and beats is discussed in
Chapter 8 of Rossing (1982) and other introductory texts on musical acoustics.

Fig. 1.5. Waveform resulting from linear superposition of simple harmonic motions
with angular frequencies WI and W 2 •
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1.4. Energy
The potential energy Ep of our mass-spring system is equal to the work done
in stretching or compressing the spring:
Ep

= -

jx

J

0

F dx

=

jx

J

0

Kx dx

1

=

2. Kx 2 •

(1.28)

Using the expression for x in Eq. (1.3) gives
Ep = !KA 2 cos 2 (wot

+ rjJ).

(1.29)

The kinetic energy is Ek = tmv 2 , and using the expression for v in Eq. (1.5)
gIves
Ek = tmw~A2 sin 2 (w o t + rjJ) = tKA2 sin 2 (w o t + rjJ).
(1.30)
The total energy E is then
(1.31)

where V is the maximum velocity. The total energy in our loss-free system is
constant and is equal either to the maximum potential energy (at maximum
displacement) or the maximum kinetic energy (at the midpoint).

1.5. Damped Oscillations
There are many different mechanisms that can contribute to the damping of
an oscillating system. Sliding friction is one example, and viscous drag in a
fluid is another. In the latter case, the drag force Fr is proportional to the
velocity:
where R is the mechanical resistance. The drag force is added to the equation
of motion:
mx + Rx + Kx = 0
or

x + 2ed + w~x = 0,

(1.32)

where rx = RI2m and w~ = Kim.
We assume a complex solution x = Ae yt and substitute into Eq. (1.32) to
obtain
(y2 + 2rxy + w~)Aeyt = O.
(1.33)
This requires that y2
y = -rx

J

+ 2rxy + w~ = 0 or that

± Jrx 2 - w~

=

-rx ±jJw~ - rx 2 = -rx ±jwd ,

(1.34)

where Wd = w~ - rx 2 is the natural angular frequency of the damped oscillator (which is less than that of the same oscillator without damping). The

1.5. Damped Oscillations
cc=o
cc/w o = 0.1
cc/w o = 0.5
cc/w o = 1.0

11

-- - ----..... .

Fig. 1.6. Displacement of a harmonic oscillator with Vo = 0 for different values of
damping. The relaxation time is given by l/rx. Critical damping occurs when rx = Woo

general solution is a sum of terms constructed by using each of the two values
ofy:
(1.35)
The real part of this solution, which gives the time history of the displacement, can be written in several different ways as in the loss-free case. The
expressions that correspond to Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) are
(1.36)
and
(1.37)
Setting t = 0 in Eq. (1.37) and its derivatives gives the displacement in terms
of the initial displacement Xo and initial velocity Vo:
(1.38)
Figure 1.6 shows a few cycles ofthe displacement for different values of rx when
= O.
The amplitude of the damped oscillator is given by xoe-lXt, and its motion
is not strictly periodic. Nevertheless, the time between zero crossings in the
same direction remains constant and equal to 'T.J = 11fd = 2nlw d, which is
defined as the period of the oscillation. The time interval between successive
maxima is also 'T.J, but the maxima and minima are not exactly halfway
between the zeros.
One measure of the damping is the time required for the amplitude to
decrease to lie of its initial value Xo' This time, r, is called by various names,
such as decay time, lifetime, relaxation time, and characteristic time; it is given
by
1 2m
r=-=-.
(1.39)
Vo

IX

When

IX ~

R

wo, the system is no longer oscillatory. When the mass is
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displaced, it returns asymptotically to its rest position. For 0(
is critically damped, and the displacement is

=

wo, the system
(1.40)

For 0( > wo, the system is overdamped and returns to its rest position even
more slowly.
It is quite obvious that the energy of a damped oscillator decreases with
time. The rate of energy loss can be found by taking the time derivative of the
total energy:
dldt(Ep

+ Ed =

dldt[!Kx 2

= x(Kx

+ !mx 2 ]

+ mx) =

=

Kxx

+ mxx
(1.41)

x( -Rx) = -20(mx 2 ,

where use has been made ofEq. (1.32). Equation (1.41) tells us that the rate of
energy loss is the friction force - Rx times the velocity x.
Often a Q factor or quality factor is used to compare the spring force to the
damping force:
Kxo
K
Wo
(1.42)
Q=--=-=-.
Rwoxo
Rwo
20(

1.6. Other Simple Vibrating Systems
Besides the mass-spring system already described, the following are familiar
examples of systems that vibrate in simple harmonic motion.

1.6.1. A Spring of Air
A piston of mass m, free to move in a cylinder of area-S and length-L [see
Fig. 1.7(a)], vibrates in much the same manner as a mass attached to a spring.
The spring constant of the confined air turns out to be K = YPaSIL, so the

~
r_-a--'"

V

(a)

(b)

,'---

"

--~

x

~2~L~

(c)

mg

(d)

Fig. 1.7. Simple vibrating systems: (a) piston in a cylinder; (b) Helmholtz resonator with
neck oflength L; (c) Helmholtz resonator without a neck; and (d) simple pendulum.

1.6. Other Simple Vibrating Systems

natural frequency is

fc

o

=~
JYPa S,
2n mL
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(1.43)

where Pa is atmospheric pressure, m is the mass of the piston, and 'Y is a
constant that is 1.4 for air.

1.6.2. Helmholtz Resonator
In the Helmholtz resonator shown in Fig. 1.7(b), the mass of air in the neck
serves as the piston and the large volume of air V as the spring. The mass of
air in the neck and the spring constant of the confined air are given by the
expressions
m = pSL,
(1.44)

and

K = pS2C 2/V,

where p is the air density and c is the speed of sound.
The natural frequency of vibration is given by

fo =2~~= ;njl;·

(1.45)

Note that the smaller the neck diameter, the lower the natural frequency of
vibration, a result which may appear surprising at first glance.
The Helmholtz resonator in Fig. 1.7(c) has no neck to delineate the
vibrating mass, but the effective length can be estimated by taking twice the
"end correction" of a flanged tube (which is 8/3n ~ 0.85 times the radius a).
Thus,

(16a)

m = pSL = p(na 2 ) ~ = 5.33pa 3 •

(1.46)

The natural frequency of a neckless Helmholtz resonator with a large face is
thus expressed as
I"
)0

=

~ J1.85a
2n

V·

(1.47)

If the face of the resonator surrounding the hole is not large, the natural
frequency will be slightly smaller. The Helmholtz resonator is discussed in
Section 6.5 and the end correction in Section 8.3.

1.6.3. Simple Pendulum
A simple pendulum, consisting of a mass m attached to a string of length I
[Fig. 1.7(d)], oscillates in simple harmonic motion provided that x « I. Assuming that the mass of the string is much less than m, the natural frequency
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is given by

rg

1

10 =

(1.48)

2nVl'

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. Note that the frequency does not
depend on the mass.

1.6.4. Electrical RLC Circuit
In the electrical circuit, shown in Fig. 1.8, the voltages across the inductor, the
resistor, and the capacitor, respectively, should add to zero:

di
L dt

1
+ Ri + C

f i dt

= O.

Differentiating each term leads to an equation that is analogous to Eq. (1.32)
for the simple mechanical oscillator:
..

Li
or

.

1

+ Ri + Ci = 0

i" + 2exi

(1.49)

+ w5 i = 0,

where ex = RI2L and w5 = 11Le.
The solution to Eq. (1.49) can be written as
i

= Joe-at COS(Wdt + rP),

J

(1.50)

which represents a current oscillating at a frequency w5 - ex 2 /2n, with an
amplitude that decays exponentially. If ex « Wo (small damping), the frequency
of oscillation is approximately
1

Wo

10 = 2n = 2nJLC'

(1.51)

and the current has a waveform similar to that shown in Fig. 1.6.

R

c
Fig. 1.8. Simple electrical oscillator with inductance L, resistance R, and capacitance C.

1.6. Other Simple Vibrating Systems
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1.6.S. Combinations of Springs and Masses
Several combinations of masses and springs are shown in Fig. 1.9, along with
their resonance frequencies. Note the effect of combining springs in series and
parallel combinations. Two springs with spring constants K 1 and K 2 will have
a combined spring constant Kp = Kl + K2 when connected in parallel but
only K. = K 1 K 2 /(K 1 + K 2 ) in series. When Kl = K 2 , the parallel and series
values become 2K 1 and K d2, respectively. The combinations in Fig. 1.9 all
have a single degree offreedom. In Section 1.12, we discuss two-mass systems
with two degrees of freedom; that is, the two masses move independently.

K

(b)

(a)

(c)

(e)

(d)

Fig. 1.9. MaSS]ring combinations that vibrate at single frequencies:
= (1/27t) K/2m; (b) fo = (1/27t)J2K/m; (c) fo = (1/27t)JK/2m;
(d) fo = (1/27t)JK/4m; and (e) fo = (1/27t)JK/m.
(a) fo

1.6.6. Longitudinal and Transverse Oscillations
of a Mass-Spring System
Consider the vibrating system shown in Fig. 1.10. Each spring has a spring
constant K, a relaxed length ao, and a stretched length a. Thus, each spring
exerts a tension K(a - ao) on the mass when it is in its equilibrium position

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.10. Longitudinal (a) and transverse (b) oscillations of a mass-spring system.
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(x = 0). When the mass is displaced a distance x, the net restoring force is the

difference between the two tensions:

Fx

=

K(a - x - ao) - K(a

+x

- ao ) = -2Kx.

(1.52)

The natural frequency for longitudinal vibration is thus given by
j, = 21n

J3§-.

(1.53)

Now, consider transverse vibrations of the same systems, as shown in
Fig. 1.10(b). When the mass is displaced a distance y from its equilibrium
position, the restoring force is due to the y component of the tension:

For small deflection y, the force can be written as

Fy

= -

y2)-1/2]
2

ao (
2Ky [ 1 - ~ 1 + a

(1.55)
When the springs are stretched to several times their relaxed length (a » a o ),
the force is approximately - 2Ky, and the natural frequency is practically the
same as the frequency for longitudinal vibrations given in Eq. (1.53):
r

~~
f2K
2n -,J-;;;.

(1.56)

Jt -

When the springs are stretched only a small amount from their relaxed
length (a ~ ao), however, the first term in Eq. (1.55) becomes very small, so the
vibration frequency is considerably smaller than that given in Eqs. (1.53) and
(1.56). Furthermore, the contribution from the cubic term in Eq. (1.55) takes
on increased importance, making the vibration nonsinusoidal for all but the
smallest amplitude.

1.7. Forced Oscillations
When a simple oscillator is driven by an external force f(t), as shown in
Fig. 1.11, the equation of motion Eq. (1.32) then becomes

mx + Rx + Kx =

f(t).

(1.57)

1.7. Forced Oscillations
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f(t)

Fig. 1.11. A damped harmonic oscillator with driving force f(t).

The driving force f(t) may have harmonic time dependence, it may be
impulsive, or it may even be a random function of time. For the case of a
sinusoidal driving force f(t) = F cos wt turned on at some time, the solution
to Eq. (1.57) consists of two parts: a transient term containing two arbitrary
constants, and a steady-state term that depends only on F and w.
To obtain the steady-state solution, it is advantageous to write the equation
of motion in complex form:
(1.58)

Since this equation is linear in x and the right-hand side is a harmonic
function with angular frequency w, in the steady state the left-hand side should
be harmonic with the same frequency. Thus, we replace x by Ae irot and obtain

Ae irot ( -w 2 m + jwR

+ K) = Fe irot•

(1.59)

The complex displacement is

_
x=

Fe irot
Flm
=
K - w 2 m + jwR w5 - w 2 + jw2rx'

where F = Fe irot , w5 = Kim, and rx = R12m.
Differentiation of x gives the complex velocity

_
v=R

Fe irot

+ j(wm _

Klw) = 2wrx

(1.60)

v:

Fwlm

+ j(w 2 _

(5)"

(1.61)

The mechanical impedance Z is defined as FIv:

Z = Flv = R + j(wm - Klw) = R + jX m ,

(1.62)

where X m = wm - Klw is the mechanical reactance. The actual steady-state
displacement is given by the real part of Eq. (1.60):

x = Re. F_ = ~sin(wt
}wZ wZ

+ rP).

(1.63)

A quantity Xs = FIK = Flmw5 can be defined as the static displacement of
the oscillator produced by a constant force of magnitude F. At very low
frequency, the displacement amplitude will approach PIK, and the oscillator is said to be stiffness dominated. When W = Wd, the amplitude becomes
Xo

= F12rxmwo = Qx•.

(1.64)
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In other words, Q becomes a sort of amplification factor, which is the ratio of
the displacement amplitude at resonance (coo = co) to the static displacement.
At high frequency (co » coo), the displacement falls toward zero. The frequency response of a simple oscillator for different values of a (or Q) is shown
in
1.12(a). The magnitude of x is less than x. for frequencies above
COo
2 - 15 2 (where 15 = l/Q = 2a/coo), which, for small values of a, is about
ficoo. If a> coo/fi, x < x. at all frequencies.
The phase angle between the displacement and the driving force is the phase

,g.

resistance
dominated

x/x,

3

~----~-------L-------L------~----~~-w/wo

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

(a)

-90 0

-180

0

~

--r..______....L..._ _ _ _""";;:_ _ _=-"';_____-'--

____

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

w/wo

2.5

(b)

Fig. 1.12. Frequency dependence of the magnitude x and phase ({fox - (foF) of the
displacement of a linear harmonic oscillator.
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angle of the denominator in Eq. (1.60):

rPx - rPF = tan

2aw

-1

W

2

(1.65)

2 •

-w o

At low frequency (w ~ 0), rPx - rPF = O. When w = w o, rPx - rPF = 90°, and at
high frequency (w » w o), rPx - rPF ~ 180°, as shown in Fig. 1.12(b).
There are other convenient ways to represent the frequency response of a
simple oscillator. One way is to show how the real and imaginary parts of the
mechanical impedance Z( =PjiJ) or the mechanical admittance (mobility)
Y = IjZ( = vjP) vary with frequency. At resonance, the real part of the admittance has its maximum value, while that of the impedance remains equal to R
at all frequencies. The imaginary parts of both quantities are zero at resonance.
Figure 1.13 shows the real and imaginary parts of the mechanical impedance
and admittance for an oscillator of the same type as in Fig. 1.12. The graph
of imaginary part versus the real part in Fig. 1.12(c) is sometimes called a
Nyquist plot.

_./'

...-"'--

--

B

o~--------~~--------------~f
r--------+--------~~G

(a)

y
(c)

O~~~----~r-------~----~~f

(b)

Fig. 1.13. Real and imaginary parts of the mechanical impedance and admittance
for a harmonic oscillator of the same type as in Fig. 1.12: (a) mechanical impedance;
(b) mechanical admittance or mobility; (c) Nyquist plot showing the imaginary part of
admittance versus the real part, with frequency as a parameter.
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1.S. Transient Response of an Oscillator
When a driving force is first applied to an oscillator, the motion can be quite
complicated. We expect to find periodic motions at the natural frequency 10
of the oscillator as well as the driving frequency I (or at all its component
frequencies if the driving force is not harmonic). If the oscillator is heavily
damped, the transient motion decays rapidly, and the oscillator quickly settles
in to its steady-state motion. If the damping is small, however, the transient
behavior may continue for many cycles of oscillation. If the driving frequency
I is close to the natural frequency 10' for example, strong beats may be
observed.
In Section 1.5, the Q factor was defined by the equation Q = wo/2a =
woT/2, where T is the time required for the amplitude of a free damped
oscillator to decrease to l/e(=0.37) of its initial value. Thus, the decay
time T encompasses Qhr cycles of vibration. For Q = 10, for example, the
amplitude falls to 37070 of its initial value in just over three cycles, and it
reaches 14% after six cycles, as shown in Fig. 1.14.
If we suddenly apply a sinusoidal excitation with frequency I to an oscillator at rest, we observe aspects of both the impulsive response illustrated in
Fig. 1.14 and the steady-state response discussed in 'Section 1.7. The shock
of the start of the vibration excites the natural oscillation of the system
with frequency 10' and this dies away with a characteristic decay time r.
Simultaneously, there is present the forced oscillation at frequency f, and the
resulting motion is a superposition of these two components. The simplest
case is that in which the exciting frequency I is the same as the resonance

A

0.37A

O.l4A
O~+-+-+-~-b~-+-+~~~~~+-7-~~

Fig. 1.14. Response of a damped oscillator (Q = 10) to impulsive excitation (by the
application of a large force for a very short time, for example). The amplitude falls to
37% of its initial value in time T, which corresponds to Q/n cycles.
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f ifo = 0.2 1'--I---+--+--t---t--J<--t--f---1--.

0.8 r-tH+l+H+lI+H+l+tthfttttttH+ll+HtttH+

4.0 H+H'H-YW . . . .

Fig. 1.15. Response of a simple oscillator to a sinusoidal force applied suddenly. The
ratio f ifo varies from 0.2 to 4.0, and Q = 10 in each case. Note that the scale of
amplitude is different in each case (from Fletcher, 1982).

frequency fo, for the whole motion then builds steadily toward its final
amplitude with time constant 1:. More generally, however, we expect to see the
presence of both frequencies f and fo during the duration 1: of the attack
transient and, if f is close to fo, these may combine to produce beats at
frequency If - fol. These possibilities are illustrated in Fig. 1.15.
Mathematically, the problem is one of finding the appropriate general
solution of Eq. (1.57). Because Eq. (1.57) is a linear equation, the general
solution is a combination of the general solution of the homogeneous equation, Eq. (1.32), and a particular solution ofEq. (1.57), which we take to be the
steady-state solution [Eq. (1.63)].
x = Ae- at COS(Wdt +

<fo)

+ ~sin (wt + 8),
wZ

(1.66)

where A and <fo are arbitrary constants to be determined by the initial conditions. If the damping is small, Wd can be replaced by Woo
When the driving frequency matches the natural frequency (w = wo), the
amplitude builds up exponentially to its final value without beats, as shown
in Fig. 1.15(c). Note that irrespective of how the oscillator starts its motion, it
eventually settles down to this steady-state motion.
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1.9. Two-Dimensional Harmonic Oscillator
An interesting oscillating system is the one shown in Fig. 1.16, which
results from adding a second pair of springs to the system in Fig. 1.11. The
displacement of the mass m from its equilibrium position is given by coordinates x and y, and both pairs of springs exert restoring forces. For a
displacement in the x direction, the restoring force is approximately F" =
- 2KA x - 2K BX(1 - bo/b), where bo is the unstretched length of one of a pair
of springs. For a displacement in the y direction, the restoring force is Fy =
-2KBY - 2KBy(1 - ao/a).

When the mass is allowed to move in two dimensions, some interesting
coupling phenomena occur. The potential energy of the system can be written
as

+ X)2 + y2 - ao]2 + !KA[j(a - X)2 + y2 - ao]2
+ !KB[j(b + y)2 + x 2 - bO ]2 + !KB[j(b - y)2 + x 2 - boY

Ep = !KA[j(a

(1.67)

Fx is obtained by differentiating Eq. (1.67). If we retain terms only to third
order in x and y, we obtain the expression
'"
Fx = -2(KA

2KBbo
2KBbo ) 2 KBbo 3
+ KB)x +-b-x
+ (2KAao
~+~ xy - f i 3 x .

(1.68)
Note that the third term, which is of third order, couples the x and y motions.
For small amplitudes of vibration, however, the x and y motions are independent. Thus, we can solve the independent equations of motion,
.. 2KA
x+

+ 2K B(1

- bo/b)

m

X=

0

,

(1.69)

and
..

y+

2K A(1 - ao/a)
m

+ 2KB

0

y= ,

Fig. 1.16. Two-dimensional oscillator consisting of a mass m and two pairs of springs.

1.10. Graphical Representations of Vibrations: Lissajous Figures
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y

r-------~---;----x

Fig. 1.17. Two-dimensional oscillator of Fig. 1.16 rotated through an angle O. The
normal modes remain unchanged, but the normal coordinates are no longer x and y.

to obtain two independent or nonnal modes of vibration with natural
frequencies:

and

(1.70)

When a o and bo are much smaller than a and b,Il and 12 differ only slightly.
When this oscillating system is set up on an air table and the mass is initially
set into motion at 45° to the x and y axes, a slowly changing Lissajous figure
is observed as the x and y components of motion change their relative phases.
Since each of the nonnal modes corresponds to motion along one coordinate only, we call the x and y coordinates the nonnal coordinates of the
motion. In general, the nonnal coordinates of a two-dimensional oscillator
will not be the x and y axes. If the springs were oriented at angles () to the axes,
for example, the nonnal coordinates (which still lie in the directions of the
springs) would be 1/11 = xcos() + ysin() and 1/12 = ycos() - xsin() as illustrated in Fig. 1.17.

1.10. Graphical Representations of Vibrations: Lissajous Figures
There are several useful ways to represent a vibrating object with a graphic
display device, such as a cathode-ray oscilloscope or an X- Y plotter. Perhaps
the most common way is to make a plot of position (or velocity) versus time
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x(t)

---'--7--+--7---''''--F(t)

(b)

Fig. 1.18. Two useful displays of (a) force F(t) and (b) displacement x(t) from which the
phase angle ¢i can be determined.

by incorporating a transducer that gives an electrical output proportional
to position (or velocity). With a multiple-trace oscilloscope, the position,
velocity, and acceleration waveforms may be combined, giving a display of
the type shown in Fig. 1.2.
Another useful display combines force and displacement [Eq. (1.63)] or
force and velocity. This can be done by displaying force and displacement as
functions of time, as in Fig. 1.18(a), or by making a plot of displacement as a
function of time, as in Fig. 1.18(b). In Fig. 1.18(a), the phase angle ,p would be
determined as a fraction of the total period (multiplied by 360° to obtain the
phase angle in degrees). In Fig. 1.18(b), the phase angle is obtained from the
relationship

,p = sin-l~.

(1.71)

Note that the display must be centered when measuring A and B.
Two related harmonic motions with different frequencies are often represented in a display like that of Fig. 1.18(b). If W 2 = W 1 + ~w, as in Eq. (1.19),
the display will cycle between a straight line (,p = 0, 180°), a horizontal or
vertical ellipse (,p = 90°,270°), and ellipses of other orientations, as,p advances
with a frequency ~w/2n.
When W 2 and W 1 are related by the relationship mW 1 = nw 2 , where m and
n are integers, stable patterns result. These patterns are called Lissajous figures
in honor of Jules Antoine Lissajous. Examples of such figures are shown in
Fig. 1.19.

80amCJJJ
m=l

n=2

3

2

3

2

Fig. 1.19. Lissajous figures obtained by displaying cos W 2 t versus cos W 1 t, where
for different integers m, n.

mW 1 = nW 2

1.11. Normal Modes of Two-Mass Systems
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1.11. Normal Modes of Two-Mass Systems
Further understanding of normal modes and normal coordinates of oscillating systems comes from considering the two-mass system in Fig. 1.20(a).
The analysis is simplified by letting all three spring constants and both masses
be the same. Letting Xl and X2 be the displacements of the two masses, we write
the equations of motion:
mX I

and

+ KXI + K(XI

mX 2 + KX2

- x 2) = 0,

(1.72)

+ K(X2

-

Xl)

= 0.

In order to find the normal modes, we assume harmonic solutions Xl =
A I cos wt and X2 = A2 cos wt, and substitute them into Eq. (1.72) to obtain
2
2K
K
-w Al +-AI--A2 =0,

m

m

and
2
2K
K
-WA2+-A2--AI=0.

m

m

Letting Kim = W6 as before, these equations can be written as
(w 2 - 2w6)AI

and

+ W6A2

W6AI + (w 2 - 2W6)A2

= 0,

(l.73)

= 0.

The normal mode frequencies are obtained by setting the determinant of the
coefficients equal to zero:

IW2 -Wo2w6
2

w6
2
2 2
W - Wo

I = °= W

4

2

- 4wow

2

+ 4wo4 -

4

w o,

(1.74)

from which w 2 = 2w6 ± w6 and W = Wo , J3w o.
It is easy to deduce the nature of these normal modes. The one with angular
frequency woe = Kim) describes the two masses moving together in the same

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.20. Oscillating systems consisting of two masses and three springs. In (a) the
masses move in a line; in (b) they move in a plane, so transverse oscillations are possible
as well as longitudinal oscillations.
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direction (Xl = X 2 ) so that the center spring is not stretched. Thus, each mass
is acted on by one spring, and the frequency is the same as the one-mass
system in Fig. 1.1. The normal mode of higher frequency )3w o consists of the
masses moving in opposite directions (Xl = -X2), so that the center spring is
stretched twice as much as either of the end springs.
This result can be obtained in a more formal way by substituting each value
of w into the Eq. (1.73), in turn, and solving for Al and A 2 :
from which
and

w

(1.75)

= )3wo: (3w~ - 2w~)Al + W~A2 = 0

from which

The normal coordinates are thus written as
and
Now, consider the two-mass system in Fig. 1.20(b), where each mass is free
to move in two directions. We define four coordinates Xl' x2 , Yl' and Y2. By
analogy with the one-dimensional oscillator, we can see that there are now
four normal modes: two transverse modes (motion in the y directions) and two
longitudinal modes (motion in the X directions). Each longitudinal mode will
be higher in frequency than the corresponding transverse mode, as in the
one-mass system discussed in Section 1.6.4. Each mode can be described
as motion along a normal coordinate. A system given an initial excitation
along a single normal coordinate (or vibrating in a single normal mode) would
ideally remain in that same normal mode of vibration until it runs out of
energy. We will return to this subject in a later chapter.

1.12. Nonlinear Vibrations of a Simple System
Thus far, we have dealt almost exclusively with linear systems in which the
restoring force is proportional to the displacement. Vibrations of such a
system are harmonic; the equations of motion are linear differential equations.
The sum of any two solutions to a linear differential equation is itself a
solution. Thus, we construct a linear combination of simple solutions to fit the
particular requirements of the problem of interest; this is known as the
principle of superposition.
Nonlinear equations are more difficult to solve. Vibrations of a nonlinear
system can nO longer be expected to be simple harmonic motion. The principle
of superposition does not hold; doubling the force does not necessarily double
the response. The response of a nonlinear system may depend On both the
frequency and the amplitude of the excitation.
Let us first consider a simple system with a cubic term in the restoring force:
Fx = - kx One such system could be the mass-spring system in Section
1.6.6, where b is found to be Kao/tt for transverse oscillations. If the amplitude

br.
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is small, the ratio x 3 /a 3 is so small that the cubic force term can be ignored;
this is an example of a linear approximation. For increasing amplitude, however, a point is reached where this is no longer advisable.
The nonlinear equation of motion is
mx = - Kx - bx 3 - Fo cos rot.

(1.76)

As a first approximation to x, we select Xl = A cos rot and substitute into the
right hand side of Eq. (1.76) to obtain a second approximation
mx z = - KA cos rot - bA 3 cos 3 rot - Fo cos rot,

(1.77)

where Xz is the second approximation to the exact value of x.
Using the identity cos 3 x = 3/4 cos x + 1/4cos3x gives
.. = - (KA
z
m

X

3

3bA
+- + -Fo) cos rot 4m

m

bA 3
--cos3rot.
4m

(1.78)

Integration of Eq. (1.78) gives
3

X2

KA
3bA3
Fo )
bA
= ( - - 2 + - - 2 + - - 2 cos rot + - 3 62 cos 3rot.

mro

4mro

mro

mro

(1.79)

This process of successive approximation, sometimes called Duffing's method,
works well if b, A, and Fo are sufficiently small. Note that the term bx 3 in the
force is responsible for the generation of a third harmonic (cos 3rot term in the
expression for x 2 ).
If we equate the cos rot term in Eq. (1.79) to A cos rot, which was our first
approximation for x, we obtain
Aro 2 = K A
m

or

+ 3bA 3 + Fo
4m

m

(1.80)

The relationship of amplitude to frequency (for a given driving force Fo) from
Eq. (1.80) is shown in Fig. 1.21. Note that the curve is double valued for a
certain range of frequency. The dotted curve, obtained by setting Fo = 0 in
Eq. (1.80), describes free oscillations of the system.
When b is positive, the effective spring constant increases with amplitude;
we call this a hardening spring system. In a hardening spring system, the
free-oscillation frequency increases with amplitude. When b is negative, the
effective spring constant and the frequency decrease with increasing amplitude; this is called a softening spring system. Response curves for softening
and hardening spring systems are shown in Fig. 1.22. Damping has been added
in order to limit the amplitude.
Many other types of nonlinear oscillators exist in physics, and their equations of motion are, in general, more difficult to solve than the one we have
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A
/

/

/
/

/

Kim
Fig. 1.21. Amplitude versus frequency for a nonlinear oscillating system. The dashed
curve represents free oscillations.

briefly discussed. In an oscillator with several normal modes (and normal
coordinates 1/11' 1/12' ... , I/Ij), the spring constant Ki used in the equation
describing the normal mode may include a function of other normal coordinates: Ki = KO + K1(I/IJ In general, this leads to coupling between the
normal modes at a finite amplitude of oscillation. Forces resulting from this
nonlinear coupling may be added to the driving force in the equation of
motion:
(1.81 )

In musical instruments, we encounter quite a number of cases where the
forcing function f(t) depends upon the vibration amplitude ofthe system being
driven. The force between a violin bow and string, for example, depends upon
their relative velocities, and the air flow through a clarinet reed depends upon
the pressure difference across it. Nonlinearities of these types, however, are
quite different from the nonlinear vibrations of simple systems discussed in
this section.

A

A

A
/

w
(a)

(b)

w
(e)

Fig. 1.22. (a) Response curves for oscillating system with softening spring behavior
at small and large amplitudes. (b) Response curve for hardening spring behavior.
(c) Response curve illustrating amplitude jumps at certain frequencies that lead to
hysteresis.

A.1. Alternative Ways of Expressing Harmonic Motion
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APPENDIX
A.t. Alternative Ways of Expressing Harmonic Motion
We have written the solutions to the equation x + W6x = 0 in three ways:
x = A cos(wot + ,p),

(1.2)

x = Bcoswot + C sin wot,

(1.3)

and
x = Re(Ae jwo )

where

A=

,

Aejql = A cos,p + jA sin,p.

(A 1. I)

(Al.2)

In order to establish a relationship between these constants, we can expand
the cosine in Eq. (1.2):
x = Acos,pcoswot - A sin,psin wot.

(A 1.3)

Comparison with Eq. (1.3) gives the relationships
B = Acos,p,
C = -Asin,p,
and
,p = arc tan( -

C/ B).

(AlA)

Comparing Eq. (1.3) with Eq. (Al.2), it is clear that
Re(A)

and

= A cos,p = B,

Im(A) = Asin,p =

-c.

Yet, a fourth useful form is obtained by writing x = Dept and noting
that this will be a solution to the differential equation when p2 = - W6 or
p = ± iwo. The general solution can then be written as
(A 1.5)
fj and fj* are complex conjugates, as are eiwot and e-iwot, of course; thus, the
general solution is real (since any number added to its complex conjugate is
real).
Expanding the exponentials in Eq. (A1.5) gives

Comparison with Eq. (AU) gives
fj

+ fj* = 2 Re(fj) = A cos,p,
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and

j(D - D*) = - 2 Im(D) = - A sin ¢J.

(A 1.6)

To summarize, we have four forms of the solution given by Eqs. (1.2), (1.3),
(AU), and (Al.5). Each form includes two arbitrary constants. Although in
Eqs. (AU) and (A1.5) the constants are complex, x is real in each case. In
Eq. (Al.5), the real displacement x is obtained by taking the real part of a
complex displacement x; in Eq. (A1.5), however, the real displacement is
obtained by adding two terms that are complex conjugates.

A.2. Equivalent Electrical Circuit for a Simple Oscillator
Many mechanical systems are mathematically equivalent to corresponding
electrical systems. It is often helpful to represent a mechanical oscillating
system by an equivalent electrical circuit, so that electrical network theory can
be applied. The simple mechanical oscillator in Fig. 1.11 [and in Fig. AU(a)],
for example, can be represented by the equivalent electrical circuit in
Fig. AU(c). In the two electrical circuits, we identify velocity x with current
i, displacement x with charge q, and force fit) with voltage v(t). Mass m is
then analogous to inductance L and stiffness to reciprocal capacitance IjC;
resistance R appears in both circuits.
The mechanical and electrical impedances are
Zm

and

= R + jXm = R + j(wm - Klw),

Ze = R

+ jXe = R + j(wL -

(A1.7a)
(A1.7b)

1/we).

The resonance frequencies are

fO=;n~'

~

I(t)

mx + Rx + Kx =
(a)

m V(t)

R

I(t)

di

q

Ldi+Ri+C= V(t)
(b)

(c)

Fig. ALl. (a) A simple mechanical oscillator. (b) Its equivalent electrical circuit. (c)
Circuit of electrical analogs.

A.2. Equivalent Electrical Circuit for a Simple Oscillator
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K

m

R

m

(a)

(b)

K

R

~~f(t)
1-+

Xm

1-+

X

(c)
(d)

Fig. Al.2. Mechanical oscillating systems and their equivalent electrical circuits.

(A1.B)

and
1

fo = 2nJLC·
The oscillator in Fig. Al.1(a) is represented by a series circuit, because all
the elements experience the same displacement x. If the force were applied to
the end of the spring opposite the mass, as in Fig. A1.2(a), the system would
be represented by the parallel circuit shown in Fig. A1.2(b). Similarly, the
system in Fig. A1.2(c) has the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. A1.2(d).
The reciprocal of electrical impedance is electrical admittance. In mechanical systems, the reciprocal of impedance is called mechanical admittance or
mobility. Mobility Y is velocity divided by force.
Note that the oscillating system in Fig. A1.2(a) is represented by a circuit
[Fig. A1.2(b)] in which the two reactive elements (11K and m) are in parallel.

Frequency

Fig. Al.3. Frequency response of the oscillating system shown in Fig. A1.2(a) as
represented by the equivalent circuit in Fig. A1.2(b).
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At the natural frequency Wo, x has a minimum rather than a maximum value
(although the velocity of the mass xm does not). This behavior is called an
antiresonance rather than a resonance. At an anti resonance, the driving point
impedance reaches its maximum value and the admittance (mobility) reaches
a minimum.
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CHAPTER 2

Continuous Systems in One Dimension:
Strings and Bars

In the last chapter, we considered vibrating systems consisting of one or more
masses, springs, and dampers. In this chapter, we will focus on systems in
which these elements are distributed continuously throughout the system
rather than appearing as discrete elements. We begin with a system composed
of several discrete elements, then allow the number of elements to grow larger,
eventually leading to a continuum.

2.1. Linear Array of Oscillators
The oscillating system with two masses in Fig. 1.20 was shown to have
two transverse vibrational modes and two longitudinal modes. In both the
longitudinal and transverse pairs, there is a mode of low frequency in which
the masses move in the same direction and a mode of higher frequency in
which they move in opposite directions.
The normal modes of a three-mass oscillator are shown in Fig. 2.l. The
masses are constrained to move in a plane, and so there are six normal modes
of vibration, three longitudinal and three transverse. Each longitudinal mode
will be higher in frequency than the corresponding transverse mode. If the
masses were free to move in three dimensions, there would be 3 x 3 = 9
normal modes, three longitudinal and six transverse.
Increasing the number of masses and springs in our linear array increases
the number of normal modes. Each new mass adds one longitudinal mode and
(provided the masses move in a plane) one transverse mode. The modes of
transverse vibration for mass/spring systems with N = 1 to 24 masses are
shown in Fig. 2.2; note that as the number of masses increases, the system
takes on a wavelike appearance. A similar diagram could be drawn for the
longitudinal modes.
As the number of masses in our linear system increases, we take less and
less notice of the individual elements, and our system begins to resemble a
vibrating string with mass distributed uniformly along its length. Presumably,
we could describe the vibrations of a vibrating string by writing N equations
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Fig. 2.1. Normal modes of a three-mass oscillator. Transverse mode (a) has the lowest
frequency and longitudinal mode (f) the highest.
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Fig. 2.2. Modes of transverse vibration for mass/spring systems with different numbers
of masses. A system with N masses has N modes.
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of motion for N equally spaced masses and letting N go to infinity, but it is
much simpler to consider the shape of the string as a whole.

2.2. Transverse Wave Equation for a String
The study of vibrating strings has a long history. Pythagoras is said to have
observed how the division of a stretched string into two segments gave
pleasing sounds when the lengths of these two segments had a simple ratio
(2: 1, 3: 1, 3: 2, etc.). These are examples of normal modes of a string fixed
at its ends. Closer examination of the motion of a string reveals that the
normal modes depend upon the mass of the string, its length, the tension
applied, and the end conditions.
Consider a uniform string (Fig. 2.3) with linear density J.1. (kg/m) stretched
to a tension T (newtons). The net force dF, restoring segments ds to its
equilibrium position, is the difference between the y components of T at the
two ends of the segment:
dFy = (T sin lJ)x+dx - (T sin lJ)x.

Applying the Taylor's series expansion f(x + dx) = f(x) + of(x) dx + ... to
T sin lJ and keeping first-order terms gives
ax
. ll)
dFy = [(T sm
{7 x

sin lJ) d ]
+ o(Tax
x

_ (T . ll)
sm u x

= o(T sin lJ) d
ax

T
I

I
I dy

I
I

----------------~
dx
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
x

Fig. 2.3. Segments of a string with tension T.

x

+ dx

x.

(2.1)
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For small displacement y, sin e can be replaced by tan e, which is also iJy/iJx:

iJy/iJx) d = T iJ2 y d
dFy = iJ(T iJx
x
iJx2 x.

(2.2)

The mass of the segment ds is j,tds, so Newton's second law of motion becomes

iJ2 y
iJ2 y
T iJx 2 dx = (j,tds) iJt 2 .

(2.3)

Since dy is small, ds ~ dx. Also, we write c2 = T/j,t and obtain

iJ2 y
iJt 2

T iJ2y
j,t iJx 2

2

iJ2y
iJx 2·

-=--=c -

(2.4)

This is the well-known equation for transverse waves in a vibrating string.

2.3. General Solution of the Wave Equation: Traveling Waves
The general solution of Eq. (2.4) can be written in a form credited to
d'Alembert (1717-1783):

y = I1(ct - x)

+ I2(ct + x).

(2.5)

The function 11 (ct - x) represents a wave traveling to the right with a velocity
c; similarly, I2(ct + x) represents a wave traveling to the left with the same
velocity. The nature of functions 11 and 12 is arbitrary; they could be sinusoidal
or they could describe impulsive waves, for example. In fact, the two independent functions 11 and 12 can be chosen so that their sum represents any
desired initial displacement y(x, 0) and velocity iJy/iJt = y(x, 0).
Differentiation of Eq. (2.5) by x and t leads to
and
where I{ and
arguments.

I~

iJy/iJx = - I~

+ 12,

iJy/iJt =

+ I;),

c(f~

(2.6)

are derivatives of the two functions with respect to their

2.4. Reflection at Fixed and Free Ends
In order to understand wave reflection at the ends of a string, we first consider
what happens to a single pulse at fixed and free ends of a string, as indicated
in Fig. 2.4. By fixed end, we understand that the string is securely fastened,
but free end requires some explanation. We need to maintain tension in the
x direction, but we want the string to move freely in the y direction. Thus, we
imagine it is fastened to a massless ring that slides up and down on a rod
without friction.

2.5. Simple Harmonic Solutions to the Wave Equation
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Fig. 2.4. Reflection ofa pulse at a fixed end (a) and at a free end (b). In (a) the appropriate
boundary condition can be met by having an imaginary pulse of opposite phase meet
the real pulse at x = O. In (b) the imaginary pulse has the same phase.

o. Assuming that the string is fixed at x = 0, the
general solution [Eq. (2.5)] becomes

1. At a fixed end, y =

y

=0=

fl(ct - 0)

from which
fl(ct)

=

+ f2(ct + 0),
(2.7)

-f2(ct).

Thus, an up pulse reflects as a down pulse, as shown in Fig. 2.4(a).
2. At a free end, oy/ox = 0 because no transverse force is possible.
Thus, from Eq. (2.6),
f~ (ct)

= f~(ct).

(2.8a)

Integration of Eq. (2.8a) gives
(2.8b)
An up pulse now reflects as an up pulse, as shown in Fig. 2.4(b).
Of couse, many other end conditions are possible. For example, the string
may be attached to a string with a different linear density /1, to a spring, or to
a mass. A particularly important case is that of an end support that is nearly
fixed but yields slightly, such as the bridge of a piano or violin.

2.5. Simple Harmonic Solutions to the Wave Equation
In order to see how simple harmonic motions are propagated along a string,
we let the functions fl and f2 in the general solution [Eq. (2.5)J each consist
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of a sine term and a cosine term
y(x,t) =

Asin~(et - x) + Bcos w (et - x) + Csin w (et + x)
e

e

+ Dcos~(et + x) =
e

e

Asin(wt - kx)

+ Bcos(wt -

+ C sin(wt + kx) + D cos(wt + kx),

kx)

(2.9)

where k = wje = 2nj). is known as the wave number.
Alternatively, we could have used the complex notation
ji(x, t)

= Aei(wt-kx) + Bei(wt+kX),

(2.10)

where ji, A, and B are complex. In this case, y(x, t) = Re ji(x, t).

2.6. Standing Waves
Consider a string of length L fixed at x = 0 and x = L. The first condition
y(O, t) = 0 requires that A = - C and B = - D in Eq. (2.9), so
y

+ A [sin(wt -

kx) - sin(wt

+ kx)] + B[cos(wt -

kx) - cos(wt

+ kx)].
(2.11)

Using the sum and difference formulas, sin(x
and cos(x ± y) = cosxcosy += sinxsiny,

± y) =

sinxcosy

± cosxsiny

y = 2A sin kx cos wt - 2B sin kx sin wt
= 2[A cos wt - B sin wt] sin kx.

(2.12)

The second condition y(L, t) = 0 requires that sin kL = 0 or wLje = nn.
This restricts w to values Wn = nnejL or In = n(ej2L). Thus, the string has
normal modes of vibration:
(2.13)

These modes are harmonic, because each In is n times i1 = ej2L.
The general solution of a vibrating string with fixed ends can be written as
a sum of the normal modes:

L (Ansinwnt + Bn cos wnt) sin knx,
of the nth mode is Cn = J A; + B;.

y=

(2.14)

n

and the amplitude
y(x, t) =

L yix, t).

At any point

n

Alternatively, the general solution could be written as
y=

L Cnsin(wnt + ,pn)sinknx,
n

where Cn is the amplitude of the nth mode and ,pn is its phase.

(2.15)

2.8. Plucked String: Time and Frequency Analyses
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2.7. Energy of a Vibrating String
When a string vibrates in one of its normal modes, the kinetic and potential
energies alternately take on their maximum value, which is equal to the total
energy,just as in the simple mass-spring system discussed in Section 1.3. Thus,
the energy of a mode can be calculated by considering either the kinetic or the
potential energy. The maximum kinetic energy of a segment vibrating in its
nth mode is

Integrating over the entire length gives
E

"

= W~P.L(A2 + B2) = w~p.L C2
4

"

"

4

(2.16)

II·

The potential and kinetic energies of each mode have a time average value
that is E,,/2. The total energy of the string can be found by summing up the
energy in each normal mode:

2.8. Plucked String: Time and Frequency Analyses
When a string is excited by bowing, plucking, or striking, the resulting vibration
can be considered to be a combination of several modes of vibration. For
example, if the string is plucked at its center, the resulting vibration will consist
of the fundamental plus the odd-numbered harmonics. Fig. 2.5 illustrates how
the modes associated with the odd-numbered harmonics, when each is present
in the right proportion, add up at one instant in time to give the initial shape
of the center-plucked string. Modes 3, 7, 11, etc., must be opposite in phase
from modes, 1, 5, and 9 in order to give maximum displacement at the center,
as shown at the top. Finding the normal mode spectrum of a string given its
initial displacement calls for frequency analysis or Fourier analysis.
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Fig. 2.5. Frequency analysis of a string plucked at its center. Odd-numbered modes of
vibration add up in appropriate amplitude and phase to give the shape of the string.
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Fig. 2.6. Time analysis of the motion of a string plucked at its midpoint through one
half cycle. Motion can be thought of as due to two pulses traveling in opposite
directions.

Since all the modes shown in Fig. 2.5 have different frequencies of vibration,
they quickly get out of phase, and the shape of the string changes rapidly after
plucking. The shape of the string at each moment can be obtained by adding
the normal modes at that particular time, but it is more difficult to do so
because each of the modes will be at a different point in its cycle. The resolution
of the string motion into two pulses that propagate in opposite directions on
the string, which we might call time analysis, is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. If the
string is plucked at a point other than its center, the spectrum or recipe of the
constituent modes is different, of course. For example, if the string is plucked
! of the distance from one end, the spectrum of mode amplitudes shown in
Fig. 2.7 is obtained. Note that the 5th harmonic is missing. Plucking the string
of the distance from the end suppresses the 4th harmonic, etc. (In Fig. 2.5,
plucking it at t the distance eliminated the 2nd harmonic as well as other
even-numbered ones.)
A time analysis of the string plucked at ! of its length is shown in Fig. 2.8.
A bend racing back and forth within a parallelogram boundary can be viewed
as the resultant of two pulses (dashed lines) traveling in opposite directions.
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Fig. 2.7. Spectrum of a string plucked one-fifth of the distance from one end.
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Fig. 2.8. Time analysis through one half cycle ofthe motion of a string plucked one-fifth
of the distance from one end. The motion can be thought of as due to two pulses
[representing the two terms in Eq. (2.5)] moving in opposite directions (dashed curves).
The resultant motion consists of two bends, one moving clockwise and the other
counterclockwise around a parallelogram. The normal force on the end support, as a
function of time, is shown at the bottom.
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Each of these pulses can be described by one term in d' Alembert's solution
[Eq. (2.5)].
Each of the normal modes described in Eq. (2.13) has two coefficients An
and Bn whose values depend upon the initial excitation of the string. These
coefficients can be determined by Fourier analysis. Multiplying each side of
Eq. (2.14) and its time derivative by sin mnxlL and integrating from 0 to L
gives the following formulae for the Fourier coefficients:

2

An = - wnL
2
L

Bn = -

fL y(x, 0) sm. -nnx dx,
L

0

fL y (x, 0) sm-dx.
. nnx
L

0

(2.17)
(2.18)

Using these formulae, we can calculate the Fourier coefficients for the string
of length L plucked with amplitude h at one-fifth of its length, as shown in the
time analysis in Fig. 2.8. The initial conditions are

y(x,O) = 0,
y(x, 0)

=

5h

o ~ X ~ LIS,

LX,

= .5h(1 _~)
4

L'

(2.19)

LIS ~ x ~ L.

Using the first condition in Eq. (2.17) gives An = O. Using the second condition
in Eq. (2.18) gives

2
B =n
L

fLIS -5h x sm-dx
. nnx
nnx
+ -2 fL ( 1 - -x).smdx
0
L
L
L LIS
L
L

25h

. nn

= 2n 2 n 2 sm S

'

(2.20)

The individual Bn's become: Bl = 0.7444h, B2 = 0.3011h, B3 = 0.1338h,
B4 = 0.0465h, Bs = 0, B6 = -0.0207h, etc. Figure 2.7 shows 20 10glBnl for
n = 0 to 15. Note that Bn = 0 for n = 5, 10, 15, etc., which is the signature of
a string plucked at liS of its length.

2.9. Struck String
In considering the plucked string, we assumed an initial displacement (varying
from 0 to 2h along the length of the string) but a zero initial velocity (everywhere) at t = O. Now, we consider the opposite set of conditions: zero initial
displacement with a specified initial velocity. This velocity could be imparted
by a hard hammer that strikes the string at t = 0, for example. Of course, a
blow by a real hammer does not instantly impart a velocity to the string; in
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fact, the nature of the initial velocity depends in a complicated way on a
number of factors, such as the compliance of the hammer. Various models
of hammer-string interaction are discussed in a series of papers by Hall
(1986, 1987a,b).
Suppose that the string is struck by a hard, narrow hammer having a
velocity V. After a short time t, a portion of the string with length 2ct and mass
2p,ct is set into motion. As this mass increases and becomes comparable to the
hammer mass M, the hammer is slowed down and would eventually be
stopped. With a string of finite length, however, reflected impulses return while
the hammer still has appreciable velocity, and these reflected impulses interact
with the hammer in a rather complicated way, causing it to be thrown back
from the string.
At the point of contact, the string and hammer together satisfy the equation

Mo2y
= T~(Oy)
ot
ox '
2

(2.21)

while elsewhere the string continues to satisfy Eq. (2.4). The discontinuity in
the string slope

~ (;~). according to Eq. (2.21), is responsible for the force

that slows down the hammer. Equation (2.21) is satisfied at the contact point
by a velocity
v(t) = Ve- t1t,
(2.22)
where, = Mc/2T may be termed the deceleration time (Hall, 1986). The
corresponding displacement is
y(t) = V,(1 - e- t1t ).

(2.23)

The displacement at the contact point approaches VMc/2T, and the velocity
approaches zero. If the string were very long, the displacement and velocity
elsewhere on the string could be found by substituting t - [(x - xo)/c] for t
in Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25), as shown in Fig. 2.9.
Only when the string is very long or the hammer is very light does the
hammer stop, as in Fig. 2.9. In a string of finite length, reflected pulses return
from both ends of the strings and interact with the moving hammer in a fairly
complicated way. Eventually, the hammer is thrown clear of the string, and
the string vibrates freely in its normal modes.
In general, the harmonic amplitudes in the vibration spectrum of a struck
string fall off less rapidly with frequency than those of the plucked strings
shown in Figs. 2.5 and 2.7. For a very light hammer whose mass M is much
less than the mass of the string M s , the spectrum dips to zero for harmonic
numbers that are multiples of l/P (where the string is struck at a fraction P
of its length), but otherwise does not falloff with frequency, as shown in
Fig. 2.1O(a). (The spectrum of sound radiated by a piano, which may be
quite different from the vibration spectrum of the string, will be discussed in
Chapter 12).
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-%~v

v

Fig. 2.9. Displacement and velocity of a long string at successive times after being struck
by a hard narrow hammer having a velocity V.

If the hammer mass is small but not negligible compared to the mass of the
string, the spectrum envelope falls off as l/n (6 dB/octave) above a mode
number given by nm = 0.73 Ms/M, as shown in Fig. 2.10(b). Note that for
high harmonic (mode) numbers, there are missing modes between those in
Fig.2.10(a).
The effect of hammer compliance and application to pianos will be discussed
in Chapter 12.
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2.10. Bowed String
The motion of a bowed string has interested physicists for many years, and
much has been written on the subject. In this chapter, we give only a brief
description of some of the important features; the subject will be discussed
more fully in a later chapter on string instruments.
As the bow is drawn across the string of a violin, the string appears to
vibrate back and forth smoothly between two curved boundaries, much like
a string vibrating in its fundamental mode. However, this appearance of
simplicity is deceiving. Over a hundred years ago, Helmholtz (1877) showed
that the string more nearly forms two straight lines with a sharp bend at the
point of intersection. This bend races around the curved path that we see,
making one round trip each period of the vibration.
To observe the string motion, Helmholtz constructed a vibration microscope, consisting of an eyepiece attached to a tuning fork. This was driven in
sinusoidal motion parallel to the string, and the eyepiece was focused on a
bright-colored spot on the string. When Helmholtz bowed the string, he saw
a Lissajous figure (see Section 1.10). The figure was stationary when the tuning
fork frequency was an integral fraction of the string frequency. Helmholtz
noted that the displacement of the string followed a triangular pattern at
whatever point he observed it, as shown in Fig. 2.11. The velocity waveform
at each point alternates between two values.
Other early work on the subject was published by Krigar- Menzel and
Raps (1891) and by Nobel laureate c.V. Raman (1918). More recent experiments by Schelleng (1973), McIntyre, et al. (1981), Lawergren (1980), Kondo
and Kubata (1983), and by others have verified these early findings and have
greatly added to our understanding of bowed strings. An excellent discussion
of the bowed string is given by Cremer (1981).
The motion of a bowed string is shown in Fig. 2.12. A time analysis in
Fig. 2.12(A) shows the Helmholtz-type motion of the string; as the bow moves
ahead at a constant speed, the bend races around a curved path. Fig. 2.l2(B)
shows the position of the point of contact at successive times; the letters
correspond to the frames in Fig. 2.12(A). Note that there is a single bend in
the bowed string, whereas in the plucked string (Fig. 2.8), we had a double
bend.

y(t)~

/"vAv

~

v(t)

(a)

(b)

(e)

Fig. 2.11. Displacement and velocity of a bowed string at three positions along its
length: (a) at x = Lj4, (b) at the center, and (c) at x = 3Lj4.
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Fig. 2.12. Motion of a bowed string. (A) Time analysis of the motion, showing the shape
of the string at eight successive times during the cycle. (B) Displacement of the bow
(dashed line) and the string at the point of contact (solid line) at successive times. The
letters correspond to the letters in (A).

The action of the bow on the string is often described as a stick and slip
action. The bow drags the string along until the bend arrives [from (a) in
Fig. 2.12(A)] and triggers the slipping action of the string until it is picked up
by the bow once again [frame (c)]. From (c) to (i), the string moves at th:feed
of the bow. The velocity of the bend up and down the string is the usual T//1.
The envelope around which the bend races [the dashed curve in Fig.
2.12(A)] is composed of two parabolas with a maximum amplitude that is
proportional, within limits, to the bow velocity. It also increases as the string
is bowed nearer to one end.
The actual string motion may be a superposition of several Helmholtz-type
motions. Also, if the bowing point is at an integral fraction of the length, so
that certain harmonics are not excited, the displacement curves take on
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ripples. These and many other details of bowed string motion are treated
elegantly by Cremer (1981).

2.11. Driven String: Impedance
One way to excite a string is to apply a transverse force f(t) to one end. We
first consider an infinite string with tension T and a transverse force J(t) =
Fe iCfJt as shown in Fig. 2.13. Since the string is infinitely long and the force is
applied at the left end, the solution consists only of waves moving to the right.
y(x, t) = Aei(CfJt-k,x),

where Ais a complex constant giving the amplitude and the phase with respect
to the driving force and k = ro/c = 21[/)...
Since there is no mass concentrated at x = 0, the driving force should
balance the transverse component of the tension:

F = -TsinO ~ -T(oYlox)
x=O.
Substitution of J(t) = F eiCfJt and y(x, t) = Aei(CfJt-k,x) gives

(2.24)

Fe iCfJt = jkTAe iCfJt

or

(2.25)

A = F/jkT,

so
-jF .
t) = - eJ(CfJt-k,x)
'kT
.

Y~(x

The velocity u =

oy/ot becomes
u(x t) = Fro ei(CfJt-k,x) = Fc ei(CfJt-k,x)
'kT

T

.

(2.26)

We define the mechanical input impedance Zin as the ratio of force to velocity
at the driving point, so
(2.27)

Fig. 2.13. Forces at x = 0 on a string free to move in the y direction.
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In a string of infinite length (or a string terminated so that no reflections
occur), tin equals the characteristic impedance Zo, which is a real quantity;
the input impedance is purely resistive in an infinite string.
T

=- =~=

Zo

C

}lC.

(2.28)

The behavior of a string of finite length is more complicated because ay/ax
at x = 0 depends upon the reflected wave as well.
ji(x, t) = Aej(wl-kx)

+ Bej(wl-kx).

(2.29)

Assume that the string is fixed at x = L and driven at x = 0 as before.
Substitution of Eq. (2.29) into Eq. (2.24) gives

Fe jw1

= TUkA- jkB)e jW1 .

(2.30)

The boundary condition at x = L gives

o = Ae-jkL + Be jkL.

(2.31)

Solving Eqs. (2.30) and (2.31) together gives
_
Fe jkL

A=----

2jkTcoskL'

and

_

Fe-jkL

B=----- 2jkT cos kL'

from which

_( ) _ !:..- sin k(Lk-

y x, t - k

T

cos L

(2.32)
x) jwl

e,

and

_(

U

) _ jwF sin k(L - x) jwl
x, t - k
k
e.
T
cos L

(2.33)

The input impedance at x = 0 is

-

-jkT

Zin = J(t)jfi(x, t) = - - c o t kL = - jZo cot kL.
w

(2.34)

This impedance is purely reactive and varies from 0 (kL = n/2, 3n/2, etc.) to
±joo (kL = 0, n, etc.). These are the resonances and antiresonances of the
string, respectively.

2.12. Motion of the End Supports
In Section 2.6, we considered the string to be terminated by two rigid end
supports (y = 0 at x = 0 and x = L). We will now consider what happens
when one of the end supports is not completely rigid.
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We can generally describe the termination by writing its complex impedance. If the imaginary part of the complex impedance is masslike, the
resonances of the string will be raised slightly above those given by Eq. (2.13);
ifit is springlike, on the other hand, the resonance frequencies will be lowered.
The real part of the complex impedance is indicative of the rate of energy
transfer from the spring to the support (the bridge and soundboard of a guitar,
for example).
Let us consider a string fixed at x = 0 and terminated at x = L by a support
that can be characterized by a mass m. The transverse force exerted on the
mass by the string is - T(oY;OX)x=L. By Newton's second law,

- T(OY/OX)L = m(02y;ot2)L.

(2.35)

Applying the boundary condition at x = 0 to Eq. (2.11) gives

o=
so

Ae irot

+ Re irot,

(2.36)

A = - R, and the harmonic solution becomes
y(x, t) = A( - e- kx + ekx)eirot = A sin kxe irot .

(2.37)

Substituting Eq. (2.37) into Eq. (2.35) gives

- kTA cos kL eirot = - co 2mA sin kL eirot,
and

m
co 2m ky 2m km
cot kL = = - - - = -kL
kT
T p.
M '

(2.38)

where M = p.L is the total mass of the string. The transcendental equation,
Eq. (2.38), can be solved graphically, as shown in Fig. 2.14, for two values of
m/M. As m» M, the roots approach the values k = mr for the string fixed at
x = L as well as at x = O. Note that the normal mode frequencies obtained

Fig. 2.14. Graphical solution of cot kL

= (m/ M)kL.
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from Eq. (2.38) are slightly compressed from the harmonic relationship; the
frequency of the lowest mode is raised slightly more than the second.

2.13. Damping
Damping of vibrating strings can generally be attributed to three different loss
mechanisms: (1) air damping, (2) internal damping, and (3) transfer of energy
to other vibrating systems. The damping due to these mechanisms will vary
with frequency, and their contributions will be comparable in size in many
systems. (Fletcher, 1976, 1977).

2.13.1. Air Damping
A vibrating string is not a good sound radiator. The reason for this is that
the string acts as a dipole source, producing a compression in front and a
rarefaction behind as it moves; its radius is so small that these effectively cancel
each other. This does not mean, however, that the string has little interaction
with the air. Viscous flow of air around the moving string may be the major
cause of damping of its vibrations under some conditions.
The complex problem of viscous drag on a vibrating string was solved
long ago by Stokes, who showed that the force on the string has two components. One is an additional masslike load that lowers the mode frequencies
very slightly; the other produces exponential decay of amplitude.
Over a range of wire diameters and frequencies encountered in musical
instruments, the retarding force experienced by a cylinder of length Land
radius r moving with a velocity v and frequency j is
Fr

= 2n 2 pa/vn

2(fi
1)'
Ai + 2M2
L

(2.39)

where M = (rI2)J2njl'1a, Pa(~ 1.2 kgjm 3 ) is the density of air, and '1a(~ 1.5 X
10- 5 m 2 /s) is the kinematic viscosity. For typical harpsichord strings, M is in
the range of 0.3 to 1.0.
Since Fr oc v, the rate of loss varies as v2 , which is proportional to kinetic
energy. Thus, for oscillation at a single frequency, the amplitude should decay
exponentially with a decay time constant t.
p

71

2M2

= 27rp.i 2..r2M +

l'

(2.40)

The decay time is proportional to the wire density, but depends in a more
complicated way on wire radius and frequency. t 1 oc pr2 at low frequency and
t l oc prl.Jl at high frequency.
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2.13.2. Internal Damping
String material has so far been characterized by its radius, its density, and its
Young's modulus, but more can be said than this. All real materials show an
elastic behavior in which, when a stress is applied, an instantaneous strain
occurs and then, over some characteristic time T, the strain increases slightly.
This second elongation may be moderately large or extremely small, and the
time T may be anything from less than a millisecond to many seconds. In
viscoelastic materials, the second elongation increases slowly but without
limit.
Such behavior can be represented by making the Young's modulus for the
material complex:
(2.41)
According to a relaxation formula attributable to Debye, E2 has a peak at
the relaxation frequency w = liT. Equation (2.41) can, however, be used in the
more general case where many relaxation times contribute, both E1 and E2
varying with frequency. This behavior is simple to understand, E1 being
contributed by normal elastic bond distortions and E2 by relaxation processes
such as dislocation motion or the movement of kinks in polymer chains.
Typically E21E1 may be less than 10- 4 in hard crystals, rather larger in
metals, and perhaps as large as 10- 1 in some polymer materials, though in
such cases it may also depend on temperature. One elastic constant is really
inadequate to describe even isotropic materials, but we shall neglect this added
complication here.
By substituting Eq. (2.41) into the equation of motion, the decay time for
this internal damping can be found to be
T2

1 E1
nf E2

= --.

(2.42)

Clearly, internal damping is a material property independent of string
radius, length, or tension. It is generally negligible for solid metal strings but
may become the prime damping mechanism for gut or nylon strings or, more
particularly, for strings of nylon overspun with metal. The decay time due to
this mechanism is clearly shortest at high frequencies if, as is often the case,
E1 is nearly independent offrequency.

2.13.3. Energy Loss Through the Supports
In considering energy transfer to a movable support (and through it to
other vibrating systems), it is easier to consider admittance than impedance.
Admittance (the reciprocal of impedance) is the ratio of velocity to force, and
its real part G is called conductance.
For a given string mode n, the velocity imparted to the support can be
written
(2.43)
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Fig. 2.15. Schematic behavior of decay times '; caused by various mechanisms as
functions of the fundamental frequency 11 of the string, which is assumed to be varied
by changing only the string length. '1 is determined by air damping, '2 by internal
damping, and, 3 by loss to the support. Arrows indicate the directions in which the
curves would be shifted by an increase in the string radius r, the density tension T, and
the imaginary part of the Young's modulus E 2 , and by the mechanical conductivity G
of the bridge (Fletcher, 1976).

where Fn is the vertical component of the force and (J( is a constant. An analysis
of the energy loss process again leads to an exponential energy decay with a
time constant given by (Fletcher, 1977)
(2.44)
When all three mechanisms contribute to damping, the decay time , is
obtained by adding reciprocals:
(2.45)
This relationship is shown schematically in Fig. 2.15 on the assumption
that G and E2 are independent of frequency. The curves show the various
contributions to the decay time as functions of frequency on the assumption
that we are dealing with a single string whose frequency is raised by reducing
its length. Also indicated are the directions in which the various curves would
move in response to increases in various string parameters. The curve for the
resultant decay time is a smoothed lower envelope to the individual decay time
curves.
In most musical instruments, the rate at which energy is transferred from
the string to the bridge and soundboard is quite small. For thin metal strings,
the decay time is determined mostly by air viscosity, and so the decay time for
the upper partials varies as 1/J]: For instruments with gut or nylon strings,
internal damping becomes dominant for most modes, and the decay time for
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the upper partials varies as l/f Such strings therefore have a much less
brilliant sound than do metal strings. If a finger tip is used to stop the string
or if the bridge is so light that end losses predominate, the decay time for the
upper partials varies more nearly as 1/f2.

2.14. Longitudinal Vibrations of a String or Thin Bar
Longitudinal waves in a string are much less common than transverse waves.
Nevertheless, they do occur, and they may give rise to standing waves or
longitudinal modes of vibration. Unlike transverse waves, their velocity (and
hence their frequency) does not change with tension (except for possible
changes in the physical properties of the string). Longitudinal waves in a thin
bar travel at the same velocity as do longitudinal waves in a string ofthe same
material.
When a bar is strained, elastic forces are produced. Consider a short
segment of length dx of a bar having a cross section area S, as shown in
Fig. 2.16. The plane at x moves a distance w to the right while the plane at
x + dx moves a distance w + dw. The stress is given by f/S and the strain
(change in length per unit of original length) by ow/ax. If E is Young's
modulus, Hooke's law can be written

f

S=
Expanding f

ow
E ax·

(2.46)

+ df in a Taylor's series, and differentiating Eq. (2.46) gives
df = f(x

+ dx) -

of
02W
f(x) = ax dx = SE ox 2 dx.

(2.47)

The mass segment under consideration is pS dx, and thus, the equation of
motion becomes
02W
02W
pS dx ot 2 = SE ox 2 dx,
(2.48)
02W- _
E 02W
_
_ -c 2 _02W
ot 2 - p ox2 - L ox 2 .
This is a one-dimensional wave equation for waves with a velocity CL =
w

r--o

f

1·1

x

w+dw

r-----""\

I

x+dx

I

~

f+df

Fig. 2.16. Forces and strains in a short segment of a bar (or string).
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The general solution of Eq. (2.48) has the same form as the equation for
transverse waves in a string:
(2.49)
The normal modes of vibration depend upon the end conditions. If both ends
are fixed, or if both ends are free, the mode frequencies are given by

n = 1,2,3, ... ,

(2.50)

and for a bar fixed at one end and free at the other,

m = 1,3,5, ....

(2.51)

If the bar (or string) is terminated by a movable support, the modal frequencies

are found by methods similar to that described in Section 2.12.

2.15. Bending Waves in a Bar
A bar or rod is capable of transverse vibrations in somewhat the same manner
as a string. The dependence of the frequency on tension is more complicated
than it is in a string, however. In fact, a bar vibrates quite nicely under zero
tension, the elastic forces within the bar supplying the necessary restoring force
in this case.
When a bar is bent, the outer part is stretched and the inner part is
compressed. Somewhere in between is a neutral axis whose length remains
unchanged, as shown in Fig. 2.17. A filament located at a distance z below the
neutral axis is compressed by an amount d¢J. The strain is z d¢Jjdx, and the
amount of force required to produce the strain is
(2.52)
where dS is the cross sectional area of the filament and E is Young's modulus.

•

dx

..

,

F(x

M(x)L,

0-A-f.(~ -1-"

x

+
F(x)
(a)

+ dx)

'Je)

(b)

Fig. 2.17. (a) Bending strains in a bar. (b) Bending moments and shear forces in a bar.
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K=a/2

~

Fig. 2.1S. Radii of gyration for some simple shapes.

The moment of this force about the center line is dM
and so the total moment to compress all the filaments is
M=

f dM = E ~~ f

Z2

= [E dS z(df/J/dx)]z,

dS.

(2.53)

It is customary to define a constant K called the radius of gyration of the cross

section such that

(2.54)
where S =

f dS is the total cross section. The radius of gyration for a few

familiar shapes is shown in Fig. 2.18. The bending moment is thus
M = Edf/J SK2

dx

since df/J

~

~ -ESK2 o2y

-

ox 2'

(2.55)

02y) dx for small df/J.
- ( ox
2

The bending moment is not the same for every part of the bar. In order to
keep the bar in equilibrium, there must be a shearing force F with a moment
F dx, as shown in Fig. 2.17(b).

F dx = (M

+ dM) -

M = dM,

and

F=

oM

a; =

203y
-ESK ox 3'

But the shearing force F is not constant, either; the net force dF = (oF/ox)dx
produces an acceleration perpendicular to the axis of the bar. The equation
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of motion is

02y
(OF)
ax dx = (pS dx) ot 2
04y
02y
- ESK 2 ox4 = pS 7ft2
02y
ot 2

(2.56)

EK2 04y

-p ox

4•

This is a fourth-order differential equation. It is not possible to construct
a general solution from transverse waves traveling with velocity v, as in
the longitudinal case. The velocity of transverse waves is, in fact, quite
dependent on frequency; that is, the bar has dispersion.
We write the complex displacement as ji = Y(x)e iwt ;
02 o4y- d 4 y.
2 _
EK2 d 4 y
~ = _w2Veiwt
d
Jwt
y
ot2
~I
an
ox4 - dx4e , so -w =
dx4

-p

or

where

v2 = wK.jEjP = wKc L •

Note that the wave velocity v(f) is proportional to
We now write Y(x) = Ae YX and substitute

2 _

fo.

+ w2

Y - -2
v '

or

(2.57)
Y=

w

±v

w
±j-.

or

v

The complete solution is a sum of four terms, each corresponding to one of
the roots of Eq. (2.57):
ji(x, t) = eiwt(Aewx/v

Since e±x = cosh x
writing Eq. (2.58) is
y = cos(wt

± sinh x

+ Be- wx/v + Ce iwx/v + De-iwx/

(2.58)

V ).

and e±ix = cos x

± jsinx,

another way of

wx
. wx
wx
. wXJ
+ r/J) [ A cosh+ Bsmh+ Ccos+ Dsm,

v

v

v

v

where A, B, C, and D are now real constants (Kinsler et at, 1982).

(2.59)

2.16. Bars with Fixed and Free Ends
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Since the equation of motion is a fourth-order equation, we have four
arbitrary constants. We thus need four boundary conditions (two at each end)
to determine them.

2.16. Bars with Fixed and Free Ends
We will consider three different end conditions for a bar: free, supported
(hinged), and clamped. For each of these, we can write a pair of boundary
conditions. At a free end, there is no torque and no shearing force, so the
second and third derivatives are both zero, as given in Fig. 2.19. At a simply
supported (or hinged) end, there is no displacement and no torque, so y and
its second derivative are zero. At a clamped end, y and its first derivative are
zero.
1. Example I: A bar oflength L free at both ends. The boundary conditions
at x = 0 become

and

(J2y = 0 = cos(wt + r/J) (W)2
(Jx
-;- (A 2

C),

(J3 y3= 0 = cos(wt + r/J) (W)3
(Jx
-;- (B -

D),

from which A = C and B = D, so the general solution [Eq. (2.59)J becomes

wx + cos ---;wx) + B (.smh ---;wx + sm---;. wx)] .
y(x, t) = cos(wt + r/J) [ A (cosh ---;(2.60)

At x = L, the boundary conditions become

(J2y2= 0 = cos(wt + r/J) (W)2
wL
(Jx
-;- [(
A cosh ---;- . hwL
+ B (sm
---;- -

WL)

cos---;-

. WL)] ,

sm ---;-

Free end
Supported end

Clamped end

y=

0,

oy/ox =

°

Fig. 2.19. Three different end conditions for a bar.
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03 y3 = 0 = COS(wt
OX

wL + sin--;;WL)
+ <b) (W)3
-; [A(sinh ~

wL + B ( cosh --;;-

WL)] .
cos --;;-

These equations can have a common solution only for certain values of w.
Setting the expressions in brackets equal to zero, and dividing the first by the
second gives
cosh wL/v - cos wL/v
sinh wL/v + sin wL/v
Cross multiply and note that sin 2 x

sinh wL/v - sin wL/v
cosh wL/v + sin wL/v .

+ cos 2 X =

cosh 2 X

-

sinh 2 x = 1:

cosh 2 wL/v - 2 cosh wL/v cos wL/v + cos 2 wL/v = sinh 2 wL/v - sin 2 wL/v,

wL
wL
2 - 2cosh-cos- = 0,
v
v
or

wL
cosh- =
V

1
coswL/v

----c-

(2.61)

This equation could be solved by graphing the two functions, but this is
not very practical since the hyperbolic cosine increases exponentially. An
alternative is to make use of the indentities:
x
tan-=
2

1 - cosx
1 + cos x

and
cosh x - 1
cosh x + 1 '
so that Eq. (2.61) becomes

wL
tanTv =

wL

± tanh 2v-.

(2.62)

A graph of these two functions is shown in Fig. 2.20. The intersections of
these curves give roots wL/2v = n/4 (3.011, 5, ... ). But v2 = wKJE[P, so
w 2 = (v 2n 2/4L2)(3.0112, 52, 7 2, .... ), and the allowed frequencies are given by

nKfE
222
2
In = 8L
2 \1';[3.011 ,5 ,7 , ... , (2n + 1) ].

(2.63)

The frequencies and nodal positions for the first four bending vibrational
modes of a bar with free ends are given in Table 2.1. Note that the frequencies
are not harmonically related as they were for longitudinal modes.
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5n/4

3n/2

Fig. 2.20. Curves showing tangent, cotangent, and hyperbolic tangent functions (from
Kinsler et aI., "Fundamentals of Acoustics," 3rd ed., copyright © 1982, John Wiley &
Sons, Inc. Reprinted by permission).

2. Example II: A bar of length of L clamped at x = 0 and free at x = L. The
boundary conditions at x = 0 now lead to the result that A + C = 0 = B + D.
The transcendental equation, which gives the allowed values of frequency, is
now [see equation 3.55 in Kinsler et al. (1982)]

wL
wL
cot2v = -+tanh-.
2v
Again, we obtain the frequencies by using Fig. 2.20:

fn

=

nK {E
2
2
2
2
8L 2 y-,;-[1.194 ,2.988 ,5 , ... , (2n - 1) ].

(2.64)

These frequencies are in the ratios f2 = 6.267 fl' f3 = 17.55fl, f4 = 35.39 fl'
Table 2.1. Characteristics of transverse vibrations in a bar
with free ends.
Frequency
(Hz)

I,

=

3.5607K/L 2 jE/p
2.7561,
5.4041,
8.9331,

Wavelength
(m)

Nodal positions
(m from end of l-m bar)

1.330L
0.800L
0.572L
0.445L

0.224,0.776
0.132,0.500,0.868
0.094, 0.356, 0.644, 0.906
0.073,0.277,0.500,0.723,0.927
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Fig. 2.21. Bending vibrations of (a) a bar with two free ends, (b) a bar with one clamped
end and one free end, and (c) a bar with two supported (hinged) ends. The numbers are
relative frequencies; to obtain actual frequencies, multiply by (nK/L 2

)JEiP.

JEiP,

etc. The lowest frequency has the frequency i1 = O.5598K/L 2
which is
only about i of the lowest frequency of the same bar with two free ends.
3. Example III: A bar oflength L with simple supports (hinges) at the ends.
The frequencies are given by

in = ~:~ ~m2

m

= 1,2,3, ....

(2.65)

These frequencies are considerably lower than those given by Eq. (2.64), since
the bending wavelengths are longer than the corresponding modes of the free
bar, as shown in Fig. 2.21.

2.17. Vibrations of Thick Bars:
Rotary Inertia and Shear Deformation
Thus far, we have considered transverse motion of the bar due to the bending
moment only. Such a simplified model is often called the Euler-Bernoulli
beam. It is essentially correct for a long, thin bar or rod. The Timoshenko
beam, a model that considers rotary inertia and shear stress, is prefered in
considering thick bars.
As a beam bends, the various elements rotate through some small angle.
The rotary inertia is thus equivalent to an increase in mass and results in a
:;~ight lowering of vibrational frequencies, especially the higher ones.
Shear forces, which we considered in deriving the equation of motion
[Eq. (2.56)], tend to deform the bar; in particular they cause rectangular
elements to become parallelograms and thus decrease the transverse deflection
slightly. Therefore, the frequencies of the higher modes are decreased slightly
in a thick bar as compared with a thin one.

2.19. Dispersion in StitT and Loaded Strings: CutotT Frequency
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2.18. Vibrations of a Stiff String
In real strings, the restoring force is partly due to the applied tension and
partly due to the stiffness ofthe string (although the former usually dominates).
Thus, the equation of motion of a flexible string [Eq. (2.4)] can be modified
by adding a term appropriate to bending stiffness:
82y _ 82y
28 4 y
Jl. 8t 2 - T 8x2 - ESK 8x 4 •
(2.66)
In this equation, Jl. is mass per unit length, T is tension, E is Young's modulus,
S is the cross-sectional areas and K is the radius of gyration, as before.
Solving this equation is difficult, but if the stiffness of the string is small, the
mode frequencies can be written (Morse, 1948) as
2 2

nn 2
in = nilo [1 + /3 + /3 2 + -8-/3
],

(2.67)

where N is the fundamental frequency ofthe same string without stiffness and
/3 = (2K/L)JES/T. For a string with a circular cross section, K is half the
radius a, so /3 = (a 2 /L)JnE/T. The second two terms in Eq. (2.67) raise the
frequency of all the modes, but the fourth term depends upon n2 and thus
stretches the intervals between the higher modes.
String stiffness is of considerable importance in the tuning of piano strings.
To minimize beating between the upper strings and the inharmonic overtones
of the lower strings, octaves are stretched to ratios that are greater than 2 : 1.
In a 108-cm (42-inch) upright piano, for example, the fourth harmonic of C 4
(middle C) is about 4 cents (0.2%) sharp, but this increases to about 18 cents
(1.1%) for C s (Kent, 1982). In a large grand piano with long strings, inharmonicity is considerably less, but in small spinets it is substantially greater.
The stiffness of a violin string is of considerable importance when it is
excited by bowing. In our discussion of Helmholtz-type motion in Section
2.10, we envisioned a very sharp bend propagating back and forth on an ideal
string with great flexibility. On a real string, however, the bend is rounded
appreciably by the stiffness of the string (and to a lesser extent by damping of
high-frequency components). The rounded Helmholtz bend is sharpened each
time it passes the bow, however, and so the resultant motion represents
an equilibrium between the rounding and sharpening process. Two effects
that depend upon rounding of the Helmholtz corner are noise due to small
variations in period (jitter) and the note flattening with increased bow pressure
(Cremer, 1981; McIntyre and Woodhouse, 1982).

2.19. Dispersion in Stiff and Loaded Strings: Cutoff Frequency
Waves on an ideal string travel without dispersion; that is, the wave velocity
is independent of frequency. Thus, a pulse does not change its shape as it
propagates back and forth on an ideal, lossless string. Two sources of dispersion
in real strings are stiffness and mass loading. In addition, loss mechanisms in
strings are frequency dependent.
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w

w

I£....----.....
k
(a)

"------..k
(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.22. Graphs of w versus k for (a) an ideal string, (b) a stiff string, and (c) a string
loaded with masses spaced a distance a apart.

In an ideal string, wand k are related by the simple expression w = ck, so
the wave velocity equals the slope ofthe line obtained by plotting w versus k,
as in Fig. 2.22(a). In order to draw a graph of w versus k for a stiff string, we
write Eq. (2.67) as
Wn

2: A(1 + P+ p2+ :~: ~ n2)
A(1 + p + p2 + ~:s 2)
A(1 + p + p2 + 2).

= 2n
=k
= k

k

IXk

(2.68)

The graph of Eq. (2.68) is shown in Fig. 2.22(b). When the graph of w versus
k is a curved line, we observe two different wave velocities: a phase velocity viP
and a group velocity vg • These are given by
viP

= w/k

and

Vg

= dw/dk.

(2.69)

The phase velocity is the velocity of a wave crest or a given phase angle,
whereas the group velocity is the velocity of the wave envelope of a given
amplitude of the wave packet.
For a string loaded with equally spaced masses, dispersion of a different
type is observed. The dispersion relationship can be written (see p. 76 in
Crawford, 1965) as
w(k)

= 2 ..;;;;;;
{T sin ka,

(2.70)

where a is the spacing between beads of mass m. The maximum value of w
is 2.jTlma, which occurs when k = 'trIa. The allowed values of k between
o and 'trIa equal the number of normal modes of the system, which is also
equal to the number of equally spaced masses.
The maximum value of w divided by 2n is called the cutoff frequency !c:

!c =

~n ..;;;;;;
{T.

(2.71)

It represents the highest frequency of wave disturbance that can propagate on
the loaded string. Note that when k = n/a, the group velocity Vg = dw/dk = O.

2.20. Torsional Vibrations of a Bar
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2.20. Torsional Vibrations of a Bar
Torsional waves are a third type of wave motion possible in a bar or rod.
The equation of motion for torsional waves is derived by equating the net
torque acting on an element of the bar to the product of moment of inertia
and angular acceleration. Young's modulus is replaced by the shear modulus.
The resulting wave equation is quite similar to the equation for longitudinal
waves.
Torsional waves in a bar, like compressional waves (but unlike bending
waves), are nondispersive; that is, they have a wave velocity that is independent
of frequency
(2.72)

where KT is the torsional stiffness factor that relates a twist to the shearing
strain produced, pI is the polar moment of inertia per unit length, p is density,
and G is the shear modulus. For a circular rod, KT ~ I, so the velocity is
for square and rectangular bars, it is slightly less, as shown in Fig. 2.23.
In many materials the shear modulus G is related to the Young's modulus
E and Poisson's ratio v by the equation

.JGiP;

G=

2(1

E

(2.73)

+ v)

In aluminum, for example, v = 0.33, so G = 0.376E, and the ratio of torsional
to longitudinal wave velocity in a circular aluminum rod is 0.61.
The torsional modes of vibration of a bar with free ends have frequencies
that equal the torsional wave velocity times n/2L in direct analogy to the
longitudinal modes. (If one end of the bar is clamped,. the frequencies become
m/4L (m = 1,3,5, ... ).
Bowing a violin string excites torsional waves as well as transverse waves.
For a steel E string tuned to 660 Hz, the torsional wave speed VT is about
7.5 times the transverse wave speed c, but for a gut E string, VT/C ~ 2
(Schelleng, 1973). Gillan and Elliott (1989) found values of VT/C from 2.6 to 7.6
in violin strings and 5.7 for a steel cello string. Furthermore, they found
damping factors from 1% to 7.7%, which suggests that torsional damping is
dominated by internal damping in the string rather than reflection losses at
the bridge and nut. Torsional waves change the effective compliance of the
string and affect the mechanics of the bow/string interaction in other ways
as well (Cremer, 1981).

h~ ~

~6h
CT =

(2h/w)JG/P

Fig. 2.23. Torsional wave velocities for bars with different cross sections.
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CHAPTER 3

Two-Dimensional Systems:
Membranes and Plates

In this chapter, we will consider two-dimensional, continuous vibrating systems, with and without stiffness. An ideal membrane, like an ideal string, has
no stiffness of its own, and thus, its oscillations depend upon the restoring force
supplied by an externally applied tension. A plate, on the other hand, like a
bar, can vibrate with fixed or free ends and with or without external tension.

3.1. Wave Equation for a Rectangular Membrane
The simplest two-dimensional system we can consider is a rectangular membrane with dimensions Lx and L y , with fixed edges, and with a surface tension
T that is constant throughout.
Consider an element with area density (J, as shown in Fig. 3.1. It has been
displaced a small distance dz, and the surface tension T acts to restore it to
equilibrium. The forces acting on the edges dx have the magnitude T dx, and
their vertical components are - Tsin a dx and - Tsin {3 dx. For small a and {3,
.
Sllla
~

tan a = (8Z)
~
8y y+dy

and

Therefore,
Fy = _Tdx[(8Z)
8y y+dy

_(8Z)J= _Tdx82~dy.
8y

y

8y

Similarly, the vertical component of the forces acting on the edges dy is

Fx

=-

Tdy

a2z

al dx.

The total restoring force on element dx dy is F = Fx

+ Fy , so the equation of
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z

r--------7------~

__

~--y

x

x

+ dx
x

Fig. 3.1. Forces on a rectangular membrane element.

motion (F

=

rna) becomes

iJ 2z iJ2Z)
iJ2z
Tdxdy ( iJx2 + iJy2 = (J'dxdy iJt2
or

iJ2 z T (iJ 2z iJ 2z)
iJt2 =; iJx2 + iJy2

= c 2 V 2 z.

(3.1)

This is a wave equation for transverse waves with a velocity c = .j1%. It
is easily solved by writing the deflection z(x, y, t) as a product of three functions, each of a single variable: z(x, y, t) = X(x) Y(y) T(t). The second derivatives are
and
so that the equation becomes
1 d 2T

c 2 d 2y

c 2 d 2X

- = - - +Y-dy2
-.
T dt 2 X dx 2

(3.2)

This equation can only be true if each side of the equation is a constant, which
we denote as _w 2 • This gives two equations:
d2 T
dt 2
with solutions T(t)

+ w2 T

=

0,

= E sin wt + F cos wt, and
1 d2 X

w2

1 d2 y

- + c- -Y-dy2
-.
2 X dx 2

3.1. Wave Equation for a Rectangular Membrane
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Again, each side must equal a constant, which we will call k 2 • This gives

~:: + (~ with solutions X(x) = ASinJ(w 2 /c 2 )

d2 y
dy2

k2 ) X = 0,
k2 x

-

+ BcosJ(W2 /C 2 ) -

k 2 x, and

+ PY=O,

with solutions Y(y) = C sin ky + D cos kyo For a rectangular membrane of
dimensions Lx by Ly, fixed at all four sides, the boundary conditions require
that Z = for x = 0, x = Lx, y = 0, and y = Ly. From the first condition, we
see that B = 0; from the second,

°

so

and

= A sin mnx ,

X(x)

Lx

with m = 1, 2, .... From the third, D = 0; and from the fourth, C sin kL y = 0,
so kLy = nn and Y(y) = Csin(nn/Ly)Y, with n = 1,2, .... Therefore,
Zmn

. mnx C . nny ( .
smT Esmwt

= Asmyx

y

. mnx . nny (
Lx
Ly

.

= Sln--sm- M smwt

+ Fcoswt)

+ N cos wt),

To determine the modal frequencies, solve J(W 2 /C 2 )

and

J.mn =~
fi
2n~u

m = 1, 2, . .. .
-

(3.3)

k 2 = mn/L x for w:

m, n = 1,2, ....

(3.4)

Comparison ofEqs. (3.3) and (3.4) with Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14), which describe
the modes in a string, suggests that the normal modes of a rectangular
membrane might be called two-dimensional string modes. Standing waves in
the x direction appear to be independent of standing waves in the y direction.
Some of the modes are illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
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=n=1

m

= 2, n = 1

m

= 1, n = 2

m

=n=2

, ,'
-T-,-[8'
[[]
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I

"
m = 3, n = 1

Fig. 3.2. Some normal modes of a rectangular membrane.
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3.2. Square Membranes: Degeneracy
In a square membrane (Lx = Ly), fmn = !"m; the mn and nm modes are said
to be degenerate, since they have the same frequency. Although there are now
fewer allowed frequencies, there are just as many characteristic functions as in
the rectangular case. In fact, the membrane can vibrate with simple harmonic
motion at a frequency fmn with any of an infinite number of different shapes
corresponding to different values of a and b in the equation.
Z(x, y, t)

= (az mn + bz nm ) cos Wmnt

where

a2

+ b2 =

1.

(3.5)

Various combinations of Z13 and Z31 are shown in Fig. 3.3.
An important difference between a string and a membrane is in the reaction
to a force applied at a single point, as shown in Fig. 3.4. A string pulled aside
by a force F applied a distance x from one end will deflect a distance h so that
T(h/ x) and T[h/(L - x)] add up to F. An ideal membrane, on the other hand,
cannot support a point force F, and the displacement theoretically becomes
infinite no matter how small the force! If a force F is applied to a small circle

Fig. 3.3. Degenerate modes of vibration in a square membrane corresponding to
different values of a and b in Eq. (3.5). Arrows point to the nodal lines (Morse, 1948).
F

F

Fig. 3.4. Reaction of a string and membrane to a force applied at a point.
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of radius r at the center of a membrane of radius a, the displacement becomes

2F a
z = -InT

(3.6)

r'

which goes to infinity as r -+ 0 (Morse, 1948, p. 176).

3.3. Circular Membranes
For a circular membrane, the wave equation [Eq. (3.1)] should be written in
polar coordinates by letting x = r cos ifJ and y = r sin ifJ.

02 Z
(iJ2z
ot 2 = c 2 or2

1 oz

1 02z)

+ r or + r2

(3.7)

oifJ2 .

We write solutions of the form z(r, ifJ, t) = R(r)<I>(ifJ)e icot leading to the
equations:

and

(3.8)
d 2 <1>
difJ2

+ m2<1> = O.

The solution to the second equation is <I>(ifJ) = Ae±im(,6. The first equation is a
form ofBessel's equation (d 2y/dx 2) + (1/x)(dy/dx) + [1 - (m2/x2)]y = owith
y = R and x = kr = wr/c. The solutions are Bessel functions of order m. Each
of these functions Jo(x), J1 (x), ... , Jm(x) goes to zero for several values of x as
shown in Fig. 3.5.

Jo(x) = 0

when

J1 (x) = 0

x = 2.405, 5.520, 8.654, ....
x = 0, 3.6, 7.0, ....

when

1.0
fm{x)

0.5

0

-0.5
0

2

--1._

I

3

4

I
5

I
6
x

Fig. 3.5. First three Bessel functions.
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Fig. 3.6. First 14 modes of an ideal membrane. The mode designation (m,n) is given
above each figure and the relative ~uency below. To convert these to actual frequencies, multiply by (2.405/21ta)~ T/(J, where a is the membrane radius.
The nth zero of lm(kr) gives the frequency of the (m, n) mode, which has m
nodal diameters and n nodal circles (including one at the boundary). In the
fundamental (0,1) mode, the entire membrane moves in phase. The first 14
modes of an ideal membrane and their relative frequencies are given in Fig. 3.6.

3.4. Real Membranes: Stiffness and Air Loading
The normal mode frequencies of real membranes may be quite different from
those of an ideal membrane given in Fig. 3.6. The principal effects in the
membrane acting to change the mode frequencies are air loading, bending
stiffness, and stiffness to shear. In general, air loading lowers the modal
frequencies, while the other two effects tend to raise them. In thin membranes,
air loading is usually the dominant effect.
The effect on frequency of the air loading depends upon the comparative
velocities for waves in the membrane and in air, and also upon whether the
air is confined in any way. A confined volume of air (as in a kettledrum,
for example) will raise the frequency of the axisymmetric modes, especially
the (0,1) mode. When a membrane vibrates in an unconfined sea of air,
however, all the modal frequencies are lowered, the modes oflowest frequency
being lowered the most. The confining effect of the kettle enhances this
frequency lowering in the non-axisymmetric modes such as (1,1) and (2,1)
(Rossing, 1982b). Further discussion will be given in Chapter 18.
Stiffness to shear is a second-order effect whose effect on frequency can be
considerable if the amplitude of vibration is not small. Stiffness to shear is
encountered when one tries to distort a sheet of paper so that it will fit snugly
around a bowling ball, for example (Morse and Ingard, 1968). It is quite
different from bending stiffness, which is encountered when the paper is rolled
up. Bending stiffness will be discussed in Section 3.12.

3.5. Waves in a Thin Plate
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3.5. Waves in a Thin Plate
A plate may be likened to a two-dimensional bar or a membrane with stiffness.
Like a bar, it can transmit compressional waves, shear waves, torsional waves,
or bending waves; and it can have three different boundary conditions: free,
clamped, or simply supported (hinged).
A plate might be expected to transmit longitudinal (compressional) waves
at the same velocity as a bar: CL =
This is not quite the case, however,
since the slight lateral expansion that accompanies a longitudinal compression
is constrained in the plane ofthe plate, thus adding a little additional stiffness.
The correct expression for the velocity of longitudinal waves in an infinite
plate is

.JEiP.

(3.9)
where v is Poisson's ratio (v ~ 0.3 for most materials).
Actually, pure longitudinal waves [Fig. 3.7(a)] occur only in solids whose
dimensions in all directions are greater than a wavelength. These waves
travel at a speed c~, which is slightly less than the quasi-longitudinal waves
[Fig. 3.7(b)] that propagate in a bar or a plate (see Cremer et aI., 1973).
C~

=

E(1 - v)

p(1

+ v)(1

- 2v)'

(3.10)

Transverse waves in a solid involve mainly shear deformations, although
both shear stresses and normal stresses may be involved. Solids not only

+------

A ------>
(a)

.---

r-.

.....

-

r--

'-....J

A
(b)

-

_r--"

-'---'-

Fig. 3.7. (a) Pure longitudinal wave in an infinite solid. (b) Quasi-longitudinal wave in
a bar or plate.
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resist changes in volume (as do fluids), but they resist changes in shape as
well. Plane transverse waves occur in bodies that are large compared to the
wavelength in all three dimensions, but also in flat plates of uniform thickness
(see Chapter 2 in Cremer et aI., 1973). Transverse wa~ropagate at the same
speed as torsional waves in a circular rod (c T = y'G/p). The shear modulus
G is considerably smaller than Young's modulus E, so transverse and torsional
waves propagate at roughly 60% of the speed of longitudinal waves. The
radiation of sound in both cases is rather insignificant compared to the case
of bending waves, which we now discuss.
The equation of motion for bending or flexural waves in a plate is
(3.11)

where p is density, v is Poisson's ratio, E is Young's modulus, and h is the plate
thickness. For harmonic solutions, Z = Z(x, y) e jwt :
(3.12)

where

Bending waves in a plate are dispersive; that is, their velocity v depends upon
the frequency

v(f) = w/k = J whcdJ12 = J1.8fhcL.

(3.13)

The frequency of a bending wave is proportional to k 2 :

f = w/2n = 0.0459hc L F

(3.14)

The values of k that correspond to the normal modes of vibration depend, of
course, on the boundary conditions.

3.6. Circular Plates
For a circular plate, V2 is expressed in polar coordinates, and Z(r, rjJ) can be a
solution of either (V2 + k2)Z = 0 or (V2 - k2)Z = o. Solutions of the first
equation contain the ordinary Bessel functions lm(kr), and solutions to the
second, the hyperbolic Bessel functions Im(kr) = rm1m (jkr). Thus, the possible
solutions are given by a linear combination of these Bessel functions times an
angular function:
Z(r, rjJ) = cos(mrjJ

+ ex) [A1m(kr) + B1m(kr)].

(3.15)

3.6. Circular Plates
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If the plate is clamped at its edge r = a, then Z = 0 and oZjor = O. The first
of these conditions is satisfied if A1m(ka) + B1m(ka) = 0, and the second if
Al;"(ka) + BI~(ka) = O.
The allowed values of k are labeled kmn' where m gives the number of nodal
diameters and n the number of nodal circles in the corresponding normal
mode:
kll = 4.612ja,
k21 = 5.904ja,
kOl = 3.189ja,

k02 = 6.306ja,

k12 = 7.801ja,

k22 = 9.400ja,

k03 = 9.425ja,

k13 = 1O.965ja,

k23 = 12.566ja,

[k mn -4 (2n

+ m)nj2a

as

n -4 <Xl].

The corresponding mode frequencies are given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Vibration frequencies of a circular plate with clamped edge.
fOI
f02
f03

=
=

=

0.4694c L h/a 2
3.89fol
8.72fol

f"
f12
fl3

=
=

=

2.08fol
5.95fol
11.75fol

f21
f22
f23

=
=
=

3.41fol
8.28fol
15.06fol

f31
f32
f33

=
=
=

5.oofol
1O.87fol
18.63fol

f41
f42
f43

=
=
=

6.82fol
13.71fol
22.47fol

A plate with a free edge is more difficult to handle mathematically. The
boundary conditions used by Kirchoff lead to a rather complicated expression
for kmn' which reduces to (2n + m)nj2r for large ka (see Rayleigh, 1894). The
(2,0) mode is now the fundamental mode; the modal frequencies are given in
Table 3.2. The mode frequencies for a plate with a simply supported (hinged)
edge are given in Table 3.3.
Table 3.2. Vibration frequencies of a circular plate with free edge.
[01 =

[02

=

1.73f20
7.34f20

f"
fl2

=
=

3.91f20
11.40f20

f20
f21
f22

=
=

=

0.2413c L h/a 2
6.71f20
15.97f20

f30
f31
f32

=
=
=

2.328f20
10.07f20
21.19f20

f40 = 4.11f20
f41 = 13.92f20
f42 = 27.18f20

f50
f51
f52

=

=
=

6.30f20
18.24f20
33.31f20

Table 3.3. Vibration frequencies of a circular
plate with a simply supported edge.
fOI
f02
f03

=

=
=

0.2287c L h/a 2
5.98fol
14.91fol

fll = 2.80fol
f12 = 9.75fol
f13 = 20.66fol

f21
f22
f23

=
=

=

5.15fol
14.09fol
26.99fol

The frequencies in Tables 3.1-3.3 are derived mainly from calculations
given by Leissa (1969). Measurements on two large brass plates by Waller
(1938) are in good agreement with the data in Table 3.2. Some modes of
circular plates are shown in Fig. 3.8.
Chladni (1802) observed that the addition of one nodal circle raised the
frequency of a circular plate by about the same amount as adding two nodal
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Fig. 3.8. Vibrational modes of circular plates: (a) free edge and (b) clamped or simply
supported edge. The mode number (n, m) gives the number of nodal diameters and
circles, respectively.

diameters, a relationship that Rayleigh (1894) calls Chladni's law. For large
values of ka, ka ~ (m + 2n)nI2, so that f is proportional to (m + 2n)2. The
modal frequencies in a variety of circular plates can be fitted to families of
curves: fmn = c(m + 2n)P. In flat plates, p = 2, but in nonflat plates (cymbals,
bells, etc.), p is generally less than 2 (Rossing, 1982c).

3.7. Elliptical Plates
The frequencies of an elliptical plate of moderately small eccentricity with a
clamped edge are given approximately by the formula (Leissa, 1969)
2

1 +3

(a)2
(a)4
b + b '

(3.16)

where a and b are the semimajor and semiminor axes. An elliptical plate with
alb = 2 has frequencies 34% greater than a circular plate with the same area.

3.8. Rectangular Plates
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Waller (1950) shows Chladni patterns and gives relative frequencies for
elliptical plates with alb = 2 and alb = 5/4. The nodal patterns resemble those
in rectangular plates of similar shape.

3.S. Rectangular Plates
Since each edge of a rectangular plate can have any of the three boundary
conditions listed in Section 3.5 (free, clamped, or simply supported), there are
27 different combinations of boundary conditions, and each leads to a different
set of vibrational modes. Our discussions will be limited to three cases in
which the same boundary conditions apply to all four edges.

3.8.1. Simply Supported Edges
The equation of motion is easily solved by writing the solutions as a
product of three functions of single variables, as in the rectangular membrane
(Section 3.1).
The displacement amplitude is given by
Z

· (m
= A SIn

+ 1)nx SIn
. (n + 1)ny
,
Lx

Ly

(3.17)

where Lx and Ly are the plate dimensions, and m and n are integers (beginning
with zero). The corresponding vibration frequencies are
fmn = 0.453c L h [ (m

Y+

~1

(n

Y1

~1

(3.18)

The displacement is similar to that of a rectangular membrane, but the modal
frequencies are not. Note that the nodal lines are parallel to the edges; this is
not the case for plates with free or clamped edges, as we shall see.
It is convenient to describe a mode in a rectangular plate by (m, n), where
m and n are the numbers of nodal lines in the y and x directions, respectively
(not counting nodes at the edges). To do this, we use m + 1 and n + 1 in
Eq. (3.17) rather than m and n, as in a rectangular membrane [Eq. (3.4)]. Thus,
the fundamental mode is designated (0,0) rather than (1, 1).

3.8.2. Free Edges
Calculating the modes of a rectangular plate with free edges was described
by Rayleigh as a problem "of great difficulty." However, Rayleigh's own
methods lead to approximate solutions that are close to measured values, and
refinements by Ritz bring them even closer. Results of many subsequent
investigations are summarized by Leissa (1969).
The limiting shapes of a rectangle are the square plate and the thin bar. The
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modes of a thin bar with free ends have frequencies [from Eq. (2.63)]

fp

2
2
2
f" = -0.113h
2-[3.0112,5, . . . , (2n + 1) ].

L

(3.19)

P

The nth mode has n + 1 nodal lines perpendicular to the axis of the bar. As the
bar takes on appreciable width, bending along one axis causes bending in a
perpendicular direction. This comes about because the upper part of the bar
above the neutral axis (see Fig. 2.16) becomes longer (and thus narrower),
while the lower part becomes shorter (and thus wider). We have already
seen how Poisson's constant v is a measure of the lateral contraction that
accompanies a longitudinal expansion in a plate (Section 3.5) and how the
factor 1 - v2 appears in the expression for both longitudinal and bending
wave velocities [Eqs. (3.9) and (3.13)].
Several bending modes in a rectangular plate can be derived from the
bending modes of a bar. The (m,O) modes might be expected to have nodal
lines parallel to one pair of sides, and the (0, n) modes would have nodes
parallel to the other pair of sides. Because of the coupling between bending
motions in the two directions, however, the modes are not pure bar modes.
The nodal lines become curved, and the plate takes on a sort of saddle shape
(i.e., concave in one direction but convex in the perpendicular direction). This
can be called anticlastic bending, and it is quite evident in the modes of two
different rectangular plates shown in Fig. 3.9.

o

2

3

4

o

2

3

4

o

2

o

2

3

Fig. 3.9. Chladni patterns showing the vibrational modes of rectangular plates of
different shapes: (a) Lx/Ly = 2; (b) Lx/Ly = 3/2 (Waller, 1949).
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Fig. 3.10. Mixing ofthe (2, 0) and (0, 2) modes in rectangular plates with different Lx/Ly
ratios (after Waller, 1961).

It is interesting to note how the combinations develop in a rectangle as
LxlLy approaches unity. Fig. 3.10 shows the shapes of two modes that are
descendents of the (2,0) and (0,2) beam modes in rectangles of varying LxiLy.
When Lx » L y , the (2,0) and (0, 2) modes appear quite independent. However,
as Ly - LX' the beam modes mix together to form two new modes. In the
square, the mixing is complete, and two combinations are possible depending
upon whether the component modes are in phase or out of phase.
Frequencies for the modes that have as their bases the (2,0) and (0,2) beam
modes are shown in Fig. 3.11. The frequencies have been normalized to LX'
and the normalized frequency of the (2,0) mode is seen to be relatively
independent of L y • The dashed curves are obtained from an approximate
formula using the Rayleigh method, whereas the solid curves are from a more
exact numerical calculation (Warburton, 1954).
3.0

(2,0)

(2,0)

m

2.5
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-:::--::
/

2.0
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1.5
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0.5
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@]

~

0.5
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0.6

/
0.7

r ~ " (20)- (0,2)

0.8

0.9

1.0

Lx/Ly

Fig. 3.11. Normalized frequencies for the (2,0) and (0,2) modes (and modes based on
combinations of these) in rectangular plates with free edges and varying Lx/Ly ratios
(from Warburton, 1954). B = 2.21 (L;/h)J p(1 - v2 )/E.
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3.9. Square Plates
It is obvious from Fig. 3.10 that in plates with Lx » Ly (or Ly » Lx), two
normal modes are similar to the (2,0) and (0,2) beam modes, with nodal lines
nearly parallel to the edges. As the plate becomes more nearly square, these
modes are replaced by normal modes that are essentially linear combinations
of the beam modes. The nodal patterns of the two modes can be understood
from the graphical construction in Fig. 3.12. Zeros denote regions in which
the contributions from the (2,0) and (0,2) modes cancel each other and lead
to nodes. The (2,0) + (0, 2) and (2, I) - (0, 2) modes are sometimes referred to
as the ring mode and X mode, respectively, on account of the shapes of their
nodal patterns.
From Fig. 3.11, it is clear that the (2,0) + (0,2) ring mode has a higher
frequency than the (2,0) - (0,2) X mode. In the X mode, the bending motions
characteristic of the (2,0) and (0,2) beam modes aid each other through
an elastic interaction that we call Poisson coupling, since its strength de-
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Fig. 3.12. Graphical construction of combination modes in a square isotropic plate:
(a) (2,0 - 0,2), X mode; (b) (2,0 + 0,2), ring mode; (c) (2,1 - 1,2) mode; and
(d) (2, 1 + 1,2) mode.
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Fig. 3.13. The first 10 modes of an isotropic square plate with free edges. The modes are
designated hy m and n, the numbers of nodal lines in the two directions, and the relative
frequencies for a plate with v = 0.3 are given below the figures.

pends upon the value of Poisson's constant. In the (2,0) + (0,2) ring mode,
however, there is an added stiffness due to the fact that the (2,0) and (0,2)
bending motions oppose each other. Thus, the Poisson coupling splits a modal
degeneracy that otherwise would have existed in a square plate. The ratio of
the (2,0 + 0,2) and (2,0 - 0,2) mode frequencies is (Warburton, 1954)

f+
f-

1 + 0.7205v
1 - 0.7205v·

(3.20)

Also shown in Fig. 3.12 are the (2,1) - (1,2) and (2,1) + (1,2) modes, which
have the same frequency as the (2, 1) and (1,2) modes, since Poisson coupling
does not aid or oppose either combination. Thus, any of these four modes can
be excited depending upon where the driving force is applied. There are, in
fact, a large number of degenerate modes, all linear combinations of the (2, 1)
and (1,2) modes, which can be excited.
The first 10 modes of an isotropic square plate with free edges are shown
in Fig. 3.13. The mode oflowest frequency; the (1,1) mode, is a twisting mode
in which opposite corners move in phase. Its frequency is given by
CT

hfGh~hcL~

fll =2Ly = LxLy~p= U~~= U~~-2-'

(3.21)

where the torsional wave velocity CT from Fig. 2.23 is used (subject to the
restriction that Lx > 6h). In this equation, h is the thickness and G is the shear
modulus.
Note that the (2, 1) and (1,2) modes form a degenerate pair, as do the (3,0)
and (0,3) modes. However, Poisson coupling removes the degeneracy in the
case of the (3,1)/(1,3) pair just as it does in the (2,0)/(0,2) case. The general
rule is that a nondegenerate pair of modes (m, n ± n, m) exists in a square plate
when m - n = ± 2, 4, 6, ....
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Fig. 3.14. Modal frequencies of an isotropic aluminum plate (Lx constant). Lines representing the (1, 1) and (2, 2) twisting modes have a slope of 1; lines representing the (0, 2)
and (0,3) bending modes have a slope of 2 (from Caldersmith and Rossing, 1983).

The modal frequencies in an aluminum plate with a varying length to width
ratio are shown in Fig. 3.14. In this case, Lx was kept constant as Ly was varied,
so the frequency of the (3,0) mode, for example, is unchanged. The (1,1) mode
has a slope of 1, as predicted by Eq. (3.19). The (0,3) bending mode has a
slope of 2, as does the (0,2) mode above and below the region of Lx = L y • The
(2,1) mode, which combines twisting and bending motions, has a slope of
about 1.

3.10. Square and Rectangular Plates with Clamped Edges
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3.10. Square and Rectangular Plates with Clamped Edges
The first eight modes of a square plate with clamped edges are shown in
Fig. 3.15. There is considerable variation in the mode designation by various
authors, and so we have used the same designation that was used in Section
3.8.1 for a plate with simply supported edges: m and n are the numbers of nodes
in the directions of the y and x axes, respectively, not counting the nodes at
the edges. The fundamental (0,0) mode has a fre uenc: 00 = 1.654cL h/L 2 ,
where his the thickness,L islength,andcL = E/p(1 - v2 ) is the longitudinal
wave velocity (Leissa, 1969). The relative frequencies of the modes are given
below the patterns in Fig. 3.15.
Comparing the modes of the square plate with clamped edges to one with
free edges, we note that
1. the (1,1) mode has a frequency nearly 10 times greater than the (1, 1) mode

in a free plate.
2. three other modes exist below the (1, 1) mode in the clamped plate.
3. the X mode and ring mode are only about 0.5% different in frequency, and
the diameter of the ring node is smaller than it is in a free plate.
4. nondegenerate mode pairs (m, n ± n, m) exist when m - n = ± 2, 4, 6, ... ,
as in the free plates, but the transition from modes characteristic of rectangular plates to those of square plates changes much more abruptly as
Lx --+ Ly in clamped plates than in free plates (Warburton, 1954).
Relative frequencies of rectangular plates with clamped edges (from Leissa,
1969) are given in Table 3.4. The actual frequencies can be obtained by
multiplying the relative frequencies by 1.654cL h/L;.

OrnaEB
1.00

2.04

2.04

3.01

(2,0) - (0,2)

(2,0)+ (0,2)

(2,1)

(1,2)

~[QJHE[±j
3.66

3.67

4.58

4.58

Fig. 3.15. Modal patterns for the first eight modes of a square plate with clamped edges.
Relative frequencies are given below the patterns.
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Table 3.4. Relative vibrational frequencies of rectangular plates with clamped edges.
Mode
(0,0)
(0,1)
(1,0)
(1,1)

Mode

Lx/Ly = 1

1.5

2

2.5

3

00

CJ

1.00

0.75

0.68

0.66

0.64

0.62

2.04

1.88

1.82

1.79

1.78

1.72

2.04

1.16

0.88

3.01

'2..27

2.02

1.91

1.86

1.72

~

IT]

EB

3.11. Rectangular Wood Plates
Wood can be described as an orthotropic material; it has different mechanical
properties along three perpendicular axes (longitudinal, radial, and tangential,
which we denote by L, R, and T). Thus, there are three elastic moduli and six
Poisson's ratios, although they are related by expressions of the form (Wood
Handbook,1974)
i,j = L, R, T.

Most plates in musical instruments are quarter-cut plates (the log is split or
sawed along two radii); the growth rings lie perpendicular to the plate. For a
quarter-cut plate, the axes Land R lie in the plane and the axis T in the
direction of the thickness. Thus, the constants of interest are E L , E R , VLR , and
VRL = VLRER/E L·
To describe the vibrational modes of wood plates generally requires four
elastic constants. These may be Young's moduli along (Ex) and across (Ey) the
grain, the in-plane shear modulus G, and the larger of the two Poisson ratios
vxy ' For a quarter-cut plate in the xy plane, Ex = E L, Ey = E R, G = GLR , vxy =
VLR , and Vyx = VRL' For other plate orientations, the elastic constants of the
plate may be combinations with other elastic constants of the wood (see
Fig. 1 in McIntyre and Woodhouse, 1986).
Since EL > ER in wood, the modal patterns in Fig. 3.13 that are particularly
characteristic of a square plate will not exist in square wood plates. However,
the corresponding modal patterns may appear in rectangular wood plates
when the ratio of length (along the grain) to width (across the grain) is

Lx = (EL)1/4
Ly
ER
For Sitka spruce, for example, EdER = 12.8, VRL = 0.029, and vLR = 0.37
(Wood Handbook, 1974). Thus (2,0 ± 0,2) combination modes ofthe type in
Fig. 3.15, for example, might be expected in a rectangular plate with Lx/Ly =
1.9. (This is somewhat greater than the value 1.5, which has appeared several
places in the literature.)
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Fig. 3.16. Modal frequencies of a quarter-cut spruce plate (Lx constant). The (1,1)

twisting mode has a slope of 1; the (0,2) bending mode has a slope of 2 (Caldersmith
and Rossing, 1983).
The modal frequencies of a quarter-cut spruce plate are shown in Fig. 3.16.
The (2, 0 ± 0,2) ring mode and X mode occur at about Lx/Ly = 2, as expected.
The curve relating the frequency of the (1, 1) mode to Lx/Ly has a slope of one,
as in the aluminum plate in Fig. 3.14, and for the (2,0) mode, the slope is two.
Some modal patterns obtained in the same spruce plate are shown in
Fig. 3.17. The (2,0) and (0,2) beam modes appear relatively unmodified when
LxiLy is well above or below the critical ratio of 2.08 where the X mode and
ring mode appear. Note that the (2, 0) and (0, 2) modes mix oppositely in phase
for Lx/Ly above and below 2.08.
Modes of vibration closely resembling the X mode and ring mode, along
with the (1, 1) twisting mode, have been used by violin makers for centuries to
tune the top and back plates of violins before assembling the instruments. If
a plate is held with the fingers at a nodal line and tapped at an antinode, the
trained ear of a skilled violin maker can ascertain whether the plate has a clear
and full ring. In recent years, many violin makers, following the lead of Carleen
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e) l"

Fig. 3.17. Modal shapes of the A(2,0) + B(0,2) combination modes in a quarter-cut
spruce plate. In (a) and (e), IAI « 1 (opposite in sign in the two cases). In (f) and (j),
IBI « 1. In (c) and (h), Al B = ± 1 (Caldersmith and Rossing, 1983).

Hutchins, have used Chladni patterns to test and guide the tuning of these
three important modes (see Fig. 3.18).
Many of the formulas in Chapters 2 and 3 for vibrations of bars and plates
of isotropic material are easily modified for wood by substituting Ey or Ex for
E and Vyx vxy for v2 • For example, Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19) become

m+ 1)2 + Cy (n4+ 1)2J
Imn = 0.453h [ex (---y;-

'

(3.18')

where
and
and

22
2
f" = 0.113h
~CX, cy[(3.01l2) ,5 , ... ,(2n + 1) ].

(3.19')
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Fig. 3.18. Chladni patterns showing two modes of vibration in the top and back of a
viola (Hutchins, 1977).

The torsional stiffness Dxy of a wooden plate depends upon Ex> Ey, and G, but
it can be approximated by the geometric average
DxDy of the bending
stiffness in the x and y directions (Caldersmith, 1984). Thus, Eq. (3.21) can be
written as

J

J; 11

-

~ {G _ hcyc 11

~

x

LxLy~P - LyLx~

(3.21')

2

The analogue to Eq. (2.73) is, approximately,
G=

JE:E; .

(2.73')

2(1 +~)

3.12. Bending Stiffness in a Membrane
In Chapter 2, we described a stiff string as being slightly barlike and added a
term to the equation of motion to represent the bending stiffness. We follow
the same approach now by describing a stiff membrane as being slightly
platelike, and we add a term to the equation of motion [Eq. (3.1) or (3.7)] to
represent the bending stiffness:

lPz T 2
h2 E
8t 2 = -;;- V z - 12p(1 _

4

y2)

V

2

Z

2

4

4

= C V z - S V z,

(3.22)

where T is tension, (J is mass per unit area, h is thickness, E is Young's modulus,
p is density, y is Poisson's ratio, and v is the velocity oftransverse waves in the
membrane without stiffness.
Assuming a solution z = AJm(kr) cos mBcos (J)t leads to the equation

k2

k 2 S4

+-

c4

(J)2

- - 2 = O.
c

(3.23)
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Solving for the frequency gives
W

Ckp:!+-2 .

1=-2
=-2
1C
1C

1

2 S4

(3.24)

C

For a typical Mylar membrane used on a kettledrum, E = 3.5 X 109 N/m2,
h = 1.9 X 10- 4 m, a (radius) = 0.328 m, p = 1.38 X 103 kg/m 3 , and 0" = 0.262
kg/m 2, so that c = 100 mis, S4 = 8.7 X 10- 3 m4/s2. With k = 10 m-l, the
k 2 S4/V2 term in Eq. (3.22) is about 10- 4, so the frequency of the drum is raised
about 0.5% by the effect of bending stiffness. In other drums, the frequency
change may be as large as 1%.

3.13. Shallow Spherical Shells
Vibrations of curved shells have been extensively studied, both theoretically
and experimentally, by various investigators. In addition to the flexural modes
of vibration found in a flat plate, a curved shell has many longitudinal,
torsional, and thickness shear modes. Fortunately, the lowest modes in a

0
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1.5

1.0
00
00 0

0.5

0

2

0
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H

Fig. 3.19. Calculated motion center B and frequency 00 for vibrations of amplitude A
on a thin spherical-cap shell of dome height H. The normal mode frequency for
small-amplitude vibrations is 000 (Fletcher, 1985).
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shallow shell are mainly flexural, and thus a simple theory of transverse
vibrations is quite accurate for treating the lowest modes.
Equation (3.11) for a flat plate can be suitably modified to describe a
shallow spherical shell by adding a term V 2 F/R, where R is the radius of
curvature of the shell, and F is Airy's stress function:

02 Z
ot2

Eh2

+ 12p(1

_ v2) V4 z

V 2F

+R

=

O.

(3.25)

A second equation, in which h is the shell thickness, completes the problem
(Johnson and Reissner, 1958):
V4F _ hEV 2 z = 0

R

(3.26)

.
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Fig. 3.20. Calculated motion center B and frequency w for vibrations of amplitude A
on a spherical-cap shell of dome height H when the normalized shell thickness h/H has
the value shown as a parameter. The normal mode frequency for small-amplitude
vibrations is woo The broken curve shows the limited range behavior of a moderately
thin everted shell (Fletcher, 1985).
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The modal frequencies of a spherical shell are generally somewhat greater
than those of a flat plate. In a clamped edge shell whose apex height H (above
the edge plane) equals shell thickness h, for example, the fundamental mode
has a frequency about 40% greater than that of a flat plate with the same radius
and thickness (Kalnins, 1963). Other modal frequencies for a shell with a
clamped edge are given in Kalnins (1963) and for a free edge in Reissner (1955).
In a very thin shell, in which flexural rigidity makes a minor contribution
to the restoring force, the frequency of the fundamental mode initially decreases
with amplitude A, as shown in Fig. 3.19. After reaching a minimum at an
amplitude A ~ 0.8H, it increases with amplitude (Fletcher, 1985).
When the shell is not ideally thin, the flexural rigidity cannot be ignored,
the frequency can be calculated by using a variational method (Reissner, 1964).
The results for values of hjH up to 2.0 are shown in Fig. 3.20. Again, the
fundamental frequency in each case falls initially with increasing amplitude,
reaches a minimum, and then rises again to exceed the original frequency Wo
for A greater than about 2H (Fletcher, 1985).
Also shown in Figs. 3.19 and 3.29 are calculated values of B, the centroid
of the oscillation. For very thin shells (h ::<;;; 0.3H), there is a second equilibrium
position with B < - H, but this is stable only for small amplitude vibrations,
and for which the mode frequency is less than woo
In a curved shell, there are five possible edge conditions (free, fixed, clamped,
hinged, and simply supported), whereas in a flat plate there are only three
(free, clamped, and simply supported). The clamped and simply supported
conditions allow the edges of a shell to move tangentially, so that inextensional
modes can occur (Grossman et aI., 1969).

3.14. Nonlinear Vibrations in Plates and Shallow Shells
Equation (3.11) can be extended to large-amplitude vibrations by adding a
term ofthe form - NV 2 z, where N includes both radial and transverse stresses.
Physically, this represents an amplitude-dependent, membrane-type restoring
force due to stretching the plate On the outside of the bulge, compressing it On
the inside. The frequency of the fundamental mode rises approximately with
the square of the amplitude (Fletcher, 1985):
(3.27)

Thus, a flat plate is said to exhibit hardening spring beha vior (see Section 1.11).
In a shallow spherical shell, the nonlinearity at large amplitude can be
either of the hardening or softening spring type, depending upon the curvature.
In a shell with a fixed edge, softening occurs when the apex height H exceeds
the thickness h. When H = 2h and A = h, for example, the frequency is about
10% less than its small-amplitude value (Grossman et aI., 1969).
The softening effect at moderately large amplitude offsets some of the
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increase in vibrational frequency with curvature. Again using as an example
a shell with a fixed edge having H = 2h, at small amplitude the fundamental
frequency is approximately twice that of a flat plate, but the ratio diminishes
to 1.6 when A = h.
Spherical, cylindrical, and conical shells all show nonlinear behavior of
the softening spring type at moderately large amplitude. A shell with two
independent radii of curvature Rx and Ry can show either hardening or
softening behavior, however. For most ratios of Rx/Ry, shells with a rectangular edge, for example, show an initial softening followed by a hardening
at very large amplitude. The hyperbolic parabola (Rx/Ry = -1), however,
shows the same type of hardening behavior as a flat plate (Leissa and Kadi,
1971).
An interesting case of nonlinear frequency shift has been noted in a small
gong used in Chinese opera. The gong, which has a slightly domed striking
surface, surrounded by conical shoulders, glides upward by about two semitones after being struck (Rossing and Fletcher, 1983). That is, the frequency
at the large initial amplitude is some 12% lower than at small amplitude, thus
illustrating a nonlinearity of the softening spring type shown in Fig. 3.19.
Nonlinear behavior at large amplitude gives rise to harmonics of the
fundamental frequency. For small amplitudes, the amplitude A2 of the second
harmonic varies with A~ and that of the third harmonic A3 with A~, where Al
is the fundamental amplitude. For Al ~ H, however, the motion becomes
more nearly symmetric, and A2 decreases with increasing A 1 • Indeed, in
the thin-shell approximation, A2 is zero for Al ~ O.8H (Fletcher, 1985). In
approximations of higher order, the influence of A2 on A 3, etc., is taken into
account, and the harmonic structure changes in a rather complex way with
amplitude.

3.15. Driving Point Impedance
In Section 1.7, we discussed the mechanical impedance Z (and its reciprocal,
the mobility or mechanical admittance Y') ofa simple oscillator. In Fig. 1.13(a),
the real part of the admittance reaches its maximum value at resonance, while
the imaginary part goes through zero. On the Nyquist plot in Fig. 1.13(b), the
entire frequency span from co = 0 to co -+ 00 represents a complete circle.
In a more complex system, the impedance depends upon the location at
which the force F and the velocity i5 are measured. If the force F is applied at
a single point and the velocity i5 is measured at the same point, the quotient
F(nd/i5(nd = Z, is called the driving-point impedance. Measuring F and i5 at
different locations gives a transfer impedance.
The driving point impedance is often measured by means of an impedance
head, which incorporates both a force transducer and accelerometer, as
shown in Fig. 3.21. Both transducers employ piezoelectric crystals, and the
accelerometer has an inertial mass attached to the crystal, as shown. Since
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Excitation
Acceleration

outpu:t~:::!.-~~~~r

Force
,-LL-L.L...<...L.<.'i;---output

Test structure

Fig. 3.21. Impedance head consisting of an accelerometer and force transducer.
attaching the impedance head adds mass m to the structure, the measured
impedance Z~ is the true driving point impedance Zl plus the impedance jwm
of the added mass m below the force transducer:
Z~ =

Zl + jwm.

(3.28)

The second term can be minimized by placing the force transducer next to the
structure and making its mass as small as possible.
In practice, the impedance head is generally attached to an electromagnetic
shaker, which furnishes the driving force or excitation. The output of the
accelerometer is integrated to obtain a velocity signal, which is divided by the
force to obtain the admittance (or vice versa for impedance). The driving force
may be a swept sinusoid, random noise, or pseudorandom noise. When
random noise is used, it is necessary to employ a real-time spectrum analyzer
to obtain the admittance or impedance of the structure as a function of
frequency "(often called the frequency response function).

3.15.1. Impedance of Infinite Bars and Thin Plates
The input impedance for longitudinal waves in an infinitely long bar is simply
JlCL' where Jl is the mass per unit length and CL is the longitudinal wave speed.
The input impedance for flexural waves is a little more difficult to calculate,
since the speed of flexural waves is frequency dependent (Section 2.15), and
also because in flexure, there are exponentially decaying near fields in addition
to the propagating waves (Cremer et ai., 1973). The impedance is

-

Z(f)

l+j

= Jlv(f)-2-·

The impedance is complex and increases with
speed v(f), up to a certain limiting frequency.

(3.29)

I

fl, as does the flexural iwave
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The input impedance of a thin, isotropic, infinite plate, on the other hand,
turns out to be real and independent of the frequency (Cremer et aI., 1973):
(3.30)
where B is the flexural stiffness, (J is the mass per unit area, h is the thickness,
and v is Poisson's ratio.

3.15.2. Impedance of Finite Bars and Plates
When the driving point impedance or admittance of a finite structure is plotted
as a function of frequency, a series of maxima and minima are added to the
curves for the corresponding infinite structure. The normalized driving-point
impedance at one end of a bar with free ends is shown in Fig. 3.22. The heavily
damped curve (<5 = 1) approximates Eq. (3.29) for an infinite bar, while the
lightly damped curve (<5 = 0.01) has sharp maxima and minima.
The minima in Fig. 3.22 correspond to normal modes of the bar, whereas
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Fig. 3.23. Driving-point admittance of a rectangular plate with simply-supported
edges: (a) driven at the center and (b) driven off center (after Cremer et aI., 1973).

the maxima occur at frequencies for which the bar vibrates with a nodal line
passing through the driving point. Impedance minima (admittance maxima)
correspond to resonances, while impedance maxima (admittance minima)
correspond to antiresonances.
The driving-point admittance at two different locations on a rectangular
plate with simply supported edges is shown in Fig. 3.23. In these graphs,
resonances corresponding to normal modes of the plate give rise to maxima
on the curves. Note that some normal modes are excited at both driving points
but some are not (when a node occurs too near the driving point).
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CHAPTER 4

Coupled Vibrating Systems

4.1. Coupling Between Two Identical Vibrators
In Chapter 1, we considered the free vibrations of a two-mass system with
three springs of equal stiffness; we found that there were two normal modes of
vibration. Such a system could have been viewed as consisting oftwo separate
mass/spring vibrators coupled together by the center spring (see Fig. 1.20). If
the coupling spring were made successively weaker, the two modes would
become closer and closer in frequency.
A similar behavior is exhibited by two simple pendulums connected by
a spring, as in Fig. 4.1. Each pendulum, vibrating independently at small
amplitude, has a frequency given by
1

fo

(g

= 211: ~l'

where 1 is the length of the pendulum and g is the acceleration of gravity.
The coupled system has two normal modes of vibration given by
1
fl = 211:

(g

~l

and

(4.1)

where Kc is the spring constant and m is mass. The pendulums move in phase
in the mode of lower frequency and in opposite phase in the mode of higher
frequency.
The coupling can be expressed in terms of a coupling frequency Wc =
JKc/m, in which case w~ = w~ and w~ = w~ + 2w;. If either pendulum is
clamped in place, the other pendulum oscillates at a frequency w 2 = w~ + w;.
This is not a normal mode frequency, however. If the system is started with
pendulum A at its rest position and pendulum B in a 'displaced position,
for example, the resulting motion changes with time. During each swing,
pendulum B gives up some of its motion to pendulum A until pendulum B
finds itself at rest and pendulum A has all the motion. Then, the process
reverses. The exchange of energy between the two pendulums takes place at
a rate that depends on the coupling frequency Wc.
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-

m

m

XB

Fig. 4.1. Two simple pendulums coupled by a spring.

4.2. Normal Modes
Solution of the equations of motion to obtain the normal modes is relatively
easy in this case. The equations of motion for small vibrations are
(4.2a)

and
(4.2b)

These can be rewritten in terms of Wo and

We'

previously defined:

xA + (w6 + W:)XA -

W:XB = 0,

(4.3 a)

+ (W6 + w:)x B -

W:XA = O.

(4.3b)

and
XB

If the two equations are added together, we obtain

d2
dt 2

(XA

+ x B) + W6(XA + x B) = o.

(4.4a)

If they are subtracted, we obtain

d2
dt
2

(XA -

x B) + (wo2

+ 2we2 )(XA -

XB ) = O.

(4.4b)

These are equations for simple harmonic motion. In the first, the variable is
(XA + x B ), and the frequenc is W /2n. In the second, the variable is (XA - x B ),
and the frequency is W6 + 2w: /2n. These represent the two normal modes
described previously.
It is sometimes desirable to define normal coordinates ql and q2 along
which displacements can take place independently. In this case, ql = XA + X B

4.2. Normal Modes
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------------~--------~--XA

Fig. 4.2. Relationship of the normal coordinates (ql' q2) oftwo coupled oscillators to
the individual coordinates (XA,XB ).

and q2 = X A - X B ; the normal coordinates are rotated 45° from the old, as
shown in Fig. 4.2. Thus, the transformation from (XA' x B), the coordinates of
the individual pendulum, to (Q1,q2)' the normal coordinates, can be found
geometrically. In mode 1, the system oscillates along the coordinate Q1 with
amplitude Q1 and angular frequency w 1, and in mode 2 it oscillates along Q2
with amplitude Q2 and angular frequency w 2 • [The actual frequencies are
given by Eq. (4.1).] Thus, X A and X B can be written as
Q1

Q2

Q1

Q2

XA

= j2cosw 1 t + j2COSW2t,

XB

= j2cosw 1 t - j2cosw2t.

(4.5a)

and
(4.5b)

Q1 and Q2 are determined by the initial displacements.
Q1

If the system is given an initial displacement xA(O) = A o, xB(O) = 0, then
= Ao/j2, Q2 = Ao/j2, and Eqs. (4.5) become

(4.6a)
and
XB

Ao

= T(cosw 1 t - cosw2t).

(4.6b)

These equations can be rewritten:
(4.7a)
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Fig. 4.3. Motion of two coupled pendulums with flashlight bulbs attached to the bobs.
Pendulum B had an initial displacement; pendulum A had none. Note the exchange
of kinetic energy at a rate OJm/n, and also note the effect of damping (from French, 1971).

and
XB

= Aosin(W2; w 1

t) sin (W2 ; W1 t)'

(4.7b)

These can be interpreted as oscillations at a frequency OJ = (W2 + w 1 )/2 with
the amplitude modulated at a frequency Wm = (W2 - w 1 )/2. Note that the
oscillations of the two pendulums at frequency OJ are 90° different in phase,
and so are the oscillations in the amplitude at frequency Wm. The photograph
of two coupled pendulums in Fig. 4.3 illustrates this.

4.3. Weak and Strong Coupling
In the case we have been discussing, the average frequency and modulation
frequency are

(4.8)

and

In the weak coupling case, Wc « wo, so we can write
-

1 [

I

= 4n

1m

= 4~

and

(
2W2)1/2
]
Wo 1 + W6c
+ Wo

[ (1 + 2~~
Wo

y/2 - Wo ]

~

~

2;

1+

4:i

o.

W (

w2 )
2;6
'

(4.9a)

(4.9b)

When the coupling is weak, we can neglect the energy stored in the coupling

4.3. Weak and Strong Coupling

Fig. 4.4. Motion of two strongly coupled pendulums with

We
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= 2w o.

spring and characterize the motion as an interchange of energy between
pendulum A and pendulum B at a rate given by fm. The pendulum whose
amplitude is increasing is the one that is lagging in phase by 90°, as expected
for a vibrator absorbing power from a driving force at resonance. The two
pendulums alternate as the driver and the driven. When it comes to rest,
the driver suddenly changes phase by 180° so that it can become the driven
vibrator.
In the case where We = 2wo (a strong coupling), 1 = 2fo and fm = fo.
The modulation frequency is half the average frequency, so the excursions are
alternately large and small. The kinetic energy is exchanged rapidly between
the two bobs, as shown in Fig. 4.4. The normal mode frequencies in this case
are in a 3: 1 ratio: fl = fo and f2 = 3fo. The initial conditions that give
the motion in Fig. 4.4 are xA(O) = Ao and xB(O) = 0; that is, bob B is held at
its rest point while bob A is displaced and both are released together.
Note that the motions shown in Fig. 4.4 are described by Eqs. (4.6a) and
(4.6b), but they could also be obtained graphically from Fig. 4.2 by marking
off appropriate time intervals between Ao/2 and - Ao/2 along both the q 1 and
q2 axes. The displacements XA and X B at each time are found by projecting
ql (t) and q2(t) on the appropriate axis and adding them.
In the case of two coupled pendulums, the lower frequency WI is independent
of the coupling strength; this is not true of all coupled oscillations. What is
generally true, however, is that the separation between WI and W 2 increases
with the coupling strength, as shown in Fig. 4.5.
w

~------Wl

Fig. 4.5. Dependence ofthe mode frequencies on the coupling strength for two coupled
pendulums.
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4.4. Forced Vibrations
We have seen how in a two-mass vibrating system, the motion of each mass
can be described as a superposition of two normal modes. For free vibrations,
the amplitudes and phases are determined by the initial conditions. In a system
driven in steady state, on the other hand, the amplitudes and phases depend
upon the driving frequency. Our intuition tells us that large amplitudes
will occur when the driving frequency is close to one of the normal mode
frequencies.
Consider the two-mass system in Fig. 4.6. The normal mode an ular frequencies are WI = JK/m = Wo and W 2 = J(K/m) + (2Kc/m) = w6 + 2w;.
Suppose that a driving force Fo cos wt is applied to mass A. The equations
of motion are
(4. lOa)
and
(4. lOb)
Again, we introduce normal coordinates qi = XA + X B and q2 =
we add and subtract Eqs. (4. lOa) and (4. lOb) to obtain

XA -

X B;

(4.lla)
and
..

q2

Fo
+ w 22q2 = -cos
wt,
m

(4.llb)

where wi = w6 and w~ = w6 + 2w;. Note that the same driving force appears
in both normal mode equations.
These are the equations of two harmonic oscillators with natural frequencies
WI and W 2 and with no damping. The steady-state solutions are [see Eq. (1.39)]
qi =

Fo/m
2 coswt,
-w

(4.l2a)

Fo/m
2 coswt.
W2 -w

(4.l2b)

2
WI

and
q2 =

2

Fig. 4.6. Two-mass oscillator (compare Fig. 4.1.).

4.4. Forced Vibrations
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The displacements of the masses A and Bare
Fo wi - w 2 + w~ - w 2
-2
m (2
w t - w 2)(W22 - W2)COSWt

(4.13a)
and
XB=

qt - q2
Fo w~ - w 2 - wi + w 2
2
=-2
2)(W22 - W2)COSWt
m (2
Wt - W

w;

Fo

-m (2
Wt

-

W2)(W22 - W2)COSWt.

(4.13b)

The steady-state displacement amplitudes as functions of w, from Eq. (4.13),
are shown in Fig. 4.7(a). Below the first resonance Wt, the displacements XA
and X B are in the same direction, whereas above the second resonance W 2 ,
they are in opposite directions. With no damping, the amplitudes approach
infinity at the resonance and the phase jumps abruptly. If damping were
included, the phase would vary smoothly as one goes through the resonances.
Note that at a frequency W A lying between W t and W 2 , X A goes to zero.
This is called an anti resonance, and it occurs at the natural frequency at which
mass B would oscillate if mass A were fixed. We can easily calculate this
frequency using Eq. (4.13a). X A goes to zero when
(4.14)
At this frequency,
the result

wi -

I
coswt "'A
XB

w 2 = -w; and w~ - w 2 = w;, so Eq. (4.13b) gives

Fo

w;

m (-w;)(w;)

This result appears somewhat paradoxical, for it says that at w = W A the
driven mass does not move but the other mass does. There are several ways
to deal with this paradox (for example, any real driving force cannot have
a single frequency w, because this would imply that it has existed since
t = -(0), but it is perhaps best to note that the paradox does not exist in
a real system with damping, however small. In such a system, XA and X B both
have minimum values at WA' but neither one is zero.
The response of a similar system with damping is shown in Fig. 4.8. If Wt
and W2 are separated by an amount that is several times greater than their
line widths, then the two normal modes are excited independently at these
frequencies. Below w t , both masses move in phase with the driving force.
At Wt, they lag the driving force by 90° (see Fig. 1.8), and above Wt, the phase
difference is 180°. Between WA and W2' mass A again moves in phase with
the driving force, while above W2 mass B does so.
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:
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-360°
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Fig. 4.7. Frequency response of the two-mass coupled system in Fig. 4.6 to a driving
force applied to mass A. (a) Amplitudes of X A and XB' (b) Absolute values of amplitude
on a logarithmic scale. (c) Phases of masses A and B with respect to the driving force.
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tPA

-180°
______ I ______ LI ______

I

I

I

I
I

I
I
I

I

(c)

tPA -

I

~

I

I

18:!..-_-_-_-_-_-_1_-_-_-_-.,y
I

W2

Fig. 4.8. (a) Amplitude of mass A or mass B as functions of driving frequency when a
force is applied to mass A. (b) Phases of masses A and B with respect to the driving
force. (c) Phase difference between X A and X B .

4.5. Coupled Electrical Circuits
We have, already seen in Chapter 1 the usefulness of equivalent electrical
circuits in understanding mechanical oscillatory systems. We will now consider some examples of coupled electrical circuits that are the bases of useful
equivalent circuits.
The electrical circuit shown in Fig. 4.9 consists of two RLC circuits having
natural frequencies Wa and Wb when there is no coupling:
W

1

a

= -==

JLaCa

and

Wb

=

1

JLbCb

.

c.

Fig. 4.9. Two RLC circuits coupled by mutual inductance M.
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We consider the effect of coupling through the mutual inductance M existing between the two inductors. The voltage equations in the two loops
are

and
dib
Lb -d
t

dia
+ M -d
t

+ Rb1b.

f'Ib dt = 0.

1

+ -C

b

(4.15)

Differentiating and dividing by La and Lb gives
ia

MoO

R.

a

a

+ Lib + La ia + L

1
C ia

a

a

=

0,

and

Assuming harmonic solutions ia = laeiwt and ib = Ibeiwt, replacing 1jLaCa and
1jL bC b by w; and w~, and assuming Ra and Rb to be small, we obtain
222M
(w - wa)la = -w -lb'
La

(4.16)

and
222M
(W - wb)lb = -W -lao
Lb

Multiplying these two equations together gives
M2
(w 2 _ ( 2)(W 2 _ ( 2) = w 4 _ _ = k 2w 4
a
b
LaLb
'

(4.17)

where k 2 = M2jLaLb is the coupling coefficient. Solving for w gives the
resonance frequencies.
A particularly simple case occurs when w; = w~. Then,
(w 2 _ W;)2 = k 2w 4,
w 2 - w; = ±kw2,

and
W=±J1±k'

The two positive frequencies are
and

(4.18)

4.5. Coupled Electrical Circuits
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I

W

Fig. 4.10. Behavior of the circuit of Fig. 4.9 for three values ofthe coupling constant k.

The current amplitudes for three different values of coupling are shown in
Fig. 4.10. With tight coupling, a pronounced dip occurs between the peaks
at Wi and W z ·
If the two circuits are identical (La = Lb = Land Ca = Cb = C),
1
1
Wi =
and
Wz =
.
(4.19)
JC(L + M)
JC(L - M)
These values are shown in Fig. 4.11.
Next, we consider the circuit shown in Fig. 4.12, which consists of two LC
circuits plus a coupling capacitor Ce . The differential equations are
..
1
1
L.ia + - ia + -(ia - i b) = 0,
Ca
Ce
W

2wo ___________

I

----I

1

I

1
I

Wo

1
1
1

___ ___-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_.:::w~

I
I

1

I

'-----------...!I-~M
L/2

L

Fig. 4.11. Variation of modal frequencies with mutual inductance M of identical
coupled circits.
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I-' 000000

Ca

La

I

000000 '-l

Cb

Lb

Cc

Fig. 4.12. Two LC circuits coupled by a coupling capacitor Ce •

and

(4.20)

Again, assuming harmonic solutions, ia

= 11 e jrot and ib = 12 ejrot, leads to

1 (1
1) I - - 1- I =0
-w 2 I a +-+La C
C a La C b
,
a

c

c

and

from which
and

(4.21)
(W 2 -

w~)lb = -w~Ja,

where w; = (l/LaCa) + (l/LaCJ, w~ = (l/L bC b) + (l/L bC c), w;c = l/LaCc,
and w~c = l/L bC c' Multiplying the above equations together gives
(w 2 -

In the case Wa

W;)(W2 - w~)

=

1
L L C 2 = W;cW~c·
abc

(4.22)

= Wb' we obtain
(w 2

from which W =

-

w;) = ±wacwbc

=

±w;,

J w; ± w;, and we obtain the two frequencies
= J w; - w; = waJl=k,
WI

and

(4.23)

W2 = J w; + w; = waJi+k.
In the special case where La = Lb = Land Ca = Cb = C, we can designate
as

so

(4.24)

4.6. Forced Vibration of a Two-Mass System
w

W2

JW; + W: -----------W.

JW 2_W2
a

c

,,

I

,

,,,
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Fig. 4.13. Normal mode frequencies ofthe circuit in Fig. 4.l2. The dashed lines indicate
the uncoupled case (k -+ 0 or Co -+ 00).

as in the mechanical systems shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.6. Thus, the circuit in
Fig. 4.12 is the electrical analogue for both these systems, where the coupling
capacitor Ce takes the place of the spring K e •
lt is instructive to plot ()) as a function of ())b from Eq. (4.22). When ())e = 0
(no coupling), we obtain two straight lines (the dashed lines in Fig. 4.13). For
())e > 0, we obtain two curves that approach the dashed lines asymptotically.
At ())b = ())a' ()) = ())~ ± ())~ as in Eq. (4.23). Note that in both limits ())b « ())a
and ())b» ())a the normal mode frequencies ())1 and ())2 approach those of
the uncoupled modes ())a and ())b' and the normal modes resemble those of the
uncoupled LC circuits.

J

4.6. Forced Vibration of a Two-Mass System
A coupled system with wide application is the two-mass system in which a
sinusoidal driving force is applied to mass m l , as shown in Fig. 4.14. This
system is the prototype, for example, of a bass reflex loudspeaker system,
a guitar with the ribs fixed, and the dynamic absorber used to damp machine
vibrations. The equivalent electrical circuit is also shown in Fig. 4.14.
The equations of motion for the two-mass system in Fig. 4.14 are

and
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.14. Two-mass vibrator (a) and its equivalent electrical circuit (b).

Solutions of these equations lead to expressions for the displacement
amplitudes:
Xl

= (Kl +

(K 2 - w 2m 2)Fo
K2 - w 2m l )(K2 - w 2m2) -

K~

Fo(w~ - w 2 )

(4.25a)

and
X _
2 -

(Kl

+ K2

ml[wi(l

k2 Fo
- w 2m l )(K2 - w 2m2) - K~

+ K 2/K I )

Fow~
-

W2](W~ - w 2) - K2W~'

(4.25b)

Like the two-mass system discussed in Section 4.4, this system has two resonances and one antiresonance. X I goes to zero at the antiresonance frequency
w = w 2, and both Xl and X 2 approach infinity when the denominator goes
to zero.
A dynamic absorber consists of a small mass m2 and spring K2 attached
to the primary vibrating system and selected so that WI = w 2 • Then, the
amplitude of mass ml goes to zero at the original resonance frequency WI'
Similarly, a bass reflex speaker is often designed so that the resonance frequency
W2 of the enclosure is the same as that of the loudspeaker cone WI' Then, the
cone is restrained from moving at its resonance frequency.
In a guitar or violin, m l and KI represent the mass and spring constant
of the top plate, m2 is the effective mass of the air in the sound hole, and
K2 is the spring constant of the enclosed air. In most instruments, W2 is
substantially less than WI' however.

4.7. Systems with Many Masses
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4.7. Systems with Many Masses
Consider the system in Fig. 4.15 with four masses and five springs. External
forces!; may act on any or all of the masses, so we have four equations of
motion:
mlx l + Klx l - K 2 (X 2 - Xl) = F l ,
m 2x2 + K 2(X 2 - Xl) - K 3(X 3 - x 2) = F2,

x

m3 3 + K 3(X 3 - x 2 ) - K 4(X 4 - x 3) = F3,

and
(4.26)

Adding the four equations gives
4

L

=

miXi

i=l

4

L

Fi -

i=l

Klx l - K S X 4 ·

(4.27)

Assuming harmonic solutions, Xi = Xi sin wt leads to four algebraic equations,
in which the coefficients of Xl to X 4 form the determinant:

A=

dl

-K2

0

-K2

d2

-K3

0
0

0
0

0
0

d3

-K4

-K4

d4

where d l = Kl + K2 - m l w 2, d2 = K2 + K3 - m2 w2 , d 3 = K3
m3w2, and d4 = K4 + Ks - m 4 w 2. The amplitude Xl is given by
Fl
1 F2
Xl = A F3
F4

-K2

0

d2

-K3

-K3

d3
-K4

0

+ K4 -

0
0
-K4

d4

and the other three amplitudes are given by analogous expressions (Jacobson
and Ayre, 1958).

Fig. 4.15. Four-mass vibrating system.
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4.8. Graphical Representation of Frequency Response Functions
There are several ways to represent the frequency response function of a
vibrating system (see the appendix to this chapter). One useful representation
is a mobility plot illustrated in Fig. 4.16 for a lightly damped system with two
degrees offreedom [a linear two-mass system as in Fig. L20(a}, for example].
If a force F is applied to mass ml' the driving-point mobility is xdF and
the transfer mobility is x2/F.
Note that individual mode curves in Fig. 4.16 have slopes of ± 6 dB/octave
above and below resonance, as discussed in Appendix A.L Their phases
relative to the driving force are not indicated, however. In Fig. 4.16(a}, both
curves have the same phase (and thus are additive) below the first resonance
0.----------------------------------,
(a)

_100L--L~~~_L________L_~_ _ _ __ L_ _~_ _~i

50

100

200

500

Frequency (Hz)

0.-----------------------------------,
(b)

__________
100
200

-100L-~_L~~_L

50

L __ _ _ __ L_ _~_ _~

500

Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 4.16. Mobility plot for a lightly damped system with two degrees of freedom: (a)
driving-point mobility and (b) transfer mobility. The lighter curves indicate the contributions from the two normal modes of the system (after Ewins, 1984).
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and above the second one. Between the two resonances, they are subtractive,
however, which leads to an antiresonance where they cross. The opposite
situation occurs in the transfer mobility curves in Fig. 4.16(b), where the curves
are additive between the resonances but subtractive elsewhere. [This same
behavior is noted in Fig. 4.7(b).]
There is a general rule that if two consecutive modes have modal constants
with the same sign, then there will be an antiresonance at some frequency
between the natural frequencies of the two modes. If they have opposite signs,
there will not be an antiresonance, but just a minimum, as in Fig. 4.16(b).
The modal constant is the product of two eigenvector elements, one at the
drive point and one at the response point. In the case of driving-point mobility,
the two points are the same, so the modal constant must be positive. This
leads to alternating resonances and antiresonances, as appear in the drivingpoint admittance (mobility) curves in Fig. 3.22 and also in the driving-point
impedance (reciprocal of mobility) curve in Fig. 3.21.
Figure 4.17 shows an example of a transfer mobility curve of a system with
four degrees offreed om (four normal modes). The compliance ofthis structure
is positive over part of the frequency range and negative over part of it. The
modal constant in this example changes sign from the first to the second mode
(resulting in an antiresonance) but not from the second to the third mode for
the driving and the observation points selected.

40

20

~
e'"

i

0

I%l
~

.t>

]
0
:::;

5

10
Frequency (Hz)

50

100

Fig. 4.17. Example of a transfer mobility curve for a lightly damped structure with four
degrees of freedom. The lighter curves indicate the contributions from the four normal
modes, which contribute to the frequency response function (after Ewins, 1984).
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4.9. Vibrating String Coupled to a Soundboard
In Section 2.12, we considered a string terminated by a nonrigid end support
(such as the bridge of a string instrument). If the support is masslike, the
resonance frequencies will be raised slightly (as if the string were shortened).
On the other hand, if the support is springlike, the resonance frequencies will
be lowered (as if the string were lengthened).
When the string is terminated at a structure that has resonances of its own
(such as the soundboard of a piano or the top plate of a guitar), the situation
becomes a little more complicated. Below each resonance of the structure,
the termination appears springlike, while above each resonance it appears
masslike. Thus, the structural resonances tend to push the string resonances
away from the structural resonance frequency, or to split each string resonance
into two resonances, one above and one below the soundboard resonance.
More correctly described, two new modes of vibration have been created,
both of which are combinations of a string mode and a structural mode. This
is similar to the behavior of the coupled mechanical and electrical vibrating
systems we have considered (see Fig. 4.10 and 4.11).
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Fig. 4.18. Normal mode splitting as a function of the ratio of string mass m to
sound board mass M times the mode number n on the string when the resonance
frequencies of the string and soundboard mode are the same. 0+ and 0_ are the mode
angular frequencies in the coupled system, and Q-values for the sound board appear
on each curve (Gough, 1981).
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Gough (1981) discusses systems both with weak coupling and strong coupling when Wn = WB(string and structural resonances at the same frequency).
Weak coupling occurs when mln2M < '?/4QB' where mlMis the ratio of
the string mass to the effective mass of the structural resonance, n is the
number of the resonant mode excited on the string, and QB is the Q value
of the structural resonance.
In the weak coupling limit, the coupling does not perturb the frequencies
of the two normal modes (when the unperturbed frequencies of the string and
soundboard coincide). However, the damping of the two modes is modified
by the coupling.
In the strong coupling limit m/~M > '?/4~, however, the coupling splits
the resonance frequencies of the normal modes symmetrically about the
unperturbed frequencies and both modes now have the same Q value of 2QB'
At the lower frequency, the string and soundboard move in phase, whereas at
the higher frequency, they move in opposite phase.
Figure 4.18 shows the frequency splitting as a function of m/n2 M when
the string and soundboard mode frequencies coincide (w n = WB)' n+ and 'L
are the mode frequencies in the coupled system, and n is the number of the
string mode.
The frequencies of the normal modes, when the resonance frequencies of
the string and soundboard are different, are shown in Fig. 4.19 for the weak
and strong coupling cases. The mode frequencies are given by the solid curves
and the half-widths of the resonances by the dashed curves (Gough, 1981).

4.10. Two Strings Coupled by a Bridge
In most string instruments, several strings (from 4 in a violin to more than
200 in a piano) are supported by the same bridge. This leads to coupling
between the strings, which may be strong or weak, depending upon the relative
impedances of the bridge and strings. The discussion of coupled piano strings
by Weinreich (1977) and the discussion of violin strings by Gough (1981) are
especially recommended.
Although an exact description of the interaction of two strings coupled to
a common bridge would require the solution of three simultaneous equations
describing the three normal modes of the system in the coupling direction,
the problem can be simplified by recognizing that the string resonances are
generally much sharper than those of the bridge and soundboard. Thus, close
to a string resonance, the impedance of the bridge can be considered to be
a slowly varying function of frequency.
We consider first the case of two identical strings. When the impedance of
the bridge is mainly reactive, the coupling produces a repulsion between the
frequencies of the normal modes, as shown in Fig. 4.20(a). [This is quite
similar to the behavior of the string-soundboard coupling in Fig. 4.19(b).J
When the impedance of the bridge is mainly resistive, however (as it will be at
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a resonance of the soundboard), the frequencies of the normal modes coalesce
over a region close to the crossover frequency, as shown in Fig. 4.20(b).
Outside this region, the modes are equally damped by the bridge impedance,
but inside this region, the damping of the normal modes approaches maximum
and minimum values at coincidence (Gough, 1981).
Additional cases are of interest. Figure 4.21 represents the case in which
the admittance of the coupling bridge is complex. Frequencies of the two
normal modes are given for several different phases of the coupling admittance.
Figure 4.22 represents the coupling of two nonidentical strings with resistive
coupling. The coupling still tends to pull the frequencies of the normal modes
together [as in Fig. 4.20(b)], but they coincide only when the unperturbed
frequencies are equal (Wl = w 2 ). As w 2 - w l - t 0, the damping of one mode
approaches zero, while the damping of the other mode increases toward
a maximum value.
Several interesting effects of strings coupled by a bridge are observed in
musical instruments. The compound decay curve for piano sound is a direct
result of coupling between unison strings. The initial decay is fast while the
strings vibrate in phase, but as they fall out of phase, a slower decay rate
characterizes the aftersound (Weinreich, 1977). A violin player can simulate
the effect of a vibrato on the lowest open string by placing a finger on the next
string at the position corresponding to an octave above the bowed string and
rocking the finger back and forth to vary the intensity ofthe octave harmonic
(Gough, 1981).
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Fig. 4.22. The normal modes of a two-string system coupled by a bridge with a complex
impedance. The dotted curve represents the greatest reactance, the solid curve the least
(after Weinreich, 1977).

APPENDIX
A.t. Structural Dynamics and Frequency Response Functions
To determine the dynamical behavior of a structure in the laboratory, we
frequently apply a force F at some point (x, y, z) and determine the response
of the structure at the same point or some other point (x',y',z'). To describe
the response, we may measure displacement r, velocity v, or acceleration a. In
the simplest case, F, r, v, and a are in the same direction, so we speak of
F, x, v, and a. Some examples of methods used to measure these variables are
as follows:
F can be measured with a load cell or force transducer;
a can be measured with an accelerometer;
v can be measured with a phonograph cartridge and stylus or it can be
determined by integrating a; probing the near-field sound with a microphone provides a pretty good estimate of vat a point on a surface nearby;
and
x can be determined by holographic interferometry or by integrating v
or a.

From these measured variables, we can construct one or more frequency
response functions of interest. These include mobility (v/F), accelerance (a/F),
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Fig. A4.2. Three examples of frequency response functions of a lightly damped oscillator with a single degree offreedom (after Ewins, 1984).

compliance (x/F), impedance (F/v), dynamic mass (F/a), and stiffness (F/x).
The logarithmic minigraphs in Fig. A.4.1 illustrate how these relate to the
static parameters stiffness K, mass m, and resistance R. If (x, y, z) = (x', y', z'),
we use the prefix driving point (e.g., driving-point mobility); otherwise, we use
the prefix transfer.
Combining all three elements (mass, stiffness, and resistance) into an oscillator having a single degree of freedom with light damping leads to the
frequency response functions in Fig. A.4.2 (only three of the six functions
are shown). Note the ± 6 dB/octave slopes at high and low frequency in
the mobility plot, the -12 dB/octave slope in the compliance plot, and the
+ 12 dB/octave slope in the accelerance plot, consistent with Fig. A.4.1.
Figures A.4.1 and A.4.2 show logarithms of absolute values of the parameters
of interest and therefore are devoid of information about phase. To represent
the phase as well as magnitude of the frequency response function of interest,
a second graph is often added, as in Fig. A.4.3. At a resonance, the phase
changes by 180 (0 to 180 in the compliance plot, 90 to 270 in the mobility
plot, or 180 to 360 in the accelerance plot), as indicated in Figs. 1.12 or 4.8.
Two other ways of indicating phase are shown in Figs. A.4.4 and A.4.5. In
Fig. A.4.4, the real and imaginary parts of the frequency response functions
are separately plotted as functions of frequency. In Fig. A.4.5, the imaginary
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part is plotted as a function of the real part, with frequency shown as a
parameter on the curve (Nyquist plots).

A.2. Modal Analysis
Modal analysis may be defined as the process of describing the dynamic
properties of an elastic structure in terms of its normal modes of vibration.
Many papers have appeared recently describing the application of modal
analysis to a wide range of structures from fresh apples to large aircraft. Papers
on modal analysis generally deal with either mathematical modal analysis or
modal testing.
In mathematical modal analysis, one attempts to uncouple the structural
equations of motion by means of some suitable transformation, so that the
uncoupled equations can be solved. The frequency response of the structure
can then be found by summing the respective modal responses in accordance
with their degree of participation in the structural motion.
In experimental modal testing, one excites the structure at one or more
points and determines the response at one or more points. From these sets of
data, the natural frequencies (eigenfrequencies), mode shapes (eigenfunctions),
and damping parameters are determined, often by the use of multidimensional
curve-fitting routines on a digital computer. In fact it is the availability of
digital computers and sophisticated software that accounts for the growing
popularity of modal analysis.
Modal testing may be done with sinusoidal, random, pseudorandom, or
impulsive excitation. In the case of sinusoidal excitation, the force may be
applied at a single point or at several locations. The response may be measured
mechanically (with accelerometers or velocity sensors), optically, or indirectly
by observing the radiated sound field. Several good reviews of modal testing
with impact excitation have appeared in the literature (Ewins, 1984; Allemang
and Brown, 1987; Ramsey, 1975/1976; Marshall, 1986; Halvorsen and Brown,
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1977), and this technique has been applied to violins (Marshall, 1985; Jansson
et aI., 1986), pianos (Suzuki, 1986; Kindel and Wang, 1987), guitars (Popp et
aI., 1985), handbells (Hansen and Rossing, 1986), steel drums (Hansen and
Rossing, 1987), and other musical instruments.
In modal testing with impact excitation, an accelerometer is typically
attached to the structure at some key point and the structure is tapped at
a number of points on a grid with a hammer having a force transducer or
load cell. Each force and acceleration waveform is Fourier transformed, and
a transfer function H (w) is calculated. If a force is applied at i and the response
is measured at j, the transfer function Hij(w) gives the best estimate of the
frequency response function
H..(w)
1]

= S;*(w)Siw ) = G;j
S;*(w)S;(w)

G;;'

where S;*(w) is the complex conjugate of the force spectrum S;(w), G;; is the
power spectrum of the exciting force, and Gij is the cross spectrum of the force
and response.
Several different algorithms may be used to extract the modal parameters
from the measured frequency response functions. Single-degree-of-freedom
methods include a "peak picking" method, which uses the imaginary (quadrature) component of the response function as the modal coordinate, and a
"circle fit" method, which fits the best circle to the data in the Argand plane
[whose coordinates are the real and imaginary parts of the response function,
as in the Nyquist plot in Fig. A.4.5(a)]. Multidegree-of-freedom methods
generally use a least-squares method to select the modal parameters that
minimize the differences between the measured frequency response function
and the function found by summing the contribution from the individual
modes. Still other methods, such as the complex exponential method and the
Ibrahim method, do the curve fitting in the time domain (Ewins, 1984).

A.3. Finite Element Analysis
The finite element method is a powerful numerical analysis method that can
be used to calculate the vibrational modes of elastic structures. The method
assumes that a structure or system can be modeled by an assemblage of
building blocks (called elements) connected only at discrete points (called
nodes). A complex structure is often divided into a number of familiar substructures, such as plates, beams, shells, and lumped masses.
This concept of modeling a system as a collection of discrete points was
introduced by Courant (1943). His suggestion, that the Rayleigh-Ritz approach
using an assumed response function for the system could be applied to triangular elements, became the mathematical basis for finite element analysis.
The actual finite element terminology was later introduced by Clough (1960)
and others. Clough's method became widely adopted because digital computers were available to perform the complex numerical calculations.
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Finite element analysis is essentially an extension of matrix structural
analysis methods that have been applied to beams and trusses for some time.
This analysis is based on a set of equations of the form
(u)(K) = (F),

where (u) is a displacement vector, (F) is a force vector, and (K) is the stiffness
matrix in which a typical element Kij gives the force Fi at the ith node due
to a unit displacement uj at the jth node.
General purpose finite element codes, such as NASTRAN, ANSYS, SAP,
and ADINA, include routines for solving the equations of motion in matrix
form.
(M)(u)

+

(R)(u)

+

(K)(u) = (F) cos(wt

+ ')'),

where (M), (R), and (K) are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices. Smaller
programs adapted from these large, general purpose systems have made it
possible to apply finite element methods to structures of modest size using
microcomputers.
To improve the efficiency of finite element calculations, so-called "eigenvalue economizer" routines are often used. These routines reduce the size of
the dynamical matrix by condensing it around master nodes (Rieger, 1986).
Guidance in the selection of such nodes can often be obtained from the results
of modal testing. In this and others ways, modal analysis and finite element
analysis have become complementary methods for studying the dynamical
behavior of large and small structures, including musical instruments.
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CHAPTER 5

Nonlinear Systems

Many of the mechanical elements comprising a musical instrument behave
approximately as linear systems. By this we mean that the acoustic output is
a linear function of the mechanical input, so that the output obtained from
two inputs applied simultaneously is just the sum of the outputs that would
be obtained if they were applied separately. For this statement to be true for
the instrument as a whole, it must also be true for all its parts, so that
deflections must be proportional to applied forces, flows to applied pressures,
and so on. Mathematically, this property is reflected in the requirement that
the differential equations describing the behavior ofthe system are also linear,
in the sense that the dependent variable occurs only to the first power. An
example is the equation for the displacement y of a simple harmonic oscillator
under the action of an applied force F(t):
d2y

m dt 2

dy

+ R dt + Ky =

F(t),

(5.1)

where m, R, and K are respectively the mass, damping coefficient, and spring
coefficient, all of which are taken to be constants. Then, if Yl (t) is the solution
for F(t) = F1(t), and Y2(t) that for F(t) = F2(t), the solution for F = Fl + F2
will be Y = Yl + h.
A little consideration shows, of course, that this description must be an oversimplification (Beyer, 1974). Mass is indeed conserved (apart from relativistic
effects), but spring coefficients cannot remain constant when displacements
approach the original dimensions of the system, nor can we expect damping
behavior to remain unchanged when turbulence or other complicated effects
intervene. It is therefore important to know how to treat such nonlinearities
mathematically so that we can make use of these techniques when we come
to examine the behavior of real musical instruments. Mathematically, the
problem is one of solving equations like Eq. (5.1) when at least one of the
coefficients m, R, or K depends on the dependent variable y. In interesting
practical cases, we will nearly always be concerned with small deviations from
linearity, so that these coefficients can be expanded as rapidly convergent
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power series in y or dy/dt, provided y is small compared with the dimensions
of the system.
One sort of problem exemplified by Eq. (5.1) is a percussion instrument or
a plucked string instrument in which the forcing function F(t) is external, of
limited duration, and given quite explicitly. The behavior of such impulsively
excited oscillators or resonators is relatively simple, as we shall see presently.
More complex, more interesting, and inherently more nonlinear is the
situation encountered in steady-tone instruments, such as bowed strings or
windblown pipes. Here, the forcing function F(t) consists of a steady external
part (the bow velocity or the blowing pressure) whose effect on the system is
somehow determined by the existing amplitude of the oscillation. Thus, for
example, the force between a bow and a string depends upon their relative
velocities, while the flow through a reed valve depends upon the pressure
difference across it. In this case, Eq. (5.1) is generalized to
d 2y

(

dy

dy )

m dt2 +Rdt +Ky=F y'dt,t ,

(5.2)

where again m, R, and K may be weak functions of y. For such a system, as
we shall see presently, the whole behavior depends quite crucially upon the
various nonlinearities present in the coefficients and in the function F.

5.1. A General Method of Solution
The systems we shall meet in musical instruments will ultimately prove to be
much more complex than described by an equation like Eq. (5.2) since musical
oscillators such as strings, plates or air columns generally have infinitely many
possible vibrational modes rather than just a single one, but we can learn
a great deal as a necessary preliminary by studying the nonlinear oscillator
described by Eq. (5.2). In fact, musical instruments generally consist of a nearly
linear resonator, the string, plate, or air column, described by the left-hand
side ofEq. (5.2), excited by a generator F, which has quite nonlinear behavior.
The nonlinearity in F is crucial to the description of the system.
For convenience of notation, we rewrite Eq. (5.2) in the form
ji

+ w~y =

g(y, y, t),

(5.3)

where a dot signifies d/dt, Wo is the resonant frequency,
_ (K)1/2 ,

Wo -

m

(5.4)

and
9=

where we have written 1

F-Ry
m

=1 - 211.Y,

=F/m and 211. =R/m.

(5.5)

5.1. A General Method of Solution
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If the damping, nonlinearity, and driving force on the system are all small,
so that g ~ 0 in Eq. (5.3), then the solution has the sinusoidal form

y(t) = a sin(wot

+ ¢J),

(5.6)

where a is the amplitude and ¢J is the phase of the oscillation. If g is not
identically zero but is small compared with the terms on the left side of
Eq. (5.3), then it is reasonable to suppose that the true solution may have
a form like
(5.7)
y(t) = a(t)sin[wot + ¢J(t)],
where a and ¢J are both slowly varying functions of time. Now from Eq. (5.7),
it is clear that

y = asin(wot + ¢J) + a(wo + ~)cos(wot + ¢J).

(5.8)

This is a rather complicated expression, and it is clear that a given behavior
of y and y as functions of time could be described in several ways depending
on how this functional dependence was partitioned between aand ~. There is
a great simplification if we can arrange matters so that
(5.9)
which requires that
asin(wot

+ ¢J) + a~cos(wot + ¢J) = o.

(5.10)

If we assume Eq. (5.10) to have been satisfied and substitute Eqs. (5.7) and (5.9)

into Eq. (5.3), then we find
(5.11)
Since Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11) must be satisfied simultaneously, we can solve for

aand ~ to obtain

a = JLcos(wot
Wo

+ ¢J),

(5.12)

and
.

g.

¢J = --sm(wot
awo

+ ¢J),

(5.13)

where g is written in terms of y and y given by Eqs. (5.7) and (5.9).
The essence of the approximation is now to neglect all terms in Eqs. (5.12)
and (5.13) except those that vary slowly in comparison with woo The resulting
trends are then denoted by <ci) and <h, respectively. When Eqs. (5.12) and
(5.13) are substituted back into Eq. (5.7), we find that the effective frequency
at a given time tis Wo + <h, and the amplitude is
a(t)

= a(to) +

It <ci) dt.

(5.14)

to

Within this approximation, it is thus possible to calculate the entire behavior
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ofthe system once its initial state is known. We shall use this formalism quite
extensively in our later discussion.

5.2. Illustrative Examples
If this approach is to be convincing, then it is necessary, of course, that it

reproduce, with adequate accuracy, the standard results for simple cases. To
see that this does happen without undue labor, let us examine a few typical
examples.
First, consider the simple damped system with no external forcing. For this
case, in Eq. (S.5), 1 = 0 and g = -2aY. Thus, from Eq. (S.12), <d) = -aa,
while from Eq. (S.13), <h = O. The solution is therefore
(S.lS)

which is in adequate agreement with the exact solution, provided a « wo0
Next, take the case of a damped harmonic oscillator driven at some
frequency w that is close to its reSOnance. Here,
g = Isinwt - 2ay,

(S.16)

so that, from Eqs. (S.12) and (S.13),
<d) = 21 sin[(w - wo)t - ¢] - aa,
Wo

and

.

1

<¢) = ---cos[(w - wo)t - ¢].
2awo

(S.17)

(S.18)

The actual motion of the system clearly depends upon the amplitude and
phase of its initial state, but the important thing to check is the final steady
state as t -+ 00. If <h is to be constant, then from Eq. (S.18), we must have
(S.19)

so that

.

1

<¢) = --2-cos¢o·
awo

(S.20)

The requirement that Eqs. (S.19) and (S.20) be consistent gives
cos¢o =

2aw o(w - wo)

1

(S.21)

so that the oscillator vibrates with frequency Wo + <h = w, in synchronism
with the external force. The steady amplitude for which <d) = 0 is given by
Eq.(S.17)as
a

=

1

.

A.
---Sln'l'O'

2aw o

(S.22)

5.2. Illustrative Examples

or, using Eq. (5.21),
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(5.23)

which is the response near the top of a normal resonance curve. The phase
difference rPo between the force and the resulting displacement is also correctly
given, being - 90° at resonance (as shown in Fig. 1.12).
The method set out in Section 5.1 is called, for obvious reasons, the method
of slowly varying parameters (Van der Pol, 1934; Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky,
1961; and Morse and Ingard, 1968). In nearly all cases, it allows us to calculate
the entire time evolution of the system from a given initial state simply by
integrating Eqs. (5.17) and (5.18), a procedure that must generally be carried
out numerically. The results again agree quite closely with the exact solutions,
where these can be obtained, subject only to the restrictions that w is close to
Wo and that small terms of higher frequency are neglected in the solution.
The method can also be used in an obvious way to follow the behavior
of nonlinear oscillators. A simple example is the case in which the spring
parameter K of the oscillator gets progressively stiffer or weaker as the
displacement y increases, for example, as K ~ K + f3my2. This example was
treated by a different method in Chapter 1. Referring now to Eqs. (5.3)-(5.5),
we find that
g = f(t) - 2ay - f3y2.
(5.24)
The resulting form of Eq. (5.3) is known as Duffing's equation. Some of its
more interesting properties have been discussed by Prosperetti (1976) and by
Ueda (1979). This expression [Eq. (5.24)J can be simply inserted in the
forms of Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13), and these equations integrated to give the
behavior.
If f(t) is a sinusoidal excitation offrequency w, then we can readily calculate
the steady response curve of the oscillator. Two cases were shown in Fig. 1.22,
that for f3 = him> 0, which corresponds to a spring that hardens with increasing amplitude, and that for f3 = him < 0, which corresponds to a softening
spring. The overhanging part of the curve represents an unstable situation and
the oscillator exhibits amplitude transitions with hysteresis, as shown by the
broken lines in Fig. 5.1. These transitions are given by integration ofEqs. (5.17)
and (5.18).
It is useful at this stage to recall the treatment of Duffing's equation given
in Chapter 1. The solution given by Eqs. (1.79) and (1.80) similarly describes
the steady-state resonance curve of Fig. 5.1, or the earlier Fig. 1.22, and indeed
gives information about the third harmonic as well. Our present method,
however, allows us, in addition, to calculate the approach to the steady state
or to follow other time-varying phenomena. If f(t) is zero after an initial
impulsive supply of energy, for example, then the equations show that, as the
amplitude decays toward zero in a more or less exponential manner, the
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Fig. 5.1. The steady frequency response of a nonlinear oscillator of the Duffing type
excited by an external sinusoidal force. The dotted curves show the response for a
smaller exciting force, while the vertical broken lines show transitions as the frequency
is swept with a constant exciting force.

frequency glides from its large-amplitude value toward its limiting smallamplitude value along the spine of the curve.

5.3. The Self-Excited Oscillator
Of particular interest in musical instruments, and indeed in many fields of
electronic technology as well, is an oscillator that is arranged so as to modulate
some external steady flow of air, electricity, or some other quantity, with
a part of the resulting modulated flow then being fed back in an appropriate
phase to excite the oscillator. The system equation has the general form
ji

+ m~y =

g(y, y),

(5.25)

where the form of g depends on the arrangement of the system, and the
magnitude of g is related to the magnitude of the external force, which provides
energy to drive the oscillator.

5.4. Multimode Systems
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The best known case is the Van der Pol (1934) oscillator, for which
g

= ya(1

-

y).

(5.26)

Inserting this into Eq. (5.3), we see that the damping of the oscillator is negative for y < 1 and positive for y > 1. Oscillations of small amplitude thus
tend to grow, while oscillations of large amplitude are damped. There is a stable
oscillation regime or "limit cycle" of amplitude a = 2 for which the energy
losses when y > 1 just balance the energy gains when y < 1. The oscillations
are fairly closely sinusoidal, provided a is not very much greater than unity
but, of course, there is some admixture of higher odd harmonics.
The behavior of a Van der Pol oscillator and indeed of other similar selfexcited systems is well encompassed by our formalism, and simple insertion
of the appropriate form of g(y,y) into the <... >forms of Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13)
provides a prescription from which the development of the system can be
calculated. Discussion of specific cases will be left until the underlying physical
systems have been introduced, but a few general comments are in order. The
most important are the observations that the quiescent state y = 0 is always
a possible solution, but that this state is unstable to small fluctuations by, by,
if the part of g(by, by) in phase with by is positive. If this is true, then such
fluctuations will lead to growth of the displacement y. The second important
set of generalizations inquires whether or not the oscillation settles into
a stable limit cycle. This depends on the detail of the nonlinearity and thus
upon the physics of the system. Clearly, all musically useful systems do settle
to a stable cycle of nonzero amplitude.

5.4. Multimode Systems
All real systems of finite extent have an infinite number of possible vibration
modes and, in musically useful resonators, these modes are generally nearly
linear in behavior and have well-separated characteristic frequencies, often in
nearly harmonic relationship. This does not mean that musical oscillating
systems are nearly linear, but rather that such systems usually consist of
a nearly linear multimode resonator excited by some nonlinear feedback
mechanism.
Suppose that the equation describing wavelike propagation in the oscillator
has the form
(5.27)
where !l' is some linear differential operator typically involving V2 or V4 •
If we separate variables by writing solutions to this equation as products
of spatial functions and a time variation like sin mt, then the eigenvalue
equation is
(5.28)
where the eigenfrequencies m" are determined from the requirement that the
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eigenfunctions IjJn should satisfy appropriate boundary conditions, usually
IjJn = 0 or VljJn = 0, at the surfaces of the resonator.
If we extend Eq. (5.27) to include on the right side a force of unit magnitude
(in appropriate units) and frequency ro applied at the point ro then this
equation becomes
(5.29)
where t5(r - ro) is the Dirac delta function, and we have written IjJ as
G,)r, ro), which is the Green function for the system at frequency ro, taken to
obey the same boundary conditions as do the IjJn. If we assume that GOJ can be
expanded as
(5.30)
n

and substitute this into Eq. (5.29), then, using Eq. (5.28),

L an(ro; n

ro 2 )ljJn(r) = t5(r - ro)·

(5.31)

If we multiply both sides by IjJn(r) and integrate over the whole volume of the
resonator using the usual orthonormality condition

f

IjJn(r)ljJm(r) dr = t5nm ,

(5.32)

then we find an expression for an that, substituted back into Eq. (5.30), gives
(5.33)
Clearly, this Green function has simple poles at ro = ± ron' where the ron are
the resonance frequencies ofthe system.
Since the resonator system is assumed to be linear, and since G(r, ro) is the
response caused by a force of unit magnitude and frequency ro applied at r,
we can write the general response 'I' to a set of forces of different frequencies
ro and phases () and distributed over the resonator like the functions FOJ(r)
as the simple sum
'P(r, t) =

~ [f GOJ(r, ro)FOJ(ro) droJ sin (rot + ().

(5.34)

This formulation does not include damping. It could be included as an
extension to the linear theory and has the effect of moving the poles of GOJ
slightly off the real axis, but it is more conveniently incorporated along with
nonlinear effects at a later stage.
The essential feature of Eq. (5.34) for our present purpose is expressed
by Eq. (5.33), which shows that the mode IjJn with frequency ron is excited
principally by force components with frequency ro lying close to ron. Indeed,
if we write the excitation of this nth mode in the form
(5.35)

5.5. Mode Locking in Self-Excited Systems
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when it is being driven at frequency m by a force Fw(ro) applied at the point
ro, then Eqs. (5.33) and (5.34) are equivalent to the sum of the results from
the set of differential equations:
jill

+ m;y" = L Fw sin(mt + Ow)·
w

(5.36)

If we retain in Eq. (5.36) only those force components Fw with frequencies
near m", then we can apply the method of slowly varying parameters as
developed previously for a simple oscillator. The forcing term on the right side
can be written to include the damping term - 2ot ll y" and, in a general situation,
it will contain driving forces with frequencies near m" derived from nonlinear
terms involving many of the other modes of the system. In general, therefore,
Eq. (5.36) has the form

(5.37)
and we omit from gIl' as explicitly evaluated, all terms except those for which
the frequency is close to m".
Equation (5.37) is a shorthand way of writing an infinite set of coupled
differential equations, one for each of the modes m". In practice, however, the
very high frequency modes will have small excitation amplitudes, so that the
system can be reduced to a finite and indeed relatively small set of N coupled
equations describing those modes that are appreciably excited. Each of these
equations can be manipulated to give (an) and (~,,), and the resulting 2N
equations can be easily integrated numerically to define the behavior of the
system.
Clearly, the linear physics of a musical system resides in the study of the
modes t/ln and their characteristic frequencies m", while the nonlinear physics
involves elucidation ofthe coupling functions gn. Both these matters are quite
specific to individual systems, so we will not consider particular examples at
this stage of our discussion.
As with simple oscillators, so multimode systems can be divided into those
that are purely dissipative and can be excited only by an impulsive or timevarying external force, and those that are self-exciting with only a steady
external supply of energy. Gongs are typical examples of the former class and
can exhibit many interesting phenomena as energy is passed back and forth
between the modes by the agency of the nonlinear coupling terms gn. Musical
instruments producing steady tones, such as winds or bowed strings, belong
to the second class.

5.5. Mode Locking in Self-Excited Systems
For many musical resonators, such as stretched strings or air columns in pipes,
the normal mode frequencies are very nearly, but not quite, in integral ratio.
Precisely harmonic systems do not exist. Now, if the coupling function gn in
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Eq. (5.37) is linear or has no nonlinear terms involving combinations of
different modes, then the system becomes essentially uncoupled and each
mode takes on an excitation frequency close to its natural frequency Wn' These
frequencies are never precisely in integer ratios, so the resulting total excitation
has a nonrepeating waveform.
Sustained tones from real musical instruments do, however, have precisely
repeating waveforms, apart from deliberate vibrato effects, and so their individual modes must be somehow locked into precise frequency and phase
relationships despite the inharmonicities of the natural resonances. It is
important to see how this is accomplished (Fletcher, 1978).
Consider a system for which just two modes are appreciably excited by the
feedback mechanism and suppose that their natural frequencies Wn and wm are
related approximately, but not exactly, as the ratio of the two small integers
nand m:
(5.38)
Now, from Eq. (5.38), the leading nonlinear term by which mode m can provide
a driving force at nearly the frequency of mode n involves the amplitudes
an and am in the form a;:'a:;,-l. Similarly, mode n can influence mode m in
proportion to a:;'a;:'-l. The coefficients of these terms depend upon the Taylor
expansion of the nonlinear driving functions gn and gm' respectively, and
generally decrease sharply as nand m increase. These two functions will be of
the same general form but may differ in detail. The directions in which the
frequencies of modes m and n are pushed by their <~> terms in Eq. (5.13) will
depend upon the combinations of phase angles rPn and rPm involved, and these
will vary rapidly if the two modes are not locked together. Once locking
occurs, however, this represents a stable situation. This argument can be
generalized to the case of more than two interacting modes.
The conditions favoring mode locking are thus that the inharmonicity of
the modes not be too great, that the integers nand m linking the modes be as
small as possible, that the mode amplitudes be large, and that the nonlinearity
of the coupling function be as large as possible. When these conditions are
fulfilled, then all modes contributing to an instrumental sound will rapidly
settle down to give a phase and frequency locked repetitive waveform. This
situation is specially favored when one of the dominant modes excited by
the feedback mechanism is the fundamental, for then m = 1 and the integer
combination is as simple as possible.
Conversely, the conditions favoring nonlocking of modes and thus the
production of complex multi phonic effects are great mode inharmonicity
(often produced by peculiar venting arrangements in wind instruments), a
low excitation level, and preferential excitation of modes other than the
fundamental. The complexity of the possible variations on this theme makes
it desirable to consider it in the context of particular instruments. We shall
therefore return to make use of this discussion and of the more precise
analytical results derived in this section at several stages in our treatment of
musical instruments.
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Part II
Sound Waves

CHAPTER 6

Sound Waves in Air

The sensation we call sound is produced primarily by variations in air pressure
that are detected by their mechanical effect on the tympana (ear drums) of our
auditory system. Motion of each tympanum is communicated through a
linked triplet of small bones to the fluid inside a spiral cavity, the cochlea,
where it induces nerve impulses from sensory hair cells in contact with a thin
membrane (the basilar membrane). Any discussion of details of the physiology
and psychophysics of the hearing process (Stevens and Davis, 1938; Gulick,
1971) would take us too far afield here. The important point is the dominance
of air pressure variation in the mechanism of the hearing process. Direct
communication of vibration through the bones of the head to the cochlea is
possible, if the vibrating object is in direct contact with the head, and intense
vibrations at low frequencies can be felt by nerve transducers in other parts
of the body, for example in the case of low organ notes, but this is not part of
the primary sense of hearing.
The human sense of hearing extends from about 20 Hz to about 20 kHz,
though the sensitivity drops substantially for frequencies below about 100 Hz
or above 10 kHz. This frequency response is understandably well matched to
human speech, most of the energy of which lies between 100 Hz and 10 kHz,
with the information content of vowel sounds concentrated in the range of
300 Hz-3 kHz and the information content of consonants mostly lying above
about 1 kHz. Musical sounds have been evolved to stimulate the sense of
hearing over its entire range, but again most of the interesting information lies
in the range of 100 Hz-3 kHz.
Since the ears respond to pressure only in their immediate vicinity, we
devote this and the following chapter to a discussion of the way in which
pressure variations-sound waves-propagate through the air and to the.
way in which vibrating objects couple to the air and excite sound waves.

6.1. Plane Waves
Waves will propagate in any medium that has mass and elasticity, or their
equivalents in nonmechanical systems. Solid materials, which have both shear
and compressive elasticity, allow the propagation of both shear (transverse)
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and compressive (longitudinal) waves so that their behavior can be very complicated (Morse and Feshbach, 1953, pp. 142-151). Fluids, and in particular
gases such as air, have no elastic resistance to shear, though they do have
a viscous resistance, and the only waves that can propagate in them are
therefore longitudinal, with the local motion of the air being in the same
direction as the propagation direction of the wave itself.
When sound waves are generated by a small source, they spread out in all
directions in a nearly spherical fashion. We shall look at spherical waves in
detail a little later. It is simplest in the first place to look at a small section of
wave at a very large distance from the source where the wave fronts can be
treated as planes normal to the direction of propagation. In the obvious
mathematical idealization, we take these planes to extend to infinity so that
the whole problem has only one space coordinate x measuring distance in
the direction of propagation.
Referring to Fig. 6.1, suppose that ~ measures the displacement of the air
during passage of a sound wave, so that the element ABCD of thickness dx
moves to A'B'C'D'. Taking S to be the area normal to x, the volume of this
element then becomes

v + dV =

S (1 + :~).

(6.1)

dx

Now suppose that Pa is the total pressure of the air. Then the bulk modulus
K is defined quite generally by the relation
dp a

dV

= - KV·
-

(6.2)

We can call the small, varing part dPa of Pa the sound pressure or acoustic
pressure and write it simply as p. Comparison ofEq. (6.2) with Eq. (6.1), noting
that V is just S dx, then gives
a~

(6.3)

P = -K ax'

Finally, we note that the motion of the element ABCD must be described by
A

.,.,

I
I

I'dx(l

Area

C'
I
I
I

dx

+ a~/ax)

I
I
I

I
I

S

1

c

A'

~
B

B'

~

D

---7

W ave
direction

+ (a~/ax)dx
D'

Fig. 6.1. In passage of a plane wave of displacement ~, the fluid on plane AB is displaced
to A'B' and that on CD to C'D'.
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Newton's equations so that, setting the pressure gradient force in the x
direction equal to mass times acceleration,
op)

02e

- S ( ox dx = pS dx ot2 '

or
(6.4)

Then, from Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4),
o2e
ot 2

K o2e

(6.5)

p i}x 2 '

or, differentiating Eq. (6.5) again with respect to x and Eq. (6.3) twice with
respect to t,
i}2p
K i}2p
(6.6)
2
2
i}t

P i}x

·

Equations (6.5) and (6.6) are two different versions of the one-dimensional
wave equation, one referring to the acoustic displacement and the other to
the acoustic pressure p. They apply equally well to any fluid if appropriate
values are used for the bulk modulus K and density p. For the case of
wave propagation in air, we need to decide whether the elastic behavior is
isothermal, and thus described by the equation

e

Pa V = constant = nkT,

(6.7)

where T is the absolute temperature, or whether it is adiabatic, and so
described by
Pa VY = constant,
(6.8)
where Y = Cp/Cv = 1.4 is the ratio of the specific heats of air at constant
pressure and at constant volume, respectively, and Pa' as before, is the average
atmospheric pressure.
Clearly, the temperature tends to rise in those parts of the wave where the
air is compressed and to fall where it is expanded. The question is, therefore,
whether appreciable thermal conduction can take place between these two sets
of regions in the short time available as the peaks and troughs of the wave
sweep by. It turns out (Fletcher, 1974) that at ordinary acoustic wavelengths
the pressure maxima and minima are so far apart that no appreciable conduction takes place, and the behavior is therefore adiabatic. Only at immensely
high frequencies does the free-air propagation tend to become isothermal. For
sound waves in pipes or close to solid objects, on the other hand, the behavior
also becomes isothermal at very low frequencies-below about 0.1 Hz for
a 20 mm tube. Neither of these cases need concern us here.
Taking logarithms of Eq. (6.8) and differentiating, we find, using Eq. (6.2),
K = YPa'

(6.9)
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so that Eq. (6.6) becomes
(6.10)

where
c2 = K

YPa

p

e

(6.11)

p

and similarly for from Eq. (6.5). As we shall see in a moment, the quantity c
is the propagation speed of the sound wave.
It is easy to verify, by differentiation, that possible solutions of the wave
equation [Eq. (6.10)] have the form
p(x,t) = 11 (x - ct)

+ I2(x + ct),

(6.12)

where 11 and 12 are completely general continuous functions of their arguments.
We can also see that I1(x - ct) represents a wave of arbitrary spatial shape
11 (x - x o) or of arbitrary time behavior 11 (cto - ct) propagating in the + x
direction with speed c. Similarly, I2(x + ct) represents a different wave
propagating in the -x direction, also with speed c. In the case of air, or any
other nearly ideal gas, Eqs. (6.7) and (6.11) show that
T)1/2
c(T) = ( To
c(To),

(6.13)

where c(T) is the speed of sound at absolute temperature T. There is, however,
no variation of c with atmospheric pressure. For air at temperature L\ T degrees
Celsius and 50% relative humidity,

c ~ 332(1

+ 0.OOI66L\T) m s-l,

(6.14)

giving c ~ 343 m S-1 at room temperature.
The wave equation [Eq. (6.10)] was discussed in detail in Chapter 2
in relation to waves on a string, and its two-dimensional counterpart in
Chapter 3. There is no need to repeat this discussion here except to remind
ourselves that it is usual to treat Eq. (6.10) in the frequency domain where the
solutions have the form
(6.15)

where k = wlc and the A and B terms represent waves traveling to the right
and the left, respectively. [If we adopt the conventions of quantum mechanics
and write time dependence as exp( -iwt), as for example in Morse (1948),
thenj should be replaced by -i.]
If we consider a wave of angular frequency w traveling in the + x direction,
then we can set B = 0 and A = 1 in Eq. (6.15) and write
P=

e-jkxejwt

-+

cos( - kx

+ wt),

(6.16)

where the second form of writing is just the real part ofthe first. From Eq. (6.5),
has a similar form, though with a different amplitude and perhaps a phase

e

6.2. Spherical Waves
factor. We can connect p and

~
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through Eq. (6.4), from which
.k

.

a~

] p = ] pw at '
or, if we write u for the acoustic fluid velocity
k = w/c, then
p

=

(6.17)
a~/at

and remember that
(6.18)

pcu.

The acoustic pressure and acoustic fluid velocity (or particle velocity) in the
propagation direction are therefore in phase in a plane wave.
This circumstance makes it useful to define a quantity z called the wave
impedance (or sometimes the specific acoustic impedance):
p
u

z=- =

(6.19)

pc.

It is clearly a property of the medium and its units are Pa m -1 s or kg m -2 s-1,

sometimes given the name rayls (after Lord Rayleigh). For air at temperature
d Toe and standard pressure,
pc ~ 428(1 - 0.0017 dT) kg m- 2

S-1.

(6.20)

In much of our discussion, we will need to treat waves in 3 space dimensions.
The generalization of Eq. (6.10) to this case is

a2 p

at 2

=

C 2 V 2 p.

(6.21)

This differential equation can be separated in several coordinate systems
to give simple treatments of wave behavior (Morse and Feshbach, 1953,
pp. 499-518, 655-666). Among these are rectangular coordinates, leading
simply to three equations for plane waves of the form of Eq. (6.10), and
spherical polar coordinates, which we consider later in this chapter.
Before leaving this section, however, we should emphasize that we have
consistently neglected second-order terms by assuming p « Pa' so that the
resulting wave equation [Eq. (6.10) or Eq. (6.21)J is linear. This is of great
assistance in development of the theory and turns out to be an adequate
approximation even in very intense sound fields such as exist, for example,
inside a trumpet. At even higher intensities, however, and well below the
shock-wave limit, nonlinear terms begin to have a detectable effect (Beyer,
1974). It will not be necessary for us to use such extensions of the theory in
this book.

6.2. Spherical Waves
When we assume a time dependence expjwt, the wave equation, Eq. (6.21),
takes the form
(6.22)
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where k = role. This is known as the Helmholtz equation and is separable,
and therefore relatively easily treated, in rectangular, spherical polar, and
cylindrical polar coordinates. In spherical coordinates,
2
1 0 ( 20P)
V P = r2 or r or

1

0 (. oP)
sm f) of)

+ r2 sin f) of)

1

+ r2 sin 2 f)

02p
orp2'

(6.23)

and the solution to Eq. (6.22) is the sum of a series of products of radial
functions multiplied by spherical harmonics. The intensity pattern in the wave
can therefore be very complicated. Of particular interest, however, is the
simplest case in which p has no dependence on f) or r/J but spreads uniformly
from a single point at the origin.
For such a simple spherical wave, Eq. (6.23) becomes
(6.24)

and we can simplify matters even further by writing p = '" Ir, giving for
Eq. (6.22)
0 2 ",
2_
(6.25)
or2 + k '" - 0,
which is just the one-dimensional wave equation. The general solution for p
is therefore a superposition of an outgoing and an incoming wave given by
(6.26)
To find the acoustic particle velocity u we use the equivalent of Eq. (6.4)
in the form
(6.27)
where the second form of writing is possible since p depends only on rand t.
Explicitly then, from Eq. (6.27) for the case of an outgoing wave (B = 0),

A(1+-.1)'k'
Jkr

U=-

rpc

e-}re}wt.

(6.28)

In the far field, when r is much greater than one wavelength (kr» 1), u is
simply pi pc as in the plane wave case, as we clearly expect. Within about one
sixth of a wavelength of the origin, however, kr become less than unity. The
velocity u then becomes large and shifted in phase relative to p.
The wave impedance for a spherical wave depends on distance from the
origin, measured in wavelengths (i.e., on the parameter kr), and has the value

z=

~ = pc C~~kr).

(6.29)

Near the origin, Izl « pc, while Izl-+ pc for kr » 1.
The behavior of spherical waves with angular dependence involves more

6.3. Sound Pressure Level and Intensity
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complex mathematics for its solution (Morse, 1948, pp. 314- 321), and we will
not take it up in detail here, though we will meet the topic again in the next
chapter.

6.3. Sound Pressure Level and Intensity
Because there is a factor of about 106 between the acoustic pressure at the
threshold of audibility and the limit of intolerable overload for the human ear,
and because within that range subjective response is more nearly logarithmic
than linear (actually, it is more complicated than this-see Gulick, 1971,
pp. 108- 134; Rossing, t 982, Chapter 6), it is convenient to do something
similar for acoustic pressures. We therefore define the sound pressure level
(SPL or Lp) for an acoustic pressure P to be
Lp = 2010 g 10

(:J,

(6.30)

measured in decibels (dB) above the reference pressure Po. By convention both
p and Po are rms values and Po is taken to be 20 JlPa, which is approximately

the threshold of human hearing in its most sensitive range from 1 to 3 kHz.
On this SPL scale, 1 Pa is approximately 94 dB and the threshold of pain is
about 120 dB. The normal range for music listening is about 40 to 100 dB. It
is usual, however, to specify sound pressure levels in the environment after
applying a filter (Type-A weighting) to allow for the decreased sensitivity of
human hearing at low and high frequencies. The SPL is then given in dB (A).
The sensitivity of normal human hearing is shown in Fig. 6.2, as originally
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Fig. 6.2. Equal loudness curves for human hearing. The curve marked MAF (minimum
audible field) is the nominal threshold of binaural hearing for pure tones, and the
l20-phon curve is the threshold of pain.
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determined by Fletcher and Munson (1933). Each contour passes through
points of subjectively equal loudness and is labeled with a loudness level in
phons, taken by definition to be the SPL associated with that contour at a
frequency of 1 kHz. The normal threshold of hearing for pure tones is a few
decibels above the 0 phon contour, and the threshold of pain, or at least
discomfort, is at about 120 phon. The A-weighting curve used in specifying
environmental (or musical) noise (or sound) levels is approximately the inverse
of the 0 phon contour.
Because human hearing responds to acoustic pressure at a point, or rather
at two points corresponding to two ears that have little acoustic coupling,
the sound pressure level is usually the relevant quantity to specify. The SPL,
however, depends on the environment and in particular on the reverberant
quality of the space in which the sound source and listener are situated. In
many cases, it is more useful physically to know the acoustic energy carried
through a surface by sound waves. This quantity is called the acoustic intensity
1 and is measured in watts per square meter. Again, a logarithmic scale is
convenient, and we define the intensity level (IL or L,) to be
L, = 10 10glo

(:J

(6.31)

in decibels. [The factor is 10 rather than 20 as in Eq. (6.30) since 1 is proportional
to p2.] The reference intensity 10 is taken as 10- 12 W m- 2 , which makes the
SPL and the IL very nearly equal for a plane wave. For a standing wave, of
course, the sound pressure level may be large, but the intensity will be small
since the intensities in the two waves tend to cancel because of their opposite
propagation directions.
To evaluate the intensity of a plane wave, we first calculate the energy
density as a sum of kinetic and potential energy contributions and then
average over space and time. This energy is transported with the wave speed c,
so we just multiply by c to get the results. Without going into details (Kinsler
et aI., 1982, p. 110), we find the result
p2
1 = pcu 2 = - = pu,
pc

(6.32)

where p and u are taken as rms quantities (otherwise, a factor of! should be
inserted into each result).
Analysis for a spherical wave is more complex (Kinsler et at, 1982, p. 112)
because much of the kinetic energy in the velocity field near the originspecifically the part associated with the term l/jkr in Eq. (6.28)-is not
radiated because of its 90° phase shift relative to the acoustic pressure. The
radiated intensity is given as in Eq. (6.32) by
p2

1=-

pc'

(6.33)
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where an rms value of p is implied, but the other forms of the result in
Eq. (6.32) do not apply.
The total power P radiated in a spherical wave can be calculated by
integrating I(r) over a spherical surface of radius r, giving
4nr2p(r)2

P=--pc

(6.34)

From Eq. (6.26), P is independent of r, as is obviously required. To get some
feeling for magnitudes, a source radiating a power of 1 m W as a spherical
wave produces an intensity level, or equivalently a sound pressure level, of
approximately 79 dB at a distance of 1 m. At a distance of 10 m, assuming
no reflections from surrounding walls or other objects, the SPL is 59 dB.
These figures correspond to radiation from a typical musical instrument,
though clearly a great range is possible. The disparity between this figure and
the powers of order 100 W associated with amplifiers and loudspeakers is
explained by the facts that the amplifier requires adequate power to avoid
overload during transients and the normal operating level is only a few watts,
while the loudspeaker itself has an efficiency of only about 1% in converting
electrical power to radiated sound.

6.4. Reflection, Diffraction, and Absorption
When a wave encounters any variation in the properties of the medium in
which it is propagating, its behavior is disturbed. Gradual changes in the
medium extending over many wavelengths lead mostly to a change in the wave
speed and propagation direction-the phenomenon of refraction. When the
change is more abrupt, as when a sound wave in air strikes a solid object,
such as a person or a wall, then the incident wave is generally mostly reflected
or scattered and only a small part is transmitted into or through the object.
That part of the wave energy transmitted into the object will generally be
dissipated by internal losses and multiple reflections unless the object is very
thin, like a lightweight wall partition, when it may be reradiated from the
opposite surface.
It is worthwhile to examine the behavior of a plane pressure wave
A exp( - jkx) moving from a medium of wave impedance z 1 to one of impedance Z2. In general, we expect there to be a reflected wave Bexp(jkx) and a
transmitted wave C exp( - jkx). The acoustic pressures on either side of the
interface must be equal, so that, taking the interface to be at x = 0,

A+B=C.

(6.35)

Similarly, the displacement velocities must be the same on either side of the
interface, so that, using Eq. (6.19) and noting the sign of k for the various
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waves,

C

A-B

(6.36)

We can now solve Eqs. (6.35) and (6.36) to find the reflection coefficient:
B
A

Z2 -

Zl

(6.37)

Z2+Z1'

and the transmission coefficient:
C

2Z2

A

Z2 + Zl

(6.38)

These coefficients refer to pressure amplitudes. If Z2 = Zl' then B = 0 and
C = A as we should expect. If Z2 > Z 1, then, from Eq. (6.37), the reflected wave
is in phase with the incident wave and a pressure maximum is reflected as
a maximum. If Z2 < Zl' then there is a phase change of 180 between the
reflected wave and the incident wave and a pressure maximum is reflected as
a minimum. If Z2 »Zl or Z2 «Zl' then reflection is nearly total. The fact that,
from Eq. (6.38), the transmitted wave will have a pressure amplitude nearly
twice that of the incident wave if Z2 » Zl is not a paradox, as we see below,
since this wave carries a very small energy.
Perhaps even more illuminating than Eqs. (6.37) and (6.38) are the corresponding coefficients expressed in terms of intensities, using Eq. (6.32). If the
incident intensity is 10 = A 2/Z 1, then the reflected intensity Iris given by
0

(6.39)
and the transmitted intensity It by
It
10

4Z 2 Z 1

(z2+ z d 2 ·

(6.40)

Clearly, the transmitted intensity is nearly zero if there is a large acoustic
mismatch between the two media and either Z2 »Zl or Z2« Zl.
These results can be generalized to the case of oblique incidence of a plane
wave on a plane boundary (Kinsler et aI., 1982, pp. 131-133), and we then
encounter the phenomenon of refraction, familiar from optics, with the reciprocal of the velocity of sound Ci in each medium taking the place of its
optical refractive index.
All these results can be extended in a straightforward way to include cases
where the wave impedances Zi are complex quantities (ri + jXi) rather than
real. In particular, the results [Eqs. (6.39) and (6.40)] carryover directly to
this more general situation, the reflection and transmission coefficients then
depending upon the frequency of the wave.
If the surface of the object is flat, on the scale of a sound wavelength, and
its extent is large compared with the wavelength, then the familiar rules
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of geometrical optics are an adequate approximation for the treatment of
reflections. It is only for large areas, such as the walls or ceilings of concert
halls, that this is of more than qualitative use in understanding behavior
(Beranek, 1962; Rossing, 1982; Meyer, 1978).
At the other extreme, an object that is small compared with the wavelength
of the sound wave involved will scatter the wave almost equally in all directions, the fractional intensity scattered being proportional to the sixth power
of the size of the object. When the size of the object ranges from, for example,
one-tenth of a wavelength up to 10 wavelengths, then scattering behavior is
very complex, even for simply shaped objects (Morse, 1948, pp. 346-356;
Morse and Ingard, 1968, pp. 400-449).
There is similar complexity in the "sound shadows" cast by objects. Objects
that are very large compared with the sound wavelength create well-defined
shadows, but this situation is rarely encountered in other than architectural
acoustics. More usually, objects will be comparable in size to the wavelength
involved, and diffraction around the edges into the shadow zone will blur its
edges or even eliminate the shadow entirely at distances a few times the
diameter of the object. Again, the discussion is complex even for a simple plane
edge (Morse and Ingard, 1968, pp. 449-458). For the purposes of this book,
a qualitative appreciation of the behavior will be adequate.
Even in an unbounded uniform medium, such as air, a sound wave is
attenuated as it propagates because of losses of various kinds (Kinsler et al.,
1982, Chapter 7). Principal among the mechanisms responsible are viscosity,
thermal conduction, and energy interchange between molecules with differing
external excitation. If we write
OJ

•

k-+- - ja,
c

(6.41)

so that the wave amplitude decays as exp( -ax) for a plane wave or as
(l/r) exp( -ar) for a spherical wave, then a, or rather the quantity 8686a
corresponding to attenuation in decibels per kilometer, is available in standard
tables (Evans and Bass, 1986). In normal room air with relative humidity
greater than about 50%, most of the attenuation is caused by molecular energy
exchange with water vapor. The behavior is not simple, but for a frequency f,
in hertz, it has roughly the form
a ~ 4 x 1O-7f,

a ~ 1 x 10- l0P,

100 Hz < f < 1 kHz,
2 kHz < f < 100 kHz.

(6.42)

If the relative humidity is very low, say less than 20%, then a is increased by
as much as a factor 10 over most of this frequency range. For completely dry
air, a is increased by nearly a factor 30 below 100 Hz but is decreased by
a factor of about 4 between 10 kHz and 100 kHz.
For many musical applications in small rooms, this absorption can be
neglected, but this is not true of large concert halls, since the absorption at
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10 kHz amounts to about 0.1 dB m- 1 . This gives a noticeable reduction in
brightness of the sound at the back of the hall.
More important, in most halls, is the absorption of sound upon reflection
from the walls, ceilings, furnishings, and audience. If an impulsive sound
is made in a hall, then the sound pressure level decays nearly linearly, corresponding to an exponential decay in sound pressure. The time T60 for the level
to decay by 60 dB is known as the reverberation time. Details of the behavior
are complicated, but to a first approximation T60 is given by the Sabine
equation:

0.161 V
T60=~S'
~!Xi

(6.43)

i

i

where V is the hall volume (in cubic meters) and the Si are areas (in square
meters) of surface with absorption coefficients !Xi. Satisfactory reverberation
time is important for good music listening but depends on building size and
musical style. For a small hall for chamber music, T60 may be as small as 0.7 s,
for a large concert hall, it may be 1.7 to 2 s, and for a large cathedral suitable
for nineteenth century organ music, as long as 10 s (Meyer, 1978; Beranek,
1962, pp. 555-569).
In musical instruments, we will often be concerned with sound waves
confined in tubes or boxes or moving close to other surfaces. In such cases,
there is attenuation caused by viscous forces in the shearing motion near
the surface and by heat conduction from the wave to the solid. Both these
effects are confined to a thin boundary layer next to the surface, the thickness
of which decreases as the frequency increases. The viscous and thermal
boundary layers have slightly different thicknesses, ~v and ~t' given by (Benade,
1968)

and

(6.44)

~

t

=

(_K_)1/2j_1/2 '" 1 9
2npCp

'"

•

X

10- 31"-1/2

J,

where p is the density, 1] the viscosity, K the thermal conductivity, and Cp the
specific heat of air (per unit volume). For sound waves in musical instruments,
these boundary layers are thus about 0.1 mm thick. We shall return to consider
these surface losses in more detail in Chapter 8.

6.5. Acoustic Components at Low Frequencies
Although most of the instruments we deal with in music have dimensions
comparable with the wavelength of the sound they produce, there are often
parts ofthose instruments that are quite small and can be analyzed separately.
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Examples are the mouthpiece cups of brass instruments, the finger holes of
woodwinds, and the fholes of violins. All these have dimensions much smaller
than a wavelength, so that the pressure is uniform throughout, and their
acoustic behavior is, at least to a first approximation, very simple.
In Eq. (6.19), we defined a wave impedance z, which related acoustic
pressure p to acoustic particle velocity u. We now need to define a related
quantity for the case of a wave propagating into an aperture of area S. This
we call the acoustic impedance at the aperture, and it is defined by

z=~=L

u

Su'

(6.45)

where U = Su is the acoustic volume velocity. There is no specific name for
the units of acoustic impedance (Pa m- 3 s) but, by analogy with electricity,
the unit is often called an acoustic ohm. To get a feel for magnitudes, we
can note that for a wave propagating into an infinite straight duct of cross
section S there is no reflected wave and from Eqs. (6.45) and (6.19) the input
impedance, also called the characteristic impedance in this case, is
pc

ZO=8·

(6.46)

For a cylindrical tube 20 mm in diameter, such as we might encounter in a
woodwind instrument, Zo ~ 1.4 X 106 acoustic ohms or 1.4 acoustic megohms.
The acoustic megohm is thus a convenient unit of acoustic impedance when
we are dealing with musical instruments. In passing, we note that it is sometimes convenient to use the acoustic admittance Y, defined by
(6.47)
In the simple case of an infinite tube, p and U are always simply proportional, so that Z is a real number. This is not generally true, and we need to
define Z at a particular angular frequency w. For a pressure wave p with
a time variation exp(jwt), Z and Yare then complex numbers with a phase
shift. We shall usually take this into account by splitting Z and Y into real
and imaginary parts and writing

Z =R
and

+ jX,

Y = G + jB.

(6.48)

All these definitions are completely general and we will apply them extensively
in later chapters, but first let us look at small components in the low-frequency
limit (Beranek, 1954).
A short, open tube is a simple starting point. We suppose that an acoustic
pressure p at frequency w is applied to one end only and we calculate the
resulting volume flow. If S is the cross section and L the length of the tube,
then the enclosed air behaves like a simple slug of air of mass pLS under the
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and the acoustic impedance of the cavity is
Zc

=

(p~2)j~

(6.57)

By analogy with the electrical case, such an impedance is capacitive or, more
2•
properly, compliant. The compliance is
The third case we consider is acoustic flow through a perforated plate or
a plug of wool fiber, the dimensions ofthe passages of which are small, ideally
less than the boundary layer thicknesses bv and bt defined in Eq. (6.44). The
flow is then dominated by viscous and thermal losses and is in phase with
the driving pressure, so that
(6.58)
p=RU,

Vjpc

where R is determined by the number, size, and length of the aperture channels.
For this case,
(6.59)

Zr= R,

and the behavior is simply resistive.
All common small acoustic components can be described by a combination
of Ztube, Zcavity, and Zresist. To illustrate this, we consider two configurations
of a simple combination of the three elements in the form of a Helmholtz
resonator, as shown in Fig. 6.3. This was discussed briefly in Section 1.6.2.
In Fig. 6.3(a), the resonator is driven by an external sound wave, while in
Fig. 6.3(b), it is driven by the motion of a part of the wall. In each case, we
U,p,

U

t

~

s

U, = -dV

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 6.3. Two versions of the Helmholtz resonator. In (a), the resonator is excited by
an external acoustic wave of pressure PI' while in (b), it is excited by the motion of a
small piston of area SI' The network describing case (a) is shown in (c), and the network
describing case (b) is shown in (d).
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action of a force pS, so that we write
pS

dv

= pLS dt'
(6.49)

or
p

= pL dU = j (PL) wU.
S dt

S

The acoustic impedance of the tube is therefore
Zt

= (p~

)

(6.50)

wj.

By analogy with the electrical case (pressure ~ voltage, volume flow ~ current)
we may call pLjS an acoustic inductance or, more properly, an inertance. We
shall see later, in Section 8.3, that end effects associated with the conversion
of the plane wave motion in the tube to spherical wave motion outside its
open end add to its geometrical length L an end correction ilL, which, for
an unflanged circular pipe of radius a, has the value 0.62a. If the end of the
pipe protrudes through a plane baffle of a size much larger than a wavelength,
then ilL is 0.85a. We shall accommodate this in our formulas by using an
effective length:
(6.51)
L' = L + ilL.
An important practical case in musical instruments is that of a hole of area
S in a flat plate of small thickness. Allowing for the baffle effect of the plate
and for an end correction on both sides, we find for this case
(6.52)
with the exact value depending on the shape of the hole.
Next, consider a simple cavity of volume V. From Eq. (6.2), if an acoustic
pressure p = dPa is applied to the cavity, then its volume will decrease by
an amount - dV given by
dV
p= -K V '

(6.53)

where K is the bulk modulus of air at atmospheric pressure Pa' given by
Eqs. (6.9) and (6.11) as
(6.54)
If the volume occupied by the original gas decreases by - dV, then a further
volume - dV of air can flow into the cavity. For a volume flow U,

-dv=fUdt=~,
JW
so that

_Vpe

p-

2

f

d _

U t-

(pe
V

2

)

(6.55)

U

jw'

(6.56)
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suppose, realistically, that the tube has viscous losses at its walls and radiation
losses at its open end-a point to which we return in the next chapter. Since
the inductive impedance Zt and the resistance Zr both impede the flow, they
are effectively in series.
In case (a), the flow through this combination clearly enters the cavity, so
that the acoustic circuit is as in Fig. 6.3(c). It is always well to show cavities
with several input connections since this can be the situation in practice. Here,
P1 is the external acoustic pressure and p the pressure inside the cavity.
Clearly,
(6.60)
and
(6.61)

p = Zc U.

From the explicit forms of Eqs. (6.50), (6.57), and (6.59) then,

U=

R

P1

+ j(pL'w/S -

pc 2 /Vw) '

(6.62)

where L' includes the end correction I'!.L. This is a simple resonance curve of
the sort we examined in Chapter 1. The resonance frequency is
S

)1/2

wo = c ( L'V

'

(6.63)

and the flow has its maximum value, pdR, at this frequency. The Q of
the resonance is determined by the value of R. Correspondingly, the input
impedance at the entry to the tube has its minimum value R at Wo. From
Eq. (6.61), the internal pressure p is also a maximum at Wo and, indeed, it was
for this purpose that Helmholtz devised his spherical resonator, a small nipple
at the base of the sphere serving to communicate the internal pressure to
the ear.
The arrangement in Fig. 6.3(b) has the same network as shown in Fig. 6.3(d),
but external connections are different. Instead of the open tube being fed by
an external pressure generator of zero, or at least very low, internal impedance,
this port is effectively short circuited, the radiation impedance being taken
into account in I'!.L and R. The input, correspondingly, now appears as
a volume flow U1 injected into the cavity. The equations describing the
network are
(6.64)
from which

u=

Zc U1

Zr

+ Zt + Zc

(6.65)

The flow through the open mouth is again a maximum at wo, but the
mechanical input impedance Zmech' defined as force divided by velocity at
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the driving point, is
(6.66)

which is a maximum at woo
We encounter the Helmholtz resonator in several places in this book, for
it is the acoustic analog of the mechanical simple harmonic oscillator. For the
present, it has served largely to illustrate the general behavior of combinations
of small acoustic elements at low frequencies.
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CHAPTER 7

Sound Radiation

In Chapter 6, we discussed some of the basic properties of sound waves and
made a brief examination of the way sound waves are influenced by simple
structures, such as tubes and cavities. In the present chapter, we take up
the inverse problem and look at the way in which vibrating structures can
generate sound waves. This is one of the most basic aspects of the acoustics
of musical instruments-it is all very well to understand the way in which
a solid body vibrates, but unless that vibration leads to a radiated sound wave,
we do not have a musical instrument. We might, of course, simply take the
fact of sound radiation for granted, and this is often done. This neglects,
however, a great deal of interesting and important physics and keeps us from
understanding much of the subtlety of musical instrument behavior.
Our plan, therefore, will be to look briefly at the properties of some of the
simplest types of sources-monopoles, dipoles, and higher multipoles-to see
the behavior we might expect. We then look at radiation from vibrating
cylinders, since vibrating strings are so common in musical instruments, and
then go on to the much more complicated problem of radiation from the
motion of reasonably large and more-or-Iess flat bodies. These are, of course,
the essential sound-radiating elements of all stringed and percussion instruments. The radiation of sound from the vibrating air columns of wind
instruments presents a related but rather different set of problems that we defer
for discussion in Chapter 8.

7.1. Simple Multipole Sources
The simplest possible source is the point source, which is the limit of a
pulsating sphere as its radius tends to zero. Suppose the sphere has a small
radius a and that the pulsating flow has a frequency ill and amplitude
(7.1)

where v(a) is the radial velocity amplitude at the surface. This object clearly
generates a spherical wave, and, from our discussion in Chapter 6 and specifi-
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cally from Eqs. (6.26) and (6.28), the pressure and velocity amplitudes in such
a wave at radius r are given by
p(r) = (A/r)e- jkr,

and
v(r) =

-

(7.2)

~(1 ~)e-jkr.
pcr

kr

(7.3)

Matching Eq. (7.3) to Eq. (7.1) on the surface of the sphere and assuming
ka « 1, we find a value for A from which Eq. (7.2) gives
p(r)

= jwp Qe-jkr.

(7.4)

4nr

This result does not depend on the sphere radius a, provided ka « 1, and so
it is the pressure wave generated by a point source of strength Q. Such a source
is also called a monopole source. Its radiated power P is simply 1p2/ pc
integrated over a spherical surface, whence
(7.5)

Note that for a given source strength Q the radiated power increases as the
square of the frequency.
The next type of source to be considered is the dipole, which consists of
two simple monopole sources of strengths ± Q separated by a distance dz, in
the limit dz -+ O. A physical example of such a source is the limit of a small
sphere oscillating to and fro. Referring to Fig. 7.1, if r + and r _ are, respectively,
the distances from the positive and negative sources in the dipole to the
observation point (r,O), then the acoustic pressure at this point is, from
Eq. (7.4),
(7.6)

+Q

i

dz

1

-Q

Fig. 7.1. A dipole source. In the limit dz -+ 0, Q -+

00,

the dipole moment is JI.

= Q dz.
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0, this difference can be replaced by a differential, so that

(e-r

jwp- 0 p=

4n
2

oz

ikr )

1).

wp ( 1 + -.=-

4ncr

Qdz

Jkr

e-Jkrll cos

e,

(7.7)

where we have let Q --+ 00 as dz --+ 0, so that the dipole moment 11 = Q dz
remains finite. The velocity field can be found by taking the gradient of p as
usual. In the far field, where kr» 1, Eq. (7.7) can clearly be simplified by
neglecting 1/jkr relative to 1. The radiated power P is simply
(7.8)
The power radiated by a dipole is thus a very strong function of frequency,
and dipole sources are very inefficient radiators at low frequencies. From
Eq. (7.7), the radiation is concentrated along the axis of the dipole.
The process of differentiating the field of a monopole to obtain that of
a dipole, as expressed in Eq. (7.7), can be thought of as equivalent to reflecting
the monopole source, and its radiation field, in a pseudo mirror, which changes
the sign of the source. The limit operation as we go from Eq. (7.6) to Eq. (7.7)
is equivalent to moving the source closer and closer to the mirror plane.
The next step in complication is to reflect the dipole in another mirror
plane, as shown in Fig. 7.2, to produce a quadrupole. This can be done in two
ways to produce either an axial (longitudinal) quadrupole, in which the four
simple poles lie on a straight line, or a plane (lateral) quadrupole, in which
they lie at the corners of a square. The sign of the reflection is always chosen
so that the quadrupole has no dipole moment. A physical example of a
quadrupole source is a sphere, vibrating so that it becomes alternately a
prolate and an oblate spheroid.
The pressure field for a quadrupole can be found by differentiating that for
a dipole, Eq. (7.7), either with respect to z for an axial quadrupole or x for a
plane quadrupole. To find the far-field radiation terms, the differentiation can
be confined to the exponential factor. If the monopole source strength is Q,

•

•o

(a)

(b)

•o

•

o

o •

(c)

(d)

•

0

Fig. 7.2. Generation of two possible configurations of a quadrupole by successive
reflection of a monopole, with a sign change on each reflection: (a) monopole, (b) dipole,
(c) axial quadrupole, and (d) planar quadrupole.
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then we clearly have the following sequence of results for the far-field pressure
generated by monopole, dipole, and quadrupole sources, respectively:

(PCQ)

_ .k
Pm -J 4
e-ikr,
nr

(7.9)
(7.10)

and

Pq = - jP

.
(PCQdZdX)
4nr
cos(r, z) cos(r, x)e-Jkr .

(7.11)

The notation is obvious and, for an axial quadrupole, x is replaced by Z in
Eq. (7.11). The important points to note are the increasingly complex angular
behavior and more steeply decreasing radiation efficiency at low frequencies
as we proceed through the series.

7.2. Pairs of Point Sources
To guide our later discussion, it is now helpful to examine briefly the radiation
behavior of combinations of several point sources whose separation is not
necessarily small compared with the sound wavelength. First, let us treat the
case of two monopoles of strength Q separated by a distance d as shown in
Fig. 7.3. The sources can be of either the same or opposite sign, and we seek
the pressure P at a large distance r » d in direction e. For r ~ d, the expression
is complicated, as in Eq. (7.6), but for r » d, we have

P~ C;::)e-ikr(el/2ikdCOSO ± e-l/2ikdCOSO),

(7.12)

where the plus sign goes with like sources and the minus sign with sources of

Q

i
!
±Q
d

Fig. 7.3. Radiation from a pair of separated monopoles.
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opposite phases. The absolute value of the square of p is

Ip21 = (~:;y[COS2GkdCOSe}

sin2GkdcoSe)].

(7.13)

where cos 2 goes with the plus and sin 2 with the minus sign. The total radiated
power is then
p =

~ ff(~)r2sineded,p =
2

pc

())2pQ2
[1 ± sinkdJ.
4nc
kd

(7.14)

The results in Eqs. (7.13) and (7.14) contain a great deal of information.
From Eq. (7.13), the angular variation of the acoustic intensity p2jpc is very
complex if is not small relative to unity, and there are many values of for
which the intensity vanishes, whether the two sources are in phase or out of
phase. From Eq. (7.14), however, the behavior of the total radiated power is
much simpler. Comparing Eq. (7.14) with the result in Eq. (7.5) for a monopole
source of strength Q, we see that if kd ~ 1 then the radiated power is either
zero or four times that for a single source, corresponding to coherent superposition
of the radiation from the two monopoles. On the other hand, if kd ~ 1, then
P is just twice the value for a single source, irrespective of the phases of the
two sources, corresponding to incoherent superposition of the individual
radiations. The transition between these two forms of behavior is shown in
Fig. 7.4. This important general result is true of the radiation from any two
sources, irrespective of exact similarity. If the separation between the sources
is greater than about half a wavelength
> 3), then the total radiated power
is very nearly equal to the sum of the powers radiated by the two sources

kd

e

(kd

PjPo 2

o

10
kd

Fig. 7.4. Total power P radiated from a pair of monopoles of the same (+ +) or
opposite ( + - ) phase and separation d, as functions of the frequency parameter kd.
The power radiated from an isolated monopole is Po.
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treated independently. A more detailed treatment along the same lines as that
given above (Junger and Feit, 1986, Chapter 2) gives information about the
angular variation of acoustic intensity and of the acoustic pressure in the
near-field region where r ~ d, this pressure generally being higher than given
by the far-field approximation [Eq. (7.12)J if used for the near field. These
details need not concern us here.

7.3. Arrays of Point Sources
In some fields of acoustics, for example in sonar, we need to be concerned with
arrays of point sources all related in phase. Something rather similar may
apply to radiation from the open finger holes of a woodwind instrument. More
usually, we will be concerned with radiation from an extended vibrating
source, such as a drumhead or a piano soundboard, which is divided by nodal
lines into areas vibrating in antiphase with their neighbors. It is instructive to
look at the point-source approximations to these systems.
Suppose we have a line of 2N sources of strength Q, each separated from
its neighbors by a distance d. If we choose the origin to be at the midpoint of
the line of sources, then, by analogy with Eq. (7.12), the acoustic pressure pat
a distance r » 2Nd is
p+
-

~ (j(J)PQ)e- jkr
4nr

f (±

1)" [e(n-l/2)jkd cos 9

± e-(n-l/2)jkdcOS9J,

(7.15)

n=l

where the plus sign applies to a line of sources all with the same phase and the
minus sign to a line in which the phase alternates between 0 and n. We rewrite
Eq. (7.15) as
j(J)PQ) e-)kr
. n~l
N (± 1)" { 2cos [( n p± ~ ( 4nr

1)

2

]

kdcos8 ;
(7.16)

where the cosine form refers to p+ and the sine form to p_. These series are
readily summed from Eq. (7.15) to give
( j(J)PQ) -'k [sin(Nkd cos 8)]
4nr
sin(!kd cos 8) ,

(7.17)

j(J)PQ) -'k [( _1)N Sin(NkdCOS8)] •
( - - e) r
4nr
cos(!kd cos 8)

(7.18)

p~--e)r

+ ~

and

p_

~

These results indicate a rather complex radiation pattern in the 8 coordinate,
but the important features are immediately clear. Let us look first at the case
where the sources are all in phase, giving radiated acoustic pressure p+. The
term in square brackets in Eq. (7.17) is always large when 8 = 90°, the zero in
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the numerator being balanced by one in the denominator, and has at that
angle the value 2N. The radiation intensity at (J = 90° is thus equivalent to
that from a source of strength 2N Q, and, from the form of the bracket, the
width of this radiation lobe in radians is approximately 2n/Nkd = A/Nd,
where A is the acoustic wavelength. If kd < 2n or A > d, then this is the only
large maximum of the term in square brackets, which is of order unity at all
other angles. The radiation pattern of the array at low frequencies is thus as
shown in Fig. 7.5(a).
If the frequency is higher, so that A < d or kd > 2n, then the denominator
in the square brackets of Eq. (7.17) can vanish at other angles (J* for which
(J

*_
-1 (2nn)
- cos
kd'

(7.19)

and this will have solutions for one or more values of the integer n. Each zero
in the denominator is again balanced by a zero in the numerator, and the
bracket again has the value 2N. The radiation pattern now has the form shown
in Fig. 7.5(b), with more lobes added at higher frequencies.
The total power radiated by the in-phase array can be found by integrating
the intensity p~/ pc over the surface of a large sphere surrounding the source.
The behavior is broadly similar to that shown for the in-phase source pair
in Fig. 7.4, except that the high-frequency power approaches NPo and the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7.5. Radiation intensity patterns for (a) a linear co-phase array of sources of
separation d for kd < 2n or A > d; (b) a co-phase array for kd > 2n, A < d; and (c) an
antiphase array for kd > n, A < 2d. There is very little radiation from an antiphase
array with kd < n, A > 2d.
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low-frequency power approaches N 2 PO ~pen the wavelength is greater than
the length of the entire array, Po being the power radiated by a simple source
of strength Q.
The antiphase array, with radiated pressure p_, behaves rather differently.
If A > 2d so that kd < n, then there are no zeros in the denominator and the
term in square brackets is of order unity at all angles (). The radiated pressure
is thus only comparable with that from a single source of strength Q and the
radiation process is very inefficient. Most of the flow of the medium is simply
a set of closed loops from one source to its antiphase neighbors and, though
the acoustic pressure is actually large at distances less than about d from the
source line, very little of this escapes as radiation.
At frequencies sufficiently high that A < 2d or kd > n, a frequency that is
half that for an in-phase source, zeros occur in the denominator of Eq. (7.18)
for angles ()* given by

- l)n]
() * -_ cos -1 [(2n kd

(7.20)

for one or more positive integers n. The radiation pattern then has the form
shown in Fig. 7. 5(c), and the total radiated power becomes approximately
NPo ·

We can extend these methods to the practically important case of a squaregrid array of antiphase sources as a prototype for the radiation to be expected
from the complex vibrations of plates or diaphragms. It is not necessary to go
through this analysis in detail, however, since the important results can be
appreciated from the linear case treated above. If the centers of the antiphase
regions, represented in the model by point sources, are less than about half of
the free-air acoustic wavelength apart, then the radiation efficiency is low
(assuming the numbers of co-phase and antiphase sources to be equal) and
about equivalent to that of a single simple source. Except in the case of bells,
this is nearly always the situation for the free vibrational modes of plates,
shells, and diaphragms in musical instruments, because the speed of transverse
mechanical waves in the plate is generally much less than the speed of sound
in air. However, these modes can be driven at higher frequencies by externally
applied periodic forces, and the radiation condition can then be satisfied, as
we discuss further in Section 7.6.

7.4. Radiation from a Spherical Source
Although a spherical source pulsating in radius would not at first sight seem
to be a good model for any musical instrument, it turns out that the radiation
from a source with a pulsating volume, such as a closed drum, is very little
dependent on its shape provided its linear dimensions are small in comparison
to the relevant sound wavelength in air. We will, however, look at radiation
from a pulsating sphere rather more generally than this.
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Suppose that the sphere has riJ.dius a and pulsates with surface velocity
u exp(jwt). If we set this equal to the radial velocity at distance a from a simple
source, as given by Eq. (7.3), then from Eq. (7.2) the acoustic pressure at
distance r becomes
p(r) = jpcka 2 u ( 1 - jka )
r
1 + k2 a2

(7.21)

e-jk(r-a).

There are obvious simplifications if ka « 1. The radiated power P is then
(7.22)
(7.23)

ka» 1

if

ka« 1,

if

(7.24)

where Q is the volume flow amplitude of the source. For a given surface
velocity u, the radiated power per unit area increases as (kaf while ka « 1 but
then saturates for ka » 1. Most musical instruments in this approximation
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Fig. 7.6. Real and imaginary parts of the mechanical load Rm + jXm on the surface of
a sphere of radius a pulsating with frequency wand velocity amplitude u. Rm and Xm
are given in units of peS, where S = 4na 2 • R and X are corresponding acoustic
quantities in units of pelS (after Beranek, 1954).
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operate in the region ka < 1, so that, other things being equal, there is usually
an advantage in increasing the size of the flexible radiating enclosure.
It is also useful to know the mechanical load on the spherical surface. From
Eq. (7.21), this is simply
F

2 2
jka)
= 4na 2 p(a) = peS ( k1a+ +
k 2a 2 U = (Rm + jX m)u,

(7.25)

where S = 4na 2 is the area of the sphere. The real part Rmu ofthis force, which
increases as (ka)2 until it saturates at peSu, represents the dissipative load of
the radiation. The imaginary part Xmu, which increases as ka for ka < 1 and
decreases as (ka)-l above ka = 1, represents the mass load of the co-moving
air. Equation (7.25) is plotted in Fig. 7.6. The load on pUlsating volume sources
of all shapes behaves very similarly. Also shown in Fig. 7.6 are the acoustic
quantities R and X, defined by Eqs. (6.45) and (6.48). From the definition, these
are just 1/S 2 times their mechanical counterparts.

7.5. Line Sources
The only common line sources in musical acoustics are transversely vibrating
strings. As a first approach, it is convenient to idealize such a string as
a cylinder of infinite length and radius a, vibrating with angular frequency
w. Such a source has a dipole character, so that, from the discussion of
Section 7.1, we expect it to be an inefficient radiator at low frequencies.
A detailed discussion of this problem is given by Morse (1948, pp. 299-300).
All that we need here are the final results for intensity I and total radiated
power P for ka « 1. These are
(7.26)

and
(7.27)

where u exp jwt is the vibration velocity of the string. The waves are, of course,
cylindrical. Clearly, there is a very strong dependence on both wand a and,
in fact, the directly radiated acoustic power is almost negligibly small for the
string diameters and frequencies commonly met in musical instruments.
For the vibration of a string in its fundamental mode, the infinite cylinder
approximation is reasonable, but for higher modes we must recognize that
adjoining sections of string vibrate in antiphase relation. Since the transverse
wave velocity on the string is significantly less than c, these string sections are
separated by less than half the sound wavelength in air, so there is an additional cause for cancellation of the radiated sound intensity, as discussed in
Section 7.3.
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It is therefore reasonable to neglect the contribution of direct radiation
from vibrating strings to the sound of musical instruments. It is only when
a vibrating cylinder has a quite large radius, as in the cylinders of tubular bells,
that direct radiation becomes significant.

7.6. Radiation from a Plane Source in a Baffle
Few, if any, musical radiators consist of some sort of moving part set in
an infinite plane baflle, but we examine the behavior of this system because
it is the only case for which a simple general result emerges. Fortunately, it
also happens that replacement of the plane baflle by an enclosure of finite size
does not have a really major effect on the results, though the changes are
significant.
Referring to Fig. 7.7, suppose that the area S on an otherwise rigid plane
baflle is vibrating with a velocity distribution u(r') and frequency w normal to
the plane, all points being either in phase or in antiphase. The small element
of area dS at r' then constitutes a simple source of volume strength u(r') dS,
which is doubled to twice this value by the presence ofthe plane which restricts
its radiation to the half-space of solid angle 2n. The pressure dp produced by
this element at a large distance r is
dp(r) =jwp e-jklr-r'lu(r')dS.
2nr

(7.28)

If we take r to be in the direction (e, fiJ) and r' in the direction (nI2, fiJ'), then we
r(O,¢J)

Fig. 7.7. A vibrating plane source set in an infinite plane baffle. Radiation pressure is
evaluated at a point at a large distance r in the direction shown.
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can integrate Eq. (7.28) over the whole surface of the plane, remembering that
u = 0 outside S, to give
p(r,(),c/J)

=~: e-ikr

Lf

eikr' sin 9cos(ql-ql')u(r')r' dc/J' dr'.

(7.29)

The integral in Eq. (7.29) has the form of a spatial Fourier transform of the
velocity distribution u(r'). This is our general result, due in the first place to
Lord Rayleigh.
It is now simply a matter of algebra to apply Eq. (7.29) to situations of
interest. These include a rigid circular piston and a flexible circular piston
(Morse, 1948, pp. 326-335) and both square and circular vibrators excited in
patterns with nodal lines (Skudrzyk, 1968, pp. 373-429; Junger and Feit, 1986,
Chapter 5). There is not space here to review this work in detail, but we shall
select particular examples and relate the conclusion to the simplified treatments given in the earlier sections of this chapter.
The integral in Eq. (7.29) can be performed quite straightforwardly for
the case of a circular piston of radius a with u constant across its surface. The
result for the far field (Morse, 1948, pp. 327-328) is
p

~

1 •

1:}wpua

2

(e-ikr )

-r

[2J1k(ka' sin() ()] ,
asm

(7.30)

where J1 is a Bessel function of order one. The factor in square brackets is
nearly unity for all () if ka « 1, so the radiation pattern in the half-space
o : :; () < nl2 is isotropic at low frequencies. For higher frequencies, the bracket
is unity for () = 0 and falls to zero when the argument of the Bessel function
is about 3.83, that is for

. -1 (3.83)
() * = sm
ka'

(7.31)

The angular width 2()* of the primary radiated beam thus decreases nearly
linearly with frequency once ka > 4. There are some side lobes, but the first
of these is already at -18 dB relative to the response for () = 0, so they are
relatively minor.
The force F acting on the piston (Morse, 1948, pp. 332-333; Olson, 1957,
pp. 92-93) is
F

= (Rm + jXm)u = pcSu(A + jB),

(7.32)

where

for

-!(kaf
for

ka« 1
ka» 1,

(7.33)
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and

-+

8ka/3n

-+

2/nka

for
for

ka« 1
ka» 1.

(7.34)

We shall return to the exact form of these functions in Chapter 8. For the
moment, we simply note the close agreement between their asymptotic forms
and the same quantities for a pulsating sphere of radius a as given in Eq. (7.25)
and Fig. 7.6.
When we consider the radiation from a vibrating circular membrane or
plate of the type discussed in Chapter 3, we realize that a rigid piston is not
a good model for the motion. Indeed, for a membrane, the first mode has
the form of a Bessel function Jo(cxor), and higher modes are of the form
In(cxmr) cos n,p, with the CX m determined by the condition that the functions
vanish at the clamped edge. All except the fundamental Jo mode have either
nodal lines or nodal circles or both, and there is a good deal of cross flow and
hence low radiation efficiency. All the axisymmetric modes JO(cxmr), however,
have a nonzero volume displacement and hence some monopole radiation
component. The I n modes with n =F 0 have no monopole component, and
their radiation is therefore much less efficient. No explicit tabulation of this
behavior is readily available, but Morse (1948, pp. 329-332) details a related
case for free-edge modes for which the radial slope of the displacement is
required to vanish at the boundary-a condition appropriate to a flexible
piston closing a flanged circular pipe.
Detailed discussion of radiation from flexible plane vibrators with nodal
lines is algebraically complex but reflects the behavior we found for antiphase
arrays of point sources, provided that allowance is made for the fact that
a finite vibrator may have a net volume flow and hence a monopole radiation
contribution. As has already been remarked, antiphase point-source arrays
with spacing less than half a wavelength of sound in air are inefficient radiators,
and their source strength is of the order of that of a single one of their
component sources. Exactly the same result is found for continuous vibrators,
with the effective source arising from noncancelling elements at the center and
around the edges of the vibrator (Skudrzyk, 1968, pp. 419-429).
Only for the free vibrations of thick metal plates do we reach a situation in
which the transverse wave speed in the plate exceeds the sound speed in air,
so that high intensity radiated beams can be produced, as shown in Fig. 7.5(c).
At 1kHz, this requires a steel plate about 10 mm in thickness (Skudrzyk,
1968, p. 378)-a situation often encountered in heavy machinery but scarcely
applicable to musical instruments.
There is an interesting and important consequence of these conclusions that
is investigated in some detail by Skudrzyk (1968, pp. 390-398). If a localized
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force drives an elastic plate, such as a piano sound board, then it excites
all vibrational modes to amplitudes that are dependent on the frequency
separation between the exciting force frequency wand the resonance frequency
Wn of the mode in question. If W » Wn' then the amplitude of mode n will be
small, but, because its nodal lines are far apart, it will radiate efficiently at
frequency w. Conversely, a mode with Wn ;:;:: W may be strongly excited, but,
because of the small distance between its nodal lines, it may radiate very
poorly. The total power radiated by the forced plate must be found by
summing the contributions from all the efficiently radiating modes as well as
the smaller contributions from higher modes. This effect acts to smooth the
frequency response of a large planar forced vibrator.

7.7. Unbaffled Radiators
Few if any musical instruments involve a large plane baffie, even one that
extends for about a wavelength around the vibrating plate or membrane. In
instruments like the timpani, the baffie is folded around so that it encloses one
side of the membrane and converts it to a one-sided resonator; the body of
the violin serves a somewhat similar function, though there is considerable
vibration of the back as well. In instruments like the piano, both sides of the
soundboard are able to radiate, but the case provides a measure of separation
between them. Only in the case of cymbals, gongs, and bells is there no baffie
at all.
For a half-enclosed radiator, like the membrane ofthe timpani, the enclosed
air does, of course, have an effect on the vibration of the membrane. From the
point of view of radiation, however, the source is still one-sided, and the major
difference from the baffied case arises from the fact that radiation is into
a whole space of solid angle 4n rather than into a half-space of solid angle 2n.
For high frequencies, such that ka > 4, this effect is not large, for the energy
of the radiation is concentrated into a broad beam along the direction of the
axis (8 = 0), and little of it passes into the halfplane 8> nl2 anyway. For low
frequencies, ka < 1, however, the radiation tends to become isotropic and to
fill nearly uniformly the whole 4n solid angle. The vibrating membrane thus
experiences a radiation resistance at low frequencies that is only half that for
the baffied case, so that the power radiated is reduced by a factor 2, or 3 dB,
for a given membrane velocity amplitude. More than this, since the radiation
is into 4n rather than 2n, the intensity in any given direction is reduced by
a further factor of 2, or 3 dB. Thus, for a given radiator velocity amplitude,
the absence of a large baffie leaves the radiated intensity and power unchanged
at high frequencies (ka > 4) but reduces the radiated intensity in the forward
half-space by 6 dB and the total radiated power by 3 dB at low frequencies
(ka < 1).
These phenomena can have a significant effect on the fullness of tone
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quality of an instrument in its low-frequency range, and it is usual to increase
the bass intensity by providing a reflecting wall close behind the player. This
recovers 3 dB of intensity in the bass, and a further 3 dB, relative to anechoic
conditions, can be recovered from close floor reflections. Of course, these
effects are subjectively assumed when listening to normal playing-it is only
in anechoic conditions that the loss of intensity at low frequencies becomes
noticeable.
Instruments such as the piano have a case structure that goes some way
toward separating the two sides of the soundboard acoustically. This is, of
course, desirable since they vibrate in antiphase. We have seen, however, that
antiphase source distributions cancel each other only if their separation is less
than about half a wavelength. A semiquantitative application of this principle
gives a distance of about 2 m between the top and bottom of the soundboard
of a piano and hence suggests that such cancellations should not occur above
about 70 Hz. The different geometries of the lid and the floor in any case ensure
that cancellation is only partial. Cancellations do, of course, occur between
neighboring antiphase regions on the same side of the soundboard.
Finally, let us look briefly at radiation from cymbals and bells. For a nearly
planar radiator, such as a cymbal or tam-tam, cancellation of radiation from
opposite surfaces may clearly be very significant. An unbaflled plane piston
radiator with both sides exposed acts as a dipole source at low frequencies
and, to a good approximation, the mechanical radiation resistance presented
to each side is (Olson, 1957, pp. 98-99)
ka < 2,
~pcS,

ka> 3.

(7.35)

Much of the low-frequency radiation is therefore suppressed. The initial
amplitude of the lower modes is, however, usually high, so that some of their
sound is heard. Much of the effect of such a gong depends on the shimmer of
high frequency modes, which have comparable radiation efficiency despite
near cancellation of radiation from neighboring antiphase areas. Details of the
residual radiation from noncancelling areas around the edge of such a gong
are discussed by Skudrzyk (1968, pp. 419-429). This overall cancellation has
another effect, of course, and that is to reduce the radiation damping of the
oscillation and prolong the decay of the sound.
Radiation from curved shells, such as found in bells, is a very complex
subject (Junger and Feit, 1986, Chapter 7). There is significant cancellation of
radiation from neighboring antiphase regions, but their different geometrical
environments inhibit cancellation between the interior and the exterior of the
shell. Indeed, modes that would seem at first to be of high order, such as the
quadrupole mode associated with the circular to elliptical distortion of a bell,
can lead to a change in interior volume and therefore an inside-to-outside
dipole source. Further discussion is best left to Chapter 21.
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CHAPTER 8

Pipes and Horns

The wave propagation phenomena in fluids that we have examined in previous
chapters have referred to waves in infinite or semi-infinite spaces generated by
the vibrational motion of some small object or surface in that space. We now
turn to the very different problem of studying the sound field inside the tube
of a wind instrument. Ultimately, we shall join together the two discussions
by considering the sound radiated from the open end or finger holes of the
instrument, but for the moment our concern is with the internal field. We
begin with the very simplest cases and then add complications until we have
a reasonably complete representation of an actual instrument. At this stage,
we will find it necessary to make a digression, for a wind instrument is not
excited by a simple source, such as a loudspeaker, but is coupled to a complex
pressure-controlled or velocity-controlled generator-the reed or air jet-and
we must understand the functioning of this before we can proceed. Finally,
we go on to treat the strongly coupled pipe and generator system that makes
up the instrument as played.

8.1. Infinite Cylindrical Pipes
The simplest possible system of enclosure is an infinite cylindrical pipe or tube
with its axis parallel to the direction of propagation of a plane wave in the
medium (Morse and Ingard, 1968). If the walls of the pipe are rigid, perfectly
smooth, and thermally insulating, then the presence of the tube wall has no
effect on wave propagation. A pressure wave propagating in the x direction
has the form
p(x,t) = pexp[j(-kx

+ rot)],

(8.1)

and the resultant acoustic volume flow is, as we saw in Chapter 6,
U(x,t)

=

G~)exp[j(-kX + rot)],

(8.2)

where ro is the angular frequency, k is the angular wave number k = 2nlA = role,
and S is the cross-sectional area of the pipe. As usual, p is the density of and
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c the velocity of sound in air. The acoustic impedance of the pipe at any
point x is
Z (x) = p(x, t) = pc.
(8.3)
o
U(x,t)
S
To treat this problem in more detail, we must solve the wave equation
directly in cylindrical polar coordinates (r, f/J, x). If a is the radius of the
pipe and its surface is again taken to be perfectly rigid, then the boundary
condition is
op
or

=

0

at

r = a,

(8.4)

which implies that there is no net force and therefore no flow normal to the
wall. The wave equation in cylindrical coordinates is
1 a (op)
-;: or r or

1 02p
of/J2

+ r2

02p

+ ox 2 =

1 02p
c 2 ot 2 '

(8.5)

and this has solutions of the form
Pmn(r, f/J, x)

=

p;f~(mf/J)Jm (nq;nr) exp[j( -

kmnx

+ rut)],

(8.6)

where Jm is a Bessel function and qmn is defined by the boundary condition
[Eq. (8.4)], so that the derivative J;"(nqmn) is zero. The (m, n) mode thus has
an (r, f/J) pattern for the acoustic pressure P with n nodal circles and m nodal
diameters, both m and n running through the integers from zero. In the full
three-dimensional picture, these become nodal cylinders parallel to the axis
and nodal planes through the axis, respectively.
In Fig. 8.1, the pressure and flow velocity patterns for the lowest three
modes of the pipe, omitting the simple plane-wave mode, are shown. The

(1,0)

(2,0)

(0,1)

Fig. 8.1. Pressure and transverse flow patterns for the lowest three transverse modes
of a cylindrical pipe. The plane-wave mode is not shown.
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pressure patterns have nodal lines as already observed, and there are similar
nodal diameters in the transverse flow patterns. Nodal circles for pressure
occur for modes of the type (0, n), which have n such nodal circles within
the boundary. A general mode (m, n) has both nodal lines and circles in the
pressure.
The propagation wave vector k mn for mode (m, n) is obtained by substituting
Eq. (8.6) into Eq. (8.5), whence
k!n =

- y

(~y (1t~mn

(8.7)

Thus, while the plane-wave mode with m = n = 0 will always propagate with
k = koo = OJlc, this is not necessarily true for higher modes. In order for
a higher mode (m, n) to propagate, the frequency must exceed the critical value;
(8.8)
For frequencies less than OJ e , kmn is imaginary and Eq. (8.6) shows that the
mode is attenuated exponentially with distance. The attenuation is quite rapid
for modes well below cutoff, and the amplitude falls by a factor e, or about
10 dB, within a distance less than the pipe radius.
The first higher mode to propagate is the anti symmetric (1,0) mode, which
has a single nodal plane, above a cutoff frequency OJ e = 1.84 cia. Next is the
(2,0) mode, with two nodal planes, for OJ > 3.05 cia, and then the lowest
non planar axial mode (0, 1), for OJ > 3.80 cia. Propagating higher modes are
thus possible only when the pipe is,greater in diameter than about two-thirds
of the free-space acoustic wavelength. The nonpropagating higher modes are
necessary to explain certain features of the acoustic flow near wall irregularities,
such as finger holes or mouthpieces. Indeed, it is possible to match any
disturbance distributed over an opening or a vibrating surface in a duct with
an appropriate linear combination of duct modes. The plane wave component
of this combination will always propagate along the duct away from the
disturbance, but this will not be true for modes with qmn values that are too
large. The propagating wave will thus be a low-pass filtered version of the
disturbance while the nonpropagating modes will simply modify the flow in
the near neighborhood of the source.
It is helpful to sketch the three-dimensional acoustic flow streamlines
associated with a few of these modes for both propagating and nonpropagating
cases. This can be done from the form ofthe pressure pattern given by Eq. (8.6)
together with the relation

u=~Vp
pOJ

(8.9)

for the flow velocity u in a mode excited at frequency OJ. Figure 8.2 shows this
for the (1,0) and (0, 1) modes. In the case of the propagating modes, the flow
pattern itself moves down the pipe with the characteristic phase velocity of
the mode-nearly the normal sound velocity c, except very close to cutoff
when the phase velocity is higher than c.
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(a)

(c)

(1,0)

E:~~~~~
(d)

(0,1)

L~~~~~
(e)

Fig. S.2. Acoustic flow patterns and pressure maxima and minima for higher modes in
a cylindrical duct. (a)-(c) are modes propagating to the right at a frequency a little
above cut-off; (d) and (e) are evanescent modes below cutoff.
It is not important to go into detail about the impedance behavior of these
higher modes, since this depends greatly upon the geometry with which they
are driven, the net acoustic flow along the pipe axis being zero except for the
plane (0, 0) mode. The impedance is always a real function multiplied by w/k mn ,
so it is real for w above cutoff, becomes infinite at cutoff, and is imaginary
below cutoff.

8.2. Wall Losses
So far in our discussion, we have assumed a rigid wall without introducing
any other disturbance. In a practical case this can never be achieved, though
in musical instruments the walls are at least rigid enough that their mechanical
vibrations can be neglected-we return to the subtleties of this statement
later. More important, however, are viscous and thermal effects from which
no real walls or real fluids are immune.
Detailed consideration of these effects is complicated (Benade, 1968), but
the basic phenomena and final results are easily discussed. The walls contribute a viscous drag to the otherwise masslike impedance associated with
acceleration of the air in the pipe. The relative magnitude of the drag depends
upon the thickness of the viscous boundary layer, itself proportional to the
square root of the viscosity '1 divided by the angular frequency w, in relation
to the pipe radius a. A convenient parameter to use is the ratio of pipe radius
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to the boundary layer thickness:

_ (Wp)1/2
a.

ry -

(S.lO)

11

Similarly, thermal exchange between the air and the walls adds a lossy resistance to the otherwise compliant compressibility of the air, and the relative
magnitude of this loss depends on the ratio of the pipe radius a to the thermal
boundary layer thickness, as expressed by the parameter
WPC
rt = ( - _ P

)1/2 a,

(S.l1)

IC

where Cp is the specific heat of air at constant pressure and IC is its thermal
conductivity. Near 300 K (27°C), we can insert numerical values to give
(Benade, 1965)
ry ~ 632.Saf 1/2(1 - 0.0029 L\ T),
(S.12)
and

rt

~

532.2aJ1/2 (1 - 0.0031 L\T),

(S.13)

where a is the tube radius in meters, f is the frequency in hertz, and L\ T is
the temperature deviation from 300 K.
It is clear that the effect of these loss terms will be to change the characteristic
impedance Zo of the pipe from its ideal real value pelS to a complex quantity.
This, in turn, will make the wave number k complex and lead to attenuation
of the propagating wave as it passes along the pipe.
The real and imaginary parts of the characteristic impedance Zo, as fractions of its ideal value pelS, are shown in Figs. S.3 and S.4, both as functions
ofry. The correction to Zo begins to be appreciable for ry < 10, while for ry < 1
the real and imaginary parts of Zo are nearly equal and vary as r;l.
It is convenient to rewrite the wave vector k as the complex number
wlv - jrx, where rx is now the attenuation coefficient per unit length of path

10

r--,

0.1
0.1

"- ~

"I'-...
10

100

Fig. 8.3. Real part of the characteristic impedance Zo, in units of pelS, as a function of
the parameter ry (after Benade, 1968).
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Fig. 8.4. Imaginary part of the characteristic impedance Zo, in units of pelS, as a
function of the parameter rv (after Benade, 1968).

and v is the phase velocity. We can then most usefully plot the phase velocity
v, measured in units of the free-air sound velocity c, and the attenuation
coefficient IX, divided by f, both as functions of rv' This is done in Figs. 8.5
and 8.6. The phase velocity v is significantly less than c for pipes so narrow
that rv < 10, while the attenuation coefficient exceeds A. -1 if rv < 6. Since
the phase velocity and attenuation coefficient for relatively wide tubes are
both of fundamental significance for the physics of musical instruments, it is
useful to restate Benade's (1968) versions of Rayleigh's (1894) approximate
formulas, which are good for rv > 10 and useful down to about rv = 3. They
are
1
(y - l)J
[
1.65 x 1O- 3 J
v ~ c [ 1 - rvfi - rtfi ~ c 1 af1/2
'
(8.14)
and

(8.15)

1
vic

O.

1/

0.01

0.1

V

V

I

10

100

Fig. 8.5. The phase velocity v, relative to the free-air sound velocity e, as a function of
the parameter rv (after Benade, 1968).
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0.1
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0.001
0.1
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"" "10

'\

~

100

Fig. 8.6. The attenuation coefficient a in (metersfl at frequency f, plotted as a/j, as a
function of the parameter r, (after Benade, 1968).

where IX is given in (meters)-l if a is in meters. Here, y is the ratio of specific
heats Cp/C" which for air is approximately 1.40.
In most of the more practical discussions that follow, we will find it
adequate simply to use a complex form for k, with real and imaginary parts
derived from Eqs. (8.14) and (8.15). The fact that Zo has a small imaginary part
is not generally significant for the main pipes of musical instruments. For
a few discussions, such as those related to the smaller tubes of finger holes, the
more general results shown in the figures may be necessary.

8.3. Finite Cylindrical Pipes
All of the pipes with which we deal in musical instruments are obviously of
finite length, so we must allow for the reflection of a wave from the remote
end, whether it is open or closed. Because we are concerned with pipes as
closely coupled driven systems, rather than as passive resonators, we shall
proceed by calculating the input impedance for a finite length of pipe terminated
by a finite load impedance Zu rather than examining doubly open or closed
pipes in isolation. The terminating impedance ZL will generally represent
an open or a closed end, but it is not restricted to these cases. The development
here is essentially the same as that set out in Chapter 2 for a string stretched
between nonrigid bridges but, since the results are central to our discussion
of pipes and horns, we start again from the beginning.
Suppose the pipe extends from x = 0 to x = L, and that it is terminated at
x = L by the impedance ZL' The pressure in the pipe is a superposition of two
waves, moving to the right and left, respectively, with amplitudes A and B,
taken as complex quantities so that they can include a phase factor. Thus, at
the point x,
(8.16)
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The acoustic particle velocity is similarly a superposition of the particle
velocities associated with these two waves and, multiplying by pipe cross
section S, the acoustic flow becomes, from Eq. (8.3),
U(x, t)

=

(:J

[Ae- jkx - BejkX]ejrot.

(8.17)

At the remote end x = L, pressure and flow are related as required by the
terminating impedance ZL' so that
p(L,t) _ Z
U(L,t) L,

(8.18)

and this equation is enough to determine the complex ratio
for the characteristic impedance of the pipe

BI A. If we write

Zo = pelS
as in Eq. (8.3), then

!!.- = e- 2jkL [(ZL (ZL

A

(8.19)
Zo)J

+ Zo)

(8.20)

,

and the power reflected from ZL has a ratio to incident power of
R

BI2

= IA =

z: .

IZ - Z 12

Z~ +

(8.21)

Clearly, there is no reflection if ZL = Zo and complete reflection if ZL = 0
or 00. Since Zo is real for a lossless tube, there is also perfect reflection if ZL is
purely imaginary; however, if ZL has a real part that is nonzero, then there
will always be some reflection loss.
The quantity in which we are interested now is the input impedance ZIN at
the point x = O. From Eqs. (8.16)-(8.19), this is
ZIN

A+BJ
= Zo [ A
_ B '

or from Eq. (8.20),

(8.22)

J

_
[ZL cos kL + jZo sin kL
ZIN - Z o .
.
jZL sm kL + Zo cos kL

(8.23)

Two important idealized cases are readily derived. The first corresponds
to a pipe rigidly stopped at x = L so that ZL = 00. For such a pipe,
ZI~T)

= - jZo cot kL.

(8.24)

For the converse case of an ideally open pipe with ZL = 0, which is not
physically realizable exactly, as we see below,
(8.25)
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The familiar resonance frequencies for open and stopped pipes arise from
applying the idealized condition that the input end at x = is also open, so
that resonances occur if ZIN = 0. For a stopped pipe, this requires that
cot kL = 0, giving
(ST) _ (2n - 1)ne
(8.26)
w
2L
'
corresponding to an odd number of quarter wavelengths in the pipe length,
while for an ideally open pipe, tan kL = 0, giving
w(OP)

= nne

(8.27)

L'

corresponding to an even number of quarter wavelengths, or any number of
half wavelengths, in the pipe length.
While Eq. (8.24) applies quite correctly to a physically stopped pipe, the
treatment of a physically open pipe is more difficult since, while ZL « Zo, it is
not a sufficient approximation to set it to zero. It is relatively straightforward
to calculate the radiation load ZL on a pipe that terminates in a plane flange
of size much larger than a wavelength (and therefore effectively infinite). The
formal treatment of Rayleigh (1894) (Olson, 1957) makes the assumption that
the wavefront exactly at the open end of the pipe is quite planar, normally
a very good approximation, and gives the result
Z(F)

=

R

+ jX,

(8.28)

where, as discussed for Eqs. (7.32)-(7.34),
R [(ka)2 _ (ka)4
- Zo
2
22 . 3

(ka)6

+ 2 2 . 32 . 4

_ ... ]

'

(8.29)
(8.30)

and a is the radius of the pipe.
The behavior of R and X as functions of frequency, or more usefully as
functions of the dimensionless quantity ka, is shown in Fig. 8.7. If ka « 1, then
IZ(F)I «Zo and most of the wave energy is reflected from the open end. If
ka > 2, however, then Z(F) ~ Zo and most of the wave energy is transmitted
out of the end of the pipe into the surrounding air.
In musical instruments, the fundamental, at least, has ka « 1, though this
is not necessarily true for all the prominent partials in the sound. It is therefore
useful to examine the behavior of the pipe in this low-frequency limit. From
Eqs. (8.29) and (8.30), X » R if ka « 1, so that
Z(F)

~jZokG:)'

(8.31 )

By comparison with Eq. (8.25), since ka « 1, this is just the impedance of
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Fig. 8.7. The acoustic resistance R and the acoustic reactance X, both in units of pc/na 2 ,
for a circular piston (or open pipe) of radius a set in an infinite plane baffle, as functions
of the frequency parameter ka (after Beranek, 1954).

an ideally open short pipe of length
A(F)

L.l

=

8a '" 0 85

3n '" . a.

(8.32)

It is thus a good approximation in this frequency range to replace the real
flanged pipe by an ideally open pipe of length L + L\(F), and to neglect the
radiation loss. From Fig. 8.7, it is clear that the end correction L\(F), which is
proportional to X /ka, decreases slightly as ka -+ 1 and continues to decrease
more rapidly as ka increases past this value.
A real pipe, of course, is not generally flanged, and we need to know the
behavior of ZL in this case. The calculation (Levine and Schwinger, 1948)
is very difficult, but the result, as shown in Fig. 8.8, is very similar to that
for a flanged pipe. The main difference is that for ka « 1 R is reduced by
about a factor 0.5 and X by a factor 0.7 because the wave outside the pipe
has freedom to expand into a solid angle of nearly 4n rather than just 2n.
The calculated end correction at low frequencies is now
L\(O)

~

0.61a.

(8.33)

The calculated variation of this end correction with the frequency parameter
ka is shown in Fig. 8.9.
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Fig. 8.8. The acoustic resistance R and the acoustic reactance X, both in units of pc/na 2 ,
for the open end of a circular cylindrical pipe of radius a, as functions of the frequency
parameter ka (after Beranek, 1954).
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Fig. 8.9. The calculated end correction A for a cylindrical pipe of radius a, plotted as
A/a, as a function of the frequency parameter ka, (after Levine and Schwinger, 1948).
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8.4. Radiation from a Pipe
One of our later interests, of course, will be to calculate the sound radiation
from musical wind instruments and, as part of this task, it is helpful to know
the transformation function between the spectrum of sound energy within the
pipe and the total radiated sound energy. This transformation is simply
proportional to the behavior of R as a function of frequency, so that, to a good
approximation, it rises as (frequencyf, that is 6 dB per octave, below the
reflection cutoff frequency, defined so that ka = 2. Above this frequency, the
transformation is independent of frequency. This remark refers, of course,
to the total radiated power and neglects directional effects that tend to
concentrate the higher frequencies at angles close to the pipe axis.
It is useful to summarize these directional effects here, since they are derived
in the course of calculation of the radiation impedance ZL' The flanged case
is simplest (Rayleigh, 1894; Morse, 1948) and gives a radiated intensity at
angle (J to the pipe axis proportional to

[

2J1 (ka sin
ka sin (J

(J)J2

•

(8.34)

The result for an unflanged pipe (Levine and Schwinger, 1948) is qualitatively
similar except, of course, that (J can extend from 0 to 180° instead of just to
90°. The angular intensity distribution for this case is shown in Fig. 8.10 for
several values of ka, the results being normalized to the power radiated along
the axis (Beranek, 1954). The directional index (DI) is the intensity level on the
axis compared to the intensity level produced by an isotropic source with the
same total radiated power. The trend toward a narrower primary beam angle
along the pipe axis continues for values of ka larger than those shown.

8.5. Impedance Curves
Finally, in this discussion, we should consider the behavior of pipes with
physically realistic wall losses. Provided the pipe is not unreasonably narrow,
say rv > 10, then Figs. 8.3 and 8.4 show that we can neglect the small change
in the characteristic impedance Zo and simply allow the possibility that k is
complex for propagation in the pipe. This new k is written (w/v - jr:x) with
v given by Eq. (8.14) and r:x given by Eq. (8.15). This can be simply inserted
into Eq. (8.23), along with the appropriate expression for Zu to deduce the
behavior of the input impedance of a real pipe. The result for an ideally open
pipe (ZL = 0) of length L is
ZIN = Zo [

tanhr:xL + jtan(wL/v) ]
.
1 + jtanhr:xLtan(wL/v)

(8.35)

This expression has maxima and minima at the maxima and minima, respec-
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Fig. 8.10. The directional patterns calculated by Levine and Schwinger for radiation
from an unbaffied circular pipe of radius a. The radial scale is in each case 40 dB and
the directional index has the calculated value shown (after Beranek, 1954).
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tively, of tan(wL/v). The value of Z'N at the maxima is Zo coth IXL, and at
the minima it is Zo tanhlXL. By Eq. (8.15), IX increases with frequency as W 1/2 ,
so these extrema decrease in prominence at higher frequencies, and Z'N
converges toward Zoo For a pipe stopped at the far end, the factor in square
brackets in Eq. (8.35) should simply be inverted.
For narrow pipes the lower resonances are dominated by this wall-loss
mechanism, but for wider open pipes radiation losses from the end become
more important, particularly at high frequencies. To illustrate some features
of the behavior, we show in Fig. 8.11 calculated impedance curves for two
pipes each 1 m long and with diameters respectively 2 cm and 10 em. The low
frequency resonances are sharper for the wide pipe than for the narrow pipe
because of the reduced relative effect of wall damping, but the high frequency

100

0.01

(a)

100

2kHz

0.01

(b)

Fig. 8.11. Magnitude of the acoustic input impedance Z'N' in terms of the characteristic
impedance Zo, for open cylindrical pipes of length 1 m and diameters of (a) 2 cm and
(b) 10 cm.
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resonances of the wide pipe are washed out by the effects of radiation damping.
We can see that all the impedance maxima and minima have frequencies that
are nearly harmonically related, that is as the ratio of two small integers.
In fact, because the end correction decreases with increasing frequency, the
frequencies of these extrema are all slightly stretched, and this effect is more
pronounced for the wide than for the narrow pipe.
It is worthwhile to note incidentally that, because these input impedance
curves have been plotted on a logarithmic scale, the corresponding admittance
curves can be obtained simply by turning the impedance curve upside down.
We will see later that sometimes we will be required to think of admittance
maxima and sometimes of impedance maxima, depending upon the way in
which the pipe is used.
When we come to consider musical instruments in detail, we will find that
several of them rely upon cylindrical pipes as their sound generators. The most
obvious of these is the pipe organ, in which most of the pipes are cylindrical
(a few are conical). Tone quality of air jet driven pipes is varied by the use of
closed and open tubes, by differences in relative diameters, and by differences
in the sort of termination at the open end-some are simple open ends, some
have slots, some have bells, and some have narrow chimneys. These variations
can all be treated on the basis of the above discussion supplemented by
a separate consideration of the form of ZL produced by the termination. We
will return to consider these matters later on.

8.6. Horns
Following this introductory discussion of cylindrical pipes, we are now ready
to begin a treatment of sound propagation in horns, a horn being defined
quite generally as a closed-sided conduit, the length of which is usually large
compared with its lateral dimensions. In fact, we shall only treat explicitly
horns that are straight and have circular cross section, but much of the
discussion is really more general than this.
Formulation of the wave propagation problem in an infinitely long horn
simply requires solution of the wave equation
2 _ 1 02p
V P - e2 ot 2 '

(8.36)

subject to the condition that n· Vp = 0 on the boundaries, n being a unit
vector normal to the boundary at the point considered. More simply, we
suppose the wave to have a frequency w so that Eq. (8.36) reduces to the
Helmholtz equation
(8.37)
where k = wle. Solution of this equation is simple provided that we can choose
a coordinate system in which one coordinate surface coincides with the walls
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of the horn and in which Eq. (8.37) is separable. Unfortunately, the Helmholtz
equation is separable only in coordinates that are confocal quadric surfaces
or their degenerate forms (Morse and Feshbach, 1953). There are 11 varieties
of these coordinate systems, but only a few of them are reasonable candidates
for horns. These are rectangular coordinates (a pipe of rectangular cross
section), circular cylinder coordinates, elliptic cylinder coordinates, spherical
coordinates (a conical horn), parabolic coordinates, and oblate spheroidal
coordinates, as shown in Fig. 8.12. Of these, we have already dealt with the
circular cylinder case, and the rectangular and elliptic cylinder versions differ
from it only in cross-sectional geometry and hence in their higher modes. The
parabolic horn is not musically practical since it cannot be made to join
smoothly onto a mouthpiece, so we are left with the conical horn and the horn
derived from oblate spheroidal coordinates, which will prove to be of only
passing interest.
We deal with the oblate spheroidal case first, because it illustrates some of
the difficulties we will have to face later. The hornlike family of surfaces
consists of hyperboloids of revolution of one sheet, as shown in Fig. 8.12.
At large distances, these approach conical shapes, but near the origin they
become almost cylindrical. Indeed, one could join a simple cylinder parallel
to the axis in the lower half plane to a hyperboloid horn in the upper half plane
without any discontinuity in slope of the walls. The important thing to notice,
however, is the shape of the wavefronts as shown by the orthogonal set of
coordinate surfaces. These are clearly curved and indeed they are oblately
spheroidal, being nearly plane near the origin and nearly spherical at large

Fig. 8.12. The oblate spheroidal coordinate system in which the wave equation is
separable. If the hyperboloid of revolution (shown in heavy outline) is taken as the
horn, then the oblate spheroidal surfaces orthogonal to this and lying within it are the
wave fronts. Note that such a hyperboloid horn can be smoothly joined to a cylindrical
pipe of appropriate diameter, as shown.
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distances. Waves can propagate in this way as a single mode, like the plane
waves in a cylinder. Such behavior is possible only for separable coordinate
systems. For nonseparable systems that we may try to separate approximately,
there will always be an admixture of higher modes. Horn systems resembling
a cylinder joined to a narrow-angle hyperboloid horn as described above are
in fact used in many brass instruments, though not because of any consideration of separability of the wave equation. Indeed, once the length of the horn
is made finite, we produce an unresolvable inseparability near the open
end so that there is no real practical design assistance derived from near
separability inside the horn.
Rather than setting out the exact solution for a hyperboloid or a conical
horn in detail, let us now go straight to the approximate solution for propagation in an infinite horn of rather general shape. We assume that we have some
good approximation to the shapes of the wavefronts-something more or less
spherical and, since the wave fronts must be orthogonal to the horn walls,
centered approximately at the apex of the cone that is locally tangent to the
horn walls, as shown in Fig. 8.13. This description will be exact for a conical
horn, but only an approximation for other shapes. If S(x) is the area of this
wavefront in the horn at position x, defined by its intersection with the axis,
then, during an acoustic displacement ~, the fractional change in the volume
of air in the horn at position x is (liS) a(S~)/ax. This contrasts with the simpler
expression a~/ax for a plane wave in unconfined space. Proceeding now as for
the plane wave case, we find a wave equation of the form
1

a (a p )
S ax

S ax

1

= c2

a2 p
at2 '

(8.38)

which is known as the Webster equation (Webster, 1919; Eisner, 1967), although

Fig. 8.13. In a horn, the wavefront has approximately the form of a spherical cap of
area S and effective radius r based upon the local tangent cone and cutting the axis at
a point with coordinate x.
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its origins date back to the time of Bernoulli. Actually, in Webster's case,
the curvature of the wave fronts was neglected so that x was taken as the
geometrical distance along the horn axis and S as the geometrical cross section
at position x. This plane-wave approximation is good for horns that are not
rapidly flaring, but breaks down for a horn with large flare, as we see later.
We have assumed that p is constant across the wave front in the horn, which
is equivalent to assuming separability. This is not a bad approximation for
horns that do not flare too rapidly, but we must not expect too much of it in
extreme cases. In this spirit, we now make the transformation
p=

(8.39)

I/IS-l/2

in the reasonable expectation that, with the even spreading of wave energy
across the wavefront, 1/1 should be essentially constant in magnitude, independent of x. If we also assume that p varies with angular frequency OJ and
write S in terms of a local equivalent radius a so that
(8.40)
then Eq. (8.38) becomes

021/1

02a)
ox2 + ( k2 - ~1 ox
2 1/1 =

0,

(8.41)

where k = OJ/c. This form of the equation, attributable to Benade and Jansson
(1974), serves as a good basis for discussion of the behavior of horns.
The first thing to notice about Eq. (8.41) is that the wave function 1/1,
and hence the original pressure wave p, is propagating or nonpropagating
according as
(8.42)
The frequency OJ = OJ o for which we have equality is called the cutoff frequency
at this part of the horn, and the expression F on the right of Eq. (8.42) may be
called the horn function. It clearly plays a very important part in the theory
of horns. A visual estimate of the magnitude of F at a given position x can be
made, as illustrated in Fig. 8.14, by observing that a is essentially the transverse
radius of curvature RT of the horn at point x while (d 2 a/dx 2 t 1 is close to the
external longitudinal radius of curvature RL , provided that the wall slope
da/dx is small. Thus,
(8.43)
Of course, this is no longer a good approximation when the wall slope, or
local cone angle, is large, and we must then use the expression

1 d2a
F = ~dX2'

(8.44)
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Fig. 8.14. The geometry of a horn at anyone place is characterized by the external
longitudinal radius of curvature RL and the internal transverse radius of curvature R T .

with a interpreted as the equivalent internal radius measured along the wavefront as discussed previously.
Of particular theoretical simplicity is the class of horns called Salmon horns
(Salmon, 1946a, b), for which the horn function F, and therefore the cutoff
frequency wo, is constant along the whole length of the horn (Morse, 1948).
Clearly, from Eq. (8.44), this implies
(8.45)
where F = m 2 and m is called the flare constant. It is more convenient to
rewrite Eq. (8.45) as
a

= ao[cosh(mx) + Tsinh(mx)],

(8.46)

where T is an alternative parameter. The pressure wave in the horn then has
the form

p=

(:0)

eirote-iJkLm2x

(8.47)

and is nonpropagating if k < m. These expressions should strictly all be
interpreted in terms of curved wavefront coordinates, as in Fig. 8.13, but it is
usual to neglect this refinement and simply use the plane wave approximation.
The family of horns described by Eq. (8.46) has several important degenerate
forms. If T = 1, then we have an exponential horn:
a

= aoexp(mx).

(8.48)
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If T = 0, then we have a catenoidal horn:

(8.49)

a = ao cosh(mx),

which has the nice feature of joining smoothly to a cylindrical pipe extending
along the negative x axis to the origin, as was the case for the hyperboloidal
horn. If T = 1/mxo and m --+ 0, then we have a conical horn:
a = ao

(1 + :J,

(8.50)

with its vertex at - Xo and a semiangle of tan -1 (ao/xo). Consideration of the
value of the horn function given by Eq. (8.44) shows that F = 0 for this case,
so that the conical horn has no cutoff.

8.7. Finite Conical and Exponential Horns
Many of the uses of horns that are discussed in textbooks involve situations
in which the diameter of the open end of the horn is so large that there is
no appreciable reflection. The horn then acts as an efficient impedance transformer between a small diaphragm piston in the throat and a free spherical
wave outside the mouth. Exponential and catenoidal horns have near-unity
efficiency, as defined by Morse (1948), above their cutoff frequencies, while
the efficiency of a conical horn never becomes zero but rises gradually with
increasing frequency until it reaches unity. We shall not discuss these situations
further-those interested should consult Morse (1948) or Olson (1957). It is,
however, worthwhile to quote results analogous to Eq. (8.23) for the throat
impedance of a truncated conical or exponential horn terminated by a given
mouth impedance Zu which is typically the radiation impedance, though this
requires some modification in careful work because of the curvature of the
wavefronts (Fletcher and Thwaites, 1988).
For a conical horn with a throat of area Sl located at position Xl' a mouth
of area S2 at position X 2 and length L = X 2 - Xl' we find (Olson, 1957)
pc{

ZIN

jZL[sink(L-82)/sink82J+(pC/S2)sinkL

}

= Sl ZL[sink(L+8l -82 )/sink8l sink82J-(jpc/S2)[sink(L+8l )/sink81 J '

(8.51)

where k8 l = tan- l kXl and k8 2 = tan- l kx 2 , both Xl and X2 being measured
along the axis from the position of the conical apex. Similarly, for an exponential horn of the form of Eq. (8.48) and length L,
_ pc
ZIN -

Sl

[ZL cos(bL + 8) + j(pc/S

2)

jZL sin bL

sin bLJ
8) ,

+ (pc/S2 ) cos(bL -

(8.52)

where b2 = k 2 - m2 and 8 = tan-l(m/b). It is not simple to allow for wall
effects in these expressions, since the imaginary part of k varies with position
in the horn. For a horn with a wide mouth and not too narrow a throat,
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radiation effects may dominate so that k can be taken as real. This is, however,
not a valid approximation in musical instruments, which use long horns
of quite small diameter. We shall see that more complex calculations are
necessary in such cases.
The expression [Eq. (8.51)] for the input impedance of a conical horn,
measured at the end that is at a distance Xl from the apex, deserves some
further discussion. In the first place, we should note that it is applicable for
the impedance at either the wide or the narrow end of a conical pipe. For
a flaring cone, X 2 > Xl and L > 0, while for a tapering cone, X2 < Xl and
L<O.
In the second place, we should examine several special cases of open
and stopped cones, making the approximation that ZL = at an open end
and ZL = 00 at a closed end. For a cone of length L with an ideally open
end ZL = 0, Eq. (8.51) gives, for either the large or the small end of a cone,
the formal result
= .
sin kL sin k8l
(8.53)
ZIN ] Sl sink(L + ( 1 ).

°

(pc)

This does not imply that the input impedance is the same from both ends,
since, as noted above, the sign of L and the magnitude of 81 are different in
the two cases.
Zeros in ZIN occur at frequencies for which sin kL = 0, so that these
frequencies are the same in each case and exactly the same as those for
a cylindrical pipe with the same length L. To allow for the finite reactance
associated with the radiation impedance ZL, it is approximately correct, for
a narrow cone, to simply add an appropriate end correction equal to 0.6 times
the open end radius to the geometrical length L, as discussed in relation to
Eq. (8.33).
The infinities in ZIN occur, however, at frequencies that differ between the
two cases and are not simply midway between those of the zeros, as was
the case with a cylindrical pipe. Rather, the condition for an infinity in ZIN is,
from Eq. (8.53),
sink(L + ( 1 ) = 0,
(8.54)
or equivalently,
(8.55)

For a cylinder, Xl --+ 00 so that tan- l kXl = n12, as we already know. For
a cone measured at its narrow end, L is positive and, since tan- l kXl < n12,
the frequencies of the infinities in ZIN are higher than those for a cylinder
of the same length. The converse is true for a tapering cone. If the cone is nearly
complete, so that kXl « 1, then tan- l kXl ~ kXl and, since L = X 2 - Xl'
Eq. (8.55) becomes kx2 ~ nn, so that the frequencies of the infinities in
impedance approach those of an open cylinder of length x2/2. Figure 8.15
shows an input impedance curve for an incomplete cone calculated for the
narrow end.
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Fig. S.15. The input impedance ~N of a conical horn of length 1 m, throat diameter
1 cm, and mouth diameter 10 cm, relative to the impedance ZM = (pejSt), as a function
offrequency.

ZL

Cones that are stopped at the remote end are of less musical interest. If
= 00, then, from Eq. (8.51),

= .
ZIN

]

The zeros are given by k(L -

(pc) sin k(L Sl

(}2) =

sin k(L

(}2) sin k(}l
(}2) .

(8.56)

+ (}l -

ml:, which, writing L =

(kx2 - tan- l kx 2) - klx l = mI:.

X2 -

Xl'

becomes
(8.57)

Thus, if we are considering a tapering cone and the distance X2 from the
stopped end to the imaginary apex is small enough that kX2 is rather less than
unity, the bracketed terms nearly cancel and the cone behaves approximately
as though it is oflength Xl and complete to its vertex. No such simplification
occurs for a flaring cone or for the infinities in the impedance, for which the
condition is that k(L + (}l - (}2) = mI:.
An extensive discussion of the conical horn in musical acoustics has been
given by Ayers et al. (1985). Using straightforward physics, this paper treats
both conical frusta and complete cones and points out a number of misconceptions, or at least erroneous expositions, in the standard physics literature.
The particular theoretical attraction of the family of horns defined by
Eq. (8.46) is that they have a constant cutoff frequency along their length.
Unfortunately, it is only in the cases of cylindrical and conical horns that
this property can be combined with the musical requirement that the modes
for a finite horn, defined by the condition of minimum or maximum input
impedance, should have harmonically related frequencies. For this reason,
there is little to be gained here by a more detailed discussion of exponential
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horns based upon Eq. (8.52). Instead, we shall go on to discuss more general
types of horns.

8.8. Bessel Horns
One particular family of horns that is worthy of attention because of its formal
simplicity and that provides a good approximation to musically useful horns
(Benade, 1959; Benade and Jansson, 1974) is the Bessel horn family, defined by
or

(8.58)

where x is the geometrical distance measured from a reference point x = 0. If
0, the horn is cylindrical, and if 8 = - 1 it is conical, so that these two
degenerate cases are included in the picture. More usefully for our present
discussion, we suppose 8 to be positive, in which case the horn has a rapid
flare at the origin x = 0, which thus represents the open mouth of the horn as
shown in Fig. 8.16. The particular analytical simplicity of the Bessel horns
arises from the fact that, in the plane-wave approximation, the wave equation,
Eq. (8.38), in the form Eq. (8.41) has, for the case of an ideally open horn mouth
at x = 0, the standing wave solution (Jahnke and Emde, 1938)

8 =

(8.59)
where J is a Bessel function, hence the name of the horn family. From
Eq. (8.39), the pressure standing wave has the form
(8.60)

p(x) = AX·+ 1/2 J.+ 1/2 (kx).

The existence of this analytical solution is a great help for semiquantitative
discussion of the behavior of this family of horns, whose shape can be made
to vary very considerably by choice of the parameter 8. If we are considering

Fig. 8.16. The form of a Besssel horn with parameter e >

o.
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a horn composed of segments of different Bessel horns joined end to end, then
Eq. (8.60) must be supplemented in each segment by a similar term involving
the Neumann function N.+ 1/2 (kx). We can then calculate the behavior, in the
plane-wave approximation, of composite horns having sections of Bessel,
exponential, conical, and cylindrical geometry joined end to end (Pyle, 1975).
We will not follow such a course in detail but, instead, we will examine briefly
the behavior of waves near the mouth of a Bessel horn to show some of the
complications involved.
As we saw in Eqs. (8.41)~(8.44), the propagation of a wave in a flaring horn
is governed by the value of the horn function F at the point concerned. If
F is greater than k 2 , the wave is attenuated exponentially with distance and
a reflection occurs rather than propagation. For a horn mouth of Bessel
type, F is easily calculated in the plane-wave approximation, in which wave
coordinate x is replaced by the axial geometrical coordinate, and has the form
shown in Fig. 8.17(a). F goes to infinity at the mouth of the horn, so that
waves of all frequencies are reflected, and the reflection point for waves of
low frequency (small k) is further inside the mouth than for those of high
frequency.
Close to the open mouth, however, the plane-wave approximation is clearly
inadequate, and the spherical approximation gives a much better picture

(a)

x=o

Fig. 8.17. The horn function F for a Bessel horn calculated on the basis of (a) the plane
wave approximation and (b) the spherical wave approximation. When k 2 < F, the
wave is attenuated instead of being propagated (after Benade and Jansson, 1974).
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(Benade and Jansson, 1974). The function F in this approximation is shown
in Fig. 8.17(b). Its form is similar to the plane-wave version, but F never
becomes infinite, so that there is an upper cutoff frequency above which waves
can propagate freely from the mouth without reflection. An infinite F, as in
the plane-wave approximation, would in fact confine all sound energy within
the horn because of the infinite barrier height; the more realistic curve given
by the spherical approximation allows some wave energy to leak out at any
frequency by tunneling through the barrier.
When we consider the losses in a real horn in detail, not only must
we supplement the standing wave solution [Eq. (8.60)] with extra terms in
N'+1/2(kx), which combine to represent the small fraction of energy contained
in propagating waves lost through the mouth of the horn, but we must also
take account of wall losses by adding a small imaginary part - jrx to k. For
a horn more complicated in profile than a simple cylinder, rx depends on the
local horn radius and therefore varies from place to place along the horn.
The calculations are then quite involved (Kergomard, 1981). Fortunately, we
can ignore these complications in our present discussion though they must be
taken into account in any really accurate computations.
Because the horns of real musical instruments do not conform exactly to
any of the standard types we have considered, we will not go into further
detailed discussion of them at this stage, but defer this until we come to
describe the instruments themselves in a later chapter.

8.9. Compound Horns
As we see in Chapter 14, most brass wind instruments actually have horn
profiles that are nearly cylindrical for about half their length, starting from the
mouthpiece, and then expand to an open flaring bell. In modern instruments,
the profile of this flaring section is well approximated by a Bessel horn of the
form of Eq. (8.58), while for older instruments and some of the more mellow
modern instruments, much of the expanding section is nearly conical.
It is not worthwhile to model such compound horns in detail, since real
instruments do not conform precisely to any such oversimplified prescription.
The complications of mode tuning are illustrated, however, by consideration
of the frequencies of the input impedance maxima-which are the sounding
modes-for a compound horn consisting of a cylindrical and a conical section
smoothly joined together. Part of the complication is produced by the acoustical
mismatch at the joint, but similar mode behavior would be found for other
profiles.
The input impedance Zc for a conical horn of length Ll is given by
Eq. (8.51). We can simplify our discussion by taking the radiation impedance
ZL at the open mouth to be zero, giving, as another form of Eq. (8.53),

Zc =

jPc(cotkL

S;

I

1

+ kXl

)-1

'

(8.61)
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Fig. 8.18. Frequencies of the input impedance maxima for a compound horn, of the
shape shown, as a function of the fraction of horn length that is conical.
where Sl is the throat area and Xl is the distance from the throat to the vertex
of the cone, as shown in Fig. 8.18. We now take Zc as the terminating
impedance for the cylindrical section of length L z and matching area Sl'
From Eq. (8.23), the input impedance to the compound horn then becomes
infinite if

jZc sin kL z

+ (~~)COSkLz = 0,

(8.62)

and, with Eq. (8.61), this immediately leads to the condition

tankL z - cotkL l

-

(k~J = 0.

(8.63)

Solution of this equation for k = w/c then gives the frequencies of the impedance maxima. The same calculation for a cylinder joined to an exponential
horn would have used Eq. (8.52) and led to the formally similar result

tankL z -

G)

cot bL l

-

(I) =

0,

(8.64)
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The behavior of the frequencies of the first few modes of a cylinder-cone
compound horn of roughly trumpet dimensions is shown in Fig. 8.18. The
total length Ll + L2 and the mouth and throat areas are all kept constant,
while the fraction of the length that is conical is varied. Clearly, the frequency
variation of individual modes is complicated, but note that the modes of a
horn with half its length conical are nearly harmonic. Compound horns with
other profiles show rather similar behavior.
For a complete understanding of horn acoustics, we must, of course, include
the effect of the nonzero radiation impedance at the open mouth, take account
of wall losses if the horn is narrow, and calculate a complete impedance curve.
The mathematical apparatus for all this is contained in our discussion.

8.10. Perturbations
As a final part of this chapter, let us consider the effect of a small perturbation
in the shape of some idealized horn. This is important for several reasons.
The first of these is that if the effect of such perturbations is understood
then the instrument designer can use them to adjust the horn shape slightly
in order to properly align or displace horn resonances in which he or she is
interested. The second is that in instruments with finger holes in the side of
the horn perturbations are unavoidable, and it is important to understand and
control their effects.
Suppose that we know a standing wave solution Po(x, t) for a horn of profile
So(x) that corresponds to a mode of frequency wo, as described by Eq. (8.38),
with appropriate terminating impedances at each end of the horn. Now, let
the bore of the horn be altered by a small amount so that the new cross section
becomes
(8.65)
S(x, t) = So (x, t) + bS(x, t).
This perturbation will change the resonance frequency Wo to a new value w,
which we write
(8.66)
w = Wo + bw,
and the pressure distribution will become

p(x, t) = PPo(x, t)

+ Pl (x, t),

(8.67)

where P~ 1 and Pl is functionally orthogonal to Po. If we substitute Eqs.
(8.65), (8.66), and (8.67) into Eq. (8.38) and also use the unperturbed version of
Eq. (8.38) with So, w o, and Po, then we can collect all the terms of first order
in the perturbations to give

2w o bw

So dx dx

S5 dx dx

--'-=2-

C

.
PO + terms In Pl'

(8.68)

Now, we multiply by SoPo and integrate over the whole length of the horn.
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The terms in PI vanish since they are orthogonal to Po, and we find
(8.69)
where
N

=

f

(8.70)

SoP6 dx .

Clearly, these two equations allow us to calculate the shift bw in the resonance
frequency produced by the bore perturbation bS(x).
It is easiest to evaluate the effect of such perturbations by considering what
happens when the bore is enlarged by a small amount Ll at a position Xo.
To do this, we write
bS(y) = Ll b(x - x o),
(8.71 )
where b(x - x o) is a Dirac delta function. Substituting this into Eq. (8.69) we
find, since db(x - xo)/dx under an integral yields the negative of the derivative
of the integrand at x o, that
bw

o)]

= ~[~(po dP
2woN dx

dx

x=xo·

(8.72)

To see what this means, suppose that in some region of the horn the pressure pattern has a spatial variation like sin kx. Then the bracket in Eq. (8.72)
behaves like cos 2kx o . Thus, when the perturbation is near a maximum in
the pressure variation (sin kxo ~ 1), cos 2kxo ~ -1 and bw has its maximum
negative value. Conversely, if sin kxo ~ 0, then cos 2kxo ~ + 1, so that near
a maximum in the velocity bw has its maximum positive value. Both these
remarks assume that Ll is positive, so that the bore is being enlarged by the
perturbation. Opposite conclusions apply for a constriction in the bore. Since
different modes have their pressure maxima at different places in the horn, it
is possible to change the relative frequencies of selected modes and so effect
musically desirable changes in the behavior of the horn.
A few examples make this point clear. Suppose we consider the modes of
a cylindrical pipe open at the end x = 0 and closed at the other end, x = L.
The nth normal mode then has a pressure pattern like sin[(2n - l)nx/2L].
If the pipe diameter is enlarged near the open end (x = 0) then, by Eq. (8.72),
bw is positive for all n, and the frequencies of all modes are raised. Conversely,
if the diameter is enlarged near the closed end, the frequencies of all modes
are lowered.
More interesting is the case in which the bore is enlarged at a point
one-third of the length away from the closed end, that is at x = 2L/3. The
bracket in Eq. (8.72) then behaves like cos(2n/3) = -0.5 for the first mode,
n = 1, and like cos 2n = + 1 for the second mode, n = 2. Thus, the frequency
of the first mode is lowered while that of the second mode is raised.
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8.11. Numerical Calculations
With the ready availability of computers, it is often practically convenient,
though generally less instructive, to calculate the behavior of horns numerically.
This can be done conveniently only in the plane-wave approximation or the
local spherical-wave approximation, so that its accurate use is limited to horns
with small flare, but this is adequate for many wind instruments.
The bare bones of the procedure have already been set out, but its use in
this way has not been made explicit. The basis of the method is the recognition
that an arbitrary horn can always be represented to very good accuracy by
a succession of small conical sections joined end to end. In the limit in which
the length of the sections becomes infinitesimal, the representation is exact.
Now, in the spherical-wave approximation, the input impedance of a section
of conical horn of length L is related to its terminating impedance ZL by
Eq. (8.51). Indeed, if the length L is small so that the cross section is nearly
constant, the propagation constant k in Eq. (8.51) can be made complex to
allow for wall losses according to Eqs. (8.14), (8.15), and (8.35). To make
a numerical calculation for an arbitrary horn therefore, we simply start from
the open end, with ZL the radiation impedance shown in Fig. 8.8. We then use
Eq. (8.51) successively for short distances back along the horn until the input
throat is reached. A modification of the program readily allows the pressure
distribution along the horn to be calculated at the same time. In Chapters
14-16, we will refer to calculations for particular musical instruments that
have been carried out in this way.
For the plane-wave version of this calculation, which trades off a simpler
calculation at each step against an increased number of steps, we can approximate the horn by a series of very short cylindrical sections. Equation (8.23)
replaces the more complicated conical form ofEq. (8.51), but each cylindrical
section must be made very short in order to give a reasonable approximation
for a flaring horn.

8.12. The Time Domain
Nearly all of our discussion has been carried on in the frequency domain-we
have examined the propagation in a horn of sinusoidal waves of steady
frequency w. While this is generally the most convenient framework in which
to study the physics of musical instruments, it is sometimes helpful to revert to
the time domain and examine the buildup and propagation of pressure disturbances along the horn and their reflection from its open end. This is clearly
a good way to treat the initial transients of musical sounds, and the timedomain method can also be used for steady tones. Formally, treatment of a
problem in the time domain or the frequency domain must give identical
results, but in practice we are forced to make approximations in our analysis
in order to get a reasonable answer, and the nature of these approximations
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can be quite different in the two cases, so that one can usually be employed
more easily than the other (Schumacher, 1981; McIntyre et aI., 1983).
In Sections 8.3 and 8.7, we gave explicit expressions for the input impedance
Z(co) of horns of various profiles, while Figs. 8.11 and 8.15 illustrated the
behavior of Z(co) relative to the characteristic impedance Zo = pelSI of an
infinite cylindrical tube having the same area SI as the throat of the hom. In
general, Z(co) displays a long series of more or less sharp impedance peaks at
frequencies COn that are, for useful musical instruments, related moderately
closely to some harmonic series ncoo.
If now we seek the pressure waveform p(t) observed in the mouth of the
hom when the acoustic flow into it is U(t), we can proceed in two ways. Either
we express U(t) as a Fourier integral,

L:
f:

U(co)e jrol dco,

(8.73)

Z(co)U(co)e jrol dco

(8.74)

U(t) =

and use the definition of Z(co) to write
p(t) =

or else we define an impulse response function G(t - t'), which gives the
pressure response at time t to a unit impulse of flow at time t', and then write
directly the convolution integral
p(t) =

foo G(t -

t')U(t')dt'.

(8.75)

As we remarked before, these results are formally equivalent, and, indeed,
the impulse response function G(t) can be shown to be simply the Fourier
transform of the impedance function Z(co).
As Schumacher (1981) has pointed out, the problem with using Eq. (8.75)
as a computational formula from which to derive p(t) arises from the fact that
G(t - t') has a considerable extension in time; an acoustic flow pulse injected
into the hom reflects from its two ends for some tens of periods before its
amplitude is reduced enough for it to become negligible. This follows at once
from the sharply peaked nature of Z(co), which is an equivalent feature in
the frequency domain.
A useful way out of this computational problem is to note that for a short
time after the injection of a flow pulse and before any reflections have returned
to the throat from discontinuities along the hom the input impedance of
a cylindrical hom is the simple resistive quantity ZOo This suggests that we
should write
(8.76)
G(t) = Zo <5(t) + G(t),
where <5(t) is a Dirac delta function. It is clear then that G(t) :::::: 0 for t less than
the wave transit time r from the throat of the hom to the first significant
reflecting discontinuity-often the open mouth-and back. In fact G(t) is
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the impulse response of the horn if it is assumed that its throat is blocked
by a nonreflecting termination. G(t) shows the effect of reflections from all
irregularities along the horn as well as the reflection from its open mouth.
Schumacher (1981) has shown that G(t) can be usefully expressed as the
Fourier transform ofthe reflection coefficient r(w) of the horn as seen from its
throat, as defined by

r(w) = Z(w) - Zo,
Z(w) + Zo

(8.77)

and from this he derives the result

p(t) = ZoU(t)

+

tXl r(t')[ZoU(t -

t')

+ p(t -

t')]dt',

(8.78)

where r(t) is the Fourier transform of r(w). It turns out that r(t) is nearly zero
for t less than the wave transit time r and that r(t) has a significantly smaller
extension in time than the original impulse function G(t). It is therefore
relatively straightforward to use Eq. (8.78) as an integral equation from which
to calculate numerically the transient behavior of a tube-loaded acoustic
generator.
As an example, let us apply Eqs. (8.77) and (8.78) to the case of a uniform
cylindrical tube open at its far end. Neglecting radiation corrections at the
open mouth, we have, from Eq. (8.25),
Z = jZo tankL,

(8.79)

where L is the length of the tube and k = w/e. Then, from Eq. (8.77),

r(w) = _e-2jwLjc.

(8.80)

Taking the Fourier transform,

r(t) = -

f ejwte-jwLjcdw =

-t5(t - r),

(8.81)

where
(8.82)

r = 2L/e.

Substituting into Eq. (8.78), we find

p(t) = Zo U(t) - Zo U(t - r) - p(t - r),

(8.83)

and applying Eq. (8.78) again to p(t - r),

p(t)

= p(t -

2r)

+ Zo[U(t) -

2U(t - r)

+ U(t -

2r)].

(8.84)

For a lip-driven or reed-driven instrument, Zo U(t) is always much smaller
than p(t), since the excitation mechanism is pressure controlled. We can
therefore neglect the U terms to give

p(t) = p(t - 2r),

(8.85)

so that the pipe acts as a quarter-wave resonator with frequency 1/2r = e/4L.
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The behavior of a nearly complete conical horn is rather more complex and
really requires a different derivation, but the pressure wave reflects to the
throat with a time delay -r given by Eq. (8.82) as before. When we consider
Eq. (8.83), however, we find from Eqs. (6.26) and (6.27) that the terms Zo U
behave like 1/r2 near the origin and so dominate the terms in p, which behave
like l/r. We can therefore ignore the p terms in Eq. (8.83) and conclude that,
in the steady state,
(8.86)
U(t) = U(t - -r),
so that the horn acts as a half-wave resonator with frequency 1/-r = e/2L.
A detailed discussion of the impulse response of a conical horn has been
given by Ayers et al. (1985) and includes the more complex case when the
conical frustum is not nearly complete.
For a more general type of horn, such as is found in brass wind instruments,
there is usually an initial cylindrical section which then flares to conical
or Bessel form near the mouth. We expect the reflection behavior to be
intermediate between that of a cylinder and a cone of the same length, but the
reflected pulse will be considerably distorted by dispersion effects. Details can
be found either by direct measurement or by taking the Fourier transform of
the input impedance.
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Part III
String Instruments

CHAPTER 9

Guitars and Lutes

The modern six-string guitar is a descendant of the sixteenth-century Spanish
vihuela, which has its roots in antiquity. Although Boccherini and other
composers of the eighteenth century included the guitar in some of their
chamber music, the establishment of the guitar as a concert instrument took
place largely in the nineteenth century. Fernando Sor (1778-1839) was the
first of a long line of Spanish virtuosos and composers for the guitar.
The Spanish luthier Antonio de Torres (1817-1892) contributed much to
the development of the modern classical guitar when he enlarged the body
and introduced a fan-shaped pattern of braces to the top plate. Francisco
Tarrega (1852-1909), perhaps the greatest of all nineteenth century players,
introduced the apoyando stroke and generally extended the expressive capabilities of the guitar. Excellent accounts of the historical development of the
guitar are given by Jahnel (1981) and by Turnbull (1974).

9.1. Design and Construction of Guitars
The modern guitar, shown in Fig. 9.1, has 6 strings, about 65 cm in length,
tuned to E 2 , A2 , D 3 , G 3 , B3 , and E4 (f = 82, 110, 147, 196,247, and 330 Hz).
The top is usually cut from spruce or redwood, planed to a thickness of about
2.5 mm. The back, also about 2.5 mm thick, is usually a hardwood, such as
rosewood, mahogany, or maple. Both the top and back plates are braced, the
bracing of the top plate being one of the critical design parameters.
Acoustic guitars generally fall into one of four families of design: classical,
flamenco, flat top (or folk), and arch top. Classical and flamenco guitars have
nylon strings; flat top and arch top guitars have steel strings. Steel string
guitars usually have a steel rod embedded inside the neck, and their soundboards are provided with crossed bracing. Several designs for bracing are
shown in Fig. 9.2.
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F ig. 9.1. An exploded view of a guitar, showing its construction (Rossing, 1982a).

Fig. 9.2. Various designs for bracing a guitar sound board: (a) traditional (Torres) fan
bracing; (b) Bouchet (France); (c) Ramirez (Spain); (d) crossed bracing (Rossing, 1982a).

9.2. The Guitar as a System of Coupled Vibrators
The guitar can be considered to be a system of coupled vibrators. The plucked
strings radiate only a small amount of sound directly, but they excite the
bridge and top plate, which in turn transfer energy to the air cavity, ribs, and
back plate. Sound is radiated efficiently by the vibrating plates and through
the sound hole.
Figure 9.3 is a simple schematic of a guitar. At low frequency, the top plate
transmits energy to the back via both the ribs and the air cavity; the bridge
essentially acts as part of the top plate. At high frequency, however, most of
the sound is radiated by the top plate, and the mechanical properties of the
btidge may become significant.
Most of these elements have already been discussed separately. Vibrations
of a plucked string were discussed in Section 2.8; plates were discussed in
Chapter 3; coupled systems were discussed in Chapter 4; and sound radiation
was discussed in Chapter 7. We now proceed to examine them in more detail
and apply them to the guitar.

9.3. Force Exerted by the String

;---

Bridge

Top
plate

~
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Fig. 9.3. Simple schematic of a guitar. At low frequency, sound is radiated by the top
and back plates and the soundhole. At high frequency, most of the sound is radiated
by the top plate.

9.3. Force Exerted by the String
The force exerted by a plucked string on the bridge can be estimated by
reference to Fig. 2.8. To a first approximation, the force normal to the top
plate will be T sin e, and the force parallel to the top plate T cos e, where T is
the string tension and eis the angle between the string and the plate.
The tension T changes during the cycle, however, as the length ofthe string
changes (see Fig. 2.8). If the string has a cross-sectional area A and an elastic
(Young's) modulus E, we can write
T=
For small

EA

To+~T= To+-~L.

Lo

e, the transverse and longitudinal forces become
FT = (To
FL

+ ~T)sine,

= (To + ~T)cos()

~

To

+ ~T =

To

EA

+ -~L.
Lo

The change in the transverse force during a cycle is primarily due to the change
in the direction or slope. If the string is displaced through a distance d at a
point f3Lo from the bridge and then released,

.e

SIn 1 ~

d
f3 L o

and

.e

SIn 2 =

d

(1 - f3)Lo

The change in the longitudinal force, on the other hand, is due mainly to
the slight change in length of the string during the cycle. The maximum value
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1.25 Tod/L

t

Fig. 9.4. Waveform of the force on a guitar bridge when a string is plucked with a
displacement d = t ofthe distance from the bridge to the nut (similar waveforms were
calculated by Houtsma et aI., 1975).

of fl.L is given by
fl.L max = Jf32L~ + d 2 +

d2
2Lo

~-x

1

13(1 - 13)

J(l -

f3)2L~ + d 2 - Lo

.

The minimum value of fl.L is
fl.

L min =

4132L 2
0

+ (1

- 213)2 L~ d2
(1 _ 13)2 L~

+

d2
1 - 213
--x-----:---~
- 2Lo 213(1 - 13)2 .
For 13 = 1/5, fl.L max = 3.13d 2/L o, fl.L min = 0.94d 2/L o, sin 81 = 5d/L o, and
sin 82 = (5/4)d/L o. The force waveforms are shown in Fig. 9.4.
For a typical high-E nylon string, Lo = 65 em, A = 0.36 mm 2, E = 5 X 10 8
N/m2 and To = 82 N. For a deflection d = 3 mm, Tod/Lo = 0.38 Nand
EAd2/L~ = 0.038 N, so the maximum transverse force is roughly 16 times
greater than the maximum increase in longitudinal force; more importantly,
the amplitude ofthe transverse force pulses is about 40 times greater than the
longitudinal pulses and they couple more efficiently to the top plate. However,
the longitudinal force pulses are proportional to d2 compared to d for the
transverse pulses, so the difference diminishes with increasing amplitude.
The elastic (Young's) modulus for steel is about 40 times greater than for
nylon, and static string tensions are about 50% greater, so the longitudinal
and transverse force amplitudes will be more nearly equal.
Note that both FT and FL increase in amplitude as 13 is made smaller; in fact
for 13 « 1, both are proportional to 1/13, so plucking nearer the bridge not
only leads to greater forces on the bridge but also to an emphasis on the higher
harmonics. A larger plucking force is required to achieve the same deflection
d, however.
The waveforms and spectra of the transverse bridge force for an ideal
flexible string plucked at its center (13 = t), one-fifth (13 = !), and one-twentieth
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Fig. 9.5. Waveforms and spectra of the transverse bridge force for a string plucked at
its center (a), at t of its length (b), and at lo of its length (c) from the bridge. Also shown
above the waveforms are the string shapes at successive intervals during the vibration
period (Fletcher, 1976b).
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(13 = 210) of its length from the bridge are shown in Fig. 9.5. Also shown above
the waveforms are the string shapes at successive intervals during the vibration
period (compare Fig. 2.8). Note that each 13th harmonic is missing from the
spectra. Fourier analysis of the transverse force gives the following expression
for the amplitude Fn of nth harmonic (Fletcher, 1976a):
2dTo
1
.
Fn = - - f3(
13 sm f3nn.
nnLo 1 - )

Well below the first missing harmonic, sin f3nn ::::: f3nn, so
2dTo
Lo

F~
n -

nf3 « 1.

The discussion thus far has assumed an ideal flexible string, rigid end
supports, and a plectrum that is ideally sharp and hard. In the case of a soft
broad plectrum, the initial shape of the string before release is two straight
segments joined by a smooth curVe rather than a sharp angle. If the width of
the soft plectrum is 15, then modes with wavelengths shorter than about 215 are
excited very little. This is equivalent to a high-frequency cutoff in the string
spectrum at a mode number n ::::: Lib (Fletcher, 1976a).
Some effects of string stiffness Were discussed in Sections 2.18 and 2.19 and
of nonrigid end supports in Section 2.12. If one of the supports is not rigid,
nonlinear mode coupling causeS the missing harmonics to be excited, typically
with a time constant of 0.1 s (Legge and Fletcher, 1984).
It is well known by guitar players that guitar strings, especially the lower
strings which are wrapped, become "dead" after a short period of playing. The
aging problem is especially critical for steel strings. This problem has been
studied theoretically and experimentally in steel strings (Allen, 1976) and in
nylon strings (Hanson, 1985), and the conclusion seems to be that the main
cause is increased damping due to foreign material that quickly becomes
imbedded between the windings. Boiling the strings in a cleaning solution
often rejuvenates them.
The tension needed to bring a string to the right pitch depends, of course,
on the mass of the string, which in turn depends upon its diameter. Players
select strings of different gauges, and thus string tensions vary from one
instrument to another. Nylon strings typically require tensions of 50 to 80 N,
whereas steel strings require tensions of 100 to 180 N. There appears to be
some advantage in selecting string gauges in such a way that the tensions in
all six strings will be nearly the same (Houtsma, 1975).

9.4. Modes of Vibration of Component Parts
A guitar top plate vibrates in many modes; those of low frequency bear
considerable resemblance to the modes of a rectangular plate described in
Chapter 3. The mode shape and frequencies change quite markedly when
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Fig. 9.6. Vibration modes of a guitar plate blank (without braces) with a free edge
(adapted from Rossing, 1982b).

the braces are added, however, and in addition, they are totally different if
the plate is tested with its edge free, clamped, or simply supported (hinged).
Relatively few studies of guitar top plate modes, especially with a free edge,
have been reported.
Figure 9.6 shows the observed mode shapes and frequencies of a guitar
plate without braces (with a free edge), and Fig. 9.7 shows the modes calculated
for a plate with traditional fan bracing (also with a free edge), which are
reported to be in good agreement with observed mode frequencies and shapes
(Richardson and Roberts, 1985). Mode shapes and frequencies for the first five
modes in a classical guitar sans back are shown in Fig. 9.8. These are also in
reasonably good agreement with the modes calculated by Richardson and
Roberts (1985) for a clamped edge, although the actual boundary condition
probably is somewhere between clamped and hinged.
Obviously, the observed modal shapes and frequencies of the top plate
depend upon the exact boundary conditions and acoustic environment during
testing. A very convenient and readily reproducible arrangement is to immobilize the back and ribs of the guitar (in sand, for example) and to close the
soundhole; a number of guitars have been tested in this way by various
investigators.
Figure 9.9(a) shows the modes of a folk guitar top measured with the back
and ribs in sand and the soundhole closed by a lightweight sheet of balsa wood.
The modes are quite similar to those of the classical guitar in Fig. 9.8, except
that the (1,0) mode now occurs at a higher frequency than the (0, 1) mode, and
the (2,0) mode has moved up in frequency and changed its shape because of
the crossed bracing.
Generally, the back plate of a guitar is rather simply braced with a center
strip and three (most classical guitars) or four (folk guitars) cross braces, as
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Fig. 9.7. Vibration modes of a classical guitar top plate with traditional fan bracing
(adapted from Richardson and Roberts, 1985).

Fig. 9.S. Vibration modes of a classical guitar top plate glued to fixed ribs but without
the back (Jansson, 1971).

shown in Fig. 9.9(b). Some vibrational modes of the back are shown in Fig.
9.9(b).
Also shown in Fig. 9.9 are the modes of the air cavity of a folk guitar. These
were measured with the top, back, and ribs immobilized in sand but with the
soundhole open. The lowest mode is the Helmholtz resonance, whose frequency is determined by the cavity volume and the soundhole diameter. 1
Higher air modes resemble the standing waves in a rectangular box.
Frequencies of the principal modes of the top plate, back plate, and air
cavity in two folk guitars and two classical guitars are given in Table 9.1. The
1 There is also a small dependence upon the cavity shape and the sound hole placement,
but these are usually not variables in guitar design. The term "Helmholtz resonance"
is sometimes applied to the lowest resonance of the guitar (around 90-100 Hz), but
this resonance involves considerable motion of the top and back plates.
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Fig. 9.9. (a) Modes of a folk guitar top (Martin D-28) with the back and ribs in sand.
(b) Modes of the back with the top and ribs in sand. (c) Modes of the air cavity with
the guitar body in sand. Modal designations are given above the figures and modal
frequencies below (Rossing et a!., 1985).

Table 9.1. Frequencies of the principal modes of the top plate, back plate, and air
cavity in four guitars."
Top plate
Folk
Martin D-28
Martin D-35
Classical
Kohno 30
Conrad

(0,0)

(0,1)

(1,0)

(0,2)

(1,1)

(0,3)

(2,0)

(1,2)

163
135

326
219

390
313

431
397

643
576

733
626

756
648

777

183
163

388
261

296
228

466
382

558
474

Back plate
Folk
Martin D-28
Martin D-35
Classical
Kohno 30
Conrad

(0,0)

(0,1)

(0,2)

(1,0)

(0,3)

165
160

257
231

337
306

369
354

204
229

285
277

368
344

H(Ao)
(Helmholtz)

Al
(0,1)

121
118
118
127

Air cavity
Folk
Martin D-28
Martin D-35
Classical
Kohno 30
Conrad
a

From Rossing et al. (1985).

616
497

660

(1,1)

(2,0)

(1,2)

480
467

509
501

678
677

693

417
495

537
481

566
573

646
830

856
611

A2
(1,0)

A3
(1,1)

A4
(0,2)

As
(2,0)

383
392

504
512

652
666

722
730

956
975

396
391

560
558

674
711

780
772

1033
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main difference is in the relative frequencies of the (1, 0) and (0, 1) modes in the
top plates. In the fan-braced classical guitars, the (0,1) mode occurs at a higher
frequency than the (1,0) mode, while in the cross-braced top plate of the folk
guitars and in all the back plates, the reverse is true. In the Martin D-28, the
fundamental modes of the top plate and back plate are tuned to almost the
same frequency.

9.5. Coupling of the Top Plate to the Air Cavity:
Two-Oscillator Model
If we ignore, for the moment, motion of the back plate and ribs, the guitar can
be viewed as a two-mass vibrating system of the type discussed in Chapter 4,
particularly Section 4.6. The two-mass model and its electrical equivalent
circuit are shown in Fig. 9.10. The vibrating strings apply a force F(t) to the
top plate, whose mass and stiffness are represented by mp and kp. A second
piston of mass mh represents the mass of air in the soundhole, and the volume
V of enclosed air acts as the second spring.
The equivalent electrical circuit in Fig. 9.10(b), one of several possible
choices for representing Fig. 9.10(a), is an acoustical impedance representation (Beranek, 1954). The equivalent voltage is the force applied to the top
plate divided by the effective top plate area, and the equivalent currents are
volume velocities (in m 3 /s). The following symbols are used:

A;

Mp = mp/ is the inertance (mass/area) of the top plate (kg/m4),
= mh / A~ is the inertance of air in the soundhole (kg/m4),
Cp = A2/Kp is the compliance of the top plate (N/m 5 ),
Cv = V/pc 2 is the compliance of the enclosed air (N/m 5 ),
Up is the volume velocity of the top plate (m 3 /s),
Uh is the volume velocity of air in the soundhole (m 3 /s),
Rp is the loss (mechanical and radiative) in the top plate,
Rh is the due to radiation from the soundhole, and
Rv is the loss in the enclosure.
Mh

F(t)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9.10. (a) Two-mass model representing the motion of a guitar with a rigid back
plate and ribs. (b) Equivalent electrical circuit for the two-mass model. The equivalent
currents are volume velocities (Rossing et aI., 1985).

9.6. Coupling to the Back Plate: Three-Oscillator Model

100

200
Frequency (Hz)

217

300

Fig. 9.11. Low-frequency response curve for a Martin D-28 folk guitar with its back
plate and ribs immobilized in sand. The bridge was driven on its treble side by a
sinusoidal force of constant amplitude, and the acceleration was recorded at the driving
point.

The two-mass model predicts two resonances with an antiresonance between them. At the lower resonance, air flows out of the soundhole in phase
with the inward moving top plate. In the equivalent circuit in Fig. 9.9(b), this
corresponds to Up and Uv being essentially in phase (they would be exactly in
phase if Rb = Rv = O). At the upper resonance, Up and Ub are essentially
opposite in phase; that is, air moves into the soundhole when the top plate
moves inward. The antiresonance represents the Helmholtz resonance of the
enclosure; Uv and Ub are equal and opposite, and thus Up is a minimum. This
behavior, which is dominant in a guitar at low frequency, is analogous to that
of a loudspeaker in a bass reflex enclosure (Caldersmith, 1978).
In Fig. 9.11, the response curve for a folk guitar, with its back and ribs
immobilized, illustrates the two-mass model. The two resonances occur at f1
and f2 and the antiresonance atfA' The two resonances f1 and f2 will span the
lowest top plate mode fp and the Helmholtz resonance fA; that is, fA and fp
will lie between f1 and f2' In fact, it can be shown that fl + fl = f1 + f/
(Ross and Rossing, 1979; Christensen and Vistisen, 1980). If fp > fA (as it is in
most guitars, fA will lie closer to f1 than to f2 (Meyer, 1974).

9.6. Coupling to the Back Plate: Three-Oscillator Model
A three-oscillator model that includes the motion of the back is shown in Fig.
9.12 along with its electrical equivalent circuit. The ribs are immobilized, so
that the coupling of the top plate to the back plate is via the enclosed air.
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F(t)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9.12. (a) Three-mass model of a guitar representing coupled motion of the top
plate, back plate, and enclosed air. (b) Equivalent electrical circuit for three-mass
model. Symbols are similar to those used in Fig. 9.10 (Rossing et aI., 1985).

Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 9.13. Frequency response curve predicted by the three-mass model. A third
resonance and a second antiresonance have been added to the response curve of the
two-mass model.

Additional circuit elements are the mass M b , compliance Cb , loss R b , and
volume velocity Ub of the back plate.
The response curve for the three-mass model has a third resonance and a
second antiresonance, as shown in Fig. 9.13. In addition fl has been moved
to a slightly lower frequency, and f2 may be moved either upward (for fb < fp)
or downward (for fb > fp), depending upon the resonance frequencies fp and
fb of the top and back alone (Christensen, 1982). In most guitars, fb > f p, so
both fl and f2 are shifted downward by interaction with the flexible back
(Meyer, 1974).
The three-mass model predicts that f/ + fl = fl + ft This relationship
has been verified by experimental measurements in several guitars with the
ribs immobilized (Rossing, et al., 1985).

9.7. Resonances of a Guitar Body
The frequency response of a guitar is characterized by a series of resonances
and anti resonances. In order to determine the vibrational configuration of the
instrument at each of its major resonances, it is usually driven sinusoidally at
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one or more points, and its motion observed optically, acoustically, electrically, or mechanically. Optical sensing techniques include holographic interferometry (Stetson, 1981) and laser velocimetry (Boullosa, 1981). Acoustical
detection techniques have included using an array of microphones (Strong
et aI., 1982) and scanning with a single microphone (Ross and Rossing, 1979).
An electrical pickup relies on variation in capacitance as the instrument
vibrates, and a mechanical pickup consists of an accelerometer or a velocity
transducer of very small mass (such as a phonograph cartridge).
The response function depends upon the location of the driving point and
sensing point and also on how the guitar is supported. A driving point on the
bridge is usually selected, but for at least one prominent resonance there is a
nodal line near the bridge, and thus it may be overlooked when the drive point
or the sensing point lies on the bridge. It is difficult to overemphasize the
importance of clearly describing the driving and sensing points and the
method of support when reporting experimental results. Suspending the guitar
by rubber bands has proved to be quite a satisfactory test configuration.
The configuration of a guitar at one of its resonances is often called a mode
of vibration, but it is not necessarily a normal mode or eigenmode of the
system. A resonance may result from exciting two or more normal modes.
Only when the spacing of the normal modes is large compared with their
natural widths does the vibration pattern at a resonance closely resemble that
of a normal mode of vibration (Arnold and Weinreich, 1982).
When a guitar is driven at the bridge, the lowest resonance is usually a
barlike bending mode. In the Martin D-28 folk guitar that we tested, it
occurred at 55 Hz, and probably has little or no musical importance because
it lies well below the lowest string frequency. Barlike bending modes at higher
frequencies should not be overlooked, however.
Most guitars have three strong resonances in the 100-200 Hz range due to
coupling between the (0,0) top and back modes and the Ao (Helmholtz) air
mode. In addition to the coupling via air motion discussed in Section 9.6, the
top and back plates in a free guitar are coupled through the motion of the ribs.
At the lowest of the three resonances, however, the top and back plates move
in opposite directions (i.e., the guitar "breathes" in and out ofthe soundhole),
and so the motion of the free guitar is very little different from the case in which
the ribs are clamped. In the D-28, this breathing mode occurs at 102 Hz.
The other two resonances that result from (O,O)-type motion of the component parts usually occur a little above and below 200 Hz, depending upon
the stiffness of the top and back plates. In the D-28, they occur at 193 and 204
Hz, as shown in Fig. 9.14. Note the motion of the air in the soundhole; in the
upper two resonances, it moves in the same direction as the top plate, thus
resulting in strong radiation of sound. At the middle resonance, the lower ribs
and tail block move opposite to the main part of the top and back plates. Thus,
clamping the ribs lowers this resonance considerably (from 193 to 169 Hz in
the D-28; compare Fig. 9.13).
The (1,0) modes in the top plate, back plate, and air cavity generally
combine to give at least one strong resonance around 300 Hz in a classical
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Fig. 9.14. Vibrational motion of a freely supported Martin D-28 folk guitar at three
strong resonances in the low-frequency range.
436 Hz

~
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Fig. 9.15. Vibrational configurations of a Martin D-28 guitar at two resonances
resulting from "see-saw" motion of the (1 , 0) type.

873 Hz(Q=75)

980 Hz (Q =48)

1010 Hz (Q=80)

1174 Hz(Q=58)

1194 HZ(Q=39)

Fig. 9.16. Time-averaged holographic interferograms of top-plate modes of a guitar
(Guitar BRI1). The resonant frequencies and Q values of each mode are shown below
the interferograms (Richardson and Roberts, 1985).
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guitar but closer to 400 Hz in a cross-braced folk guitar. In the D-28, this
coupling is quite strong at 377 Hz. Motion of the (0,1) type also leads to fairly
strong resonances around 400 Hz in most guitars (Fig. 9.15).
Above 400 Hz, the coupling between top and back plate modes appears to
be relatively weak, and so the observed resonances are due to resonances in
one or the other of the two plates. A fairly prominent (2,0) top plate resonance
is usually observed in classical guitars around 550 Hz, but this mode is much
less prominent in folk guitars. Vibrational configurations of a classical guitar
top plate at its principal resonance are shown in Fig. 9.16.

9.8. Response to String Forces
In Section 9.3, we considered the parallel and perpendicular forces a string
exerts on the bridge when it is plucked. The parallel force at twice the fundamental string frequency was found to be small at ordinary playing amplitudes
but increases quadratically, so it can become a factor in loud playing. This
force exerts a torque whose magnitude depends upon the bridge height and
which could be a factor if it occurred at a frequency near a resonance of the
(0,1), (0,2), or similar mode having a node near the bridge.
There are, of course, an infinite number of planes in which the string can
vibrate; we consider the directions parallel and perpendicular to the bridge.
The force parallel to the bridge encourages rocking motion, and thus it can
easily excite resonances of the (1,0) type. A perpendicular force anywhere on
the bridge can excite the fundamental (0,0) resonances, and if it is applied at
the treble or bass sides, it can excite the (1,0) resonances as well.
The effect of various string forces can be better understood by referring to
the holographic interferograms in Fig. 9.17. These show the distortion of the
top plate that results from static perpendicular and parallel bridge forces and
also a torque caused by twisting one of the center strings.

Fig. 9.17. Holographic interferograms showing top plate distortions for (a) a static force
at 1.0 N applied to the sixth string parallel to the bridge, (b) a force of 0.5 N applied
to the first string perpendicular to the bridge, (c) a longitudinal force of 2.0 N applied
to the first string, and (d) a torque caused by twisting the third string one full turn
(Jansson, 1982).
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Time

Time

Fig. 9.18. Decay rates of guitar tone for different plucking directions (Jansson, 1983).

Presumably, a player can greatly alter the tone of a guitar by adjusting the
angle through which the string is plucked. Not only do forces parallel and
perpendicular to the bridge excite different sets of resonances, but they result
in tones that have different decay rates, as shown in Fig. 9.18. When the string
is plucked perpendicular to the top plate, a strong but rapidly decaying tone
is obtained. When the string is plucked parallel to the plate, on the other hand,
a weaker but longer tone results. Thus, a guitar tone can be regarded as having
a compound decay rate, as shown in Fig. 9.18(c). The spectra of the initial and
final parts of the tone vary substantially, as do the decay rates.

Apoyando

Tirando

Fig. 9.19. Finger motion and resulting string motion of apoyando and tirando strokes.
In the apoyando stroke, the finger comes to rest on an adjacent string; in the tirando
stroke, it rises enough to clear it (after Taylor, 1978).
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Classical guitarists use primarily two strokes, called apoyando and tirando
(sometimes called the rest and free strokes). The fingernail acts as sort of a
ramp, converting some of the horizontal motion of the finger into vertical
motion of the string, as shown in Fig. 9.19. Although the apoyando stroke
tends to induce slightly more vertical string motion, there is little difference
between the two strokes in this regard. The player can change the balance
between horizontal and vertical string motion by varying the angle of the
fingertip, however (Taylor, 1978).

9.9. Sound Radiation
Sound radiation from a guitar, like any musical instrument, depends on
direction and frequency. Even with sinusoidal excitation at a single point (such
as the bridge), the radiated sound field is complicated, because several different
modes of vibration with different patterns of radiation will be excited at the
same time. As pointed out in Section 7.6, some low-frequency modes will
radiate quite efficiently when driven well above their natural frequency. This
tends to smooth out the sound spectrum, even when measured in a single
direction. Figure 9.20 shows the sound spectrum one meter in front of a Martin
D-28 folk guitar in an anechoic room when a sinusoidal force of 0.15 N is
applied to the treble side ofthe bridge. Also shown is the mechanical frequency
response curve (acceleration level versus frequency). Note that most of the
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Fig. 9.20. Mechanical frequency response and sound spectrum I m in front of a Martin
D-28 folk guitar driven by a sinusoidal force ofO.15 N applied to the treble side ofthe
bridge. Solid curve, sound spectrum; dashed curves, acceleration level at the driving
point.
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Fig. 9.21. Sound radiation patterns at four resonance frequencies in a Martin D-28 folk
guitar (compare with Figs. 9.14 and 9.15, which show the corresponding vibrational
configurations) (from Popp and Rossing, 1986).

mechanical resonances result in peaks in the radiated sound, but that the
strong resonances around 376 Hz and 436 Hz [which represent "seesaw"
motion (see Fig. 9.15)J do not radiate strongly in this direction. The "air
pumping" mode at 102 Hz radiates efficiently through the soundhole.
Figure 9.21 shows polar sound radiation patterns in an anechoic room for
the modes at 102,204,376, and 436 Hz. The modes at 102 and 204 Hz radiate
quite efficiently in all directions, as would be expected in view of their mode
shapes (see Fig. 9.14). Radiation at 376 Hz, however, shows a dipole character,
and at 436 a strong quadrupole character is apparent, as expected from Fig.
9.15 (Popp and Rossing, 1986).
In an ordinary listening room, the directionality of the sound radiation is
obscured by reflections from the walls, ceiling, and other surfaces. Furthermore, the sound spectrum for plucked notes will be quite different from that
obtained by applying a sinusoidal driving force to the bridge. Nevertheless,
quite a different sound spectrum can be expected at every different location in
the room.

9.10. Resonances, Radiated Sound, and Quality
The output spectrum of the guitar may be constructed by multiplying the
bridge force spectrum (Fig. 9.5) by the frequency response function of the
guitar body. This is greatly complicated, however, by the rapid change in the
force spectrum with time after the pluck (see Fig. 9.18 and related text).
Caldersmith and Jansson (1980) measured the initial sound level and the
rate of sound decay for played notes on guitars of high and medium quality.
They found that both the initial sound level and the rate of decay replicate the
frequency response curve of the guitar, as shown in Fig. 9.22. At strong
resonances, however, the initial levels are slightly lower, and the levels dec:ay
faster than predicted by the frequency response curves.
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110
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Frequency (Hz)
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440

Fig. 9.22. Comparison of the sound level of the fundamentals of played notes (bars) to
the guitar frequency response function (solid curve) with its level adjusted for a good
fit. A graph of the rate of sound decay (dB/s) versus frequency similarly follows the
frequency response curve (Caldersmith and Jansson, 1980).

The results of these experiments suggested one criterion for quality in a
guitar. The high-quality guitar had both a higher initial sound level and a
faster decay rate than the guitar of medium quality, especially for the sixth
string, and it would probably be the instrument of choice in a concert hall.
However, the instrument with the slower decay rate might well be preferred
for playing slow music in a small, quiet room.
Some extensive listening tests were conducted at the PhysikalischTechnische Bundesanstalt in Braunschweig, Germany, to try to correlate
quality in guitars to their measured frequency response (Meyer, 1983a). Some
of the features that showed the greatest correlation with high quality were
1. the peak level of the third resonance (around 400 Hz),

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

the amount by which this resonance stands above the resonance curve level,
the sharpness (Q value) of this resonance,
the average level of third octaves in the range 80-125 Hz,
the average level of third octaves in the range 250-400 Hz,
the average level of third octaves in the range 315-500 Hz,
the average level of third octaves in the range 80-1000 Hz, and
the peak level of the second resonance (around 200 Hz).

Negative correlations were found with
1. the sharpness (Q) of first resonance (around 100 Hz),
2. the average level of third octaves in the range 160-250 Hz,
3. the maximum of the third octave levels above 1250 Hz, and
4. splitting of the second resonance into two peaks.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9.23. Examples of asymmetric top plates.

It is interesting to note the importance of the (0, I)-type resonance around
400 Hz in determining guitar quality. Meyer's experiments indicate that the
resonance peak should be tall and sharp, thus boosting the sound level of a
rather narrow band of frequencies. However, in most guitars the bridge lies
close to the nodal line for the (0, 1) mode, and so it does not drive this mode
very efficiently.
In a second paper, Meyer (1983b) explores the dependence of this resonance,
as well as other quality features, on the constructional details of the guitar,
such as number and spacing of struts, addition of transverse braces, size and
shape of the bridge, etc. For example, he finds using fewer struts, varying their
spacing, adding transverse bracing, and reducing the size of the bridge to have
desirable effects.
Although most classical guitars are symmetrical around their center plane,
a number of luthiers have had considerable success by introducing varying
degrees of asymmetry into their designs. Most asymmetrical designs use
shorter but thicker struts on the treble side, thus making the plate stiffer. Three
such top plate designs are shown in Fig. 9.23.
The very asymmetric design in Fig. 9.23(c) was proposed by Kasha (1974)
and developed by luthiers R. Schneider, G. Eban, and others. It has a split
asymmetric bridge (outlined by the dashed line) and closely spaced struts of
varying length. A waist bar (WB) bridges the two long struts and the soundhole
liner.

9.11. Electric Guitars
Although it is possible to attach a contact microphone or some other type of
pickup to an acoustic guitar, the electric guitar has developed as a distinctly
different instrument. Most electric guitars employ electromagnetic pickups,
although piezoelectric pickups are also used.
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Electric guitars may have either a solid wood body or a hollow body.
Vibrations of the body are relatively unimportant, and since the strings
transfer relatively little energy to the body, electric guitars are characterized
by a long sustain time. The solid-body electric guitar is less susceptible to
acoustic feedback (from loudspeaker to guitar) than an amplified acoustic
guitar or a hollow-body electric guitar.
An electromagnetic pickup consists of a coil with a permanent magnet. The
vibrating steel strings cause changes in the magnetic flux through the coil, thus
inducing electrical signals in the coil. Most pickups provide a separate magnet
pole piece for each string. The coil windings surround all six pole pieces, or
else six individual coils are connected in a series. The pole pieces, which are
adjustable in height, are usually set to be about 1.5 mm below the vibrating
string.
Because of the low level of the string-induced signal, guitar pickups are
especially susceptible to picking up stray 60-Hz hum from AC power lines.
This led to the development to "hum bucking" pickups, which combine the
outputs of two coils wound in opposite directions so that stray pickup will be
largely cancelled.
Most electric guitars have two or three pickups mounted at various positions along the strings that favor various harmonics, as shown in Fig. 9.24(b).
The front pickup (nearest the fingerboard) provides the strongest fundamental,
whereas the rear pickup (nearest the bridge) is more sensitive to higher
harmonics. Switches or individual gain controls allow the guitarist to mix the
signals from the pickups as desired.
Most piezoelectric pickups employ a ceramic material, such as lead zirconate titanate (PZT). Piezoelectric pickups may be in direct contact with the
string (at the bridge saddle, for example) or they may be placed in contact with
the bridge or soundboard of an acoustic guitar.
An important type of electric guitar is the bass guitar or electric bass, widely
used in rock and jazz bands. The electric bass generally has four strings tuned
in fourths (E1,A1,Dz,G z) and a longer fretboard (90cm) than the normal
electric guitar.
Bridge Pickups

Iron pole piece

String

(a~
~~~::-Coil

lffi

-=R=t.--------========-

Fundamental

"i--.+-......_ _ _-- ~-~ ----~

4th harmonic

l ~I~I-------------

~4-:-1-:__~
____:::::::_ 2nd harmonic
I I I
~====+=+::::-:::::===:::::><:::::=:::> 3rd harmonic
I

(a)

I

I

(b)

Fig. 9.24. (a) Electromagnetic pickup for a guitar. (b) Arrangement of multiple pickups
to sample various modes of vibration of the string.
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Fig. 9.25. Fret placement. According to the rule of eighteen, each fret is placed 1/18 of
the remaining distance d to the bridge saddle, or x = d/18. (Greater accuracy is
obtained by using 17.817 rather than 18.)

9.12. Frets and Compensation
Spacing the frets on the fretboard presents some interesting design problems.
Semitone intervals on the scale of equal temperament correspond to frequency
ratios of 1.05946. This is very near the ratio 18: 17, which has led to the
well-known rule of eighteen. This rule states that each fret should be placed
/8 of the remaining distance to the bridge, as shown in Fig. 9.25. Obviously,
the fret spacing x decreases as one moves down the fingerboard.
Since the ratio g equals 1.05882 rather than 1.05946 (an error of about
0.0690), each semi tone interval will be slightly flat if the rule of eighteen is used
to locate the frets. By the time the twelfth fret is reached, the octave will be 12
cents U020 semitone) flat, which is noticeable to the ear. Thus, for best tuning,
the more exact figure 17.817 should be used in place of 18; in other words,
each fret should be placed 0.05613 of the remaining distance to the bridge.
Another problem in guitar design is the fact that pressing down a string
against a fret increases the tension slightly. This effect is much greater in steel
strings than nylon, since a much greater force is required to produce the same
elongation. Fretted notes will tend to be sharp compared to open ones. The
greater the clearance between strings and frets, the greater this sharpening
effect will be.
To compensate for this change in tension in fingering fretted notes, the
actual distance from the nut to the saddle is made slightly greater than the
scale length used to determine the fret spacings. This small extra length is
called the string compensation, and it usually ranges from 1 to 5 mm on
acoustic guitars but may be greater On an electric bass. Bass strings require
more compensation than treble strings, and steel strings require considerably
more than nylon strings. A guitar with a high action (larger clearance between
strings and frets) requires more compensation than one with a lower action.
Some electric guitars have bridges that allow easy adjustment of compensation
for each individual string.

9.13. Lutes
The lute, which probably originated in the Near East, became the most
popular instrument throughout much of Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. (The name lute appears to have come from the Arabic phrase
"al-oud," which meanS "made of wood.") Many different designs and varia-
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tions on the basic design have existed through the ages. The long lute, having
a neck longer than the body, dates back to at least 2000 B.C. and has modern
descendents in several different countries (e.g., the tar of Turkey and Iran, the
sitar and vina of India, the bouzouki of Greece, the tambura of India and
Yugoslavia, and the ruan of China). The short lute, which dates from about
800 B.c., is the ancestor of the European lute as well as many other plucked
string instruments around the world.
Instruments of the sixteenth century generally had 11 strings in 6 courses
(all but the uppermost consisting of 2 unison strings), which might be tuned
to A2 , 0 3 , G 3 , B3 , E4 , and A4 , although the tuning was often changed to fit
the music being played. Sometimes the lower 3 courses were tuned in octaves.
In the seventeenth century, an increasing number of bass courses were added;
these usually ran alongside the fingerboard, so that they were unalterable in
pitch during playing. Lundberg (1988) describes a family of Italian sixteenth/
seventeenth century lutes as follows:
Small octave: four courses, string length 30 cm;
Descant: seven courses, string length 44 cm;
Alto: seven courses, string length 58 cm;
Tenor: seven courses, string length 67 cm;
Bass: seven courses, string length 78 cm;
Octave bass: seven courses, string length 94 cm.
The pear-shaped body of the lute is fabricated by gluing together a number
(from 9 up to as many as 37) of thin wooden ribs. The table or sound board is
usually fabricated from spruce, 2.5 to 3 mm thick, although other woods, such
as cedar and cypress, have also been used. The table is braced by transverse
bars (typically seven) above, below, and at the soundhole (see Jahnel, 1981).
A sixteenth century lute is shown in Fig. 9.26.
Only a few studies on the acoustical behavior of lutes have been reported.
Firth (1977) measured the input admittance (driving point mobility) at the
treble end of the bridge and the radiated sound level 1 m away, which are
shown in Fig. 9.27.
Firth associates the peak at 132 Hz with the "Helmholtz air mode" and the
peaks at 304, 395, and 602 Hz with resonances in the top plate. Figure 9.28
illustrates 5 such resonances and also shows how the positions of the nodal

Fig. 9.26. A sixteenth-century lute.
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Fig. 9.27. (a) Mechanical input impedance (mobility at the treble end of a lute bridge
and (b) sound pressure level 1 m from top plate (belly) (Firth, 1977).
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Fig. 9.28. (a) Barring pattern and nodal patterns in the top plate of a lute at five
resonances and (b) locations of nodes compared to the bridge and the bars (Firth, 1977).

lines are related to the locations of the bars. The modes at 515 and 652 Hz are
not excited to any extent by a force applied to the bridge because they have
nodes very close to the bridge.

9.14. Other Plucked String Instruments
A sampling of plucked string instruments is shown in Fig. 9.29. The ud from
Iraq has a common ancestry with the European lute. The mandolin is a
descendant of the mandola, a small lute of the seventeenth century. Citterns
were popular in Europe during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
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(d)

(b)

(i)

Fig. 9.29. Plucked string instruments: (a) ud (Iraq), (b) p'i-p'a (China), (c) mandolin
(Italy), (d) gekkin (Japan), (e) cittern (seventeenth-century Europe), (f) balalaika
(Russia), (g) sitar (North India), (h) vina (South India), and (i) tampura (India).

The Chinese p'i-p'a has four strings tuned to A2 , D 3 , E 3 , and A3 • The top
plate of wu-t'ung wood carries the frets, and the back is carved from a solid
piece of red sandalwood or maple. The bamboo bridge lies near the end ofthe
top plate [see Fig. 9.27(b)]. Major resonances in the top plate occur about
450, 550, and 650 Hz (Feng, 1984).
The sitar is the principal string instrument of North India. The main strings
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are tuned in fourths, fifths, and octaves to approximately

Ft, Cf, Gf, Gt,

ct, ct, and Cf. There are also 11 sympathetic strings tuned to the notes of

the raga. The measured and calculated inharmonicities are small (Benade and
Messenger, 1982). The high, curved frets allow the player to perform with
vibrato and glissando, and the curved bridge leads to both amplitude and
frequency modulation due to rolling and sliding of the string.
The tambura (or tampura) of India is a four-string instrument used to
accompany singing and other string instruments (such as the sitar). The strings
of the ladies' tambura are tuned to nominal frequencies of 180, 240, 240, and
120 Hz; those of the larger gents' tambura are tuned at 120, 160, 160, and
80 Hz (Sengupta et aI., 1985). The tumba, a resonator made from a dried gourd,
is attached to the hollow wooden neck.
A string of cotton, called the jwari or jurali (life giver), is carefully placed
between the string and the bridge so that the strings buzz against the bridge.
If the instrument is played without the thread, the curved bridge creates
a nonlinear modulation effect by periodically changing the effective string
length (Houtsma and Burns, 1982).
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CHAPTER 10

Bowed String Instruments

Bowed string instruments have held a special place in music for many years.
They form the backbone of the symphony orchestra, and they are widely used
as solo instruments and in chamber music as well. They are instruments of
great beauty and versatility. Unlike many other musical instruments, bowed
string instruments have been the objects of considerable scientific study. Even
so, their acoustical behavior is just beginning to be understood.
The violinist draws the bow across the violin strings in order to set them
into vibration. The vibrating strings exert forces on the bridge that set the
body into vibration, and the body radiates sound. Hidden by this simple
description of violin mechanics, however, are the many subtleties that distinguish highly prized instruments from those of lesser quality.

10.1. A Brief History
No one knows who invented the violin, since it developed gradually from the
various bowed string instruments used in Europe during the Middle Ages,
such as the rebec, the gigue, the lyra, and the vielle.
During the sixteenth century, two families of viols developed: the viola da
gamba or "leg viol" and the viola da braccio or "arm viol." These instruments,
which normally had six strings tuned in fourths (except for a major third
separating the third and fourth strings), developed in different sizes from treble
to bass. They were given a waist to make them easier to bow, and gut frets
were attached to their fingerboards. They have remained popular to this day,
especially for playing music from their period and accompanying singing.
The instruments in the violin family were developed in Italy during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and reached a peak in the eighteenth
century in the hands of masters such as Antonio Stradivari (1644-1737) and
Giuseppe Guarneri del Gesu (1698-1744) of Cremona. The surviving instruments of these masters continue to be regarded as some of the finest ever
produced, although nearly all of them have been altered to produce the more
powerful sound required for large concert halls. The alterations include a
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slightly longer neck set back at a greater angle, longer strings at a higher
tension, a higher bridge, and a heavier bass bar.
The viola, tuned a perfect fifth below the violin, is the alto member of
the violin family. It is a distinctly different instrument, however, as is the
violoncello or cello, the baritone member of the family (its name means little
bass viol). The double bass or contrabass, which is tuned in fourths, has mainly
developed from the bass viol.
The all-important bow was given its present form by Francois Tourte
(1747-1835). Two important characteristics of his bows are the inward
curving stick of pernambuco wood and the frog with a metal ferrule to keep
the bow hair evenly spread. A modern violin bow is 74 to 75 cm long with
about 65 cm of free hair. The cello and double bass bows are shorter and
heavier than the violin bow.

10.2. Research on Violin Acoustics
Hutchins (1983) has traced the history of violin research from Pythagoras
(sixth century B.c.) to the present. Scientific understanding of vibrating strings
began with Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) and Marin Mersenne (1588-1648).
In his Harmonie Universelle, Mersenne discussed stringed instruments and
indicated that he could hear at least four overtones in the sound of a vibrating
string. The stick and slip action of the bow on the string appears to have been
first recognized by Jean-Marie Duhamel (1797-1872).
Significant studies on the violin itself were carried out in the first half of the
nineteenth century by Felix Savart (1791-1841), some of them in collaboration
with the renowned violin maker Jean Baptiste Vuillaume (1798-1875). Savart
constructed experimental instruments for his studies, and collaborated with
Vuillaume in developing the large, 12-foot octo basse, whose three thick strings
are stopped with the aid oflevers and pedals. Savart studied the vibrations of
top and back plates on Stradivarius and Guarnerius violins loaned to him by
Vuillaume, and by careful experiments he correctly deduced the function of
the sound post.
Herman von Helmholtz (1821-1894) contributed to our understanding of
bowed string instruments both by his physical and psycho acoustical experiments. By listening through spherical resonators of graduated sizes (which
have come to be known as Helmholtz resonators), he identified some of the
various partials in the tones of violins as well as other musical instruments.
Using a vibration microscope proposed by Lissajous (1822-1880), Helmholtz
observed the stick-slip motion of a violin string during bowing, from which
he deduced the sawtooth waveform of the string displacement, now commonly
referred to as Helmholtz motion.
A large number of different types of Helmholtz motion were observed
by Krigar-Menzel and Raps (1891) using an ingenious optical recording
method. These were explained in a comprehensive theoretical treatment of
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bowed string motion by Nobel laureate C.V. Raman (1888-1970). Raman used
a mechanical bowing machine in his own experiments, which showed that the
minimum bowing force needed to maintain stable motion of the string varies
directly as the speed of the bow and inversely as the square of the distance
from the bridge.
During the decade 1930-1940, significant work was done in Germany
by Erwin Meyer, Hermann Backhaus, and Hermann Meinel. Mter World
War II, this tradition was continued by Werner Lottermoser, Frieder Eggers,
and Jiirgen Meyer. Particularly noteworthy has been the work of Lothar
Cremer (1905- ) plus his students and colleagues, including J. Beldie,
H. Lazarus, F. Lehringer, H. Miiller, W. Reinecke, and E. Volker. This work
is presented in Cremer's book The Physics of the Violin, now published in
English (1984) as well as in German (1981), which is rapidly becoming the
standard work on the subject.
The pioneer researcher in violin acoustics in the United States was Frederick
Saunders (1875-1963), who, like Raman, is best known for his work in
spectroscopy. Saunders made acoustical comparisons for many violins, old
and new, and he also developed a mechanical bowing machine. Saunders,
along with Carleen Hutchins, John Schelleng, and Robert Fryxell, founded
the Catgut Acoustical Society, an organization that still promotes research in
violin acoustics. Among the accomplishments of this organization is the
development of the violin octet, a carefully scaled ensemble of eight new violin
family instruments (Hutchins, 1967).

10.3. Construction of the Violin
The essential parts of a violin are shown in the exploded view in Fig. 10.1. The
four strings of steel, gut, or nylon (wound with silver, aluminum, or steel) are
tuned to G 3 , D 4 , A4 , and Es. The top plate is generally carved from Norway
spruce (Picea abies or Picea excelsis) and the back, ribs, and neck from curly
maple (Acer platanoides). The fingerboard is made of ebony and the bow stick
from pernambuco (Caesalpinia echinata). Running longitudinally under the
top is a bass bar, and a sound post is positioned near the treble foot of the
bridge.
Exact dimensions of violins vary with different makers, but the violin body
is usually about 35 cm long and 16 to 20 cm wide in the upper and lower bouts,
respectively. Ribs are typically 30 to 32 mm high. A finished top plate varies
in thickness from 2.0 to 3.5 mm, a back plate from 2.0 to 6.0 mm. The
maximum height of the arch in both plates is about 15 mm.
Traditionally, violin makers have relied on the sound of "tap tones" and
the "feel" of the wood under bending to guide them in carving the plates to
their final thickness. More recently, however, many makers have followed the
lead of Carleen Hutchins in relying to a large extent on Chladni patterns of
three important plate modes to guide them (Hutchins, 1981). A small channel
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Fig. 10.1. Parts of a violin (from Rossing, 1982).

or groove is cut out along the edge of the plate and inlaid with thin strips of
wood called purfling. This allows the plates to vibrate more as if they were
hinged (simply supported) rather than clamped at the edge.
The total tension in the four strings of a violin is typically about 220 N
(50Ib), and this results in a downward force on the bridge of about 90 N. This
down-bearing is supported, in part, by the bass bar and the soundpost at
opposite sides of the bridge.

10.4. Motion of Bowed Strings
A brief description of the motion of a bowed string was given in Section 2.10.
Analysis of the motion showed that one or more bends race around a curved
envelope with a maximum amplitUde that depends on the bow speed and the
bowing position. We now examine the motion in a little more detail.
Raman's model of Helmholtz motion in the string assumed the string to be
an ideal, flexible string terminated in real, frequency-independent mechanical
resistances. Bowing at a single point, X b , divided the string into two straight
segments with lengths in the ratio (L - Xb)!X b = p. Raman considered both
rational and irrational values of p. (Irrational values of p can be represented
by rather straightforward geometrical constructions).
Raman's velocity and displacement curves for the simplest case, with one
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Fig. 10.2. Helmholtz motion with a single discontinuity in a bowed string: (a) velocity
diagram and (b) displacement diagram (Raman, 1918).

discontinuity, are shown in Fig. 10.2. In this case, the positive and negative
velocity waves are of the same form, and at the instant at which they are
coincident, the velocity diagram is a straight line passing through one end of
the string with a discontinuity at the other. As this discontinuity moves along
the string, the velocity diagram consists of parallel lines passing through its
two ends, and the velocities at any point before and after its passage are
proportional to the distances from the two ends. The displacement diagrams
consist of two straight lines passing through the ends of the string and meeting
at the point up to which the discontinuity in the velocity diagram has traveled.
The displacement of the string can be written as
~
. nnx .
Y(x,t) = L..- ansm-smnwt.
n=l
L

(10.1)

Raman's velocity and displacement curves for the case with two discontinuities are shown in Fig. 10.3. The point at which the two discontinuities
coincide has been arbitrarily chosen to be the center ofthe string, which causes
the string to vibrate in two segments at twice the fundamental frequency. If
the discontinuities cross elsewhere, however (and thus cross twice as often),
the frequency of vibration will be that of the fundamental. Note that displacements are measured from the equilibrium configuration of the string under
the steady frictional force exerted by the bow (a triangle with its apex at the
bowing position), not from the equilibrium position with the bow removed.
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10.4.1. Bowing at a Rational Division Point: Missing Partials
Helmholtz (1877) observed that the nth partial and its overtones are absent if
the string is bowed at a rational fraction min of its length. [In Eq. (10.1), Yn = 0
when Xb = mL/n, where m is an integer.] This results in deviations from the
idealized displacement curve, which Helmholtz described as ripples.
Raman's geometric constructions for Xb = L/2 and Xb = L/3 are shown in
Figs. 10.4 and 10.5. Note the differences from Figs. 10.2 and 10.3. The velocity
curves are rectangles rather than triangles, and the displacement curves have
flat tops.
Generally, a string is bowed about 2 to 4 cm from the bridge. In the case
of an open string, this would mean that bowing could occur at the nodes of
partials 8 through 16. However, the bow has a finite width, and the increasing
damping at high frequency tends to even out steps and corners. Consequently,
Helmholtz's ripples are of little practical importance (Cremer, 1984).

10.4.2. Bowing Speed and Bowing Force
String players know that it is possible to play louder by bowing faster and
nearer to the bridge. Cremer (1984) points out that under normal playing
conditions, both the maximum displacement Ym of the string and the peak
transverse force at the bridge F m are proportional to Vb/Xb' and he substantiates this with experimental data by H. Muller and E. Volker. The
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Distance bow to bridge (em)

Fig. 10.6. Range of bowing force for different bow-to-bridge distances for a cello bowed
at 20 cm/s (after Schelleng, 1973).

relationships can be written
1
Ym = 8f

Vb
Xb

and

(10.2)

In these expressions, Vb is the bow speed, Xb is the distance from the bridge to
the bowing point, f is the frequency, Ii is the mass per unit length, c is the wave
speed, and the quantity IiC is the characteristic impedance of the string.
For each position of the bow there is a minimum and a maximum bowing
force (musicians often refer to it as "bowing pressure") at which the bend can
trigger the beginning and end of slippage between the bow and string, as
shown in Fig. 10.6. The closer to the bridge the instrument is bowed, the less
leeway the player has between minimum and maximum bowing force. Bowing
close to the bridge (suI ponticello) requires considerable bowing force and the
steady hand of an experienced player. According to Cremer and Lazarus
(1968), the minimum bowing force is proportional to vb/x b, but Cremer (1984)
expresses second thoughts about the validity of this simple relationship. In
fact, it appears as if it might be more nearly proportional to vb/x~.
Askenfelt (1986) used a bow equipped with a resistance wire and strain
gauges to record the bowing speed and bowing force employed by two
professional violinists under a variety of playing conditions. The bow force
was found to vary between 0.5 and 1.5 N; the lowest bow force that still
produced a steady tone was 0.1 N. The bow speed varied between 0.1 and
1 m/s; the lowest speed that still produced a steady tone was about 0.04 m/s.
A range of 38 dB in bow velocity produced a change in the top plate vibration
level of about 30 dB. This discrepancy suggests that the bow to bridge distance
changed between the highest and lowest bow force.
Although most studies of bowing speed and bowing force have considered
only steady-state behavior, Pickering (1986a) studied the effect of bowing
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Fig. 10.7. Starting characteristics of a violin A string with different bow forces:
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string motion are shown (Pickering, 1986a).
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parameters on the starting characteristics of violin tones. The bow was rapidly
accelerated to a constant speed, while the amplitudes of both the fundamental
and second harmonic components of string motion were observed as functions
of time. Three cases are shown in Fig. 10.7. With a relatively small bow force
of 0.2 N (20-gram load), the second harmonic develops more rapidly than the
fundamental. The optimum response occurs when the bow force is increased
to 0.6 N. With a bow force of 0.8 N, periodic breakdown of the Helmholtz
motion leads to "squawking."
Starting times for two different bowing positions are shown in Fig. 10.8.
Note that bowing closer to the bridge [12-17 mm away in Fig. 10.8(a)]
requires a greater bowing force than is required when bowing farther from the
bridge [19-24 mm in Fig. 1O.8(b)].

10.4.3. Effect of Stiffness
Real strings have stiffness, and as a result, the Helmholtz corner is not perfectly
sharp. This leads to at least two phenomena of interest to string players. One
is a slight flattening of pitch as the bow force increases. The other is a type of
noise called jitter that is caused by random variations in the period of the
string. Variations up to 30 cents between the shortest and longest cycles have
been found. The amount of jitter is roughly proportional to the amount of
corner rounding (McIntyre and Woodhouse, 1978).
When a rounded Helmholtz bend passes the bow, it is sharpened by the
nonlinear friction to an extent that depends upon the bow force. Thus, the
actual motion of the string represents an equilibrium between corner rounding
by the string and its terminations and corner sharpening by the bow. Furthermore, the amount of corner sharpening is not the same at the two bends,
being greater during the transition from slipping to sticking (McIntyre and
Woodhouse, 1978).
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Another consequence of corner sharpening by the bow is the generation of
ripples. When the shape of the bend is changed at the bow, a reflected wave is
generated. These secondary waves reflect back and forth between the two
bends (Cremer, 1984).

10.4.4. Longitudinal and Torsional Motion
Anyone who has listened to a violin played by an unskilled player will
recognize the beginner's squeak that results from bowing with a heavy bow
force at a slight forward angle along the string. Longitudinal vibrations of the
string give rise to sounds that are easily noticed, since their frequencies are
not harmonically related to the main transverse vibrations and they lie in a
frequency range (1-5 kHz) of high sensitivity for hearing. Lee and Rafferty
(1983) observed longitudinal modes with frequencies of 1350 Hz and 2700 Hz
for the G and D strings, respectively, of a violin. Longitudinal and transverse
vibrations are difficult to excite simultaneously in the same string, however.
Torsional vibrations in bars and strings were discussed in Section 2.19.
Torsional waves travel at a speed given by
CT

=

JGp~T,

(2.75)

where G is the shear modulus, KT is the torsional stiffness factor, p is the
density, and I is the polar moment of inertia. For a homogeneous circular
string, KT ~ I, so
(10.3)
In many materials the shear modulus G is related to Young's modulus E and
Poisson's ratio v by the equation
E
G = 2(1

+ v)'

(2.76)

so the ratio of torsional and longitudinal wave speeds becomes
:: =

fp Iif

=

)2(: + v)'

For steel strings, v = 0.28, so this ratio is 0.63.
Of greater interest to the violin player, however, is the ratio of CT to c, the
transverse wave speed. This varies from string to string, since C is a function
of tension. For a steel E string, cT/c ~ 7.7, whereas for a gut E string, cT/c ~ 2,
since gut has a much lower shear modulus G (Schelleng, 1973). For wound
strings, the ratio will generally be somewhere between these values.
Torsional waves are rather strongly excited by bowing. If we assume that
the outside of the string moves at the speed of the bow Vb' then the center of
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Fig. 10.9. Lissajous pattern of a steel string showing torsional motion and Helmholtz
motion (Kondo et aI., 1986).

the string moves at a speed
(10.4)
where OJ is the angular velocity of the string and a is its radius. Thus, the
transverse speed of the string's center of mass fluctuates above and below the
bow speed due to torsional oscillations.
Cornu (1896) observed these torsional oscillations by attaching a tiny
mirror parallel to the string and perpendicular to the bowing direction. More
recently, Kondo et al. (1986) have studied torsional motion by observing
helical patterns on the string. The striking photograph in Fig. 10.9 of a string
with several helical scratches was made with an anamorphic camera, which
exaggerates transverse motion.

10.4.5. Physical Properties of Commercial Strings
The physical properties of some widely used violin strings have been carefully
measured by Pickering (1985, 1986b). Among the parameters tabulated are the
minimum and maximum diameters, the mass per unit length, the torsional
stiffness, the normal playing tension, the elasticity, and the inharmonicity of
the overtones.
The nominal tension varies from 34.8 to 84.0 N. Apparently, modern
violinists do not heed Leopold Mozart's advice to strive for equal tension in
all four strings. The tension range among D strings alone is 34.8 to 61.7 N,
whereas E strings tend to run uniformly high (72.3 to 81.0 N), whether solid
or wound.
What Pickering calls elasticity is a measure of how much the tension (and
hence the pitch) changes for a given change in length; presumably, it is
proportional to the elastic modulus E. The elasticity of a steel string is about
three times greater than a synthetic string and as much as seven times greater
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than gut. Not only are steel strings more difficult to tune, but their tension
changes appreciably when pressed against the fingerboard.
The frequency of a newly fitted string drops after its initial tuning, and
continues to do so for a considerable period oftime before its tuning becomes
stable. Steel strings tend to stabilize in a few minutes, synthetic strings require
about 8 h, while gut strings require as much as 48 h (Pickering, 1986b).
With the aid of a scanning electron microscope, Firth (1987) has studied
the construction details of violin strings having a gut core, nylon overwrap,
and an outer wrap of silver or aluminum. These details are compared to the
inharmonicity and to the preferences of players. Surprisingly, the strings with
the lowest inharmonicity ranked low in player preference, but that is probably
because of other factors. For one thing, the maximum bow force (Fig. 10.6) is
greater with heavier, stiffer strings, which allows the skilled player to put in
more energy. Also, greater stiffness tends to weaken the higher overtones, so
the player can use greater bow force without producing too sharp a timbre.
Reduction of inharmonicity is most easily accomplished by reducing the
core diameter, but it may also be accomplished by using a core of low elastic
(Young's) modulus and by using a stranded and twisted cable as the core.

10.5. Violin Body Vibrations
Probably the most important determinant of the sound quality and playability
of a string instrument is the vibrational behavior of its body. Although violin
body vibrations have been studied for 150 years or more, most of our understanding has been gained during the last 50 or 60 years. The development
of optical holography, sophisticated electronic measuring instruments, and
digital computers has greatly contributed to our understanding in the past
20 years. Research from 1930 to 1973 is well documented by the articles
reprinted in Hutchins (1976).
The normal modes of vibration or eigenmodes of a violin are determined
mainly by the coupled motions of the top plate, black plate, and enclosed
air. Smaller contributions are made by the ribs, neck, fingerboard, etc. The
coupling between the various oscillators is more difficult to model than in the
guitar, for example, partly because ofthe soundpost. Although the vibrational
modes offree plates have been successfully modeled by finite element methods
(Rodgers, 1986; Rubin and Farrar, 1987; Richardson, Roberts, and Walker,
1987), most of our knowledge about eigenmodes of complete instruments is
based on experimental studies.
Mode shapes appear to differ rather widely in different instruments. This
is apparent in Fig. 10.10, which shows the mechanical admittances (mobilities)
measured at the bridge in six different violins. The most consistent mode in
these six instruments is the mode termed the "air resonance" or "f-hole
resonance" which occurs around 260-300 Hz. Several prominent resonances
(peaks) and antiresonances (dips) occur in the 400- to 800-Hz octave.
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Fig. 10.10. Mechanical admittances of six violins as measured at the bridges (Bel die,
1974, as presented by Cremer, 1985).

Although the frequencies of the prominent peaks are quite different in the
admittance curves of Fig. 10.10, their overall shapes are quite similar, and that
is probably why all six instruments sound like violins. We will discuss this in
a later section.
Different investigators have used different systems of nomenclature for the
various resonances observed in violins. We will follow, for the most part, that
employed by Erik Jansson and his co-workers at the Royal Institute of
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Technology (KTH) in Stockholm. They identify modes according to the
primary vibrating element as follows:
Air modes (Ao, AI' A2 , ••• ) : motion of enclosed air;
Top modes (T1 , T2 , T3' ... ) : motion primarily of the top plate;
Back modes (B 1 ,B 2 ,B 3, ... ): motion primarily ofthe back plate;
Body modes (C 1 , C 2 , C 3, ... , also N): modes in which the top and back plate
move similarly; modes N (neck) and C 1 (corpus) are one-dimensional
bending modes, modes C 2 , C 3, ... are two-dimensional flexing modes.
The first bending mode C 1 is like the first bending mode of a bar, having
one nodal line near the bridge and one halfway up the neck. The second
bending mode N features the motion of the fingerboard. Neither of these
modes radiates sounds very efficiently, but they probably contribute to the
"feel" of the instrument, and they may interact with some radiative modes
having nearly the same frequencies.
The lowest mode of acoustical importance is the main air resonance or
f-hole resonance Ao, in which a substantial amount of air moves in and
out of the f-holes. It is sometimes called the "Helmholtz air resonance," but
this is misleading, because the term Helmholtz resonance usually describes
the resonant motion of air in and out of a container with rigid walls. The
Helmholtz air resonance of a violin cavity with stationary walls appears as an
antiresonance or admittance minimum when a driving force is applied to the
top plate or bridge. This antiresonance usually appears just above the f-hole
resonance on the response curve. Frequency ranges for various types of
resonances are shown in Fig. 10.11.
Mode shapes for the first four body modes, C 1 , C 2 , C 3, and C 4 , are shown
in Fig. 10.12 along with the Ao air resonance and the first top plate mode T1 .
The two-dimensional body modes C 2 , C 3, C 4 are quite similar in shape to
three modes in a free top plate (often designated as "modes 3, 2, and 5,"
respectively; see Hutchins, 1981).
Caldersmith (1981) suggested that modes C 2 and TI form a "plate fundamental doublet," so that modes Ao, C 2 , and TI would be analogous to the
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~o Body
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Frequency - -

Fig. 10.11. Frequency ranges for different types of resonances or eigenmodes in a violin
(from Alonso Moral and Jansson, 1982a).
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Fig. 10.12. Modal shapes for six modes in a violin.
C 1 (185 Hz): one-dimensional bending;
Ao (275 Hz): air flows in and out ofthe f-holes;
C 2 (405 Hz): two-dimensional flexure;
Tl (460 Hz): mainly motion ofthe top plates;
C 3 (530 Hz), C 4 (700 Hz): two-dimensional flexure.
Top plate and back plate are shown for each mode. The heavy lines are nodal lines;
the direction of motion is indicated by + or -. The drive point is indicated by a small
triangle (after Alonso Moral and Jansson, 1982a).

three (0,0) modes found in guitars because of coupling of the lowest modes of
the top plate, back plate, and air cavity (see Chapter 9). However, from the
mode shapes in Fig. 10.12, it appears more as if Tl and C 3 form a sort of
doublet pair. In a violin, the top and back plates are strongly coupled by the
soundpost as well as the ribs, so it is not surprising that there are few modes
in which the entire top plate or back plate moves in the same direction.
The modes designated Ao, T1 , C 3 , and C 4 in Fig. 10.12 appear to be the
most important low-frequency modes in a violin. They are identified on the
admittance curve of a Guarneri violin in Fig. 10.13. Further evidence for the
important role of modes T1 , C 3 , and C 4 came from examining 24 violins
entered in a Scandinavian violin maker's competition. Alonso Moral and
Jansson (1982b) found that the violins judged highest in quality tended to have
uniformly high levels of admittance for these modes (when driven on the bass
bar side). Another criterion of quality was a rapid increase in admittance from
1.4 and 3 kHz. Admittance curves for the best violin, driven on both the bass
bar and soundpost sides, are shown in Fig. 10.14.
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Fig. 10.13. Input admittance (driving point mobility) of a Guarneri violin driven on
the bass bar side (Alonso Moral and Jansson, 1982b).

10
Frequency (kHz)

Fig. 10.14. Input admittance (driving point mobility) for the best violin in a violin
makers competition. Solid curve is driven on the bass bar side and dashed curve on
the soundpost side. Note the uniform high level of the T1 , C 3 , and C 4 peaks (for the
bass bar drive) and the steep rise from 1.4 to 3 kHz (Alonso Moral and Jansson, 1982b).

10.5.1. Experimental Methods for Modal Analysis
Quite a number of different experimental methods have been used to study
violin body vibrations. The agreement between the results of different investigators using different methods on different violins is not always good.
Early work by Backhaus and Meinel, as well as investigations by Eggers
during the 1950s (all reported in Hutchins, 1976), made use of capacitive
sensors to detect the plate displacements as a function of position. Menzel
and Hutchins (1970) used an optical proximity detector. Luke (1971) and
Lee (1975) scanned the plates with optical sensors. Luke applied a sinusoidal
force to the bridge, while Lee excited his violin by bowing the open strings.
Several optical interferometric techniques, employing laser light sources,
provide very accurate records of violin body motion. One is time-average
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holographic interferometry (Powell and Stetson, 1965), which was used to
study violin body resonances by Reinecke and Cremer (1970) and by Jansson
et ai. (1970). This method records the location of nodal lines with great
accuracy and also provides a sort of contour map of displacement amplitude
in the antinodal regions. It has the disadvantage of requiring that the instrument be fixed in position, generally by clamping at two or more points, which
may affect its modal shapes.
Laser speckle interferometry (Archbold et ai. 1969) has been applied to
violins by Jansson (1973) and his colleagues. Although it provides considerably less detail about the vibrational modes than time-average holographic
interferometry, it has the great advantage that observations can be viewed in
real time without being first recorded on a photographic emulsion.
Real-time holographic interferometry (Stetson and Powell, 1965) may be
accomplished by recording a hologram of the object at rest, creating an
interference pattern between this hologram (in precisely the same position as
during recording!) and the original object, which is then set into vibration at
one or more of its resonance frequencies. Strobing the laser beam sharpens
the definition of the modal patterns. Another real-time holographic method
creates interference patterns in a vidicon tube, so that modal patterns can be
viewed on a television monitor (Ek and Jansson, 1985).
Modal analysis using structural testing methods (see Appendix A.4.2 in
Chapter 4) has been successfully applied to violins (Muller and Geissler, 1983;
Marshall, 1985; Jansson et ai., 1986). Impact excitation allows investigation
of the motion at a number of frequencies at one time. The usual technique
consists of attaching an accelerometer at a key point on the violin and tapping
at a large number of points on the instrument (including bridge, neck, fingerboard, etc.) with a hammer having a force transducer or load cell. From the
Fourier transforms of the force and acceleration at each pair of locations, it
is possible to compute the modal parameters of interest, including modal
frequencies, damping, and mode shapes.
Modal analysis with impact excitation is a fast and convenient method for
determining the vibrational modes of an elastic structure. The modal shapes
obtained by this method appear to be in only fair agreement with those
obtained by more precise holographic methods, however. In particular, the
locations of antinodes are in better agreement than the locations of nodal lines
(Jansson et ai., 1986). It is probably too early to determine how widely modal
analysis with impact excitation will be used in violin research.
Other methods for modal analysis include the time-honored method of
Chladni patterns, scanning the near-field sound next to the vibrating surfaces
with a microphone, and scanning the vibrating surfaces with a very small
accelerometer. Chladni patterns are quite effective for mapping the modes of
free plates, but they are somewhat impractical for finished violins.
Jansson et ai. (1986) compared three different systems for applying sinusoidal excitation and also three different arrangements for supporting the
instrument during testing (hung on rubber bands, loosely clamped at the neck,
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clamped at the neck and supported at the tailpiece end). Sinusoidal drive was
compared to impact excitation.
It is well to point out that each of the experimental methods described in
this section has its own advantages and disadvantages. Applying two or more
methods to the same instrument and comparing the data is probably the most
effective strategy for modal analysis of violin body vibrations.

10.5.2. Free Plates and Assembled Violins
Violin makers have traditionally attached great significance to the vibrations
of free top and back plates as determined by listening to tap tones and, more
recently, by visual observation of the mode shapes. The vibrational modes of
the finished violin, however, are quite different from those observed in the free
plates from which they are constructed.
Holographic interferograms of a well-tuned top plate and back plate are
shown in Fig. 10.15. More recently, Carleen Hutchins and several other
luthiers have recommended tuning the X-mode (mode # 2) and the ring mode
(mode # 5) to the same frequencies (preferably an octave apart) in both the
top plate and the back plate, referred to as double octave tuning. Approximate

TOP PLATE
80

147

222

BACK PLATE

Fig. 10.15. Time-average holographic interferograms of a free violin top plate and back
plate (Hutchins et aI., 1971).
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suggested frequencies are given by Hutchins (1987):
X-mode (#2)
165
170
180-185
115-125
60-65

O-mode(#5)

Type of instrument

330
340
360-370
230-250
120-130

Violin for soft-bowing players and students
Violin for chamber music and orchestral players
Violin for soloists of exceptional bowing technique
Violas from 16* to 17* in. in length
Cellos

In a cello, mode # 1 can be tuned an octave below mode # 2 in both plates,
but in violins and violas the interval should be less than an octave in the back
plate.
An interesting study on the relationship between the free plate mode
frequencies and those of an assembled violin was made by Alonso Moral
(1984). Three top plates, three back plates, and three sets of ribs, with different
stiffness, were used to assemble twelve different violins for testing. The plates
and ribs were rated as pliant (P), normal (N), or resistive (R). The masses of
the top plates varied from 67 to 93 g, and those of the back plates from 115
to 147 g. The mode frequencies (modes # 2 and # 5) in the top plates were
189 Hz ± 11% and 388 Hz ± 11%; in the back plates, they were 194 Hz ± 11%
and 385 Hz ± 10%. The frequency ratios of the two modes were close to 2 in
each plate, and the plates were not varnished.
Alonso Moral found that the Ao and Tl resonances were most strongly
influenced by the properties of the top plate, the C 4 resonance was most
strongly influenced by the back plate, and the C 3 resonance was equally
influenced by both the top and back plates. More specifically:

1. The level of the Ao resonance is very sensitive to the level of the free top
plate resonance, but the frequency of the Ao resonance is insensitive to the
top and back plate frequencies.
2. The frequency and level of the Tl resonance are very sensitive to the
frequency and level of the top plate resonance.
3. The frequency shift in the C 3 resonance is about 20% of the shifts in
frequencies of the top and/or back plate. The level increase is about 50%
of the level increase in the top plate resonance, but decreases by about 40%
of the level increase in the back plate.
4. The frequency shift in the C 4 resonance is about 40% of the shifts in
frequency in the top and/or back plates, but the level is more sensitive to
a shift in the level of the back plate resonance.
Alonso Moral found that combinations of the pliant top with a pliant or
normal back plate led to violins judged the highest in quality, but this is not
surprising since the plates were all fairly stiff according to the recommended
frequencies given earlier in this section.
Studies by Niewczyk and Jansson (1987) indicate that resonance frequencies
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in the assembled instrument are considerably less sensitive to plate thickness
than the modes of the free plate. The thickness near the edge ofthe plate, which
is one of the least important parameters in the free plate, appears to be one of
the most important parameters in the assembled instrument.

10.6. The Bridge
The primary role of the bridge is to transform the motion of the vibrating
strings into periodic driving forces applied by its two feet to the top plate of
the instrument. However, generations ofluthiers have discovered that shaping
the bridge is a convenient and effective way to alter the frequency response
curve of the instrument. As Savart (1840) described it:
If we take a piece of wood cut like a bridge and glue it on to a violin, the instrument
will have almost no sound; it begins to improve if feet are formed on the bridge; if we
make two lateral slots, the quality of sound takes on increasing value as we cut the
bridge completely to the usual form. It is astonishing that by feeling our way we have
arrived at the shape currently used, which seems to be the best of all that could be
adopted.

Careful experiments by Minnaert and Vlam (1937) confirmed early observations by Raman and others that the bridge has a large number of vibration
modes, and that these vibrations are not confined to the plane of the bridge.
By attaching mirrors to both the broad and narrow sides of the bridge and
observing the deflection of light beams during bowing, they were able to
separately identify longitudinal, flexural, and torsional vibrations.
Bladier (1960) and Steinkopf(1963) studied the frequency response functions
of cello bridges. Bladier concluded that the bridge acts as an acoustical level
or amplifier with a gain of about 2 (6 dB) between 66 and 660 Hz, decreasing
to 1 or below above 660 Hz. Steinkopfmodeled the cello bridge as a three-port
device, having one input port (the vibrating string) and two output ports (the
feet). He observed a major resonance at 1000-1500 Hz in various bridges, and
showed that below this resonance the bridge acts like a stiff spring with a
reactance varying as l/f
Reinecke (1973) attached piezoelectric force sensors at the string notch and
under both feet. In addition, he measured velocity at the upper edge of the
bridge with a capacitive sensor, so that he was able to determine both the
input impedance and the force transfer functions. He observed resonances
around 1000 and 2000 Hz in cello bridges and around 3000 and 6000 Hz in
violin bridges standing on a rigid support. The upper curve in Fig. 10.16 shows
the input impedance (Ft/Vt), and the lower curve the force transformation
functions from the string notch to the two feet (F./Ft and Fb/Ft).
Note that the force transfer functions have a constant value 0.5 up to
about 1000 Hz; equal and opposite forces appear at the two feet. At higher
frequencies, the forces are uneven; at some frequencies, the force on the
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Fig. 10.16. Frequency response of a violin bridge. (a) Input impedance and (b) force
transfer from input (string notch) to outputs (bridge feet); solid curve is sound post foot
and dashed curve is bass bar foot (after Reinecke, 1973).

sound post foot predominates; at some, it is the bass bar foot. Furthermore,
Fig. 10.14 shows that the mobility (ratio of velocity to force) is different on the
two sides. At any rate, Helmholtz's statement that the bass bar foot alone
sets the top plate into motion does not seem to be correct. At the bridge
resonances, the impedance reaches a minimum and the force transfer functions
have maximum values.
Holographic interferometry provides an effective way to determine the
vibrational modes of a bridge. The motions of a violin and a cello bridge at
their two main resonances are shown in Fig. 10.17. The motion of the violin
bridge at its first resonance is mainly rotational, while in the cello it is mainly
bending of its slender legs. Cremer (1984) picturesquely compares their legs to
those of a Dachshund and a Great Dane, respectively. Note that the second
resonance of the violin mode is excited by a vertical force, and that is why it
is less prominent in Fig. 10.16.
In order to darken the sound of a string instrument, the player attaches a
mute to the bridge. The main effect ofthis additional mass is to shift the bridge
resonances to lower frequency. Conversely, the resonance frequencies may
be raised by additional elasticity in the form of tiny wedges pushed into the
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Fig. 10.17. First two vibrational modes of a violin bridge (left) and a cello bridge (right)
(after Reinecke, 1973).

slits (Muller, 1979). The effect on the force transfer function is illustrated in
Fig. 10.18.
The change in the first resonance frequency with added mass is found
to follow a simple mass/spring oscillator model. Hacklinger (1978) determined
the stiffness in one violin bridge to be 166,000 N/m and from the resonance
frequency, calculated an effective mass of 0.52 g. Adding mutes with masses of
0.32 g and 0.86 g lowered the main resonance from 2850 Hz to 2240 and
1745 Hz, respectively. Other bridges ranged in stiffness from 160,000 to
950,000 N/m.
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Fig. 10.18. Force transfer function of the bridge with additional mass (1.5 g) and
additional stiffness (data of Reinecke cited in Muller, 1979).
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A

Fig. 10.19. Tilting the bridge slightly so that IX
string segments (Hacklinger, 1980).

=

{3 will result in equal tension in both

For aesthetic reasons bridges are generally carved quite symmetrically.
However, Hacklinger (1979) suggests that the treble side should probably be
made thicker (stiffer) than the bass side. Because of greater tension in the
higher strings, the static force on the sound post foot is roughly twice that on
the bass bar foot. Furthermore, the E string vibrates nearly parallel to the top
plate, whereas the G string makes roughly a 50° angle.
Hacklinger (1980) also recommends tilting the bridge slightly away from
vertical so that angles IX and P(Fig. 10.19) will be equal. This posture makes
the tension equal in both segments of the string as well.

10.7. Sound Radiation
A complete description of the sound radiated by a musical instrument should
include information about the radiated intensity as functions of both frequency and location. Ordinarily, the measurements should be made in a free
field environment (in an anechoic room or outdoors away from reflecting
surfaces), although there are methods to determine sound intensity in a
non anechoic environment by using two or more microphones.
Thus far, we have discussed the motion of bowed strings, the way in which
the bridge transmits the string force to the top plate, and the motion of various
parts of the body. The final link in the chain is a discussion of how the moving
parts radiate sound. Throughout the discussions, we have described various
parts of the violin by transfer functions, which relate output to input. Transfer
functions found throughout the literature have been expressions of mobility
or admittance (velocity divided by force) or of force transfer (output force
divided by input force) as functions of frequency. Another useful transfer
function might be radiated sound power divided by bridge force (or top
plate velocity at the bridge). This would not give us information about the
directivity of the sound radiation, however.
Weinreich (1985) proposes the term radiativity to describe the amplitude
of the sound field per unit of force exerted by the string on the bridge.
Presumably, the term without a modifier would be defined as total radiated
sound divided by the string force. One might speak of directional radiativity
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Fig. 10.20. Directional characteristics of two violins driven sinusoidally at the bridge
(Meyer, 1975).

or frontal radiativity to describe the sound radiated into a certain solid angle,
or dipole radiativity to describe the part of the radiated sound having a certain
spatial distribution.
Many "sound spectra" of violins and other instruments appear in the
literature. Unfortunately, many of them do not adequately describe the
location or the environment of the microphone(s). Only on rare occasions is
the radiated sound power or power level (or sound pressure level at a specified
location) compared to the force (or other measure) of excitation.
The directional characteristics (in the plane of the bridge) of two violins
driven sinusoidally at the bridge are shown in Fig. 10.20. Note the rather
dramatic changes that can occur when the frequency is changed by a small
amount near a resonance. At higher frequencies, the sound radiation field
becomes even more directional, as seen in Fig. 10.21.
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Fig. 10.21. Directional characteristics of two violins in the plane of the bridge.
(a) Meinel (1937); (b) Backhaus and Weymann (1939).
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Fig. 10.22. Directional characteristics of a violin in a longitudinal plane at 880 Hz.
Solid curve: measured characteristics; dashed curve: synthesized with directional
Green's functions (Cremer and Lehringer, 1973).

The directional characteristics in Figs. 10.20 and 10.21 were measured in
the plane of the bridge. Directional characteristics perpendicular to the body
in the plane of the strings are shown in Fig. 10.22. Cremer and Lehringer
(1973) were able to generate a sound field with similar characteristics by means
of six small loudspeakers mounted in a violin body (four in the top plate, two
in the back) and also to synthesize the field with directional Green's functions.

10.7.1. Multipole Expansion of the Sound Field
In Chapter 7, it was shown that the sound field radiated by a complex source
can be approximated by combining the fields of two or more simple sources
(monopoles, dipoles, quadrupoles), appropriately phased. Mathematically,
this amounts to a series expansion of the sound pressure in functions having
the proper spatial dependence.
The monopole radiativity of two very simple violin models is shown in
Fig. 10.23. The first model has no f-holes and its body has a single resonance.
At very low frequencies, the radiativity is determined by the (static) stiffness
of the wood plus the enclosed air. The radiativity increases as the resonance
is approached, and above the resonance frequency it changes sign. The second
model adds a single f-hole. At low frequency, air is "pumped" in and out
of the f-hole, so that there is no net volume change, hence no monopole
radiativity. As the air resonance is approached, the volume motion of the air
becomes greater than that of the shell (assuming the air resonance is lower in
frequency than the wood resonance), and the monopole radiativity has the
opposite sign from the one due to motion of the wood plates alone.
It is interesting to note that the dipole radiativity, though small, remains
finite as the frequency goes to zero, since the volume displaced by the moving
plate is equal and opposite to that pumped in and out of the f-hole. If
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Fig. 10.23. Monopole radiativity of two very simple violin models. (a) Model with no
f-holes has only a single body resonance. (b) Model with an f-hole adds an air resonance
(Weinreich, 1985).

the model had two f-holes, symmetrically located with respect to the antinode of the wood vibration, the dipole moment would go to zero but the
(linear) quadrupole moment would remain finite. This is of little practical
value, however, because dipole and quadrupole radiation are very weak at
low frequency.
The monopole radiativity of a violin of medium quality is shown in
Fig. 10.24. The solid curves give the magnitude and phase of the radiativity
when a sinusoidal force is applied parallel to the violin top, and the dotted
curve gives the magnitude of the radiativity for a force perpendicular to the

.,on
.c:
'"
Cl.
Fig. 10.24. Monopole radiativity of a violin at low frequency. Solid curve is for force
parallel to the top plate; dotted curve is for a perpendicular force (Weinreich, 1985).
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Fig. 10.25. Monopole radiativity curves of violins by Vuillaume (left) and C. Hutchins
(right). Scale is the same as in Fig. 10.24 (Weinreich, 1985).

top. Note that the phase advances 180° at each resonance and retreats 180°
at each anti resonance (compare Fig. 4.7); ignore jumps of 360°. These graphs
are based on a definition of the monopole moment as a volume velocity, and
hence the in-phase motion of the plate and air between the air and wood
resonances (300 to 450 Hz) is characterized by a phase of - 90° rather than O.
Above 450 Hz is a cluster of resonances that collectively act as the "main body
resonance," above which the motion of the top plate is governed by inertia
rather than elasticity (Weinreich, 1985). The narrow resonances of the strings
(294, 392, 440, 588, 660, 784 Hz, etc.) cause no net phase change.
Monopole radiativity curves of violins by Vuillaume (1862) and by Hutchins
are shown in Fig. 10.25. They are quite similar to the one in Fig. 10.24.

10.7.2. Radiation at Higher Frequencies
Since the speed of bending waves in a plate increases with the square root of
frequency (see Chapter 3), it will catch up to the speed of sound (in air) at some
frequency that depends upon the elastic properties of the plate. This is called
the critical frequency or coincidence frequency. The dramatic increase in
radiation by a vibrating plate that occurs above the critical frequency was
discussed in Chapter 7 (p. 163, 168).
In an infinite plate, flexural waves above the critical frequency radiate at
an angle 8 given by
. c
8 = arc sm
(10.5)
v(f) ,
where c is the speed of sound (in air) and v(f) is the speed of bending waves
in the plate. This angle 8 is similar to the Mach angle for shock waves radiated
by a supersonic airplane. Thus, the radiation by the supersonic flexural wave
is nearly parallel to the plate when v(f) is only slightly greater than c, but it
occurs at greater angles for v(f) » c.
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n =1

Fig. 10.26. Directional characteristics of a symmetrically oscillating two-plate system
with varying numbers of half bending waves n. Frequency is proportional to n2 ; n = 4

represents the critical frequency (Cremer, 1984).

The radiation behavior of finite plates is somewhat more complicated. The
directional characteristics of a symmetrically oscillating two-plate system at
various c/v(f) ratios is shown in Fig. 10.26. The number n denotes the number
of half bending waves on the plate, so the frequency is proportional to n2 • The
n = 4 case, where AD = AL , represents the critical frequency; radiation parallel
to the plate (8 = 0) is maximum in this case. As n increases, the radiation
pattern approaches that of an infinite plate with maxima at 8, as given in
Eq. (10.5).
The critical frequency is difficult to calculate for violin plates. By comparison to a flat plate with approximately the dimensions of a violin, Cremer
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(1984) estimates critical frequencies of 4870 Hz along the grain and 18,420 Hz
across the grain for a violin plate 2.5 mm thick. In a 4.4-mm-thick cello plate,
however, the critical frequency for bending waves along the grain would be
only 2800 Hz.
The most extensive study of directivity in string instruments is reported by
Meyer (1972). He represents the directivity of a cello in the vertical plane
(parallel to the strings, perpendicular to the top plate) by the probability
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Fig. 10.28. Principal radiation directions for the cello in the vertical (left) and horizontal
(right) planes (Meyer, 1972).
distributions for 5 cellos in Fig. 10.27. Note the evidence for a critical frequency
somewhere above 2000 Hz at which the two preferred radiation angles are
more or less symmetrical around () = 0 (the direction perpendicular to the top
plate).
Another way to represent the cello data is shown in Fig. 10.28. The principal
radiation directions are shown both in the vertical plane (as in Fig. 10.27) and
in the plane of the bridge.
Directivity curves for violins are shown in Figs. 10.29 and 10.30. There is
some evidence for a critical frequency around 4500 Hz, but the effect is not
nearly so clear as in the cello.
A graph of sound level versus frequency for a sinusoidally driven violin is
shown in Fig. 10.31. The sound level is averaged over 6 microphones 1 m from
the violin, so it provides a reasonably good indication of the total radiated
power. The power level appears to fall off at a rate of about 9 dB/octave.
Another way to measure the sound power of a source is to measure the
sound pressure level in a reverberant room. Narrow bands of noise, rather
than sine functions, are used as drive signals in order to average out the
resonances of the room. This method was used to obtain the power spectrum
in Fig. 1O.32(a); the bridge input admittance for the same instrument is shown
in Fig. 1O.32(b). The drive force was kept constant. Note that the air resonance
(just below 300 Hz) is more prominent in the radiation curve than in the
admittance curve.
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Fig. 10.30. Principal radiation directions for the violin in the horizontal plane (Meyer
1972).
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Fig. 10.32. (a) Sound pressure level of a violin in a reverberant room and (b) bridge
input admittance for the same violin on a logarithmic scale (Beldie, 1974).

10.7.3. Sound Radiation from Bowed Violins
In most studies of sound radiation, a sinusoidal force has been applied to
the bridge. When the violin is bowed, however, the complex driving force
(whose waveform approximates a sawtooth wave) is rich in harmonic partials. Quite a different power spectrum is then obtained. The fundamental
is generally the strongest partial; between the fundamental and the bridge
resonance (2500-3000 Hz), the partials decrease about 6 dB/octave because
ofthe sawtooth character of the bow excitation. Above 3000 Hz, the spectrum
has a slope of roughly -15 dB/octave because of the sawtooth excitation
(-6dB/octave) combined with the sinusoidal frequency response curve
(-9 dB/octave; see Fig. 10.31).
Saunders (1937) used total intensity curves to compare different violins. To
record these curves, the instruments were played as loudly as possible without
allowing the tone to break, and the sound intensity level was recorded. Total
intensity curves for five Stradivarius violins are shown in Fig. 10.33. Hutchins
refers to curves employing the hand-bowing technique, in which each note is
bowed loudly with fast vigorous bow strokes, as Saunders loudness curves.
Another useful technique for analyzing the sound of bowed instruments is
to compute long-term-average spectra (L T AS). Scales played on the violin are
tape recorded and analyzed by means of 23 filters whose center frequencies
and bandwidths approximate the critical bands of hearing (alternatively, the
spectrum analysis may be done on a digital computer programmed to simulate
the 23 filters). If the directional characteristics of the radiated sound are
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Fig. 10.33. Total intensity curves for five Stradivarius violins bowed one note at a time
(Saunders, 1937).
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desired, the recording should be done in an anechoic room; if the total sound
power is desired, a reverberation chamber is preferred. Both environments are
illustrated in Fig. 10.34.

10.8. The Bow
Nearly all string players agree about the great importance of using a bow of
high quality. Thus, it is rather surprising that relatively little scientific study
has been directed at the behavior of the bow.
Static properties of the bow include its size and shape, mass, camber,
stiffness, the position of its center of mass, its center of percussion, and the
longitudinal compliance of its bow hairs. Dynamic properties include bow
hair admittance and vibrational modes of the stick.
A few properties of three violin bows and one viola bow are supplied by
Reder (1970):
Property
Stick length (cm)
Mass(gm)
Camber (mm)
Center of mass (cm)
Center of percussion (cm)
Deflection (mm)
O.2-kg load
O.4-kg load
0.6-kg load
Playing quality

Violin bow # 1

Violin bow # 2

Violin bow # 3

Viola bow

72.8
64
17.7
24.8
44.5

72.8
58
17.7
25.2
44.1

72.8
53
20
23.95
45.0

71.9
67.5
18.6
25.0
43.7

2.00
3.95
5.90
Excellent

1.95
3.90
5.85
Very good

2.10
4.20
6.50
Good

1.50
3.00
4.80
Excellent

If anything can be concluded from the static properties listed in this table, it

is that the violin bow of lower quality was lighter and less stiff than the best
bow and had greater camber (perhaps to compensate for less stiffness). The
viola bow was heavier and stiffer than the violin bows.
The first longitudinal resonance of the bow hair lies between 1500 and
2000 Hz for a 62-cm length, giving a longitudinal wave speed of 1900 to
2500 m/s. From this, a characteristic impedance of 30 kgls and a tension of
0.3 N on each hair or 60 N for 200 hairs are estimated (Schumacher, 1975). In
some preliminary experiments, stick modes were found to have an average
spacing of about 300 Hz up to 2000 Hz.
The playing characteristics of bows are most likely dependent on the
low-frequency transverse oscillations, for which 65 Hz is a typical frequency
in a cello bow. These oscillations, which lead to a periodic variation in bowing
pressure, are governed by the wooden parts as well as the tension on the bow
hairs.
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10.9. The Wolf Tone
Ordinarily, the characteristic impedance of the string [given as J1C in
Eq. (2.38)] is about lo of the impedance of the bridge, as seen by the string.
This impedance mismatch is more than enough to provide the strong reflection
needed for oscillations to build up on the string. At the frequency of a
strong body resonance, however, the bridge impedance is greatly reduced (by
approximately the Q of the resonance), and thus the reflection may be too
weak to sustain the oscillation of the string.
Initially, the quiet bridge provides a sufficiently strong reflection for the
string oscillation to build up, but as the body vibration builds up in amplitude
near a strong resonance, the bridge appears "soft" to the string, and energy is
absorbed from the string causing its oscillation to die down. When the string
oscillation dies down, the body vibration is deprived of its energy source, and
it soon dies out also, making a new cycle possible. The net result is that the
string and the body vibrations alternately grow and diminish in amplitude, in
somewhat the same fashion as the coupled pendula described in Chapter 4.
When this occurs, the player finds it difficult, if not impossible, to maintain a
steady sound by bowing. Rather the tone varies strongly and harshly at the
exchange frequency, which is typically about 5 Hz. The note at which this
unstable situation occurs is called the wolf tone. The alternating amplitudes
of the string and body are evident in Fig. 10.35.
There are two reasons why the viola and especially the cello are more
susceptible to wolf tone trouble than the violin. One is that the stringfbody
impedance mismatch is less in the larger instruments; that is, their dimensions
have not increased in proportion to 11f. As Schelleng (1963) described it, "The
chronic susceptibility of the cello to this trouble is the price paid for the
convenience of a small instrument, small compared to one completely scaled."
The second reason has to do with the bridge height. When the much taller

Belly

String

Fig. 10.35. Oscillograms ofthe body and string showing alternate growth of amplitude
characteristic of a wolf tone (Raman, 1916).
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bridge of the cello (see Fig. 10.17) rocks back and forth in response to the
vibration of the top plate, it acts as a longer lever in reducing the impedance
seen by the string. The reduction in impedance increases as the square of the
lever length, which is 2.4 times greater in the cello. Both factors considered,
Cremer (1984) estimates that it is 3.4 times easier to generate wolf tones in the
cello.
There have been a number of suggestions as to how to suppress wolf tones.
Damping the top plate is probably not a good solution, because it would
reduce the Q of other resonances as well as the one that causes the wolf tone.
One possibility is to couple yet another oscillator with the same resonance
frequency but with greater damping than the body resonance. A convenient
way to do this is to attach an appropriate mass to the extension of a string
between the bridge and tailpiece. A material with high internal damping, such
as Plasticine or modeling clay, can be used for the required mass. Other
dampers attach directly on the body or mount inside the instrument (Giith,
1978). An experienced player can usually suppress a wolf tone by increasing
the bowing force or changing the point of bowing, but "an ounce of prevention
is worth a pound of cure."

10.10. Tonal Quality of Violins
A question musical acousticians are often asked by musicians as well as
laypersons is "Do you think 'they' will ever discover the secrets of Stradivari?"
There is little doubt that instruments crafted by the old Italian masters are
highly treasured. Although they have undergone substantial modifications to
bring them up to modern pitch standards, most surviving instruments of these
masters still have excellent tonal and playing qualities.
The sound quality of a musical instrument depends upon a number of
factors. Although most of them are acoustical, relating to the way the instrument vibrates and radiates sound, there are nonacoustical factors that can
have a psychological effect on the player as well. If a violin appears to have
been made by a master craftsman, it will probably be played accordingly. This
is especially true if the player knows of the maker and his reputation. Every
string instrument has its own unique playing characteristics, and if you are
given the opportunity to play (or to own) a Stradivarius violin, you will no
doubt take great care to adapt your playing technique to bring out the best
in the instrument.
In a paper presented at the Stockholm Music Acoustics Conference in 1983,
Jiirgen Meyer attempted to answer two questions:
(1) Does the vibration behavior of old Italian violins differ from that of other
violins?
(2) Is it possible to imagine sound qualities of a violin making it appear
superior to an old Italian violin, without its losing the typical sound of a
violin?
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To answer these questions, it is important to try to distinguish between the
influence of the player on the instrument and the acoustical properties of the
instrument itself.
The main parameters at the player's disposal are related to bowing: bow
speed, bow force, and bowing position on the string (and the way in which
these relate to each other, especially during the attack). Additional parameters
have to do with holding the instrument, correct intonation, and vibrato
technique. Although these playing parameters profoundly affect the overall
tonal quality, Meyer found that their effect on the sound spectrum is small,
being mainly restricted to the slope of the envelope toward high frequencies.
Thus, violins need not be bowed by machines in order to compare their
playing spectra.
The frequencies of the air resonance (fo) and the first body resonance (fl)
in 100 violins are compared in Fig. 10.36. Included in this group are 6 violins
by Stradivari and 14 by other old Italian masters. The characteristic that
stands out is the low tuning of the plate resonance (Tl in Fig. 10.12) in the old
Italian instruments.
Analysis with one-third octave filters provides information about energy
distribution. Figure 10.37 shows the levels in two adjacent third-octave bands
300
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1000

2000

4000

7000

r

L

Fig. 10.38. Response curves of three groups of violins. Top: ten old Italian violins;
center: master violins; bottom: factory-made violins (Diinnwald, 1983).
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having center frequencies of315 and 400 Hz. Each point below the dashed line
represents a violin whose level in the 315-Hz band is greater than its level in
the 400-Hz band, a characteristic of 13 old Italian instruments (including all
6 Strads), but of very few others.
Response curves of three groups of violins are compared in Fig. 10.38. The
old Italian violins are characterized by a broad maximum around 2500 Hz,
followed by a marked roll-off toward high frequency. This maximum, which
occurs in the range of greatest hearing sensitivity, is quite similar to the singer's
formant found in the spectra of most opera singers. (Several other remarkable
similarities between the violin and the singing voice were noted by Rakowski,
1985, as well.)
More recently, Diinnwald (1985) has found that two parameters Land N
could be used to characterize the sound of old Italian violins. L is the relative
sound level at the air resonance frequency, and N is the percentage of tones
from an instrument in which the strongest partial lies within the frequency
range 1300 to 2500 Hz. All except one of the old Italian violins lie in one corner
of the graph of L versus N in Fig. 10.39.

10.11. Viola, Cello, and Double Bass
Acoustical research on bowed string instruments has traditionally been concentrated on the violin. Although in a typical orchestra there are about onethird as many violas and cellos as violins, one must search diligently to find 1
or 2% as much published material on their acoustical behavior.
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Fig. 10.40. Sound level of a played viola. When notes are played on two different strings,
the solid curve represents the lower string and the dashed curve the higher string
(Barnes et aI., 1983).

The viola is tuned a fifth lower than the violin (C 3, G 3, D 4, and A4).
However, its dimensions are only about 15% greater than those of the violin,
and the principal resonances lie from 20 to 40% below those of the violin. The
air resonance and main body resonance tend to lie between the open string
frequencies instead of on them, as in the violin. Thus, the viola is not a
scaled-up violin; it is a distinctly different instrument. A sound level curve for
a bowed viola is shown in Fig. 10.40. Note that the lowest notes played on the
D and A strings (dashed curves) produce more power than the same notes
played on the G and D strings (solid curve). The body resonances in this viola
(denoted by W) were lower in frequency than those reported by Firth (1974).
The violoncello or cello also departs from violin scaling. Tuned a twelfth
below the violin and an octave below the viola (C 2 , G 2 , D 3 , and A 3 ), its
dimensions are about double those ofthe violin except for the rib height, which
is about four times that of the violin. Its lowest air resonance is close to the
open second string frequency, as it is in the violin. Tunings and resonances of
the violin, viola, cello, and double bass are compared in Fig. 10.41.
Interestingly enough, the double bass (also known as the contrabass or bass
viol) has received more attention in the musical acoustics literature than either
the viola or cello. It still retains features of the viol family: sloping shoulders,
flat back, and tuning in fourths (EI' AI' D 2 , G 2 ) rather than fifths. Some
players hold the bow in the manner of viol playing, with the hand underneath
the stick.
The input admittance (mobility) of a high-quality double bass is shown in
Fig. 10.42. The air resonance around 60 Hz and the main body resonance (Td
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Fig. 10.41. Tunings and resonances of the violin, viola, cello, and double bass. The air
resonance is denoted by A and the main body resonance by W. The open strings are
denoted by o.

at 98 Hz are easily identified. Smaller peaks nearby are probably caused by
modes similar to the C 2 , C 3 , and C 4 modes in violins. Between 120 and
400 Hz is a series of body resonances, and the bridge resonance lies around
400 Hz. The high-frequency response reaches its maximum around 600 Hz
and then rolls off fairly rapidly.
The double bass plays down to El (41 Hz). Notes near the bottom of its
range will have two or more partials in each critical band, which will tend
to give roughness to its sound. The series of peaks between 120 and 220 Hz
in the admittance curve in Fig. 10.42, by acting as a sort of comb filter that
de-emphasizes every other partial, may alleviate this roughness somewhat;
this may be one of the features that contributes to the high quality of this
instrument (Askenfelt, 1982).
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Fig. 10.42. Input admittance curve for a high-quality double bass (AskenfeIt, 1982).
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10.12. Viols
Viols were popular instruments during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, dropped from favor in the eighteenth century, and have enjoyed a
considerable renaissance in the twentieth century. The three most common
members of the viol family are the treble, tenor, and bass. Each has six strings,
tuned in fourths except for the major third at the center:
Bass:

D2

G 2 C 3 E3

A3

D4

Tenor: A2

D3

G 3 B3

E4

A4

Treble: D3

G 3 C 4 E4

A4

Ds

Toward the end of the seventeenth century, a descant viol or pardessus de viole,
tuned a fourth above the treble viol (G3C4F4A4DsGs), was added. In
addition to these rather standard instruments, the viol family has had several
other members: the double-bass viol, division (small bass) viol, lyra viol
("viola bastard a"), viola d'amore, and baryton (the latter two with sympathetic
strings).
A viol differs from a violin primarily in that its back is flat and braced by
three cross bars, the middle one supporting the sound post. The top plate has
a shallower arch than that of the violin, and it has c-holes rather than f-holes.
The ribs are considerably higher than those of the violin. Bowed loudness
curves for a treble and a bass viol are shown in Fig. 10.43 (compare with Fig.
10.33).
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Fig. 10.43. Bowed loudness curves for a treble viol and bass viol. A and W denote the
air resonance and main body resonance (cf. modes Ao and Tl in Fig. 10.12). Frequencies
of the open strings are noted (A.gren, 1968).
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Fig. 10.44. Holographic interferograms of a treble viol top plate. The first two plate
modes probably resemble the modal shapes at the air and main body resonances (244
and 440 Hz) in the complete instrument, since the edge is attached to a jig and a
soundpost presses against it (Agren and Stetson, 1972).

The treble viol appears to be the first musical instrument to be studied by
holographic interferometry (or at least to be reported in the literature). Figure
10.44 shows time-average holographic interferograms of the top plate of the
treble viol shown in Fig. 10.43. The top plate was held in a jig, an artificial
sound post was pushed against it, and it was excited at the back of the bass
bar opposite the place where the bass bridge foot would rest.

10.13. A New Violin Family
In 1958, composer Henry Brant suggested to violin researchers Frederick
Saunders and Carleen Hutchins that they design and construct a family of
scaled violin-type instruments to cover the entire range of orchestral music.
Saunders and Hutchins accepted the challenge and, with the help of John
Schelleng and other members of the Catgut Acoustical Society, created a new
family of eight violins. Several sets of these instruments now exist, and they
have been heard in a number of concerts. The reaction of performers and
listeners has ranged from great enthusiasm to polite acceptance.
Design of the new family of violins was guided by a theoretical scaling
relationship called the general law of similarity. This law states that if all linear
dimensions of an instrument are increased by a factor K, keeping all materials
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the same, the natural vibrational modes decrease in frequency by a factor 1/K:
K = L1
L2

=/2.
/1

(10.6)

The truth of this law is easy to show for two simple vibrators: a Helmholtz
resonator and a flat plate. The natural frequency of a Helmholtz resonator is

cfA
1= 21nJVr

(1.28)

If all linear dimensions are scaled up by a factor K, we obtain
1"' _
)0 -

c
2n

K2 A
C fA
1
(K3V)(Kl) = 2nKVVl = Klo.

(10.7)

For a plate with dimensions Lx by Ly and thickness h supported at its edges,
Scaling to the violin
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Fig. 10.45. Theoretical and actual scalings of the new violin family and conventional
instruments compared to the violin (= 1.0) (adapted from Hutchins, 1980).
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Fig. 10.46. The eight instruments in the new violin family (photograph by John
Castronova).

the lowest frequency is

111 = 0.0459VLh[~
+ ~J.
Lx
Ly

(3.17)

Scaling LxLy and h by a factor K gives
,

1

111 = Kill'

(10.8)

This simple law of similarity, it turns out, is approximately, but not
exactly, correct for the complicated shapes and vibration modes of real string
instruments.
If all dimensions of the cello were three times as great as those of the violin,
the natural frequencies of its body should have exactly the same relationship
to those of the open strings as in the violin. In a real cello, however, the main
body resonance lies 4 to 5 semitones higher (see Fig. 10.42). A cello three times
as long as the violin (and with 3 3 = 27 times the weight) would be considered
quite impractical for the role it fulfills. The similarity requirements are even
more difficult to fulfill in the viola (Cremer, 1984).
From a musical point of view, there would be both advantages and disadvantages to having physical similarity between instruments. Similarity could

Table 10.1. Tunings, measurements, and scalings of the new violin family compared to
conventional bowed string instruments (underlined).·
Instrument
Name

Tuning

G
D

Treble

A
E
C

G

Soprano

D
A

G
D

Mezzo

A
E

G
D

Violin

A
E
C

G

Viola

D
A
C

G

Alto

D
A

G
D

Tenor

A
E
C

G

Cello

D
A
C

G

Baritone

D
A
A

D

Small bass

G
C
E
Bass

A

D

G
E
Contrabass

A

D

G
a

From Hutchins, 1980.

Length (em)
Hz
392
587
880
1319
262
392
587
880
196
294
440
659
196
294
440
659
132
196
294
440
132
196
294
440
98.0
147
220
330
65.4
98.0
147
220
65.4
98.0
147
220
55.0
73.4
98.0
131
41.2
55.0
73.4
98.0
41.2
55.0
73.4
98.0

Relative scaling factors

Overall

Body

String

Body
length

Resonance
placement

String
tuning

48

28.6

26

.75

.50

.50

54-55

31.2

30

.89

.67

.67

62-63

38.2

32.7

1.07

1.00

1.00

59-60

35.5

32.7

1.00

1.00

1.00

70-71

43

37-38

1.17

1.33

1.50

82-83

50.2

43

1.44

1.50

1.50

107

65.4

60.8

1.82

2.00

2.00

124

7576

68-69

2.13

2.67

3.00

142

86.4

72

2.42

3.00

3.00

171

104.2

92

2.92

4.00

4.00

178198

109
122

104117

3.093.43

4.00

6.00

213214

130.0

110

3.60

6.00

6.00
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improve balance in small ensembles, but the difference in timbre between
dissimilar instruments might be missed.
Getting back to the new violin story: by 1962, the Catgut group had
constructed a set of six scaled violins for testing. In 1965, the full set of eight
was ready for its first concert performance. Since then, they have appeared in
a number of successful concerts in Europe and North America.
The theoretical and actual scalings of the new violin family are shown in
Fig. 10.45, along with the scaling of conventional string instruments. Included
in Fig. 10.45 is a new mezzo violin, with a body length of 38 em (15 in.) rather
than the conventional 36 em (14 in.). This new instrument, which provides an
average power increase of 3 to 4 dB over the conventional violin, appears to
play in better balance with the rest of the new violin family.
The eight instruments in the new violin family, shown in Fig. 10.46, range
in length from 48 em (treble) to 214 em (contrabass). Table 10.1 compares their
tuning, measurements, resonance frequencies, and scaling factors to those of
conventional bowed string instruments (underlined).
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CHAPTER 11

Harps, Harpsichords, and Clavichords

In Chapter 9, we discussed plucked-string instruments of the guitar and lute
families, having a relatively small number of strings, the sounding length of
which can be varied by pressing them with a finger against a set of fixed frets.
These instruments are further characterized by being light in weight and
having a bulbous hollow sound box and a long neck and fingerboard.
The distinction between these instruments and those of the family we are
now to describe is not at all sharp, and many instruments of transitional design
have been developed (Baines, 1966), though most of them are now obsolete.
The shapes of these instruments varied widely, and they had different combinations offree and fretted strings in profusion. Various classifications have
been devised, and the history of many types has been documented by Marcuse
(1975, pp. 177-234). For our present discussion, it is convenient to ignore the
fretted instruments and consider only those with one open string per note. The
hand-plucked instruments then divide conveniently into those with a sounding board parallel to the strings-the zither, the psaltery, and the koto are
examples-and those with the soundboard nearly at right angles to the plane
of the strings, which belong to the harp family proper. Again, this is only a
classification of convenience, and intermediate types do exist. Two members
of the zither family are shown in Figs. 11.1 and 11.2.
It is interesting to note that, on the basis of this classification, the harpsichord
is really a mechanized psaltery or box zither, rather than a mechanized harp.
Some of this former class of instruments, occasionally the psaltery but particularly the dulcimer, were played by striking the strings with hammers
instead of plucking them, and so are the ancestors of the clavichord and
particularly of the pianoforte.

11.1. The Koto
There is not space here to give a description of the various kinds of zithers
that have survived in the reviving tradition of folk music. We consider only
one example, the Japanese koto or soh, which is a close relative of the Chinese
ch'in.
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Fig. 11.1. In plucked-string instruments of the zither family such as the psaltery, the
strings run parallel to the sound board. There is one string per note and frets are absent.

As shown in Fig. 11.2, the koto consists of a shallow rectangular box about
180 cm long, 25 cm wide, and 7 cm high, with a curved arched top plate 3 to
4 cm thick and a flat ribbed base plate with two soundholes. It is made of
paulownia (kiri) wood, which has density and mechanical properties rather
similar to those of the spruce traditionally used for the top plates of violins.
The koto has 13 tightly twisted silk strings which pass over fixed bridges at
each end of the instrument and over high individual movable bridges, one

Fig. 11.2. The Japanese koto or soh is a long, arched zither with 13 silk strings passing
over moveable bridges. It is played with thimbleJike plectra on the fingers of the right
hand, while the left hand presses on the non sounding part of the string to interpolate
semitones and produce vibrato effects.

11.1. The Koto
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Fig. 11.3. Nodal curves for the first few modes of the top plate of a koto, with their
frequencies in hertz (Ando, 1986).

for each string, distributed along the body of the instrument. These bridges
are set so that the right-hand sections of the string, viewed from the player's
side, produce a pentatonic scale over about two octaves. The usual scale is
G 3 A3 B~ D4 E~ G 4 A4 B~ Ds E~ G s As, but others are also used (Ando, 1989).
The player plucks the strings with fingernail-like plectra and, by pressing on
the nonsounding part of the string, can produce intermediate semitones,
sliding transitions between notes, and vibrato effects.
Ando (1986) examined the vibrations of the body of the koto and found
modes, as shown in Fig. 11.3, that have relatively simple transverse nodal lines.
The first three modes, which are nearly the same for the top plate alone and
for the complete instrument, appear to be simple barlike vibrations of the type
discussed in Chapter 2, except that the frequencies have a nearly linear rather
than a nearly quadratic increase with mode number. The reason for this is not
clear. We might designate these modes (1,0), (2,0), and (3,0), respectively, as
discussed in Chapter 3, indicating no mode excitation in the transverse dimension of the plate. The fourth mode at 404 Hz appears anomalous, but could
be of the form (1,1), the elastic anisotropy ofthe timber giving a smaller rigidity
and hence a lower frequency for transverse modes than would be expected
from simple dimensional considerations. The expected longitudinal nodal
lines may be concealed at the sides of the instrument. The other modes
indicated might then be of the form (n,1). It is interesting to note that the
dimensions of the instrument and the existence of soundholes at both ends
lead us to expect air resonances at integral multiples of a fundamental near
100 Hz, for which the cavity is half a wavelength long. Close similarity to the
plate mode frequencies leads to significant interaction.
The mode near 400 Hz, which has a nearly pure monopole breathing character like the Ao mode ofa violin, as shown in Fig. 10.12, is particularly efficient
in radiation and shows up as a sharp peak in the sound spectrum when the
body is excited by a sharp tap. The effects of this resonance, the fact that
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plate resonances extend right down to the fundamental of the lowest note
(G 3 = 196 Hz), and the damping effect on the high-frequency string vibrations
of their twisted silk construction combine to give the koto a mellow harplike
sound. The player has some control over sound quality, as in all manually
plucked instruments, by varying the position of the plucking point as discussed in Chapters 2 and 10.
The radiation pattern of the koto should follow the general principles
discussed in Chapter 7. The 400-Hz mode has an approximately monopole
character, at least as far as body vibrations are concerned, and should radiate
efficiently. The other top-plate modes can be approximated by a row of line
sources of opposite phases. The separation between these antiphase regions is
somewhat less than half the sound wavelength in air at the respective resonance
frequencies so that there will be a good deal ofradiation cancelling, except for
the unbalanced zones at the ends of the instrument. This behavior will be
complicated, however, by the extra radiation from the soundholes in the base
of the instrument, reflected from the usually hard floor on which it is played.
No quantitative studies on these matters seem to have been published.

11.2. The Harp
The harp has a long tradition in western Europe and remains the national
stringed instrument in countries such as Wales, Ireland, and Scotland. It is
characterized, as we noted, by having a soundboard that is more-or-Iess
perpendicular to, rather than parallel to, the plane of the strings. As we see
from Fig. 11.4, however, the angle between individual strings and soundboard
is in the range 30-40°, rather than being 90°. A little thought shows that this
is necessary if the vibrations of the strings are to have a direct influence on
the sound board to which they are attached. This effect varies as the cosine of
the angle between strings and soundboard and so has a value for a harp that
is about 0.8 of the maximum possible. If the angle were 90°, then there would
be no first-order influence of string vibration on the soundboard, only a
second-order effect at twice the vibration frequency caused by variation in
string tension.
The sound box of a harp is a long, tapered, hollow structure, generally with
a fairly solid curved body and a lighter flat soundboard. The soundboard itself
is 30-40 cm across at its lower end and tapers to about 10 cm at the top. Its
thickness is similarly scaled from 8-10 mm at the bass end to perhaps only
2 mm at the treble. There are not usually any transverse bars on this soundboard, but a heavy longitudinal strut runs along its center, and it is to this
that the strings are fixed.
The strings themselves are generally of gut, though some of the bass strings
may be of silk overwrapped with metal wire to give greater density. Their
number ranges from about 30 in small portable harps to 44 in a modern
concert harp. String lengths increase toward the bass, as allowed by the shape

11.2. The Harp
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Fig. 11.4. In both small Welsh, Irish, and Scottish harps and in modern concert harps,
the plane of the soundboard is normal to the plane ofthe strings, and individual strings
meet the soundboard at an angle of about 30°. The concert harp has pedal levers to
alter the pitch of all strings with the same note name by one or two semi tones.

ofthe frame, but, rather than doubling with each octave as required by strictly
proportional scaling, the increase is by a factor typically between 1.7 and 1.8
(Firth, 1986). The strings are normally tuned to a major diatonic scale and
cover a compass of 41 to 6 octaves. The top open string on most modern
concert harps is E~ (2489 Hz).
While many simple harps have only open strings and are tuned to different
scales by use of the tuning pegs at the beginning of a performance, some of
them incorporate small brass blades that can be rotated to touch individual
strings and, thus, by shortening their vibrating length, to raise their pitch by
a semi tone. This simple mechanism was further developed by Sebastian Erard
who patented, in 1819, the double action now used universally in modern
concert harps.
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(a)

(b)

(e)

Fig. 11.5. In the double-action harp of Erard, each string passes between two buttons
bearing pegs. When the buttons are rotated separately by the mechanism, the length
of the string is reduced by either l8 or 128' thus raising the pitch by one or two semitones.
The open strings (a) are tuned in the key C~ so that (b) corresponds to Cq and (c) to C:jj:.

The essence of this action is shown in Fig. 11.5. Each string passes over two
brass buttons, each bearing two rods that protrude on the two sides of the
string. If a button is rotated, then these two rods grasp the string and shorten
its vibrating length. One button is placed about /8 of the way along the string
and the other ?8' so that they raise the pitch by one or two semitones respectively. In the Erard mechanism, the rotation of these buttons is controlled by
seven levers at the base of the harp, one for each note of the scale. Connecting
rods pass up the main pillar of the harp and thence along the curved top arm
to the button mechanism. Each lever has three positions that leave the string
length unaltered or shorten it by one or two semi tones respectively. The harp
is normally tuned with open strings in the key of C~, so that with all levers
in the midposition the key becomes C. Each note can then be sharpened or
flattened by one semi tone from this midposition, the notes of each octave
being treated in the same way.
Very little has been written on the acoustics of the harp, but Firth (1977)
has made a detailed examination of the vibrational modes of the sound board
of a Scottish harp, the clarsach, which has 32 strings and is rather more than
half the size of a concert harp. The soundboard is 93 cm long and tapers from
30 cm to 10 cm in width and from 8 mm to 2 mm in thickness. Before the
central bar bearing the strings is attached, the nodal lines have the general
form shown in Fig. 11.6. At low frequencies, the vibrations are like those of
a simple beam, except that the nodal lines are more widely spaced at the broad
thick end of the soundboard than at the narrow thin end. At high frequencies,
a transverse nodal ring develops at the broad end of the soundboard and
the tranverse nodal lines are restricted to the narrow end. To a reasonable
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Fig. 11.6. Nodal patterns for representative low-, medium-, and high-frequency vibration modes of the free sound board of a small harp. The three patterns at the left are
for the sound board alone, and the three patterns at the right for the soundboard with
its central bar (after Firth, 1977).

approximation, the mode frequencies in hertz are given by

n = 1,2,3, ...

(11.1)

When the central bar is added, the mode shapes remain similar to those of the
unbarred soundboard except that the ring node develops for a much smaller
value of n. The modal frequencies are all greatly raised, as we would expect,
and the frequency relation [Eq. (11.1)J is changed to the surprisingly linear
form
(11.2)
in ~ l03n,
at least for n ~ 6. This is reminiscent of the mode-frequency relation noted
above for the body of the koto, though the geometry is clearly different.
Firth did not conduct a similar examination of mode shapes for the assembled sound box, but rather conducted a survey of mechanical admittance of
the completed structure at positions along the central bar corresponding to
string attachment points. He found some correlation between the behavior of
sound output for particular strings and mechanical admittance at their point
of attachment at their vibration frequency. Particular tonal effects were noted
for strings attached at points where the admittance at their characteristic
frequency was particularly high or low. Clearly, the design of a really fine
instrument must avoid allowing individual strings to have very idiosyncratic
behavior, though absolute uniformity is neither expected nor desired.

11.3. The Harpsichord
The harpsichord, or cembalo, and its rather different companion the clavichord,
have a long history back to at least the year 1500. The harpsichord was the
mainstay of chamber music throughout the baroque and early classical periods
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Fig. 11.7. The structure of a typical one-manual harpsichord with a single choir of
strings (Fletcher, 1977).

until about 1800, when it was supplanted by the more expressive and much
louder pianoforte. Fortunately, many excellent instruments have survived
from the eighteenth century-the golden age of harpsichord building-and
careful studies by Hubbard (1967) and others have led to a modem revival in
their construction and playing (Zuckermann, 1969).
The general construction of a harpsichord is shown in Fig. 11.7. The
keyboard spans about 4! octaves, from Al to F6 , though larger and smaller
compasses have been built. The instrument is more or less triangular, with the
oblique side generally being curved. Strings run from front to back. In some
very small harpsichords (spinets), the case may be angled in from both ends,
with the strings running parallel to the longer angled side. The strings are fixed
to pegs set in the top of the frame along the bent side, pass at an angle around
metal pins set in a curved wooden bridge glued to the soundboard, cross
another set of pins in a fixed bridge (the nut) set rigidly on a pin block, and
then wrap around individual tuning pegs as in a piano. In the upper half of
the compass, the string length doubles on the octave descending the scale, but
in the bass this doubling is reduced and the strings of the lowest octave are
nearly equal in length. The outer frame ofthe harpsichord is oflight but strong
timber, cross-braced from one side to the other. The soundboard is of light
timber, generally spruce, as in violin top plates, with the grain running parallel
to the strings, and is stiffened by light ribs in a pattern such as shown.
Traditional harpsichords are always in the form of a closed box with a solid
base. Some open, pianolike instruments have been built in recent years, but
they are not historically accurate and are not generally approved.

11.3. The Harpsichord
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Fig. 11.8. The mechanism of a harpsichord. The key raises the jack and the plectrum
plucks the string. When the key is released the spring-loaded tongue deflects to allow
the plectrum to slip back under the string, while the felt damper pad terminates the
string vibration. The stop rail can be moved slightly sideways to disengage all the jacks
for a particular choir of strings (Hubbard, 1967).

The action of a harpsichord is shown in Fig. 11.8. Each key pivots on a pin
near its midpoint and raises a jack from which protrudes a short quill plectrum. This deflects the string and then bends to let it slip past and vibrate
freely. On the return movement, when the key is released, the plectrum, which
is mounted on a short spring-loaded lever, slips back under the string and a
felt damping pad, also mounted on the jack, stops the sound. The jacks are
prevented from leaping out of their slots in fast playing by a wooden cover,
lined with thick felt, which also serves to return the jack rapidly in staccato
or repetitive playing.
When a harpsichord has only one set of strings, these are tuned to normal
piano pitch, A4 = 440 Hz, or perhaps to A 435 or even A 412 if playing with
wind instruments of the period. This pitch is known as "8-foot" by analogy
with the pipe organ, a much older keyboard instrument, for which the longest
manual pipe at this pitch (C 2 = 65 Hz) is about 8 feet (2.4 m) long. The size
or scale of a harpsichord is generally specified by giving the length of the C s
string in the middle of the length-proportional range of the 8-ft string choir.
A typical scale is 25 to 35 cm. Some harpsichords have two separate sets of
strings, both at 8-ft pitch, plucked by separate jacks at different distances from
the end to give variety in harmonic content, as discussed in Chapter 2. Larger
harpsichords have a set of shorter strings, passing over a separate bridge on
the soundboard and anchored to a separate heavy hitch-pin rail glued to the
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underside of the soundboard. These strings are tuned to produce notes an
octave above the written pitch and are referred to as a 4-ft set, again by analogy
with the organ. Some harpsichords have a still further set of strings of the same
length as the 8-ft set but of thicker wire, tuned as a 16-ft choir an octave below
the written notes. The jacks for each set of strings are moved by the same keys
but run in different sets of guide slots. A small motion of the rail holding a set
of slots can be made to move the jacks just far enough that their plectra fail
to touch the strings, thus silencing them. In this way, a considerable variety
of basic harpsichord sounds can be produced. Further variations in tone color
are achieved by using plectra ofleather or other soft materials instead of quill,
or even by moving a set of felt pads against the strings to damp the sound
rapidly and give a lutelike effect.
Still larger harpsichords have another complete manual with its own keys,
jacks, and strings, but using the same soundboard, to give further variety and
allow quick changes in sound quality. Generally, the upper manual is softer
than the lower. An ingenious mechanism allows the key action of the two
manuals to be coupled together for the fullest sound effect.
The eighteenth-century harpsichord was thus a fully developed and flexible
instrument-some even had pedal keyboards like the organ-and served for
much solo music as well as being an essential component of the baroque
orchestra and the normal accompaniment, along with cello or bassoon, for
most vocal and chamber music. It had, and still has, a rich and clear sound,
a reasonable volume level, and a precise and flexible action. Its shortcomings,
to the ears of musical romantics, lay in its inability to produce an expressive
crescendo or accent, and in its lack of volume level adequate to balance the
new instrumental forces of the romantic symphony orchestra.
The strings of a harpsichord are always single, not doubled or tripled as in
a piano. In nearly all cases, historical instruments used steel or soft iron strings
in the treble and brass strings for the lowest octave. Wire diameters were quite
small, ranging from about 0.2 mm at the top of an 8-ft course to 0.7 mm in
the extreme bass. String stiffness effects, which we shall find to be important
for the piano, are therefore nearly negligible. The strings of a 4-ft choir were
even thinner, while a 16-ft choir had considerably thicker strings in order to
preserve a reasonable tension despite their short length. Details are given by
Hubbard (1967) and by Thomas (1971).

11.4. Harpsichord Design Considerations
It is instructive to examine the effects of various available design parameters
on the acoustic behavior of a harpsichord (Kellner, 1976; Fletcher, 1977) since
similar principles apply to other stringed keyboard instruments. In particular,
we consider the soundboard, the strings, and the plucking action.
The soundboard, as already noted, is a roughly triangular plate, about a
meter in longest dimension, stiffened by light ribs. Its function is to receive
energy from the vibrating strings and, because its coupling to the air is very
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much better than that ofa string, as we saw in Chapter 7, to radiate the sound.
As with most vibrators, however, we expect that most of the energy will be
dissipated in internal losses and only a few percent will be radiated. The
fundamental frequency range for a harpsichord extends down to about 50 Hz
and the strings produce components to well over 10 kHz, so that a wide
frequency response is desired.
Little quantitative information is available in the literature on harpsichord
sound boards. Typically, they are about 3 mm thick so that, from the results
of Chapter 3, we expect a wave impedance O'pvp, where O'p is the mass of the
plate per unit area and vp(f) is the frequency-dependent wave velocity, of
about 30j1/2 at frequency j Hz (see Eq. 3.13). Typically, this wave impedance
is between 30 and 300 N m -1 s over the frequency range of interest, so that
when resonances with Q values around 10 are allowed for, the impedance
presented at the bridge may range from about 3 to 1000 N m -1 s. This is
comfortably higher than the string impedance f.lC., where f.l is the mass of the
string per unit length and Cs the transverse wave velocity along it, which is of
order 0.1 N m- 1 s for the thicker bass strings and correspondingly less in the
treble. The impedance mismatch is large, as we require if the string is not
to be rapidly damped and critically influenced by soundboard mechanics
(Gough, 1981), but not so large that little energy is transferred.
While detailed information on sound board properties is not available,
Weyer (1976) has measured the response of harpsichord soundboards to an
impulsive excitation on the bridge, this response being detected in the radiant
sound field. As shown in Fig. 11.9, which is a one-third-octave smoothed
response, there is essentially no radiation below about 30 Hz, the response
goes through a broad maximum around 200 Hz, and radiation extends up to
about 15 kHz, though its level is then -40 dB relative to that at 200 Hz. This
response was for the soundboard of a large Flemish harpsichord of total length
260 cm. A smaller Italian harpsichord of overall length 202 cm had a more
sharply peaked response beginning at about 50 Hz and not extending much
above 5 kHz at the - 40 dB level.
This behavior is much what we would expect from our discussion in
Chapter 7. A sharp tap excites all modes except those having a nodal line
passing through the impact point. The lowest soundboard mode for the
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Fig. 11.9. The radiated sound spectrum of the sound board of a large harpsichord
excited by a sharp tap on the bridge. Resolution is one-third octave (after Weyer, 1976).
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Flemish harpsichord apparently lies at about 40 Hz, which agrees reasonably
with estimates. This mode has a pure breathing character and radiates
efficiently. Whether it is aided by a cavity resonance as in the violin, we
do not know. The next few modes, having few nodal lines and probably
some residual monopole character as well, also radiate efficiently, but above
about 1 kHz the cancellation of radiation from neighboring zones becomes
increasingly severe and the response falls. The frequency of the fundamental
soundboard mode is important in determining the fullness of the sound of the
instrument and explains the preference for a long soundboard whenever
possible.
Turning now to the strings, it is important to determine the rule by which
string diameter should be increased from treble to bass. Certainly, it is
necessary to increase the diameter of the relatively under-length strings in the
extreme bass so that their tension is not undesirably small, but there is more
to it than this simple mechanical consideration, for string gauge also influences
loudness and sound decay time.
For satisfactory playing, it is necessary that the force exerted on the keys
be constant over the keyboard compass, and this is essentially equivalent to
constant plucking force F, since variation in the pivot position of the keys is
limited. If the string diameter is d, its length L, and its tension T and if 13 « 1
is the position of the plucking point, as discussed in Section 9.3, then the total
energy given to the string is
(11.3)

where a is the deflection at the plucking point. If we write the tension T in
terms of the stress s and string diameter d, then Eq. (11.3) becomes
E ~ 2F 2 PL
nsd 2

(11.4)

In the upper part of the harpsichord compass, where the string length is
inversely proportional to frequency, the stress s must be constant to give
correct tuning. Indeed, the strings are usually made long, with s close to the
breaking stress, in order to minimize unpleasant nonlinear twanging effects
(Lieber, 1975). To make the stored energy constant, assuming a constant value
of 13, suggests a rule of the form
(11.5)

over this part of the compass. In the extreme bass, where L is constant, s must
vary as f2 and the rule then becomes
(11.6)

A diameter scaling according to Eqs. (11.5) and (11.6) gives a string tension
that is constant in the lowest part of the compass and decreases as f- 1 in the
upper proportional-length range.
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The rate at which energy is transferred from the string to the soundboard
depends on the real part G of the soundboard admittance and on the oscillating force exerted by the string on the bridge. This force has a pulselike form
with a magnitude (1 - f3)F for a fraction 13 of the period and - f3F for the
remainder. Assuming 13 « 1, this force is essentially a train of impulses each
of integrated magnitude f3F, so that the rate of transfer of energy to the
sound board has the form
(11. 7)
though, since G is a function of frequency, this should really be expressed as
a sum over the normal mode frequencies of the string. Some small fraction of
this energy is radiated as sound, and we expect this to happen most efficiently
in the frequency range from about 40 Hz to 1 kHz, as shown in Fig. 11.9.
If the power flow P from string to soundboard represented the only energy
loss from the vibrating string, then we could determine the characteristic decay
time" 1 from the relation

E

L

"1 = P oc sd2f3G'

(11.8)

This would tell us that to achieve a sustained tone we should strive for a large
string length L, a small plucking ratio 13, and a small soundboard conductance
G. These same criteria would give a tone with a rich harmonic development
but a small amount of radiated power. If 13 and G were constant over the whole
compass-admittedly not achievable in the case of G-then the decay time
"1 would also be constant.
There is a measure of truth in these considerations, but in reality there is
another important loss mechanism caused by viscous flow of air around the
moving wire (Fletcher, 1977), as already discussed in Chapter 2. The behavior
is rather complicated, but the damping from this mechanism generally exceeds
that from losses to the soundboard in the case of a harpsichord. For strings
in the proportional-length region of the compass and with d oc L 1/2, we find a
decay time "2 varying as L, or equivalently as 1- 1 • When these two loss
mechanisms are combined, we find a resultant decay time" given by
(11.9)

Even this is an oversimplification, since each note has a broad harmonic
structure and different overtones behave differently. However, our discussion
does give a first approximation to what is really happening.

11.5. Harpsichord Characteristics
The study of particular harpsichords, as measured by Hubbard (1967), Fletcher
(1977) and others, confirms many of the principles conjectured in the previous
section. Large harpsichords do have a full sound in the bass, the key force is
nearly constant over the keyboard, and string courses plucked close to the end
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(very small 13) have a softer, thinner sound, though the decay time is not
noticeably longer.
Examination of string diameters shows a rule moderately close to the 1- 1/2
that we predicted, though actually there are only about six different gauges of
wire used on a typical instrument. In fact, the strings of the top octave and a
half are uniform and significantly thicker than would have been given by this
rule.
When we measure the A-weighted sound power radiated by a typical
harpsichord, we find a level of about 68 ± 5 dB (A) at a distance of 2 m for
notes over the whole compass. For the decay time of the sound to inaudibility,
a level drop in this case of about 60 dB, we find a smooth decrease almost
exactly as 1- 1/2 from about 20 s for the lowest notes to 5 s for the highest.
These times correspond to about 7., so that. itself ranges from 3 s to 0.7 s, in
quite good agreement with what would be expected from damping primarily
by air viscosity.
The attack transients of harpsichord sounds can also be studied (Trende1enburg et aI., 1940; Weyer, 1976, 1976/1977) and related both to the mechanics
of the string-plucking action and to the finite time required for transfer of
energy to the soundboard. This time is typically of order 0.01 s, but, despite
its short duration, it contributes significantly to the characterization of the
sound for listeners.
Finally, we note that the plucking ratio 13 for virtually all harpsichords
decreases as we descend toward the bass. For a typical set ofstrings, 13 might
be nearly 0.5 in the extreme treble but only 0.1 on the lowest note of the
compass, though string choirs with other tone colors might have 13 values
only half these. It is not hard to see the reasons behind this. In the first place,
the decrease in 13 in the bass increases the harmonic development in this range
and shifts the energy balance toward higher partials, which are both more
efficiently radiated and more clearly heard. Second, music of the period often
had an important and decisively moving contrapuntal bass line, and this shift
toward greater harmonic development in the bass made this line crisper and
more audible. We shall find in Chapter 17 that exactly the same principle is
used in organ building for the same reasons.

11.6. The Clavichord
The clavichord has an even longer history than the harpsichord, dating
back to the twelfth century. A surviving instrument dated 1534 has virtually
the same form as the eighteenth-century instruments for which much keyboard music was written. Although more expressive than the harpsichord, the
clavichord suffered from having a very small sound power and was almost
totally eclipsed by the piano by the end of the eighteenth century. It has,
however, been revived and excellent reproductions of historical instruments
are now available.

11.6. The Clavichord
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Fig. 11.10. The typical fretted clavichord. The strings shown are the 10th pair, and
there are 20 pairs in all. The overall length of the instrument is 1 m (Thwaites and
Fletcher, 1981). (Copyright © Scientific American.)

A typical clavichord is a rectangular box about 1 m long, 30 cm across, and
10 cm deep, as shown in Fig. 11.10. Some 40 strings, arranged as 20 pairs, run
in the long direction of the box, are anchored to pins at one end and to tuning
pegs at the other, and pass across a curved bridge mounted on a rather small
sound board near one end. The keyboard typically has about 45 keys but
achieves a compass offour octaves, from C 2 to C 6 , by virtue of omitting some
little-used notes in the bass octave.
When a key is depressed, its other end, which bears an upright brass blade
or tangent, strikes against a pair of strings and remains held against them by
the force of the player's finger. This action not only sets the string into
vibration but also defines the vibrating length as being the length of string
from the tangent to the bridge. The other end of the string is damped by a pad
of felt near the hitch pin and so does not vibrate appreciably. With this
mechanism, it is possible to use a single pair of strings to produce two or
even three different notes, provided they are not required simultaneously.
This arrangement is known as fretting and serves to reduce the size of the
instrument. Some larger clavichords were built to be fret free.
Clavichords have only one set of strings and these are at 8-ft pitch. The
scale, or length of the C s string, is similar to that of a small harpsichord, for
example, 20 to 25 cm, but the bass strings are much shorter than in a
harpsichord. Wire diameters are similar to but rather thicker than those of a
harpsichord, from about 0.6 mm at C 2 to 0.3 mm at C 6 • The string material
is usually brass.
The acoustical design and performance of a typical clavichord has been
analyzed in detail by Thwaites and Fletcher (1981). In our discussion, we
follow the same course as we did for the harpsichord, but first we need to say
a little about the way in which the string is excited.
Measurements show that the tangent hits the string at a speed of about
0.5 m S-l and comes to rest in about 10 ms. There is generally no bounce of
the string against the tangent and, when there is, the sound is unsatisfactory.
The tangent does, however, vibrate a little under the influence of subsequent
string vibrations.
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From the viewpoint of the vibrating section of the string, we can simply
regard one of its end points as being smoothly displaced, over a time of about
10 ms, through a distance of 1 to 2 mm. This is most easily treated by
considering the initial state to be that of the string in its displaced position
with an appropriate velocity distribution along its length, corresponding to
the traveling wavefront of the end displacement. More important than the
form of the string motion itself, however, is the spectral distribution of the
transverse force on the bridge. It turns out that, if the tangent comes to rest
over several periods of the fundamental mode of the string vibration, as is
usually the case, then the bridge force has a spectrum that falls smoothly at
about 8 dB/octave. If the deceleration of the tangent is more rapid, then the
first few harmonics are weaker than would be expected from this rule, or,
equivalently, all but the first few harmonics are stronger.
The total energy given to the string depends on the force of the key stroke,
so that the player has some control over dynamics, which is an expressive
advantage. While the tangent remains in contact with the string, the player
can also execute a pitch vibrato by varying the force exerted on the key and
thus the tension of the string.
Turning now to the soundboard, we see from Fig. 11.10 that it forms the
top of a cavity in the side of which is a hole-the aptly named mousehole.
We therefore expect a cavity resonance at about 160 Hz in the absence of
soundboard motion. In fact, the cavity is almost divided in two by the balance
rail on which the keys are pivoted, and this leads to another prominent cavity
mode at a higher frequency. Both these cavity modes should couple to the
plate modes of the soundboard, in much the same way as do the modes of a
violin or guitar, as discussed in Chapters 9 and 10. Thwaites and Fletcher
(1981) have analyzed these modes in detail and have shown that they account
for the first few peaks of the admittance spectrum of the sound board as
measured at the bridge. This spectrum, measured at several positions along
the bridge, is shown in Fig. 11.11. It is interesting to note the way in which
inividual admittance peaks may disappear when the measurement is made at
a position close to a node line for the mode concerned. The mean level of the
admittance is about 3 x 10- 2 m S-l N-l, corresponding to an impedance
of 30 N m -1 s, which is at the lower end of the range estimated for the
harpsichord. This is appropriate since the clavichord has a rather thinner
sound board than the harpsichord and it has no braces.
Because the lower strings of the clavichord are much shorter than those of
the harpsichord, the air damping is less, but the greater admittance of the
soundboard means that energy transfer through the bridge is greater, and
indeed seems to be dominant. The total energy involved is, however, less
than for the harpsichord, and the small sound board is an inefficient radiator.
The radiated intensity or sound pressure level at a I-m distance is about
48 ± 3 dB(A) over most of the compass, but falls to about 40 dB(A) in the
extreme bass.
The behavior of the sound decay of the clavichord is more complex than
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Fig. 11.11. Mechanical admittance of the soundboard of a clavichord, in dB relative
to 10- 2 m s-1 N-l, measured at 5 different positions along the bridge from the
bass-string end at the top to the treble at the bottom of the figure. (Thwaites and
Fletcher, 1981). (Copyright © Scientific American.)

that of the harpsichord because each note has two strings. This effect has been
discussed by Weinreich (1977,1979) and by Gough (1981). Briefly, as discussed
in Section 4.10, coupling between the two strings, through the bridge, can
split their motion into a symmetric mode in which both strings vibrate
in-phase and an antisymmetric mode in which their motion is antiphase. The
in-phase mode exerts a large force on the bridge, produces a loud sound, and
decays rather rapidly by energy loss to the soundboard. Indeed, since the force
is twice that produced by a single string, the energy transfer is increased by a
factor of 4 while the stored energy is only twice that of a single string. The
antiphase motion, on the other hand, exerts a very small force on the bridge,
is rather low in sound power, and decays slowly. This behavior can be
observed in the clavichord. The overall decay time to inaudibility is about
4 s for notes from C 2 to C s , but falls to less than 1 s through the top octave
to C 6 in the instrument studied.
The clavichord is thus primarily an instrument for private solo playing of
music specially written for it, rather than for ensemble playing or public
performance.
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CHAPTER 12

The Piano

The piano has become the most versatile and popular of all musical instruments. It has a playing range of more than seven octaves (Ao to C s ), and a
wide dynamic range as well. It is widely used as a solo instrument, but it is
also used to accompany other solo instruments and especially singing.
The modern piano is a direct descendant of the harpsichord. In 1709,
Bartolomeo Cristofori of Florence substituted hammers in place of jacks and
rendered the harpsichord capable of gradations in tone. He called his new
instrument the "gravicembalo col piano et forte," which later became pianoforte and eventually was shortened to piano.
Cristofori's invention was taken up by the German harpsichord and organ
builder Gottfried Silbermann, along with his contemporaries Johannes Zumpe
and Andreas Stein. Adverse criticism of their early instruments by J.S. Bach
may have led to improvements in the action and then to eventual acceptance
by Bach and his contemporaries. Zumpe later moved to England, where he
teamed up with John Broadwood in developing a number of improvements
to the pianoforte. Stein invented an escapement mechanism, and along with
his daughter Nanette Streicher, he developed the Viennese type of pianoforte
played by Mozart. Pierre Erard is credited with inventing the agraffe and also
the double repetition action.
The upright pianoforte was developed by John Hawkins of Philadelphia
and Robert Wornum of London about the middle of the nineteenth century.
Hawkins also introduced the iron frame that allowed the use of higher tension
and thicker wire. Improvements to strings and sound boards, as well as the
piano action, continued well into the present century.
Out of this 280-year history, two distinctly different musical instruments
have evolved. One is the modern grand piano, which is built in various sizes
from the small baby grand (5 to 6 ft in length) to the magnificent concert grand
piano (8 to 9 ft in length). The other instrument is the upright piano, which
also exists in different sizes (from about 3 to 5 ft in height). Most pianos have
88 keys, although a few special concert grands have as many as 97.
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Bridge

Damper

'\
Sound board

Hitch pin

Ribs

!Key

Fig. 12.1. A simplified diagram of the piano. When a key is depressed, the damper is
raised, and the hammer is thrown against the string. Vibrations of the string are
transmitted to the sound board by the bridge (from Rossing, 1982).

12.1. General Design of Pianos
The main parts of a piano are the keyboard, the action, the strings, the soundboard, and the frame. A simplified diagram of a piano is shown in Fig. 12.1.
The strings extend from the pin block across the bridge to the hitch-pin rail
at the far end. When a key is depressed, the damper is raised, and the hammer
is thrown against the string, setting it into vibration. Vibrations of the string
are transmitted to the sound board by the bridge.
A typical concert grand piano has 243 strings, varying in length from about
2 m at the bass end to about 5 cm at the treble end. Included are 8 single strings
wrapped with 1 or 2 layers of wire, 5 pairs of strings also wrapped, 7 sets of 3
wrapped strings, and 68 sets of 3 unwrapped strings. Smaller pianos may have

Fig. 12.2. Top view of a small grand piano showing the cast-iron frame, the overlapping strings, hammers, and dampers. (Courtesy of Steinway & Sons)
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fewer strings, but they play the same number of notes: 88. A small grand piano
with 226 strings is shown in Fig. 12.2. Note that the bass strings overlap the
middle strings, which allows them to act nearer the center of the sound board.
The acoustical advantages of wrapped strings and multiple strings for most
notes will be discussed in Section 12.3.
The soundboard is nearly always made of spruce, up to 1 cm thick, with its
grain running the length of the piano. Ribs on the underside of the soundboard
stiffen it in the cross-grain direction. The soundboard is the main source of
radiated sound, just as is the top plate of a violin or cello.
To obtain the desired loudness, piano strings are held at high tensions that
may exceed 1000 N (215 lb). The total force of all the strings in a concert
grand is over 20 tons! In order to withstand this force and maintain stability
of tuning, pianos have sturdy frames of cast iron.
The basic construction of a large vertical or upright piano is shown in
Fig. 12.3. Note that the hammers move horizontally to strike the strings, and
most of the sound is radiated from the back side of the soundboard, unlike
the grand piano in which the main radiating surface is the side with the bridge
and the strings.
Upright pianos vary considerably in design, depending upon their size. In
full-size upright pianos, which stand 130 to 150 cm (4! to 5 ft) in height, the
striking mechanism or action is located some distance above the keys and
connected to them mechanically by stickers. In console pianos or studio
uprights, which stand about 100 to 130 cm (3! to 4! ft) in height, the action
is mounted directly over the keys without stickers. In small spinet pianos (less

Fig. 12.3. Basic construction of a large upright piano. Note the diagonal orientation
of the bass strings. The action is above the keys, and the cast-iron frame can be seen
both above and below the keys (Reblitz, 1976).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 12.4. (a) Console piano with action mounted above the keyboard. (b) Spinet with
action partly below the keyboard (Reblitz, 1976).

than 100 cm in height}, the action is partly or completely below the keys and
drop stickers transmit the key motion to the action. Construction of a console
piano and a spinet are shown in Fig. 12.4 (compare to the upright in Fig. 12.3).

12.2. Piano Action
In principle, the piano action transmits the energy from the player's fingers to
the appropriate hammer and thence to the string. In practice, this is quite a
complicated process, and a lot of ingenuity has gone into the development of
modern piano actions.

12.2. Piano Action
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Jack regulator

Key

Fig. 12.5. Typical grand piano action (after Reblitz, 1976).

12.2.1. Grand Piano Action
A typical grand piano action is shown in Fig. 12.5. When a key is pressed
down, the capstan sets the whippen into rotation, causing the jack to push
against the hammer knuckle or roller, starting the hammer on its journey
toward the string. When the key is halfway down, the back end of the key
engages the damper lever and begins to raise the damper from the string. As
the key continues, the jack bumps into the jack regulator or letoff button, and
rotates away from the knuckle. The hammer continues to rotate freely, strikes
the string, and rebounds. But, since the jack has been rotated out of the way
(tripped), the knuckle lands on the repetition lever instead. The downwardmoving hammer rotates the repetition lever, compressing the repetition lever
spring. The downward motion of the hammer continues until it catches on
the back check, which prevents it from bouncing back to the string a second
time.
When the key is released slightly, the back check releases the hammer tail,
allowing the repetition lever to support the hammer just enough for the jack
to slip back under the knuckle (as soon as the jack clears the jack regulator).
Because the jack clears the regulator when the key is less than halfway up, the
action is ready to repeat a note without the need for the key to return to its
rest position. This is a desirable feature ofthe modern grand piano action. The
cycle of the action is illustrated in Fig. 12.6.

(e)

Fig. 12.6. Operation of the grand piano action.
(a) Key is pressed down, raising whippen, jack, and hammer.
(b) Key begins to lift the damper.
(c) Jack engages the regulator, rotates away from hammer knuckle (roller).
(d) Hammer rebounds from string and is caught by the backcheck; roller depresses the
repetition lever.
(e) When key is released a little, backcheck releases hammer, allowing repetition level
to lift hammer until jack returns under knuckle. Key is ready for another cycle.
(after Reyblitz, 1976)
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(b)
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(c)

Fig. 12.7. Upright piano actions: (a) full-size upright (action above the keys), (b) console
(directly connected to keys), and (c) spinet (drop action located partly below keys) (after
Reblitz, 1976).

12.2.2. Upright Piano Action
The action in an upright piano is different from that of a grand piano in several
ways. First of all, the hammers and dampers move horizontally, and thus
depend upon spring action to return them to their original positions. Second,
the upright has no repetition lever, so the key must be released nearly to its
rest position before a note can be repeated. Third, stickers transmit key motion
to the whippens when the action is above the keys (in a full-size upright piano)
or below the keys (in a spinet). These arrangements are shown in Fig. 12.7.
When a key is depressed, it raises the sticker [(a) and (c)] and the whippen.
The whippen pushes the jack against the hammer butt, moving the hammer
toward the string. When the key is about halfway down, the spoon raises the
damper from the string. When the hammer has almost reached the string, the
jack heel encounters the regulating button, causing the jack to pivot out from
under the hammer butt. The hammer continues on to strike the string and
then rebounds to be caught by the backcheck and held until the key is released.

12.2.3. Key Dynamics
Figure 12.8 is a simplified diagram of the key and hammer. When the key is
pressed down with force F at point P, the force is transmitted to the hammer
by the action of two levers, as shown. During the acceleration phase, the key
touch point moves at a velocity vp(t) while the hammer has a velocity vb(t).
For Steinway and Bechstein grand pianos, Vb /Vp = 5.5 during about 70% of
the touch, after which the hammer swings free (Dijksterhuis, 1965).
In the following calculation, we use the parameters given by Dijksterhuis
(1965). The static force necessary to move the key is about 0.44 N (equivalent
to raising a mass of 45 g). To this must be added the force necessary to
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F

•

Fig. 12.S. Simplified diagram of key and hammer.

accelerate the key, the hammer (mh ), and the other parts of the action (ma). The
key has a moment of inertia of about 1.7 x 10- 3 kg m 2. The equivalent mass
ma created by the moment of inertia of the action is about 0.0166 kg.
The equation of motion becomes

+ I k (0.018a p ) + mama p ) + mh (5.5a p ).

F = Fs

(12.1)

Solving for the acceleration of the touch point,
dv p

ap

=

-;It

=

F - Fs
0.054 + 0.012 + 0.240

=

F - 0.44
0.300 .

(12.2)

If the applied force F is kept constant, the time T. for the key to travel the
distance s to the stop would be T. = J2a p s. For s = 9 mm, this becomes

T=
s

2(F - 0.44)(0.009)

0.300

= 0 24

J - 044
..

. 5 F

(12.3)

When the key strikes the stop, the hammer has acquired a velocity Vo given by
Vo = 5.5a p T. = 0.817(F - 0.44)3/2,

(12.4)

and this is essentially its velocity when it strikes the string. A graph of Vo and
T. for a constant key force F is given in Fig. 12.9 for various playing dynamics
(pp to if).
On a Steinway grand piano, Dijksterhuis (1965) measured T. = 12 ms for
a strong touch to T. = 140 ms for a soft touch; the ratio is 11.5, which gives a
dynamic range of21 dB in the force. Substituting a light plastic key (about 50 g)
for a wooden key (about 130 g) reduces the apparent mass at the touch point
by about 10% and thus increases Vo by about 5% for the same force F.
In Fig. 12.9, a constant force is assumed. By means of a different touch, the
same maximum velocity Vo can be reached at a different time after the touch.
Dijksterhuis (1965) compares three cases:
Case 1: Constant force Fl.

nt)

·
. h tIme
.
Case 2: F orce Increases
WIt
as F 2 ( 1 - cos T2 .

Case 3: Force decreases with time as F 3 (1 - cos ~).
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Force (N)

Fig. 12.9. Hammer velocity (Vo) and key depressing time (T,) for different values of
force (assumed to be constant during the time T,) (after Dijksterhuis, 1965).

3,-----------,------------,
2.8

2~_4~------4-----------~

2

Fig. 12.10. Key travel times for increasing force (T2 ) and decreasing force (T3) compared
to constant force (T1 ) during touch (after Dijksterhuis, 1965).
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For the same value of Yo, the following parameters hold:
Case 1: T. = Tl , F = Fl·
Case 2: T2 = 1.68Tl , Fl = 1.18F l ·
Case 3: T3 = 0.7Tl' F2 = 2.8F l ·
The results are shown in Fig. 12.10.
The three cases summarized in Fig. 12.10 show examples of how identical
tones could be achieved with different touch. Although Vo is the same, and
therefore the tones will be equally loud, the tones will sound at different times.
A skilled pianist could playa chord in such a way that a melody note sounds
earlier or later (but at the same intensity) as the rest of the chord.
Henderson (1937) contends that, contrary to general opinion, accentuated
notes are not played with greater intensity than unaccentuated notes; rather,
the pianist is inclined to play the accentuated notes a little earlier. Vernon
(1937) remarks that Padereski played 56% of the chords asynchronously in
Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata but only 20% in Chopin's Polonaise Militaire.
The touch of a pianist appears to be of importance in piano performance.
Lieber (1985) compares the static force Fs necessary to press a key downward and the dynamic force F d needed to just make a note sound (ppp). For
an upright piano of high quality, Fs = 0.480 ± 0.013 N for the lower keys and
0.488 ± 0.010 N for the upper keys. F d = 0.653 ± 0.062 N for the lower keys
and 0.673 ± 0.059 N for the upper keys. For an upright of medium quality,
Fs = 0.443 ± 0.025 N for the upper keys and 0.532 ± 0.028 N for the lower
keys. For the same piano, F d = 0.669 ± 0.061 N for the lower keys and
0.471 ± 0.030 N for the upper keys. The greater variation from key to key in
the dynamic force F d is evident in the piano of lower quality.
Although the touch of each of these pianos was rated good, some pianists
described the touch of the higher quality instrument as being like that of a
grand piano, without being able to give the exact reason why.
By dropping weights onto piano keys and determining the resulting kinetic
energy imparted to the hammers, Pfeiffer (1948) determined the mechanical
Table 12.1. Mechanical efficiency of grand and upright piano actions."
Input to key (ml)

10
20
30
40
50
60
80
100
120
a

Pfeiffer, 1948.

Grand action

Upright action

KE of hammer (mI)

Efficiency (%)

KE of hammer (mI)

Efficiency (%)

0.44
0.87
3.05
5.20
7.31
9.57
13.25
16.73
20.23

4.4

0.55
0.91
2.93
4.52
6.13
7.32
10.31
13.65
16.86

5.5
4.5
9.8
11.3
12.3
12.2
12.9
13.6
14.0

4.3
10.2
13.0
14.6
15.9
16.6
16.7
16.9
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Table 12.2. Volume of sound related to the kinetic energy
given to a piano key.'
KE of key (mJ)
7
10
20
50
100
200
290
a

Travel time of key (ms)

Musical dynamic

83
63
42
27
20
11
7

pp
mp
mf
f
mff
ff
jjJ

Lieber, 1985.

efficiency of grand and upright actions by various manufacturers. The results
for one representative key of each type are given in Table 12.1. The musical
efficiency is very low for light blows to the hammers, but it begins to increase
quite rapidly when catapulting of the hammer begins at blows of around
30 mJ. The efficiency essentially reaches its full value around 50 mJ. Above
150 mJ, it decreases slowly.
Table 12.2 relates the travel time ofthe key and the musical dynamic of the
sound to the kinetic energy given to the key.

12.2.4. Pedals
Pianos may have either two or three pedals. The right pedal is called the
sustaining pedal. It raises all the dampers, which allows the struck strings to
continue vibrating after the keys are released.
The left pedal is some type of expression pedal. In most grand pianos, it
shifts the entire action sideways, causing the treble hammers to strike only two
of their three strings. This shifting type of pedal is called the una corda pedal.
In vertical pianos, and a few grands, the left pedal is a soft pedal, which moves
the hammers closer to the strings, decreasing their travel and thus their
striking force.
Many pianos have a third pedal. On most grands and a few uprights, the
center pedal is a sostenuto pedal, which sustains only those notes that are
depressed prior to depressing the pedal, and does not sustain subsequent
notes. On a few pianos, the center pedal is a bass sustaining pedal, which lifts
only the bass dampers. On a few uprights, the center pedal is a practice pedal,
which lowers a piece of felt between the hammers and strings, muffiing the
tone (Reblitz, 1976).

12.3. Piano Strings
The strings are the heart ofthe piano. They convert some of the kinetic energy
of the moving hammers into vibrational energy, store this energy in normal
modes of vibration, and pass it on to the bridges and soundboard in a manner
that determines the sound quality of the instrument.
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In Chapter 2, we discussed the motion of a string excited by striking it with
a moving hammer. The impact causes a disturbance to propagate in both
directions on the string. Reflected impulses return from both ends of the string
and interact with the hammer in a complicated way. Eventually, the hammer
is thrown clear of the string, and the string vibrates freely in its normal modes.
Piano strings make use of high-strength steel wire. Efficiency of sound
production calls for the highest string tension possible, while at the same time
minimizing inharmonicity calls for using the smallest string diameter (core
diameter in a wrapped string) possible. This results in tensile stresses of around
1000 N/mm2, which is 30 to 60% of the yield strength of high-strength steel
wire. For steel with an elastic modulus of 2 x 10 11 N/m2, this results in an
elongation of about t% when the string is under tension. Fortunately, strings
usually break near the keyboard end so that the broken string recoils away
from the pianist.
Although the treble strings of a piano are solid wire, the lower strings
consist of a solid core wound with one or two layers of wire (usually copper).
This minimizes the stiffness (and thus the inharmonicity) in the lower strings,
where greater mass is required. The diameter of the copper winding may vary
from twice (lowest string) to one-fourth (highest wrapped string), the diameter
of the core.
From Eq. (2.70), we can write an approximate expression for the inharmonicity In = fn/nflO of the nth partial of a solid string as
In = Bn 2 ,

(12.5)

where the inharmonicity constant B is given by
n 2 f32
n 3 a4 E
B =-8-= 8L2T
(a

(12.6)

= radius, E = elastic modulus, L = length, and T = tension).
For the singly-wound and doubly-wound strings in Fig. 12.11, Sanderson
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Fig. 12.11. (a) Singly-wound string and (b) doubly-wound string.
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(1983) gives the following formulas:

Single-wound:

(12.7)

where
Di - Df )(

Bend = 0.287 ( Di + 0.12d2
Double-wound:

. 4nL 1

16nL 1 )

•

4smr;:- - sm~ .

B = Beore + Bend 1 + Bend2 + Bstepl + Bstep2'

(12.8)

where Bend is the same as for the single-wound string.
B

step

=

0287( Di - Df
.
Di + 0.12d 2
. 4nLl
Ls

)(4 .

sm

. 16nL
Ls

4n(L 1 + L 2 )
Ls

_

•

sm

16n(L 1 + L 2 )
Ls

)

-4sm--+ sm---1 .
Scaling is the term applied to selecting the string diameters for the various
notes on the piano. Figure 12.12 shows how the tension and inharmonicity
might vary with note number using high-tension and low-tension scales. Note
that the tension decreases as we go from unicord(one string per note) to bicord
(two strings per note) to tricord (three strings per note).
Kock (1937) modeled a piano string by an electrical transmission line, an
approach that has been followed by several subsequent investigators as well.
Mass and compliance per unit length are represented by inductance and
capacitance per unit length, and transverse displacement is represented by
current. The hammer is represented by an inductance with a voltage across
its terminals.
More refined transmission line models, including an impedance analogy
and a mobility analogy, are discussed by Nakamura (1982). The analog
simulator shown in Fig. 12.13, which uses the impedance analogy, includes
the hammer. Switches Sl and S2 operate in opposite directions. The condition
when Sl is closed and S2 is open represents the hammer touching the string.

I:lL=5mH
I:lC = 555.6 pF

LH=lOmH-3H
C{

= 500 pF -

0.007 JlF

Fig. 12.13. Analog simulator that represents a piano string as an electrical transmission
line (Nakamura, 1982).
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12.4. String Excitation by the Hammer
The dynamics of the hammer-string interaction is one aspect of piano physics
that has been the subject of considerable research, beginning with von Helmholtz (1877). The problem drew the attention of a number ofIndian researchers,
including Nobel laureate c.V. Raman, in the 1920s and 1930s. Recently, Hall
(1986,1987) has written a comprehensive review of the subject.
In Section 2.9, we briefly discussed what happens when a string is struck
by a hammer having considerably less mass than the string. In the most
extreme case (which may apply at the bass end of the piano), the hammer is
thrown clear of the string by the first reflected pulse. The theoretical spectrum
envelope [shown in Fig. 2.10(a)] is missing harmonics numbered niP (where P
is the fraction of the string length at which the hammer strikes), but it does
not fall off systematically at high frequency. When the hammer mass is a
slightly greater portion of the string mass [as in Fig. 2.10(b)], the spectrum
envelope falls off as l/n (6 dB/octave) above a certain mode number.
A heavier hammer is less easily stopped and thrown back by the string. It
may remain in contact with the string during the arrival of several reflected
pulses, or it may make multiple contacts with the string. Analytical models of
hammer behavior are virtually impossible to construct, but computer simulations can be of some value.
Hall (1987) has considered the cases of a hard, narrow hammer and a soft,
narrow hammer. In the case of the hard, narrow hammer, a mode energy
spectrum envelope with a slope of - 6 dB/octave at high frequency emerges,
although the individual mode amplitudes are not easily predicted. Adding
compliance to the hammer model reduces the likelihood of multiple contacts
with the string and also adds the possibility of resonance in the hammer head.
For the treble strings, where the hammer mass exceeds the string mass, the
spectrum envelope may have a slope as great as -12 dB/octave at high
frequency.
Askenfelt and Jansson (1985) measured the hammer-string contact time
for various notes in a grand piano, and they also measured the string velocity,
from which they could obtain the displacement by integration. Their results
are shown in Fig. 12.14. Note that the displacement waveforms are quite
different. For C 2 , there are two pulses followed by a long period of approximately zero displacement. For C 4 , there is a short period of zero displacement,
and for C 7 , there is none.
The hammer-string contact time tc ranges from about 1 ms for C 7 to 4 ms
for C 2 • The contact time for the lowest note is only 20% of the period for this
note, however, which is too short for the most efficient excitation of this note.
Likewise, the contact time for C 7 , which is nearly equal to its period, is too
long for most efficient excitation. C 4 , with tc ~ T/2, will be the most efficiently
excited. Figure 12.15 gives the contact time as a percentage of the period for
all the C's on a grand piano.
Askenfelt and Jansson (1985) investigated the effect of hammer mass by

String vibrations
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-a~
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en

65 Hz

2
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T

T

T = period time
t, = contact duration hammer-string

Fig. 12.14. String displacement versus time for a bass note (top), a middle register
note (middle), and a treble note (bottom). The period time is marked with T and the
hammer-striking contact duration with to' (Askenfelt and Jansson, 1985).
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Fig. 12.15. Hammer-string contact time as a percentage of half-period for various
notes on a grand piano (Askenfelt and Jansson, 1987).
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Fig. 12.16. String velocity and hammer-string contact time at various dynamic levels
for the C 4 note on a grand piano (Askenfelt and Jansson, 1987).

exciting the C 4 string with three hammers: the original one, a heavy bass
hammer, and a light treble hammer. They obtained a longer than normal
contact time with the bass hammer and a shorter than normal contact time
with the treble hammer, as expected. Although the shapes of the string vibrations did not look very different for the different hammers, the sounds they
produced were markedly different. The lighter, harder treble hammer, for
example, produced a sound somewhat like that of a harpsichord.
Figure 12.16 shows a rather clear relationship between hammer-string
contact time and string velocity at different dynamic levels. That is, striking
the key with greater force increases the string velocity and decreases the
contact time.

12.4.1. Hammer Voicing
In fabricating hammer heads of high quality, the felt is glued to the wood under
considerable pressure, thus creating surface tension in the head, which accounts
for much of its resiliency. Hammer hardness varies with force; a hammer
appears harder when playing ff than at pp. New hammers sometimes have
too hard a surface and need to be softened by needling the felt. This is
done in separate locations for loud, medium, and soft playing, as shown in
Fig. 12.17.
Figure 12.18 shows the effect of hammer voicing on the piano sound spectrum. A normal hammer is compared to hammers that are too hard and too
soft. Notice the difference in the strengths of the high harmonics.
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Soft - Shallow needle
for soft playing.
Medium- Deep needle
for medium playing
Loud- Deep needle
for loud playing

kXXX~
XX

ever needle
in t.hese area

Fig. 12.17. Hammer voicing: locations for loud, medium, and soft playing (Reblitz,
1976).
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Fig. 12.18. Piano sound spectra for C 4 note on a grand pianQ with hammers of three
different hardnesses (Askenfelt and Jansson, 1987).

12.5. The Sound board
A piano sound board has both static and acoustic functions to perform.
Statically, it opposes the vertical components of string tension that act on the
bridges. This vertical force is in the range of 10 to 20 N per string, or a total
of about 900 to 1800 N. Acoustically, the sound board is the main radiating
member in the instrument, transforming some of the mechanical energy ofthe
strings and bridges into acoustic energy. The static and acoustical functions
are not totally independent of one another.
Nearly all piano sound boards are made by gluing strips of spruce together
and then adding ribs that run at right angles to the grain of the spruce. The
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ribs are designed to add enough cross-grain stiffness to equal the natural
stiffness of the grain along the wood, which is typically about 20 times greater
than across the grain. In many pianos, the net cross-grain stiffness, including
the contribution of the treble bridge, ends up being greater than the stiffness
along the grain, a condition that is described as overcompensation (Lieber,
1979). However, Wogram (1981) cautions that overcompensation should be
avoided in pianos of high quality.
The unloaded soundboard is generally not a flat panel, but has a crown of
1 to 2 mm on the side that holds the bridges. When the strings are brought up
to tension, the downward force of the bridge causes a dip in the crown, and
in older pianos the downward bridge force may have permanently distorted
the sound board.

12.5.1. Upright Piano Soundboard
The soundboard of a typical upright piano is shown in Fig. 12.19(a). Although
rectangular in shape, the two frame members called trimming rims restrict the
vibrations to a more or less trapezoidal section across which the bridges run
diagonally. The vibrational modes of a soundboard without the trimming rim
[Fig. 12.19(b)] were measured by Nakamura (1983).
At low frequencies, the individual resonances can be resolved, and the
modal frequencies compared to those predicted by Eq. (3.17) for simply
supported (hinged) boundaries. The modal frequencies and modal shapes
(determined from Chladni figures) for 12 modes in a rectangular soundboard
are shown in Fig. 12.20. The modal frequencies are compared to those calculated for simply supported and fixed boundaries in Fig. 12.21. Note that the
measured values lie between those calculated for simply supported and fixed
boundaries.
An important soundboard parameter is the driving-point impedance (see
Chapter 3), since it plays a key role in determining the energy transfer from
the strings to the soundboard. The driving-point impedance varies with frequency and from point to point on the soundboard. The most significant
places to measure impedance, of course, are at various points on the main

~--1400

mm - - - - I

(a)

1-«---1384 mm---+I
(b)

Fig. 12.19. (a) Sound board of an upright piano and (b) rectangular sound board without
trimming rims (Nakamura, 1983).
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59 Hz [0,0]

107 Hz [1,0]

150 Hz [0,1]

170 Hz [2,0]

205 Hz [1,1]

245 Hz [3,0]

255 Hz [2,1]

295 Hz

ITrn~W~
325 Hz

349 Hz

600 Hz

1200 Hz

Fig. 12.20. Chladni figures of a rectangular piano sound board as shown in Fig. 12.19(b)
(Nakamura, 1983).

(treble) bridge and the bass bridge. Figure 12.22 indicates 14 measuring points
selected by Wogram (1981) and the fundamental frequencies of the strings that
drive the bridges at these points. Impedances at four of these points are shown
in Fig. 12.23.
The impedance decreases with increasing frequency at a rate of about 5 dB
per octave from 1-2 x 103 kg/s at 100 Hz and below to about 0.1-0.2 kg/s at
10,000 Hz. Only in the range from 100 to 1000 Hz does the impedance vary
appreciably with the measuring point; this is the region in which the individual
vibrational modes can be resolved.
On each impedance curve in Fig. 12.23, the fundamental frequency of the
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Fig. 12.22. (a) Locations of 14 measuring points and (b) fundamental frequencies of
strings that drive the bridge at these points (Wogram, 1981).

string that intersects the bridge at the measuring point [see Fig. 12.22(b)] is
indicated. Since the string harmonics all lie above the fundamental, only this
frequency range is of importance. For strings above As (measuring points
1-4), no sympathetic vibrations are apparent. At the same time, it is important
that the soundboard impedance remain as large as possible at high frequency
in order to avoid absorbing energy too rapidly from the strings.
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12.5.2. Sound Radiation
An idealized plate, clamped at its edges, has a radiation resistance that increases
with increasing frequency and equals the characteristic impedance of air at
high frequency. This assumes an optimum impedance match between the plate
and its surroundings and no internal losses. Losses do occur, however, and
these result in a decrease in sound radiation in the upper treble range. At the
bass end, below the critical frequency (i.e., the frequency at which the speed of
bending waves in the soundboard equals the speed of sound in air), the
radiation efficiency drops dramatically. This results in a favored region for
acoustic radiation between about 200 and 2000 Hz. This is easily seen in Fig.
12.24, which shows the driving-point impedance at measuring point 8, along
with the sound radiation which results when the sound board is driven at the
point (Wogram, 1981).
The influence of the impedance peaks on the sound radiation depends
upon several factors, one of which is the velocity resonance; that is, how
nearly the speed of bending waves in the soundboard matches the speed of
sound in air. Just above the critical frequency, the velocity resonance, or coin-
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cidence effect, results in enhanced radiation efficiency. The frequency band
over which this enhancement takes place is broadened by internal damping
in the sound board.
It is apparent that to optimize the radiation at low frequency, the bending
wave speed in the sound board should be as large as possible. Thus, the ribs
should add as much stiffness but as little mass as possible. Since the stiffness
of a rib increases as the square of its height but the mass is directly proportional to the height, the use of ribs that are narrow and high is suggested
(Wogram, 1981).
It is important to point out that each soundboard mode has its own particular radiation pattern, so the heights of the peaks in the sound radiation
curve depend upon the location at which the radiation is measured. The curves
showing the frequency dependence of impedance and sound radiation have
used sinusoidal driving forces, applied one frequency at a time. Quite a
different driving force results when a piano sound board is acted on by a
vibrating string. Although the sound board radiates inefficiently at low frequency, the sound of a bass note is carried by its more efficiently radiated
upper partials. Sound levels radiated by all 88 notes on a piano are shown in
Fig. 12.25. Each curve represents a different playing force (dynamic level). The
40r-----------------------------------------------~

..,":"

··:\..
I \

30

:....

10

----------- 6.1 N (f)
···········3.7 N(mp)
- _ 1.4N(pp)

Fig. 12.25. Sound levels for all 88 notes on an upright piano with different playing
forces (Lieber, 1979).
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bass notes, carried by their upper partials, are in reasonably good balance with
the treble notes.

12.5.3. Grand Piano Soundboard
Grand pianos have been the object of less acoustical study than upright
pianos. Although many of the principles are the same, the vibrational modes
of a large grand piano soundboard are considerably different from those of a
smaller upright soundboard.
Acceleration and near-field sound pressure are shown as functions of
frequency in Fig. 12.26. A 6-foot grand piano sound board was tapped with a
force hammer at ten different points to produce the ten superimposed spectra
in each case (Suzuki, 1986). Mode shapes for the first six resonances are shown
in Fig. 12.27.
Kindel and Wang (1987) have compared the results of modal analysis and

0.0 ...,..-----:-- - - --

-

--------,

- 60 ..AJ.I-'-L,.---L,""---'Lr--~L:..-_.____._-.___ __.,-'
0.0 . . . , . . - - - - - - - - - -- -- ---.,
(b)

-50
20.0

Frea uencv (Hz)

200.0

Fig. 12.26. Frequency response functions for acceleration (a) and sound pressure (b)
for a 6-foot grand piano sound board. The sound board was excited by impact at 10
different points (Suzuki, 1986).
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Fig. 12.27. Mode shapes for the first 6 resonances in a 6-foot grand piano soundboard:
(1) 49.7 Hz; (2) 76.5 Hz; (3) 85.3 Hz; (4) 116.1 Hz; (5) 135.6 Hz; (6) 161.1 Hz (Suzuki,

1986).

finite element analysis (see Appendix A.3, Chapter 4) to measurements on a
9-ft concert grand piano (Baldwin SD-l 0) with two different soundboards. The
mode shapes and frequencies that they observe, some of which are illustrated
in Fig. 12.28, are quite similar to those in Fig. 12.27, even though the soundboards were considerably larger. The modal frequencies calculated by the
finite element method were 7 to 12% greater than the measured frequencies,
probably indicating that the ribs used in the finite element model were too
stiff. Comparable results have been obtained by Wogram (1988) from modal
analysis of a 2.9-m Bosendorfer grand piano.
Only a few distinct resonances are observed above 200 Hz. However,
near-field sound intensity patterns can provide information about the vibrational motion in this frequency range. Figure 12.29 shows relative intensity
patterns at several frequencies in the range of 200-500 Hz and 2- 5 kHz. The
radiation efficiency is quite large at several frequencies that are not at or near
resonances of the sound board for two reasons: (1) the cancellation of sound
from different areas of the sound board surface is a factor in determining
radiation efficiency; (2) the volume velocity of the sound board vibration
becomes large when two modes interfere strongly. A few areas of negative
intensity occur, indicating that sound energy radiated by one part of the
soundboard is being absorbed by another part (Suzuki, 1986).
The radiated power can be determined by integrating the surface intensity
over the area of interest. Results for a force of 1 N applied at 3 different drive
points are shown in Fig. 12.30. The area of integration for drive points Dl and
D z was the entire surface but only the shaded area for drive point D 3 .
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(a)

(b)

(f)

(g)

(e)

(d)

(i)

(e)

(j)

Fig. 12.28. Mode shapes on the soundboard of a 9-ft concert grand piano: (a) 52 Hz;
(b) 63 Hz; (c) 91 Hz; (d) 106 Hz; (e) 141 Hz; (f) 152 Hz; (g) 165 Hz; (h) 179 Hz; (i) 184
Hz; (j) 188 Hz (Kindel, 1989).

13~16~
18~I9:!IP

Fig. 12.29. Relative intensity patterns at several frequencies in a grand piano soundboard (Suzuki, 1986).
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Fig. 12.30. Radiated power from a grand piano soundboard for three different drive
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right (Suzuki, 1986).

12.6. Sound Decay: Interaction of Strings,
Bridge, and Soundboard
Since the strings are the principal reservoir for storing vibrational energy in a
piano, the rate of sound decay is mainly determined by how rapidly energy is
extracted from the strings. This depends upon the coupling between the
strings, the bridge, and the soundboard.
The mechanical impedance of the soundboard, which varies considerably
with location and with frequency (see Fig. 12.23), is always much greater than
the impedance of the strings. Typically, the impedance ratio is on the order of
200 : 1. Thus, vibrational energy is transferred rather slowly from the strings
to the sound board. The mismatch is even greater for vibrations parallel to the
sound board, since the soundboard stiffness is very large in this plane.
Most piano notes show a compound decay curve: the initial decay rate is
several times greater than the final decay rate. At least two different phenomena contribute to the compound decay: a change in the predominant
direction of vibration of the string from perpendicular to parallel during decay
and the coupling between the strings in a unison group. We will discuss both
of these phenomena.
Initial decay rates may vary from about 4 dB/s at the bass end of the scale
to 80 dB/s at the treble end. Decay times (T60) for a full60-dB decay may vary
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Fig. 12.31. Decay time for an upright and a baby grand piano. A T60 denotes the decay
times calculated from the faster initial decay rates (Martin, 1946).

from 0.2 to 50 s. Decay times for an upright and a baby grand piano are shown
in Fig. 12.31. The lower sets of data (A T60 ) in each curve are the shorter decay
times that would have resulted if the faster initial decay rates had continued.
Figure 12.32 compares the decay rates for vibrations perpendicular to and
parallel to the soundboard in the same string. Note the slower decay rate for
parallel vibrations due to the greater stiffness of the soundboard in its own
plane. The hammer excites mainly perpendicular vibrations in the string, but
because of the spiral wrapping and the mechanical termination of the string
at the bridge, the polarization changes in the course of time. This leads to a
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Fig. 12.32. Decay curves for vibrations in a single Dt string (J = 311 Hz) of a grand
piano: (a) perpendicular polarization and (b) parallel polarization (Weinreich, 1977).
compound decay curve with a rapid initial decay (when perpendicular vibrations are dominant) and a slower final decay (due to poor coupling of the
parallel vibrations).

12.6.1. Coupling Between Unison Strings
One way to improve the coupling between the strings and the sound board
would be to increase the diameter (and hence the mass) of the strings, thereby
decreasing the impedance mismatch; but this would increase the inharmonicity
of the string (which depends on the fourth power of the diameter). So, a better
way is to have multiple strings for each note, which is usually the case for all
except the lowest bass notes.
When a hammer strikes a tricord (set ofthree unison strings), it sets all three
strings into vibration with the same phase. Thus, they all exert vertical forces
with the same phase on the bridge, and energy is transferred at a maximum
rate. Because of very small differences in frequency, however, they soon get
out of phase, and the resultant force on the bridge is diminished. Thus, the
decay rate starts high and diminishes, a second reason for the compound decay
curves. This process is discussed in Section 4.10 and also by Weinreich
(1977).
A skilled piano tuner can balance the initial sound and the aftersound in a
piano by the tuning of the unisons. If the unison strings are closely tuned, the
aftersound will develop more slowly since it will require a longer time for the
unison strings to lose phase coherence.
By the same token, depressing the una corda pedal on a grand piano will
favor the aftersound, since the string that is not struck by the hammer will be
excited through coupling with the other unison strings. The unstruck string,
which absorbs energy from the bridge, will vibrate out of phase with the struck
strings.
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Table 12.3. Decay times measured at various

locations on an upright piano soundboard. a
Measuring point
on bridge

Point on
impedance curve

Decay time
T60(S)

2
(D 7 , main bridge)

1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

0.6
1.0
1.4
31
2
27
22
41
2
108
24
36
34

8
(D4 , main bridge)

12
(Cr, bass bridge)

a

Wogram, 1981.

12.6.2. Dependence on Soundboard Impedance
Wogram (1981) investigated the effect on decay time of peaks and valleys in
the soundboard impedance curves. He attached a single string to points at
which the impedance was accurately known as a function of frequency (see
Fig. 12.23). The tension of the string could be adjusted to tune it to peaks or
valleys on the impedance curve. The decay times he measured are given in
Table 12.3.
Measuring point 2 was located at the upper end of the treble bridge. Point
1 corresponds to the normal frequency, while points 2 and 3 are at lower frequencies (higher impedance). For measuring point 8 at the center of the main
bridge, point 1 again represents the normal frequency. However, lowering the
tension takes one through a series of peaks and valleys on the impedance
curves, likewise for measuring point 12 on the bass bridge. From these data,
Wogram concluded that substantially greater decay times occur at peaks in
the impedance curves than at valleys. However, a good sound board should
have as uniform an impedance function as possible.

12.7. Tuning and Inharmonicity
It is a well-known fact that a piano sounds better if the highest and lowest
octaves are stretched to more than a 2 : 1 frequency ratio. There is less than
unanimity about the amount of stretching that is optimum, however. Without
a doubt, it depends upon the size and other characteristics of the piano.
There appear to be both physical and psychological reasons for preferring
stretched octaves. The physical reasons are related to the slight inharmonicity
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of the string partials Un > nflO; see Section 12.3). Thus, in order to minimize
beats between the fourth partial of A4 , for example, and A6 two octaves higher,
the octaves should be stretched. Since the inharmonicity constant is greater
for short strings than for long strings, one would expect to find greater
stretching in an upright piano than in a concert grand and the greatest
stretching of all in a small spinet. This is found to be the case.
There appears to be another reason for stretch tuning, however, a psychoacoustical one. Several experiments have shown that listeners judge either
sequential or simultaneous octaves as true octaves when their interval is about
10 cents (0.6%) greater than a 2: 1 frequency ratio (Burns and Ward, 1982).
When a melody is played in a high octave with an accompaniment several
octaves lower, many listeners will judge them in tune when the intonation
is stretched by a semitone (bass in C, melody in C#); this demonstration,
described by Terhardt and Zick (1975) is reproduced by Houtsma et al. (1987).
Figure 12.33 shows the deviations from equal temperament that resulted
when a spinet piano was aurally tuned by a fine tuner at a piano factory. Also
shown is the Railsback stretch, which is an average from 16 different pianos
measured by O.L. Railsback. The aural tuning results follow the Railsback
curve generally, but with a few deviations that are probably attributable to
soundboard resonances. A jury of listeners showed little preference between
tuning done electronically according to the Railsback curve and tuning done
aurally by a skilled tuner (Martin and Ward, 1961).
The inharmonicities of five strings in a grand piano are shown in Fig. 12.34.
Note the dependence of the inharmonicity on n2 in each case (see Eq. 12.1).
The curves have been given an arbitrary vertical displacement for clarity.
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The inharmonicities found in pianos of three different sizes are compared
in Fig. 12.35. In general, the longer the strings, the less inharmonicity they will
have.
Irregular patterns of inharmonicity, especially in the bass strings of small
upright pianos, are a challenge to the piano tuner. Furthermore, the fundamentals of the low bass notes are usually weak, and do not contribute much
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to the pitch of the note. The upper treble notes, on the other hand, are of such
short duration that beats between partials no longer serve as a dependable
guide for tuning. The tuner must rely on his or her judgment regarding pitch
and musical intervals (Kent, 1982).
In examining the string inharmonicity and tuning practices applied to
several pianos and harpsichords, Carp (1986) concluded that tuning preferences are substantially influenced by factors other than inharmonicity. An
instrument that sounds like a piano is likely to be tuned with stretched octaves,
while a harpsichord is tuned with exact octaves regardless of inharmonicity.
Lieber (1982) examined the tuning stability of pianos as functions of time,
ambient temperature, ambient humidity, frequency, and intensity of playing.
His results are briefly summarized here.
(1) The average pitch of an unplayed instrument drops about 15 to 25 cents,
for instruments of different quality, during the first year after tuning. The
pitch drop is generally greater in the treble than in the bass.
(2) Average pitch changes in cents per degree centigrade were as follows:
Bass: -0.26 ± 0.21,
Tenor: -0.39 ± 0.31,
Treble: -1.65 ± 1.13.
Temperature changes in high-quality instruments tended to produce
reversible pitch changes, but in pianos of lower quality, some irreversible
changes were observed.
(3) Both a rise and drop in humidity tend to produce a drop in pitch. Pitch
changes, which vary considerably, can be as great as -1 cent per 1%
change in relative humidity.
(4) 100,000 mp blows (F = 1.9 N) in succession caused the following changes:
Bass: - 0.53 ± 0.99,
Tenor: -0.90 ± 1.18,
Treble: -3.15 ± 3.27.
For these soft blows, the pitch change was approximately in direct proportion to the blow frequency. For hard blows, on the other hand, a
logarithmic relationship appears to hold, with most of the change occurring
during the first 100 blows.

12.8. Timbre
The timbre of a piano is dominated by transient sounds. Not only do the
partials build up and decay at different rates, but the attack sound includes
some rather prominent mechanical noises (including key "thump") and sounds
generated by longitudinal string vibrations. In fact, if a piano is recorded and
then played backward, so that the attack transient occurs at the end of the
note, it is hardly identifiable as piano sound (see Demonstration 29 in Houtsma
et aI., 1987).
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Although the fundamental dominates the piano sound spectrum over most
of its range, it is very weak in the lower two octaves. For the lowest note Ao
(27.5 Hz), the fundamental may be 25 dB below the level of the strongest
component. Above the strongest component (the fundamental throughout
most of the range), the amplitude envelope falls off smoothly with frequency;
sound coloring formants seldom appear. Bass tones have partials that extend
out to about 3000 Hz, while treble tones may extend out to 10,000 Hz. For
the highest note (C s , 4186 Hz), this means that only one or two overtones are
heard (Meyer, 1978).
When a string is struck (or plucked) at a fraction p of its length, harmonics
that are mUltiples of l/P will be weak or missing (see Section 2.8 and 2.9). In
pianos, p typically varies from 1/7 at the bass end to 1/20 at the treble end.
However, Conklin (1987) has found that the bass tone quality can be improved
by increasing pto as much as 1/5, depending on the design parameters of each
particular string.
Attack and decay curves for 9 partials of C 1 (32.7 Hz) are shown in Fig.
12.36. Clearly, the sound spectrum of this tone changes with time.
Sound decay curves for several notes on a piano are shown in Fig. 12.37.
In some notes, the transition from initial to aftersound is quite abrupt. Sometimes there are interference effects. The decay times for all notes on two grand
pianos are shown in Fig. 12.38.
The curves in Fig. 12.39 show the decay times for the different partials in
five notes on a grand piano. The top curve shows a maximum value of 43 s at
131 Hz (i.e., for the octave partial), but the fundamental (65 Hz) dies away
faster. For the other notes, however, the fundamental decays most slowly. The
overtones of C 2 around 2000 Hz have decay times of about 15 s, but the octave
partial of C 6 at the same frequency has a decay time of only 5 s.
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12.8.1. Dynamics
The sound level difference between single notes played jJ and pp is 30 to
35 dB. At a distance of 10 m from the piano, one finds levels from 50 to 85 dB
in the bass and from 37 to 70 dB in the treble. Much of the difference between
jJ and pp playing is due to change in timbre rather than loudness. Playing jJ
emphasizes the higher partials. Depressing the una corda pedal reduces the
sound level by about 1 dB, but also changes the timbre (Meyer, 1978).
Raising or lowering the lid causes surprisingly little change in the overall
sound level, although it causes rather marked changes in the strength of the
high-frequency sound in certain directions.

12.8.2. Directional Characteristics
The sound radiation pattern of a piano is largely determined by the shape
of the soundboard and the modal shapes of the various modes in which it
vibrates. The pattern is further complicated by reflections from the lid and
from other parts of the piano structure. The radiation patterns are more
complicated at high than at low frequencies. Radiation patterns in the vertical
plane are shown in Fig. 12.40.
In the low register (around C 2 ), the radiation is relatively symmetrical. The
level behind the piano (180°) is actually about 5 dB greater than in front of
the open lid, since the lid acts as a barne, separating the top and bottom sides
of the soundboard, which radiate in opposite phase.
In the middle register, the screening effect of the lid increases. The maximum
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Fig. 12.40. Radiation pattern (vertical plane) for a grand piano in the low, middle, and
high registers. Note the increase in radiation between 15 and 35° in the high register
when the lid is open (Meyer, 1978).
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radiation occurs at about 40°. In the high register, the effect of the lid is even
greater. The maximum radiation occurs between 15° and 35°. The directivity
is especially high at 4000 Hz.
A similar effect is found in the horizontal plane (not shown). The main lobe
at 0 has a half-power width of ± 5° (Meyer, 1978).

12.8.3. Attack Sound
Examining the waveform of the sound during the attack reveals attack noise
that is most apparent before the main body of sound (from transverse vibrations of the string) develops. Mostly, this is the result of noise from mechanical
vibrations in the action (the hammer, for example, has modes of vibration in
the range of 300 to 3000 Hz).
Podlesack and Lee (1987) have identified spectral components in the attack
sound that match the longitudinal modes of bass strings. For the lowest bass
notes, the sound level due to such modes may be only 10 to 20 dB below the
main sound, but the decay rate is estimated to be 100 dB/so
Designing strings so that the longitudinal mode frequencies are in the range
of 4000 to 5200 cents (3t to 4t octaves) above the fundamental frequencies
can improve the initial sound (Conklin, 1970).

12.9. Electric Pianos
Many attempts have been made to build electromechanical or electronic
pianos that would have enough of the desirable qualities of a piano to be
acceptable to musicians and music students. These attempts have been only
partially successful. (The piano is a difficult instrument to emulate.) Three of
the more successful electromechanical pianos have used strings, bars, and
tuning forks, respectively, to generate the electrical waveform to be amplified.
Yamaha and Baldwin electropianos resembled conventional pianos with
strings, tuning pins, pin block, and plate. The plate has two bridges with
piezoelectric transducers. Three strings are used for treble notes, one string for
tenor and bass notes. The strings are at a much lower tension than in conventional pianos.
The Rhodes piano used asymmetrical tuning forks whose "tines" consist of
a tone bar and a stiff wire that moves in front of a magnetic pickup coil. The
lower tine of the fork is struck by a hammer having a rubber tip.
The Wurlitzer electric piano employed vibrating reeds that form one plate
of a capacitor. When one or more reeds are struck by their hammers, the
capacitance of the system varies at the frequency of the vibrating reeds. The
hammers are driven by an action that is designed to give the feel of a piano
keyboard.
Advances in digital electronics have led to the development of digital
electronic pianos, which have virtually replaced electromechanical pianos. In
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addition, some digital music synthesizers are capable of producing realistic
piano sounds. Several of these, like the successful Kurzweil 250, make use of
large libraries of piano sounds stored in digital memories (Byrd and Yave!ow,
1986). We can expect further improvements in digital pianos and digital
synthesizers to take place in the future.
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Part IV
Wind Instruments

CHAPTER 13

Sound Generation by Reed
and Lip Vibrations

Wind instruments are made to sound either by blowing a jet of air across some
sort of opening, as in whistles, flutes, and flue organ pipes, or by buzzing
together the lips or a thin reed and its support, as in trumpets, saxophones or
oboes, or indeed as in the human voice. In this chapter, we shall discuss only
this second class of sound generators-vibrating reeds-and defer discussion
of air jet generators to Chapter 16.
As we shall see, there are two fundamentally different types of reed
generators-those in which the blowing pressure tends to force the reed valve
open (the human larynx, buzzing lips in brass instruments, and harmonium
reeds) and those in which the blowing pressure tends to force the reed valve
closed (clarinets, oboes and related woodwinds, and organ reed pipes). The
first type can act as a sound generator over only a very narrow fundamental
frequency range just above the resonance frequency of the reed, and can do
so in some cases even without the aid of a resonant pipe. The second type can
act as a generator over a wide frequency range below the reed resonance, but
generally requires some sort of pipe resonator to which it is coupled. Both
have their important and distinctive places in musical instrument design.
Despite these differences in behavior, we will find it convenient to develop
a formal treatment of both reed types in a unified way and then to point out
the differences; but first let us look at the simplest possible case in order to
understand the basic principles.

13.1. Basic Reed Generators
A vibrating reed generator is basically a pressure-controlled valve, and the
two possible configurations are shown in Fig. 13.1. In both cases, the blowing
pressure Po (relative to atmospheric pressure) is applied from the left, and it is
clear that if Po > 0 the valve in Fig. 13.1(a) is blown closed by the pressure
while the valve in Fig. 13.1(b) is blown open. The two cases are interchanged
if Po < O. In the simplest system, Po is regarded as constant, and we are
concerned with the behavior of flow through the valve as a function of the
internal control pressure p.
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(aj

Fig. 13.1. The two basic types of a pressure-controlled valve. In each case, the valve
cap is held open or closed by a spring. In (a), the blowing pressure Po tends to blow
the valve closed, while in (b) the blowing pressure tends to open the valve. The
internal pressure p is the control variable and the coordinate x gives the position of
the cap relative to its seat.

For our initial discussion, let us consider the situation shown in Fig. 13.1 (a),
which is an idealization of the reed generator in an oboe, clarinet, or organ
reed pipe, the cap-and-spring combination being then in reality a flexible reed
of cane or brass (Backus, 1961). Let us suppose that x measures the position
of the valve cap relative to its seat and that Xo is its equilibrium position, so
that Xo < 0 in Fig. 13.1 (a) and Xo > 0 in Fig. 13.1 (b). Then, for a simple spring,
(13.1)
where Y depends on the compliance of the spring and the area ofthe valve cap.
Now, the area of the opening between the valve cap and its seat is proportional to x, and, since the pressures are high enough that we may assume
Bernoulli's equation to apply, the steady volume flow U through the valve can
be written
U = Yllxl(po - p)1/2,
(13.2)
where Yl is another constant. Combining Eqs. (13.1) and (13.2), we find
U

= ly1xO(Po - p)1/2 + Y2(PO - p)3/21,

(13.3)

where Yl and Y2 are positive constants, and we remember that for the case we
are considering Xo < O. If we suppose that the control pressure p is small
compared with the blowing pressure Po, then it is useful to plot U in terms of
(Po - p) as shown in Fig. 13.2. Here, the full line refers to the valve configuration of Fig. 13. 1(a), which is the case we are discussing. Setting p equal to
zero for the moment, we see that over the range OA the flow increases with
increasing blowing pressure Po because the valve position changes little from

13.1. Basic Reed Generators
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Fig. 13.2. The steady flow characteristic of a pressure-controlled valve of the type
shown in Fig. 13.1(a) (solid line). The valve is blown completely closed at point C. The
valve admittance is negative over the range AC. The broken line shows, to a different
scale, the static flow behavior of a valve with a configuration as in Fig. 13.1 (b).

Xo and the flow increases as p~/2 by Bernoulli's equation. For higher pressures,
however, the valve deflection begins to dominate the flow behavior, and U
decreases with increasing Po until at C the valve is completely closed.
Now, suppose that the internal pressure P is an acoustic pressure that varies
sinusoidally at some characteristic frequency w but with the restriction that
P « Po. Provided that w is very much less than the resonance frequency Wr
of the valve system as determined by the mass of the valve cap and the compliance of the spring, then the valve displacement will follow the pressure
Po - P and the flow will still be given by Eq. (13.3). From an acoustic point of
view, we are concerned with the acoustic admittance f.. of the valve as seen
from its output side, and this is given, for blowing pressure Po, by

1: _
r -

aUI _ au I
-ap a(po - p) p=o'
Po -

(13.4)

the negative sign arising because of the direction assigned to the flow U. The
second form of writing relates f.. explicitly to Fig. 13.2, from which we see that
the acoustic admittance of the valve is positive over the range OA and negative
over the range AC.
Since at low frequencies there is no phase shift between pressure p and flow
U, a negative admittance implies a negative conductance, which means that
the valve is then supplying energy to the acoustic field p rather than dissipating
it. Thus, over the whole range AC, and especially at a point such as B near the
middle of this range, this pressure-controlled valve is operating as a negativeresistance generator at the acoustic frequency w. We can also see that as w
approaches the resonance frequency Wr of the valve, phase shifts will begin to
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appear and the behavior will become less simple. The existence of a threshold
blowing pressure P~, corresponding to point A, below which the valve is
ineffective as a generator, and an upper limit Po, corresponding to the closing
point C, are important features of the behavior to which we will return later.
We can now consider briefly the valve configuration shown in Fig. 13.1(b),
corresponding to the buzzing lips of a trumpet player. The analysis leading
to Eq. (13.3) is still applicable, but we must now take the equilibrium valve
displacement Xo to be positive. The steady flow curve is now shown as the
broken curve in Fig. 13.2, and it is clear that there is no region of negative
conductance. For such a valve, as we shall see later, we must rely upon the
phase shifts that occur near the valve resonance frequency to achieve acoustic
generation.

13.2. Detailed Discussion of a Reed Generator
With these basic principles of operation in mind, we can now return to a more
thorough and detailed consideration of the operation of a pressure-con trolledvalve acoustic generator. It is clear that we must include a more detailed
representation of the resonance characteristics of the valve itself and, in
addition, we should take account of the flow inertia of the air in the valve
channel and of Bernoulli pressures on the valve cap. We might also consider
the difference between the opening geometry of a real reed generator and of
the idealized models of Fig. 13.1. We can include the effects of nonlinearity in
the system by allowing the acoustic pressure p to contain an arbitrary number
of Fourier components, but for the present we will concentrate on linear
aspects of the problem and return to this complication later.
Figure 13.3 shows examples of several real acoustic generators as found in
musical instruments. It is clear that the open area of the valve is not simply
proportional to the deflection of a typical point on the reed (or valve cap), so
we will generalize by assuming proportionality to Ixl'". Similarly, the Bernoulli

Fig. 13.3. Typical reed generator configurations: (a) clarinet or saxophone, (b) oboe or
bassoon, (c) organ reed pipe, and (d) lips.
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flow law may be slightly modified by geometry, so that an appropriate generalization of Eq. (13.2) for the static flow is
(13.5)

where IJ( ;::; 1, fJ ;::;!. In fact, measurements on a clarinet reed and mouthpiece
(Backus, 1963) have shown that IJ( ;::; 1, f3 ;::; i over a reasonable range in this
case, so that this generalization is important.
We must recognize, however, that not all of the pressure difference Po - P
is available to maintain the flow when we are considering the acoustic situation; rather, some of it must act against the acoustic inertance of the air in the
reed channel to accelerate it. To take account of this, we can invert Eq. (13.5)
and generalize it to the form

U+

Po - P = Y3Ixl- tX / P

1/ P

Y41xl- 1

(3a~).

(13.6)

where the second term on the right describes the air inertance and Y3 and Y4
are constants, Y3 related to Yl and Y4 to the geometry of the valve channel.
Finally, we need to generalize the equation of motion of the reed itselffrom
the static form of Eq. (13.1) to a form allowing for reed resonance and for
Bernoulli force. The reed may in fact have several mechanical resonances, but
we limit consideration to the fundamental with frequency W r , for it is generally
this mode that is most effective in the action of the valve. For a reed in the
form of a cantilever beam, the second resonance is, in any case, at a frequency
approaching 6w" so it is normally outside our range of consideration. In
generalized form, the equation of motion of the reed itself is thus
mr

2
[ ddt x2

dx
+ Y5 W rTt
+ Wr2 (x -

XO)

]

= Y6(PO - p)

+ Y71xl -2 U.2

(13.7)

Here, mr is the reed mass, Y5 is related to the reed damping (the quality
factor Q of the reed resonance is Ify5), Y6 to the geometry of the exposed reed
faces, and Y7 (which gives the Bernoulli force) to the geometry of the internal
flow in the narrow part of the valve gap. Both Y5 and Y6 are positive, while
Y7 > 0 for the clarinet configuration and Y7 < 0 for the trumpet configuration.
Equations (13.6) and (13.7) express the essential physics of the problem.
They are clearly quite nonlinear because of the exponents and products
involved, so that anything like a complete solution is entirely out of the
question unless we resort to numerical methods. It is possible, however, to find
a simple solution in the linear approximation in which the quantities p, x, and
U vary sinusoidally with frequency wand small amplitude about their equilibrium values. We can then use the definition in Eq. (13.4) to evaluate the
small-signal acoustic admittance 1;., and this tells us a great deal about the
behavior of the system.
The resulting expressions, which apply to the two possible reed configurations of Fig. 13.1 simply by changing the sign of X o, are complicated (Fletcher,
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1979a, 1979b), and we will not give them here; it is, rather, the general behavior
that is important, and this can be described in various ways.
Consider first a clarinetlike reed [Fig. 13.1(a)] of the type discussed in the
previous section, blown hard enough to bring it into the generating regime
(point B in Fig. 13.2). The first thing in which we are interested is the acoustic
conductance-the real part of the admittance-and this is shown in Fig.
13.4(a) for several values of the damping coefficient Y5' It is clear that a negative conductance, and thus generating behavior, is maintained nearly up to
the reed resonance COr> but that for co > COr the reed is dissipative. We also
note that for rather large damping (Y5 ~ 0.3) the frequency response of the
generator is smooth over its range of operation, while for small damping
(Y5 < 0.1) there is a sharp negative peak in the conductance just below COr' We
will see later that the highly damped type of generator is characteristic of reeds
in instruments such as the clarinet, while the lightly damped and sharply
resonant case is typical of the metal reeds in organ pipes.
Turning now to reeds of the type shown in Fig. 13.1 (b) and exemplifed by
the vibrating lips of a brass instrument player, we find an entirely different
situation as shown in Figure 13.4(b). The valve conductance is positive, and
therefore dissipative, over the whole frequency range except for a small region
just above the resonance frequency COr> and then only if Y5 ;5 0.5. There is no
way in which a generator of this type can be made to function over a wide
frequency range, and its resonance frequency is best adjusted to be a little
below the operating frequency of the oscillator that it is to drive.
There is one other contribution to the acoustic admittance of the reed
generator that we have so far omitted from consideration but which should
be included for completeness. In Eq. (13.6), the acoustic flow U was simply the
flow through the reed opening, but to this we should really add the acoustic
flow U' associated with the physical motion of the reed surface. Taking the
flow as positive into the instrument and defining x as in Fig. 13.1, we can write
,
dx
U = YSdi"'

(13.8)

where the coefficient Ys is proportional to the area of the vibrating face of
the reed as seen from the instrument bore. There is an additional acoustic
admittance, Y.' = -au'lap, associated with this mechanism that simply adds
to the flow admittance y. with which we have been concerned. For a clarinettype reed, which operates well below its resonance, - x is nearly in phase with
the mouthpiece pressure p so that, from Eq. (13.8), - U' leads p by nearly 90°
and y.' is therefore essentially positive imaginary, or compliant. Similarly, for
a trumpet-type lip valve, y.' has a negative imaginary part and is inertive. In
most situations, y.' « y., and it can therefore be neglected in our discussion.
It may not have escaped notice that the curve in Fig. 13.4(b) for the real
part of the acoustic admittance looks very much like the curve in Fig. 1.13
for the imaginary part of the admittance (mobility) of a simple mechanical
oscillator, while the curve in Fig. 13.4(a) is essentially the negative of this
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Fig. 13.4. The real part of the acoustic admittance Y.. for (a) a clarinetlike reed generator,
and (b) a trumpetlike lip generator, each blown above the threshold pressure P6. The
parameters on the curves give damping coefficients Ys, and OJ r is the reed resonance
frequency (Fletcher, 1979b).

quantity. Similarly, if we were to plot the imaginary parts of Y,., we would find
simple bell-shaped curves in the upper or lower half-planes and centered on W r ;
these are clearly similar to the real part ofthe admittance of a simple oscillator.
The reason for this correspondence is simple. The alternating flow through
the reed valve is, broadly speaking, proportional to the reed opening and thus
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Fig. 13.5. Complex admittance Y,. as a function of blowing pressure Po for reed
generators in (a) a blown-closed and (b) a blown-open configuration. The threshold
pressure p~ and the closing pressure Po for case (a) are shown.
to reed displacement (with a minus sign for the clarinetlike case); but reed
displacement is 90° behind reed velocity in its phase, equivalent to a factor
- j. Thus, the frequency behavior of the real and imaginary parts of the reed
generator acoustic admittance is interchanged relative to those of a simple
mechanical oscillator, and there is a difference in sign between the two possible
reed-valve configurations.
Another instructive way to plot the reed generator admittance is as a
diagram on the complete complex plane, with either blowing pressure or
frequency as a parameter (Fletcher, 1979b). Figure 13.5 shows this behavior as
a function of blowing pressure Po for both reed configurations. The generation
threshold pressure p~ is clearly shown. For a reed that is blown closed,
Fig. 13.5(a), the reactive part of Yr is capacitive above the threshold blowing
pressure p~, while for a reed that is blown open, Fig. 13. 5(b), it is inductive.
In the first case, the increase of Yr is limited by closing of the reed at p~,
while in the second case the increase of Yr is unlimited, provided that the
assumptions embodied in the equations remain valid. In real situations, of
course, these assumptions are violated at large values of Po and the high
pressure behavior is modified.
In Fig. 13.6, the complex admittance Yr is plotted with w as a parameter
and for various values ofthe blowing pressure Po. The reed acts as an acoustic
generator only in the left half-plane. It is useful to recall that the corresponding
Nyquist plot in Fig. 1.13 for the admittance of a simple damped mechanical
oscillator is a circle passing through the origin with its center on the positive
real axis. To a first approximation, this plot is simply rotated through + 90°
(multiplied by j) to give the curves in Fig. 13.6(a), and through - 90° (multiplied
by - j) to give Fig. 13.6(b), as we pointed out before. The details are, of course,
rather more complex than this.
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Fig. 13.6. Complex admittance Y, as a function of frequency for reed generators in (a)
a blown-closed and (b) a blown-open configuration. Blowing pressure Po is shown as
a param'eter in kilopascals for the particular reed calculated, which has p~ ::::: 0.5 kPa
(Fletcher et aI., 1982).

It is worth remarking that measurements on practical blown-reed generators confirm this calculated behavior in good quantitative detail (Fletcher
et aI., 1982). We shall see later how it is related to the sounding behavior of
real wind instruments.

13.3. Effect of Reservoir Impedance
So far in this discussion, we have assumed that the blowing pressure Po
remains constant, without acoustic fluctuations, but a little thought shows
that this can be achieved only if the reservoir volume is infinite. In real musical
instruments, not only is the immediate reservoir volume (the player's mouth)
quite small but it is also connected to the player's vocal tract, which may have
resonances near the frequency of the reed generator. We must examine the
possible effects of such physical limitations.
To do so, we need just one more equation to supplement Eqs. (13.6) and
(13.7) by describing the effect upon the reservoir pressure Po of the acoustic
flow U through the reed into the instrument. The steady flow component Uo
is exactly balanced by the flow from the player's lungs (or from the blower in
an organ), and we can simply make the replacement
(13.9)
where Zt is the impedance of the vocal tract (or air reservoir) and the negative
sign arises from the definition of the flow direction for U. We must now insert
this modified expression [Eq. (13.9)] into both Eqs. (13.6) and (13.7).
There are several ways in which we can proceed. The first is to note
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that the reed usually drives some sort of pipe or horn with an acoustic
impedance that we can denote by Zp. Clearly, the mouthpiece pressure p and
acoustic flow U are related by
p = ZpU.
(13.10)
In Eqs (13.6) and (13. 7), therefore, the substitution of Eq. (13.9) along with
Eq. (13.10) leads to the relation
(13.11)
The reservoir impedance Zt thus appears in series with the pipe-resonator
impedance Zp. In real instruments, the pipe is a high-quality resonator and
sound is produced at a frequency close to one of its impedance maxima, as we
see later. The vocal tract is, in contrast, of generally lower impedance and has
resonances of lower quality. Thus, Zt « Zp, and the vocal tract will generally
have only a small effect on the sound of the instrument (Backus, 1985), though
in some cases this small effect may be very significant. Thus, Clinch et al. (1982),
Benade (1986), and Johnson et al. (1986) argue that vocal tract resonance
is an important aid to register changes in clarinetlike instruments, while
Fletcher (1983) shows that vocal tract resonances can have pronounced
formant effects in some instruments that have particularly low characteristic
horn impedance.
The other important way in which reservoir impedance can influence reed
behavior is in the matter of autonomous oscillation in the absence of an
external resonator. This is important in long-tube brass instruments where the
lips must be buzzed at the correct frequency during the initial transient before
reflections return from the bell of the instrument.
It is easiest to see how this can happen by considering the player's mouth
as a small cavity of volume V. Its acoustic impedance is thus
jpc 2
Zt= - - - .
Vw

(13.12)

Now, for a buzzing lip valve, as shown in Fig. 13.1(b), the flow U is nearly
in phase with the displacement x, so that the term - Y6Zt U inserted into
Eq. (13.7) by Eq. (13.9) has phase +90 0 relative to x and so is in phase with
dx/dt. It therefore acts to cancel the damping term in dx/dt on the left side of
Eq. (13.7). If the mouth volume V is small, then the effective damping may
become negative so that autonomous oscillation at the resonance frequency
of the lip valve can occur. A closer analysis shows that there is a relation
between threshold blowing pressure for autonomous oscillation and mouth
cavity volume of the form shown in Fig. 13.7.
When the same argument is applied to a reed valve of the woodwind type,
as exemplified in Fig. 13.1 (a), we see that the flow U has opposite phase to the
valve displacement x. We therefore conclude that the mouth-cavity effect
increases the effective reed damping in this case and does not lead to oscillation. The fact that it is possible to make an oboe or bassoon reed "crow" by
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Cavity volume

Fig. 13.7. Pressure threshold for self-oscillation ofa blown-open reed supplied with air
from a reservoir of specified volume. Details of the scales on each axis depend on the
properties of the reed.

blowing it when detached from the instrument may be attributed to the effect
of the Bernoulli force term in Eq. (13.7) or to other more subtle effects
(S t. Hilaire et aI., 1971).

13.4. Reed Generators Coupled to Horns
We have just seen that reeds that are blown open can vibrate near their natural
resonance frequency without the aid of any external resonator, provided that
there is a reservoir of limited volume associated with their air supply. Such
reeds, which are used in instruments such as the harmonium, mouth organ,
and accordion, can be blown either by pressure or by suction, with appropriate
choice of Xo. Indeed, if Xo is chosen to be zero and the reed allowed to pass
completely through its equilibrium plane, then it will sound equally well with
pressure or suction.
Most reed instruments, however, employ a reed in conjunction with some
sort of pipe resonator, and it is now appropriate to examine the coupling
between these two systems, the One passive and the other active. As we will
see later, nonlinear effects can become very important in determining this
interaction, but for the present we will be content with a discussion of the
first -order linear case. The first thing we must note is that since reed generators
are pressure-controlled devices they must operate at the input to a resonator
that presents to them a maximum pressure variation-an input impedance
maximum for the resonator. It is simplest to discuss this for a cylindrical pipe
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and then to indicate how we can extend the argument to horns of other
geometries.
As we saw in Eq. (8.35) of Chapter 8, the input admittance of an open
cylindrical pipe of length 1and cross section S that is damped predominantly
by wall losses can be written in the form
Yp =

( S ) ( H + j tan kl )
pc
1 + jHtankl '

(13.13)

where p is the density and c the velocity of sound in air, k = OJ/c, and H,
which decreases with increasing frequency, is the height of the admittance
maxima, or depth of the admittance minima, relative to the characteristic pipe
admittance S/pc. The impedance maxima, or admittance minima, near which
oscillation can occur are the odd harmonics for which kl = (2n + l)n/2 or
(n) _

OJ p

(2n

+ l)nc

-

21

.

(13.14)

The real part of ~ is always positive (dissipative), but, from Eq. (13.13), the
imaginary part is negative just below an impedance maximum and positive
just above. In order that the whole coupled system should be in resonance and
that the oscillation should grow, we require that
1m
and

y. =

-Im~,

(13.15)

(13.16)
y. > Re Yp.
13.6(a), 1m y. > 0 for a reed that is blown closed, as

-Re

Since, as we saw in Fig.
in woodwinds, this requires that 1m ~ < 0, which implies that the operating
frequency OJ should be slightly below a pipe resonance:
OJ

= OJ~) -

(j.

Conversely, for a reed blown open as in brass instruments, 1m
in Fig. 13.6(b), so that we must have 1m Yp > 0 and
OJ

= OJ~)

+

(j.

(13.17)

y. < 0 as shown
(13.18)

Thus, for a properly cooperative oscillation, a woodwind reed instrument
should sound slightly flat of the normal stopped-pipe resonance because of
the dynamics of the reed, and a brass instrument slightly sharp. This is,
however, a conclusion reached by considering only a single resonance in the
linear approximation. Nonlinearities and multiple resonances may change the
behavior of real instruments.
To determine whether the pipe will in fact sound and, if so, in which of its
modes, we must use Eq. (13.16). Neglecting nonlinear effects, that mode will
sound, preferentially, for which the inequality is most strongly satisfied. The
behavior is very different for different types of reed generators.
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The reed of a woodwind instrument is heavily damped by the player's
lips, and the damping is enhanced by the mouth-volume effect discussed in
Section 13.3. The real part of the reed admittance is therefore negative and
nearly flat up to the reed resonance, as illustrated by the curve for Ys = 0.3 in
Fig. 13.4(a). The reed resonance frequency is also typically 6 to 10 times
the frequency ofthe lowest mode of the pipe, so that the oscillation condition
[Eq. (13.16)] may be satisfied by several of the lower pipe modes. Typically,
however, as given by Eq. (13.13) and illustrated in Fig. 8.11, the mode oflowest
frequency has the highest relative impedance H (or lowest relative admittance
l/H), so that the instrument sounds this lowest mode.
The metal reed of an organ pipe, though geometrically similar to a clarinet
reed, behaves very differently. It has very little damping, so that its admittance
is even more sharply peaked than is the curve for Ys = 0.1 in Fig. 13.4(a), and
its resonance frequency Wr is comparable with the frequency of the first pipe
resonance. In these circumstances, Re(y') is sufficiently large at a frequency
just below Wr that the inequality [Eq. (13.16)] can be satisfied almost anywhere
except near an impedance minimum for the pipe. The resonance frequency of
the reed therefore dominates the behavior over a wide frequency range near
the first pipe resonance, and tuning is achieved by changing the vibrating
length of the reed tongue rather than by adjusting the pipe resonator. The
sound is strongest when the resonances of the two parts of the system are
aligned.
Finally, the behavior of a lip reed, as in a trumpet or horn, is as illustrated
in Fig. 13.4(b). The frequency range over which Re(y') is negative is narrow,
and the effective damping is small because of the mouth-volume effect discussed in Section 13.3. The behavior is therefore similar to, or even more
extreme than, the curve labeled for Ys = 0.03 in Fig. 13.4(b). The lip resonance
once again dominates the behavior, and Eq. (13.16) can be satisfied only in a
narrow frequency range just above W r • There will generally be only one pipe
resonance in this range, and the oscillation will drive it. It may be possible to
satisfy Eq. (13.16) and produce an oscillation over a considerable range
between the pipe resonances, but the sound will be weak compared with that
from a well-aligned and cooperating pipe resonance.
We should note again from Eq. (13.11) that if we include the effects ofthe
player's vocal tract, its impedance Zt simply adds to the pipe impedance Zp.
The player has many accessible variables with which to influence even the
linear behavior of an instrument!
All these remarks also apply qualitatively to reeds coupled to horn resonators of shapes other than cylindrical. Indeed, in the linear, small-amplitude
approximation we have been using, there is nothing that need be added to
cover this more general case. The difference arises when we consider vibrations
of larger amplitude and with significant harmonic development, for then the
nonlinearities of the reed generator assume an important or even a dominant
role.
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13.5. Nonlinearity
In musical instruments involving plucked strings or struck metal plates,
nonlinearity came to our attention as an interesting addendum to the description of the behavior of a system that was well described by the linear
approximation. The same is not true of instruments producing sustained
notes, whether the fundamental oscillator be a bowed string, a vibrating reed,
or a deflecting jet. In all these cases of self-regenerating oscillation, nonlinear
phenomena determine the onset and decay of oscillation, the amplitude of the
steady state, and the harmonic content of the sound. We shall attempt to cover
only a few of these points here.
The relation between pressure P and flow U set out in Eqs. (13.6) and (13.7)
is clearly a nonlinear one, as also is the simpler quasi-static expression of
Eq. (13.3). This means that if we assume a simple variation of pressure at
frequency w,
(13.19)
P = PI sinwt,
the resulting flow U will contain, as well as terms of frequency w, terms with
frequencies nw, where n = 2,3,4 .... The amplitude Un ofthe term offrequency
nw will vary as pi provided PI is sufficiently small. These higher frequency
terms will then interact with the horn, which is fortunately a very nearly linear
system, so that the component Un sin nwt in the flow will give rise to a pressure
(13.20)
at the mouthpiece.
If the reed is of a woodwind type, then generally its resonance frequency Wr
will be much higher than the fundamental frequency w, and the motion of the
reed, as described by Eq. (13.7), will follow the pressure signal obtained by
combining Eq. (13.19) with terms such as those from Eq. (13.20). When this
reed deflection x is combined with this new expression for p and inserted in
the flow equation [Eq. (13.6)], then a rich harmonic spectrum results with each
component rigorously locked in frequency and phase to the fundamental
(Fletcher, 1978).
The situation is a little different for an organ reed pipe or the lip generator
of a brass instrument, both of which operate with the fundamental w almost
equal to the reed resonance wr • From Eq. (13.7), the reed displacement
response x is almost unaffected by these higher frequencies and remains
sinusoidal. However, the flow equation [Eq. (13.6)J is sufficiently nonlinear
that many phase-locked harmonics of large amplitude are generated, even
when x itself is sinusoidal.
Work along these lines was first reported by Benade and Gans (1968) and
was further developed for clarinetlike systems by Worman (1971), Wilson and
Beavers (1974), and Schumacher (1978). The spectrum generated depends
in detail on the geometry of the reed and the resonance properties of the
instrument tube, and for that reason we defer its consideration to Chapter 15.
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It is worthwhile to note, however, the common property of nearly all nonlinear

systems that, when the amplitudes of the fundamental and its harmonics
are small, the amplitude of the nth harmonic varies as the nth power of
the amplitude of the fundamental. Increasing loudness is therefore always
associated with increasing harmonic development. At large amplitudes, this
rule no longer holds, and the relative harmonic levels in the spectrum
approach a limiting distribution.
The case of brass-instrument-type lip generators has similarly been investigated by Backus and Hundley (1971), building on earlier work by Luce and
Clark (1967) and on the experimental verification by Martin (1942) that the
motion of the lips when playing a brass instrument is essentially sinusoidal.
Again, we defer detailed discussion to Chapter 14.
As a brief example of the importance of the resonance properties of the
instrument hom in determining reed behavior, we may contrast the case of
the saxophone and the clarinet, both of which have flat cane reeds attached
to rather similar mouthpieces. The hom of the saxophone is a nearly complete
cone and therefore, as we saw in Chapter 8, it has a complete set of impedance
maxima at frequencies near nw 1 • The very general form of the nonlinearity of
Eqs. (13.6) and (13.7) leads us to expect a complete set of harmonic components
in the flow that can interact back to produce harmonic driving components
through Eq. (13.20). This is what is observed.
For the clarinet, however, the instrument tube is essentially cylindrical and
has impedance maxima only at frequencies near (2n - 1)w 1 • Thus, though the
reed motion produces flow components at all harmonics of the fundamental
WI' only the odd harmonics can react back through Eq. (13.20) to produce
driving pressures and so attain large amplitude. This effect is clear in the
spectra oflow notes on the clarinet which show a very weak second harmonic
and consequently a nearly symmetrical waveform. High notes are less affected
because the tube impedance behaves less regularly with complex fingerings.
Brass instruments, as we shall see in the next chapter, generally have a
flaring bore so designed that impedance peaks are well aligned in frequency
with harmonics of the played fundamental. This alignment is clearly important
for a rich tone to be produced and for the pitch to remain stable as the loudness
and harmonic content are varied (Benade and Gans, 1968; Benade, 1973).
Finally, we note that sometimes, in either brass or more particularly woodwind instruments, conditions may be modified by using special fingerings or
lip positions so that the reed generator can drive, simultaneously, two hom
resonances, WI and W2' that are not harmonically related. The nonlinearity of
the flow through the reed will then generate all sum and difference frequencies
nW I ± mW2 to produce a broadband, multiphonic sound (Bartolozzi, 1981;
Backus, 1978). Reliable production of such sounds requires a reed, such as in
a clarinet, that can present a negative acoustic conductance over an appreciable frequency range, together with a set of hom resonances that is sufficiently
inharmonic to defeat the natural tendency of nonlinear systems to achieve
frequency locking (Fletcher, 1978).
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13.6. Time-Domain Approach
In all this development, we have adopted what amounts to a frequencydomain approach, since we have considered the behavior of a single component offrequency OJ and then gone on to more complex cases by combining
the effects of components of different frequencies. This is perfectly correct
provided that we remember, as we have done, that the reed-generator system
is not linear, so that we cannot simply add the effects of terms of different
frequency or amplitude, but must consider the cross-product terms as well.
This is extremely complicated if more than about three harmonics of the
fundamental are considered, so that in practice we are limited to smallamplitude excitations of the system.
In woodwind and brass instruments, at realistic playing levels, the reed or
lip generator is generally driven into a highly nonlinear part of its characteristic. The air column in the horn of the instrument, however, retains its
essentially linear behavior. In these circumstances, it is simpler to treat the
whole system in the time domain rather than going to the frequency domain.
The reed or lip generator, nonlinearities and all, is completely described by a
set of differential equations, as discussed in Section 13.2, and this formulation
is naturally in the time domain. These equations have pressures and flows that
are coupled to the horn of the instrument, and their behavior can also be
expressed in the time domain as discussed in Section 8.12. Rather than a
differential equation, this involves an integral equation that describes the effect
of reflections from the open end of the horn and from finger holes or other
discontinuities along its length.
Approximate analytical solution of these equations is nearly impossible
without assuming a sinusoidal oscillation, which is equivalent to transforming
to the frequency domain. It is, however, quite straightforward to solve the
equations directly, using numerical methods on a small computer for a particular system. This solution can be carried out for an arbitrarily large
excitation level and leads directly to the pressure and flow waveforms and
hence to the waveform and spectrum of the radiated sound. Schumacher
(1981) has done this for the case of the clarinet, with calculated waveforms
agreeing well with those found experimentally, but there does not yet appear
to be any published treatment of a lip-driven brass instrument. The difficulties
of the method arise from devising an adequate model for the behavior of the
generator and in relating the reflection characteristics of the horn to its
physical profile, rather than from any mathematical problems.
The time-domain approach has the added advantage that it is able to treat
quite simply the starting and finishing transients of the sound, and indeed
the starting transient is calculated automatically as the program begins its
integration of the equations. This is important, since transients make a very
large contribution to the individuality of musical sounds. The frequencydomain approach, in contrast, works best for steady sounds, and special
methods must be used if we wish to examine transients (Fletcher, 1976).
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Starting transients in brass instruments, with their long horns, are particularly important, since for high notes the lip generator must go through
several cycles of its oscillation before any reflection returns from the horn
mouth to stabilize and reinforce the motion.
Despite these differences, one domain is simply the Fourier transform of
the other, and the same information is available, in principle, from either
approach, though nonlinearity forbids simple transformation. Which one is
more appropriate depends on the information we are seeking about the
system. In what follows, we will mostly carry out our discussion in the
frequency domain, since it relates naturally to the normal modes that are a
unifying theme of this book.
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CHAPTER 14

Lip-Driven Brass Instruments

Lip-driven wind instruments have a very long history, dating back to those
made from hollow plant stems, sea shells, and animal horns (Carse, 1939;
Baines, 1966); even metal trumpets roughly similar to those of the present day
existed as long ago as Roman times. It is not our purpose to go extensively
into the history of the development of these instruments or even to describe
the large variety of forms in contemporary use. Rather, we shall concentrate
on general principles and simply mention examples as they arise.

14.1. Historical Development of Brass Instruments
Early instruments usually had a more or less conical bore, as dictated by their
origin in sea shells or animal horns, and were generally not over about half a
meter in length. This yielded a fundamental in the high male vocal range
around 300 Hz, and limited the repertoire to single notes or bugle calls using
the first two or three more-or-Iess harmonically related modes. Exceptions
arise in the case of instruments derived from plant stems, which are much more
nearly cylindrical. An example is the didjeridu of the Australian aborigines
(Fletcher, 1983), which is simply a hollowed small tree trunk 1 to 2 m long and
30 to 50 mm in internal diameter. The fundamental, played as a rhythmic
drone, has a frequency around 60 Hz in typical cases, and only one upper
mode is accessible, though the sound is enriched by a variety of performance
techniq ues.
The development of these early instruments took two different paths in
medieval times, both aimed at producing more flexible melodic possibilities.
The small conical instruments were provided with side holes, similar to those
found in the woodwinds, to allow production of notes in between the modes
of the complete horn. Small cupped mouthpieces were developed to help with
tone production and playing comfort, and the structure of the instrument was
refined by making it from wood or metal, rather than relying on natural
shapes. Sometimes two gouged wooden half-horns of semicircular section,
bound together with leather, were used, though other construction methods
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(al

(b)

Fig. 14.1. Some lip-blown instruments, such as the cornett (a) and the serpent (b)
(to a different scale), have a conical bore and finger holes very much like those used in
woodwind instruments. They are not in modern use, but modern replicas are often
used in the performance of old music.

were also common. Among instruments of this type that survived in refined
form through the baroque period were the cornett, usually about half a meter
long and slightly curved to reflect its historical origin as an animal horn, and
the serpent, a bass instrument curved to the shape of an S to make playing
and carrying possible. These instruments are illustrated in Fig. 14.1. In the
nineteenth century, many other variants were developed, lip-blown (Russian)
bassoons, for example, and, particularly as mechanical keys began to make
this practical for larger instruments, ophicleides and various keyed metal
bugles for brass band use. The common construction material for these
was a combination of drawn and rolled-and-soldered brass tubing. While the
baroque instruments are now being recreated and used in increasing numbers,
most of the later developments survive only as museum curiosities. The
general principles of this chapter apply to all these instruments, though
we shall defer discussion of finger holes until the chapter on woodwind
instruments.
The other line of development was to increase greatly the length of the
instrument and to narrow its bore so that the closely spaced upper modes
became available for melodic use. Early military trumpets and bugles went
some way in this direction using modes from the third to the sixth to produce
familiar musical signals for camp life. Ceremonial trumpets used a greater
mode range for their fanfares, and the coiled natural horns had available to
them modes up to about the sixteenth and were thus able to produce an octave
of complete diatonic scale, which, because of their considerable length, lay at
a musically useful pitch.
The lower modes of these instruments were still playable, of course, but
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produced notes quite widely separated in pitch. One of the earliest and most
successful means developed to fill in these gaps was the slide mechanism of the
medieval sackbut, the forerunner of the modern trombone, which increases
the length of the narrow cylindrical part of the bore in a continuously
variable manner. Most other instruments in current use, however, make use
of mechanical valves, three to five in number, to switch extra lengths of tubing
into the bore of the instrument. There are some problems and complexities
associated with this mechanism, to which we return later, but at least the
concept is simple.
It is to a discussion of the general principles underlying these long-horn,
lip-driven instruments that most of the present chapter is devoted. The story
falls naturally into three parts: the passive linear theory underlying the shaping
of the horn flare and the associated mouthpiece to provide appropriately
related resonance frequencies and impedances, the active nonlinear interaction between the lip generator and the air column, and the relation of these
matters to the performance technique adopted by the player.

14.2. Horn Profiles
With the exception of a few instruments, such as the Swiss alphorn and the
obsolete keyed bugles we mentioned previously, it is unusual to make a long
horn entirely conical in shape. The bore deformations involved in curving such
a long horn into a manageable form remove the basic simplicity associated
with a simple cone, and the structural advantages of using nearly cylindrical
tubing for much of the length of the instrument are very considerable. If the
flaring part of the horn extends over a reasonable fraction of the total length,
for example around one third, then there is still enough geometrical flexibility
to allow the frequencies of all the modes to be adjusted to essentially any value
desired. Quite apart from the structural simplicity of cylindrical tubing, its use
is essential for the slide part of an instrument such as the trombone, and its use
nearer to the mouthpiece enables the player of a horn or trumpet to insert
extra lengths of tubing, if desired, to tune the instrument to different pitches.
A reasonable approximation to the shape of many brass instruments,
particularly those from several centuries ago, is given by a cylindrical tube
connected to a more-or-Iess conically expanding section of comparable length
and terminated at the open end by a short section of more rapid flare. The
proportions and flare angles of these sections vary quite widely from one
instrument to another, with the more gently toned instruments typically
having as much as two-thirds oftheir length conical (and thus having a small
cone angle), while the more brightly toned trumpets and trombones have a
shorter expanding section and a more pronounced flare at the bell. These
proportions are, however, only one of the factors influencing tone quality
(Bate, 1966; Morley-Pegge, 1960).
From our discussion in Section 8.9, we saw that such compound horns do
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Fig. 14.2. A family of Bessel horns given by the formula a = b(x + xofY, with Xo and
b adjusted to give the same throat and mouth diameters in each case. The parameter

is the flare constant y.

not have a simple mode distribution, though the series of input impedance
maxima is more-or-Iess harmonic, as shown in Fig. 8.18. This lack of simplicity
leads us to proceed immediately to more complex but more realistic horn
profiles.
A closer approximation to the shape of a real brass instrument is given
by the so-called Bessel horn, which we discussed in Chapter 8. If we take
the mouth of the horn to be located at a position x o, then we can write
Eq. (8.58), giving the relation between bore radius a and the distance x from
the mouth of the horn, as
(14.1)
where band Xo are chosen: to give the correct radii at the small and large ends
and y defines the rate of flare, as shown in Fig. 14.2. Benade (1976, p. 409) has
shown that a good approximation to the frequencies In of the impedance
maxima at the throat of such a horn is given by

in ~ [4(1 ~ X o)}(2n -1) + P[y(y + 1)]1/2},

(14.2)

where c is the speed of sound, 1is the length of the horn, and Pis a parameter
equal to about 0.6 for y < 0.8 and 0.7 for y > 0.8. This shows that, to a good
approximation, the resonances of a horn with y =;= 1 are given by the harmonic
relation
nc
(14.3)
In ~ 2(1 + x o)
If y = 0 and Xo = 0, then we have the odd-harmonic result for a cylinder
[Eq. (14.1)], but for other values of y there is no simple harmonic relation
between the mode frequencies.
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Such a Bessel horn can fit with very little geometric or acoustic mismatch
onto a cylindrical tube of appropriate radius, provided the joint is at a distance
x far enough from the mouth that the flare angle, which has the value
da

dx

ya

---,
x + xo

(14.4)

is very small. For a typical brass instrument, Xo is less than 10 cm and the
required radius a is about 5 mm, so that the angle is less than half a degree at
50 cm from the mouth.
While some brass instruments have Bessel-like flare constants not far from
unity, instruments of the trumpet and trombone families typically have y closer
to 0.7 (Young, 1960), so that they flare more abruptly at the mouth, as shown
in Fig. 14.2. Such horns can fit even more smoothly onto cylindrical tubing,
but they require shape adjustment to tune the resonances, as is indeed true
for any such compound horn (Young, 1960; Kent, 1961; Cardwell, 1970;
Pyle, 1975). Adjustment of the shape is usually carried out in the course of
design to produce a mode series approximating (0.7,2,3,4, ... )/0. The first
resonance is very much out of alignment, produces a very weak sound, and is
not used in playing. Good players can, however, use the nonlinear effects we
shall discuss later in this chapter to produce a pedal note at frequency 10 by
relying upon cooperation with the harmonically related higher resonances.

14.3. Mouthpieces
Before devoting further effort to this problem, however, we must introduce the
effects of another important structural element in the complete instrument,
the mouthpiece cup. The size of the cup follows roughly that of the instrument
as a whole, a feature that we might expect on general grounds. Details of shape
vary with the traditional style of the instrument, and to a much smaller extent
with the preference of individual players, but all mouthpieces have the general
design shown in Fig. 14.3. The player's lips press against the smooth surface
of the cup, giving them comfortable support, and the cup itself communicates
with the instrument proper through a constricted passage considerably narrower than the main bore of the instrument.
Experience shows that both the cup volume and the diameter of the
constricted passage have significant effects upon the performance of a given

~:::::===========--
c;:::/:::==========-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14.3. Mouthpieces for (a) a trumpet and (b) a horn.
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Fig. 14.4. The linear system diagram for a mouthpiece connected to a brass instrument.
Except for a small reactive component (the end correction), the radiation impedance
can be taken to be nearly zero.

mouthpiece, with the shape being a much less important variable. As we shall
see, it is not so much the cup volume and constriction diameter separately
but rather a combination of the two that is important.
Figure 14.4(a) shows a system diagram of the whole instrument, while
Figure 14.4(b) gives a little more detail. The volume V of the cup presents an
acoustic compliance
V

C=-2'
pc

(14.5)

where p is the density and c the velocity of sound in air. The constriction
behaves as a series inertance:
L = pic
(14.6)
S'
e
where ie is the length and Se the cross-sectional area of the construction. There
is an additional dissipative element R in series with this inertance representing
viscous and thermal losses. The instrument horn is represented by the twoport impedance Zii' and finally the radiation impedance at the open end of the
horn can be reasonably set equal to zero, since most of the losses are those to
the walls of the horn.
To gain an appreciation of the behavior of this system, we calculate the
input impedance ZIN for a mouthpiece coupled to a simple cylindrical tube of
length i and cross section S. From Eq. (8.25), the input impedance presented
by the pipe to the mouthpiece is
Zp = jZo tan kl,

(14.7)

where the characteristic impedance of the pipe is
pc

ZO=8'

(14.8)
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and we can include wall losses by writing

w

.

k=--j(X..

e

(14.9)

To a reasonable approximation, the attenuation coefficient IX for waves in the
tube is given from Eq. (8.15) as
IX :::::

2 x 10- 5

(SW)l/2- .

(14.10)

It is now quite easy to evaluate the input impedance ZIN presented to the
lips of the player, and we find

Z

_
IN -

R +Zp+jwL
1 _ w 2 LC + jwC(R + Zp)"

(14.11)

We can dissect this expression graphically as shown in Fig. 14.5. Figure 14.5(a)
gives the calculated input impedance for the tube alone (by setting V = 0 and
Ie = 0); Fig. 14.5(b) gives the input impedance for the mouthpiece alone (by
setting I = 0) when loaded by the characteristic (resistive) tube impedance Zo;
and Fig. 14.5(c) gives the input impedance for the assembled instrument. The
tube shows the expected series of impedance maxima, declining in amplitude
with increasing frequency because of increasing wall losses. The mouthpiece
in isolation behaves like an internally excited Helmholtz resonator with a peak
driving-point impedance at the normal resonance frequency
Wo

= (LC)-1/2

(14.12)

and a height and half-width determined by the magnitude of the loss coefficient
R (here Zo) in series with its radiation resistance, which is not present in the

combined system. The combined response shows influences from both these
components, with pipe resonances that lie near the mouthpiece resonance
being emphasized. The mouthpiece response is widened now, not by its own
radiation resistance, but by the losses in the tube.
Because the lip generator is a pressure-controlled system that functions best
when working into a very high impedance, we can see that it is important to
match the mouthpiece to the instrument so that the mouthpiece resonance
emphasizes impedance peaks in the major playing range. It is in fact the
mouthpiece resonance frequency wo, determined by Eq. (14.12), that is important, so that we can trade off increased mouth cup volume V (and hence
compliance C) by increasing the diameter of the constriction and hence
decreasing L. This is, however, not an exactly balancing trade, since the
characteristic impedance of the mouthpiece varies as (LIC)1/2, and the ratio of
this quantity to the characteristic tube impedance Zo = pelS determines the
relative importance of the mouthpiece resonance.
The impedance of the mouthpiece also influences, to a small extent, the
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 14.5. Calculated input impedance of (a) a cylindrical tube of radius 10 mm and
length 2 m; (b) a simple mouthcup of volume 5 cm 3 , choke diameter 3 mm, and choke
length 20 mm, loaded by the characteristic impedance of the tube; and (c) the mouthpiece fitted to the tube. The frequency scale is 0-1000 Hz.

tuning of the horn resonances, and so must be taken into account when the
complete instrument is being designed (Cardwell, 1970; Backus, 1970). Equally
important is the balance of resonance peak heights over the playing range,
since easy transition from one resonance to another is essential if the instrument is to be musically flexible. For a careful consideration of this point,
account must be taken of the radiation impedance at the flaring mouth of the
horn, and this is sensitively dependent upon details of the flare characteristic,
as we saw in Chapter 8.
Even in the linear domain, it is not possible to neglect the effects of the
lip-valve generator on the tuning of the modes of the instrument as played,
since the source impedance of the generator has a reactive component, as
shown in Chapter 13. From that discussion, and in particular from Fig. 13.6(b),
we see that the imaginary part of the lip-valve admittance Yr is always negative,
corresponding to an inductive rather than a compliant or capacitive behavior.
For exact resonance and a maximum acoustic pressure in the mouthpiece, the
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instrument must present a balancing positive acoustic admittance at the open
face of the mouthpiece cup. Now, the admittance of a horn, or indeed of any
multimode oscillator, has an imaginary part that rises through zero as the frequency passes through each admittance minimum (or impedance maximum).
To fulfill the resonance condition, therefore, the operating frequency must lie
a little above the passive resonance frequency of the mode in question. From
Fig. 13.6(a), we see that exactly the opposite conclusion would be drawn for
the case of a reed valve that is blown shut, as in a woodwind instrument.
Since the operating point for the mode being excited must be to the left
of the imaginary axis, we see from Fig. 13.6(b) that all higher modes are
also presented with a negative imaginary admittance component, though of
smaller magnitude. Their frequencies will therefore be raised also, but by a
smaller amount.
The actual shift in mode frequency between an instrument rigidly stopped
at the mouth-cup face and one that is blown will depend on the relative magnitudes of instrument and lip impedances. Because of nonlinear effects, the pitch
of a well-designed instrument is relatively stable against variations in lip
admittance, but the attainable frequency variation provides both a problem
for the novice and a subtle performance variable for the experienced player.

14.4. Radiation
It is all very well to calculate, as we have done, the internal linear character-

istics of the instrument, but these must be extended to encompass the nonlinear
domain and to include the radiation efficiency before we can pretend to a
reasonable understanding of the instrument as a whole. Before we enter the
nonlinear domain, it is worthwhile to point out a few features of the radiation
behavior since this can be done within the linear approximation. Suppose that
nonlinearities supplement the internal spectrum of each mode, as measured
in the mouthpiece or near the throat of the bore, with a wide spectrum of
harmonics. Can we say anything about the efficiency with which these harmonics are radiated and, therefore, anything about the brightness of the sound
of the instrument?
If R is the resistive part ofthe radiation impedance at the mouth ofthe horn,
which we take to have radius a, then a reasonable approximation to the
detailed behavior shown in Fig. 8.8 is
R

Zo(ka)2
4

~ ---=---'-----'---

for

ka

and

~

2,
(14.13)

for

ka

~

2,

where k = wlc and Zo = pclna 2 . Now, for an acoustic particle velocity ofrms
amplitude u in the horn near its mouth, the rms acoustic flow is U = na 2 u,
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and the total radiated power is P = RU 2 , which gives
pe(na 2u 2)(ka)2

P;::;;------

4

for

ka

~

2,

(14.14)

and
for

ka

~

2.

In Eq. (14.14), the factor na 2 u 2 simply indicates that the radiated power is
proportional to the size of the horn mouth and to the square of the acoustic
velocity amplitude, which is what we might expect, but the additional factor
k 2a 2/4 or w 2a 2/4e 2 for ka < 2 shows that low frequencies are radiated increasingly inefficiently, the low-frequency cut varying as w 2 , or 6 dB per octave.
This general behavior is shown in Fig. 14.6. It is fairly clear from this discussion
that, if the horn mouth is narrow so that all important frequencies lie below
the transition wale = 2, the output will show a constant treble boost of
6 dB/octave giving a very bright though not very loud sound. On the other
hand, if the horn mouth is wide it will radiate more energy and sound louder,
but the higher partials may lie above the transition and so not share in the
treble boost, giving a consequently less brilliant sound. The frequency for
which ka = 2, in this simple model, is called the cutoff frequency.
The shape of the horn, as well as its diameter, can also influence the
brightness ofthe sound. As we saw in Chapter 8, a sharply flaring horn imposes
a transmission barrier that is greater for low than for high frequencies. Thus,
while a simple conical horn may let waves of all frequencies reach the mouth
before being reflected, a more sharply flaring horn will begin to block the low

Frequency

Fig. 14.6. Schematic representation of the relation between the radiated pressure
amplitude and the internal pressure amplitude for a wind instrument with cut-off
frequency w*, where w*a/c = 2, a being the radius of the horn mouth.
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frequencies some distance before they reach its mouth. Thus, as another
general rule, sharply flaring horns will produce a brighter and thinner sound
than more nearly conical horns with the same mouth diameter.
Finally, the resonance frequency of the mouthpiece cup and its choke bore,
as determined with the face of the cup rigidly covered, has a considerable
influence on the distribution of impedance peak heights for the instrument, as
we saw before. The allowable variation is limited if the instrument is to remain
playable, but if the cup resonance frequency, which can be determined by
slapping the mouth of the cup against the palm of the hand, is high because
of a small cup size or a large choke bore, then high components will be favored.
The opposite is true for a mouthpiece with a low cup frequency.
Again, however, we must remember that so far our discussion is entirely in
the linear domain, while the mechanism of harmonic generation is essentially
nonlinear. It is not until we consider this nonlinearity in detail that we can
gain any real understanding of tonal quality (Benade, 1966).
We can also say something useful about the directional properties of the
radiated sound using the results outlined in Chapter 8, and particularly Eq.
(8.34), which gives a good approximation to the sound intensity distribution
in the region in front of the horn mouth, though failing in the backward
half-space. Recapitulating, we see that the radiation intensity at angle 8 away
from the axis of a horn with mouth radius a (perhaps not including the outer
part of the bell flare) has the form
[

211 (ka sin 8)J2
kasin8
'

(14.15)

where k = w/c and 11 is a Bessel function of order 1. At low frequencies
(ka « 1), this distribution is nearly independent of the angle 8, but, as the
frequency and hence ka increases, the energy is largely concentrated into a
primary lobe centered on the horn axis and with an intensity null at an angle
80 given by
. (J

sm

0

~

3.8

ka·

(14.16)

Frequencies above about 200/a Hz (with a in meters) are therefore concentrated very substantially in the direction in which the horn of the instrument
is pointing, giving a considerable variation in tone quality depending on
listening position, unless the room is reverberant enough to diffuse the sound
energy effectively through its whole volume (Martin, 1942b; Olson, 1967;
Meyer, 1978).

14.5. Slides and Valves
The final linear part of the design of the instrument that we need to consider
is the means to be used to fill in the spaces between the lower resonances so
as to produce a complete range of notes in the lower compass. The natural
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Fig. 14.7. A tenor trombone. Note the considerable length of the cylindrical tube, of
which the slide forms a part, and the approximate Bessel-horn shape of the flaring bell.

horns and trumpets of baroque times did not possess this refinement, except
for an extension shank or crook that could be inserted between the mouthpiece and the main instrument to lower the whole pitch and allow it to be
played in a different key. Provided the pitch change was not too great, this did
not upset the harmonic relationships between the modes, but composers had
to recognize that a complete scale was available only in the upper range of the
instrument. Such a limitation was not acceptable to later composers, and
means had to be devised to overcome it.
Ifwe neglect consideration ofthe pedal note, then the largest gap to be filled
is that between the second and third modes-a musical fifth with six extra
notes lying within it. We have already noted that the slide of the trombone,
or its ancestor the sack but, provides an elegant solution to this problem, made
possible since at least half of the length of this instrument is cylindrical, as
shown in Fig. 14.7. Since the frequency ratio of the second and third modes is
2 : 3, it is necessary for the slide to be able to increase the effective length of
the horn by about 50% between its closed and extended positions. Allowing
an arm throw of about a meter, this gives a maximum acoustic length of
around 3 m for mode 2 and a mode frequency of around 70 Hz, corresponding
to about C 2 , as the lowest usable normal note on a trombone-type instrument.
Below this lie the pedal notes that have more limited use. The normal tenor
trombone is built with a range down to about E 2 , while the range ofthe bass
trombone, without any supplementary valves, extends down to about C 2 • In
the upper parts of the range, where the modes are more closely spaced, there
will generally be two or more combinations of mode number and slide position
for any given note, giving flexibility in playing. The infinitely variable slide
position allows precise control of intonation and the easy production of
vibrato effects. Its only drawback is the large movement required between
notes, which restricts speed of execution and makes a true legato without a
gliding tone nearly impossible. Many details of construction and playing for
the trombone are given by Bate (1966).
The alternative approach to the problem, used on the majority of brass
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Fig. 14.8. A trumpet. Note the three valves, of piston design, which insert extra lengths
of tubing into the cylindrical part of the bore.

instruments, involves a system of valves, operated by the fingers, to insert extra
lengths of tubing into the cylindrical part of the horn. If we accept the
limitation that each valve should have only 2 positions, then we need at least
3 valves to be used in various combinations to produce the 6 notes needed
to fill in the large gap between modes 2 and 3. Most instruments are in
fact provided with just 3 valves that nominally lower the pitch by 1, 2, or
3 semi tones and thus, in combination, by 4, 5, or 6 semi tones as well. The
valves of a trumpet are shown clearly in Fig. 14.8, while those of a French horn
with its longer tube length are shown in Fig. 14.9.
In fact, there is an arithmetic snag to this scheme. An equal-tempered
semi tone involves a frequency change of very nearly 6%, so that to lower the

Fig. 14.9. A French horn. Note the length of tubing involved and the extra sections
inserted by the four valves, which in this case are of the French rotary design.
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frequency of a note by 1 semitone we must increase the tube length to 1.06
times its initial length. Writing this as 1 + x, we see that a frequency shift of
n semi tones requires an increase in tube length by (1 + x)n, which is significantly greater than 1 + nx. Thus, if the 1,2, and 3 semi tone valves are tuned
exactly, semitones 4, 5, and 6 will be too sharp. A compromise must be reached,
for example by tuning valve 3 flat, using 1 + 2 for the 3 semi tone shift, and
reserving valve 3 for the 4, 5, and 6 semitone shifts. Such compromises are
satisfactory for the higher pitched instruments in which the lip resonance can
influence the sounding frequency appreciably, but in many of the lower
pitched instruments it is common to find a fourth or even a fifth valve to give
truer intonation. Details of these and many other features for the French horn
are given by Morley-Pegge (1960) and for the trumpet by Bate (1966).

14.6. Small-Amplitude Nonlinearity
One of the most important things about the buzzing lip acoustic generator is
that it is nonlinear. We discussed this in some detail in Chapter 13, and we
now go on to apply this theory to elucidate the behavior of a real lip-excited
instrument. We do this first in the nearly linear approximation, which applies
for rather gently blown notes, and then in the large-amplitude limit when the
nonlinearity is extreme.
The relation between the mouthpiece pressure and the flow through a lip
valve is given by Eq. (13.6), an equation that incorporates Bernoulli flow
through the lip orifice and also the effect of changes in the size of the lip orifice
itself, this latter quantity being described by Eq. (13.7). For any detailed
quantitative discussion, it is necessary to go back to these equations. For our
present purpose, however, it will be adequate to combine them symbolically
and then invert the form so that the flow U into the instrument is expressed
in terms of the pressure p inside the mouthpiece by an equation of the form
(14.17)
where the quantities an are not just numbers but rather operators involving
phase shifts that are functions of frequency. To put this properly in the
frequency domain, we assume that
(14.18)
n

with a similar expansion for U. If we consider for the moment just a single
flow component U of frequency wand extract from the right-hand side of Eq.
(14.17) only the resultant that is in phase with U, then we recall from the discussion in Chapter 13 that for a lip reed a 1 > 0 in a small region of w just
above the lip resonance frequency Wn but otherwise a 1 < O. This means, with
regard to the defined direction of the flow U, that the resistive part of the
impedance of the lip generator (a valve that is blown open), is negative for
W = Wr + b and otherwise positive.
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Looking now at Eq. (14.17) and the expansion, Eq. (14.18), we can see that
the mth order term gives rise to expanded terms of the form
(14.19)
where i, j, ... define the harmonics and there are m indices involved, not all
necessarily different. If we collect all the terms of frequency nw, then we have
an expression of the form
(14.20)

°

°

and if the blowing frequency w is just a little greater than w" then all > and
< for all n > 1. Further, the third-order coefficients an3 are all negative,
as again we see from the discussion in Chapter 13.
Now this lip generator is to be coupled to an instrument of input impedance
Z(w) so that we can write, in an obvious notation,

anI

(14.21)
and this can be substituted back in Eq. (14.20), the Zn being the values of the
input impedance of the instrument at the set of harmonically related frequencIes nw.
If we suppose that only the fundamental n = 1 is present, then Eq. (14.20)
becomes
(14.22)
and we can neglect the higher terms in the series. This leads to the relation
'"
P1 '" [

/2
a 11 - Z-IJI
1
,

-a13

(14.23)

from which, since all > 0, a 13 < 0, and the real part of Zl is necessarily
positive, we can see that P attains its maximum value when the input impedance
Z of the instrument is a maximum. Indeed, the behavior of Z so dominates
the situation that oscillation can be maintained only very close to the maximum
in Z. We emphasize, however, that this argument is grossly oversimplified by
the omission of phase shifts.
Now let us introduce the equation for the second harmonic n = 2 and
suppose only P1 and P2 are nonzero. Then,
(14.24)
so that
'"
P2 '"

2

a22P1
1
Z2 - a21

(14.25)

The potential problem that Z2"l = a 21 is averted because these quantities
are of opposite sign, but it is clear once again that P has its maximum value if
Z2 is a maximum so that the frequency of the second harmonic also coincides
closely with an impedance maximum of the instrument.
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Indeed, if we now consider P2 to be large enough to be worth including in
Eq. (14.22), then this equation becomes
(14.26)
so that
PI

~

[

1

Jl /2

all - Z1
-1
-a13 + a12a22/(a21 - Z2 )

(14.27)

which is clearly a generalization of Eq. (14.23). If Zl is large, then this represents only a small modification of Eq. (14.23). If Zl is small, however, as in the
case of pedal notes, the expression in brackets on the right of Eq. (14.23) may
be negative so that there is no real solution for Pl. Provided that Z2 is large,
the extra terms in the denominator of Eq. (14.27) may be able to reverse this
sign change and give a real solution based on PI and P2 together.
Details of this argument obviously require careful derivation, but it is clear
that, for a note to be playable, either its fundamental frequency must coincide
with an impedance maximum of the horn or, less satisfactorily, at least one of
its low harmonics must coincide with such a resonance.
In the normal situation, the fundamental and several of its harmonics lie
close in frequency to prominent horn resonances, so that equations such as
Eq. (14.23) and Eq. (14.25) can be derived for the amplitudes of each harmonic.
If a particular harmonic does not lie close to an impedance maximum, for
example the second harmonic in the low range of an instrument with a
cylindrical tube, then it will encounter a small value of the relevant impedance
Z2 in Eq. (14.25) and this will give it a very small amplitude. After allowing
for this effect, however, we find quite generally within the small-amplitude
nonlinear approximation that the amplitude of the nth harmonic varies as the
nth power of the amplitude of the fundamental.
The exact frequency at which the note sounds depends upon the lip resonance frequency w" upon the frequencies and quality factors (Q values) of all
the horn resonances lying near harmonics of w" and upon the general amplitude level as determined by the blowing pressure Po. The part played by the
upper harmonics becomes more important as their amplitudes relative to the
fundamental increase at loud playing levels. Calculation of the resulting
sounding frequency is, understandably, not a simple matter!

14.7. Large-Amplitude Nonlinearity
As the oscillation amplitude is increased by greater blowing pressure, it
becomes more and more difficult to solve the set of equations, Eqs. (14.20) and
(14.21), or even to determine the coefficients anj (j = 1,2, ... ) in Eq. (14.20). All
we can say is that the interactions between harmonics, or harmonically driven
pipe modes, become stronger and stronger, as the relative amplitudes of high
harmonics increase. In the limit of very large amplitudes, however, we can
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approach the description in a rather different and more physical way and gain
some insight into the behavior. The nonlinear link in the chain is the vibrating
lip generator, so let us examine it first.
Our assumption has been that the player's lips move like a simple oscillator
with a single resonance frequency, or perhaps it is more accurate to say that
they behave like two taut strings moving with opposite phase in their lowest
vibration mode with half a wavelength across the mouthpiece width or the lip
opening. This has been confirmed by Martin (1942a) for normal playing by
viewing the player's lips under stroboscopic illumination through a transparent mouthpiece.
Now, since the quality factor Q (see Eq. (1.42» of the lip vibrator is effectively very high because of impedance effects from the player's mouth, as
discussed in Chapter 13, and because the lips are being driven closed by the
mouth-cup pressure at a frequency slightly above their natural resonance, the
lip vibration closing velocity lags nearly 90° in phase behind the mouth-cup
pressure. The lip opening therefore goes through its maximum value as the
mouth-cup pressure reaches its maximum. The two are nearly in phase. The
lip vibration cannot be exactly sinusoidal in the large-amplitude limit because
of the confining effects of the cup, so that the lip opening will reach a limiting
maximum value at one end and will decrease to zero at the other, no matter
how large the mouth-cup pressure amplitude may become. The lips do not
spend an appreciable fraction of the cycle in the closed position, however, since
large oscillation amplitudes are produced by large blowing pressures, which
also increase the average opening between the lips.
The general form expected for the mouth-cup pressure, and measured with
real players, can now be appreciated. When the mouth-cup pressure is high,
the lips are wide open, but the flow is limited by the reduced pressure drop
across them. The positive-going mouth-cup pressure thus tends to saturate.
The negative-going mouth-cup pressure, however, encounters nearly closed
lips and can fall to a sharp minimum. Such a pressure curve measured in
a trombone mouthpiece by Elliott and Bowsher (1982) is shown in Fig. 14.10.
The peak amplitude of the pressure variation is nearly 3 kPa, which corresponds to a sound pressure level of nearly 160 dB in the mouthpiece. The
positive-going peak is only about 1 kPa above the average level, but even this
corresponds to a water-gauge pressure of 10 cm, which is an appreciable
fraction of the blowing pressure, as we shall see presently. Very similar
waveforms were found for the trumpet by Backus and Hundley (1971).
This discussion can be approximately quantified by using Eq. (13.2) to write
the relation between volume flow U and mouthpiece pressure p as
(14.28)
where x is the lip opening and y is a constant. If we assume that the instrument
is played exactly at resonance, then it presents a simple large acoustic resistance
R at the mouthpiece and
p ~ UR.
(14.29)
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Fig. 14.10. Mouth-cup pressure and flow velocity curves measured by Elliott and
Bowsher (1982) for two notes played on a trombone.

Substituting this into Eq. (14.28), we get an equation quadratic in U with the
solution
'" (Ry2X2) [(
4po )1/2 - ]
U '"
2
1 + R2y2x 2
1 .

(14.30)

The behavior can now be understood by examining two extreme cases. If the
lip openingxis small and the blowing pressure Po is large so that 4po » R2y 2x 2,
then the solution is approximated by
(14.31)

U ~ yxplP,

while if the lip opening is large and the blowing pressure moderate so that
4po « R2y 2x 2, then
U ~ Po _
R

2

Po
R3 y2 X 2

•

(14.32)

Now, the area of the lip opening, represented here by yx, is known by
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observation to vary nearly sinusoidally with time (Martin, 1942a), so we can
write
(14.33)
yx ~ ao + a sin rot.
Thus, in the small-excitation limit represented by Eq. (14.31), the flow U into
the instrument is
(14.34)
and by Eq. (14.29), the mouthpiece pressure P is just R times this quantity.
Clearly, U is nearly sinusoidal and its amplitude increases at least with the
square root ofthe blowing pressure Po, and probably much more steeply, since
a increases too.
In the large-excitation case, we must substitute Eq. (14.33) into Eq. (14.32),
giving
U:::::: Po _
P61 R3
(14.35)
R
(a o + a sin rot)2 .
Now, a ~ ao, since the lips just close each cycle, so the second term gives a
very distorted periodic component. Since 4po « R2a6 in this limit,
P6
aoR

Po
R

~«-,

(14.36)

so that U saturates near Pol R when sin rot > O. When sin rot ~ -1 however,
the second term in Eq. (14.35) becomes large and negative and U drops sharply
to nearly zero. This is exactly the behavior shown by U and P in Fig. 14.10.
For a more careful discussion, we must solve Eq. (14.30) exactly, and, to do
justice to a real case, we must recognize that the input impedance is not a
simple resistance R but a complex frequency-dependent quantity, as we discuss in Section 14.8.
Once we know the mouth-cup flow waveform, it is a straightforward matter
to analyze this into its components in the frequency domain and to apply
these as inputs to the impedance function ZIN of the instrument to determine
the acoustic pressure in the mouth cup. This pressure or flow can then be
translated to the flow at the horn mouth, and a radiation transformation
similar to that in Fig. 14.6 can be applied to find the radiated sound intensity
and spectrum. Because of phase shifts and high-frequency emphasis, the
radiated waveform bears little resemblance to the pressure waveform in the
mouthpiece.

14.8. Input Impedance Curves
It is clear, from the discussion in Section 14.6 and 14.7, that the alignment of
input impedance peaks for a brass instrument is very important for its acoustic
response and harmonic generation, quite apart from any question of playing
different notes accurately in tune. For this reason, a good deal of effort has
been expended to develop accurate means for measuring the acoustic input
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impedance curves of brass instruments at the position defined by the entry
plane of the mouthpiece (Benade, 1973; Backus, 1976; Pratt et ai., 1977; Elliott
et ai., 1982; Causse et ai., 1984).
Many of the reported studies are concerned largely with the general shape
and alignment of resonances, and these do indeed follow the pattern discussed
in Sections 14.2 and 14.3, with the horn profile determining the resonance frequencies and the mouthpiece cup the envelope of the impedance maxima.
Instruments of good quality have several well-aligned resonances for each
note so that the nonlinearity of the lip generator can bring these into cooperative response to produce a rich and stable tone. There is, however, not a great
deal of difference between curves for one instrument and another (Pratt et ai.,
1977), so that the distinctions are very subtle.
Only a few studies report quantitative results, one of these being the work
of Pratt et ai. (1977), who used a hot-wire anemometer to measure flow velocity
directly and a horn-loaded probe microphone to measure pressure. For various
reasons, they measured the input impedance at the throat of the mouthpiece
rather than at its entry face, so that the effects of the mouth-cup resonance
were removed. For 2 trombones with a bore diameter (defined conventionally
as the inside diameter of the inner tube of the slide) of 12.7 mm, the first 8
impedance maxima had the characteristics shown in the following table. Note
that the frequency of the first impedance maximum is much less than half that
of the second, as we have already remarked, while the spacing between the
other resonances is close to 63 Hz. The impedance values are given in acoustic
megohms (10 6 Pa m- 3 s), and the characteristic impedance ofthe bore is about
3.SMQ.
Resonance number
Frequency (Hz)
Impedance (M!1)
Q value

1
40
42
51

2
115
26
42

3
178
22
49

4
241
20
49

5
306
17
58

6
367
24
64

7
425
23
65

8
488
19
68

14.9. Transients
As with all musical instruments, the starting transient of brass instrument
sound is an important identifying feature. Lip-reed instruments differ from all
others by virtue of the fact that the lip generator can operate autonomously,
without the assistance of the tube resonances, and indeed it is largely this
feature that makes it possible to play reliably the notes in the upper registers.
Luce and Clark (1967) measured the general properties of the initial transient
for brass instruments and concluded that there was a distinction in behavior
between partials with frequencies respectively below or above the cutoff frequency of the instrument. They found that the relative amplitudes of partials
below cutoff all built up together and reached their steady-state values nearly
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simultaneously. Partials with frequencies above cut otT, on the other hand, built
up in amplitude more slowly and reached their steady states at times that were
longer the higher their frequencies lay above cutotT.
Risset and Mathews (1969) reached a similar conclusion both by analysis
of instrument sounds and by subsequent synthesis of subjectively matched
sounds using a computer. The delayed buildup of higher harmonics that they
found did not separate so neatly into ditTerent behavior for partials below and
above cut otT, but the first three harmonics for a short trumpet note reached
their maximum values after only about 20 ms, while harmonics above the
fifth took from 40 to 60 ms, with the higher harmonics being longer delayed.
They found that this form of transient is a more important subjective clue to
the identity of an instrument than is the steady-state spectrum.
A well-conceived graphical method of displaying the evolution of the sound
of an instrument during the attack transient by plotting the path of a point
on a tristimulus diagram describing the relative intensities of the fundamental,
the midfrequency partials, and the high-frequency partials, has been devised
by Pollard and Jansson (1982). We discuss this in more detail in Chapter 17
since these authors have applied their method primarily to the sounds of pipe
organ ranks.
Regarded in the time domain, the vibrating lip generator sees essentially
just the characteristic impedance Zo = pelS of the instrument tube when
playing of a note begins, and it is not until the return of the first reflection from
the open bell that the horn influences the note in any way. The time taken for
this return trip is about equal to the period of the first mode, irrespective of
the note actually being played, so that for a high-register note the lips may go
through many oscillation periods before they receive any help from the horn.
No such problem exists in woodwind instruments, or even in the finger-holed
lip-reed instruments, because the tube length to the first open hole is short
and the first reflection returns to the reed after only at most one cycle time for
the note being played.
It would seem easiest, perhaps, to treat this transient problem in the time
domain rather than the frequency domain, because of the long delay associated with building up a standing wave in the horn. Conceptually, this is simple,
as our previous qualitative discussion indicates, but actual implementation of
the description involves a computer simulation based on the equations for
pulse propagation, dispersion, and reflection in the horn. Once a program
correctly embodying this physics has been written, it is very convenient to be
able to explore the etTects of ditTerent physical parameters without having to
make actual operating physical systems.
We shall not go into the details of this here because of the complications
of pulse dispersion during travel along the horn. We note, however, that for a
well-tuned horn having many harmonically related resonances, the equivalent
physical outcome in the time domain is that the reflection phase shifts at the
open bell vary with frequency in such a way as to cancel the transit-time
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dispersion and generate a coherent reflected pulse at the instrument mouthpiece. This may be one of the major features distinguishing a really good
instrument.
Any detailed discussion in the time domain clearly requires knowledge of
the impulse response of the instrument. While this impulse response can be
obtained by inverse Fourier transformation of the input impedance curve,
provided both phase and amplitude are known, it is more satisfying in some
ways to measure it directly in the time domain. This has been done for the
trombone by Elliott et al. (1982), who showed that various features of the
impulse response can be correlated qualitatively with reflections expected
from discontinuities in the bore. The pattern is not simple either to measure
or interpret, however, and no one appears to have carried a time-domain
analysis through to a thorough treatment of the behavior of an instrument.
We have outlined the general method for treating transient behavior in the
frequency domain in Chapter 5. Basically, what is involved is to write down
the differential equations Eqs. (13.6), (13.9), and (13.7), which describe respectively the flow through the lips, the pressure variation in the mouth, and the
lip motion, and to combine these to give the differential equation equivalent
to the flow relation of Eq. (14.20) set out previously. Instead of the harmonic
expansion of Eq. (14.18) for the pressure, however, we use the form
(14.37)
n

where the Wn are the frequencies of the horn modes giving maximum input
impedance at the lip position. As we have already seen, the frequencies w.
usually approximate well to a harmonic series except for 01 1 , which lies at too
Iowa frequency. The form of Eq. (14.37) can be regarded as a quasi-Fourier
series describing p, extended so that it does not necessarily represent a repeating
waveform. The amplitudes Pn and phases <Pn are regarded as quantities that
vary slowly with time, so that the actual frequency at which mode n is forced
to oscillate is not Wn but rather Wn + ~•.
To these equations, we finally add the impedance relationship for the horn
and mouthpiece, expressed in frequency space:
peW) = Z(w)U(w).

(14.38)

This equation contains all the complexity of the instrument when measured
with steady sinusoidal signals and is simply another representation of the
time-domain equation expressing the delay and distortion suffered by a sharp
pressure pulse moving from the lips to the open bell and back again.
Calculation in the frequency domain, as in the time domain, involves
computer-generated solutions of the equations, but it is straightforward to
appreciate in a general way the effects involved. If the blowing pressure Po is
suddenly raised from zero to a steady value, or indeed if some other form of
pressure onset is assumed, then the lips begin to vibrate at very nearly their
resonant frequency w r • The flow associated with this vibration has com-
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ponents at all combination frequencies (i ± j ± ... ± k)OJ" because of the
nonlinearity, together with a continuous spectrum associated with the sudden
onset of the vibration.
The horn equation [Eq. (14.38)] can be separated into a large (strictly
infinite) number of normal mode equations representing damped linear oscillations at frequencies OJ n , and these are driven both by the spectrum of the
flow transient and by the harmonics of the lip frequency OJ r • When the
interaction of these horn modes back on the reed is taken into account, we
have a system of equations such as Eq. (5.37), one for each horn mode.
The outcome of this excitation is that the modes for which OJ n ~ mOJ r grow
to a steady amplitude and lock in phase so that
(14.39)
where mn is an integer and (j is a frequency shift in OJ r . This is nearly always
possible if the OJn are in a nearly harmonic relationship (Fletcher, 1978), but,
if this is not the case or if (j is too large relative to OJ" then the modes may
split into two or more categories for each of which a mode-locking equation such as Eq. (14.39) applies. The result is a nonharmonic multiphonic
sound.
At the same time as the modes supported by the lip valve are building up,
the other modes, excited by the initial lip transient at their natural frequencies
OJ n , decay with a time constant characteristic of the losses and stored energy
in the horn. The characteristic time for this process is typically around 10
cycles for each of the modes, so that the initial transient extends over something like 10 cycles of the horn fundamental, or 50-100 ms, depending on
instrument size. This is just the same conclusion we would have arrived at had
we examined the initial transient in the time domain.

14.10. Acoustic Spectra
The steady-state and transient characteristics of the acoustic spectra of a
variety of brass instruments have been measured by Luce and Clark (1967). It
is useful to cite their results directly in summary form.
The duration of the attack transient is typically 50 ± 20 ms, independent of the note
or the instrument.
The steady-state spectral envelope is characterized by a cutoff frequency below
which all radiated spectral components are approximately equal in amplitude or
increase gradually with frequency, and above which the amplitude decreases sharply
with increasing frequency. The rate of rise below cutoff is typically 2 to 4 dB/octave,
and the rate offall above cutoff 15 to 25 dB/octave.
As the instrument is played more loudly, a greater fraction of the radiated power
is contained in the partials near and above cutoff. The slope below cutoff increases and
the slope above cutoff decreases as the intensity level is increased.
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Fig. 14.11. The spectral envelopes of the trumpet, trombone, and tuba, scaled in
frequency as indicated, for mezzoforte playing (Luce and Clark, 1967).
The cutoff frequency is located in about the same part of the range of each instrument, so that their spectral envelopes can be appropriately scaled and superposed as
shown in Fig. 14.11.
The spectral behavior of an open French horn is broadly similar to that of the other
brass instruments. When the horn is hand stopped, the roll-off rate above cutoff
increases to about 30 dB/octave.

14.11. Mutes
Mutes are especially effective in brass instruments, since all the sound is
radiated from the horn mouth and so can be modified in a simple, consistent
way. French horn players, as we have already noted, normally play with one
hand inside the horn bell in such a position that its shape can modified to
produce particular tuning or tone quality adjustments in the instrument,
which is itself designed with this playing technique in mind. Other instruments
are normally played with an open bell, but it is possible to insert a conical
obstruction in such a way as to partially block it.
As the name implies, one purpose of a mute is to reduce the sound level of
the instrument, but this reduction is almost inevitably frequency dependent
so that the sound quality is also changed. Mutes of various designs therefore
exploit this effect to achieve characteristic sounds that are often quite different
from that of the instrument when played normally.
The variety of construction of modern mutes is illustrated by the selection
shown in Fig. 14.12. Some fit tightly into the bell of the horn and must
therefore have some sort of open tube leading through them, while others have
cork spacers that leave an annular gap between the mute and the bell and
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Fig. 14.12. Structural details of several commonly used brass instrument mutes. The
open mutes fit tightly in the instrument bell, while the closed mutes are supported on
cork pads, leaving an annular opening.

generally have no open passage through the mute, though they are usually
hollow. It is clear that both types reduce the effective area of the bell opening,
which we would expect to reduce the radiated intensity, and also possess
resonances associated with their tubes and cavities, which we would expect to
modify the shape of the radiated spectrum. A badly designed mute might also
affect the tuning of valved instruments.
Ancell (1960) has measured the acoustic behavior of several mutes applied
to a cornet, and these results are typical of similar mutes on other brass
instruments. Most ofthe mutes show an admittance maximum, or Helmholtz
resonance, associated with their internal cavity at a frequency in the range 200
to 300 Hz. This resonance causes a broad dip in the radiated spectrum of the
instrument in the region of the first and second harmonics over most of its
compass and makes the sound thin and reedy, as well as relatively soft.
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All the mutes also have higher resonances, both admittance maxima and
minima, associated with standing waves inside their tubes and cavities. These
resonances and antiresonances all lie above about 1000 Hz and impart particular tonal qualities to the sound. Some typical spectral envelopes for cornet
mutes are shown in Fig. 14.13. The sound radiated by some open-tube mutes
can be further modified by the player by moving a hand or cup over the open
end while playing, producing a wah-wah effect.
A study of the muted trumpet by Backus (1976) led to similar conclusions.

14.12. Performance Technique
We shall not attempt to go into detail about performance technique, but it is
useful to consider some of the essentials in order to illustrate the physical
principles set out in this chapter.
The first and most obvious thing is that the player must adjust his or her
lips to vibrate at a frequency very close to that of the note to be played. This
requires considerable muscular tension for high notes on instruments such
as the trumpet and a great deal of skilled muscular control, since the high
resonances on instruments such as the horn may be separated by only one
semitone in pitch or 6% in frequency.
More than this, the player must rely upon the fact that a lip valve, because
it is blown open, can be set into oscillation at its resonance frequency by
relying on the player's mouth impedance rather than on the resonant impedance ofthe horn. The reason this is important is that, as we discussed previously,
except for the broad mouth-cup resonance, the instrument initially presents
only a featureless characteristic impedance Zo when regarded in the time
domain, and it is not until a reflection returns from the open bell that the
impedance peaks develop. The round-trip time from the mouthpiece to the
bell and back is always one period of the nominal pedal note of the horn,
independent of the note being played, so that the lips may have to excite
anything up to 16 oscillation cycles unaided and in perfect synchrony before
they are stabilized by the returning wave in the horn. Small wonder that
French horn players sometimes fluff the beginnings of high notes! The different
behavior of the lips and air column during this initial period imposes an attack
transient on the sound of the instrument that is one of its principal identifying
auditory characteristics (Luce and Clark, 1967).
To control loudness, and indeed to make a sound at all, the player must
also control blowing pressure. Figure 13.5(b) shows that the negative real part
of the admittance of the lip generator increases with increasing blowing pressure, and this is equivalent to increasing the negative magnitude of the coefficient all in Eq. (14.20). Because the mean lip opening also increases, the
coefficient a 13 does not increase to the same extent as does all' so that by Eq.
(14.23) the amplitude of the fundamental mode PI also increases. This increase
in PI increases the amplitudes of the harmonics Pn by the nonlinear mechanism
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we have discussed, so that as well as increasing in loudness, the sound also has
increased harmonic development.
The actual blowing pressures used for brass instruments vary widely with
the instrument and the music being played (Bouhuys, 1965). A soft, lowpitched note on the French horn can be produced with an air pressure as
low as 3 cm water-gauge (0.3 kPa), while a high note played loudly on the
same instrument may require more than 60 cm water-gauge (6 kPa). Trumpet
players use even higher blowing pressures, up to 10 kPa, but an upper limit is
set by normal diastolic blood pressure in the arteries of the neck, which is not
much higher than this. Attempts to play even louder lead to dizziness or even
collapse!
The pneumatic power involved in blowing an instrument is simply the
product of blowing pressure and volume flow. The pressure can be easily
measured by a simple, water-filled U tube connected to a fine plastic tube
inserted in the corner of the iips, while the volume flow can be estimated from
the length of time a note can be sustained, reckoning that the total vital
capacity of the human lungs is 3-5 1. Since loud notes can be sustained for 5
to 10 s, even on the lower instruments, and soft notes for 30 s or more, this
gives flow rates in the range 10- 4 to 10- 3 m 3 S-l, while blowing pressures
range from 0.3 to perhaps 6 kPa, with low pressures being associated with low
flow rates. The pneumatic input power range is thus typically from 30 mW to
10 W. Acoustic power output, measured either in a calibrated reverberant
room or using multiple microphone positions in an anechoic room, typically
ranges from less than 1 m W to a few hundred milliwatts, so that the maximum
acoustic efficiency is no more than a few percent, which is reached for loud
playing (Bouhuys, 1965). There is some disagreement about efficiencies at
lower volume levels, and of course there is considerable variation depending
on the skill of the player, but the average efficiency may be as low as 0.1 %. It
is figures of this magnitude that justify the neglect of radiation losses in
comparison with wall losses in many calculations on wind instruments.
One of the more subtle points of performance technique is the extent to
which the sound of the instrument can be modified by changing the configuration of the player's mouth. From a system viewpoint, of course, the vibrating
lips separate two ducts each of which has its own resonances, so that some
interaction is possible and direct measurements by Elliott and Bowsher (1982)
show that the oscillating component of pressure in the player's mouth may
have an amplitude almost one quarter of that in the instrument mouthpiece.
The extent to which the amplitude and spectral formant of these internal
oscillations can be altered by the player depends on the relative magnitudes
of the instrument impedance and the vocal tract impedance, as we discussed
in Chapter 13.
The characteristic impedance pelS of a typical brass instrument is of order
4 x 106 Pa m- 3 s, since S is about 1 cm 2 , and the resonance peaks are at least
a factor 10 higher than this, as we have seen. The characteristic impedance of
the vocal tract is only about 106 Pa m - 3 S because of its larger cross section,
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and its lowest resonance is around 500 Hz because of its small length. The
resonance quality factors are not high because of the nature of biological
tissue, but they do occur in the frequency range of the first few harmonics for
most instruments. While vocal tract resonances can have an effect on instrument tone quality, this effect is perhaps less pronounced than believed by the
player, because the vibrations of air in the vocal tract are communicated
internally to the ears and thus have a prominence not accorded to them by
an independent listener.
An extreme example of the effect of vocal tract resonances occurs in the
case of primitive instruments such as the didjeridu (Fletcher, 1983), which has
a bore cross section of around 10 cm 2 and no mouthpiece cup. Its characteristic impedance is thus significantly less than that of the player's vocal tract,
so that, though the lowest pipe resonance determines the drone pitch, there is
a prominent vocal tract resonance that can be varied between about 1.5 and
2.5 kHz to provide a strong and clearly audible formant in the radiated sound.
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CHAPTER 15

Woodwind Reed Instruments

Woodwind instruments, whether excited by vibrating reeds or by air jets, have
the common characteristic of using finger holes to change the pitch of the note
being played. They share this feature, as we remarked in Chapter 14, with
several more or less obsolete lip driven instruments such as co metts, ophicleides,
and serpents. We begin this chapter, therefore, with a rather general discussion
of possible bore shapes and finger hole dispositions before looking at particular instruments in more detail.
Like nearly all musical instruments, woodwinds have evolved slowly over
the centuries rather than being designed to a finished state, and it is the
peculiar features left by this evolution that give them their individuality and
musical character (Carse, 1939; Baines, 1967; Benade, 1986). The two real
exceptions to this statement are the modern flute, designed by Theobald
Boehm in the middle of last century, and the family of saxophones developed
by Adolph Sax at about the same time. We should not, therefore, expect real
instruments to show a complete logic of structure, though clearly they must
conform to certain general rules to be musically effective. In this chapter, we
discuss only reed-excited woodwinds, leaving flutes to Chapter 16.

15.1. Woodwind Bore Shapes
The brass-type instruments discussed in Chapter 14 have a variety of horn
profiles, and each instrument maintains its musical integrity by virtue of the
fact that nearly the whole length of the horn, and in particular the flaring bell
mouth, is actively involved as a resonator for every note. In the case of an
instrument with finger holes, the situation is quite different because the lower
part of the horn resonator is partly decoupled by open holes between it and
the mouthpiece. Musical coherence in the tone quality therefore requires that
the acoustic properties of the horn resonator should scale simply as its length
is reduced, and this requirement becomes even stronger if the resonator is to
be reused in its second mode to produce an upper register.
The only bore profile to fulfill this requirement approximately is the simple
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power law

Sex) = ax',

o ~ x ~ L,
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where Sex) is the bore area at position x, measured from the mouthpiece at
x = 0, and the open end of the instrument is at x = L. If the point x = 0 is
always included, then a change in the length L is equivalent to rescaling of the
width and length with no fundamental change in geometrical shape. Clearly,
the mouthpiece must be at the fixed end x = 0, and this requires e ~ 0, so
that the mouthpiece is small rather than extremely large. We met this profile
[Eq. (15.1)] in a slightly different guise in Chapter 14 where, with a negative
rather than a positive value of e, it served as a model for the flaring bell of a
brass instrument. We discussed the behavior of these Bessel horns in detail in
Section 8.8 and showed that for e ~ 0 the acoustic pressure in a horn extending
to x = 0 has the form
p(x ) -- A X (1-.)/2J-(1-.)/2 (k x,)

(15.2)

where Jv(z) is a Bessel function of order v and k = w/e as usual. Since the bore
is essentially open at x = L, neglecting radiation impedance, the normal
modes occur at frequencies Wn given by
1-(1-.)/2

(WeL )

= O.

(15.3)

This verifies formally that, for a given positive flare exponent e, the mode
frequencies Wn simply scale inversely with length L. No other horn shape has
this property.
The mode frequencies derived from Eq. (15.3) correspond to impedance
maxima at the mouthpiece, as is readily appreciated from the fact that the flow
must vanish at x = 0, while the pressure does not vanish. The horn can
therefore be driven by a pressure-controlled reed of the type discussed in
Chapter 13.
The solutions of Eq. (15.3) follow from the properties of Bessel functions
and, as Benade (1959) shows, there are three potential candidates for musically
useful horns. If e = 0, the horn becomes cylindrical and the mode series is 1,
3, 5.... Strictly speaking, the cylinder must be infinitely long to satisfy our
assumption that the point x = 0 is included, but the result is still correct for
the input impedance maxima of a finite cylinder. If e = 2, the horn is conical
and the mode series is 1, 2, 3 .... Finally, if e is a little greater than 7, the mode
series is very nearly 1, (1 !), 2, (2!), 3 .... The half-integral values are not exact
but the integral values could form the basis of a musical horn, though the large
flare rate would lead to practical difficulties.
We are left with the conclusion that useful bore profiles for reed- or lipdriven instruments using finger holes should approximate fairly closely to
cylinders or cones, and this is indeed what is found in practice. For lip-driven
instruments with finger holes, such as cornetts, serpents, and ophicleides, the
bore is in all cases conical, leading to an instrument with a complete harmonic
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mode series and a true fundamental rather than the pedal note of normal brass
instruments. Both cylindrical and conical bores are found in the reed-driven
woodwinds, however. Members of the clarinet family, with their ancestor the
chalumeau, are all essentially cylindrical and possess an odd-harmonic mode
series, despite the small flaring bell at the foot of the instrument. Oboes and
bassoons and their ancestors the shawms, on the other hand, are close to
conical in bore and possess a complete-harmonic mode series. Saxophones
also have conical bores and a complete mode series. No substantial variations
from these two basic horn shapes exist among the reed-driven instruments.
To be more quantitative we must now refer to our discussion of the input
impedance of cylindrical and conical horns in Chapter 8. From Eqs. (8.23) and
(8.33), we saw that the input impedance of a cylinder of length L and area
S = na 2 and open at its far end is
ZIN

~

(15.4)

jZo tan kL',

where Zo = pclS and L' ~ L + O.6a is the acoustic length, including the end
correction O.6a at the open mouth. From Eq. (15.4), the maxima of ZIN occur
at frequencies OJn given by
OJn

= (n

1

nc

(15.5)

- 2) L' .

Those resonances are at 1, 3, 5 ... times the fundamental OJ l = nc/2L'.
For a cone of geometrical length L with a throat opening of area Sl at a
distance Xl from the conical vertex and open at the mouth, Eq. (8.53) similarly
gives
. sin kL' sin kO l
(15.6)
ZIN ~JZl sink(L' + ( ) '
1

where kO l = tan- l kx l , Zl = pclS l , and L' ~ L + O.6a as before. Provided
Xl « L and we are dealing with just the first few modes, 01 ~ Xl and ZIN has
its maximum value when the denominator vanishes in Eq. (15.6), that is, for
nnc

OJn

= L' + Xl

(15.7)

To a first approximation, therefore, removal of the tip of the cone to insert
the reed or mouthpiece has no effect on the resonant frequencies, which
are close to those of the complete cone of length L' + Xl. The mode frequencies form a complete harmonic series at 1, 2, 3 ... times the fundamental
OJl

= nc/(L' + xd.

A more careful calculation shows that the end correction varies slightly
with frequency, and of course, our treatment of Eq. (15.6) was not exact.
Neither the modes of a cylinder nor a cone are thus in a perfect harmonic
relationship. This is a fact of life for all real musical instruments. What we do
see from Eqs. (15.5) and (15.7), however, is that the fundamental frequency of
a cylindrical instrument of given length is only about half that of a conical
instrument of the same physical length. Instruments of the clarinet family thus
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play an octave lower than the same sized instruments of the oboe or bassoon
families. Bass clarinets are therefore particularly convenient for playing the
lower parts of wind-ensemble music. The conical-bore equivalent, the bassoon, must be folded double to bring its 3-meter length within reach of the
player's fingers.
Real instruments do not in fact adhere rigidly to cylindrical or conical bores
even though this is their basic shape. Most have some sort of flaring bell at
the foot, though the oboe d'amore and cor anglais have egg-shaped resonators
instead. In addition, there are small variations in bore throughout all instruments to improve intonation or alignment of resonances. Finally, the reeds of
conical instruments are clearly not of zero size and some form of mouthpiece
is necessary for the cylindrical instruments, involving further departures from
idealized geometry. We shall discuss some of these in relation to individual
instruments.

15.2. Finger Holes
To illustrate the simplest possible situation, consider a cylindrical tube with
a single hole as shown in Fig. 15.1. If the hole is closed, then, neglecting the
small perturbation caused by the air under the finger, the input impedance at
the mouthpiece is
(15.8)
Z = jZo tan kL',
where Zo = pclS and L' includes the end correction A, which is due to radiation impedance at the open end. Now, we examine the effect of a hole of cross
section S! and acoustic length I placed at a small distance D from the open
end of the pipe. At the position of the hole, the admittance presented to the
pipe leading to the mouthpiece is

Y=

~ole

+ ~ipe =

.S!

.

S
-J-cotkl- J-cotk(D
pc

pc

+ A),

(15.9)

and, if we suppose that both I and D are small compared with the wavelength,
this can be written

y ~

_-.L (S! + _S_)
pro

I

(15.10)

D+A'
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Fig. 15.1. Length relations in a tube with a side hole.
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or, expressed as an impedance,
.

z ~ lpw

I(D + A)
]
S1 (D + A) + Sl .

[

(15.11)

Now, a simple continuation of the main tube past the position of the hole by
an amount A' would present an impedance

Z,...)pwA'
'" S '

(15.12)

so that the effective end correction at the position of the hole is
A' ~

+ A)
+ A) + Sl

SI(D

S1(D

(15.13)

The acoustic length of the tube with its open hole is therefore reduced below
that of the original tube by an amount
S1(D + A)2
D + A - A = S1 (D + A) + Sl
I

(15.14)

Clearly, a reduction in the area S1 of the hole can be compensated, at least at
these low frequencies, by an increase in the distance D of the hole from the
open end, and conversely (Benade, 1960b). The most we can do in this latter
direction is to make the area of the hole equal to that of the pipe, in which
case S1 = S and I ~ A. From Eq. (15.14) then, the reduction in acoustic length
is about
(15.15)
Now, A is about 0.3 times the pipe diameter, and D is necessarily greater than
this diameter if we are going to make a row of holes, so that the length
reduction given by Eq. (15.15) is very close to D in this case. For smaller finger
holes, however, the acoustic length reduction given by Eq. (15.14) is considerably less than D. When the frequency is high enough that D is no longer
small compared with the wavelength, then we must return to Eq. (15.9) and
these simple approximations are no longer valid.
The objective of a system of finger holes in a modern wind instrument is
to allow the production of a full chromatic scale throughout the compass
of the instrument. We have already seen that there are basically two practical
instrument bore shapes: the cone with its mode frequencies forming a complete
harmonic series and the cylinder whose modes are in an odd-harmonic relationship. Instruments of the first class have the first and second modes separated
by an octave containing 12 semitones, while those of the second class have
their lowest 2 modes separated by a twelfth or 20 semi tones. The simplest
chromatic instrument therefore requires 11 finger holes in the first case and
19 in the second if the chromatic scale is to be simply realized.
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Woodwind instruments, however, are the product of cultural evolution and
their early forms were designed to play simple 7-tone or even 5-tone scales,
thus requiring a number of finger holes comfortably less than the 10 available
fingers. Various compromise fingerings allowed some of the missing semitones
to be produced with moderate accuracy and instruments retained basically
this simple form until the eighteenth century.
After that time the increasing use of chromatic harmonies and the adoption
of equal temperament demanded that instruments be able to play with equal
facility and good intonation in any key, and this led to the insertion of special
keys to control extra tone holes to produce these notes. The resulting system,
with the right-hand thumb in some cases doing nothing but supporting the
instrument while another finger may be responsible for operating as many as
five keys, is scarcely logical, but its use is hallowed by tradition, and sensitive
composers can exploit the tonal variety that such an arrangement gives while
avoiding its mechanical problems.
In this section, we discuss briefly some of the basic principles of fingering systems while leaving details for presentation in relation to particular
instruments.
The basic disposition of finger holes in all wind instruments involves three
fingers of each hand, omitting the little fingers, the left hand being that closest
to the mouthpiece. These six holes provide between them enough flexibility to
produce a diatonic major scale of good tuning, as shown in Fig. 15.2. The
actual disposition of the semitones varies from one instrument type to another
so that the fingerings shown here as F~ and C~ could perhaps be F~ and C~.
At the end of the chart are shown two forked fingerings that could give F~
and C ~ if the normal fingerings gave sharps for these notes. Other semi tones
can be interpolated in a similar way.
More sophisticated schemes then added a hole, or a pair of closely spaced
holes, near the foot of the instrument for the right-hand little finger, thus
extending the compass downward by two semitones. The left-hand thumb, not
generally used to hold the instrument, was also given a hole, and some of the
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Fig. 15.2. Typical fingering chart for a wind instrument with six finger holes. Many
variants exist, particularly for the semi tone steps on F and C.
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primary holes were sometimes made double to aid with the semi tones. Such
a scheme could easily fill out the 12 semitones of a chromatic octave scale.
In the case of instruments with conical bores overblowing an octave to the
second mode, essentially the same fingerings can be used to produce the notes
of the upper octave if a means can be found to produce the second rather than
the first mode. For capped-reed instruments, such as bagpipe chanters, this is
not attempted and a single octave must suffice.
Instruments with a cylindrical bore overblow, if at all, to a second mode
that is one and a half octaves, or a musical twelfth, above the fundamental.
Early instruments, such as the capped-reed krumhorns or even the chalumeau,
which is the ancestor of the clarinet, did not attempt this and kept a compass
extended to only a note or two past the octave. The classical clarinet, however,
used a small vent hole for the left thumb to reach the upper register and then
required two small keys above the normal top hole and several extra keyed
holes below the lowest of the normal finger holes to fill in the missing notes
and give a complete scale. We defer discussion of these complications until
later.
It is easy to appreciate in a general sense the way in which a register hole
can aid over blowing to the second mode in a reed instrument, though, as we
see later, the real situation is more complex than initially appears. For a
cylindrical instrument, all modes have a pressure maximum at the reed. The
first mode has a quarter wavelength along the tube, and the second has three
quarters of a wavelength, as shown in Fig. 15.3. Thus, if a small hole is opened
in the bore at the point R, one-third of the way down from the reed toward
the first open hole, it should have no effect on the second mode but should
displace and, because of its viscous losses, reduce the Q of the first mode
resonance. These effects should encourage preferential sounding of the upper
mode. In principle, this mechanism requires a different register hole for each
note, but in practice a single register hole can be made to suffice (Benade, 1976).
The principle is the same for a conical instrument except that there is more
compromise involved in placing the register hole. The oboe actually has two
register holes, one for the lower and one for the higher notes in the second
register, while bassoons often have three.
Returning to the simplest 6-hole arrangement shown in Fig. 15.2, let us look
briefly at the way in which hole sizes and positions can be calculated once the
fingering for the scale has been defined. This is simple in concept, though the
details, as set out for example by Benade (1960a) and by Nederveen (1969), are

---

-.

Fig. 15.3. Positioning of a register hole in a cylindrical instrument, such as the clarinet.
The curves show pressure standing waves for the first and second modes of the pipe.
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quite complicated. In fact, all we have to do for the bottom register is to begin
with the lowest finger hole of area Sl at a distance D from the foot of the
instrument and adjust Sl and D so that the reduction in acoustic length given
by Eq. (15.14) is either 12% of the original acoustic length for a whole-tone
step or 6% for a semitone. Starting from the position of this hole, with its new
end correction, we then use Eq. (15.14) to find an appropriate size and position
for the next hole, and so on. The freedom allowed by the existence of two
parameters, Sl and D, for each hole allows them to be made of convenient size
and spacing for the fingers, but this still leaves some freedom in choice of
precise values for Sl and D. This freedom is used in the first place to adjust the
scale in the second register, where D is no longer small compared with the
wavelength, and to optimize forked fingerings for interpolated semitones. For
instruments with extra keys, this last step can be omitted.
Clearly, the solution of this hole-positioning problem is unlikely to give
an exact scale over the whole compass of the instrument and there may be
considerable variation between different traditions, particularly for nonkeyed
instruments. Tuning deficiencies are generally adjusted by the maker by undercutting certain holes, not necessarily symmetrically, and by making slight
enlargements to various sections of the bore. Modern instruments with their
independent key work for all semi tones have now evolved to standard patterns with little variation from one maker to another, but critical and complex instruments, such as bassoons, still benefit from careful handwork after
manufacture.

15.3. Impedance Curves
The approach outlined above can give, at best, only a first-order approximation
to the design and acoustic behavior of a woodwind instrument, since all that
is calculated is the acoustic length, and thus the resonance frequency, for
the first one or two modes. What we need to know, however, is a complete
impedance curve, as a function of frequency, at some convenient reference
point close to the reed -it is not simply the location of the major resonances
that is important but also their actual impedance values and their relation to
other significant resonances. Armed with this information and an appropriate
description of the nonlinear behavior of the reed generator, we can then
discover something about the sound-producing properties of the instrument
as a whole.
There are two complementary approaches to this problem, experimental
and theoretical. In both cases, we must decide on an appropriate point at
which to define the impedance and thereby conceptually separate the reed
generator from the instrument tube. This point, which is selected more from
convenience than from any fundamental consideration, is usually taken to be
the place at which the removable part of the reed and mouthpiece is attached,
since the instrument below this point remains invariant as reeds and mouth-
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pieces are changed. The closer the point is to the actual reed opening, however,
the easier the curves are to interpret.
Experimental measurements of this type on many woodwind instruments
have been made by Benade (1960b) and Backus (1974), among others. What
is required is to measure both the acoustic pressure and acoustic volume flow
at the selected point, or rather across a plane through that point. Acoustic
pressure presents no problem, since all that is required is a small microphone
with an acoustic impedance high enough not to upset the measurements.
Acoustic volume flow is more difficult to measure, however, and several
approaches have been used. The hot-wire anemometer method (Pratt et al.,
1977) described for brass instruments in Chapter 14 could perhaps be used,
but is complicated and not very sensitive. A second method uses a solid piston
located in the measurement plane and tracked by an appropriate accelerometer
or velocity transducer. The third, which is the simplest of all but loses information about the phase of the flow, involves producing and measuring a
relatively high acoustic pressure in a closed cavity and using this to drive a
proportional flow through a high acoustic resistance. This resistance can be
produced by packing a narrow tube with fine wool or, better still, by constructing an annular capillary by centering a solid rod in a narrow metal tube
(Backus, 1974). While for complete analysis we require to know both the
magnitude and phase of the impedance, a knowledge of its magnitude fortunately suffices for qualitative discussion.
Another elegant method uses two spaced microphones in a tube connecting
a noise source to the input of the instrument to give the acoustic impedance
directly (Chung and Blaser, 1980). This has been used by Ishibashi and Idogawa
(1987), though in a rather different context which we take up in Section 15.4.
Calculations can give similarly detailed information about the variation of
input impedance with frequency. The essence of the method is to divide the
bore of the instrument into a large number of small lengths, in each of which
the geometry is adequately represented by a short length of cone or cylinder.
The acoustic impedance coefficients Zij representing the relationship between
the pressures and acoustic volume flows PI' VI and P2' V 2 at the upper and
lower ends of such a section are
(15.16)
and
P2 = Z21 VI

+ Z22 V 2,

(15.17)

from which we easily derive that if
Z 2-- P2

V2

(15.18)

is the acoustic load attached to the end 2, then the impedance

Z1-!2
VI

(15.19)
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Fig. 15.4. Dimension definitions for a side hole in a cylindrical tube.

seen at the entrance to end 1 is
Z1 = Z11

Zr2
Z

+ Z2 _

22

(15.20)

'

where we have used the fact that Z21 = Z12. The coefficients Zij all have lossy
resistive parts contributed by viscous and thermal effects at the tube walls.
The influence of an open or closed finger hole presents a complication
since the topology is then quite different from that of a simple cone. Keefe
(1982a, 1982b), however, has shown that an open or a closed hole can be
adequately represented by a section of zero geometric length, described by two
equations, such as Eqs. (15.16) and (15.17), and inserted in the bore at the
position of the hole. Clearly, a different section is required depending upon
whether the hole is open or closed. For a circular finger hole of radius band
chimney height t in a tube of radius a, as shown in Fig. 15.4, the equivalent
network has the form shown in Fig. 15.5, and the imaginary parts of the series
and shunt elements have the forms

Zs =

(~)(~)2 x
na 2

b

{(.-jCotkt)
Jkte

(closed)
(open) ,

(15.21)

and
(closed or open).

(15.22)

Fig. 15.5. T -section network representing the acoustic effect of a side hole in a tube.
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The exact values oft, t e, and ta relative to the geometrical heights tl and t2 are
rather complicated and depend on whether the hole is open or closed and, if
it is open, whether or not there is a key pad or finger poised over it. These
impedances also have real parts, contributed by radiation and viscous losses,
but these are not easily calculated and must generally be estimated from
measurements.
The form of Eq. (15.21) reflects the fact that an open hole behaves like a
shunt inertance, as we have already discussed, while a closed hole behaves like
a shunt compliance because of its enclosed volume. The series element Za on
the other hand reflects the effective increase in tube cross section in the vicinity
of the hole, whether it is open or closed. Detailed expressions for t, t e, and ta
are given by Keefe (1982a).
Armed with this sort of information it is possible, as Plitnik and Strong
(1979) showed for the oboe, to start with the radiation impedance at the open
end of the instrument and work steadily up the air column toward the
reference plane near the reed, using measured bore diameters at each step and
inserting appropriate networks at each finger hole, depending on whether it
is open or closed. Input impedance curves calculated in this way agree closely
with curves measured on the same instrument.
Figure 15.6 shows impedance curves, measured at the face of the reed, for
a low note and a high note fingered on the clarinet, a typical, nearly cylindrical
instrument, by Backus (1974). For the low note (written E 3 ), the resonance
peaks are quite close to an odd-harmonic series 1, 3, 5 ... based on the first
maximum, which itself corresponds to the fundamental of the blown note. This
is very much as expected, though we note that only the first few harmonics of
the fundamental are really well aligned with the impedance maxima. For the
high register note (written C 6 ), it is the second impedance peak upon which
the note is based. At first sight, there is little to indicate why it is this resonance
that is the important one. This is a problem to which we return later, since it
is partly a matter of performance technique.
Similarly, Fig. 15.7 shows impedance curves for a low and a high note on
the oboe. For the low note B~, the curve shows a complete and nearly
harmonic series of resonance peaks, 1,2,3, ... , as we expect for a nearly conical
horn. The lower peaks are asymmetric, which is characteristic of a cone, as we
discussed in Chapter 8. The alignment of resonances with the harmonics of a
note corresponding to the first peak is reasonable for the first few harmonics,
but then it deteriorates. For the high-register fingering D 6 , the note is based
on the third resonance, which is certainly the most prominent, but there are
two significant lower resonances and no peak is aligned with the second
harmonic. Again, this presents a problem for understanding.
There is one other aspect of finger-hole acoustic behavior that we should
mention here, though its effects become apparent only when we examine the
total acoustic spectrum produced by an instrument. This is the acoustic cutoff
frequency of the air column, considered as that frequency above which sound
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958.5 Hz

Fig. 15.6. Measured impedance curves for a low note and a high note fingered on a
clarinet. The frequencies of the fundamental and its harmonics for the note sounded
with these fingerings are shown at the foot of each graph. Note the shifted first-mode
peak in the lower graph (Backus, 1974).

is radiated freely to the environment, rather than being reflected back to
produce resonances.
In the case of a brass instrument, as discussed in Chapters 8 and 14, this
cutoff behavior is relatively simple and is determined by the mouth diameter
and flare rate at the open end of the horn. Below cutoff, the radiation resistance
increases as the square of the frequency, giving a treble boost of 6 dB/octave
in the radiated spectrum relative to that inside the instrument, as shown in
Fig. 14.6. Above cutoff however, the radiation resistance is constant at pelS,
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Fig. 15.7. Measured impedance curves for a low note and a high note fingered on an
oboe. Note the asymmetric shape of the lower peaks, which is a consequence of the
conical bore. The frequencies of the fundamental and its harmonics for the note
sounded with these fingerings is shown at the foot of each graph. Note the lower-mode
peaks in the lower graph (Backus, 1974).

where S is the mouth area, and the upper parts of internal and external spectra
are the same. Clearly, the cutoff frequency is likely to have a significant
influence on the overall brightness or mellowness of the instrument tone.
For an instrument with finger holes, the situation is less simple. The cutoff
frequency will, of course, appear on impedance curves measured or calculated
as discussed, making itself apparent as a frequency above which there are no
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significant impedance peaks. However, as Benade (1960a) has pointed out, we
can make some general comments on cutoff frequency without being as
explicit as this.
For most notes of a woodwind, the lower finger holes are all open, so that
the air column terminates in a lattice of open holes. The internal standing wave
in the instrument generally extends well into this region, and much of the
acoustic energy is radiated through these holes and through the end of the
instrument, rather than simply through the first open hole. We would like to
know whether there is a frequency above which this open-hole lattice simply
transmits sound rather than reflecting it.
In fact, the open finger holes, as we have already seen, act as inertances, or
inductive elements, in shunt with the air colum. We therefore have essentially
a transmission line with inductive shunt loads along it, the inductances becoming further apart and smaller in size (because the holes are larger) toward
the foot of the instrument. In most cases, it is reasonable to approximate this
situation with uniformly spaced equal shunt inductances along the whole
open-hole part ofthe instrument. Indeed, this is appropriate also for a conical
instrument in which both the bore and the finger holes expand toward the
foot. Such a transmission line constitutes a high-pass filter that reflects low
frequencies and transmits those above its cutoff. Small finger holes have high
inertance and therefore give a low cutoff frequency and mellow tone, while the
opposite is true of large holes.
Benade (1976) gives the result

fc

~ 0.l1C(~)(~r/2

(15.23)

for the cutoff frequency in hertz of an open tone-hole lattice in a pipe of
diameter 2a, each hole having diameter 2b and acoustic length I, and the
separation between holes being 28. For small tone holes, as found on most
woodwind instruments, the acoustic length is approximately equal to the
physical length plus 1.5 times the hole radius, to account for the internal and
external end corrections. His measurements show that musically satisfactory
instruments have reasonably constant, or at least smoothly varying, cutoff
frequencies within the range 1000-2000 Hz for oboes, 1200-2000 Hz for
clarinets, and 300-600 Hz for bassoons.

15.4. Reed and Air Column Interaction
In Chapter 13, we discussed the behavior of pressure-controlled reed valves
as acoustic generators and divided them into two classes, those blown open
by the static pressure and those blown closed. The first class is represented by
the lip-blowing mechanism in brass instruments and is characterized by the
fact that it can act as an acoustic generator over only a very narrow frequency
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range just above the natural frequency of the lips. The second class contains
the single-reed generators of clarinets and saxophones and the double reeds
of oboes and bassoons and is characterized by a broad frequency range of
operation extending from low frequencies up to nearly the resonance frequency of the reed.
The fingered, lip-driven instruments, such as the cornett and serpent, clearly
belong to the first family, and, apart from the fact that finger holes rather than
valves are used to change the tube resonances, their sound production mechanism and performance techniques are essentially the same as those for normal
valve or slide-tuned brass instruments. Their behavior has therefore been
covered in the discussion of Chapter 14.
The acoustical behavior of a woodwind reed generator is entirely different
from the lip generator, since it can present a negative resistance to a significant
number of harmonics of the note being played. Before we consider this complication, however, we should understand the linear behavior.
Figure 15.8 shows the linear system diagram for a reed generator coupled
to a pipe. The pipe, with whatever finger-hole openings are specified, is completely determined by its input impedance Zp(w) or, equivalently, by the inverse
of this quantity, the input admittance Yp(w). Similarly, for a given blowing
pressure Po, the flow through the reed generator is related to the pressure
acting on it from inside the mouthpiece as specified by a linear approximation
1;.(w) to the admittance at the operating point. Since the reed acts as a
generator, the real part of 1;. is negative at the operating frequency, while the
real parts of all the other admittances are positive. Finally, we must allow for
the fact that the vibration of the reed itself displaces a small volume within
the mouthpiece, this displacement being in phase with the pressure inside the
mouthpiece at frequencies below the reed resonance, so that the associated
admittance y. has the character of a slightly lossy compliance.
Now, for a steady oscillation of the system, we must have
1;.(w)

+

y.(w)

+ Yp(w) = O.

(15.24)

This condition can be split into a relation between the imaginary parts jB of
these admittances:
(15.25)
which serves to determine the allowable oscillation frequencies, and an in-

Fig. 15.8. Admittance network for an instrument pipe Yp , the flow through the reed
generator Y" and the motion of the reed Y,.
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equality relating the real parts G,
- Gr(w) - Gs(w) 2 Gp(w),

(15.26)

with the sense that the amplitude of the oscillation at frequency w will grow
if the inequality is strongly satisfied, decay if it is not satisfied, and remain
steady if equality prevails. Equation (15.25) can most easily be satisfied at a
frequency close to an impedance maximum or minimum of the resonator,
since Bp(w) changes sign there and goes through a large range of values. To
satisfy Eq. (15.25) we require that Gp(w) be very small, corresponding to an
impedance maximum with a high Q value. Stable oscillation of large amplitude thus occurs very close to a prominent narrow impedance peak of the
resonator.
In the first correction for nonlinearity, we note that, from the discussion in
Chapter 13, the large-amplitude average value of Gr is essentially the slope of
the line joining two extremes of the pressure fluctuation about the operating
point in Fig. 13.2. The value of - Gr therefore decreases as the oscillation
amplitude increases, and this amplitude builds up until the inequality in Eq.
(15.26) becomes an equality.
Before we consider other aspects of nonlinearity, we can push the linear
analysis a little further. From Fig~ 13.6(a), the imaginary part Br of the reed
admittance is always positive for a woodwind-type reed below its resonance
frequency, and the same is true for the parallel admittance component Bs contributed by reed motion. Equation (16.25) therefore requires that Bp(w) should
be negative at the operating frequency. Now, Bp behaves essentially like
(15.27)
so that Bp(w) goes from negative to positive as w increases through an admittance minimum (impedance maximum) for the pipe. This means that the
sounding frequency for a woodwind instrument will always be, in this linear
approximation, somewhat below the frequency of the impedance peak on
which it is operating.
Indeed, we can go a little further and note that, again in this linear approximation, from Fig. 13.5(a) the value of Br increases when the blowing pressure
Po is increased and also, as it happens, when the lips are relaxed so that the
unblown opening of the reed is increased. Both these adjustments, though
mainly the second, are made in loud playing, so that there is a tendency for
the instrument to play flat unless other effects intervene or other adjustments
are made.
When we come to consider nonlinear effects and harmonic generation in
more detail, we see that the situation is complicated by the fact that the reed
can act as a generator over a wide frequency range, which may include several
impedance maxima of the instrument tube for which Eqs. (15.25) and (15.26)
can be satisfied. In the linear approximation, this would simply lead to
independent oscillation at an appropriate amplitude at each of the frequencies
involved and a consequent nonharmonic or multi phonic sound (Backus,
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1978}. Such sounds can indeed be produced on most woodwinds by employing
an unconventional fingering so that the instrument impedance maxima are
very far from being harmonically related (Bartolozzi, 1981). Even in this nearly
linear multiphonic domain, the nonlinearity of the reed flow produces very
significant audible effects. Thus, if two modes with frequencies W 1 and W2
respectively are independently excited, the reed nonlinearity will generate
components with frequencies nW 1 ± mw 2, where nand m are small integers.
Low-frequency beats and combination tones, which may be quite strong, are
produced and the sound has a chordal character. These playing techniques
are used to advantage by some contemporary composers.
In normal playing, however, such effects are unwanted and the desired
sound has only harmonic components. Fortunately, it is a feature of the sort
of nonlinearity exhibited by musical generators that the oscillations of different pipe modes become rigidly locked together into a precisely harmonic frequency relationship within a few cycles of the fundamental, provided the
resonances are not too far from integral frequency relationships (Fletcher,
1978). This mode-locking phenomenon was explored briefly in Chapter 5.
Mode locking is enhanced by increased nonlinearity, and the final modelocked frequency is a compromise between those of the implied fundamentals
ofthe various resonances, the weightings depending on the prominence of each
component in the final sound.
These phenomena provide some idea of the complexity of the behavior of
a real instrument. As the level ofloudness is increased, so are the relative levels
of the harmonics of the fundamental, so that upper instrument resonances
contribute to a greater extent to determination of the frequency. In all registers
of the instrument, nonlinearity is vital in allowing stable production of the
tone.
The resonance frequency of the reed may also be an important factor in the
production of some notes and in the general tone quality of the instrument,
as pointed out by Thompson (1979). The real part of the reed admittance Gr
has its maximum negative value just below the reed resonance, as shown in
Fig. 13.4(a}, and the player is able to vary the frequency of this resonance over
a significant range, typically between about 1 and 3 kHz, depending on the
instrument. This range is such that the reed resonance can be aligned with a
relatively minor peak when playing in the topmost register to produce a stable
preferred oscillation. In the lower parts of the upper register, it can be aligned
with one of the harmonics ofthe fundamental to enhance its stability and thus
to select the appropriate peak from the choices shown in Figs. 15.6 or 15.7.
Once this has been done, the nonlinear coupling between the two modes will
lock them into coherence, particularly if there is a maximum in pipe impedance
near each of the first few harmonics. The third factor assisting the player in
stabilizing the oscillation upon the desired resonance peak is the impedance
of the player's mouth and vocal tract. This too can be adjusted to favor the
particular resonance involved.
As we discussed in Chapter 8, it is possible to treat the behavior of the air
column of a wind instrument by considering, in the time domain, the reflection
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of a sharp flow pulse injected at the mouthpiece. The behavior of the air
column is then described by the integral equation (8.78). If the reflection
coefficient r(t) is known from measurement or calculation, and the flow characteristic of the reed generator is known in the form of Eqs. (13.6) and (13.7),
then these equations can be combined and solved numerically on a computer
to give the flow and pressure waveforms in the instrument. Schumacher (1981)
has done this for the initial transient of the clarinet obtaining good agreement
with observation, but the approach has not yet been applied in detail to any
other instrument.
Direct measurement of impulse response is possible but difficult. The time
and frequency domains are, however, related by a Fourier transform in the
case of a linear system, and it is possible to use a frequency-domain measurement of input impedance to deduce the impulse response of the air column of
an instrument, provided that phase as well as amplitude is measured. This has
been done for the bassoon by Ishibashi and Idogawa (1987), who have shown
that small acoustic differences between nominally identical instruments are
easily detected and localized to particular parts of the bore. The impulse
response is, however, very complex, with superposed reflections from all of the
key holes and finger holes, whether open or closed, so that simple interpretation is nearly impossible.

15.5. Directionality
The directional characteristics of radiation from woodwind instruments are
less simple than those of brass instruments because radiation from the open
mouth of the bell is supplemented by radiation from open finger holes. For
high harmonics, above the cutoff frequency of the tone hole lattice, which is
typically around 1500 Hz for oboes and clarinets and 400 Hz for bassoons
(Benade, 1976), the radiation is primarily from the open bell and forms a beam
of half-width about sin- 1 (3.8/ka), where a is the bell radius and k = OJ/c. This
is just the same as for a brass instrument. For lower harmonics, however,
radiation from the finger holes is appreciable and is not limited to the first
open hole, since the standing wave generally extends with significant amplitude through the whole air column of the instrument.
Because it is small, each open finger hole acts as an isotropic source. The
phase of each source is determined by the internal standing wave, and they
must therefore all be exactly in phase or 1800 out of phase, with the signchange positions separated by about half a wavelength for the harmonic
concerned. The source amplitude may vary irregularly from one hole to the
next, depending on the shape of the internal standing wave mode.
For the fundamentals of notes in the bottom register, the sources at all the
finger holes are in phase. Radiation intensity is then greatest in directions at
right angles to the axis of the instrument and is significantly reduced in the
direction of the axis, as discussed in Section 7.3 and illustrated in Fig. 7.5(a).
For notes in the second register, or for the upper harmonics oflower notes,
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it is necessary to consider the fact that different groups of finger-hole sources
have opposite phase. Because the holes are small in diameter relative to the
bore, they are shifted from their ideal positions and the result is generally to
concentrate the radiated intensity into a conical shell about the axis of the
instrument as illustrated in Fig. 7.5(b) and (c). Sometimes this cone may have
two lobes directed respectively toward the reed end and bell end of the instrument (Meyer, 1978).
These peculiarities of radiation mean that the sound quality of an instrument can differ appreciably, depending on the position of the listener or microphone, if the environment is nearly anechoic. Fortunately, most listening
environments have reflecting surfaces close to the instrument and a moderately
strong diffuse reverberant sound field. In these circumstances, the sound
quality that is heard is quite close to the spectral balance of the total radiated
power, provided the listener is at a reasonable distance from the instrument.
These general principles apply to all reed-driven woodwind instruments.
In the sections that follow, we shall examine some of these instruments individually; but, first, we examine a few further principles of performance technique that are common to all reed woodwinds.

15.6. Performance Technique
From Fig. 13.2, which shows the static flow characteristic of a reed and, by
implication, also the essence of this characteristic at any frequency below the
reed resonance, it is clear that the static blowing pressure must be high enough
to bring the operating point B into the negative resistance region AC of the
curve. If we neglect the acoustic pressure P for the moment, then we can rewrite
Eq. (13.5) for the static curve in the form
(15.28)
where Pc is the static pressure required to close the reed, Y2 is a new constant,
and the parameters have the approximate values 0( ~ 1, P ~!. We then find
that the lowest operating blowing pressure, corresponding to the point A on
the curve, is
(15.29)
To give the maximum large-signal gain, the operating point B should be set
near the middle of the range AC, implying a blowing pressure p~) equal to
about ~Pc' which is enough to close the reed about two-thirds of the way
from its unblown position. If the blowing pressure is significantly greater than
~Pc' then the reed will tend to close completely at one end of its swing, giving
an airflow, and hence a sound, rich in high harmonics and rather harsh. If the
blowing pressure is significantly less than ~Pc, the gain of the generator will
be reduced and the flow will be clipped less sharply at the point A.
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Blowing pressure thus gives some measure of control over loudness, but
this is coupled to a change in timbre. A more direct control can be exerted by
simply squeezing the reed more nearly closed with the lips. Because of the
curve of the mouthpiece lay against which the reed vibrates, this may not
change the closing pressure Pc very significantly, but it does reduce greatly the
maximum acoustic flow through the reed opening and hence the maximum
acoustic amplitude.
Measurements on several clarinet and oboe players show that a nearly constant blowing pressure is used over most of the compass of the instrument,
with little change between loud and soft playing. The blowing pressure is
around 3 kPa (30 cm water gauge) for clarinets and 4 kPa (40 cm water-gauge)
for oboes. There is, however, a small pressure reduction for low notes played
softly and a significant increase for very high notes.
We have already mentioned that an adjustment with the lips of the reed
resonance frequency is desirable if upper register notes are to be played stably
and with good tone. It seems likely that a similar adjustment to the mouth
and throat to change vocal tract resonances is even more important (Clinch
et aI., 1982; Backus, 1985; Johnston et aI., 1986). The vocal tract presents a
series of impedance minima at the lips, the lowest of which can be adjusted
over a range from about 300 Hz to 1 kHz and the second from about 1 to
3 kHz. Stable sounding of a high note is promoted if one of these resonances
is aligned with its fundamental, while in the low register the tone quality can
be considerably enhanced by aligning a resonance with one of the harmonics
of the note. We should perhaps remark, however, that the change in tone
quality perceived by the player is probably greater than that heard by the
listener, because the vocal tract resonance has a larger effect within the mouth
than in the instrument, and the acoustic pressure in the mouth is conducted
rather directly to the ear through the bones of the skull.
The subtleties of tone quality permitted by these adjustments are clearly
great, and an expert player will exploit all the available adjustments of blowing
pressure, reed resonance frequency, and vocal tract resonances to achieve the
desired effect.
Finally, we should make some mention of transients, particularly initial
transients, in woodwind instrument performance. To sound an isolated note,
the player normally places the tongue against the tip of the reed to prevent
vibration, increases air pressure in the mouth to normal sounding level, and
then removes the tongue. Such a tongued note begins abruptly at nearly its
steady level. At the other extreme, the player may compress the lips and apply
blowing pressure so that the note begins very softly and then reaches its
normal level as lip pressure is relaxed. Other possibilities exist, such as gradual
or sudden application of pressure without tonguing or lip contraction, and,
of course, one note may simply follow on from its predecessor in a legato
fashion.
Our discussion allows us to appreciate the physical phenomena underlying
these and other techniques. It is their subtle use by a skilled player that
distinguishes music from mere sound.
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15.7. The Clarinet
For various reasons of convenience and relative simplicity, the clarinet has
been more extensively studied by acousticians than any of the other woodwinds
(Backus, 1961, 1963; Worman, 1971; Wilson and Beavers, 1974; Schumacher,
1978; Stewart and Strong, 1980; Benade and Larson, 1985; Benade and
Kouzoupis, 1988; Gilbert et al., 1989). It is essentially an instrument with a
cylindrical bore and a single reed and in this form cannot be traced back
further than the late seventeenth century, when it was known as the chalumeau. Earlier instruments, whatever their names, seem to have had double
reeds.
As we have already discussed in some detail, a cylindrical pipe overblows
to the musical twelfth so that if a complete scale over two registers is to be
produced, even without chromatic semi tones, a large number of finger holes
are required. The modern clarinet, as shown in Fig. 15.9, uses a considerable
number of keys, both above and below the six normal finger holes, to accomplish this. The clarinet of classical times, as shown in Fig. 15.10, necessarily
possessed these extra keys, though not the associated mechanism and chromatic semitone keys (Carse, 1939, pp. 148-175).
The key system of the modern clarinet, as illustrated in Fig. 15.9, shows
most of the features used on other woodwinds. There are three basic finger
holes closed by the left-hand fingers on the upper part of the instrument, two
surrounded by rings and one left bare. The three finger holes for the right hand
on the lower part of the instrument are all surrounded by rings. Each ring is
normally in a raised position. Pressing a finger to close the hole depresses the
ring so that, through a system of axle rods and levers, it can be made to open
or close a hole somewhere else on the instrument by use of a softly padded cap.
Sometimes the fingering plan may require that two ring keys both open or
close a particular complementary hole, but we do not wish the primary holes
to interact. Rings allow this, since the motion of a ring by itself has no effect
on the hole that it surrounds.
This part of the clarinet mechanism, designed following principles developed
for the flute by Theobald Boehm in the mid-nineteenth century, is of relatively
recent origin. The other keys on the instrument, clustered for operation by the
little fingers of the two hands or by the side of the index finger, simply open
and close individual extra holes and are of much greater antiquity in concept.
These simple keys provide several holes of normal size, normally closed, above
the top finger hole, and several larger holes, normally open, below the lowest
finger hole. These tone holes fill the gap between first and second registers and
add useful low notes below the basic compass.
The clarinet family has a number of members, extending to low-pitched
bass clarinets, and is popular because of its tone, flexibility, and large musical
range-two registers cover three octaves and there is a half-octave third
register above these-and because the cylindrical tube means that it need be
only half as long as a conical instrument of the same pitch. For traditional
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Fig. 15.9. A modern oboe, bassoon, and clarinet.

reasons, common clarinets are pitched in the key of B~, which means that a
written C sounds a whole tone lower as B~. To overcome playing difficulties
in keys with several sharps, orchestral musicians also have clarinets pitched
in A.
The clarinet reed, as shown in Figs. 13.3(a) and 15.11, is a flat rectangular
piece of cane, thinned toward the tip on the outside. In use, it is clamped
against a mouthpiece, generally of plastic, which has a gently curving flattened
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Fig. 15.10. Eighteenth century oboe, bassoon, and clarinet.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 15.11. Reeds for (a) an oboe, (b) a bassoon, and (c) a clarinet, with (d) a clarinet
mouthpiece.
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side, the lay, in which is a more or less rectangular window extending nearly
to the tip of the reed. The curve of the lay on the mouthpiece is vital since it
allows the pressure of the player's lip to shorten the freely vibrating part of
the reed, thus both raising its natural resonance frequency and decreasing the
size of the tip opening. For satisfactory playing, the stiffness of the reed must
be carefully matched to the curve of the lay.
The tone of the clarinet, like all reed woodwinds, is rich in harmonics and
is characterized in the low (chalumeau) register by an almost complete absence
of the second harmonic, as indeed we would expect from the absence of this
resonance peak in the input impedance curve of Fig. 15.6(a). The radiated
pressure waveform for a typical low note is shown in Fig. 15.12. The second
and fourth harmonics are very weak, but all harmonics from the fifth to the
sixteenth appear, with the seventeenth and nineteenth missing presumably
because of coincidence with impedance minima rather than maxima. The same
general pattern occurs for all notes in this register.
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Fig. 15.12. Radiated sound pressure waveform and corresponding spectrum for three
notes played on a clarinet (Fletcher, 1976).
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For a high note in the upper (clarion) register, as shown in Figure 15.12,
the second harmonic is quite strong, perhaps because it has been reinforced
by reed or vocal-tract resonances, as we discussed previously, but at least
partly because of the irregularity of the impedance curve at this frequency. In
this upper register, the clarinet has largely lost its characteristic hollow tone.
The bore of the clarinet, while closely cylindrical over most of its length,
differs significantly from this simple shape both within the mouthpiece and in
the flaring bell at its foot. The bell has a significant effect on the radiation of
the lower partials of the sound, particularly for low notes, and, of course, shape
variations near the reed affect the tuning of all the notes. Either the perturbation methods discussed in Chapter 8 or direct calculation, as discussed in
Section 15.3, can be used to determine the effects of these features (Nederveen,
1969, Chapter 4).

15.8. The Oboe
The modern oboe, also shown in Fig. 15.9, is of almost exactly the same length
as the clarinet but has a bottom note nearly an octave higher in pitch because
of its conical bore. It has a narrow double reed, as shown in Figs. 13.3(b) and
15.11, bound to a cork-jacketed narrow brass tube that is inserted tightly into
the upper end of the instrument, continuing the conical bore area moderately
accurately to nearly the reed tip.
Instruments of this structure date from remote antiquity and were called
by many names. One term covering many instruments from the late middle
ages is shawm. In the early seventeenth century, no less than seven sizes of
shawms were in popular use, each with six basic finger holes, sometimes a
thumb hole, and sometimes one or more extension keys below the bottom
finger hole. All overblew to the octave and had essentially identical fingerings
(Carse, 1939, pp. 120-147).
The classical oboe of the late eighteenth century, as shown in Fig. 15.10,
was essentially a refinement ofthe earlier shawm, with a narrower reed, better
intonation and a less strident tone. The modern oboe differs from this largely
by the addition of complicated keywork to extend the range and provide conveniently for well-tuned chromatic semitones.
In the oboe of Fig. 15.9, the six basic finger holes are covered by perforated
plates rather than being surrounded by rings as in the clarinet, though oboes
are also made with ring-based key systems. The keys between the uppermost
finger hole and the reed are not for extra notes, as in the clarinet, but rather
comprise two register holes, with semiautomatic coupling, and two extra holes
for the convenient playing of trills across the register break. The basic instrument uses only about two-thirds of the total length, but extra open keys are
provided, to be closed by the little fingers of either hand, which extend the
compass some four semitones below the normal6-finger range to B~.
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The conical semi angle for an oboe is small, typically only about 0.75°, and
the effect of the reed staple must be taken into account when discussing impedance curves in detail. Nevertheless, it is clear from Fig. 15.7 that impedance
maxima are fairly well aligned with the first few harmonics of the fundamental
for notes in the low register. We thus expect the sound output to exhibit a full
harmonic spectrum and this is, indeed, what is shown in Fig. 15.13. This
feature together with the relative weakness of the fundamental and the higher
level of upper harmonics gives the oboe a lighter, brighter sound than that of
a clarinet playing the same note. Even in its upper register, the oboe shows a
high level of overtone components in its sound.
Relatively less research has been done on the oboe than on the clarinet, and
the geometry of its reed makes analysis more difficult. In particular, Bernoulli
forces in the narrow reed channel cannot be neglected, and the asymmetry of
the resonances of the conical horn adds further complexity. The tuning of an
oboe is not particularly stable, and its use as a tuning standard by orchestras
is rather for reason of its clear and penetrating tone.
The modern oboe family is not as extensive as the clarinet family, but two
other members, exist, the oboe d'amore and the cor anglais. Both are lower
pitched than the oboe, the oboe d'amore by 3 semi tones and the cor anglais
by a fifth (7 semitones), and both have globular rather than simply flaring bells.
This latter feature undoubtedly contributes to the mellow tone of these instruments. Both have a relatively long history but have now been brought into
close accord with the oboe by use of identical keywork.
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Fig. 15.13. Radiated sound pressure waveform and corresponding spectrum for two
notes played on an oboe (Fletcher, 1976).
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15.9. The Bassoon
The bassoon, too, is a conical instrument with a double reed, but its even
narrower cone semiangle, (typically OS), folded tube, and traditional fingering arrangement give it an identity and sound quite distinct from that of the
oboe family (Carse, 1939, pp. 181-209).
As shown in Fig. 15.9, the bassoon has a tube nearly 3 m in length, folded
back at about the midpoint and provided with a metal crook or bocal, to
which the reed, shown in Fig. 15.11, is attached. The usual six finger holes are
all on the descending part of the tube, and early instruments had holes for
both thumbs as well. Because of the great length of the tube, the finger holes
are bored at a considerable angle through a purposely thickened wall, and
this feature probably contributes significantly to the typical bassoon tone
quality.
Early bassoons, and their higher pitched relatives, the kortholt and dulcian,
had only a few keys in addition to finger and thumb holes, and even the
modern bassoon has gained extra keys of only a simple type and mostly for
the two thumbs, to provide some ofthe semitones (though some still use forked
fingerings), to open vent keys, or to close keys for low notes that use the long
upward extension of the tube.
The spectrum of the bassoon contains a complete range of harmonics, as
expected, but the radiated fundamental is weak in the low notes because of
the small tube diameter, and the tone is mellow rather than bright because of
the relatively low cutoff frequency, typically 300-600 Hz. Lehman (1964) has
tentatively identified two formants, a strong one at 440-500 Hz and a weaker
one at 1220-1280 Hz, which may perhaps describe the characteristic timbre
of the bassoon. Smith and Mercer (1974) associate such formants with the cone
angle of the instrument horn.

15.10. The Saxophone
In many ways the family of saxophones, developed by Adolph Sax in the
mid-nineteenth century, is at the opposite extreme to the bassoon. These
instruments, as shown in Fig. 15.14, have a wide conical bore with a flare
semi angle of nearly 2°, a single clarinetlike reed, and a unified logical system
of padded keys covering very large holes. The saxophone was designed, rather
than having evolved, and the family has soprano, alto, tenor, and baritone
members.
As expected, the saxophones all overblow to the octave and produce a
spectrum with all harmonics present. The lattice cutoff frequency is relatively
high, but the broad bell mouth radiates well, so that there is a strong fundamental component and strong radiation damping for higher partials. The
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Fig. 15.14. A modern saxophone.

tone is thus loud and full, though some playing techniques favor a raucous
rather than a mellow sound (Benade and Lutgen, 1988).

15.11. Construction Materials
The tube walls influence the behavior of the vibrations of the air column
because ofthe viscous and thermal losses across the boundary layer, as we discussed in Section 8.2. These losses have quite significant effect on the Q-factors
of the pipe resonances, and thus on the behavior of the instrument, and vary
somewhat in magnitude depending on the smoothness of the surface. Wall
materials all have thermal conductivity so much greater than air, however,
that there is virtually no difference between them on this score. Roughness
effects become significant only when the roughness itself is significant on the
scale of the boundary layer thickness, or about 0.1 mm. Most claims for
difference in behavior between different wall materials are based, however,
upon discussions of mechanical effects. As we shall see, taking all things into
account, the acoustical differences between different wall materials are very
small, though other factors can enter.
Woodwind instruments, as their name implies, are usually made from
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wood, and the qualities that make a suitable timber are easily enumerated.
The timber must be compact and hard and it must have a fine and relatively
straight grain in order that it may be machined to a smooth polished finish
and resist warping and cracking during seasoning and use (Robinson, 1973).
Various species of ebony, rosewood, or Mrican blackwood (grenadilla) are
common for modern oboes and clarinets, while fruit woods, such as pear or
apple, were used for earlier instruments, and stained maple is the normal
material for bassoons. More recently, clarinets, and now oboes and even
bassoons, have been made with heavy polymer materials instead of wood,
initially in cheaper instruments but now often in the more expensive models
as well.
While the mechanical virtues and aesthetic appeal of these different materials are easily evaluated, the same is not true of their acoustical properties.
Makers and players claim to detect clear and consistent tonal differences
between otherwise similar instruments made from different materials, but
physical analysis suggests that these claims may be illusory. This does not
mean that wall material never has any effect, and indeed demonstrations by
Miller (1909) long ago showed that the thin walls of metal pipes of square cross
section can vibrate with appreciable amplitude and have a very large effect on
the stability and timbre of the sound. The situation is, however, quite different
for the relatively thick-walled cylindrical tubes of conventional woodwinds.
It is easy to see why this is so. The physical quantity causing wall vibration is the acoustic pressure in the standing wave of the air column. This can
couple to a vibration mode of the pipe walls only if there is reasonably close
agreement between the resonance frequency of the wall mode and one of the
harmonics of the air-column vibration and if the symmetry of the wall mode
is such that the coupling coefficient does not vanish. It is quite easy to satisfy
these conditions for a pipe of rectangular cross section, for the local breathing
mode in which the pipe cross section tends from a square to a circle can have
an arbitrarily low frequency if the walls are thin.
The case of a pipe of circular cross section is entirely different, for the
breathing mode involves an actual increase in the local radius of the tube,
rather than a simple shape deformation, and therefore has a very high resonance
frequency. This is true even for thin metal tubes, and the audible modes that
can be excited by tapping the tube wall are in fact distortional modes in which
the pipe cross section becomes elliptical. These could conceivably be excited
in a thin metal tube in the vicinity of a finger hole, where the bore, and thus
the pressure distribution, loses its circular symmetry, but for typical wooden
instruments the excitation coupling is small and the mode frequency very high.
Thus, while it is possible that the construction material has a very minor
effect on tone quality, this effect is certainly so small in the woodwinds that it
is completely outweighed by variations in bore dimensions, finger-hole shape,
and most particularly, reed characteristics.
Only in a thin metal instrument, such as the saxophone (or the occasional
obsolete metal clarinet), is the situation likely to be different, and even here
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the wall vibration near a large open finger hole is affected much more by wall
thickness than by the nature of the metal, unless one goes to something
extreme, such as aluminum with its very low density or lead with its extremely
high internal damping. As with wooden instruments, particular metals are
favored for metal instruments largely on the basis of workability, durability,
and appearance. Since cost is also important and large instruments, such as
saxophones, use a great deal of metal, the usual choice is to use a metal, such
as brass or occasionally nickel silver (a copper-nickel alloy), chosen for its
strength and workability, and then to apply a thin plating of silver or gold or
a layer of thin lacquer.
The discussion can be quantified for the strictly circular part of the bore by
considering the relative compliances associated with expansion of the bore
under pressure and with compression of the air in the tube. The ratio is about
0.001 for even a quite thin-walled tube, so that the compliance of the walls has
virtually no effect upon the internal air modes and direct radiation from wall
vibration is very small (Backus, 1964). Even rigid walls do, however, affect the
damping of the air modes, and indeed this wall damping predominates over
radiation damping except at very high frequencies. Details of wood grain and
smoothness can affect the exact damping coefficient, but generally the difference between one material and another is small compared with the effects of
sharp edges on finger holes, soft key pads, or even finger tips.
Reeds, are, of course, quite another matter, but the whole evolution of
reed-driven woodwinds has relied upon the characteristics of thin, scraped
natural cane, and few synthetic materials approach it in properties, although
a few fiber-reinforced polymers are now being developed that are moderately
satisfactory. The reed is, in any case, a short-lived creation, generally made by
the player for his or her own use, adjusted by scraping with a knife, and
discarded after not many hours of playing. Only for clarinets and saxophones
with their simple flat reeds has it proved possible to manufacture reliable cane
reeds with various grades of hardness and otherwise reproducible properties.
Certainly, an analysis of desirable physical parameters can be made, but this
would take us into too much detail for our present purposes.
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CHAPTER 16

Flutes and Flue Organ Pipes

Instruments of the flute type, which are made to sound by blowing a stream
of air across a hole in some hollow body, are of extremely ancient origin. Their
principal modern descendants are the orchestral transverse flute and the flue
organ pipe, but the baroque recorder has been revived during the past 50 years
and other instruments, such as the end-blown Japanese shakuhachi and the
Balkan nai or panpipes, are widely heard.
The physical structure varies considerably from one instrument to another.
Some have finger holes and some do not; some use the player's lips to form
an air jet and some use a mechanically defined flue or windway. However, they
all rely upon the effect of an air jet striking a sharp edge for their acoustical
excitation. We therefore begin by considering such a system, coupled to an
acoustic resonator, in some detail.

16.1. Dynamics of an Air Jet
The mechanics of a fluid jet entering an infinite body of the same or a different
fluid is a fundamental physical and mathematical problem to which a great
deal of attention has been given during the past 100 years. The literature is
very extensive, and the range of the relevant parameters, such as velocity,
stretches from infinitesimal through supersonic to relativistic. Only a small
fraction of this range concerns us and only a small selection of the possible
phenomena.
In the absence of viscosity, compressibility, or other complications, the
steady flow of one semi-infinite layer of fluid across another is unstable, as was
shown by Rayleigh (1896) nearly a century ago. The behavior is most simply
appreciated by supposing that the two layers are separated by the plane z = 0
and move respectively in the positive and negative x-directions with equal
speeds ± Vj2. If a sinusoidal displacement in the z-direction of the form
h=Hcos

(T2nx)

(16.1)
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is imposed on the dividing surface, then the laws of fluid flow dictate that h
decreases exponentially with distance away from the dividing surface, and the
pressure gradients are in such directions as to cause the initial displacement
to grow exponentially with time. The length scale of the physical situation
is set by the wavelength of the disturbance, and the time scale is set by the
time to = A/V for two points moving with the two layers to separate by a
wavelength A.
Detailed analysis shows that the amplitude h increases by a factor e", or
about 23, in the characteristic time to, so that growth is rapid, with shortwavelength disturbances growing more rapidly than those oflong wavelength.
By symmetry, the disturbance remains stationary in our coordinate system,
which means that if we move along with one of the streams so that it appears
stationary and the other stream has a velocity V, then the growing wave will
move relative to our observing point with velocity V/2, half that of the moving
stream.
Rayleigh's analysis can be extended to the case in which one of the streams
has a finite depth b. By imposing appropriate conditions at this boundary, the
solution represents the behavior of a planar jet of thickness 2b, constrained
to have displacements that are either symmetric or antisymmetric about its
midplane-disturbances that may be referred to as varicose or sinuous, respectively. Most of our concern will be with sinuous jets, as shown in Fig. 16.1,
rather than with varicose jets, but the latter are acoustically important in some
types of whistles in which the jet passes through an aperture rather than
meeting an edge.
If we suppose the jet to move with velocity V through a body of stationary
fluid, then the length scale is fixed by the undisturbed jet width 2b, and the
behavior is more complicated than in our original problem. In particular, the
propagation speed and growth rate of a small disturbance depend significantly
on the ratio of its wavelength A to the jet thickness 2b. If k = 21[/A, then
Rayleigh (1896) showed that the propagation velocities u are
V

Usinuous

= 1 + coth kb '

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16.1. (a) Sinuous and (b) varicose disturbances of a plane jet.

(16.2)
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and

v

Uvaricose = 1 + tanh kb .

(16.3)

For very short wavelengths, the disturbances are effectively confined to the
immediate environment of the two dividing surfaces and the jet thickness is
irrelevant. In this case, kb » 1 and both Usinuous and Uvaricose approach Vj2. For
long wavelengths, however, the spread injet influence in the z-direction, which
is of order A, becomes much greater than the jet width. Equations (16.2) and
(16.3) show that in this limit, as kb -+ 0, Usinuous -+ 0 and Uvaricose -+ V. Details
of the behavior are shown in Fig. 16.2, where ujV is plotted as a function of
the Strouhal number kb.
The temporal growth coefficient derived by Rayleigh is more usefully
converted to a spatial one so that we follow the growth of the wave as it moves
along. The relevant growth relation is then exp( ± Jlx), which includes sinh(Jlx)
or cosh(Jlx), depending on the initial conditions. Rayleigh's results in this form
become
(16.4)
Jlsinuous = k(cothkb)1/2,

u/V

O~----~--------------------------------~

Jib

kb

Fig. 16.2. Propagation velocity u and growth parameter fl for disturbances on a plane
jet of thickness 2b and having a top-hat velocity profile with center velocity V.
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Jivaricose

= k(tanh kb)1/2,
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(16.5)

implying a zero growth rate in the limit of long wavelengths, and with fl.b
tending to kb, and thus to very large values, for very short wavelengths.
To go a further step toward physical reality, we must include the effects of
viscosity. The steady flow of a laminar jet in a fluid of nonzero viscosity has
been studied theoretically by Bickley (1937). The result for a jet issuing from
a slit of zero width at x = 0 has the form
V(x, z) = 0.4543···

G~y/3 sech

en

2

G)'

(16.6)

where the local semi thickness b is given by

b = 3.635···

Here, v is the kinematic viscosity (v ~ 1.5
flow integral
J

=

f:oo V

X

2

(16.7)

1/3 X 2/3 •

10- 5 m 2

dz,

S-l

for air) and J is the
(16.8)

which is just the total momentum flux in the jet, divided by the air density.
Clearly, from Eq. (16.6), the jet has a bell-shaped velocity profile that spreads
with distance according to Eq. (16.7).
We can use this velocity profile in an analysis similar to that of Rayleigh
to refine the predictions, without introducing any of the other effects of
viscosity, such as the spreading of the jet. This was done by Savic (1941) who
deduced a disturbance speed of the form

u = 1.016··· (Jw) 1/3

(16.9)

for a sinuous jet, while Drazin and Howard (1966) produced the numerical
results shown in Fig. 16.3 for the same situation. Over most of the range, the
wave velocity u behaves rather like Eq. (16.9) and is indeed qualitatively
similar to the Rayleigh result. The growth parameter fl., however, behaves very
differently, going through a maximum for kb ~ 0.6 and becoming negative for
kb > 2.0. This more realistic analysis thus removes the catastrophic instability
at high frequencies exhibited by a top-hat velocity profile and introduces a
preferred wavelength A. ~ lOb, near which instability growth of the sinuous
type is most rapid.
The expansion of the jet as it travels in the x-direction can be included in
the treatment by simply regarding b and V, and hence u and JI., as local
variables. Growth will not now be simply exponential along the jet but rather
it will be concentrated along that part of the jet for which A. '" lOb, or
equivalently wb/u '" 0.6. Further along the jet, we will reach a condition for
which kb > 2, and disturbance will die away with further propagation.
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Fig. 16.3. Propagation speed u and growth parameter J1 for sinuous disturbances on a
jet with a bell-shaped velocity profile of half-width b and center velocity V.

While this simple analysis contains many elements of the real behavior of
disturbed jets, it overlooks the fact that the model applies only where the
disturbance amplitude is small compared both to its wavelength and to the
width of the jet. However, for a jet of width 2 mm, the peak value of J,f, is about
800 m -1, so that the amplitude increases by a factor eO. 8 or about 2.2 for every
millimeter of travel. Even a small disturbance may therefore easily violate this
condition. When this happens, the deflection peaks break up to give an
alternating street of counter-rotating vortices, as shown in Fig. 16.4. The
relevance of this behavior to the acoustics of flutes is small, for reasons that
we will see later, but the phenomenon can certainly be observed.
Finally, we must note that not all air jets used to excite musical instruments
are laminar, and indeed many of them may be fully turbulent. The velocity
profile of a turbulent jet is still bell-shaped, but not exactly the same as the
V(x, 0) sech2(z/b) form shown by a laminar jet. However, this is still a good
approximation. The half-width b of the jet turns out to be proportional to the
distance x and the central velocity V = V(x,O) varies as x- 1/2 , as would be
expected from conservation of the flow integral J of Eq. (16.8).
The theory of turbulent jets is not well enough developed to allow a
prediction of wave velocity and growth rate, though we might reasonably
expect the behavior to be similar to that for a laminar jet with the ordinary
viscosity replaced by a scale-dependent eddy viscosity (Fletcher and Thwaites,
1979). Measurements by Thwaites and Fletcher (1980, 1982) show that this
expectation is, in the main, fulfilled. Their results show that u/V has a nearly
constant value of about 0.5 over a frequency range of a factor 100, with some
suggestion of a slight rise to about 0.6 at the highest frequencies measured.
The growth parameter J,f" in the combination J,f,b, shows a peak value J,f,b ~ 0.5
for kb ~ 0.5 and drops to zero for kb > 2 in very much the same way as

16.2. Disturbance of an Air Jet
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Fig. 16.4. Vortex street on a laminar jet emerging from a slit into an acoustic flow field
normal to the center plane of the jet.
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Fig. 16.5. Evolution of the velocity profile of a plane jet emerging from a slit.

illustrated in Fig. 16.3, provided the wave amplitude is less than about 0.1b.
For wave amplitudes about equal to b, the peak value of Jib is about 0.25 near
kb ~ 0.2, and Jib falls to zero rather below kb = 1.
A real jet emerging from a flue slit shares some of the properties of all the
jets we have discussed. Its initial velocity profile is top-hat shaped but tends
toward a bell shape as vorticity diffuses in from its edges. It also gradually
develops turbulence, so that its evolution in space is rather as shown in Fig.
16.5. The total behavior is therefore complex and depends on jet length.

16.2. Disturbance of an Air Jet
All we have written so far concerns the growth of a sinusoidal disturbance
once it has been impressed upon a jet. We now look at the way in which the
disturbance can be initiated by an acoustic field. The first point to note is that
we will be concerned with a jet in a standing wave field near an acoustic
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resonator, rather than in a free field. It is therefore useful to separate out the
effects of acoustic pressure and acoustic flow. The former is a scalar quantity
and can affect the jet only in the sense of inducing varicose modes. The acoustic
flow, however, is a vector and so will induce sinuous modes, unless the flow is
parallel to the jet, in which case varicose modes can be produced. In nearly
all musical instruments, though not in some aperture whistles, the resonator
lies on one side of the jet and it is the acoustic flow and its related sinuous
modes with which we are concerned (Brown, 1935, 1937; Chanaud, 1970).
An acoustic flow field normal to an unconstrained jet has very little effect
upon it but simply moves the whole jet back and forth. What is required to
initiate a disturbance on the jet is some sort of shearing motion, and this is best
produced by having the jet enter the flow field through a fixed slit located, let
us say, at x = 0. If v exp(jwt) is the acoustic flow velocity in the z-direction at
frequency w, which we suppose to be uniform over the whole plane of the jet,
then the acoustic displacement of the jet by the flow can be written
hi

=

-j(~)expjwt.

(16.10)

This, as we have remarked, has no other effect. At the point x = 0, however,
the jet is constrained to remain still by virtue of the presence of the slit. This
is equivalent to imposing on it, at the point x = 0, a disturbance - hl' which
will then propagate with velocity u and grow as exp(,ux). The total displacement of the jet at a point x will therefore be
h(x) =

-j(~){expjwt - exp,uxexp~w(t -~) ]}.

(16.11)

It might perhaps be more accurate to replace exp,ux by cosh,ux since the jet
flow cannot change direction instantaneously on leaving the slit, but neither
expression is exactly correct. The form of the jet displacement for the simple
case in which u and ,u are constant along the jet is shown in Fig. 16.6. The form
of the curve is fairly flat for x < 1/,u, but to the right of this point the second
term in Eq. (16.11) dominates, and we have an exponentially growing wave
moving to the right with a velocity u that is about half the jet velocity V. In a
real jet, we allow that u and,u in Eq. (16.11) are generally functions of x once
the jet begins to spread, but the only real effect of this is to reduce both the

~
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Fig. 16.6. A growing sinuous wave on a plane jet emerging from a slit.
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wavelength of the disturbance and its growth rate as it propagates along the
jet.
The behavior of jets, as described by Eq. (16.11), has been studied experimentally by Coltman (1986(a), 1968(b), 1976, 1981) and by Fletcher and
Thwaites (1979, 1983; also, Thwaites and Fletcher, 1980, 1982). The results
confirm the general correctness of the theory. In the downstream region, more
than about one wavelength from the flue slit, the second term is dominant
and the growing wave propagates with a phase velocity u, which is about half
the jet velocity V. Near the flue, however, both terms must be included and
their partial cancellation leads to an apparent increase in the phase velocity
of the wave.
Once the disturbance amplitude becomes significantly greater than the
local jet width, other nonlinear effects intervene and, as we remarked in
relation to Fig. 16.4, the wave breaks up into a vortex street. In real musical
instruments, the edge with which the jet interacts is generally placed at a sufficiently small distance from the slit that this breakup has not yet occurred, so
that the simple wave picture is adequate. No great complication in concept is
introduced, however, if there are incipient vortices.

16.3. Jet-Resonator Interaction
The essence of the interaction between an air jet and a resonator, as in musical
instruments of the flute family, is as shown in Fig. 16.7. The jet emerges as a
more-or-Iess plane sheet from a flue slit, or from the player's lips, crosses an
opening in the resonator, and strikes against its more-or-Iess sharp edge
(or lip) on the far side. The nature of the resonator varies from one instrument
to another; it could be a simple Helmholtz cavity with a single major resonance
or an open or closed pipe with a nearly harmonic resonance series.
Even before we consider the interaction between jet and resonator in detail,
we can make a few general points. The most important is that, since the
deflection of the jet is the acoustic driving mechanism and since this is driven
by the acoustic flow out of the mouth of the resonator, the system will work

=====I-_ -_-_-_-..c.../_ __

1'---------_
(a)

(b)

Fig. 16.7. Typical jet geometries when the jet is defined by (a) a mechanical windway
and (b) the player's lips.
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best when this flow is a maximum and therefore at an acoustic admittance
maximum. This is in contrast to the pressure-driven reed generators discussed
in the previous two chapters, which operate at an impedance maximum of the
resonator.
The other point we should note is that there is a phase shift along the jet
caused by the finite wave propagation speed. For a typical blowing pressure
Po of 1 kPa (10 cm water gauge), the initial jet speed V is given by
V --

~ppo,
..Jp

(16.12)

where p is the density of air, and turns out to be about 40 m S-l. The distance
from the flue slit to the far edge of the hole in the resonator is typically 1 cm,
so that, since the wave speed u is about V/2, the delay time is about half a
millisecond. Allowing for jet spreading, the delay may be even longer, so that
it is comparable with the period of a resonator oscillation. Clearly, this will
be important to the mechanism of excitation.
If we consider just a single mode of frequency w in the resonator, this will
induce a wave of the same frequency on the jet. The displacement associated
with the wave is amplified as it propagates along the jet with the result that
the jet tip flips in and out of the resonator at its sharp edge and injects a volume
flow at the resonator frequency. It is clear that this process can lead to a sustained oscillation if the phase relations are right, so we now investigate the
matter in two stages. First, we look at the behavior of a resonator driven by
an oscillating jet, and then we connect the phase and amplitude relations for
the whole system.
Several people have studied in detail the way in which a pulsating jet can
drive a pipe, chief among the pioneers being Cremer and Ising (1967/1968) and
Coltman (1968a, 1968b). Basically, there are two ways in which the drive can
be communicated from the jet to the pipe. Either the jet is brought to rest by
mixing and thereby generates an acoustic pressure that acts on the flow inside
the resonator lip, or else the jet essentially contributes a volume flow that acts
on the acoustic pressure inside the resonator lip, which is not zero because of
the end correction. Actually, both these driving mechanisms contribute, as
shown later by Elder (1973) and by Fletcher (1976a). A further discussion has
been given by Yoshikawa and Saneyoshi (1980).
To see what happens, let us adopt the simplifications shown in Fig. 16.8. A
jet of air of steady velocity V meets the edge of the resonator so that a fraction
of cross section Sj enters the resonator. This blends with an acoustic flow of
average velocity Vm into the mouth area Sm of the resonator and, after a small
mixing length .!lx, becomes an acoustic flow velocity vp into the main pipe of
the resonator, the area of which is Sp. It is best for us to define Sm to be the
part of the mouth not inside the jet, so that in our simple figure
(16.13)
If we consider the momentum balance of the small parcel of air between the
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Fig. 16.8. Definition of geometrical parameters for a jet-driven pipe.

two planes M and P then, after a little algebra and using Eqs. (16.12) and
(16.13), we find
(16.14)
where p is the air density, Pp and Pm are the pressures, assumed uniform, across
planes P and M, respectively, and
AlP

=

Sj
Sp

(16.15)

The acoustic flows Urn = Smvm and Up = Spvp can be related to the pressures
Pm and Pp through equations of the form
(16.16)
and
(16.17)
where Zm and Z~ are impedances at frequency w looking out from the volume
between planes M and P. If we substitute these equations into Eq. (16.14) and
assume that the jet oscillates with frequency w so that Ajp in Eq. (16.15) has
this same frequency variation, then we find that the pipe flow Up = Spvp can
be divided into three parts:
(16.18)
where
(16.19)
and

pV2 )
Un = ( Zp + Zm A jp ,

(16.20)

both at frequency w, and UIII is a small nonlinear term at frequency 2w that
we can neglect. The term in ~x in Eq. (16.14) has been used to convert the pipe
impedance Z~ on the plane P to a new value Zp evaluated at plane M.
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It is clear that UI is the pipe flow produced by the jet flow Sp V acting inside
the mouth impedance Zm, while Un is the effect produced by the dynamic jet
pressure p V 2 • Both of these terms, and hence Up itself, are at a maximum when
the series impedance Zp + Zm is at a minimum, and this is just the resonance
condition for the pipe loaded by its mouth impedance Zm.
If the frequency is not too high, then Zm can be related to the end correction
!J..L at the open mouth by

(16.21)

so that using Eq. (16.15) we can write Eqs. (16.18)-(16.20) in the form
Up =

(pV

+ jpw!J..L)VSj
SZ
p

s

'

(16.22)

where VSj is the jet flow into the pipe at frequency wand Zs is the series
impedance,
(16.23)
also at frequency w. From Eq. (16.22), it is clear that the two drive mechanisms,
associated with the two terms in brackets, contribute driving forces that differ
by 90 in phase as well as behaving differently with jet velocity and frequency.
This treatment, due in the first place to Elder (1973), building on earlier
work, makes assumptions about mixing behavior between planes M and P
and about flow across those planes that are not fully justified, so Eq. (16.22)
is therefore only a first approximation to the detailed drive behavior, but it
contains most of the essential physics and is an adequate approximation
for our present purposes. In most practical situations, w!J..L > V, so that the
volume-flow mechanism dominates, but we cannot really neglect the pressuredrive term.
0

16.4. The Regenerative Excitation Mechanism
We can now put this whole analysis together into a model describing the
behavior of a resonator driven by an air jet. To do this, it is most convenient
to separate the generator part of the system from the resonator by a plane,
such as P or M in Fig. 16.8, and work out the effective acoustic admittance of
the generator as we did in the case of a vibrating reed. Our analysis will
necessarily lack something in rigor, in the interests of removing nonessential
complication, but it still gives a good insight into the actual behavior.
Assume, then, that the jet is short enough that it does not break up into
vortices before it reaches the lip, and that the mixing of the jet with the
resonator flow is so rapid that the pressure Pp and flow Up are both uniform
over the plane P in Fig. 16.8. Then, assume further that the mixing length !J..x
is very small, so that, from the momentum balance equation, Eq. (16.14), and
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M

I

P

Fig. 16.9. Equivalent network defining the mouth admittance Ym and jet admittance Yj
connected to the pipe admittance Yp.

the definition Eq. (16.15), we have in the limit L1x --+ 0
'" PV s.J _ pVu.J
Pp- Pm"'-S---S-'
2

p

(16.24)

p

where Pm is the pressure on the plane M, assumed uniform outside the jet, Sj
is the sinusoidally varying area of the jet flowing into the resonator at its lip,
and Uj is the magnitude of this flow.
Now, as shown in Fig. 16.9, we conceptually divide the generator admittance Yg into two parts Ym and lj, referring to the mouth and jet respectively,
but noting, as shown by the coupling line, that the mouth flow controls the
jet flow as we have already discussed.
The acoustic flow out through the mouth of the resonator is
PmSp
Um = vmSm = PmYm ~ jwpL1L'

(16.25)

where L1L is the end correction at the mouth and we have neglected the
dissipative part of Ym •
Now, since Vm is the same as v in Eq. (16.11), we can use that expression to
give the outward displacement h(l) of the jet where it meets the lip at a
distance 1from the flue slit. Neglecting the first term in Eq. (16.11) and omitting
the implicit time variation expjwt, we have
h(l)

~ j (~ ) exp}11 exp (

_j:l) ,

(16.26)

where u ~ V/2. If we assume a top-hat velocity profile for the jet and further
assume that h(/) is small compared with the jet width, then the oscillating part
of the jet flow into the resonator is
Uj

= - VWh(l),

(16.27)

where W is the width of the jet in its planar transverse direction.
If we use Eqs. (16.25) and (16.26), then we can write Eq. (16.27) as
Uj =

VWG (Sp)
pw 2 L1L Sm Pm'

(16.28)
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where we have simplified matters by writing
G = exp

jWl) .
111 exp (--;;

(16.29)

Now, the total flow out of the resonator across the plane P is

1

U= Urn - U= Pm Gp:~L + P:~:L (::)
j

(16.30)

but, from Eqs. (16.24) and (16.28), Pp can be written
Pp = Pm(1 -

;::~J,

(16.31)

so that the total generator admittance as seen from plane P is

Yg = Ujpp

~ jP:~L + P:~:L (::) [1 + jW:L}

(16.32)

where we have assumed that the second term within the parentheses in
Eq. (16.31) is small and have neglected still smaller terms. If we write
(16.33)
thus defining the parallel combination in Fig. 16.9, then Ym is just the first term
in Eq. (16.32), and the jet admittance lj has the value

lj

~ P;:L (::)[1 + jW:L] exp 111exp(_j:l).

(16.34)

The term in square brackets, representing the flows I and II of Eq. (16.18), is
never much different from unity in magnitude, but it has a phase - rjJ, where
rjJ

V )
= tan -1 ( wAL'

(16.35)

so we can write
(16.36)
where rjJ is generally small.
There is obviously a problem with this expression in the low-frequency limit
as W --+ O. This arises because we have not defined a thickness for the jet, so
that its flow into the pipe becomes infinitely large. We have also neglected the
first term in Eq. (16.11), which is not justified in this limit since, by Eq. (16.4),
--+ 0 also. Rectification of these omissions makes lj finite at all frequencies,
but the resulting expression is complicated and amplitude dependent. We
therefore restrict ourselves, in what follows, to frequencies comparable with,
or greater than, the frequency of the pipe fundamental.
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We can immediately see that Yj is a negative real quantity when wl/u =
fjJ, and there is very nearly a half-wavelength of the disturbance On the jet,
an experimental fact that seems to have been first pointed out by Coltman
(1968a). Under these conditions, the resonator will sound at a frequency
determined by the condition Im(Ym + Yp) = 0, which is the same as the condition Zs = 0 implied in Eqs. (16.22) and (16.23). If the resonator is a pipe of
length L with open-end correction AL', it will thus sound at a frequency
appropriate to a doubly open pipe of acoustical length L + AL' + AL.
The form of the jet admittance Yj as a function of frequency for a given
blowing pressure, and hence fixed Vandu, is a spiral as shown in Fig. 16.10(a).
For zero frequency, the operating point On the spiral extrapolates to a phase
- fjJ and rotates steadily clockwise around the spiral as the frequency is raised.
This has interesting consequences, for the jet can act as a negative resistance
generator whenever the operating point is in the left half of the plane. If w* is
the frequency of the first crossing of the negative real axis and fjJ is small, then
these generating ranges are approximately 1w* to 1w*, ~w* to ~w*, etc.,
with nongenerating or dissipative frequency ranges in between.
Another way of looking at the behavior is to keep the frequency fixed and
vary the blowing pressure Po, which is related to V and u by
11: -

(16.37)
Again, this gives a spiral, as shown in Fig. 16.10(b), and there are several
pressure ranges over which the jet acts as a generator at a given frequency.
The operating point rotates anticlockwise increasingly slowly as Po is raised
and extrapolates to the real axis at infinite blowing pressure, though the actual
ImY
ImY

w*
~r------------H~~--.-------ReY

---r----T--f------,L------ReY

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16.10. General form of (a) jet admittance ¥jew) for a fixed blowing pressure as a
function offrequency wand (b) jet admittance ¥j(po) as a function of blowing pressure
Po for a fixed frequency w.
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high-pressure behavior may be different since the approximations used in
deriving Eq. (16.34) are then no longer valid.
The form of the jet admittance curve has been examined experimentally by
Cremer and Ising (1967/1968) and, more extensively, by Coltman (1968a,
1968b, 1976, 1981). Coltman's results are not directly interpretable in terms of
our treatment because he used a model for his analysis that treated the mouth
and jet as two impedances in series rather than two admittances in parallel,
but he did find the expected spiral behavior. Measurements confirming our
theory more directly were carried out by Fletcher and Thwaites (1979, 1983;
Thwaites and Fletcher, 1980, 1982) using an active impedance tube technique.
The agreement with theory is moderately good at low blowing pressures and
reasonably high frequencies, but deteriorates somewhat at low frequencies and
high blowing pressures, a result that is not altogether unexpected in view of
the approximations in the theory.
It is interesting and important to note the effect of blowing pressure on
sounding frequency in the linear approximation. Suppose we have a cylindrical
pipe of length L, then its admittance has the form
Yp =

-j(:l)cotkL,

(16.38)

as shown in Fig. 16.11, if we neglect the real part. Similarly, the mouth
admittance is
jSp

(16.39)

Ym = - pw!l.L'

and the stability condition for the system is

lj + Ym + Y., = 0.

(16.40)

Now, ifthe blowing pressure Po is adjusted so that lj is real and negative-the
ideal situation-then, since 1m Ym < 0, we must have 1m Yp > 0, giving a
BI

A

c
w

Fig. 16.11. Admittance of an open pipe as a function of frequency.
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Jet veloci ty

Fig. 16.12. Sounding frequencies of the modes of a low-Q organ pipe as a function of
jet velocity (Coltman, 1976).

situation such as that at point A in Fig. 16.11. If the blowing pressure is
increased, then, from Fig. 16. 10 (b), 1m Y; becomes negative and the operating
point must move to B in Fig. 16.11, giving a small increase in sounding
frequency. The extent of the frequency increase necessary to achieve balance
is limited because of the increasing steepness of the Yp(w) curve. For a lower
blowing pressure, conversely, the frequency will fall to C, and the extent ofthe
frequency shift may be considerable because of the shape of the curve. This is
illustrated in Fig. 16.12.
Before leaving this section on the linear theory of jet excitation, we must
make brief mention of edge tones and vortices, if only because of the prominent
place that they held in the jet excitation literature prior to about 1970.
Edge tones are produced when a jet impinges more or less directly on a
sharp edge that is physically remote from any acoustic resonant structure
(Brown, 1937; Powell, 1961; Coltman, 1976). The edge divides the jet, and the
resultant flow is unstable because any fluctuation of the jet to one side of the
edge or the other changes the flow pattern in the environment and this feeds
back to excite the jet as it leaves the flue, as we have already seen. Phase
relations for reinforcement of this instability appear to involve a phase delay
on the jet that differs by n/2 between the edge-tone and organ-pipe cases
because of the acoustic effect of the resonator, but the matter is not yet
completely clear (Coltman, 1976). It is thus appropriate to state that the
mechanism of edge-tone production is very similar to that for the jet drive of
a resonator, but there is not an identifiable edge-tone component in the
normal mechanism for the sounding of such a resonator.
Experimental studies show that vortices are very often produced both
inside and outside the lip of a resonator driven by an air jet (Brown, 1935,
1937; Cremer and Ising, 1967/1968; Coltman 1968(a)). The significant vortices
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are probably those shed from the sharp edge of the lip inside the pipe, and the
dynamics of their interaction with the acoustic flow is difficult to understand
(Howe, 1975). The fact that vortex lines are not included in the ordinary
acoustic flow equations emphasizes this difficulty. The role they may have in
sound production for large jet amplitudes thus remains uncertain, and a
complete jet-drive theory remains to be worked out.

16.5. Jet Drive Nonlinearity
In the analysis of jet excitation given in Section 16.4, we have already neglected
certain nonlinear terms, such as UIII in Eq. (16.18), on the basis that their
contribution to total system nonlinearity is small. We now consider the major
cause of nonlinearity, which arises from the shape of the velocity profile of
the jet.
We have already seen, for example in Eq. (16.6), that the velocity profile of
a jet tends toward a smooth bell-shaped form that is well described by
V(z) = Vo sech 2

(~).

(16.41)

where Vo and b are local parameters that vary along the jet. If we take Vo and
b to be the values appropriate to the x-coordinate of the resonator lip and
suppose that this lip is offset by a distance ho from the undisturbed center
plane of the jet, then the flow into the resonator when the jet tip is displaced
by an amount h is
Uj = W

f

h

O

-00

(z - h)

{(hT- h) + 1}.

Vosech2 -b- dz = WbVo tanh

(16.42)

The form of this curve is shown in Fig. 16.13. The flow curve for a jet with a
top-hat velocity profile is actually quite similar, as shown by the dotted curve
in Fig. 16.13, but it has sharp changes of slope.

--~--

....

Fig. 16.13. Flow Uj of ajet with deflection h into the mouth of a pipe. The steady-state
offset is ho. The broken curve shows the flow for a jet with a top-hat velocity profile.
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-20

Lip offset ho/b

Fig. 16.14. Relative levels of the first three harmonics of an organ pipe as a function of
the offset ho of the jet (Fletcher and Douglas, 1980).

For the simplest case of excitation, the coordinate h varies sinusoidally:
h

= acosmt,

(16.43)

and we can perform a Fourier transform of Uj from its explicit form Eq. (16.42),
to determine the harmonic content of the flow (Fletcher and Douglas, 1980).
If a < b, then the amplitude of the nth harmonic varies as (a/bt and there
is also a marked dependence on the lip offset ho/b, as shown in Fig. 16.l4.
If ho = 0, so that the jet strikes the lip symmetrically, then no even harmonic components are generated. Conversely, for ho :::::: 1.1b, there is almost
no third harmonic but the first and second harmonics are strong. (Fletcher
and Douglas, 1980; Nolle, 1983). If the amplitude a of the excitation exceeds
b, then the maximum amplitudes of all harmonics in the flow are comparable,
but the relative behavior of various harmonics with lip offset ho is still very
similar to that shown in Fig. 16.l4.
Clearly, this mechanism can lead to considerable harmonic development
in the tone emitted by a resonator, particularly if it has higher resonances at
frequencies that are nearly integral multiples of the frequency of the fundamental. This occurs for several simple pipe shapes, as we have already seen,
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and indeed the mechanism discussed then largely accounts for their radiated
spectra (Fletcher and Douglas, 1980).
Another aspect of the nonlinearity shown by Eq. (16.42) or Fig. 16.13 is the
saturation in the jet flow Vj for a large amplitude of the jet wave. There is thus
an upper limit to the acoustic power input or, equivalently, a progressive fall
to zero of the negative conductance of the jet-excited generator. This limit
depends on the product Wb Vo, but Vo is limited by the phase requirements for
excitation of a given resonance and can be increased, within limits, only if the
jet length I is increased. We shall return to this point later when we consider
some individual instruments.
There are two other points about the nonlinearity of the jet drive that
require comment. The first is that the flow VII of V j , given by Eq. (16.20) and
appearing in Eqs. (16.22) and (16.36) clearly involves harmonic components
very similar to those associated with VI since the profiles V(z) and V(Z)2 are
qualitatively very similar. This term is, however, generally small compared
with VI and alters the behavior very little.
Second, and rather more importantly, the presence of any upper harmonics
in the pipe flow will be reflected in propagating waves of appropriate frequency
on the jet and consequently in further drive terms. The effect of this interaction
is relatively small unless the jet length and velocity are such that it acts as a
generator at the harmonic frequency. When this happens, there will be competition between the two modes and the possibility of a transition to the higher
mode (Fletcher, 1974).
The relative level of upper harmonics in the sound is greatly influenced by
the frequency alignment and Q-values of the upper pipe resonances. Good
alignment is favored, in simple cylindrical pipes, by a small ratio of pipe radius
to length. In pipes or resonators of more complex geometry, particular harmonics or groups of harmonics may be particularly reinforced by resonances
of the air column. We will discuss this again in relation to certain types of
organ pipes.

16.6. Transients and Mode Transitions
The formal theory of transient behavior is easy to write down in terms of the
formalism of Chapter 5, each resonator mode obeying an equation of the form
(16.44)
where the function g gives essentially the jet flow into the pipe for an acoustic
flow xn in the pipe mouth. The form of g clearly must depend on the blowing
pressure Po and must involve a different phase delay for each mode X n • There
will, dominantly, be a tendency for harmonic generation by the mechanism
discussed in the previous section, but in any case the jet nonlinearity will tend
to lock the modes together as discussed in Chapter 5.
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The nature of the attack transient in the acoustic output of a jet-driven pipe
depends on the form of the buildup of pressure in the mouth cavity below the
flue. This may be either gradual, abrupt, or even plosive (with an overshoot
on the pressure), depending on the way in which the blowing is accomplished.
For mechanical systems, such as organ pipes, this depends on the key-valve
mechanism, as we shall discuss in Chapter 17, while for mouth-blown instruments, it depends on the tonguing technique used by the player.
Figure 16.15 shows the calculated behavior of the first few modes of a simple
organ pipe under these three types of pressure onset (Fletcher, 1976b). In each
case, it takes something like 30 periods of the fundamental before the pipe
settles into steady speech, though the abrupt application of pressure with no
overshoot clearly gives the briefest transient. For the pipe calculated, with a
fundamental of about 150 Hz, the transient duration is 0.2 to 0.3 s, in good
agreement with experience.
If we look at the possibility of exciting the various modes of a simple open
pipe as the blowing pressure is raised, we find pressure regimes for each nearly
harmonic mode, as discussed in Section 16.4 and shown in Fig. 16.16. The
allowable range is in each case a little less than shown in the figure because of
losses in the pipe, but it is clear that there is a good deal of overlap, particularly
in the higher modes. Each mode sounds most efficiently near the point of
maximum negative conductance of the jet-the negative real axis crossing in
Fig. 16.10.
The calculated behavior of a typical flue pipe as the pressure is gradually
raised is shown in Fig. 16.17 (Fletcher, 1976c). The measured behavior of real
pipes is very similar. It should be noted that there is a certain amount of
hysteresis in the behavior-the pipe tends to remain in the mode in which it
is sounding as the pressure is changed, rather than making an early transition
to another mode. The low-pressure regions shown with broken lines correspond to excitation on the second loop of the spiral of Fig. 16.10 and are not
significant in normal playing.
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Fig. 16.16. Pressure ranges over which each of the first four modes of a typical
organ pipe or recorder can be made to sound. The points suggest preferred blowing
pressures.
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Fig. 16.17. Measured overblowing behavior of a simple organ pipe (Fletcher, 1976c).

Our earlier discussion shows that it is the phase shift along the jet that
determines the mode in which a pipe will sound-a longer jet can be balanced
by a greater blowing pressure. It is also clear, however, that changing jet length
has other effects. A long jet requires a high blowing pressure, and we can therefore have a large jet flow into the resonator and a consequently large acoustic
output. However, a long jet is necessarily broad when it reaches the lip, and
it is therefore relatively inefficient in generating high harmonics, so that the
tone is broad rather than keen. We will come to consider these adjustments
in more detail in connection with organ pipes in Chapter 17, but they apply
also to other jet-excited instruments.

16.7. Simple Flute-Type Instruments
Acoustically, the simplest type of flutelike instrument is the panpipes, one
example of which is shown in Fig. 16.l8. There is a single pipe resonator for
each note, made from bamboo cut so that its lower end is closed by a septum
in the plant stem. The adjustment of the pipe length is then accomplished by
pouring wax into the pipes.
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Fig. 16.18. Panpipes and shakuhachi.

The instrument, which generally produces a simple diatonic major scale
over a compass of about 1t to 2 octaves, is sounded by blowing across the top
of each pipe with the player's lower lip in contact with one edge of the pipe
opening. The pipes are scaled so that their cross sectional area is roughly proportional to length- long pipes are relatively narrower than short pipes- a
feature that we discuss again in Chapter 17 in relation to organ pipes.
An incidental effect of the scaling of pipe diameter is a consequent scaling
of jet length, which aids in the sounding of high notes. Since the jet length
is decreased by a factor of l/fi for an octave change in pitch because of
this ~ometric constraint, it is necessary to increase the jet speed by a factor
of ";2 or the blowing pressure by a factor of 2 to maintain the appropriate
phase relations. We shall see later that this is a common feature in playing
many flutelike instruments.
Since the pipe resonators are stopped at their lower ends, their resonance
frequencies follow approximately an odd-harmonic series so the second harmonic is very weak in the radiated sound, giving a characteristic hollow
quality. The blowing pressure can be varied and the lip used to partly block
the pipe opening, thus increasing the end correction and lowering the pitch of
the sound dramatically, giving a very flexible performance repertoire in the
hands of an expert player. Percussive breathy sounds can also be produced
by deliberately failing to satisfy the normal regeneration conditions.
The second simple instrument we should mention is the Japanese shakuhachi
[literally a reference to its length: 1 shaku is about a foot or 30 cm, hachi means
8, with the unit sun, about an inch, implied, so a "one-foot-eight", though both
longer and shorter instruments are made] also shown in Fig. 16.18. This is
made from the root end of a bamboo plant and constitutes a nearly cylindrical,
slightly curved, open tube. The mouth end has a bevel cut on one side that is
fashioned to a sharp edge, or may even have an agate wedge inserted. The
player blows across the open end but rather more into the instrument than
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for the panpipes. Since the tube is open, odd and even harmonics are comparably strong in the radiated sound.
The shakuhachi has just five finger holes, two for the fingers of each hand
and one for the left thumb, and is naturally adapted for the playing of
traditional Japanese pentatonic music. Lip and blowing variations, however,
along with the use offorked fingerings, allow most ofthe notes ofthe diatonic
scale to be produced. These forced notes add characteristic nuances to the
sound of shakuhachi music (Terada, 1906, 1907; Ando and Ohyagi, 1985;
Ando, 1986; Yoshikawa and Saneyoshi, 1980).

16.8. The Recorder
The next family of instruments to which we direct our attention is that in which
the air jet is defined by an extended slit or windway, the shape of the mouth
and lip are defined by the construction of the instrument, and the notes of the
scale are produced by opening finger holes. With the exception of the ocarina,
an instrument in which the resonator is a globular vessel that acts as a
single-mode Helmholtz resonator the frequency of which is raised as holes are
opened, the instruments of this family use a cylindrical or a slightly tapering
rather than flaring air column. Many whistle flutes of this type have flourished
at various times, including the flageolet and the still-common penny whistle,
but the only instruments to which we need give serious attention are those of
the recorder family, also referred to as the English flute, Blockfl6te, flute-a.-bec
or flauto dolce.
Recorders have a very long history, but they are conveniently divided into
renaissance recorders, reflecting the construction details up to the late 17th
century, and baroque recorders, incorporating the new design features introduced by the Hotteterre family and others at about that time. Renaissance
recorders have a nearly cylindrical bore and a simple outside form, while
instruments of the baroque style have a tapering conical bore, two or more
separately jointed sections, and decorative turning near the head and foot.
Many instruments, particularly of the baroque type, have survived in playable
condition and, as a result of the work of Dolmetsch and others, accurate
modern reproductions are now available (Hunt, 1972; Morgan, 1981). Relatively little has been published on the acoustics of the recorder (von Liipke,
1940; Herman, 1959; Bak, 1969/70; Lyons, 1981; Wogram and Meyer, 1984;
Martin, 1987).
Baroque recorders are made in a wide range of sizes, as shown in Fig.
16.19. The normal consort consists of soprano (descant), alto, tenor, and bass,
though above the soprano there is also a sopranino, only about 24 em in total
length, and below the bass a great bass about 130 cm long. The alto recorder
is the usual solo instrument, with a compass of about two and a half octaves
upward from F4. The sopranino lies an octave above this and the bass an
octave below. The alternate instruments lie a fourth below (or a fifth above)
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I
(a)

(b)

Fig. 16.19. Modern recorders based upon some of the best surviving Baroque instruments: (a) alto, and, to a different scale, (b) bass (Moeck).

these pitches, the range of the descant extending down to C s . The recorders
are not transposing instruments in the sense, for example, that clarinets are.
Rather, the alto, sopranino, and bass have a fingering system in which the
middle note (all left-hand finger holes closed) is a C, as on the bassoon, while
for the descant, tenor, and great bass, this fingering is a G as on the flute or
oboe. The actual finger-hole disposition is the same on all instruments however, consisting of three main finger holes for each hand, a thumb hole for the
left hand, and a little finger hole for the right hand. On some instruments, the
lowest two holes are doubled, while the largest instruments use simple keys to
bring the finger holes within reach. A generalized fingering chart is shown in
Fig. 16.20 (Hotteterre, 1707; Hunt, 1972). Note that the thumb hole serves
both as a normal hole and, when half open, as an octave vent.
Even though a tapered conical tube belongs to the Bessel horn family,
which we identified in Section 15.1 as being suitable for finger-hole instruments, a tapered incomplete cone excited at its wide end certainly does not
fulfill the conditions expected for a suitable bore profile, so its behavior
requires further discussion.
Equation (8.51) gives a general expression for the input impedance of an
incomplete cone that we can apply to the present case most simply by neglecting
the radiation load impedance ZL at the open end. With this simplification, the
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Fig. 16.20. Typical fingering chart for a Baroque recorder.

input impedance is, as in Eq. (8.53),
j pc
Zin

=

S; x

sin kL sin k01
sin k(L + ( 1 ) ,

(16.45)

where Sl is the cross section at the input, L is the bore length (including, if we
wish, the end correction at the open end), and 01 is related to the distance Xl
from the open end to the truncated apex of the cone by
(16.46)
An input impedance curve for a typical case in which Xl is equal to L is shown
in Fig. 16.21. Since k0 1 < nl2 by Eq. (16.46), it is clear from Eq. (16.45) that
the input impedance zeros, which are the operating resonances for a jet-driven
instrument, occur for frequencies
(16.47)
which are independent of the taper of the pipe and are the same as those of a
cylindrical pipe of the same length. The impedance maxima, however, occur
when sin k(L + ( 1 ) vanishes, and this raises the frequencies of the lower maxima
relative to those of a cylindrical pipe so that they lie closer to one of the
neighboring minima rather than midway between them.
We might speculate that one of the advantages this form of impedance
curve confers on a tapered instrument relative to a cylindrical one is an
increased pitch stability with blowing pressure, for the asymmetrical shape of
the lower resonances tends to reduce the drop of pitch as the blowing pressure
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2.5
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~

V

Fig. 16.21. Input impedance at the large end of an open, tapering, truncated conical
pipe, the truncated part being of the same length as the pipe itself.

is lowered, while a rising pitch at high blowing pressure is self-limiting, as we
saw earlier in this chapter. However this effect is very small.
A more important practical advantage may, however, have been a constructional one. The careful tuning of the best instruments requires adjustments in the diameter of the bore at various places along its length, and this
can be achieved for an initially cylindrical bore only by careful and difficult
handwork. When the bore is tapered, however, the necessary variations can
be built into the tapered reamer used to give the final finish to the bore, with
consequent ease of adjustment and reproducibility from one instrument to the
next.
The actual taper of the main bore in a typical baroque recorder gives a
conical semiangle between 0.5 and 1 and the diameter of the bore at the foot
end is typically 0.5 to 0.7 times that at the head (Morgan, 1981). The head joint
itself, which makes up about one third of the total instrument length, is usually
very nearly cylindrical. This change of taper, which we shall discuss in more
detail in relation to transverse flutes, has the effect of flattening slightly the
lower resonances of the tube.
As we discussed in connection with Eq. (16.18), the resonance condition for
the whole instrument is not actually that its impedance be a minimum at the
point of entry of the jet, but rather that the impedance of the air column in
series with the impedance of the mouth window be a minimum. This mouth
impedance Zm is essentially an inertance jwM, which can be evaluated from
the mouth dimensions. If I);'L is the end correction at the mouth, then
0

kMS

tankt1L = - - ,
p

(16.48)
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where S is the bore cross section at the mouth. From Eq. (16.48), since
k AL « nl2 in general,
A
MS
(16.49)
ilL = --,
p
but AL decreases slightly with increasing frequency. For an alto recorder, AL
is typically about 40 mm in the low frequency limit and decreases to about 30
mm at the top of the range of the instrument.
This variation of AL together with the effect of the cylindrical form of the
head joint tends to stretch the intonation of the whole instrument so that high
note resonances are sharp and low note resonances flat. Such a stretching of
the passive resonance behavior was measured by Lyons (1981) in a careful
study of a modern copy of a high-quality Bressan instrument. In actual
playing, however, as we discuss presently, it is normal to blow the relatively
weakly radiating low notes as strongly as possible, thus raising their pitch, and
to do the opposite for strong high notes in order to equalize the sound of the
instrument over its compass. This reduces the stretching of the scale from a
passive range of - 30 cents on low notes and + 30 cents on high notes to a
range more like -10 to + 10 cents, though individual notes may deviate more
than this. It is possible that the residual scale stretching is in fact a preferred
result since it accords with the stretched octaves generally preferred in music,
as determined on average subjects in pitch estimation experiments (Sundberg
and Lindqvist, 1973).
The radiated spectrum of a recorder depends on details of its construction
and upon the blowing pressure, but generally the fundamental is dominant
and the levels of the upper partials are low (Martin, 1987). In some instruments, the third harmonic has greater intensity than the second. This can be
understood in terms of our discussion, in Section 16.5, of the offset of the
dividing edge or upper lip from the center plane of the jet, though the maker
generally uses this variable to ensure prompt attack and an adequately flexible
blowing pressure range, rather than for tonal control. There does not seem to
be any reason to associate the prominence of the third harmonic with the
tapering conical bore, as some writers have done (Herman, 1959).
Performance technique on the recorder involves many subtleties, but the
basic variable accessible to the player is blowing pressure. We have already
seen that for a fixed windway and lip configuration there is just one blowing
pressure that will make the jet present a pure negative conductance, with no
reactive component, to the pipe resonator. Since the jet length is fixed and the
velocity of the jet varies as the square root of the blowing pressure, this optimal
pressure varies as the square of the frequency of the note being played and so
increases by a factor of 4 when an octave leap is made. However, this is not
what a competent player does. Each note has a considerable range of blowing
pressure over which it will sound satisfactorily, as we showed in Fig. 16.16,
and, in order to equalize sound output, a skilled player uses a high blowing
pressure for low notes and a rather low blowing pressure for high notes, as
shown in detail in Fig. 16.22. The general practice is to use a blowing pressure
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Fig. 16.22. The range of possible blowing pressures Po for each note on a typical alto
recorder and the normal pressure used by a competent player (Martin, 1987).

roughly proportional to frequency, and thus increasing by a factor 2 for an
octave jump, but deviations from this rule are necessary to keep the notes in
tune and to allow for the sounding characteristics of the individual instrument
(Martin, 1987).
The onset of each note can also be controlled by tonguing to interrupt the
air supply so that the attack is plosive, abrupt, or gradual, giving characteristic
audible effects. Legato playing, in which the pipe resonance is varied by
altering the fingering while making an appropriate small change in blowing
pressure, is also possible. It is difficult to play large leaps in a legato fashion
because of the hysteresis associated with the overlapping pressure ranges for
sounding of different notes.

16.9. The Flute
These days, when we speak of the flute we generally mean the transverse flute,
German flute, or Querflote. It, too, is an instrument of great antiquity and
many forms, but consists of a more or less cylindrical pipe, stopped at one end,
with a blowing hole near the stopped end and finger holes along its length. Its
history is discussed in detail by Rockstro (1890), Baines (1967) and Bate (1975).
Before baroque times, flutes were generally cylindrical, but this form was
revised in the late seventeenth century, at the same time that the Renaissance
recorder developed to its baroque counterpart. The Baroque flute, like the
recorder, had a slightly tapered conical main bore and was divided into two
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or more sections, the head being nearly cylindrical. It had six main finger holes,
an extra hole for the right-hand little finger, and no thumb hole.
Unlike the recorder, the flute continued to develop into the eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries along lines similar to those followed by the oboe,
and it progressively acquired keys between and below the six normal finger
holes to allow the accurate and even playing of chromatic semitones. The
classical flute produced a natural D major scale from its six finger holes
without the use of forked fingerings, and five keys were provided for the notes
D~, Fq, G~, BD, and Cq. Some flutes had two keys for low C~ and Cq below
the normal compass.
In the mid-nineteenth century, various makers began to develop extended
key systems, but credit is generally given to Theobald Boehm for development
of a system of key rings and pads that allowed the holes to be large and
properly placed and did away with auxiliary keys. Boehm originally applied
his mechanism to an improved form of conical bore flute but, about 1847, he
completely redesigned the whole instrument and brought it to essentially its
present form (Boehm, 1871).
The modern flute, shown in Fig. 16.23, has a cylindrical bore about 19 mm
in diameter, except for the head joint, which contracts slightly to about 17 mm
toward the mouth or embouchure hole. It has 12 or 13 large holes and 3 small
ones, all covered by padded keys, and an elegant unified system of axles and
clutches that allows virtually any combination of holes to be closed without
moving the fingers from their standard positions. Details of the mechanism
are shown by Boehm (1871) and by Bate (1975). Most modern flutes are made
of metal, silver or gold in the more expensive models, but many fine instruments were made until about 1930 using a wooden body and silver keywork.
Boehm also developed an alto flute, a transposing instrument sounding a
fourth below the normal flute and now often used in jazz as well as classical
music. Its mechanism is identical with that of the standard flute except that
the position of the finger keys has been shifted to allow convenient handling.
Modern bass flutes, sounding an octave below the normal flute, are also made
but are used only rarely.
The piccolo is a small flute sounding an octave above the ordinary flute and
traditionally lacking the extension keys to C~ and Cq found on the foot joint

• • •
(a)

(b)

Fig. 16.23. (a) A modern flute. The design and key mechanism is very close to that
originally established by Boehm, and (b) a Baroque flute.
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of the standard flute. Piccolos are made with either cylindrical and conical
bores, and the body may be of metal, wood, or plastic material. Orchestral
players generally prefer conical-bored wooden piccolos, while band musicians
use cylindrical metal instruments because of their brighter tone.
The flute is the most logically designed of all the woodwinds, and, because
it is usually made of metal, good control and reproducibility can be achieved.
The tone hole spacings set out by Boehm on the basis of acoustic theory
supplemented by practical trials are still recognized as being close to correct,
though minor refinements were made by the nineteenth French maker Louis
Lot, who introduced the perforated keys now used on many of the best
professional flutes, and recently by Albert Cooper, who slightly revised the
tone hole positions to achieve an improved scale.
Most important to the tuning and tonal quality of a flute are the bore profile
of the head joint, the size of the cavity between the embouchure hole and the
stopped end, and the detailed shape of the embouchure hole (Benade and
French, 1965; Benade, 1976). Of these, the most significant is the cavity above
the embouchure hole, since gross mispositioning of the stopper cork defining
this cavity can easily mistune the two lower registers by as much as half a
semitone, relative to each other.
The physical situation is shown in Fig. 16.24 along with an analog network
representation. The embouchure impedance Ze is that of an inertance M, the
magnitude of which depends on the area Se and acoustic length ie of the
embouchure hole:
.
jpie w
(16.50)
Ze =]Mw = -S-,
e

where the shielding effect of the player's lips must be taken into account in
evaluating ie and Se. The impedance Zc is simply that of an acoustic compliance C, so that
1
pe 2
Z=-=c

jWC

(16.51)

jw V '

where V is the cavity volume. Now, if Zo is the characteristic impedance of the
flute tube,
(16.52)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16.24. (a) The tapered head joint of a modern flute showing the embouchure hole
and the cavity between the hole and the stopper. (b) An equivalent network showing
the cavity impedance Zc and the embouchure hole impedance Ze.
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Fig. 16.25. The dependence upon frequency of the end correction t..L, measured from
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where S is the tube cross-sectional area, then the impedance presented by the
embouchure hole and cavity in combination is equivalent to an end correction
I1L, where
(16.53)
or
I1L

C

= W tan

-1 [

Mw
]
Zo(l _ MC(2) .

(16.54)

The behavior of I1L depends critically upon the cavity volume V, as shown in
Fig. 16.25. It can be made to be nearly constant over the range 0 to 2 kHz if
the stopper is set about 17 mm from the center of the embouchure hole in a
normal head joint. The end correction I1L is then about 42 mm with the
player's lips in normal position. From the form of Eq. (16.54), however, it is
clear that the optimum stopper position depends on the geometry of the
embouchure hole and also upon the lip position used by the player.
The effect of the contraction of the bore of the head joint toward the
embouchure end can be calculated from the discussion of bore perturbations
set out in Chapter 8. From Eq. (8.67), if we measure x from the embouchure
hole, then the unperturbed pressure modes have the form

+ I1L),

(16.55)

= So + I1S(x).

(16.56)

Po = sin k(x

and the bore has the form
S(x)

The normalization integral N ofEq. (8.70) has the value LSo/2 if we integrate
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over the whole tube including fiL, and the frequency shift hw is given, after a
little algebra, as

-hw = -fiL'
- = -1
Wo

L

L

i

L

0

fiS(x)
--cos[2k(x
So

+ fiLl] dx,

(16.57)

where fiL' is the additional end correction due to the head-joint taper. Since
fiS(x) is appreciably negative near x = 0 and increases to zero in the length of
the head, hW/wo is negative at all frequencies but has its greatest negative value
at low frequencies, for which the cosine term is nearly unity over the whole
range of x where fiS is nonzero.
It is clear that, by adjusting the form of fiS(x), the bore profile in the head
joint, the flute maker can vary the relative positions of the mode frequencies
in a systematic way. Boehm stated that the head shape should be parabolic,
but measurements of flutes made by him show that his profiles were only
approximately of this form. Figure 16.26 shows tuning curves calculated by
Benade and French (1965) for several head shapes, and it is clear that the
differences, while not large, are certainly significant. Related curves can readily
be measured (Fletcher et aI., 1982). Contemporary flute makers place great
store by the tonal qualities of the particular profiles they use, the alignment
of resonances perhaps being more important to tone quality than to tuning,
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Fig. 16.26. Frequency corrections caused by head-joint tapering for three different
designs of a flute head joint: (a) Quantz; (b) Rudall Carte; (c) Boehm (Benade and
French, 1965).
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Fig. 16.27. The embouchure hole of a modern flute. The larger dimension of the hole
is 12 mm, and its sides are undercut at an angle of about 7°.

but the reasons for preferring one profile and the corresponding I1L'jL curve
to another are still obscure.
The final crucial component of the flute head joint is the embouchure hole
across which the air jet is directed. Early flutes of wood had a wall thickness
at the head joint of about 5 mm and almost any hole of reasonable size, for
example, 7 to 12 mm diameter, could function as an embouchure hole. For an
average player, a hole about 10 mm in diameter is best, a smaller one giving
a soft, constricted sound and a larger one being loud but less controlled. The
reasons for this difference can be understood in part from the change in jet
length and, consequently, in the blowing pressure required.
Later flutes often had an elliptical embouchure hole about 10 mm by
12 mm, but Boehm introduced a hole of nearly rectangular shape, as shown
in Fig. 16.27, that has since become standard on essentially all flutes, the
dimensions being quite closely 10 mm by 12 mm. In a metal flute, the wall
thickness is only about 0.3 mm and an embouchure hole simply cut into the
wall works rather inefficiently, particularly for low notes. The hole is therefore
built up using a metal chimney about 5 mm in height, on top of which is the
embouchure plate against which the player's lower lip rests. This arrangement
recreates the effective wall thickness of a wooden flute, while the use of a curved
metal embouchure plate allows subtle shape adjustments to give optimal lip
support. Boehm recommended that the walls of the embouchure hole should
not be straight, but rather undercut at an angle of about 7°, and this is done
also by most modern makers. There is, however, scope for much individual
hand finishing in this most critical and subtle part of the flute and slight
variations in matters such as embouchure plate curvature, edge sharpness, and
undercutting angle undoubtedly affect the finer aspects of the response of an
instrument.
Although the modern flute has been designed logically, and its key mechanism allows complete freedom in the size and placement of the tone holes, it
is not possible to produce a set of primary resonances that is exactly in tune
for all notes of the scale. Many flutes have less than perfect scales, being
somewhat flat at the bottom of each register and sharp at the top so that the
register-break semitone C~-D is too small (Coltman, 1966, 1968b). Modern
rescalings of key positions help to correct this problem, though indeed it is
well within the range of adjustment available to a competent player. Detailed
calculation of the acoustic effect of open and closed tone holes is in fact a very
complex business (Colt man, 1979; Strong et aI., 1985).
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16.10. Materials
Wooden flutes have generally been made from cocus wood or grenadilla, but
novelty flutes in the eighteenth century were often made of materials as diverse
as ivory, glass, or porcelain. In 1847, Boehm began making flutes from metal
and chose as ideal a hard silver alloy, 900/1000 fine in silver, similar to US
coin silver. (Sterling silver is 925/1000 fine.) Pure silver would, of course, be
far too soft to use. The flute tubing is hard drawn and seamless and about
0.3 mm in wall thickness. The tone hole chimneys are either spun from the
tube wall material or else separately cut and soldered on. The head joint is
generally made from the same tubing and drawn onto a steel mandrel to give
the precise shape desired. The other components of the flute are generally of
comparable quality. The keywork is forged from the same silver alloy, and the
springs returning the keys are, in the best flutes, made from 12 carat gold.
Of course, not all flutes use materials of this quality, and students' flutes
are generally made from nickel silver, a hard copper-nickel-zinc alloy, which
is then silver plated. At the other end of the price scale, some solo players have
flutes made entirely of gold (usually 14 carat for strength and hardness) or
even from platinum tubing with gold keys.
Certainly there are good mechanical reasons for making flutes from silver,
and even more from gold. These materials are excellent to work and polish,
and the great durability of the instrument makes their use a good investment.
To the players of these instruments, however, the main reason for using these
expensive materials is a perceived improvement in tone quality. A complication is, of course, that there is a certain amount of detailed hand finishing in
building a flute, and the best makers prefer, and can afford to use, the best
materials-gold because of its better working properties is superior to platinum
in this sense.
Our brief discussion in Section 15.11 made it clear that the walls of even a
metal flute are far too stiff to be excited into appreciable breathing modes by
the internal pressure wave, indeed our analysis suggested a vibration level
more than 50 dB below that of the air column. The fact that a flute is blown
from one side of the tube does allow the possibility of excitation of evanescent
higher modes in the head joint near the embouchure hole, however, and these
could excite small quadrupole modes (elliptical distortions) in the tube walls.
The level of these too, however, will also be extremely small and they do not
radiate well. In any case, a small difference in wall thickness would be much
more significant to vibration amplitude and resonances than any change in
wall material.
Experiments by Coltman (1971) tend to confirm the view that there is no
audible distinction between the sounds produced by simple flutes with tubes
made from materials as diverse as copper and cardboard, so that the most
likely source of any tonal differences between keyed flutes made from different
metals lies with simple differences in the geometry of the head joint and
embouchure hole.
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16.11. Directional Characteristics
The radiation characteristics of a flutelike instrument are more complicated
than those of reed-driven woodwinds. The reasons for this are that not only
do we have a row of phase-related sources at the finger holes and pipe foot as
we discussed in Section 15.5, but there is also an intense source associated with
the motion of the jet in the pipe mouth.
In the case of a simple organ pipe, or a flutelike instrument with all finger
holes closed, Eq. (16.13), with Fig. 16.8, predicts and experiments (Coltman,
1969; Franz et aI., 1969/1970) confirm that the pipe mouth and open end act
as acoustic sources of approximately equal intensity. These sources are in
phase for odd harmonics and 180 out of phase for even harmonics. We have
already discussed the radiation from such a doublet source in Section 7.2, and
it is clear that the radiation pattern is complex, with a minimum for odd
harmonics in a plane normal to the pipe length and through its midpoint. We
shall return to this in Section 17.7.
When some of the tone holes are open, then, since the standing wave pattern
has appreciable amplitude along the whole length of the instrument tube, particularly for high notes and the upper partials of low notes (Coltman, 1979;
Strong et aI., 1985), radiation from these holes will contribute significantly.
As we discussed in Section 7.3, a row of open tone hole sources, all with the
same phase, as we find in the low register of the instrument, concentrates the
radiation pattern to some extent away from the axis of the instrument. For
the second harmonic, there is some measure of the same effect with, superimposed upon it, a minimum in the normal plane, as we discussed previously.
For higher notes or higher harmonics of low notes, minima develop in other
directions as well (Meyer, 1978). Fortunately, in a performance situation,
reflections from surrounding objects and the diffuse reverberant field in the
listening room tend to average out these directional effects and a reasonably
distant listener hears a sound closely related to the total radiated power
spectrum.
0

16.12. Performance Technique
Details of the performance technique used by competent flute players have
been examined by Coltman (1966, 1968b) and by Fletcher (1975) and are found
to accord very well with what we might expect from our knowledge of the
physics of sound generation by air jets. The parameters at the disposal of the
player in a sustained note are the blowing pressure, the jet length, and the jet
cross section, or equivalently the size and shape ofthe lip opening. The extent
to which the player's lower lip covers the embouchure hole is also a parameter,
but it is closely related to the jet length. The jet direction in relation to the
edge of the embouchure hole can also be adjusted over a small range, but this
is a rather subtle variation compared with the others.
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Fig. 16.28. (a) Blowing pressure Po used by experienced flute players for notes of
different pitches. All measured pressures lay between the broken lines, and most were
within about 30% from a curve characteristic of the player and parallel to that drawn.
(b) Jet length 1 used by experienced flute players for notes of different pitches. All
measured values lie between the broken lines (Fletcher, 1975).

Blowing pressure is easy to measure, using a fine tube inserted in the
mouth and connected to an appropriate pressure gauge, such as, for example,
a simple U-tube containing water. It is found that players universally adjust
the blowing pressure Po when producing a note of nominal frequency f, so
that
(16.58)
Po ~ 0.8/,
where Po is in pascals (100 Pa = 1 cm water gauge) and / is in hertz. This
implies a blowing pressure ranging from 2 cm water gauge for C 4 up to 15 cm
for C 7 • While some individuals consistently adopt somewhat higher or somewhat lower pressures, these differ by less than a factor 2 from Eq. (16.58), as is
shown in Fig. 16.28(a). Players use slightly higher pressures for loud than for
soft playing, but the total pressure range for a given note is usually within
±30% of the value given by Eq. (16.58).
In the same way, players are very consistent about the jet length they use,
this parameter being easily evaluated from photographs (Fletcher, 1975). As
shown in Fig. 16.28(b), the average relation is something like
(16.59)
where 1 is the jet length in meters for a nominal note frequency / in hertz.
Equations (16.58) and (16.59), together with the fact that the wave velocity on
the jet is about half the actual jet velocity, give a wave propagation delay of
about a quarter of a period between the player's lip opening and the sharp
edge of the embouchure plate. This is surprising at first glance since our
discussion would lead us to expect nearly a half-period of delay. Two factors
probably contribute. The first is that as the jet emerges from the lips it spreads
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and slows down, so that the real time delay is longer than that given by this
simple calculation. The second is that flute players normally use a blowing
pressure that is as high as possible without jumping to the next mode, apparently in the interests of tone quality and pitch stability.
It is interesting to note that a competent flute player can play at will any
of the first six modes on a flute with all finger holes closed, simply by adjusting
blowing pressure and jet length. It is thus possible to play simple bugle calls
on a flute pipe with no finger holes, though only the first few modes are used
in normal playing (Sawada and Sakaba. 1980). The frequency selectivity of the
air jet generator is quite effective, as shown in Fig. 16.16, although not nearly
as sharp as that of a lip-valve brass instrument.
Since blowing pressure is not available as a primary parameter to control
loudness, the player must do this by changing the volume flow in the jet
through a change in its cross section. Photographs show that a good player
uses a lip opening roughly in the form of an ellipse with an axial ratio between
about 5: 1 and 10: 1. The lip opening is contracted for soft playing and also
for high notes, as shown in Fig. 16.29.
The spectral analysis of some typical flute notes is shown in Fig. 16.30. It
is clear that the harmonic development is quite considerable for low notes,
though the higher harmonics are much weaker than for the reed woodwinds.
Spectral analysis shows that in soft playing of low notes the level of the
fundamental is nearly as high as in loud playing but the harmonic development is much reduced. For higher notes, the spectral envelope is reduced more
uniformly.
Flute players customarily use a form of vibrato when playing, and it is
interesting to see its origin (Fletcher, 1975). For most players, this lies in a
rhythmic variation of blowing pressure Po, with an amplitude around 0.1po
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Fig. 16.29. Lip opening width Wand height h used by experienced flute players to
produce notes at different pitches and volume levels. All measured values lay between
the broken lines (Fletcher, 1975).
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Fig. 16.30. Typical spectra for loud and soft notes of various pitches played by 4
different flutists. The same reference level is used in each case (Fletcher, 1975).
and a frequency of 5 to 6 Hz. Analysis ofthe sound output shows that the level
of the fundamental varies but little, while there are large variations in the
levels of most of the upper harmonics. The frequency changes very little, and
we may characterize the effect as being "timbre vibrato."
We recognize that some flute players do have very characteristic tonal
quantities. Subtle variations are possible between the relative levels of even
and odd harmonics, and this can be controlled by changing the precise
direction of the jet against the lip of the embouchure. Resonance in the mouth
cavity may also have some effect, though its acoustic coupling to the rest of
the system is rather small (Coltman, 1973). Finally, the vibrato itself may be
very characteristic in depth and frequency, and all these effects are moderated
by variables such as blowing pressure and jet length.
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CHAPTER 17

Pipe Organs

The pipe organ was known to the Romans and Greeks nearly 2000 years ago
and began to develop toward its modern form in the late Middle Ages, the
organ in Winchester Cathedral in the tenth century already having 400 pipes
and a compass of 40 notes. By the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries
the art of organ building in Europe had reached an artistic and technical peak,
particularly in Germany, and some of the greatest music of all time, particularly
that of Bach, was strongly influenced by the style and structure of organs of
this Baroque period.
With the rise in popularity of the orchestra in the Classical and Romantic
periods, the organ suffered an artistic decline because of a desire on the part
of its builders to imitate orchestral sounds, though many fine organs continued to be built for cathedrals and halls throughout the world. Fortunately,
the workmanship of many early organs was excellent, and some large eighteenth
century instruments have survived nearly unaltered to the present day.
In the past 50 years, there has been a return to the organ as an instrument
in its own right, and organs being built today for churches and concert halls
have largely returned to the principles that guided the master builders of the
eighteenth century. Even the mechanical technology of the organ mechanism
has largely returned to its eighteenth century form-for good reason, as we
shall see later-though the use of modern materials and electrical aids is
rejected only by purists aiming at the reproduction of historical instruments.
In this chapter, we will be concerned almost exclusively with the acoustical
aspects of organ building, and the reader is referred to one of the many fine
books on the organ (e.g., Bonavia-Hunt, 1950; Andersen, 1969; Sumner, 1973;
Lottermoser, 1983) for historical and technical details. Sumner (1973), in
particular, gives the specifications of some 144 representative organs from
around the world, built between 1497 and the present day, while Andersen
(1969) presents 90 specifications illustrated by 80 plates.
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17.1. General Design Principles
The pipe organ is essentially a mechanized wind instrument of the panpipe
type, in the same way that a harpsichord is a mechanized zither and the piano
a mechanized dulcimer. Each pipe is a simple sound generator optimized to
produce just one note with a particular loudness and timbre, and the organ
mechanism directs air to particular combinations of pipes to produce the
desired sound. A set of pipes of uniform tone quality with one pipe for each
note over the compass ofthe organ keyboard is called a rank. A small, portable
(portative) organ may have only a single rank, a somewhat larger positive
organ designed for chamber music may have three or four ranks, while a large
modern concert organ may have as many as 10,000 pipes in more than 200
ranks.
The essence of the mechanical arrangement is shown in Fig. 17.1. The pipes
are set out logically, and generally to a large extent physically, in a matrix.
The rows of the matrix are the individual ranks, while the columns are the
notes ofthe keyboard. Figure 17.2 shows how this sometimes looks in practice.
To give a symmetrical appearance, columns 1,3,5, ... ofthe matrix (C, D, E ... )
are set out in order on the left, as viewed from the front of the organ, and
columns 2, 4, 6 ... (C:jl:, D:jl:, F ... ) in a mirror-symmetric arrangement on the
right. Some modern builders, however, prefer the asymmetric soaring appearance of a rank set out in the order 1,2, 3, 4 .... There is often a further physical

~==~0~~-------+--~--'~'--+---+---r-~---+----------~==f-~

a

CD >-------+--~--*--+_--t_--r___t--_+----------~==~

Fig. 17.1. The pipes of an organ are laid out as a matrix. Each row of the matrix contains
the pipes of a single rank; each column of the matrix contains all the pipes for a single
note. Drawstops control the admission of air to the pipes of a rank and keys of a
keyboard control the admission of air to the pipes of a note. Pipes on all active
intersections produce sound (Fletcher and Thwaites, 1983). (Copyright © Scientific
American.)
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Fig. 17.2. Pipe ranks in the Swell division of the organ of the Sydney Opera House.
Each rank is split and arranged symmetrically (Fletcher and Thwaites, 1983). (Copyright © Scientific American.)

disturbance to the matrix layout through the displacement of selected pipes
from different ranks to the front of the organ case to provide an architecturally
appropriate facade, as shown in Fig. 17.3.
While these physical arrangements may add some complication to the
mechanism, they do not affect the logic of its design. In medieval organs, the
only controls were keys, one for each note, which could be pressed or slidthey were quite large and medieval organs required several organists-to
admit air to all the pipes in that matrix column. These pipes were flue pipes,
normally tuned in octaves and fifths above the main rank, and constituted
what we would now call a mixture, as we see later. This loud rich sound was
the only timbre available to the organist. It was wondrously impressive in a
large cathedral with a long reverberation time but was of little use for more
delicate music.
The next development was the introduction of stops to turn off the air to
particular ranks. This was usually accomplished by means of a wooden lath,
known as a slider, with holes in it at positions corresponding to each pipe of
the rank. When in register with the pipes, it allowed free access of air to that
rank from any key that was pressed. When slightly withdrawn so that solid
sections of slider were opposed to each pipe, the air access to that rank was
blocked.
At about the time that the slider stop system was introduced, the note
action was also stabilized in design. All the pipes sat in holes on top of a
windchest, as shown in Fig. 17.4, which represents one column of the matrix.
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Fig. 17.3. Display pipes ofthe organ at the Sydney Opera House. Pipes of appropriate
size are borrowed from various ranks of the organ and moved to positions at the front
of the case. Display pipes are linked to their normal positions by wind trunks and
produce sound in the normal way (Fletcher and Thwaites, 1983). (Copyright ©
Scientific American.)

The windchest itself was divided into separate key channels, one for each
matrix column or note, and these operated quite independently except for the
influence of each stop slider on all pipes of its rank. The whole windchest can
be made, indeed must be made, wider than the keyboard to accommodate the
larger pipes. The action can easily be spread laterally by means of rollers,
essentially axles fitted with levers at each end, and vertically by extended
pull-downs or trackers attached to the lever arms of these rollers. The whole
mechanism, known as a slider chest with tracker action, was the basis of organ
building up to the mid-nineteenth century and has recently come back into
favor for organs of all sizes because of the intimate control of the admission
of air to the pipes that it affords to the organist.
We have so far described a single organ controlled by a single keyboard.
To allow variety and contrast on larger instruments, it is invariable practice
to distribute the ranks on different windchests, each controlled by a different
keyboard or pedal board. Except for small chamber organs, the lower limit is
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Fig. 17.4. A typical organ tracker action and slider chest. Two independent manuals
with slightly different action are shown (Bonavia-Hunt, 1950).

2 manual keyboards of 5 octaves compass and a pedal keyboard of2t octaves.
The upper limit for a large concert or cathedral organ is 5 manuals and a
pedal board, the compass of each being 5 octaves for the manuals and 2t
octaves for the pedals. An example of such a console is shown in Fig. 17.5.
In the German organ-building tradition, all these separate organs, or
divisions of the organ, stood open within the organ case and differed from
each other in power and timbre. In the British tradition, it became usual in
the nineteenth century to enclose one or more of the divisions (and often all
but the main great organ) in solid boxes of masonry or timber, fitted with
louvres that could be controlled by the organist to produce a swell effect.
Modern organs combine the best features of both traditions with several
unenclosed and several enclosed divisions.
With the rise of ingenious mechanisms in the nineteenth century, it was
natural that these should be applied to the organ. The first were pneumatic
levers that enabled the manuals to be coupled to each other and to the pedals
without requiring extra playing force on the keys. Pneumatic action was then
extended to the primary mechanism as well, so that the only force required on
the key was that necessary to open a small valve and allow a pneumatic
bellows motor to collapse. With the advent of reliable electrical supplies,
key actions using electromagnets were also introduced, either in conjunction
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Fig. 17.5. The console of a large organ. The drawstops are mounted on the wings,
buttons under each keyboard control groups of stops, usually in an adjustable manner,
and their functions are duplicated by toe studs. The inclined flat pedals control the
opening of the various swell shutters (Aeolian-Skinner).

with a pneumatic action or as a direct valve actuator for each pipe. Along
with these innovations came electropneumatic (or now even microprocessorcontrolled) stop actions, with combination buttons to select particular sets of
stops, and many other devices. Some of these have become standard on
modern organs, even those with mechanical tracker action, and some of them
have faded into oblivion.
Other aspects of the organ have also benefited from modern technology.
The tenth-century Winchester Cathedral organ was reputed to have required
the services of 70 men working a total of 26 bellows. This may have been an
exaggeration, but certainly several bellows pumpers were required until comparatively recent times. Hydraulically driven bellows were in vogue in the
19th century and served well, but it is now universal practice to use electric
blowers and pressure regulators to provide a steady air supply at the different
pressures required for the various windchests of the organ.

17.2. Organ Pipe Ranks
The normal compass of a manual keyboard on a modern organ is from C 2
(65 Hz) to C 7 (2093 Hz). Organs of Bach's time lacked only the seven notes
above F 6' A convenient terminology has developed for specifying organ ranks
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because, as we remarked above, they are not all tuned to produce the note
nominally being played. For such a nominal or unison rank, the lowest pipe,
C 2 , has a sounding length of about 2.6 m which is a little more than 8 feet.
Allowance for end corrections makes the physical length very close to 8 ft.
Such a unison rank is thus referred to as an 8-ft rank. A rank sounding an
octave higher than nominal is a 4-ft rank, a twelfth higher a 2i-ft rank, two
octaves a 2-ft rank, and so on, these being ranks that reinforce the second,
third, and fourth harmonics of the nominal fundamental, respectively.
The pedal keyboard is written in the score as though it had a compass from
C 2 to G 4 but the standard pedal stop is a 16-ft rank sounding an octave lower
than written. Large organs may also have a 32-ft rank, sounding two octaves
lower than written and with a lowest note of about 16 Hz. There has even been
one full-length 64-ft rank constructed, with mammoth conical wooden pipes
of square cross section and a top opening more than a meter across for the
lowest pipe, which has a frequency of 8 Hz. This rank is a reed stop, labeled
"contra trombone" on the fine organ built in 1886 for the Town Hall in
Sydney, Australia, by William Hill of London. At the time it was built, this
organ was the largest in the world-it has recently been lovingly restored to
its original condition, pneumatic action and all.
We will consider particular stops later, but for the present we should
recognize two basically different types of ranks-flues and reeds. Flue pipes,
also called labials because it is the upper lip ofthe mouth that is important in
sound production, belong to the flute-instrument family discussed in Chapter
16. Construction is shown in Fig. 17.6. Open flue pipes are historically the
basis of the pipe organ and still provide its foundation sound. We can also
have stopped flue pipes, which have the economic advantage that a stopped
pipe of 16 ft pitch has a physical length of only 8 ft. In addition, there are
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~--=========Fig. 17.6. Sectional views of a stopped wooden flue pipe and an open metal flue pipe.
Details of construction vary from one builder to another.
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various partly stopped pipes in which the stopper has a vent or chimney to
produce special effects.
Reed pipes, or linguals, have a metal tongue vibrating against a rather
clarinetlike structure called a shallot. There are two major classes of reeds,
those with full-length conical resonators supporting all harmonics and those
with half-length cylindrical resonators supporting primarily the odd har~
monics. In addition, we find short reed pipes with cavity resonators rather like
trumpet mutes, but they are quite unusual in modern organs.

17.3. Flue Pipe Ranks
Flue pipes may be open, stopped, or partly stopped and may be made of wood
or metal. The wooden pipes are generally nearly square but some are appreciably rectangular, the main effect of this being to alter the ratio of the mouth
width to the circumference of the pipe. Metal pipes are generally cylindrical
but may taper to narrower open ends. The mouth opening is cut into a flattened part ofthe pipe wall and can have any desired ratio to the circumference
of the pipe.
One of the first things to be determined by the builder is the length of pipe
necessary for a note of a particular frequency. The effective length L' for an
open pipe of frequency f is half a wavelength, so that

L

,

c

= 2/,

(17.1)

where c is the velocity of sound in air at the room temperature at which the
organ is to be played. This effective length consists of the physical length Lo
together with the end corrections L\e at the open end and L\m at the mouth.

(17.2)
For a stopped pipe of the same frequency, the effective length L" is only one
quarter of a wavelength and there is no end correction at the stopped end. The
required physical length is thus L., where

L"

=

L.

+ L\m.

(17.3)

If the open pipe is a simple cylinder of radius a, then, as discussed in Section
8.3, we know (Levine and Schwinger, 1948) that
L\e

~

O.6a

~O

(ka « 1),
(ka > 4),

(17.4)

as shown in Fig. 8.8. Calculation of L\m is not rigorously possible since the
mouth is a rectangle cut into the side of the pipe and the acoustic flow geometry is very complex (Danzer and Kollmann, 1956). Various approximate
formulas have been given however (Jones, 1941). Ingerslev and Frobenius
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(1947) have derived a result based on approximating the rectangular mouth

by an ellipse of the same area and related eccentricity that reduces approximately to
2.3a 2
(17.5)
~m ~ (lb)1/2
for a mouth of width b and height 1, with 1 ~ bj4, cut in a cylindrical tube of
radius a. Generally, ~m » ~e·
In practice, neither ~e nor ~m may be as simple as given by Eqs. 17.4 and
17.5, for the open end may have a tuning slot, tongue, or sleeve and the mouth
may have ears or other obstructions. Organ builders have therefore traditionally relied upon rules of thumb or cut-and-try methods, supplemented by
centuries of practical experience.
The tone quality of a flue pipe depends on many things, some of them fixed
by the dimensions of the pipe body and some influenced by the subtle voicing
adjustments made to the pipe mouth when the whole rank is being brought
into balance. As we saw in Chapter 16, the flue pipe behaves as an active
element in the sound generation process as far as its fundamental is concerned,
but largely as a passive resonant filter for the upper harmonics of the sound
(Fletcher and Douglas, 1980). It is therefore important to understand the
general influence of pipe dimensions on this passive resonance behavior.
Two aspects of this behavior require attention-the frequencies of the
resonances relative to the harmonics of the fundamental, and the Q-factors or
damping coefficients associated with each resonance.
The open-end correction L\e decreases smoothly with increasing frequency
(Levine and Schwinger, 1948) and is essentially zero for ka > 3.8 as was shown
in Fig. 8.8. The mouth correction L\m also decreases with increasing frequency
and at a rather more extreme rate (Meyer, 1961; Wolf, 1965) as characterized
by the parameter k L\~, where L\~ is the low-frequency value of L\m' rather than
by ka. Since from Eq. (17.5), using typical mouth dimensions, L\~ ~ 3a, the
sharpening of upper resonances can be quite large and is accentuated by a
small mouth area. A useful parameter to quantify this mouth-detuning effect is
a2
2a 2
Lm ex (lb)1/2L ~ bL = g,

L\O

(17.6)

where the last form follows from the fact that typically 1 ~ bj4. For representative types of flue pipes, the parameter 9 ranges from about 0.05 for narrowscaled soft pipes producing a soft violinlike sound to as much as 3 or even 6
for broad-scaled, narrow-mouthed pipes giving a very dull flutelike sound
with little harmonic content.
Since this discussion suggests that the parameter 9 should be held constant
for all the different sized pipes of a single rank and since the mouth width b is
usually made a constant fraction of the pipe circumference, around one
quarter for a pipe of normal diapason or principal tone, it seems that the ratio
ajL should be constant, making all pipes geometrically similar. Such a scaling
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rule, however, gives bass pipes that are loud and broad in tone and treble pipes
that are thin and weak. The problem of finding a scaling rule that gives tonal
coherence and balance across a rank of pipes is of central importance in organ
building and one to which the great builders have found satisfactory empirical
solutions (Andersen, 1969; Mahrenholz, 1975).
The similarity scaling suggested above would result in a doubling of the
pipe radius every octave, "doubling on the 12th pipe" as builders often call it.
For a satisfactory scale however, the bass pipes must be made narrower than
this and the treble pipes wider. A scaling with doubling at the fifteenth to
eighteenth pipe is generally satisfactory for diapason ranks, but in fact the
scalings used historically generally depart from such a rule over at least part
of their compass.
Some theorists of the past have advocated scaling rules of the form
(17.7)
for the radius a(f1) at frequency f1' relative to the lowest pipe at fo. More
generally applicable, however, are rules of the form
(17.8)
which correspond to the simple doubling on the nth pipe rules (where n = 12/x).
The similarity scaling has x = 1, while a typical modern scaling has x ~ 0.75.
Numerologically inclined theorists have argued for octave ratios 2 with particular values such as 5: 3 = 1.667,
1 = 1.682, or the "Golden Ratio"
1.618 of Renaissance art theory. The scaling with x = 0.75 is in fact
1,
and the others will be scarcely distinguishable from it, but there is no basis for
the numerological arguments. Instead, we must look for physical and psychophysical reasons behind the scaling (Fletcher, 1977).
Physically, we must consider the quality factors Q of the pipe resonances
as functions offrequency, or preferably as functions of mode number n for the
pipe concerned. There are two sorts of loss mechanisms contributing to the
damping: radiation loss from the mouth and open end and losses to the pipe
walls through viscosity and thermal conductivity. There may also be losses
caused by turbulence at the sharp edges of the mouth, but we shall neglect
these as they are mostly associated with the air jet from the flue.
The energy loss rate from the open end of the pipe is proportional to the
square of the volume flow na 2 v multiplied by the frequency squared; the loss
to the walls is proportional to the total wall area 2naL and to the product of
the acoustic flow velocity v with the gradient of this velocity across the
boundary layer, the thickness of which is proportional to f-1/2. The total loss
rate D can therefore be written as

18 :

X

18 :

(17.9)
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where A' and B' are constants. The total stored energy E can be similarly
written as
E = Ca 2 Lu 2 ,
(17.10)
so that the quality factor Q at the resonance in question is
Q

= 2;E = (A"L -la 2f + B"a-If-I(2)-t,

(17.11)

where A" and B" are new constants. However, for the nth resonance of a pipe
with fundamental frequency fl' f ~ 2ncL -I ~ nfl' so that its Q value can be
written
Qn = (Aa 2nf? + Ba- I n- I(2fl- I(2)-I.
(17.12)
Now, if we substitute the scaling law, Eq. (17.8), we find that
Qn

=

(Afo2xf?-2x a6

+ Bfo-

X

o

n- I(2ft-(1(2)a l )-1.

(17.13)

If x has the particular value i ~ 0.83, then this expression is homogeneous
in fl' and a factor fl- I (3 can be taken outside the brackets. For such a scaling,
which corresponds to an octave scaling ratio 2X of 1.78, the relative Q values
of all resonances remain the same from one pipe to the next, though the
absolute values decline as we ascend the scale. This should give tonal similarity
across the whole rank, though the basses may be rather loud compared to the
trebles.
A reduction of x to the usual value near 0.75 should remedy this unbalance
in loudness across the rank at the expense of weakening the fundamentals of
the lowest pipes. This tendency is further enhanced for any x < 1 by the
behavior of the parameter gin Eq. (17.6). The total effect, therefore, is that a
tonally balanced rank has greater harmonic development in the bass than in
the treble, a feature that we remarked on in Chapter 11 in relation to the
harpsichord and one that accords with the region of greatest human auditory
discrimination being between about 500 and 3000 Hz.

17.4. Characteristic Flue Pipes
The diapason or principal ranks of a pipe organ produce its major characteristic tone color. They are open pipes, generally made from some form of pipe
metal, a tin-rich lead-tin alloy, and have a moderate scaling, around a 4-cm
radius at tenor C (C 3 , where the pipe length is 4 ft). Most organs have diapason
ranks at 8 ft, 4 ft, and 2 ft pitch on the principal manual (the Great Organ in
English terminology or Hauptwerk in German) and may supplement these by
ranks at 2~ ft and 1 ft, in addition to the mixture ranks we will mention later.
The mouth width of a diapason pipe is usually about one quarter of the
circumference, and the cut-up distance from the flue to the upper lip is about
one quarter of the mouth width.
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Principal ranks in older organs and in many modern instruments are blown
with quite low wind pressure, 0.5 to 0.8 kPa (5 to 8 cm or 2 to 3 in. water
gauge). In some cases, the edge of the languid is lightly nicked to produce
homogeneous turbulence in the jet and ensure stable speech. During the low
point of classical organ building in the earlier years of this century, blowing
pressures were raised to 2 kPa (20 cm water gauge) or more, nicking was very
heavy, and the cut-up was necessarily greater, giving a loud but dull sound
which has now gone out offavor.
Principal ranks also occur in the pedal divisions of larger organs where
they may be made either of wood or metal. A 16-ft rank represents the foundation tone, but 8-ft and 4-ft ranks can be provided to reinforce this or for use
as solo stops, and pedal mixtures are found on large organs.
Flute stops of many tone colors are found in most of the organ divisions
where they provide a softer and less incisive sound, either as chorus or solo
voices. They are typically provided at 8-, 4- and 2-ft pitches and can be supplemented by other ranks, as we shall see later, in the form known as mutation
stops. Flute pipes may be of wood or metal, and may be open, tapered or
stopped, but are built with generally wider scales, narrower mouths, and softer
voicing than diapason ranks. A common stopped flute found on the pedal
division of most organs-it is sometimes the only rank on small organs-is
the 16-ft bourdon. It is generally an undistinguished rank but, being stopped,
it is inexpensive and takes relatively little space. A 16-ft bourdon or other flute
is sometimes found as a subharmonic rank on manuals as well. A quiet 32-ft
flute is sometimes found in the pedal division of large instruments.
Chimney flutes, in which the stopper is pierced by a narrow pipe, produce
interesting and characteristic solo sounds. The length of the chimney can be
set so that the whole pipe has a sharp resonance, usually at the fifth harmonic,
giving a very pleasant sound. Such a rank is sometimes called a gedackt on
German or English organs. In other solo flutes, various types of resonant caps
or other devices can be used to produce interesting new voices.
Another common rank is the harmonic flute, a double-length pipe with a
small hole near its center so that it always overblows to its second mode,
though with a suggestion of the sub octave mode and its odd harmonics to
enrich the tone.
Finally, we should mention the so-called string ranks with names such as
viol one, gamba, or salicional. These are all soft-toned ranks of very narrow
scaling, voiced to give a weak fundamental and a large range of well-developed
harmonics. These ranks are not found on baroque organs but have their origin
in the earlier years of the orchestral imitative period. However, they do
represent a useful and distinctive quiet chorus effect and are present on most
modern organs of medium to large size.
The wealth of variety among these ranks is so large that it is impossible
to document their structure or sound in detail. Some examples are shown
in Fig. 17.7. An extensive glossary is given by Sumner (1973), while some
measurements have been presented by Boner (1938), Tanner (1958), and
Fletcher et al. (1963).
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Fig. 17.7. Varieties of flue pipes. From left to right: a stopped wooden flute; a stringtoned dulciana; a principal or diapason (note the tin-rich spotted metal pipe alloy); a
dull-toned flute; and a soft waldfl6te. All pipes sound the same note C 4 ; the length
differences are due to differing end corrections (Fletcher and Thwaites, 1983). (Copyright © Scientific American.)

17.5. Mixtures and Mutations
In the earliest organs, as we have already remarked, ranks of pipes were tuned
in octaves and fifths above the fundamental for each note, and all sounded
together. This synthesis principle is the basis of the mixture and mutation
stops of baroque and modern organs.
In virtually all natural sounds, increasing loudness is associated not simply
with a uniform increase in sound pressure level at all frequencies, but rather
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with a change in the slope of the frequency spectrum to give more weight to
components of higher frequencies. This is a natural consequence of the nonlinearities associated with the production of such sounds. Because of masking
in the human auditory system and other well-established psychophysical
phenomena (Stevens and Davis, 1938; Plomp, 1976), the ear also perceives
sounds of wide bandwidth as being louder than sounds with only a few strong
components. An organ mixture stop achieves this end not by simply adding
more and louder unison ranks with reasonable harmonic development, but
by adding higher pitched ranks to selectively reinforce the upper harmonics
(Pollard, 1978a, 1978b).
Mixtures are generally ranks of diapason-scaled pipes designed to augment
the normal 8-ft + 4-ft + 2-ft diapason chorus. They generally have from 3 to
as many as 10 ranks all properly balanced and coupled together. In normal
mixtures, only octaves and fifths are used, but the selection of pitches breaks
back at various parts of the compass to concentrate most of the sound energy
over a broad band between about 500 Hz and 6 kHz. For example, for a 4-rank
mixture, we might have

Harmonic
C 2 -B 2
C 3 -B 3
C 4 -B 4
C 5 -C 6

3

2~ ft

4

6

2ft
2 ft

I! ft
I! ft
I! ft

8

12

16

24

1ft

~ft
~ ft
~ft

!ft
!ft

!ft

1 ft

1ft
1 ft

The same sort of arrangement applies to mixtures with more or fewer ranks;
the difference between various mixture types derives from the number of ranks
and their general center of pitch.
Another type of mixture, which is of German origin, also exists, in which a
rank sounding a 5th or 10th harmonic (1 ~ft or%ft} is added. The names Zimbel
or Sesquialtera are usually used for such a mixture, while a mixture composed
entirely of octave pipes is usually called a Piffero or Schreipfeife. When used
in combination with a full diapason chorus, or with reed stops, a full mixture
in a reverberant building produces a thrilling blaze of acoustic color.
Rather different are the mutation stops, although they too are designed to
reinforce particular harmonics of the fundamental. They are used, however,
as solo voices with component ranks of flute character and do not have
the breaks characteristic of mixtures. Generally, the third, fourth, and fifth
harmonics of the fundamental (2i ft, 2 ft, 1~ ft) will be available as separate
ranks to be added in any combination to the 8-ft flute rank to produce a
reedlike solo voice called a Kornett, much used for playing decorated melodies
in baroque music. Larger Kornetts with more ranks also exist. It is interesting
that such synthetic stops, anticipating the principles of modern electronic
music, go back in history to the Middle Ages!

17.6. Tuning and Temperament
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17.6. Tuning and Temperament
Mixture ranks bring into sharp focus the insoluble problems of tuning and
temperament for keyboard instruments, and it is worthwhile to examine these
briefly. Unlike a piano string, the overtone components of an organ pipe
sound are strictly harmonic and phase locked to the fundamental. Beats and
other interference effects are therefore very obvious. There is no problem in
tuning octaves on the keyboard or between octave ranks, because the overtones of all organ pipes are exact harmonics, and the organ has exact octaves
throughout its entire compass, unlike the stretched octaves characteristic of
the piano.
When the tuner lays out the other notes of the scale, however, he or she
meets the classic problem oftuning and temperament (see Chap. 9 in Rossing,
1982). For perfect concord and no beats, we require simple integer frequency
ratios for all important musical intervals: 2: 1 for the octave, 3: 2 for the
perfect fifth, 5 : 4 for the major third, etc. A cycle of fifths, F --+ C --+ G --+ D --+
A --+ E --+ B --+ F# --+ C# --+ G# --+ D# --+ A# --+ E#, should ideally bring us back
to an E#, which is the enharmonic equivalent of the F from which we started.
However, the prime number theorem shows that the frequency ratio H}12
reached by this progression cannot be an exact number of octaves 2N , with
N = 5 (since it is not possible for 312 to precisely equal 217). The error, which
is called the Pythagorean comma, is about 1.3% or nearly a quarter of a
semi tone. The system of equal temperament used universally today distributes
this error equally over all 12 of the fifths by tuning each one flat (tempering
it) by about 0.1%. This gives a slow beat that is detectable but not really
objectionable since the audible beat rate (between the third harmonic of the
lower note and the second harmonic of the upper) is about one per second in
the midrange of the keyboard.
The situation with major thirds is, however, very much worse. Three
equal-tempered major thirds (C --+ E --+ G# --+ C) make up an octave, so the
frequency ratio of each is 2 1 / 3 = 1.260 ... , which is nearly 1% greater than
the just major third, i = 1.25. There is thus a rather fast beat between the
upper components of two notes a major third apart, giving a sense of roughness to the interval. The situation is much worse when a mixture such as the
sesquialtera, which contains a fifth-harmonic rank tuned a just major third
above one of the octaves of the fundamental, is added to the sound, for there
is then a direct beat between this rank and one of the octave ranks from the
higher note. The components of one note of the mixture cannot be tuned to
tempered intonation for they would then beat together, producing just as bad
an effect.
Organists in the Baroque and Classical periods generally minimized this
problem by tuning their organs to some form of meant one tuning (Barbour,
1953; Backus, 1977; Rossing, 1982). In this system, the important fifths are
tuned slightly flatter than in equal temperament so that the important major
and minor thirds are exact, with frequency ratios of i and ~. This system
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concentrates most of the mistunings into rarely used intervals and, of course,
cannot close the cycle of fifths. Some organs even had a split A~ /G# key to
accommodate the worst of this problem. Though meantone tuning gave
sweet-sounding mixtures and major triads, its limitations eventually made it
obsolete, and modern ears have come to tolerate the clash of sounds inevitable
in equally tempered full chords. A few new organs are, however, now being
tuned to the best of these older systems.

17.7. Sound Radiation from Flue Pipes
The radiation of sound from stopped pipes is a relatively simple matter, since
there is only a single radiating source at the pipe mouth. Because the mouth
is very small compared with the pipe length, and therefore with the wavelength
of the fundamental, the radiation pattern of the lower harmonics of the sound
is nearly isotropic. For higher harmonics, when the wavelength becomes less
than a few times the width of the mouth, the radiation pattern becomes
concentrated to the front of the pipe, with a large angular spread in the vertical
plane and a smaller spread in the horizontal plane.
Much more significant is the radiation pattern for an open pipe, for then
we have two coherent sources, at the mouth and open end respectively,
which are acoustically in phase for odd harmonics and out of phase for even
harmonics. It is not immediately clear that the strength of these two sources
is the same, for the area of the mouth is typically less than one fifth of the area
of the open end, and the flow of the jet must also be considered. The discussion
of Section 16.3, however, showed us that the acoustic floW in the pipe, and
thus at the open end, is exactly equal to the sum of the jet flow and the mouth
flow, and, since the power radiated depends only on the total acoustic flow
and not on the aperture size, we expect the strengths of the two sources to be
exactly equal. This point has been confirmed experimentally by Coltman
(1969).
The consequences of this balance are quite significant. If we consider the
nth harmonic of the pipe, then the phase relation between the two sources is
( _1)"+1. If L is the physical length of the pipe, slightly less than an integral
number of half-wavelengths, then the radiation pattern is symmetrical about
a plane through the midpoint of the pipe and perpendicular to its length, and
the intensity radiated in a direction making an angle 0 to this plane is
proportional to
J(O) = [cos(kLsinO)

+ (_1)"+1]2 + sin 2 (kLsinO)

= 2[1 - (-I)"cos(kL sin 0)],

(17.14)

where k = 2nnfdc and i1 is the sounding frequency of the pipe. Calculated
polar diagrams for several harmonics of a typical pipe are shown in Fig. 17.8,
and these are confirmed by measurement, the near cancellation at certain
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n=l
n=2

n=3

Fig. 17.8. Typical radiation patterns for three harmonics of an open flue pipe, standing
vertically. The total end correction is assumed to be 20% of the pipe length.

angles being very pronounced for the first few harmonics in an anechoic
environment.
Fortunately, most organs are heard in relatively live environments and at
a considerable distance from the instrument, so that it is the total radiated
power that is important rather than the intensity radiated in a given direction.
Indeed, standing waves in the hall are likely to be of more audible importance
than these directional effects. The phenomenon is, however, of importance if
we are recording an organ using microphones close to the pipes or, even more,
if we are examining the tonal spectra of organ pipes on the basis of such
measurements.

17.S. Transients in Flue Pipes
In Chapter 16, we discussed briefly the starting transients of jet-blown instruments, organ pipes being those best understood because of the reliably
reproducible nature of the air supply mechanism. Experimental studies have
been reported by Trendelenberg et al. (1936, 1938), Nolle and Boner (1941),
Caddy and Pollard (1957), Franz et al. (1969-1970), Keeler (1972), Pollard
and Jansson (1982a, 1982b), and Nolle (1983). Fletcher (1976) has provided a
theoretical basis.
All these studies show that the initial transient stage lasts for 20 to 40
periods of the fundamental of the pipe, during which time the components of
the sound build to their steady levels, but the behavior of these components
during the transient depends on the voicing of the pipe and the nature of the
blowing pressure transient in the pipe foot. For a pipe voiced and blown near
the middle of its stable regime of normal speech and for a relatively slow rise
in blowing pressure, the fundamental and overtones rise in level together and
rapidly achieve locking into harmonic relationship. If the pipe is voiced so
that it is close to overblowing to its next mode however, and particularly
if the blowing pressure is applied rather abruptly, there may be an initial
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burst of sound at the second mode frequency-either the octave or twelfth
depending on whether the pipe is open or stopped-before the steady sound
develops. This premonitory sound is not locked in frequency to the fundamental and may differ significantly from exact harmonic relationship to it.
Baroque builders enjoyed the presence of these transitory sounds and purposely voiced some of their flute ranks, usually stopped, to give a clear chiff.
This sound has returned to vogue for particular ranks of the modern organ,
but for many years considerable pains were taken during pipe voicing to
eliminate it.
For most ranks of the organ, the attack transient simply represents a
characteristic component of the timbre, but for low-pitched pedal ranks, the
delay time, approaching a second, before the pipe settles to steady speech can
present musical difficulties. There is little that can be done about this for a
single pipe, for the jet must feed acoustic energy to the air column and this
takes time. However, when the fundamental pipe has its sound augmented by
octaves and mixtures at much higher pitches, these pipes speak relatively
quickly with their own typical initial transients, and the attack is prompt.
The ability of the human auditory system to imply a fundamental when an
adequate range of its upper harmonics is present gives tonal coherence and a
consistent low pitch to the perceived sound.

17.9. Flue Pipe Voicing
One of the great advantages oflead-tin alloys for pipe making is their relative
softness, which means that pipes can be readily finished and adjusted by hand
using simply a small, sharp knife. Parameters available to the voicer for
adjustment, though some of them only on a one-time basis, are
the opening in the foot of the pipe, effectively controlling the blowing
pressure at the flue slit;
the width of the flue slit, and whether or not there is nicking at the edge of
the languid;
the cut-up and shape of the upper lip, effectively controlling the jet length;
the height of the languid, effectively controlling the direction of the jet
relative to the upper lip; and
the upper cap, tongue, or sleeve, effectively controlling the pitch for tuning.

In all these adjustments, the voicer must have regard to the steady sound of
the pipe, to its promptness of speech, and to the presence or absence of any
desired starting transient or chiff. The mouth of a diapason pipe after voicing,
in this case with particularly heavy nicking, is shown in Fig. 17.9.
Obviously, these are all matters at the very heart of the organ builder's art,
but the physical effect of many of the adjustments can be easily understood in
terms of our discussion in Chapter 16 (Bonavia-Hunt, 1950; Mercer, 1951,
1954; Fletcher, 1974; Nolle, 1979, 1983).

17.10. Effect of Pipe Material
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Fig. 17.9. The mouth of a metal open diapason pipe after voicing with unusually heavy
nicking of the languid. Note the ears to either side of the mouth and the characteristic
surface pattern of the tin-rich spotted metal pipe alloy (Fletcher and Thwaites, 1983).
(Copyright © Scientific American.)

17.10. Effect of Pipe Material
There is a long organ-building tradition that holds that the best material for
bright-toned organ pipes is a tin-rich lead-tin alloy and that too much lead
gives a dull-toned pipe, as may be required for a flute rank. Such an alloy is,
however, quite expensive and not very strong, so that zinc has often been used
for the larger pipes. Some pipe ranks are, of course, made from wood but there
does not appear to have been much discussion about the merits of various
different timbers, provided only that they are reasonably thick and smooth.
Scientific discussion has persisted on the subject for more than a century
with many ingenious explanations being advanced to explain the superiority
of one material over another. Miller (1909), in particular, devised a demonstration with a double-walled metal pipe and showed that the tone quality
varied greatly as the space between the walls was progressively filled with
water.
Most of the uncertainty has now effectively been laid to rest by the work
of Boner and Newman (1940), which showed little effect even for pipes made
of paper, and by the more thorough analysis of Backus and Hundley (1965),
which confirmed this result and provided at the same time an explanation of
the effects observed by Miller and others.
Briefly, the pipe walls can affect the radiated sound only if they are set into
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vibration of reasonably large amplitude by the pressure variations in the air
column. Whether or not this is possible depends essentially on the geometry
of the pipe walls. An exactly circular pipe with walls of reasonable thickness
will be sufficiently stiff against radial vibrations that almost no motion can
occur, and so there can be no audible effect of wall material properties.
Conversely, the walls of a pipe of square cross section made from thin metal,
such as was the case in Miller's pipe, can vibrate to quite large amplitude and
greatly affect the sound. No organ builder would contemplate making square
pipes of thin metal for just this reason, since the effects are unreliable and
unpleasant. In the middle ground, nominally round pipes that have been
distorted to elliptical shape can vibrate to a small extent, but the measured
levels are so low that there is a negligible audible result for normal pipes. Even
if these low-level effects were regarded as significant, it is much easier to
modify them by changing wall thickness than by changing pipe material. In
wooden pipes, which have the possibly susceptible rectangular form, problems
are avoided by using timber or plywood that is sufficiently thick and stiff to
have a negligible vibration amplitude. No organ builder has been persuaded
to use thin plywood for his bass pipes!
When it comes to transients, there is perhaps a little more possibility of
effect since the geometry ofthe mouth allows mechanical vibrations of the tube
wall to be excited at the upper lip by the initial pulse of air. Again, however,
the resonance frequencies of these vibrations and the response ofthe pipe wall
at the sounding frequency of the pipe are dominated much more by wall
thickness than by the properties of the wall material. All that can be said is
that preferred materials, such as pipe metal, have high internal damping so
that any wall transient will die out rapidly, while other materials, such as steel
or bronze, have smaller damping and may give more audible transients.
However, alloys rich in lead should be better than their tin-rich relatives from
this viewpoint.
Perhaps more important than any of the virtually negligible acoustic
differences are the properties of the pipe material in relation to pipe construction, voicing ease, and appearance. The tin-lead alloys, common as
pewter in drinking vessels back to Roman times, are ideal from this point of
view, being hard enough to stand unsupported as pipes of reasonable size and
soft enough to be cut with ease by the voicer's knife. Of these alloys, those with
a high tin content can be burnished to a bright finish, which is durable in time,
while those rich in lead are dull and tend to grow oxide films. Typical
compositions range from 30 to 90% tin, with the higher tin fractions generally
being used for diapasons and the lower fractions for flutes.
These virtues still commend tin-rich tin-lead alloys to modern organ
builders, but improved manufacturing methods allow the use of zinc for large
pipes, copper for particular display pipes, and even spun brass for show pipes
of the trumpet family mounted in heraldic fashion on the front of the organ
case. The art of the pipe voicer is completely dominant in determining the
sound quality.

17.11. Reed Pipe Ranks
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17.11. Reed Pipe Ranks
Although it is possible to build a very satisfactory small organ using flue pipes
only, reed-driven pipes, which were introduced into organ building about the
fourteenth or fifteenth century, provide an exciting variant in timbre and are
an essential part of any large modern organ.
The reed-driven acoustic generator -of the pipe has the structure shown in
Fig. 17.10. The reed is a curved tongue of brass closing against a matching
cavity called a shallot. The vibrating length of the reed is determined by a stiff
wire pressing it against the shallot. The whole arrangement is superficially
similar to a clarinet mouthpiece, except that the face of the shallot is quite flat
and the reed curved, while in a clarinet the reed is flat and the mouthpiece has
a curved lay. From an acoustic point of view, however, this resemblance is
only superficial. In a clarinet, the reed resonance is at a frequency much higher
than the note to be played, the reed is highly damped, and the playing
frequency is controlled mostly be the acoustic impedance maxima of the pipe.
In an organ reed, on the other hand, the reed is very lightly damped and is
tuned to the frequency of the note to be sounded. The pipe is also tuned to
this note, but its function is largely that of a passive acoustic resonator
determining the loudness and tone quality of the sound produced by the reed.
Both these possibilities are treated quite explicitly in our discussion of reed
generators in Section 13.2; the difference between the two situations is only a
matter of differences in the values of various parameters describing the reed.
We do not need to repeat our discussion of reed generators here, but only
to emphasize some particular points. The reed itself, since it operates at very
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Fig. 17.10. The reed assembly in a typical oboe or trumpet stop, with shallots for ranks
producing other different tone qualities (Bonavia-Hunt, 1950).
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nearly its resonance frequency, moves in a nearly sinusoidal manner, though
there is some distortion because of the way in which the curve of the reed
unrolls against the face of the shallot. This curve, the shape of which is crucia:I
to the operation of the pipe, is imparted to the tongue by burnishing it against
a flat plate during the voicing operation. A well-voiced reed does not usually
quite close the opening in the shallot at the extreme of its motion.
In very large bass pipes, the reed tongue may be weighted to lower its
frequency in a convenient way. Some weighted tongues, such as the 64-ft reed
on the Sydney Town Hall organ with its fundamental of 8 Hz, have a small
pneumatic actuator to set the reed into initial motion and ensure prompt
speech, but this is not normally necessary.
The flow of air through the reed into the pipe is controlled by the motion
of the reed in conjunction with the shape of the opening in the shallot. This
opening is basically triangular but, as shown in Fig. 17.10, it may be short or
long. Different shapes clearly impart different waveform characteristics to the
acoustic flow.
The pipe part of the reed pipe is, as remarked previously, largely a passive
resonator since the Q-value of the reed is quite high and its frequency is little
affected by the tuning of the pipe. Since the reed works near an acoustic
impedance maximum for the pipe in order to achieve maximum energy
transfer, a normal conical resonator is half a wavelength long, as in an oboe,
and the physical pipe length is the same as an open flue pipe of the same pitch.
A cylindrical resonator, on the other hand, need only be one quarter of a
wavelength long and will couple essentially to only the odd harmonics of the
reed generator, as in a clarinet. Such half-length reed pipes, like the clarinet,
were a rather recent development and are generally used for characteristic solo
voices with names such as schalmei and clarinet. The sound in the lower part
of the compass is often quite like that of a clarinet because of the characteristic
weak second harmonic. These ranks generally occur at 8-ft pitch only.
More central to organ reed color are those ranks with conical resonators
offulllength which support all harmonics generated by the reed. Generically,
they are called reeds, but the stop names are more often those of brass
instruments: trumpets, tubas etc. These ranks occur at 16-ft, 8-ft, and 4-ft
pitches on large organs and together make a chorus of great power and impact
that can be used either alone, with mixtures, or with a full diapason chorus.
Some very large organs have 32-ft or even 64-ft reed ranks.
The loudness and harmonic development of a reed rank is governed by the
same sort of scaling rules as apply to flue ranks, with variation in the reed and
shallot replacing variations in mouth configuration. Wide-scaled pipes are
broad and loud in tone, while narrow-scaled ranks are keen and softer. These
softer ranks are often given woodwind names, such as oboe or bassoon.
As well as the chorus reeds, we also find solo reeds of various types, from
the great tuba stops of English cathedral organs to the horizontally mounted
fanfare trumpets of French and Spanish organs. As with flue pipes, the variety
is too large for us to survey here, and organ builders strive to achieve their
own individual balances of tone colors.

17.12. Analysis of Timbre
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The blowing pressure requirements for reed pipes are similar to those for
flues, though there is a general tendency to use rather higher pressures~the
organ built in 1929 for the Atlantic City Convention Hall had a battery of reed
stops operating at immense power on 25 kPa or 2.5 meters water gauge!

17.12. Analysis of Timbre
Several proposals have been investigated for the more or less objective evaluation of the timbre of organ pipes, either individually or when played as
complete ranks, that rely upon fewer parameters than those needed to specify
the complete spectrum and its timbre evolution. We mention just three of these
here.
Sundberg and Jansson (1976) evaluated the long-time average spectra
(L T AS) of complete ranks for different stops on a particular organ and found
characteristic spectral shapes for each stop. The LT AS was evaluated by
playing a full-compass scale on the rank, recording it at 10 different microphone positions, and then averaging the spectra through a bank of filters set
at one-third-octave spacings. Such an analysis shows up characteristic timbre
differences, as is illustrated in Fig. 17.11.
Pollard and Jansson (1982a,b) used a different method to assign a particular
point in a 2-dimensional tristimulus diagram to the sound of an individual
pipe, as shown in Fig. 17.12(a). The three vertices of the diagram represent a
strong fundamental, strong midfrequency partials (actually harmonics 2, 3,
and 4) and strong upper partials (harmonics 5 and above), respectively, and
the position of the representative point on this diagram is constrained by the
requirement that total loudness should be normalized. This diagram has the
advantage that the path of the representative point during the initial transient
can also be plotted, as shown for several representative pipes in Fig. 17.12(b).
The loudness of the sound is, of course, not represented on the diagram.
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Fig. 17.12. (a) Tristimulus diagram for the representation of musical timbre. (b) The
initial transient and steady-state representation of principal, flute (gedackt) and imitative reed (vox humana) organ tones on the diagram together with a trumpet, clarinet
and viola (after Pollard and Jansson, 1982a).

Finally, Padgham (1986) has adopted a two-dimensional subjective scale
with tone e ranging from 0 to 24 through flute -+ diapason -+ string -+
trumpet and complexity C given a value between 0 and 100. (In his diagrams,
e is plotted as an angle on a 24-segment circle and C as a radius, but this is
rather misleading since the tone scale is not closed-24 is at the opposite
extreme to 0 rather than being identical to it.) The significant thing for our
present discussion is that Padgham finds the subjective tone coordinate is
well correlated linearly with the sound pressure level of the second harmonic
relative to the fundamental for 0 < e < 12 (flute -+ string) and with the
relative level of the third harmonic for 12 < e < 24 (string -+ trumpet). The
subjective complexity C is similarly correlated with the arithmetic sum of the
sound pressure levels in third-octave bands from 9 to 00.

17.13. Tonal Architecture
An organ is so much a part of the building in which it is played that it
is impossible to separate tonal design from architecture. An organ for a
large cathedral with a reverberation time approaching 12 s will need to be
entirely different from an organ in a concert hall with a reverberation time of
3 s or from a small organ for chamber music. Much has been written
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about this subject, about different national traditions in organ building, and
about individual organ specifications (Bonavia-Hunt, 1950; Andersen, 1969;
Sumner, 1973). We have space here for only a few remarks.
The organ is an instrument in its own right; it is not a substitute for an
orchestra. A satisfying organ must therefore have, as a first requirement, a
satisfying main chorus built from properly scaled diapason ranks, if possible
including a mixture. Attempts to take short cuts, for example by using electric
action to borrow higher pipes from an extended rank to produce nominaI4-ft,
2-ft, and even mixture pitches produces a characteristic theater organ sound.
For most music, a balancing smaller chorus of softer diapasons or even
flutes is required, and this is best located on a second manual to give flexibility. Contrapuntal music requires an equally independent pedal division
with its own chorus of voices, a requirement met for centuries on German
organs but typically given scant attention in small English-style organs until
comparatively recently.
With an increase in organ size, chorus reed ranks are added, then solo ranks
of various types and contrasting choruses on different keyboards are added.
It is here that national traditions enter, with German organs concentrating
on bright flue pipes, mixtures, and mutations, Spanish organs providing
ceremonial trumpet stops, and English organs concentrating on full, rich
choruses with an emphasis on enclosed divisions.
Modern large organs attempt to combine the best of many of these traditions so that they are effectively several instruments in one, the player being
able to select just that range and distribution of ranks required for the
performance of each particular piece of music. A good example is the organ
in the Sydney Opera House, completed in 1979, the design of which has been
described by its builder (Sharp, 1973). It has some 10,000 pipes in 205 ranks
grouped into 127 stops that are distributed over 5 manual keyboards and a
pedalboard. The action is entirely mechanical, but there is a microprocessorcontrolled stop action and a duplicate electrical action used to couple the
manuals or even for remote playing. Organs of this type attempt to blend
tradition with the best of modern scholarship, insight, and technology to
perpetuate a noble instrument.
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Part V
Percussion Instruments

CHAPTER 18

Drums

Drums are practically as old as the human race. With the exception of the
human voice, they are our oldest musical instruments. The earliest drums were
probably chunks of wood or stone placed over holes in the earth. Then it was
discovered that more sound could be obtained from hollow tree trunks, the
ancestors of our contemporary log drums.
No one knows where the first membrane drum was made, but some ancient
drums are at least 5000 years old. Skins of animals or fish were stretched across
hollow tree trunks, and the drums were probably struck with the bare hands.
Later progress in skin drums led to bowls or shells with special shapes and
various means for applying tension to the drum heads. Drums acquired
religious as well as musical importance, and drum making became an important ritual in several cultures. A detailed history of drums is given by Blades
(1970).
Modern drums can be divided into two groups: those that convey a strong
sense of pitch, and those that do not. In the former group are the kettledrums,
tabla, boobams; in the latter group are the bass drum, snare drum, tenor drum,
tom-toms, bongos, congas, and countless other drums, mainly of African and
Oriental origin.
As vibrating systems, drums can be divided into three categories: those
consisting of a single membrane coupled to an enclosed air cavity (e.g.,
kettledrums); those consisting of a single membrane open to the air on both
sides (e.g., tom-toms, congas); and those consisting of two membranes coupled
by an enclosed air cavity (e.g., bass drums, snare drums).
Other ways of categorizing drums are according to their ethnic origin (e.g.,
Oriental, African, Latin American) or according to the types of musical
performance with which they are associated (e.g., symphonic, military, jazz,
ethnic dance, and marching bands).
Steel drums and wooden slot drums, whose vibrating members are more
platelike than membranelike, will be discussed in Chapter 19.
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IS.I. Kettledrums
Kettledrums, or timpani, are usually considered to be the most important
drums in modern orchestras. While ancient in origin, their preeminence in
orchestras dates from the invention of screw tensioning devices in the seventeenth century. The timpanist in a symphony orchestra plays on three to five
timpani of various sizes, each tunable over a range of about a musical fifth.
Berlioz's "Grande Messe des Morts" calls for 16 timpani to be played by 10
players. During the last century, various mechanisms were developed for
changing the tension to tune the drumheads rapidly. Most modern timpani
have a pedal-operated tensioning mechanism in addition to six or eight
tensioning screws around the rim of the kettle. The pedal typically allows the
player to vary the tension over a range of at least 3 : 1, which corresponds to
a tuning range in excess of a musical sixth.
At one time most timpani heads were calfskin, but this material has gradually given way to Mylar (polyethylene terephthalate). Calfskin heads require
a great deal of hand labor to prepare and great skill to tune properly. Some
orchestral timpanists prefer them for concert work under the conditions of
controlled humidity, but use Mylar when touring. Mylar is insensitive to
humidity and is easier to tune because of its homogeneity. A thickness of 0.19
mm (0.0075 in.) is considered standard for Mylar timpani heads. Timpani
kettles are roughly hemispherical; copper is the preferred material, although
fiberglass and other materials are frequently used.
Although the modes of vibration of an ideal membrane are not harmonic,
a carefully tuned kettledrum is known to sound a strong principal note plus
two or more harmonic overtones. Lord Rayleigh (1894) recognized the principal note as coming from the (11) mode (see Section 3.3) and identified overtones about a perfect fifth (JIJ1 = 1.50), a major seventh (1.88), and an octave
(2.00) above the principal tone. He identified these overtones as originating
from the (21), (31), and (12) modes, respectively, which in an ideal membrane
should have frequencies of 1.34, 1.66, and 1.83 times the (11) mode. Rayleigh's
results are quite remarkable, considering the equipment available to him.
More recent measurements (Benade, 1976; Rossing and Kvistad, 1976) have
indicated that the (11), (21), and (31) modes in a timpani have frequencies
nearly in the ratios 1: 1.5: 2. The (41) and (51) modes typically have ratios
of 2.44 and 2.90 times the fundamental (11) mode, and these are within
about half a semitone of the ratios 2.5 and 3. Thus, the family of modes having one to five nodal diameters radiate prominent partial tones having frequency ratios nearly 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6, which give the timpani a strong sense of
pitch.
How are the inharmonic modes of an ideal circular membrane (see Section
3.3) shifted in frequency so that a series of prominent harmonic partials
appears in the sound of a carefully tuned kettledrum? Four effects appear to
contribute (see Section 3.4):

18.2. Bending Stiffness
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(1) the membrane vibrates in a sea of air, and the mass of this air sloshing
back and forth lowers the frequencies ofthe principal modes of vibration;
(2) the air enclosed by the kettle has resonances of its own that will interact
with the modes of the membrane that have similar shapes;
(3) the bending stiffness of the membrane, like the stiffness of piano strings,
raises the frequencies of the higher overtones; and
(4) drumheads have a rather large stiffness to shear, so they resist the type
of distortion needed to deflect a membrane without wrinkling it (or to
wrap it around a bowling ball).
Our studies have shown that air loading, which lowers the modes of low
frequency, is mainly responsible for establishing the harmonic relationship of
kettledrum modes; the other effects only fine tune the frequencies but may
have considerable effect on the rate of decay of the sound (Rossing, 1982a).
The stiffness of the air enclosed in the kettle raises the frequencies of the
axial-symmetric modes, especially the (01) mode (Morse, 1948).

18.2. Bending Stiffness
In Section 3.12, the effect of bending stiffness was estimated by adding a
platelike term to the membrane equation. For a typical timpani drum head,
modal frequencies were found to be raised by about 0.5%.
A more detailed analysis considers the radial part of the modal function:
(18.1)
where Jm is the cylindrical Bessel function of order m. The vanishing of the
membrane displacement at r = a gives
(18.2)
The assumption of a "hinged" boundary condition at r = a is reasonable
and implies that
(18.3)
with

J~(~) =

:;2

(18.4)

Jm@·

For nontrivial solutions of Eqs. (18.3) and (18.4) for A and B, we must have
Jm(k 2a)

Jm(k 1 a)

k~J~(k2a)

kiJ~(kl a)
klaJ~(kla)

+ (k~a2 -

m2)Jm(k 1 a)'

where the last equality follows from the Bessel differential equation.

(18.5)
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Since k 2 a

~

1, we may use asymptotic behavior,
Jm(ik2a)

~

constant

ek2a

~'

yk 2 a

(18.6)

so that in Eq. (18.5), we have (using terms from Section 3.12)
1

Jm(k2a)

S4
k~J~(k2a) ~ k~ ~ c 2 ·

(18.7)

In the absence of stiffness effects, the membrane modal wave numbers k~n
are determined by the equation
Jm(k~na)

= o.

(18.8)

The shifts in modal wave numbers may be estimated by writing
kl = k~n

+ Akmn

(18.9)

and using the approximation
Jm(k l a) ~ J~(k~na)(aAkmn)

(18.10)

in Eq. (18.5). Using the values for S, a, and c in Section 3.12, we find
Akmn
k~n

~ -~ = _ 8.1
c2 aZ

X

10- 6 •

(18.11)

Finally, we evaluate
(18.12)

using
(18.13)

to find
(18.14)

for W~n/21C = 600 Hz.
This more detailed analysis of bending stiffness effects thus gives essentially
the same result as the analysis in Section 3.12. These effects are indeed
negligible for modes of musical interest.

18.3. Piston Approximation for Air Loading
In order to estimate the effects of air loading, we consider the effective air mass
loading for a piston in an infinite baffie. It is given by (Kinsler and Frey, 1962):

Po Ca 1Ca 2 Xl
w

m=----

(18.15)
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Fig. 18.1. The effective surface density of the air load for a circular piston in a very
large baffie. The dashed curve gives the surface density of a timpani head for a
comparison.

where Xl is the piston reactance function, Po is the density of air, and Ca is the
velocity of sound. For frequenciesJ < ca /4na, Xl ~ (16/3) (fa/c a ), so that m =
(S/3)poa 3 . This is equivalent to the air in a disc with the radius of the piston
and a thickness Sa/3n. At higher frequency, the air load decreases as 1/J 2 ,
becoming negligible compared with the membrane mass above 500 Hz or so.
The surface density ofthe air load for a piston in a baffie is given in Fig. lS.1.
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Fig. 18.2. Wave velocity as a function of frequency for a timpani membrane at two
different tensions without a kettle. The dashed curves are the wave velocities in
unloaded mem branes (c = (Tj (J) 1/2), while the solid curves inc1 ude air loading estimated
from the equivalent piston model (Mills, 1980).
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The effective air loading on a rigid baffied piston the size and mass of a typical
kettledrum would shift the frequencies of the lowest modes by as much as 40%
at low tension, somewhat less at high tension.
The velocities of transverse waves in a 0.19-mm (0.0075-in.)-thick Mylar
timpani membrane are shown in Fig. 18.2. The observed wave velocities are
determined from the frequencies of the principal vibrational modes, and the
wave velocities have been calculated using the mass of the membrane alone
and by adding the air mass predicted by the piston model (as shown in Fig.
18.1).
The equivalent piston model gives us a ball-park estimate for the effect of
air loading, but it appears to overestimate the effect below about 350 Hz
[except for the fundamental (01) mode] and to underestimate it above 350 Hz,
as seen from Fig. 18.2. Thus we look for a more exact method of calculating
air loading.

18.4. Green Function Method for Calculating Air Loading
A more accurate determination of the effects of air loading can be made by
applying the Green function technique. The timpani can be modeled as a rigid
cylindrical kettle enclosure of length L and radius a, capped by a membrane
and with a rigid bottom except for a small circular vent hole at the bottom
(Christian et aI., 1984).
The incremental pressure p of the air satisfies the wave equation
(18.16)
where Co is the speed of sound in air. For a given normal mode of the timpani,
the pressure may be written as p = p(r)e- irot with

(V

2

+ :;)p(r) = O.

(18.17)

In order to take into account the effect of inside-air loading on the membrane, it is convenient to use the Neumann-Green function, Gin(rI r'). For
points inside the kettle enclosure, Gin(rlr') [= Gin(p, ¢J, zip', ¢J', z')] satisfies the
equations
( V2

+ :;) Gin(rlr')
=

Da~

(p :p)

= -4nb(r - r')

+

:2 :;2 + :Z22 + :;]

Gin(p, ¢J,zlp', ¢J', z')

= -4n b(p - p') b(¢J - ¢J')fJ(z - z'); (18.18)
p
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and

oGi;(rlr')I
= oGi,n(rlr') I
=0.
Op'
p'=a
OZ
z'=O.L

(18.20)

Neglecting sound reflections from the walls of the room and assuming an
infinite and rigid plane baffie, expressions can be developed for the pressure
inside and outside the membrane.
The pressure at points r inside the kettle enclosure can be written

p(r)

=

4~

J:
nJ:'

p'dp'

- 41

L2lt d¢/ Gin(p, r/J, zip', ¢/, L)

!:'

(p', ¢/, L_)

p'dp' f2lt dr/J'Gin(P,r/J,zIP',r/J',O)!:,(p',r/J',O), (18.21)

where p(p', r/J', L_) is the pressure on the kettle side of the membrane, and the
Green's function inside the kettle is given by
00

Gin (p, r/J, zip', r/J', Z')

= -

4n m];..oo

e im(1)-1>')
2n

f 1m [Ymn(p/a)] 1m [Ymn(p'/a)]
a 2 (1 - m 2 /Y;'n)J~(Ymn)

X

n=l

X

cos(Ymnz<) cos [Ymn(L -z>)]
--~~--~~~~---Ymn sin(Ymn L )

(18.22)

Similarly, the pressure outside can be written

p(p,r/J,L+)

= -

nJ:

41

p'dp'

L2lt dr/J'Gout(P,r/J,L+IP',r/J',L)!:,(P',r/J',O),
(18.23)

where the Green function above the membrane is given by
e i(w/ca)J (x- x')2 + (y- y')2 +(z - z')2

Gout(rlr')

= -r===.;'=====;;=====;;

J(x - X')2

+

+ (y -

y')2

+ (z -

Z')2

ei(w/ca)J(X- x')2+(y-y')2+(z+z' - 2L)2

J(x - X')2 + (y - y')2 + (z + z' - 2Lf

.

(18.24)

These results can be used with the membrane equation of motion to
calculate the modes of vibration of the air-loaded membrane. A similar
calculation can be made to determine the modes of a timpani membrane
without a kettle and without a baffie (Christian et aI., 1984).
The modal frequencies calculated for a membrane with and without a kettle
are given in Table 18.1. Also given are the frequencies of an ideal membrane
at the same tension. Note the downward shift in frequency of all the modes,
especially those of low frequency.
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Table 18.1. Calculated timpani modal frequencies (with and without kettle) for
tension T= 3990 N/m. For comparison, ideal membrane frequencies for the same
tension are listed.
With kettle

Without kettle

Modemn

Ideal fm. (Hz)

Ideal fm.ffll

fm.(Hz)

fm.ffll

fm.(Hz)

fmnffll

01
11
21
02
31
12
41
22
51
32
61
13
42

143
228
306
328
380
417
452
501
522
581
591
605
658

0.63
1.00
1.34
1.44
1.66
1.83
1.98
2.20
2.29
2.55
2.61
2.66
2.89

131
150
227
253
299
352
370
411
434
492
507
507
570

0.87
1.00
1.51
1.68
1.99
2.34
2.46
2.74
2.93
3.28
3.38
3.38
3.80

89
165
237
257
308
343
377
424
445
501
512
525
578

0.54
1.00
1.44
1.55
1.92
2.08
2.28
2.57
2.69
3.04
3.10
3.18
3.50

18.5. Comparison of Calculated and Measured Modes
for a Timpani Membrane
The modal frequencies calculated with the Green function technique agree
very well with those measured in a timpani membrane both with and without
the kettle, as shown in Table 18.2. Note that the tension is different in the two
cases, although the frequency of the fundamental (11) mode is essentially the
same.
Note that the (11), (21), (31), and (41) modes, which had frequencies in the
inharmonic ratios of 1.00 : 1.34 : 1.66 : 1.98 in the ideal membrane, are shifted
into the nearly harmonic ratios 1.00 : 1.50 : 1.97 : 2.44 in the case of the membrane with the kettle and to a tolerable 1.00 : 1.47: 1.91 : 2.36 ratio without a
kettle. Even without the kettle, an air-loaded timpani membrane conveys a
fairly definite sense of pitch.
The interaction of the air enclosed by the kettle with the various modes of
the membrane is not unlike that encountered in the guitar in Chapter 9. Each
membrane mode may be thought of as driving kettle modes having the same
symmetry in the plane of the membrane. If the membrane and kettle mode
frequencies are close together, the interaction will be strong.
The normal modes of a 26-in.-diameter Ludwig kettle are shown in Fig.
18.3. These modes were observed by covering the kettle with a rigid cover
having small holes through which a driving tube and probe microphone
could be inserted. In every case, the kettle modes are higher in frequency than
the membrane modes (see Table 18.1) to which they couple (Rossing et ai.,
1982).

Christian et ai., 1984.

138
172
261
291
344
390
427
471
511
506

01
11
21
02
31
12
41
22
03
51

a From

Calculated
fmn (Hz)

Mode mn

140
172
258
284
340
344
420
493
467
501

Experimental
fmn (Hz)
0.80
1.00
1.52
1.69
2.00
2.27
2.48
2.74
2.97
2.94

Calculated
fmnlfll

With kettle (T = 5360 N/m)

0.81
1.00
1.50
1.65
1.97
2.00
2.44
2.86
2.71
2.91

Experimental
fmnlfll
93
173
249
270
322
367
394
445
458
467

Calculated
fmn (Hz)
92
173
253
266
330
365
408
443
459
485

Experimental
fmn (Hz)

0.54
1.00
1.47

0.54
1.00
1.44
1.56
1.86
2.08
2.28
2.57
2.65
2.70

1.54
1.91
2.12
2.36
2.63
2.66
2.81

Experimental
fmnlfll

Calculated
fmnlfll

Without kettle (T = 4415 N/m)

Table 18.2. Calculated and experimental timpani modal frequencies (with and without the kettle).'
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495
556
573

2.97
2.94
3.29
3.40

0.80
1.00
1.52
1.68
2.00
2.48
2.84
2.96
3.42

585

0.94
1.00
1.52
1.73
2.02
2.49

486
507

160
171
260
295
345
425

1_1111

Experimental

0.75V.'

3.45

2.90
2.99

0.92
1.00
1.54
1.75
2.03
2.51

F_Illl

Calculated

588

491
509

182
165
259
301
346
427

1_(Hz)

Experimental

3.56

2.98
3.08

1.12
1.00
1.57
1.82
2.10
2.59

1_1111

Experimental

O.5Vo'

3.53

3.01
3.05

1.07
1.00
1.56
1.82
2.08
2.57

F_Illl

Calculated

2.28
2.86
3.14
3.35
3.43
3.97
4.08

338
423
465
496
507
587
604

1.00
1.67

1_1111

Experimental

0.25Vo'

148
248

I •. (Hz)

Experimental

• From Christian et aI., 1984.
b The tensions in the four cases are slightly different. The theoretical tensions were adjusted in each case so as to give fll (calc.) = fll (expt.).
c Vo = 0.14 m 3 .
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Experimental

1_(Hz)

Modemn

Experimental

Vo =O.14 m 3c

Table 18.3. Experimental and calculated timpani modal frequencies for four different kettle volumes. a •b
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Fig. 18.3. Normal modes of the air in a rigidly capped kettle for three different air
volumes.

Also shown in Fig. 18.3 are the air modes in the kettle when the volume is
reduced to one-half and one-quarter of the original volume by partly filling
the kettle with water. The effect on the membrane modal frequencies of
reducing the kettle volume was similarly determined (Rossing et aI., 1982).
The effect on the membrane modal frequencies of reducing the volume of
the kettle is shown in Table 18.3. Note that reducing the kettle volume raises
the frequencies of the axial-symmetric (01), (02), and (03) modes but lowers the
frequencies of the other modes. This can be understood by noting that the
average air flow velocity (and hence the effective momentum) will be slightly
greater when the available volume is decreased. The harmonic tuning of the
(m, 1) modes is pretty well retained when the volume is reduced by 25%, but
it is lost when the volume is reduced to half its original volume. Note that
again the modal frequencies, calculated by the Green function technique, show
good agreement with the experimentally measured frequencies.
From the results in Table 18.3 it might be concluded that the size of a
timpani kettle is quite near its optimum value insofar as fine tuning the most
prominent partials into a harmonic series.

18.6. Timpani Sound
The sound spectra obtained by striking a 26-in -. diameter kettledrum in its
normal place (about one-fourth of the way from the edge to the center) and
at the center are shown in Fig. 18.4 (also see Table 18.4). Note that the
fundamental mode (01) appears much stronger when the drum is struck at the
center, as do the other symmetrical modes ((02), (03)). These modes damp out
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(a)

o

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

0.8
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Frequency (kHz)
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(c)

(d)

o

0.2

0.4
0.6
Frequency (kHz)

Fig. 18.4. Sound spectra from a 65-cm timpani tuned to E3: (a) approximately 0.03 s
after striking at the normal point, (b) approximately 1 s later, (c) approximately
0.03 s after striking at the center, and (d) approximately 1 s later (from Rossing and
Kvistad, 1976).

rather quickly, however, so they do not produce much of a drum sound. In
fact, striking the drum at the center produces quite a dull, thumping sound.
A blow at the normal strike point, however, excites the harmonic (11), (21),
(31), and (41) modes, and these modes decay more slowly than the (01), (02),
and (03) modes. Even in the case of the center blow, the (11) and (21) partials
are more prominent after Is (Fig. 18.4(d)).
Most observers identify the pitch of the timpani as corresponding to that
of the (11) partial. It is a little surprising that the pitch oftimpani corresponds
to the pitch of the principal tone rather than the missing fundamental of the
harmonic series, which would be an octave lower. Apparently, the strengths
and durations of the overtones are insufficient, compared to the principal tone,

18.7. Radiation and Sound Decay
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Table 18.4. Decay times for a 26-in.-diameter timpani membrane with and without

a kettle."
With kettle
T = 5360 N/m

Mode mn

1m. (Hz)

01 monopole
11 dipole
21 quadrupole
02
31
12
41
22
03
51

140
172
258
284
340
344
420
493
467
SOl

a

'60

(s)

<0.3
0.8
1.7
0.4
2.7
0.5
1.7
0.5
<0.3
2.6

Without kettle

T = 3710 N/m

1m. (Hz)

'60

128
145
218
235
287
303
354
394
383
421

(s)

0.4
2.3
3.7
0.3
4.6
2.5
4.3
0.9
0.5
4.1

T = 4415 N/m

1m. (Hz)
93
173
249
270
322
367
394
445
458
467

'60

(s)

0.8
2.5
3.3
0.4
2.6
<0.3
2.8
0.7
<0.3
2.1

T = 2820 N/m

1m. (Hz)
73
139
204
214
267
295
330
364
353
392

'60

(s)

1.5
3.4
3.4
<0.3
4.6
1.3
4.2
1.2
<0.3
4.2

After Christian et a!., 1984.

to establish the harmonic series of the missing fundamental. Some timpanists
report that a gentle stroke at the proper spot with a soft beater can produce
a rather indistinct sound an octave below the nominal pitch (Brindle, 1970).
It is possible to make the following observations from Table 18.4:
1. The harmonically tuned (11), (21), (31), and (41) modes decay much more

slowly than the other modes, especially the (01), (02), and (03) modes.
2. The (01) mode, which acts as a monopole source, decays rapidly; the baffied
(11) mode and the unbaffied (01) mode, which act as dipole sources, decay
less rapidly; the baffied (21) mode and the unbaffied (11) mode decay still
less rapidly.
3. Increasing the tension increases the frequency of a given mode and thus
the radiation efficiency, resulting in a shorter decay time. (Monopole radiation efficiency goes as /2; dipole as /4; and quadrupole as /6.)
The Green function technique can be used to predict decay times of various
modes with and without a kettle over a wide range of tension (Christian et aI.,
1984). The calculated values are in reasonably good agreement with the
measured decay times.

18.7. Radiation and Sound Decay
There are four possible mechanisms for energy loss and the resulting damping
of a membrane: (1) radiation of sound, (2) mechanical loss in the membrane,
(3) viscothermalloss in the confined air, and (4) mechanical loss in the kettle
walls. Our investigations indicate that radiation accounts for a major part of
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 18.5. Radiation from a vibrating membrane: (a) monopole radiation from a baffled
membrane vibrating in its (01) mode; (b) dipole radiation from an unbaffled membrane
vibrating in its (01) mode; (c) dipole radiation from a baffled membrane vibrating in
its (11) mode; (d) quadrupole radiation from an unbaffled membrane vibrating in its
(11) mode; and (e) quadrupole radiation from a baffled membrane vibrating in its (21)
mode.

the damping of a kettledrum membrane. Nevertheless, kettle loss cannot be
ruled out completely in light of the general feeling that timpani with copper
kettles sound different from those with kettles of fiberglass or other synthetic material. By the same token, the preference for the sound of calfskin
drumheads suggests that the energy loss in the membrane itself may not be
ignorable.
A baffied membrane vibrating in its (01) mode (a monopole source) radiates
its energy very rapidly, and hence this mode damps out rapidly, as compared
with modes that act as dipole or quadrupole sources (see Chapter 7). If the
kettle (which acts as a baffie) is removed, the (01) mode damps out less rapidly
since it acts as a dipole source, as shown in Fig. 18.5. The (11) mode normally
acts as a dipole source, but when the kettle is removed, it acts as a quadrupole
source and radiates away its energy less rapidly.
Polar plots showing the sound radiation pattern from a small (40-cmdiameter) kettledrum in an anechoic room are shown in Fig. 18.6 (Fleischer,
1988). Note that the number of maxima for each mode equals twice the
number of nodal diameters. Compare the first three plots to Fig. 18.5(a), (c),
and (e).

18.8. The Kettle
We have already shown that the kettle fine-tunes the modes of the musically
significant partials (Section 18.5) and increases their decay times by acting as
a baffie (Section 18.7). Although the fine-tuning of the modes depends upon
the kettle volume, the effect of kettle shape does not appear to be very
significant (Tubis and Davis, 1986; Davis, 1989).
The bottom of the kettle nearly always has a small vent hole to equalize
the average air pressure inside and outside. It has been suggested (Benade,

18.8. The Kettle

Fig. 18.6. Sound radiation from a 40-cm-diameter kettledrum.
is twice the number of nodal diameters (Fleischer, 1988).
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1976) that viscous friction in the air at the vent hole is the principal cause of
the large damping of the (01) mode, and that the open vent hole prevents the
rise in frequency that would ordinarily occur due to the added stiffness of the
air enclosed by the kettle. Experimental observations by Christian et ai. (1984)
were in disagreement with both of these theories, however.
Closing the vent hole with a rubber stopper has little or no effect on the
decay time of the (01) mode and lowers the modal frequency by a very small
amount, typically 0.4%. At one tension, for example, the observed frequency
of 135.4 ± 0.1 Hz and the decay time of 0.29 ± 0.05 s with the vent hole open
only changed to 134.9 ± 0.1 Hz and 0.29 ± 0.05 s with the vent hole plugged.
This is consistent with the observations of several experienced timpanists who
could hear no consistent difference in the sound of the timpani with the vent
hole closed or open.

18.9. Bass Drums
The bass drum is capable of radiating the most power of all the instruments
in the orchestra. (A peak acoustical power of 20 W was observed by Sivian et
aI., 1931.) A concert bass drum usually has a diameter of 80-100 cm (32-40
in.), although smaller drums (50-75 cm or 20-30 in.) are popular in marching
bands. Most bass drums have two heads, set at different tensions, but singleheaded "gong" drums are widely used when a more defined pitch is appropriate. Mylar heads with a thickness of 0.010 in. (0.25 mm) are widely used,
although calfskin heads are preferred by some percussionists for large concert
bass drums.
Most drummers tune the batter or beating head to a greater tension than
the carry or resonating head; some percussionists suggest that the difference
be as much as 75% (giving an interval of about a fourth; see Noonan, 1951).
Levine (1978) recommends tuning the carry head higher than the batter head
for orchestral music but lower than the batter head in solo or small ensemble
playing. A distinctive timbre results from setting both heads at the same
tension, but the prominent partials in the 70-300-Hz range appear to be
stronger (initially) and to decay faster when the carry head is tuned below the
batter head (Rossing, 1987).
Modal frequencies of an 82-cm-diameter bass drum are given in Table 18.5.
Frequencies of the (01), (11), (21), (31), and (41) modes fall surprisingly near a
harmonic series, and if their partials were the only ones heard, the bass drum
sound would be expected to have a rather definite pitch. In the frequency range
above 200 Hz, however, there are many inharmonic partials that sound
louder since the ear discriminates against sounds of low frequency. Fletcher
and Bassett (1978) found 160 partials in the frequency range 200-1100 Hz,
although their scheme for associating these partials with vibrational modes
of the membrane appears to be incorrect (Rossing, 1987).
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Table 18.5. Modal frequencies in the
bass drum head.·
Mode

Carry head at
lower tension

Heads at
same tension

39
80
121
162

44,104

01
11

21
31
41
51

76, 82
120
160

204

198

248

240

• Rossing, 1987.

Coupling between the two heads gives rise to an interesting doublet effect
in the lowest modes. When the two heads were at the same tension, for example, we observed a pair of(Ol) modes at 44 and 104 Hz and a pair of (11) modes
at 76 and 82 Hz. The (01) pair are the modes of a simple two-mass oscillator
whose frequencies are given in Section 4.4 as 11 = 10 and 12 = JI/ + 2J/,
where fa is the frequency of either head, and the coupling frequency fc depends
upon the stiffness of the air volume and the membrane masses. Setting the
heads to the same tension tends to maximize this coupling.
From the two frequencies for the (01) modal pair given in Table 18.5, we
calculate fc = 67 Hz. However, the equivalent piston model (assuming a piston
with area equal to one-half the total membrane area and with a mass equal
to one-half the mass of the head) gives a somewhat higher value of fc = 89 Hz.
Obviously, a more refined calculation of air loading using Green functions is
called for (compare Section 18.4).
Removing the carry head changes the modal frequencies but little from the
values in the first column in Table 18.5 (for the carry head tuned below the
batter head). Decay rates vary from 3 to 9 dB/s when the carry head is at a
lower tension than the batter head; this increases to 6-11 dB/s when the heads
are at the same tension. Removing the carry head gives decay rates from 3 to
8 dB/s, about the same as the preferred playing arrangement of unequal
tensions in the two heads. Decay times are quite dependent upon the acoustical environment, however, because of the long wavelengths at these low
frequencies.
The average tension of a membrane increases when it vibrates at finite
amplitude. The increase in the average tension AT is proportional to the
square of the displacement amplitude d, and the frequency is proportional to
the square root of To + AT:
I(z) =

2
~
JTo + Kd •
2n

(18.25)

(1

Thus, each mode will have a greater frequency just after the drum is struck,
decreasing as the amplitude dies down. When a bass drum is struck a full
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blow, a typical value for the initial amplitude is 6 mm, which results in an
upward frequency shift of about 10%, or nearly a whole tone on the musical
scale (Cahoon, 1970). Of course, the pitch shift is made less noticeable by the
downward pitch shift with increasing sound intensity, a well-known psychoacoustical effect that is especially strong at low frequency (see, for example,
Chapter 7 in Rossing, 1982b).

IS.10. Side Drums
Another drum that belongs to the family of untuned membranophones is the
snare or side drum. The orchestral snare drum is a two-headed instrument
about 35 cm (14 in.) in diameter and 13-20 em (5-8 in.) deep. Strands or cables
of wire or gut are stretched across the lower or snare head. When the upper
or batter head is struck, the lower head vibrates against the snares. Alternatively, the snares can be moved away from the lower head. The modern side
drum is a descendent of a long line of military drums; snares were probably
added about the time it appeared in jazz bands and dance orchestras. Variants
of the side drum include the parade drum and the tenor drum, which are
considerably deeper than the snare drum (30-50 cm). The parade drum is
equipped with snares, but the tenor drum normally is not.

Frequency (Hz)

Fig. IS.7. Sound spectra from a 36-cm-diameter side drum. Solid curves resulted from
striking the drum at the center; for the dashed curves, the drum was struck about
midway between the center and the rim. Upper curves were recorded at the time of
strike, lower curves are delayed 0.5 s.
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Table 18.6. Modal frequencies in a 36-cm side drum."
Mode
01
11

21
02
31
12
41
a

Batter head

Snare head

Drum

(Hz)

(Hz)

(Hz)

227
284
403
445
513
555
619

299
331
507
616
674
582
859

182,330
278,341
403
442
512
556
619

Zhao, 1990.

Side drum heads are nearly always made of polyester. Batter heads are
0.13-0.36 mm (0.005-0.014 in.) thick, while snare heads are much thinner,
typically 0.08 mm (0.003 in) in thickness.
Sound spectra from a 36-cm (14-in.) diameter side drum (without snares),
struck at the center and away from the center, are shown in Fig. 18.7. The
symmetric (01) mode at 195 Hz dominates the spectrum initially, but it loses
energy so rapidly (by sound radiation) that after a half second it has fallen
below some of the anti symmetric modes (( 11), (31), (41)). The second (01) mode,
in which the two heads move oppositely, is weak because ofthe large difference
in thickness (mass) of the two heads. The anti symmetric modes radiate more
strongly when the drum is struck off center.
Frequencies of a few modes of vibration are given in Table 18.6. In order
to measure the modes of each head, the opposite head was damped (with
sandbags); thus, the frequencies are for the drumhead backed by the enclosed
air. The heads were set to playing tension by a professional percussionist. The
behavior of drums with snares will be discussed in Section 18.13.

18.11. Tom-Toms
Tom-toms range from 20 to 45 cm (8 to 18 in.) in diameter and from 20 to 50
cm (8 to 20 in.) in depth, and they may have either one or two heads. Although
generally classified as untuned drums, tom-toms do convey an identifiable
pitch, especially the single-headed type.
Heads with a center dot or patch of greater thickness than the rest of the
head are achieving some popularity. These are said to give a "centered",
slightly "tubby" sound with a more distinct pitch, which results from shifting
the lowest partials into a more nearly harmonic relationship.
Table 18.7 gives some modal frequencies of a 30-cm (12-in.), single-head
tom-tom with center patches of varying diameter. Note the shift of the modal
frequencies toward a harmonic sequence. Addition of the dots was found to
increase the decay times of nearly all the modes as well. In this experiment,
the heads were of 0.19-mm (0.0075-in.)-thick Mylar, and the dots were of the
same material 0.25-mm (O.OlO-in.)-thick (Rossing, 1977).
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Table 18.7. Modal frequencies of a 30-cm tom-tom with and without center dots.
8.9-cm dot

No dot
Mode

f

fifo 1

01
11
21
02
31
12
41

147
318
461
526
591
684
703

2.16
3.14
3.58
4.02
4.65
4.78

l1.4-cm dot

f

fifo 1

f

fifo 1

144
307
455
522
583

1
2.13
3.16
3.63
4.05

693

4.81

142
305
450
485
581
681
701

2.15
3.17
3.42
4.09
4.80
4.94

14-cm dot

f

fifo 1

140
289
434
474
566

1
2.06
3.10
3.39
4.04

693

4.95

Whereas a tom-tom with one head has a single fundamental mode of the
(01) type, adding a second head adds a second (01) mode, as in the side drum.
Since the volume is greater than the side drum, however, the two (01) modes
are closer in frequency than those in Table 18.6. In a 32-cm tom-tom, Bork
and Meyer measured (01) mode frequencies of 101 and 191 Hz, while the
frequency of the (11) mode was 179 Hz. They found that sound radiation into
the far field is more efficient for the two-headed drum (Bork, 1983).
When a tom-tom is struck a hard blow, the deflection of the drumhead
may be great enough to cause a significant change in the tension, which

•

1.5
• Compound membrane
• uniform membrane

5
Amplitude (mm)

Fig. 18.8. Dependence offrequency on amplitude for a 33-cm tom-tom head vibrating
in its fundamental mode. The vertical axis is the square of the ratio of the frequency
to the low-amplitude frequency. The tension was 351 N/m, which is at the low end of
the normal playing range for this drum (Rose, 1978).
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momentarily raises the frequencies of all modes of vibration and thus the
apparent pitch. The fundamental frequency in a 33-cm (13-in.) tom-tom, for
example, was found to be about 8% (slightly more than a semitone) greater
during the first 0.2 s after the strike than after a second or more (Rose, 1978),
resulting in a perceptible pitch glide. An even greater pitch change of 160¢
(about 10%) was observed by Bork and Meyer in a 32-cm tom-tom (Bork,
1983).
The pitch glide can be enhanced by adding a Mylar ring to load the outer
portion of the drumhead. This is apparently due to the added stiffness to shear
of the thicker membrane. The changes in frequency with amplitude in an
ordinary drumhead and in a ring-loaded drumhead are shown in Fig. 18.8.
These data are for the fundamental mode in a 33-cm (13-in.) tom-tom at fairly
low tension (Rose, 1978). The frequency change is diminished when the tension
is increased.

18.12. Onset and Decay of Drum Sound
When a drumhead is sharply struck near the center, most of the energy initially
appears in the circularly symmetric (01) and (02) modes, but by the end of the
first second, the sound spectrum includes many partials radiated by modes
that received energy from the (01) and (02) modes to which they were coupled
by nonlinear processes (see Chapter 5). At the same time the spectral peaks
associated with the (01) and (02) modes narrow substantially.
The sound decay time depends on a number of factors, such as the type of
drumhead, the tension, the kettle weight and material, and especially the way
in which the drum is supported. Changing the length of the arm on which a
drum is supported, for example, can change the decay time of the fundamental
from 5.5 s to 0.6 s, and adding mass to the kettle tends to lengthen the decay
time (Bork, 1983). Decay times measured in the same drum with several
different types of heads are given in Table 18.8. The 60-dB decay time of the
higher (01) mode and that observed in the one-third-octave band at 500 Hz
are given. The double-layer Pin Stripe head and the center-loaded Controlled
Sound (CS) head are seen to have shorter decay times, especially at the higher
frequency.
Table 18.8. Decay times of a 32-cm tom-tom with various heads. a
Mass

Thickness

Head

(g)

(mm)

T6o: (01)
(s)

T6o: 500 Hz
(s)

Ambassador
Diplomat
Emperor
Pin stripe (2 layers)
Controlled Sound (composite)

50
40
75
62
50

0.3
0.25
0.46
0.35
0.3-0.4

0.9
0.8
1.05
1.0
1.0

2.5
2.7
2.5
1.4
1.1

a

Bork. 1983.
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18.13. Snare Action
The coupling between the snares and the snare head depends upon the mass
and the tension of the snares. At a sufficiently large amplitude of the snare
head, properly adjusted snares will leave the head at some point during the
vibration cycle and then return to strike it, thus giving the snare drum its
characteristic sound. The larger the tension on the snares, the larger the
amplitude needed for this to take place.
Velocities of the snare head and snares in one snare drum are shown in
Fig. 18.9. The snare velocity initially follows a sine curve whose period is
greater than that of the snare head. Therefore, the snare head reverses its
direction first, and the snares lose contact with the head. The smooth snare
curve is disturbed when the snares, vibrating back (vs < 0), meet the head
which is already moving in the opposite direction (Vh > 0). Through the
impact, higher modes of vibration are excited in the snares as well as the snare
head.
For the snares to sound at all requires a certain amplitude of the snare
head. This critical amplitude increases with the snare tension. The snare tension is optimum when both the head and the snares are moving at maximum

o

1-

20 ms

Fig. 18.9. Velocity waveforms for snares (v s ) and snare head (Vh) in a snare drum. Arrow
marks the time at which snares first strike the head (8ork, 1983).
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speed in opposite directions at the moment of contact. In this case, the impact
is the greatest.
Figure 18.10 shows sound spectra for a drum with three blow strengths
and two snare tensions. At low snare tension, the medium blow causes the
head to exceed its critical amplitude (Fig. 18.1O(b)}, whereas at the higher
tension the strongest blow is required (Fig. 18.l0(f». Note that the damping
effect of the snares, as shown by a broadening of the fundamental head resonance peak, is greater at low snare tension (Fig. 18.l0(a».

18.14. Indian Drums
Nowhere in the world is the drum considered to be a more important musical
instrument than in India. Foremost among the drums of India are the tabla
and mrdanga of North India and South India, respectively. The overtones of
both these drums are tuned harmonically by loading the drumhead with a
paste of starch, gum, iron oxide, charcoal, or other materials.
The tabla is a drum with a rather thick head made from three layers of
animal skin (calf, sheep, goat, or buffalo skins are apparently used in different
regions). The innermost and outermost layers are annular, and the layers are
braided together at their outer edge and fastened to a leather hoop. Small
straws or strings are placed around the edge between the outer and middle
head.
Tension is applied to the head by means of a long leather thong that weaves
back and forth (normally 16 times) between the top and bottom of the drum.
The tension in the thong can be changed by moving small wooden cylinders
up or down, and fine-tuning of the head is accomplished by upward or
downward taps on the hoop with a small hammer.
To the center of the head is applied a circular patch of black paste that is
built up in many thin layers. The paste consists of boiled rice and water with
heavy particles, such as iron oxide or manganese dust, added to increase the
density. Each layer is allowed to dry and is then rubbed with a smooth stone
until tiny cracks appear in the surface. The patch ends up with a slightly
convex surface.
The tabla we have described is usually played along with a larger drum,
called by various names: banya, bayan, bhaya, dugga, or left-handed tabla.
The head of this larger drum is also loaded, but slightly off center, and the
shell may be of clay, wood, or metal. In the usual mode of playing, the player
has the edge of the palm resting on the widest portion of the unloaded
membrane, and this constraint causes the nodal patterns to be quite symmetrical. Releasing palm pressure produces a sound of different quality. A tabla
pair is shown in Fig. 18.11.
The mrdanga or mrdangam is an ancient, two-headed drum that functions,
in many respects, as a tabla and banya combined into one. The smaller head,
like that of the tabla, is loaded with a patch of dried paste, while the larger
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Fig. 18.11. Tabla.
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Fig. 18.12. Mrdanga.

head is normally loaded with a paste of wheat and water shortly before
playing. A mrdanga is shown in Fig. 18.12.
The acoustical properties of these drums have been studied by a succession
of Indian scientists beginning with Nobel laureate C.V. Raman. Raman and
his colleagues recognized that the first four overtones of the tabla are harmonics of the fundamental. Later they identified the five harmonics as coming
from nine normal modes of vibration, several of which have the same frequencies. The fundamental is from the (01) mode; the second harmonic is from
the (11) mode; the (21) and (02) modes supply the third harmonic; the (31) and
(12) modes similarly supply the fourth harmonic; and three modes, the (41),
(03), and (22), contribute to the fifth harmonic.
Figure 18.13 shows Chladni patterns of six different modes, all of which
have frequencies near the third harmonic. These patterns, published by Raman
in 1934, were obtained by sprinkling fine sand on the membrane before or
immediately after the stroke. The sand gathers along the nodes (lines of
least vibration) and thus forms a map of the vibration pattern excited by that
stroke. Figure 18.13(a) shows the (02) mode and Fig. 18.13(f) the (21) mode;
the other four modes are combinations of the (02) and (21) normal modes.
Note that exciting any of the modes in Fig. 18.13 will result in a third harmonic
partial.
Figure 18.14, also from Raman's paper, shows how the mode in Fig. 18.10(c)
can be excited by touching the membrane with two fingers and striking it with
a third. It is easy for us to excite these modes by driving the membrane at the
proper frequency with an audio amplifier and a suitably placed loudspeaker,
but these were not available to Raman in 1934.
Figure 18.15 shows the patterns of the nine normal modes corresponding
to the five harmonics and also some of the combination modes that have
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(el

(e)

(f)

Fig. 18.13. Chladni patterns of six different modes of the tabla, all of which have
frequencies near the third harmonic. The (02) and (21) normal modes are shown in (a)
and (f), respectively; the other modes are combinations of these (from Raman, 1934).

vibration frequencies corresponding to the five tuned harmonics. The normal
modes are designated by two numbers: the first indicates the number of nodal
diameters, the second the number of nodal circles.
Chladni patterns indicate that most of the vibrational energy is confined
to the loaded portion of the drumhead. This is accentuated by the restraining
action of a rather stiff annular leather flap in loose contact with the peripheral

Fig. 18.14. Method used to excite the mode in Fig. 18. 13 (c). Two fingers damp the
membrane at the two nodes, and a third finger strikes it at a point 90° away (from
Raman, 1934).
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Fig. 18.15. Nodal patterns of the nine normal modes plus seven of the combination
modes that correspond to the five harmonics of a tabla or mrdanga head.

portion of the drumhead. Thus, the head is essentially divided into three
concentric regions. The tabla player uses these concentric regions to obtain
three distinctly different sounds, which can be described as "tun" (center), "tin"
(unloaded portion), and "na" (outermost portion).
In order to study the effect of the center patch on the modes of vibration
and the sound of a drum, the sound spectrum was measured at 32 stages
(roughly each three layers) during application of a patch to the head of
a mrdanga. The paste was prepared by kneading together roughly equal
volumes of overcooked rice and a black powder composed of manganese and
iron oxide. The area at the center of the head was cleaned, dried, and scraped
with a knife to raise the nap and provide good adhesion. A thin layer of
overcooked rice was first smeared onto this surface as glue, and then a small
lump of the paste was applied. It was smeared out evenly with a swirling
motion by the thumb. The excess was scraped away with a knife, and a smooth
rock was used to pack and polish the mixture by rubbing the surface. The
resulting spectral frequencies are shown in Fig. 18.16.
Note the five harmonic partials in the sound of the fully loaded membrane.
Note also that several of these partials originate from two or three modes of
vibration tuned to have the same frequency by appropriately loading the
membrane. This is similar to the behavior Raman noted in the tabla.
Studies by Ramakrishna and Sondhi (1954) at the Indian Institute of
Science in Bangalore and by De (1978) in Santiniketan, West Bengal, have
indicated that the areal density of the loaded portion of the membrane should
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Fig. 18.16. Frequencies of prominent partials in the sound spectra of the mrdanga with
no patch and at various stages during application ofthe patch (from Rossing and Sykes,
1982).

be approximately ten times as great as the unloaded portion (which is typically
around 0.02-0.03 g/cm 2 ). The total mass of the loaded portion is in the range
of9-15 g for different tabla. We estimate that the mrdanga patch in Fig. 18.16,
which was about 3 mm thick at the center, had a total mass of 29 g and an
areal density of 0.8 g/cm 2 • The density of the dry paste was about 2.8 g/cm 3 •
Figure 18.17 compares the sound spectra from the "din" stroke with no
patch, with about half the layers in place, and with the finished patch. The
differences are rather striking. The fundamental (01) mode has moved down
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Fig.1S.17. Sound spectra from the din stroke with no patch, with about half the layers
in place, and with the finished patch.

in frequency from 295 Hz to 144 Hz, slightly more than one octave. The other
modes have moved by varying amounts into a nearly harmonic frequency
relationship.

18.15. Japanese Drums
More than 50 years ago, Juicha Obata and his colleagues at the Tokyo
Imperial University made acoustical studies of several Japanese drums. It
appears that little has been published, at least in Western journals, since that
time.
The o-daiko is a large drum consisting of two cowhide membranes
stretched tightly across the ends of a wooden cylinder 50-100 cm in diameter
and about 1 m in length. The drum, hanging freely in a wooden frame, is struck
with large felt-padded beaters. It is often used in religious functions at shrines,
where its deep rumbling sound adds solemnity to the occasion. It occasionally
appears in orchestral pieces, such as Orff's "Prometheus" (1968). The o-daiko
is shown in Fig. 18.18(a).
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 18.18. Japanese drums: (a) O-daiko, (b) turi-daiko, and (c) kotodumi.

Obata and Tesima (1935) found modes of vibration in the o-daiko to be
somewhat similar to those in the bass drum (Table 18.5). Pairs of(OI) modes
were found to have frequencies that ranged from about 168 Hz and 193 Hz
under conditions of high humidity to 202 Hz and 227 Hz at low humidity; in
the higher mode of each pair, the two membranes move.in opposite directions.
The next mode at 333 Hz was identified as the (11) mode, and the (21) mode
was at 468 Hz.
Mode frequencies are given in Table 18.9. Since air loading is substantial
for a large membrane, it is quite surprising that the observed frequencies are
Table 18.9. Modal frequencies of the Japanese
o-daiko.a
f ifo I

f lfll

Mode

Frequency

f ifo I

(ideal)

f lfll

(ideal)

01
01
11

202
227
333
383
468
492
544
621
695
739
865
905
1023

1.00
1.12
1.65
1.90
2.32
2.44
2.69
3.07
3.44
3.66
4.28
4.48
5.06

1.00

0.61
0.68
1.00
U5
1.41
1.48
1.63
1.86
2.09
2.22
2.60
2.72
2.07

0.63

21
02
31
12
41

a

1.59
2.13
2.29
2.65
2.92
3.15

Adapted from Obata and Tesima, 1935.

1.00
1.34
1.44
1.66
1.83
1.98
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in such good agreement with the theoretical values for an unloaded membrane. This would suggest that the membrane itself has a large mass and a
high tension compared with Western drums. The absence of a harmonic
relationship between modal frequencies indicates that the drum has an indefinite pitch.
The turi-daiko, shown in Fig. 18.18(b), is a small hanging drum used in
Japanese drama and in the classical orchestra. The cylindrical wooden bodies
of these taiko or drums are usually hollowed out of a single log. Obata and
Tesima (1935) measured the modal frequencies of a shallow turi-daiko 29 cm
in diameter with a length of 7 cm. A single (01) mode was observed to have a
frequency of 195 Hz. Their experiments showed that the fundamental frequency is lowered by increasing the length (volume) of the drum.
The wooden body ofthe tudumi or tsuzumi has a dumbbell shape, and the
faces, which are larger in diameter than the body, consist of leather heads
stretched over iron rings and secured by stitching [see Fig. 18.18(c)]. The faces
are connected by hemp cords, which allow the drummer to vary the tension.
There are two different sizes oftudumi, called o-kawa and kotodumi. The faces
of the larger o-kawa are usually cowhide, while the smaller kotudumi has
deerhide faces.
The kotudumi produces four different tones, designated as "ta," "ti," "pu,"
and "po," according to the manner of grasping the cords and striking the face.
For the ta and ti tones, the cords are tightly grasped, giving the membrane its
maximum tension. The pu and po tones begin at high membrane tension, but
immediately after the stroke they are loosened, causing a gradual lowering in
pitch of the tone. Differences between ta and ti or between pu and po are
created by differences in the manner of striking, namely, the number of fingers
used and the length of the stroke.
Obata and Ozawa (1931) found the fundamental frequencies of the ta and
ti (around 300 Hz) to be about one tone higher than the pu and po (around
270 Hz). They found a prominent partial about three times the fundamental
frequency, but their assumption that this is from the (12) mode (which has a
frequency 2.9 times that of the (01) mode in an unloaded membrane) is
probably not justified.
The larger o-kawa is usually struck with a gloved hand. In spite of its larger
size, it has a fundamental frequency about an octave higher than the kotudumi,
because it has greater tension. It, too, has a prominent third-harmonic partial
in its sound spectrum (Obata and Ozawa, 1931).

18.16. Indonesian Drums
Drums are very important instruments in both Balinese and Javanese gamelans. The drummer in a gamelan sets the tempo and thus, in a sense, conducts
the gamelan. Nearly all kendang or drums in the gamelan are two headed,
and they come in various sizes. Shown in Fig. 18.19 are a large kendang
gending and a small kendang ciblon. Note the difference in the cross sections
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Fig. 18.19. Javanese drums: (a) kendang gending and (b) kendang ciblon (from Lindsay,
1979).
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Fig. 18.20. Sound spectrum of a Balinese drum (from Rossing and Shepherd, 1982).

of the carved shells. The sound spectrum of a Balinese kendang is shown in
Fig. 18.20. The nearly harmonic overtones give the drum a fairly definite pitch.

18.17. Latin American Drums
Musicologists point out that much of what is considered Latin American
music had its roots in Africa. Perhaps that is one reason why various types of
drums play such an important role. Although many interesting drums are
found throughout Central and South America, we will consider only three
familiar ones that have found their way into dance orchestras and jazz ensembles: bongo drums, conga drums, and timbales.

18.17. Latin American Drums
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The conga drum evolved from an African drum that was constructed from
a hollowed-out tree. Nowadays, they are usually constructed oflong strips of
wood, grooved and glued together, and a tensioning mechanism is added to
tune the heads. Head diameters measure from 23 cm to 30 cm (9 in. to 12 in.),
and their pitches are in the range of C 3 -C 4 (131-262 Hz). The individual
drums are sometimes designated "quinto," "conga," and "tumba" (from small
to large, respectively).
There are three basic sounds on the conga:
(1) an open tone produced by striking the rim with the palm of the hand,
allowing the fingers to slap on the head;
(2) a slap produced by striking the drum with the palm of the hand near the
rim, allowing the fingers to be slapped onto the head; and
(3) a bass tone, in which the fleshy part of the hand strikes the center of the
head and rebounds, allowing the head to vibrate freely in its fundamental
mode.
Other important sounds are called the "wave" (or heel-and-toe), in which the
striking hand makes a rocking motion, and the closed tone, produced by
striking the drum at or near the center with the palm of the hand, which
remains in contact long enough to damp the head.
Sound spectra of the open tone, slap, and bass tone are shown in Fig. 18.21.
The first two peaks, which occur around 80 Hz and 240 Hz, appear to be
caused by pistonlike (01) motion of the head coupled to the first two pipelike
modes of the tubular body. The next peak, around 420 Hz (not present in the
bass tone where the drum is struck at the center), corresponds to the (11) mode
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Fig. 18.21. Sound spectra for three different strokes on a conga drum: - - , open tone;
----, slap; ... " bass tone.
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in the head. The peak at 620 Hz probably results from the (21) mode, but we
have not verified this experimentally.
Bongo drums have the highest pitch among Latin American drums. They
are played in pairs, and range from about 15 cm to 25 cm (6 in. to 10 in.) in
diameter. Their wooden shells are conical in shape, and the heads are usually
goat skin. In the original version, the skins were nailed to the shell, but most
modem bongos have tensioning screws.
Timbales were originally small kettle drums, consisting of animal hide
stretched over wooden bowls. Modem timbales usually have metal shells with
about 30-35-em (12-14-in.) diameters. The shells are either totally open at
the bottom or they have a sound hole about the size of a hand. They are played
with light wooden sticks, and they may be struck on the shell as well as on
the head.

18.18. Tambourines
The tambourine is a very old instrument. Mentioned in the Old Testament,
it was well known in ancient Asian cultures. It became a favorite instrument
of the Gypsies in Spain, and has remained so in modem times. Shells of
modem tambourines may be either wood or metal, and the heads, which range
from 15 cm to 30 em (6 in. to 12 in.) in diameter, may be either calfskin or
plastic. Tensioning screws mayor may not be provided for tuning the heads.
What distinguishes tambourines from other drums are the metal discs or
jingles, about 5 em in diameter, attached to wires set in a series of slots around
the drum. The instrument is played by shaking, striking, or even rubbing the
head with a moistened thumb. Needless to say, the tambourine produces a
wide variety of different sounds.

18.19. Friction Drums
Not all drums are played by striking. In the lion's roar or string drum, a gut
string passes through the head where it is held by a knot and a washer. The
player slides a soft piece ofleather along the rosined string to create a growling
noise not unlike the roar of a lion, hence the name.
In the cuica, a drum from Latin America (Brazil), a wooden stick is fastened
to the inside of the drumhead. The player rubs the rosined stick with a damp
sponge or leather, producing a sound similar to that of the lion's roar but
somewhat higher in pitch.
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CHAPTER 19

Mallet Percussion Instruments

Most music authorities define an idiophone as a musical instrument (usually
of wood, metal, or plastic) that makes a musical sound when struck. From a
musical standpoint, tuned idiophones (e.g., the xylophone, marimba, vibraphone, bells, glockenspiel, chimes, celesta, gong) produce tones of a definite
pitch, whereas untuned idiophones (e.g., the cymbal, tam-tam, triangle, and
wood block) do not. From a mechanical standpoint, we could classify them
into one-dimensional and two-dimensional vibrating systems, as discussed in
Chapters 2 and 3, respectively. This chapter deals with one-dimensional
idiophones, mostly ofthe tuned type and played with various types of mallets.
In Sections 2.14-2.17, we discussed the vibrations of bars or rods, which
are the physical basis of the musical instruments discussed in this chapter.
Mostly, we dealt with thin bars having both ends free. A bar of uniform
thickness with free ends vibrates in a series of normal modes whose frequencies, given by Eq. (2.63), are approximately in the ratios: (3.01)2 : 52 : 72 :
9 2 : 112: 13 2 ... = 9.1 : 25 : 49 : 81 : 121 : 169 .... These are quite inharmonic,
although the fourth, fifth, and sixth modes are not too far removed from the
ratio 2 : 3 : 4.
Elastic properties of a number of common materials are given in Table
19.1. Bars of identical size and shape will have vibration frequencies that scale
with the velocities of sound in the materials. Note that the sound velocities in
aluminum, steel, glass, and Sitka spruce are within 3% of one another, whereas
those of brass, copper, and maple are about 30% lower, and thus bars of these
materials would vibrate at frequencies about 14% lower.

19.1. Glockenspiel
The glockenspiel, or orchestra bells, uses rectangular steel bars 2.5-3.2 em
(I-Ii in.) wide and 6-9 mm (i-i in.) thick. Its range is customarily from
G s (f = 784 Hz) to C s (f =4186 Hz), although it is scored two octaves lower
than it sounds. The glockenspiel is usually played with brass or hard plastic
mallets. The bell lyra is a portable version that uses aluminum bars, usually
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Table 19.1. Elastic properties of materials.
Material

Density

Young's modulus

Sound velocity

p (kg/m3)

E(N/m2)

v (m/s)

Aluminum

2700

Brass
Copper
Steel
Glass
Wood
Brazilian rosewood

8500
8900
7700
2300

Indian rosewood
African mahogany
European maple
Redwood
Sitka spruce

7.1 x 1010

830

10.4 x
12.2 x
19.5 x
6.2 x
II grain
1.6 x 10 10

740
550
640
380
470

1.2
1.2
1.0
0.95
1.3

x
x
x
x
x

1010
10 10
1010
1010
1010

1.7
1.2
2.2
0.96
1.3

Kinsler
et ai.,
1982

5150

1010
10 10
10 10
1010
..l. grain
2.8 X 10 9
X
X
X
X
X

10 9
10 9
10 9
109
109

3500
3700
5050
5200
II grain ..l. grain
4400
1800
4000
5000
4000
5000
5200

Reference

Haines,
1979

1500
1500
1800
1600
1700

covering the range As (f = 880 Hz) to A7 (f = 3520 Hz), and is used in some
marching bands.
When struck with a hard mallet, a glockenspiel bar produces a crisp,
metallic sound, which quickly gives way to a clear ring at the designated pitch.
Because the overtones have very high frequencies and die out rather quickly,
they are of relatively less importance in determining the timbre of the glockenspiel than are the overtones of the marimba or xylophone, for example. For
this reason, little effort is made to bring the inharmonic overtones of a glockenspiel into a harmonic relationship through overtone tuning.
The frequencies for transverse vibrations in a bar with free ends were shown
to be inharmonic; thus, the glockenspiel has no harmonic overtones. However,
even its lowest note has a frequency of 2160 Hz, so its overtones occur in a
range in which the pitch discrimination of human listeners is diminished.
The vibrational modes of a glockenspiel bar are shown in Fig. 19.1. Besides
the transverse modes, which are labeled 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, there are torsional
or twisting modes labeled a, b, c, and d; a longitudinal mode I; and transverse
modes in the plane of the bar, Ix and 2x.
The transverse modes of vibration of the glockenspiel bar are spaced a little
closer together than predicted by the simple theory of thin bars (see Section
2.17). Note that the four torsional modes in Fig. 19.1 have frequencies in the
ratios 1.01: 2.00 : 3.00: 3.94. Similarly, the frequencies of the longitudinal
modes (of which only the lowest mode is shown in Fig. 19.1) form a harmonic
series (Eq. (2.53». The frequency ratios between the torsional and longitudinal
modes are given by the factor JK T /2I(1 + v), where I is the polar moment
of inertia, KT is the torsional stiffness, and v is Poisson's ratio (see Section
2.19). For a metal bar whose width Wis more than six times its thickness h,
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Fig. 19.1. Vibrational modes of a glockenspiel bar. Relative frequencies in a C 6 bar are
given.

the torsional and longitudinal modes will have frequencies approximately in
the ratios of 1.2 hjW For the bar in Fig. 19.1, the ratios are 0.32.

19.2. The Marimba
The marimba typically includes 3-4t octaves of tuned bars of rosewood or
synthetic fiberglass; graduated in width from about 4.5 to 6.4 cm (1 ito in.).
Beneath each bar is a tubular resonator tuned to the fundamental frequency
of that bar. When the marimba is played with soft mallets, it produces a rich
mellow tone. The playing range of a large concert marimba is commonly A2
to C 7 (f = 110-2093 Hz), although bass marimbas extend down to C 2 (f =
65 Hz). A few instruments cover a full five-octave range.
A deep arch is cut in the underside of marimba bars, particularly in the low
register. This arch serves two useful purposes: it reduces the length of bar
required to reach the low pitches, and it allows tuning of the overtones (the
first overtone is nominally tuned two octaves above the fundamental). Figure
19.2 shows a scale drawing of a marimba bar, and also indicates the positions
of the nodes for each of the first seven modes of vibration. (These can be
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Fig. 19.2. Scale drawing of a marimba bar tuned to E3 (f = 265 Hz). The dashed lines
locate the nodes of the first seven modes (from Rossing, 1976).

compared with the uniform bar shown in Fig. 19.1(a).) The ratios of the
frequencies of these modes are also indicated. Note that the second partial
(first overtone) of this bar has a frequency 3.9 times that of the fundamental,
which is close to a two-octave interval (a ratio of 4.0).
Figure 19.3 compares the vibrational behavior of a marimba bar and a
uniform rectangular bar for the first five bending modes. The upper row shows
the local bending force, and the second row the bending moment (see Section
2.15). The slope of the bar is shown in the third row and the displacement in
the fourth row. Note that the maximum displacement for all modes of the
uniform bar occurs at the ends, but in the marimba bar it occurs near the
center. The maximum bending moment, however, occurs in the thickest part
of the bar near the ends.
The sound spectrum of the E3 marimba bar, shown in Fig. 19.4 along with
the partials on musical staves, indicates the presence of a strong third partial,
which has a frequency of 9.2 times the fundamental (about three octaves plus
a minor third above it). The relative strengths of the partials, of course, depend
on where the bar is struck and what type of mallet is used. To emphasize a
particular partial, the bar should be struck at a point of maximum amplitude
for that mode, as indicated in Fig. 19.2.
Oscillograms of the first three partials from an A3 (220 Hz) marimba bar
are shown in Fig. 19.5. Note that the second and third partials appear and
also disappear much more quickly than the fundamental. In fact, the third
partial has completely decayed before the fundamental has reached its maximum amplitude. It has been found that the tuning of the inharmonic third
partial has some slight influence on the perceived pitch of the bar (Bork and
Meyer, 1982).
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Fig. 19.5. Oscillograms of the first three partials from an A3 marimba bar. The second
and third partials have been amplified for clarity (Bork and Meyer, 1982).

19.3. Tuning the Bars
Removing material from any point on a bar affects all the modal frequencies
to some extent. However, from Fig. 19.3, it is clear that removal from certain
places affects certain modes more than others, and thus it is possible to tune
the individual partials. In general, removing material from a place where the
bending moment M(x) for a given mode is large will lower the frequency of
that mode considerably (see Section 2.15). It is more difficult to raise the
frequency of a given mode, but removing material near the end of the bar will
slightly raise the frequency of all the modes.
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.. Fig. 19.6. Effect of removing material from various locations along: (a) a uniform
rectangular bar; (b), (c) a marimba bar. The effect on the frequencies of the first four
modes are shown. Tuning the third mode can best be done by cutting at a point about
9% of the distance from one end, as shown in (c) (Bork, 1983a).

Bork (1983a) has made a careful study of bar tuning. Figure 19.6 shows the
effect of a small lateral cut at various positions on the first four modes of a
rectangular bar and a bar with the center portion thinned so that f2 = 4f1
(called a xylophone bar in Europe but a marimba bar in the United States).
The degree to which each partial is raised or lowered is readily seen. Note that
the second mode ofthe marimba bar (Fig. 19.6(b)) is easily tuned by removing
material at about one-third the distance from each end, whereas the lowest
mode is most affected by thinning the center.
Bork and Meyer (1982) investigated the tuning of the third partial to
various ratios, both harmonic and inharmonic, with respect to the fundamental. They compared synthesized bar sounds in which the third partial was
tuned to the following musical intervals above the third octave: major second,
major second + 50¢, minor third, minor third + 50¢, major third, and major
third + 50¢. They found a preference for the fourth choice, where the third
partial is tuned midway between a major and minor third above the triple
octave (i.e., f3 = 9.88f1). (Tuning it midway between a major third and a
fourth-f3 = 10.3-also proved satisfactory; in this case a brighter timbre
resulted.) Tuning to this ratio involves lowering the third partial about 7%
from its position in the bar in Fig. 19.6(b) (and Fig. 19.3(b)). This is difficult
to accomplish by cutting at the locations shown in Fig. 19.6(b). However, a
cut made about 9% of the distance from the end lowers the third partial with
little effect on the first and second partials, as shown in Fig. 19.6(c).
From discussions of practical marimba bar tuning by MacCallum (1968)
and Moore (1970), we extract the following procedures (which are consistent
with Bork's results shown in Fig. 19.6):
1. An arch is cut, as shown in Fig. 19.7, so as to leave the bar approximately

a semi tone above the desired pitch.
2. Material is removed from the regions marked A to lower both the fundamental and first overtone. Moving toward the center lowers the fundamental more rapidly; moving toward the ends favors the first overtone.
3. If the overtone is tuned and the fundamental is too high, a notch can be
cut at B. If the fundamental is too low, material must be removed from the
ends of the bar.

'--_ _ _O_~A

B

Fig. 19.7. Cross section of marimba bar indicating tuning regions (see text).
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4. If the fundamental is tuned and the overtone is still high, notches can be
cut near the ends of the arch (just beyond point A).

19.4. Resonators
Marimba resonators are cylindrical pipes tuned to the fundamental mode of
the corresponding bars. A pipe with one closed end and one open end resonates when its acoustical length is one-fourth of a wavelength of the sound.
The purpose of the tubular resonators is to emphasize the fundamental and
also to increase the loudness, which is done at the expense of shortening the
decay time of the sound. The statement is sometimes made that the resonator
prolongs the sound, but this is incorrect. In a noisy environment or when
played with other instruments in an ensemble, that impression may be conveyed, as can be understood by referring to Fig. 19.8.
Curve A, which represents the more rapid decay of a bar with a resonator,
begins at a higher sound level than curve B, which represents the decay of a
bar with no resonator. At some point in time, the curves cross. If the level of
background noise (dashed line in Fig. 19.8) is high enough, curve A may cross
it after curve B, thus appearing to be longer in duration even though its decay
time is shorter.
The resonator actually increases the radiation efficiency of the system.
Without a resonator, the bar radiates essentially as a dipole source (see Section
7.1) with considerable flow of air back and forth from top to bottom of the
bar. The resonator upsets the balance between the out-of-phase sources, acting
as a more efficient monopole source.
It is common practice to express the decay time of a sound as the time that
would be required for the sound level to fall 60 dB (even though it fades into
the background noise before then). The 60-dB decay time of a typical rose-

Time

Fig. 19.8. Sound decay for a marimba bar with a resonator (curve A) and a bar without
a resonator (curve B). If the background level (dashed line) is high enough, the sound
represented by curve A may appear to be longer in duration.
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wood marimba bar in the low register (E3) is about 1.5 s with the resonator
and 3.2 s without it. Decay times in the upper register are generally shorter;
we measured 0.4 sand 0.5 s for an E6 bar with and without the resonator,
respectively. The corresponding decay times for synthetic bars are somewhat
longer.
Tubes that are closed at one end and open at the other have resonances
that are nearly the odd-numbered harmonics of the fundamental mode (i.e.,
the frequencies would be t, 3f, 5f, ... ). Thus, a resonator tuned to the fundamental frequency of a marimba bar would not affect the first overtone, because
the frequency of that mode is four times the fundamental frequency. As an
experiment, a marimba having a second set of resonators tuned to the first
overtone of the bars was constructed. Each resonator was equipped with a
vane that can partially or completely close the mouth of the tube; thus, the
timbre can be varied by adjusting the amount of closure (K vistad and Rossing,
1977).
The resonance frequency of a tube depends, to a small extent, on the
environment near the open end. This is because the reflection of standing
sound waves within the tube does not take place precisely at the end of the
tube walls. The tube acts as if it were a little longer than it really is; the
difference between the effective length and the actual length is called the end
correction. The end correction for a cylindrical tube without a flange is 0.61
times its radius; if it has a large flange, the end correction is 0.85 times the
radius (see Section 6.5).
If the bar is close (within a distance of one radius, for example) to the
resonator tube, the resonance frequency will be affected by its presence. In
particular, the resonance frequency will be lowered as the bar is moved closer
to the tube. This effect can be used to compensate for changes in resonator
frequency caused by changes in ambient temperature. It works as follows: if
the temperature rises, the speed of sound increases, and so does the resonance
frequency ofthe tube. Moving the resonator closer to the bar, however, lowers
the resonance frequency of the tube, so that it once again matches that of the
bar. Some marimbas incorporate an adjustment of this nature. As yet, the
theory describing the resonances of the coupled bar-resonator system has not
been worked out in detail.
Resonators with two open ends, having twice the length of conventional
resonators, offer an interesting alternative at the higher frequencies. Because
both ends of the bar radiate sound, both constructive and destructive interference occur, and the sound field becomes more directional. Figure 19.9
compares the sound pressure levels at three measuring points with a conventional A./4-resonator and a A./2-resonator with both ends open. Due to constructive interference, the A./2-resonator increases the sound field by approximately 3 dB at MP2, which is in the far field in the mid-plane ofthe resonator.
However, the sound level at the position of the performer (MP3) is lowered
considerably. Relatively little difference between the A./4- and A./2-resonators
occurs at MP1 in the plane of the bar (Bork, 1983a).
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ires//bar
Fig. 19.9. Sound pressure levels as functions of frequency at three different points for
)../4 (one closed end) and )../2 (both ends open) resonators (Bork, 1983a).

Bork also studied the effect of neighboring resonators on the sound radiation. He found that a nearby resonator tuned a semi tone below the bar can
decrease the sound output by as much as 2 dB; a nearby resonator tuned a
semi tone higher raised the sound output by about 1 to 1.5 dB. This interaction
would be most noticeable, therefore at the semitone intervals E to F and B to
C. A similar interaction becomes quite important in bass marimbas with
trough resonators.

19.5. The Xylophone
The word xylophone derives from Greek words meaning "wood sound." In
modern musical terminology, it usually refers to a particular mallet percussion
instrument with bars of either wood or synthetic material. Xylophones typically cover a range of 3-3! octaves extending from F 4 or C 5 to C s (f = 3494186 Hz). Like marimbas, modern xylophones are nearly always equipped
with tubular resonators to increase the loudness of the tone.
Xylophone bars are also cut with an arch on the underside, but the arch is
not as deep as that of the marimba, since the first overtone is usually tuned
to a musical twelfth above the fundamental (that is, three times the frequency
of the fundamental). 1 Since a pipe closed at one end (Fig. 5.6) can also resonate
at three times its fundamental resonant frequency, the twelfth will also be
1 In Europe, it is customary to tune the second partial of the xylophone to the double
octave, as in marimbas (Bork and Meyer, 1982).
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reinforced by the resonator. This overtone boost and the hard mallets used
to play it give the xylophone a much crisper, brighter sound than the marimba.
We have found that careful overtone tuning is usually ignored in the upper
register, as in the case of the marimba.
The xylomarimba or xylorimba is a large xylophone with a 4!-5-octave
range (C 3 or F 3 to C s ), and is occasionally used in solo work or in modern
scores. Bass xylophones and keyboard xylophones have also been constructed
(Brindle, 1970).
Xylophones of some type appear in most musical cultures, ancient and
modern alike. Sometimes the instruments incorporate tuned gourd or bottletype resonators. Sometimes the bars are mounted over a boxlike cavity that
appears to act more as a baffie than a resonator. A baffie amplifies the sound
of a bar by reducing interference between sound radiated by the top and
bottom surfaces of the bar as it vibrates.
The vibrational frequencies of a xylophone bar tuned to F! (f = 370 Hz)
are shown in Fig. 19.10. The frequencies of the bending and torsional modes
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have been lowered by cutting the arch on the underside, and this lowering is
greatest in the lowest modes in each family. Thus, the slopes of the curves
drawn for the bending and torsional families in Fig. 19.10 have greater slopes
than the corresponding curves for the uniform rectangular bar in Fig. 2.23,
and the slope decreases with increasing mode number.

19.6. Vibes
A very popular mallet percussion instrument is the vibraphone or vibraharp,
as they are designated by different manufacturers. Vibes, as they are popularly called, usually consist of aluminum bars tuned over a three-octave range
from F 3 to F 6 (f = 175-1397 Hz). The bars are deeply arched so that the first
overtone has twice the frequency of the fundamental, as in the marimba. The
aluminum bars tend to have a much longer decay time than the wood or
synthetic bars of the marimba or xylophone, and so vibes are equipped with
pedal-operated dampers.
The most distinctive feature of vibes, however, is the vibrato introduced by
motor-driven discs at the top of the resonators, which alternately open and
close the tubes. The vibrato produced by these rotating discs or pulsators
combines a rather substantial fluctuation in amplitude (intensity vibrato) with
a barely detectable change in frequency (pitch vibrato). The speed of rotation
ofthe discs may be adjusted to produce a slow vibe or a fast vibe. Often vibes
are played without vibrato by switching off the motor. They are usually played
with soft mallets or beaters, which produce a mellow tone, although some
passages call for harder beaters.

]

§
o

'"
.~

~

Time (8)

Fig. 19.11. Sound level recording for an A3 bar (f = 440 Hz) with a vibe rate of about
4 Hz. The level fluctuates about 6 dB, and the decay time (60 dB) is 7 s.
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Table 19.2. Mode frequencies ofthree vibe bars; the
ratios to the fundamental are also given.
n

f.

f'/fl

f.

f.lfl

f.

f.lfl

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

175
700
1708
3192
4105
6173
8080

1
4.0
9.7
18.3
23.5
35.4
46.3

394
1578
3480
5972
8007
11,119

4.0
8.9
15.2
20.2
35

784
2994
5995
9400
14,014
18,796
21,302

1
3.8
7.6
12.0
17.9
24.0
27.2

Because vibraphone bars have a much longer decay time than do marimba
and xylophone bars, the effect of the tubular resonators on decay time is more
dramatic. At 220 Hz (A 3 ), for example, we measure a decay time (60 dB) of 40 s
without the resonator and 9 s with the tube fully open. For As, we measure
24 s with the resonator closed and 8 s with it open. In the sound level recording
shown in Fig. 19.11, the intensity modulation, as well as the slow decay of the
sound, can be clearly seen.
The mode frequencies for three vibe bars tuned to F 3, G 4 and G s are
shown in Table 19.2. Note that the frequencies of the higher modes change
quite markedly with respect to the fundamental. In fact, for G s and higher
notes, the second partial is only approximately tuned to the double octave.
The same is true in most marimbas and xylophones (Moore, 1970).

19.7. Mallets
The modern percussion player can select from a wide variety of mallets that
differ in mass, shape, and hardness. Through intelligent selection of a mallet,
a player can greatly influence the timbre of the instrument being played.
Striking a marimba or xylophone with a hard mallet, for example, produces
a sound rich in overtones that emphasizes the woody character of the instrument. A soft mallet, on the other hand, which excites only the harmonically
tuned lower partials, gives a dark sound to the instrument.
The interaction of the mallet with the bar, tube, or drumhead of the
instrument is quite similar to the interaction between the piano hammer and
string discussed in Sections 2.9, 12.4, and 12.5. A mallet whose mass nearly
equals the dynamic mass of the struck vibrator (typically about 30% of the
total mass for a marimba bar in its fundamental mode) transfers the maximum
amount of energy to the vibrator. A lighter mallet rebounds after a short
contact time. A heavier mallet remains in contact for a longer time, which
results in considerable damping of the higher partials. This is a desirable effect
in drums, where a large amplitude and short decay time are desired, but is not
so desirable in bar percussion instruments.
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Fig. 19.12. Dependence of the frequency of maximum excitation on the mallet head
velocity of different mallets (Bork, 1983b).

An effective way to test mallets is to strike a piezoelectric force transducer
and to use the force waveform F(t} to calculate the shock spectrum of the
blow (Kittelson, 1966; Morrow, 1957). For a given impulse, the maximum in
the shock spectrum indicates the eigenfrequency fmax of the vibrator which is
best excited (for an impulse having a shape given by sin 2 2nt/T:, for example,
fmax = 0.85T:, where T: is the impulse duration) (Bork, 1983b).
For most mallets, F(t} depends upon the force of the blow, and so also
does the frequency!. at which the maximum excitation occurs. Figure 19.12
shows the frequency of maximum excitation as a function of mallet head
velocity for ten mallets of widely different hardness. The slope of each curve
indicates the variation of fmax with the blow strength. A flat curve indicates
that the impulse duration (and thus the optimum playing range) changes very
little with mallet velocity. A large slope, on the other hand, means that the
timbre will change noticeably over the dynamic range of the instrument.
For the mallets in Fig. 19.12, the spectral maximum changes more at low
velocity than at high velocity. This is especially clear for mallet 89, which is a
wooden mallet with a rubber ring primarily intended for the glockenspiel.
With a weak blow, the deformation of the rubber ring is dependent on the
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force, but with increasing blow strength a point is reached where further
deformation is hindered by the solid core. Mallet SI, on the other hand, is
an all-rubber mallet with little dependence of spectral maximum on blow
strength. Mallet SlO, a hard core wrapped with yarn, has a playing range of
over two octaves; because of its hard surface it is especially suited for instruments such as the xylophone or vibraphone which play in the high range
(Bork, 1983b).

19.8. Chimes
Chimes or tubular bells are generally fabricated from lengths of brass tubing
32-38 mm (1 i-I! in.) in diameter. The upper end of each tube is partially or
completely closed by a brass plug with a protruding rim. The rim forms a
convenient and durable striking point.

10,000 , . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; - - - ,

'" with end plug
o without end plug
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Fig. 19.13. Frequencies of a G4 chime as a function of mode number m, along with
those predicted by a thin-bar theory (Rayleigh) and thick-bar theory (Fliigge). The first
five modes are shown on musical staves, along with the subjective strike tone (from
Rossing, 1976).
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The modes of transverse vibration in a pipt: are essentially those of a thin
bar, as given by Eq. (2.63). In a pipe, K = a 2 + b 2 , where a and b are the
inner and outer radii.
Figure 19.13 is a graph ofthe frequencies of a G 4 chime as a function of m,
along with those predicted by a thin-bar theory (denoted Rayleigh) and the
more detailed thick-bar theory (denoted Fliigge). Also shown are the frequencies of vibration with the end plug removed. Note that the end plug
lowers the frequencies of the first few modes but has little effect on the higher
modes. The strike tone, which lies one octave below the fourth mode, is also
indicated.
One of the interesting characteristics of chimes is that there is no mode of
vibration with a frequency at, or even near, the pitch of the strike tone one
hears. This is an example of a subjective tone created in the human auditory
system. Modes 4, 5, and 6 appear to determine the strike tone. This can be
understood by noting that these modes for a free bar have frequencies in the
ratios 9 2 : 112 : 13 2 , or 81 : 121 : 169, which are close enough to the ratios
2 : 3 : 4 for the ear to consider them nearly harmonic and to use them as a
basis for establishing a pitch. The largest near-common factor in the numbers
81, 121, and 169 is 4l.
The ratios of the modal frequencies of a chime tube with and without a
load at one end are given in Table 19.3. Also given are the ratios considered
desirable for a tuned carillon bell. Note the similarity between the tuning of
partials 3-8 of a chime and those of a carillon bell. Adding a load to one end
of a chime lowers the frequencies of the lower modes more than the higher
ones and thus stretches the modes into a more favorable ratio. The end plug
also adds to the durability of the chime and helps to damp out the very high
modes.

J

Table 19.3. Ratios of mode frequencies for loaded and unloaded chime
tube.
Loaded with

n

Thin rod

2
3
4

0.22
0.61
1.21
2

0.24
0.64
1.23
2

5
6
7
8

2.99
4.17
5.56
7.14

2.91
3.96
5.12
6.37

Strike tone

Tube

416Hz

193 g

435 g

666g

0.24
0.63
1.22
2

0.23
0.62
1.22
2

0.61
1.22
2

2.93
4.01
5.21
6.50

2.95
4.04
5.21
6.43

2.94
4.03
5.18
6.37

383 Hz

381 Hz

393 Hz (G4 )

Tuned bell
0.5
1
1.2
2
2.5
3
4
5.33
6.67
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19.9. Triangles
Because of their many modes of vibration, triangles are characterized as
having an indefinite pitch. They are normally steel rods bent into a triangle
(usually, but not always, equilateral) with one open corner. Triangles are
suspended by a cord from one of the closed corners, and are struck with a
steel rod or hard beater.
Triangles are typically available in 15-cm, 20-cm, and 25-cm (6-, 8-, and
to-in.) sizes, although other sizes are also used. Sometimes one end of the rod
is bent into a hook, or the ends may be turned down to smaller diameters than
the rest of the triangle to alter the modes of vibration. The sound ofthe triangle
depends on the strike point as well as the hardness of the beater. Single strokes
are often played on the base of the triangle and perpendicular to the plane
(Brindle, 1970) to emphasize vibrations in the plane of the triangle. A grazing
stroke in the upper third of the open leg of the triangle is recommended for the
most even onset and decay of the many partials (Peinkofer and Tannigel,
1969). Figure 19.14 shows sound spectra for a 25-cm (to-in.) triangle at two
different strike points with strokes parallel and perpendicular to the plane of
the triangle.
Some of the modal frequencies observed in a 10-in. triangle are shown in
Fig. 19.15, along with those calculated for a steel rod of the same length and
diameter. The triangle modes show a surprisingly close correspondence to
those of a straight rod.
Dunlop (1984) used finite element methods to calculate vibrational frequencies of five in-plane modes (corresponding to n = 4 to 8 in Fig. 19.15) for
triangles with base angles of 30°,45°, and 60° and various radii of curvature.
His calculations indicate that the modes of a triangle would have frequencies
somewhat lower than those of a straight rod, although the differences are least,
in most cases, when the parameters of an orchestral triangle are approached

~
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 kHz

1.02.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 kHz

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 kHz

Fig. 19.14. Sound spectra for a 25-cm steel triangle (a) struck in the plane and (b) struck
perpendicular to the plane. Two frequency and amplitude ranges are shown in each
case (Rossing, 1976).
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Fig. 19.15. Mode frequencies for a 25-cm steel triangle driven in the plane and
perpendicular to the plane. The line gives the predicted frequencies for a steel rod of
the same diameter and length.

(60°, small radius of curvature). In a 6-in. orchestral triangle, he measured
in-plane frequencies for modes with four, five, and seven nodes that have ratios
within 5% of those of a straight rod of the same dimensions.

19.10. Gamelan Instruments
The center of musical art in Indonesia is the gamelan, a generic term for
ensemble. Important melodic instruments in every gamelan are various metallophones consisting of bronze bars suspended over bamboo resonators.
Although generally trapezoidal in cross section, these bars have modes of
vibration not much different from the bars found in a glockenspiel.
The frequencies of the modes of vibration in a four-bar jegogan are given
in Table 19.4, and the sound spectrum of bar III is shown in Fig. 19.16. This
instrument is tuned in "saih angklung," a type of slendro scale (Rossing and
Shepherd, 1982).
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Table 19.4. Vibration frequencies of jegogan bars.
Bar

11 (Hz)

12 (Hz)

13 (Hz)

14 (Hz)

Is (Hz)

341
288
261
228

903
771
694
610

1796
1497
1348
1187

2953

II
III

2199
1964

3998
3519
3186
2797

2.7

5.2

8.4

12.2

IV
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Fig. 19.16. Sound spectrum from one of the jegogan bars (bar 3 in Table 19.4). The
spectrum is shown at the time of striking (t = 0) and 1 s later. Note the rapid decay of
the higher modes of vibration (Rossing and Shepherd, 1982).

19.11. Tubaphones and Gamelan Chimes
Metal tubes have been used in various types of metallophones. The tubaphone, developed in England, consists of brass or steel tubes in a keyboard
arrangement similar to the bars of a glockenspiel or xylophone. Although
scored in Khachaturian's "Gayane" ballet, the instrument is quite rare in
modern orchestras.
Tubes of aluminum are used in a rather simple instrument called gamelan
chimes, which was developed by percussionist Garry K vistad especially for
home music makers. A set of tubes, which will be used in a particular mode
or selection to be played, are placed in plastic cradles and struck with soft
mallets. The modes of vibration are similar to those of glockenspiel bars, but
the cradles in which the bars rest tend to damp out all but the fundamental
mode rather rapidly.
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CHAPTER 20

Cymbals, Gongs, Plates, and Steel Drums

In Chapter 3, we discussed the vibrations of circular and rectangular plates
and also shallow spherical shells. In this chapter, we consider various percussion instruments that are essentially flat or nearly flat metal plates. Most of
the instruments are circular in shape. Some give a strong sensation of pitch;
some do not. These instruments, like those discussed in the previous chapter,
belong to a family called idiophones.
Although plates are usually set into vibration by striking with a mallet or
beater, this is not always the case. Sustained tones may be obtained by bowing
the edges of cymbals, tam-tams, and especially musical saws with bass or cello
bows; but even when plates are thus excited, they generally retain their
classification as "percussion" instruments.

20.1. Cymbals
Cymbals are among the oldest of musical instruments and have had both
religious and military use in a number of cultures. Many different types of
cymbals are used in orchestras, marching bands, concert bands, and jazz
bands. Orchestral cymbals are often designated as French, Viennese, and
Germanic in order of increasing thickness. Jazz drummers use cymbals designated by such onomatopoeic terms as crash, ride, swish, splash, ping, and
pang.
Cymbals are normally made of bronze, and they range from 20 cm to 74
cm in diameter. The Turkish cymbals generally used in orchestras and bands
are saucer shaped with a small spherical dome in the center, in contrast to
Chinese cymbals, which have a flattened dome and a turned-up edge.

20.2. Modes of Vibration of Cymbals
The low-frequency modes in a cymbal are quite similar to those of a flat
circular plate. When the cymbal is supported at its center, the first five or six
modes have radial nodes extending from the cup to the edge. These may be
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Fig. 20.1. Hologram interferograms offour of the modes of vibration in a IS-in. cymbal:
(a) (3,0) mode; (b) (5,0) mode; (c) (6,0) mode; and (d) (13,0 + 2,2), a combination of
two modes (Rossing and Peterson, 1982).

thought of as being due to bending waves propagating around the cymbal in
both directions. What we call the (m, n) mode has m nodal diameters and n
nodal circles.
At higher frequencies, the modes of vibration often mix with one another,
and mode identification becomes somewhat difficult. Figure 20.1 shows hologram interferograms of four modes of a 38-cm cymbal. The first two represent

€b~~
9J Hit

164 Hz

244 Hz

HI HL

Fig. 20.2. Modes of vibration of a 38-cm cymbal. The first six modes resemble those of
a flat plate, but after that the resonances tend to be combinations of two or more modes
(Rossing and Peterson, 1982).
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Fig. 20.3. Modal frequencies of a 60-cm cymbal (Rossing, 1982).

single modes with three and five radial nodes, respectively. The third one is
largely due to the (6, 0) mode, but with a slight amount of mixture with another
mode. In the fourth interferogram, however, the (13,0) and (2,2) modes have
mixed together in nearly equal proportions, creating a combination mode.
This mixing occurs because these two modes have nearly the same frequency.
The first 15 resonances of this cymbal are shown in Fig. 20.2. Modal frequencies of cymbals can be described by a modified form of Chladni's law:
f = c(m + 2n)P (see Section 3.6), as illustrated by the modes of a 60-cm cymbal
in Fig. 20.3.

Table 20.1. Parameters used to fit the vibration
modes of cym.bals having n = 0 to the equation

j= c(m

+ n).p

Cymbal
24 in. thin
18 in. thin
18 in. medium
16 in. thin
16 in. medium
14 in. thick
a

PI

c I (Hz)

Pz

1.86
1.75
1.78
1.65
1.70
1.81
1.84
1.70
1.65
1.47

7.7
10.1
10.6
13.4
12.6
10.8
12.0
13.8
15.9
20.6

1.49
1.56
1.52
1.46
1.43
1.48
1.47
1.53
1.53

From Rossing, 1982.

C

z (Hz)

me

14.2
14.1
15.7
18.2
17.8
18.8
19.5
18.3
19.4

6
5
4.5
4.7
3.6

5
4
5
4.3
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Fig. 20.4. Modal frequencies of two small cymbals (Rossing and Shepherd, 1983).

It is clear in Fig. 20.3 that two different values of p are required to properly
fit the equation to the n = 0 family of modes. In most cymbals, a distinct
change in slope is noted at some particular value of m, which is denoted as me
in Table 20.1. The largest p values occur when the cymbal is large and thin;
the cymbal then approaches flat-plate behavior.
The modes of small, thick cymbals show a slightly different behavior. Those
of the 35-cm-diameter cymbal in Table 20.1, for example, can be fitted to a
single straight line having a p value of 1.47. In smaller cymbals, p may decrease
markedly for modes with few nodal diameters, as shown in Fig. 2004. This is
similar to the behavior noted in handbells (see Chapter 21).

20.3. Transient Behavior
A cymbal may be excited in many different ways. It may be struck at various
points with a wooden stick, a soft beater, or another cymbal. The onset of
sound is quite dependent on the manner of excitation. The coupling between
vibrational modes in a cymbal is strong, however, so that a large number of
partials quickly appear in the spectrum, however it is excited. Temporal
changes in spectra will be discussed in the next section.
We have measured decay times both of single modes of vibration and also
of octave bands of sound when the cymbal is struck. In order to measure the
decay times of single modes, the mode of interest is excited with a magnetic
driver, which is then switched off and the sound level is recorded as the
vibration decays. Decay times (60 dB) for nine radial modes in a 4O-cm
medium crash cymbal are shown in Fig. 20.5.
Also shown in Fig. 20.5 are decay times of the octave bands of sound when
the cymbal is struck in three different ways. The first is a crash stroke in which
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Fig. 20.5. Decay times of single modes of vibration and octave bands of sound in a
40-cm-diameter cymbal. Octave-band decays were measured for three different strokes
(see text), designated as crash (C), ride (R), and soft (S) (Rossing and Shepherd, 1983),

the shoulder of a wooden drumstick contacts the cymbal near the edge with
a hard, glancing blow. The second is a ride stroke in which the plastic tip of
the stick impacts the cymbal about halfway between the edge and the dome
of the cymbal. In the third, the cymbal is struck softly near the edge with a
timpani mallet. The sound from the ride hit appears to be more sustained in
the lower octave bands than from the crash, but the reverse is true at 16 kHz.
Sound spectra at various times after striking were recorded by means of a
real-time spectrum analyzer. Figure 20.6 shows the spectra from a 40-cm
cymbal at the time of striking and after intervals of 0.05, 1.0, and 2.0 s. Note
that the sound level in the range of 2-10 kHz builds up by 10 dB or more
during the first 50 ms, whereas the spectrum above 10 kHz shows little change.
From Fig. 20.6 and many other similar spectra, we can make the following
observations:
1. The sound level below about 700 Hz shows a rather rapid decrease during
the first 200 ms, after which it decays slowly. This is apparently caused by
the conversion of energy into modes of higher frequency.
2. Several strong peaks in the 700-1000 Hz range build up between 10-20
ms, then decay.
3. Sound energy in the important 3-5 kHz range peaks about 50-100 ms
after striking.
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Fig. 20.6. Sound spectra of a 40-cm cymbal immediately after striking and after
intervals of 0.05, 1.0, and 2.0 s (Rossing and Shepherd, 1983).

4. Sound in the range of 3-5 kHz, which gives the cymbal its shimmer, is
often the most prominent feature from about 1-4 s after striking.
5. The low frequencies again dominate the lingering sound, but at a much
lower level, so that they are rather inconspicuous.

20.4. Tam-Tams
Among the many percussion instruments of Oriental origin that have been
adopted into Western music, the tam-tam is one of the most interesting
acoustically. The sound of a large Chinese tam-tam, which can be the loudest
of any instrument in an orchestra, reaches full brilliance 1 or 2 s after being
struck and may continue for up to 1 min ifthe instrument is not damped. The
tam-tam is also widely used for creating special effects, such as the sound
produced by the Herculean figure in the familiar screen trademark of the J.
Arthur Rank Film Corporation (Blades, 1970).
When the tam-tam is struck somewhere near its center with a large padded
mallet, the initial sound is one of very low pitch, but in a few seconds a louder
sound of high pitch builds up, then slowly decays, leaving once again a
lingering sound of low pitch. The high-pitched sound fails to develop if the
initial blow is not hard enough.
Tam-tams are of varying size up to about 1 m in diameter. They are usually
made of bronze (approximately 80% copper and 20% tin, with occasional
traces of lead or iron). Although the center is usually raised slightly, they do
not have a prominent central dome as do gongs and cymbals. They do,
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however, have one or more circles of hammered bumps and a fairly deep rim.
They are considerably thinner than most large gongs.

20.5. Modes of Vibration of a Tam-Tam
Because of their large size, their rim, local variations in thickness, and numerous bumps and hammer marks, the modes of vibration of tam-tams show
rather marked variations from the modes of a flat circular plate. The lowfrequency domain has several prominent axisymmetric modes, which absorb
much of the energy of the initial blow. In one large tam-tam of Japanese
manufacture, for example, we observed prominent modes with frequencies of
39, 162, 195,318,854,879, and 1000 Hz when the tam-tam was driven at its
center by an electromechanical vibrator (Rossing and Fletcher, 1982). In
a large (36-in-diameter) Paiste tam-tam, however, the lowest axisymmetric
modes were found to lie somewhat higher in frequency (68, 184,219,257, and
362 Hz).
Other families of vibrational modes of considerable interest are those that
have a number of radial modes equal to the number (or an even multiple) of
hammered bumps in one of the circles. These modes would be favored in the
delayed sound if the bumps played a prominent role in the conversion of
energy from axisymmetric to nonsymmetric modes, as will be described in
Section 20.6. The frequencies of these radial modes in one large tam-tam could
be fitted to an empirical relationship f = cm P, where m is the number of radial
modes, c = 29 Hz, and p = 1.17. This is a variation on Chladni's law discussed
in Section 3.6.

20.6. Nonlinear Mode Coupling in Tam-Tams
Although a detailed analysis of the behavior of the higher modes of vibration in a tam-tam is difficult to do, it is possible to write down some general
results that are independent of the precise nature of the physical nonlinearities
involved.
From the discussion in Section 5.4, the jth mode of a tam-tam or gong has
an equation of motion of the form
mjYj

+ RjYj + KjYj = Fj (Yl> ... ,Yi, ... ,Yj, ... ).

(20.1)

If the mode amplitudes are not too large, then each mode is nearly harmonic
and it behaves like
(20.2)

where aj(t) is a slowly varying amplitude. For the lowest modes of the gong,
for example, mode i, which are initially excited to large amplitude,
(20.3)
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The upper modes, for example, mode j, may initially have nearly zero amplitude and receive energy through being driven by nonlinear terms in Fj • The
most important such term is that for which
(20.4)
where mode i is one of those strongly excited. Use of the general solution
method detailed in Section 5.1 then shows that the amplitude of mode j
behaves like

ai t) =

A .. a~L . (e-nt/ti
IJ

I

~

-

nLj

_ e- t /tj )

/ '

Li

(20.5)

where Aij measures the strength of the coupling between modes i and j. The
amplitude of mode j begins at zero, rises to a maximum after a time
t* = LiL)n(LJnLj )
(Li -

nLj )

(20.6)
,

and then decays toward zero. The maximum amplitude is proportional to af.
This is essentially what is observed (Rossing and Fletcher, 1982).

20.7. Sound Buildup and Decay in Tam-Tams
The buildup and decay of vibrations at various frequencies during the first
0.4 s is shown in Fig. 20.7. These waveforms were recorded with an accelerometer placed approximately halfway between the center and edge.

Fig. 20.7. Buildup and decay of vibrations in different frequency bands during the first
0.4 s (Rossing and Fletcher, 1982).
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Fig. 20.S. Buildup and decay of radiated sound (upper curve at each frequency) and
acceleration (lower curve at each frequency) in six different frequency bands (Rossing
and Fletcher, 1982).

Figure 20.8 shows both the acceleration, as above, and the sound reaching
a microphone about 1 m from the tam-tam. The slow buildup of the highfrequency modes is apparent in these figures. The buildup and decay waveforms in Figs. 20.7 and 20.8 show considerable evidence of beats. These may
be due, in part, to interference between two or more modes lying close together
in frequency, but they are also suggestive of multiple or cascade excitation
processes.
It appears that the high-frequency modes in a tam-tam are excited by two
mechanisms: directly by the strike and indirectly by coupling to modes of
lower frequency. It is very difficult to determine the coupling coefficients such
as Ail in the (10) mode by experiment, however. During the transfer of energy
from low-frequency modes to those of high frequency, modes of intermediate
frequency would be expected to build up and decay intermittently, thus
appearing as bumps in the waveform envelopes.
In summary, the distinctive timbre of a tam-tam arises from the relatively
slow buildup of modes of vibration having high frequencies. This slow buildup
occurs because energy is fed to these modes from the modes of low frequency
excited initially. The nature of nonlinear coupling between modes is not well
understood at present, but the large number of hammered bumps spaced
around the tam-tam appear to playa significant role in transferring energy
from axisymmetric to modes of lower symmetry. The harder the blow, the
more significant the nonlinear coupling becomes.
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20.8. Gongs
Gongs play a very important role in Oriental music, but they enjoy considerable popularity in Western music as well. They are usually cast of bronze
with a deep rim and a protruding dome. Gongs used in symphony orchestras
usually range from 0.5 m to 1 m (20 in. to 38 in.) in diameter, and are tuned
to a definite pitch. When struck near the center with a large mallet, the sound
builds up rather slowly and continues for a long time if the gong is not damped.
Gongs of various shapes are shown in Fig. 20.9.
Gongs have deep religious significance in many Eastern cultures. Nowhere
is the gong revered more deeply than in Indonesia, where gongs of various
sizes are the backbone ofthe gamelans of Java and Bali. A large gong is used
to mark the end of each melodic section in gamelan music.
The sound spectrum of a small Balinese tawa tawa gong is shown in Fig.
20.10. Note that the initial sound comes almost entirely from two axially
symmetric modes. Although they appear to be the same in the sketches, the
one lower in frequency has a node where the face joins the rim, whereas the
higher one has a node about one-third of the way down the rim. The second
spectrum, recorded a half second after the gong is struck, shows that many
other modes of vibration quickly develop and persist for a second or two. The
top spectrum shows that 5 s after the strike the fundamental and a pair of
modes with one nodal diameter dominate. Note that the two axisymmetric
modes that produce the two prominent peaks in Fig. 20.10 have frequencies
in a 2: 1 (octave) ratio. We have found this to be the case in large gamelan
gongs as well.
Figure 20.11 shows the spectrum of a large (59-cm-diameter) gamelan gong
struck at its center. The modal frequencies are 67 Hz and 135 Hz, and the
resulting pitch is identified as C 2 • If the gong is struck off center, a peak appears
at 115 Hz, which is due to a mode with one nodal diameter. In this large gong,
too, many modes develop a short time after the initial strike.
A common feature in both the large gamelan gong and the smaller tawa
tawa is the octave interval between the initial partials. The mass of the central
dome compared to the rest of the gong is apparently an important factor in

Fig. 20.9. Gongs of various shapes. Note the protruding dome at the center.
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Fig. 20.10. Sound spectrum of a tawa tawa gong. The initial sound (t = 0) comes mainly
from two prominent axisymmetric modes, but after 0.5 s many modes of vibration
have been excited, which decay at varying rates. Some of the modes are identified at
the peaks (Rossing and Shepherd, 1982).
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Fig. 20.11. Sound spectrum of a large gamelan gong. The principal modes of vibration
have frequencies of 67 Hz and 135 Hz, and their corresponding partials are about
an octave apart (Rossing and Shepherd, 1982).
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determining the frequency ratio of these two axisymmetric modes. Our best
estimates indicate that the dome in the large gamelan gong has about 10% of
the total mass of the gong, whereas in the smaller tawa tawa gong the dome
mass is 7% of the total. Further experiments with a 66-cm Turkish gong
showed that loading the center with 600 g (about 10% of the total mass)
also brought the first two partials into an octave relationship (Rossing and
Shepherd, 1982).

20.9. Nonlinear Effects in Gongs
Of considerable interest, from an acoustical as well as a musical point of view,
are the gongs used in Chinese opera orchestras, shown in Fig. 20.12. The pitch
of the larger gong glides downward as much as three semitones after striking,
whereas that of the smaller gong glides upward by about two semitones.
The nonlinear change in modal frequency with amplitude in these Chinese
opera gongs is a good example of the nonlinear behavior of plates and shallow
shells discussed in Section 3.14. The central section of the larger gong is nearly
flat, and the hardening spring behavior, characteristic offlat plates, dominates.
The central part of the smaller gong, on the other hand, is sufficiently convex
to behave as a spherical cap shell that has softening spring behavior at large
amplitude (Rossing and Fletcher, 1983; Fletcher, 1985). The sloping sides and
the rim of the gongs normally vibrate relatively little, but they provide an edge
condition that appears to be somewhere between clamped and simply-supported (hinged). In the larger gong, the hardening spring behavior of the
central vibrating portion appears to be enhanced by an outward membranetype stress.

C
(a)

_160mm ___
332mm

c=

~8m~

l00mm

225mm~9~
(b)

Fig. 20.12. Two Chinese opera gongs that show a marked pitch glide after being struck
a substantial blow. The smaller gong at the left glides upward, while the larger gong
at the right glides downward in pitch.
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20.10. Crotales
Although the term crotales originally applied to small antique finger cymbals
or castanets, modern composers use the term for different types of small
cymbals varying in shape from a small Turkish cymbal to a small bell plate
played with a mallet.
The set of thirteen crotales shown in Fig. 20.13, covering the range C 6
through C 7 (1047- 2093 Hz), consists of circular bronze plates 4.5 mm thick
and with diameters from 101 mm to 129 mm. At the center is a stem about
32 mm in diameter and 18 mm long.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 20.13. (a) A set of crotales tuned to notes on the diatonic scale from C 6 through
C 7 • (b) Cross section of one of the crotales.

Table 20.2. Frequency ratios for principal modes of
vibration in a set of tuned crotales.
Crotale

fo d f20

f30/f20

fll lf20

f40/f20

C6

1.45

3.05
2.89
2.99
3.38
2.86
2.81
2.85
2.81
2.97
2.76
2.88
2.71
2.67

3.05
3.63
3.44
3.66
3.31
3.51
3.41
3.38
3.34
3.42
3.41
3.29
3.28

5.19
5.17
5.07
5.14
5.15
4.97
4.92

3.91

4.11

6.30

86
C7

1.42

2.08
2.09
2.01
2.13
1.93
2.01
1.98
1.97
1.96
1.98
2.00
1.94
1.92

Flat plate

1. 73

2.33

q

D6
D~

E6

F6
F~

G6
G~

1.43
1.39
1.42
1.42
1.49

A6
A~
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Some of the principal modal frequencies of the crotales in Fig. 20.13 are
given in Table 20.2. The heavy stem (which comprises roughly one-fifth of the
total mass) shifts the modal frequencies in such a way that the (30) mode has
nearly twice the frequency of the (20) mode. This is similar to the effect of
loading the center of a large gong (see Section 20.8), curiously enough, although there we were dealing with axisymmetric modes and here we are
dealing with modes having mainly nodal diameters.

20.11. Rectangular Plates: Bell Plates
Large metal plates are sometimes used in orchestras as substitutes for cast
bells. Rectangular steel plates as large as 3 x 2 ft and weighing over 60 lb are
commonly used to simulate the sounds of church bells. The spectrum of
partials emitted by rectangular plates depends upon the length to width ratio,
as can be seen in Fig. 3.13. For a free plate having length and width in the
ratio 3 : 2, for example, Fig. 3.13 predicts modal frequencies approximately in
the ratios 1 : 1.15 : 2.4: 2.7 : 3.2 : 4.3, which are not very much like those of a
carefully tuned church bell (1 : 2 2.4
: : 3 : 45).:
It is reported that large bell plates sound about a quarter tone sharp on
impact, gliding to their final pitch in about three seconds (Holland, 1978). This
would be due, of course, to the hardening spring behavior of flat plates (see
Section 3.14).

20.12. Stressed Plates: Musical Saw and Flexatone
Although most carpenters' saws can be made to emit a musical tone by bowing
or striking, musical saws usually have no teeth and are slightly more flexible
than ordinary saws. The wooden handle is held between the player's knees,

Fig. 20.14. Chladni patterns showing two modes of vibration of a musical saw. Note
that the handle is firmly held by the player's knees while the left hand applies the desired
amount of stress by bending the blade (photographs courtesy of Arnold Tubis).
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Fig. 20.15. Flexatone.

the blade is bent into an S shape by the left hand and bowed with a bass or
cello bow. The frequency of vibration of the blade depends upon stress, and
so the pitch is controlled by changing its curvature. Movement from one note
to another is usually done by glissando.
The saw blade can be modeled as a plate with two free edges and two
clamped edges. Vibrational mode shapes corresponding to two of the many
notes that the player can bow are illustrated by the Chladni patterns in Fig.
20.14 (Tubis and Davis, 1982).
The flexatone, shown in Fig. 20.15, is a thin flexible steel plate fastened to
its frame at one end. The plate is hit alternately by two beaters mounted on
springs, and the pitch is changed by thumb pressure on the plate.

20.13. Other Plate Percussion Instruments
A relatively new instrument, the lujon, consists of a number of square metal
plates cantilevered over square wooden resonators. The lujon is usually played
with soft beaters, and the resultant sound is dominated by the fundamental.
A thunder sheet is a large thin metal sheet (typical size, 8 x 4 ft) with
handles attached. When shaken, the metal crackles and produces a thunderlike sound.

20.14. Steel Drums
An instrument of rather recent origin that has achieved great popularity is the
Caribbean steel drum. It has become the foremost musical instrument in its
home country Trinidad and in other Caribbean countries; steel bands are
becoming increasingly common in Europe and the United States as well. Steel
drums are generally played in ensembles ranging in size from six or eight
players to one hundred or more. The instrument is occasionally used as a solo
instrument accompanied by an orchestral ensemble.
Steel drums originated in Trinidad around 1940, partly because of a ban
on "bamboo tamboo" stick bands, whose rhythm had become a feature of the
annual Carnivalfestivities. (Unfortunately, the large bamboo sticks were being
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used not only as musical instruments but as weapons in fights between rival
bands and with police.) But the enterprising musicians were not to be denied,
and they turned to garbage cans, buckets, brake drums, or whatever was
available. Thus, the first "steel drums" were definitely rhythmic rather than
melodic.
The development of tuned steel drums took place in the years following
the end of World War II, when the annual celebration of Carnival resumed
with great enthusiasm. Many claims are made about the invention of the tuned
steel drum. No doubt it resulted from a lot of trial and error on the part of
many musicians and metalsmiths. One of the pioneering bands of the 1940s
was called "Alexander's Ragtime Band."

(c)

(e)

Fig. 20.16. Design of a typical steel drum set, showing locations of various notes:
(a) lead pan (soprano), (b) double tenor (alto), (c) double second (tenor), (d) cello,
and (e) bass (courtesy of Clifford Alexis).

20.15. Sound Spectra and Modes of Vibration
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Steel drums or pans are usually fabricated from 55-gal oil drums. The
drums in a steel band are known by various names, such as soprano, ping
pong, double tenor, guitar, cello, and bass. The soprano or ping pong has from
26 to 32 different notes, but each bass drum has only 3 or 4; hence, the bass
drummer typically plays on 6 drums in the manner of a timpanist.
The first step in making a steel drum is to hammer the end of the oil barrel
to the shape of a shallow basin. Then, a pattern of grooves is cut with a nail
punch in order to define sections of the various notes. Next, each section is
"ponged up" with a hammer, and after heating and hardening the drum, each
section is tuned by the skillful use of a hammer.
Different drum makers use different patterns for their drums, and these
patterns change from time to time. A steel band may typically employ the
following types of instruments:
1. a lead pan (also called soprano, single tenor, or ping pong): one drum of

2! octaves (28 notes) ranging from D4 to F6 (skirt length, 5 in.);
2. a double tenor (alto): two drums of 15 notes each from A~ to Cl (skirt
length 7 in.);
3. a double second (tenor): two drums of 14 notes each from F~ to As (skirt
length 9 in.);
4. a cello: three drums of seven notes each from B2 to G 4 (skirt length, 17-27
in.); and
5. a bass: six drums of three notes each from C 2 to F 3, full barrel height.
The designs of the individual drums are shown in Fig. 20.16.
Other designs include a guitar consisting of two or three pans of eight to
ten notes each and a tenor bass consisting of four drums with five notes
each.

20.15. Sound Spectra and Modes of Vibration
The sound spectra of steel drums are surprisingly rich in harmonic overtones.
These harmonic overtones appear to have three different physical origins:
1. radiation from higher modes of vibration of a given note area tuned

harmonically by the tuner;
2. radiation from nearby notes whose frequencies are harmonically related to
the struck note; and
3. nonlinear motion of the note area vibrating at its fundamental frequency.
Sound spectra of two steel drums are shown in Fig. 20.17.
Modal shapes of various modes in three different B~ note areas in an alto
drum (same playing range as the double tenor in Fig. 20.16) are shown in Fig.
20.18. Note that in all three of these notes, the two modes having a single
nodal diameter (similar to (1, 1) modes in a circular plate) have been tuned to
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Fig. 20.17. Sound spectra from two notes on an alto steel drum. Note the large number
of harmonics (Rossing et aI., 1986).
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Fig. 20.18. Modal shapes observed in three different BP notes in an alto steel drum
(Rossing et aI., 1986).
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Fig. 20.19. Mode shapes observed in two BP notes in a double second steel drum
(Hampton et aI., 1987).
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the second and third harmonics of the fundamental note. In the B~ and B~
notes in the outer ring, the mode with the nodal line parallel to the circumference supplies the second harmonic, and the one with its node along a
diameter of the drum is tuned to the third harmonic. In the circular B~ note
in the inner ring, however, the opposite is true.
The modes of vibration of the B~ and B~ note areas in a double second
drum of the type illustrated in Fig. 20.16, as observed by means of holographic
interferometry, are shown in Fig. 20.19. Note that again the modes bisected
by a single nodal line are tuned to the second and third harmonics of the
fundamental mode (again the frequencies are not exact because of the mass
of the driver).

20.16. Mechanical Coupling Between Note Areas
Striking the B~ note in a steel drum excites both the B~ and B~ note areas
nearby. The B~ area radiates a very strong second harmonic; damping this
note area produces a substantial change in the timbre of the B~ played note.
The coupling between notes, which is nonlinear in character, can be studied
by means of holographic interferometry by driving them sinusoidally at their
fundamental frequencies as well as the frequencies of their first and second
harmonics. The drive amplitude is varied in order to observe the effect On
other note areas in the drum (Hampton et al., 1987).
Figure 20.20(a) shows the Gg note area driven at its fundamental frequency
(815 Hz). As the drive amplitude increases, the second (octave) mode of the
G! note area (directly above) and the third mode of the C 4 note area (above
and to the right) are excited. A further increase in amplitude excites additional
notes, until at the largest amplitude (comparable to the amplitude given to
the note by the player during performance), almost the entire drum vibrates
and radiates sound.
Figure 20.20(b) shows the same G~ note area driven at the frequency of its
second mode (1605 Hz). At this frequency, a node forms parallel to the
circumference of the drum, as in the B~ note described earlier. In Fig. 20.20(c),
this same note area is driven at the frequency of its third mode (1878 Hz).
Note that this is not a harmonic of the fundamental.
Table 20.3 shows the relative levels of harmonics in the spectrum of the F~
note when it is struck with hard and soft blows at the center and near the side
of the note. Each spectrum is the average of 16 strikes. Note the prominence
of the fourth, fifth, and eighth harmonics.
Damping all of the drum except the struck note area with sandbags all but
eliminates radiation from other note areas. Still, harmonic partials up to the
tenth harmonic are observed in the sound spectra of steel drums (Leung and
Rossing, 1988).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 20.20. Holographic interferograms illustrating the motion of an alto steel drum
when the G~ note is driven at various frequencies and amplitudes: (a) driven at the
fundamental frequency (815 Hz), increasing amplitude from top to bottom; (b) driven
at the second resonance frequency (1605 Hz); and (c) driven at the third resonance
frequency (1878 Hz) (from Rossing et aI., 1986).
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Table 20.3. Relative levels of harmonics in the spectrum of FJ. a
Center strike
Harmonic

J(Hz)

JIJI

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

185
375
560
750
935
1120
1305
1495
1707
1897

1
2.03
3.03
4.05
5.05
6.05
7.05
8.08
9.22
10.25

10

Soft (dB)

0
-8
-20

-41

Off-center strike

Hard (dB)

Soft (dB)

0
-10
-21
-6
-3
-16
-18
-6
-10
-16

0
-2
-30
-1
-13
-27
-27
-3
-20

Hard (dB)

0
-3
-1
+7
-15
+1

-10

• Rossing et at., 1986.

Generation of harmonics above the third harmonic appears to occur
through nonlinear motion of the vibrating note area, mainly at its fundamental frequency. Fletcher (1985) has estimated the amplitude dependence of
the second and third harmonics of a quasi-spherical cap shell with a fixed
edge, but we are not aware of a theory that accurately predicts the amplitude
of higher harmonics. The irregular shapes of steel drum note areas and the
variable boundary conditions would be expected to enhance the nonlinear
generation of harmonics.

20.17. Tuning Steel Drums
A skilled steel drum maker tunes at least one overtone of each note to a
harmonic of the fundamental (nearly always the octave). Whenever possible,
a second overtone is tuned to the third or fourth harmonic, especially in the
larger note areas having low fundamental frequencies. Tuning the third mode
to a twelfth (third harmonic) gives the note a more mellow tone, while tuning
it to the double octave (fourth harmonic) gives it a bright tone.
Tuning is done with a specially shaped 16-oz hammer. The fundamental
pitch may be lowered by glancing blows across the top of the note area, while
it may be raised by increasing the height at the center or by tapping down at
the corners. Tuning the harmonics is more difficult to do, but in general,
tapping up (from inside the drum) along or just outside a boundary that runs
parallel to the nodal line for that mode will lower a harmonic, whereas tapping
down or outward just inside this boundary will raise it.
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CHAPTER 21

Bells

Bells are among the oldest and most cherished of all musical instruments in
human history. Bells existed in the Near East before 1000 B.C., and a number
of Chinese bells from the time of the Shang dynasty (1600-1100 B.c.) arefound
in museums throughout the world. A set of tuned bells from the fifth century
B.c. was recently discovered in the Chinese province of Hubei.
Bells developed as Western musical instruments in the seventeenth century
when bell founders discovered how to tune their partials harmonically. The
founders in the Low Countries, especially the Hemony brothers (Fran<;ois and
Pieter) and Jacob van Eyck, took the lead in tuning bells, and many of their
fine bells are found in carillons today.
The carillon also developed in the Low Countries. Chiming bells by pulling
ropes attached to the clappers had been practiced for some time before the
idea of attaching these ropes to a keyboard or handclavier occurred to bell
ringers in the sixteenth century. Many mechanical improvements during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, including the breached wire system and
the addition of foot pedals for playing the larger bells, led to the development
of the modern carillon. Today, the term carillon is reserved for an instrument
of 23 (two octaves) or more tuned bells played from a clavier (smaller sets are
called chimes). The largest carillon in existence is the 74-bell (six-octave)
carillon at Riverside Church in New York with a bourdon of more than 18,000
kg (20 tons).
Handbells also date back at least several centuries B.c., although tuned
hand bells of the present-day type were developed in England in the eighteenth
century. One early use of hand bells was to provide tower bellringers with a
convenient means to practice change ringing. In more recent years, handbell
choirs have become popular in schools and churches; some 2000 choirs are
reported in the United States alone.
Analysis of the rich sound of a bell reveals many components or partials,
each associated with a different mode of vibration of the bell. The various
partials in the sound of a church bell or carillon bell are given such descriptive
names as hum, prime, tierce, quint, and nominal. The most prominent partials
in the sound of a tuned bell, like those of most musical instruments, are
harmonics of a fundamental.
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21.1. Modes of Vibration of Church Bells
When struck by its clapper, a bell vibrates in a complex way. In principle, its
vibrational motion can be described in terms of a linear combination of the
normal modes of vibration whose initial amplitudes are determined by the
distortion of the bell when struck. In practice, such a description becomes
quite complex because of the large number of normal modes of diverse
character that contribute to the motion.
The acoustically important partials in a bell result from modes in which
the motion is primarily normal to the bell's surface. It has been customary to
classify these modes into families or groups with some common property of
the nodal pattern for this component. The most important families are those
that have an antinode where the clapper strikes: at the soundbow for church
bells and carillon bells, and a short distance above the lip for handbells.
The first five modes of a church bell or carillon bell are shown in Fig. 21.1.
Dashed lines indicate the locations ofthe nodes. The numbers (m, n) at the top
denote the numbers of complete nodal meridians extending over the top of
the bell (half the number of nodes observed along a circumference), and the
numbers of nodai circles, respectively. Note that there are two modes with
m = 3 and n = 1, one with a circular node at the waist and one with a node
near the soundbow. Thus, we follow the suggestion ofTyzzer (1930) and others
and denote the one as (3,1 II) in Fig. 21.1. The ratio of each modal frequency
to that of the prime is given at the bottom of each diagram.
A detailed study of the vibrational modes of a church bell has compared
the normal modes computed by a finite element method to the first 134 modes
observed in the laboratory (Perrin et a!., 1983). Modes such as (2,0), (3,1), and
(4,1) are classified as "ring driven" since, in the vicinity ofthe soundbow, they
have many of the characteristics that the thick ring at the sound bow would
exhibit if it were able to vibrate in its various inextensional radial modes as
an independent system. These modes are referred to as group I modes by Lehr
(1965). They are excited strongly by the clapper, and they radiate most of the
strong partials in the bell sound. The second important family, designated as
group II, includes the (2,1 11 ), (3,1 11 ), (4,1 11 ), and higher modes. They are classified
as shell-driven modes, as are other important families having n = 2, 3, 4, ... ,
and referred to as groups III, IV, V, .... They are characterized by a nodal
(2,0)

Soun:;'~: fft\
___

Mouth~
hum
0.5

(2, 1#)

(3,1)

(3,1#)

(4,1)

@a~l£&
prime
1.0

minor third
1.2

fIfth
1.5

octave
2.0

Fig. 21.1. The first five vibrational modes of a tuned church bell or carillon bell. Dashed
lines indicate the nodes. Frequencies (Hz) relative to the prime and names of the
corresponding partials are given below each diagram (Rossing, 1984b).
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m=2

m= 1

Fig. 21.2. Motion of a bell for inextensional modes of small m. Modes with m
> 0).

=

0 and

m = 1 require one or more nodal circles (n

circle near the mouth. Like the ring-driven modes, they are inextensional in
the sense that a neutral circle in each plane normal to the bell's symmetry axis
remains unstretched. This means that the radial and tangential components
of the motion, u and v, respectively, are related by u + av/ae = 0, where e is
the polar angle in the plane concerned (Rayleigh, 1894). Thus, we may write
u = m sin me and v = cos me. Motion of the bell for m = 0, 1, 2, and 3 is
illustrated in Fig. 21.2. For m = 0, the motion is purely tangential, and we
m=2

m= 3

m=4

Tierce

Nominal

Hum
GroupO

~
I
I

m= 5

m=6

I
,

(2,0) 0.5

(Twelfth) (Upper octave)

Group I

g

Prime

0.30

I

(3,1) 1.2

(4,1) 2.0

(5,1) 3.0

(6,1) 4.2

(4,I:1i) 2.5

(5,I:1i) 3.7

(6,I:1i) 5.0

(4,2) 3.3

(5,2) 4.5

(6,2) 5.9

,

r-\"""

1.0

Quint

(Major third)

Group II

Group III 0 . 5 S
0.19 f---'
(2,2) 2.7

End view

a
-I-

L ,_

(3,2) 2.6

0 0 0 0 0

Fig. 21.3. Periodic table of inextensional modes of vibration in a church bell. Below
each drawing are the modal frequencies of a D5 church bell relative to the prime (which
has essentially the same frequency as the strike note in a bell of high quality). At lower
left, (m, n) gives the number of nodal meridians 2m and nodal circles n (Rossing and
Perrin, 1987).
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can describe these modes as "twisting" modes. Modes with m = 1 might be
described as "swinging" modes. As m increases, these modes have radial
components that become increasingly larger compared with their tangential
ones.
The m = 2 mode is easily excited in a bell-shaped wine glass by running
a moistened finger around the rim. Rayleigh (1894) pointed out that the
tangential component of the motion makes this possible. In this case, the
diagram in Fig. 21.2 rotates so that the point of maximum tangential motion
follows the finger around the rim.
The (2,1~) mode deserves further discussion. Its circular node in a Ds
church bell was observed to be 16 cm above the mouth, as compared with 29
cm in the (3,1) mode (the tierce or minor third) and 10 cm in the (3,1~) mode
(the quint or fifth). Thus, insofar as positions of nodal circles are concerned,
the mode fits into group II better than group I, but in a sense, it serves both

4

VII
VI
V
IV

N

:I:

~

2

;>,
OJ

III

<=I

'"0"
....
'"
"'"'
0.8
0.6

II

0.4
0.2 0 ·(2,0)
2

3

4

5

6 7 8 9 1012 14 20
m

Fig. 21.4. Vibrational frequencies of groups O~IX in a Ds church bell (Perrin et a!.,
1983). Arrows denote the three partials in group I that determine the strike note
(Rossing, 1984b).
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(a)
(3, I)

(b)

(c)

(3, I~)

(3,2)
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(d)
(3,3)

tierce

(e)
(3, 4)

Fig. 21.5. Modal shapes in a church bell predicted by finite element calculation for the
inextensional modes with m = 3: (a) (3,1), (b) (3, 1~), (c) (3, 2), (d) (3, 3), (e) (3, 4), (f) (3, 5),
and (g) (3,6) (Perrin et aI., 1983).

as the (2,1) and the (2,1~) modes in the mode classification scheme. Note that
the (2,0) mode (hum) is the only normal mode in the modern church bell
without a circular node.
Figure 21.3 is a periodic table showing some of the modes observed in a
D s church bell. The relative modal frequencies and the locations of the nodes
are indicated. To the groups previously suggested has been added a group 0
with a single member, the (2,0) mode. This classification into groups makes it
easier to compare church-bell modes with handbell modes.
Vibrational frequencies of groups O-IX in a church bell with a Ds strike
note are shown in Fig. 21.4. Arrows denote the three partials in group I that
determine the strike note (see Section 21.4). Graphical displays of several
modes computed by the finite element (PAFEC) method are shown in Fig.

21.5.

21.1.1. Extensional Modes
In addition to the inextensional modes we have discussed, there are a number
of vibrational modes that involve stretching of the bell metal. In these extensional modes, the radial and tangential motions are related by v + (au/aO) = 0,
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m=O

m= 1

m=2

Fig. 21.6. Motion of a bell for extensional modes of small m.

so that u = cos me and v = m sin me. For m = 0, in this case, the motion is
entirely radial, but with increasing m, the tangential motion increases until it
takes over from the radial motion. The modes for m = 0,1, and 2 are shown
in Fig. 21.6. The m = extensional mode can be described as a "breathing"
mode.
Another family of ring-driven modes, not much discussed in the literature,
consists of the ring axial modes in which the sound bow twists and moves in
a longitudinal direction (Perrin et at, 1983). A diagram based on a finite
element calculation of the m = 3 case for a bell is shown in Fig. 21.7. Although
such modes can occur quite low in the frequency spectrum (the m = 2 case
occurs at 2.76 times the prime in this Ds bell), they radiate very weakly, as do
the inextensional m = "twisting" and m = 1 "swinging" modes and all the
families of extensional modes.

°

°

/
Fig. 21.7. Motion of a bell for the m = 3, ring axial mode (Rossing and Perrin, 1987).
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21.1.2. Chladni's Law Applied to Church Bells
The modal frequencies of a flat circular plate are found to follow the empirical
relationshipfmn = c(m + 2n)P for large values of(m + 2n), a relationship sometimes called Chladni's law (see Section 3.6). Although church bells have
a geometry substantially different from flat plates, it is found that the modal
frequencies of a church bell can be fitted to the same modified form of
Chladni's law,fmn = c(m + bnY, used for cymbals (Section 20.2) by selecting
different values of c, b, and p for large and small m (Perrin et at, 1985).

21.2. Tuning and Temperament
Bell founders usually tune the lowest five modes of church bells and carillon
bells so that their vibrational frequencies are in the ratios 1 : 2 : 2.4 : 3 : 4. This
is done by carefully thinning the inside of the bell at selected heights while it is
mounted on a bell lathe. When this tuning is done, another five or six partials
take on a nearly harmonic relationship, thus giving the bell a strong sense of
pitch and a very musical quality. The various names of important partials are
given in Table 21.1. Also given are the relative frequencies in an ideal bell Gust
tuning) and a bell with partials tuned to equal temperament.
Notice that the highest four partials in Table 21.1 are raised by as much as
4% above those of the ideal bell. A similar relationship is seen in other tuned
church bells and carillon bells (see Table V in Lehr, 1986). This stretching of
Table 21.1.

Names and relative frequencies of important partials of a tuned church bell or carillon bell."
Ratio to prime (or strike note)
Mode

(2,0)
(2,1 #)
(3,1)
(3,1 #)
(4,1)
(4,1 #)
(2,2)
(5,1)
(6,1)
(7,1)
(8,1)
(9,1)
a

Names of partials
Hum
Prime, fundamental
Tierce, minor third
Quint, fifth
Nominal, octave
Major third, deciem
Fourth, undeciem
Twelfth, duodeciem
Upper octave, double octave
Upper fourth, undeciem
Upper sixth
Triple octave

Rossing and Perrin, 1987.

Note
name

Ideal
Gust)

Equal
temperament

Bellin
Fig. 21.4

D4
Ds
Fs
As
D6
F6
C6
A6
D7
G7
B7
Ds

0.500
1.000
1.200
1.500
2.000
2.500
2.667
3.000
4.000
5.333
6.667
8.000

0.500
1.000
1.189
1.498
2.000
2.520
2.670
2.997
4.000
5.339
6.727
8.000

0.500
1.000
1.183
1.506
2.000
2.514
2.662
3.011
4.166
5.433
6.796
8.215
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Table 21.2. Distribution of various tunings among Western European church bells."
Tonal Structure
Bell type

Hum

Fundamental

Nominal

%

Octave bell with perfect fundamental
Octave bell with diminished fundamental
Minor-ninth bell with perfect fundamental
Minor-ninth bell with augmented fundamental
Octave bell with augmented fundamental
Major-seventh bell with perfect fundamental
Major-seventh bell with diminished
fundamental
Minor-ninth bell with diminished fundamental
Major-seventh with double diminished
fundamental
Octave bell with double diminished
fundamental
Minor-seventh bell with diminished
fundamental
Minor-seventh bell with double diminished
fundamental
Minor-seventh bell with triple diminished
fundamental

C4
C4
B3
B3
C4
C!

Cs
B4
Cs

q

q

Cs
Bs

C6
C6
C6
C6
C6
C6
C6

17.4
14.3
7.4
7.2
6.9
5.8
5.5

B3
C!

B4
B'4

C6
C6

4.7
4.1

C4

B'4

C6

3.6

D4

B4

C6

2.7

D4

B'4

C6

2.5

D4

A4

C6

2.5

a

05

Lehr, 1987.

the partial series may very well contribute a desirable quality to the bell sound
(Slaymaker, 1970).
Not all church bells have harmonically tuned partials, however. A study
of 363 church bells in Western Europe revealed that only 17% have the hum,
the prime, and the nominal tuned in octaves (Lehr, 1987). The distribution of
the various tunings is given in Table 21.2. Terhardt and Seewann (1984) also
found a rather wide distribution in the tuning of partials in historic German
bells.

21.3. The Strike Note
When a large church bell or carillon bell is struck by its metal clapper, one
first hears the sharp sound of metal on metal. This atonal strike sound includes
many inharmonic partials that die out quickly, giving way to a strike note or
strike tone that is dominated by the prominent partials of the bell. Most
observers identify the metallic strike note as having a pitch at or near the
frequency of the strong second partial (prime or fundamental), but to others
its pitch is an octave higher. Finally, as the sound of the bell ebbs, the slowly
decaying hum tone (an octave below the prime) lingers on. (For a historical
account of research on the strike note, see Rossing, 1984a, Part IV.)

21.3. The Strike Note
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The strike note is of great interest to psychoacousticians, because it is a
subjective tone created by three strong nearly harmonic partials in the bell
sound. The octave or nominal, the twelfth, and the upper octave normally
have frequencies nearly in the ratios 2: 3 : 4 (See Table 21.1). The ear assumes
these to be partials of a missing fundamental, which it hears as the strike note,
or perhaps we should say, as the primary strike note.
Figure 21.8 illustrates the role of each partial in determining the pitch of
the strike note. The sound of a Hemony bell was recorded, and by means of
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Fig. 21.8. Effect of nine different partials in determining the strike note of a bell. !!.P IP
is the relative change in pitch resulting from a change in the relative frequency !!.JIJ of
a partial. Note the great importance of the fifth and sixth partials (octave and twelfth)
followed by the seventh partial (upper octave); other partials are relatively unimportant
(Eggen, 1986).
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a digital filter, each of the first nine partials was raised and lowered in
frequency up to 10% while listeners judged the pitch of the resulting strike
note in a pitch-matching experiment. The results show that partials five and
six (the octave and the twelfth) are the most important, followed by partial
seven (the upper octave). The other partials, including partial two (the prime,
which coincides closely to the strike note in frequency), have very little effect
on the pitch of the strike note, as indicated on the vertical axis (Eggen, 1986).
In very large bells, a secondary strike note may occur a musical fourth
above the primary strike note and may even appear louder under some
conditions (Schouten and 't Hart, 1965). This secondary strike note is a
subjective tone created by four partials beginning with the upper octave. These
partials are from the (6,1), (7,1), (8,1), and (9,1) modes of vibrations, whose
frequencies are nearly three, four, five, and six times that of the secondary
strike note (see Table 21.1). In a large bell (800 kg or more), these partials lie
below 3000 Hz, where the residue pitch is quite strong (Ritsma, 1967).
In small bells, the higher partials lie at a very high frequency where the
virtual or residue pitch is weak, and so both the primary and secondary strike
notes are weak. The pitch is then determined mainly by the hum, the prime,
and the nominal, which normally are tuned in octaves. It is sometimes difficult
to decide in which octave the pitch of a small bell lies, especially if the
frequencies of these three partials are not exactly in 1 : 2 : 4 ratio. Difference
tones between these partials may be heard.
Some authorities question the existence of subjective strike notes, and
suggest that the strike note is an auditory illusion resulting from the nominal,
the strongest partial during the first few seconds (Milsom, 1982). Because of
this, some English founders denote the pitch of the bell as the pitch of the
nominal. There is some feeling that a bell rung in full circle sounds a different
pitch from a bell struck somewhat more gently in a carillon (Ayres, 1983).
Whether a founder tunes the nominal or the strike note makes little difference,
however, because the nominal is one of the main partials that determines the
tuning of the strike note.

21.4. Major-Third Bells
A new type of carillon bell has been developed at the Royal Eijsbouts Bellfoundry in The Netherlands. The new bell replaces the dominating minor-third
partial with a major-third partial, thus changing the tonal character of the
bell sound from minor to major. This requires an entirely new bell profile.
The idea of a bell with a major-third partial is not new. For years, some
carillonneurs have felt that a composition in a major key, especially if it
includes chords with many notes, might sound better if played on bells with
a major character. Some authorities have even suggested a neutral third, lying

21.4. Major-Third Bells
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Fig. 21.9. Profiles of major-third bells (dashed curves) compared to a minor-third bell
(solid curve) (from Lehr, 1987).
between a major and minor third. Previous efforts to fabricate such bells have
not been successful, however, since changing the bell profile to raise the third
partial invariably changes the other harmonic partials as well.
The new bell design evolved partly from the use of a technique for structural
optimization using finite element methods on a digital computer at the Technical University in Eindhoven (Schoofs et al., 1987). This technique allows a
designer to make changes in the profile of an existing structure, and then to
compute the resulting changes in the vibrational modes.
Based on results of the structural optimization procedure, Andre Lehr and
his colleagues have designed two entirely different bells, both having a majorthird partial, as shown in Fig. 21.9. The first bell, introduced in 1985, has more
rapidly decaying partials, whereas the second bell has a longer decay, more
nearly that ofthe traditional minor-third bell (Lehr, 1987). Frequencies of the
first eight partials in the two major-third bells are compared to those of a
major-third bell in Fig. 21.10. Notice the large differences in partials seven
and eight, both of which belong to group III (III-2 and 1II-3, respectively).
Note names and relative mode frequencies are given in Table 21.3. Majorthird bells are shown in Figs. 21.11 and 21.12.
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21.5. Sound Decay and Warble
A vibrating bell loses energy mainly by sound radiation, although internal
losses also playa role. The sound pressure level of each radiated partial decays
at a constant rate (i.e., the vibrational energy decays exponentially), and thus
it is customary to express the 60-dB decay time for each main partial.
The decay rates of the principal modes of vibration of the bell described in
Fig. 21.4 are given in Table 21.4. Note the long decay time of the (2,0) mode
(hum) and the relatively short decay times of the modes of higher frequency.
This is mainly due to the greater radiation efficiency of the higher modes.
Schad and Warlimont (1973) found that the damping due to internal losses
was approximately the same for all the principal modes, so the large differences
in decay times are indicative of different rates of radiation.
One of the prominent features in the sound of many bells is warble, which
is caused by the beating together of the nearly degenerate components of a

a

Lehr, 1987.

Major-third bell #2

Major-third bell # 1

Minor-third bell

11-2

C s,
2.0
C s,
2
C s,
2.0

1-2

C4 ,
1
C4 ,
1
C4 ,
1

2.4
Es,
2.5
Es,
2.5

E~,

1-3

G s,
3.0
G s,
3.0
G s,
3.0

11-3

11-4

E 6,
5.0
E 6,
5.0
E 6 +,
5.15

1-4

C 6,
4.0
C 6,
4.0
C 6,
4.0
3.5
D 6,
4.5

B~-,

5.22

F~-,

III-2

Table 21.3. Note names and relative frequencies of partials in major- and minor-third bells."

G 6,
6.0
G s,
5.9
G 6,
6.0

Fh,

4.25

q-,

5.24
C 6,
4.0

1-5

III-3

B6,
7.2
Bt
7.0
B6+'
7.8

A6 -,
6.6

At
6.35

6.5

A~+,

11-5
III-4

C 7 +,
8.2
C 7,
8.0
C 7,
8.0

1-6

00
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Fig. 21.11. Two new major-third bells (left) compared to conventional (minor-third)
bells with the same pitches.

Fig. 21.12. Two-octave carillon with 23 major-third bells, ranging from Ds · to D7
(courtesy of Royal Eijsbouts Foundry).
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Table 21.4. Decay times of the principal

modes of a 70-cm church bell. a
Mode
(2,0)
(2,1 #)
(3,1)
(3,1 #)
(4,1)
(4,1 #)
(2,2)
(5,1)
(6,1)
(7,1)
(8,1)
a

Name

Decay time (8)

Hum
Fundamental or prime
Minor third
Fifth
Octave
Upper (major) third
Fourth
Upper fIfth
Upper octave
Double deciem
Sixth

52
16
16
6
3
1.4
3.6
5
4.2
3
2

From Perrin et aI., 1983.

mode doublet (Perrin and Charnley, 1978). Warble is observed as a variation
in amplitude of the mean frequency at a rate determined by the frequency
difference between the pair of modes. In theory, warble can be eliminated by
selecting the strike point to lie ata node for one component and an antinode
for the other. In practice, this may not be useful because doublet splitting is
likely to occur in many doublet pairs and selecting the strike point to minimize
warble in one pair may enhance it in another. Various methods of trying to
guarantee the correct alignment of doublet pairs by suitable breaking of the
axial symmetry have been suggested, including, for example, the addition of
two diametrically opposite meridian ribs at whose location the clapper strikes
(Perrin et aI., 1982).

21.6. Scaling of Bells
The fundamental frequency of a bell has roughly the same dependence on the
thickness h and diameter d as flexural vibrations in a circular plate:! oc hld 2 •
Thus, it is possible to scale a set of bells by making all dimensions proportional
to Iff. This scaling approximates that found in many carillons dating from the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries (van Heuven, 1949). However, since a 1/f
scaling causes the smaller treble bells to have a rather weak sound, later bell
founders increased the sizes of their treble bells (Bigelow, 1961). The average
product of frequency times diameter in several fine seventeenth century Hemony carillons has been found to increase from 100 mls (in bells of 30 kg or
larger) to more than 150 mls in small treble bells. The measurements of the
bells in three Hemony carillons are shown in Fig. 21.13. The straight, solid
lines indicate a 1/f scale. Deviations from this scaling in the treble bells are
apparent.
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0.01

Fig. 21.13. Measurements of the bells in three Hemony carillons: Oude Kerk,
Amsterdam, FranlYois Hemony, 1658; Dom Toren, Utrecht, Frans and Pieter Hemony,
1663; and Heilige Sulpiciuskerk, Diest, Pieter Hemony, 1670. The solid lines represent
a II! scaling law (from Bigelow, 1961).

Studies of bells cast at the Eijsbouts bell foundry indicate that a II! scaling
is used for swinging bells, but for carillon bells, the diameter of the highfrequency bells is substantially greater than predicted by this scaling (Lehr,
1952). This is probably the most notable difference between church bells and
carillon bells.
The scaling of carillon bells can be conveniently described by writing the
frequency of a bell as! = klr and the mass as m = er 3 , where r is the radius.
Lehr (1952) finds that it is the factor elk that remains more or less constant
as the size of carillon bells changes from small to large.
The various modal frequencies in church bells are found to have different
dependences on thickness (Lehr, 1986). In the modes of group I, which have
antinodes near the soundbow, the frequency is roughly proportional to hO. 7 ,
where h is the thickness. In the modes of group II, which have antinodes near
the waist, the frequency is roughly proportional to hO. S6 , which is nearer to
the! oc h behavior found in flat plates and circular cylinders.
The effect of wall thickness on the partials of a bell is illustrated in Table
21.5 by the partial frequencies of three experimental bells ofthe same diameter
with thickness ~ normal, normal, and ~ normal (Lehr, 1976). The C 5 bell of
normal thickness has the partials whose note names are given in the center
column. To the left are shown the partials of the thin bell and to the right are
the partials of the thick bell. The raising and lowering are shown on a scale
of cents. Note that the harmonic relationships between partials have been
altered considerably by changing the thickness. This is also the case with bells
whose thickness has been altered only slightly (Lehr, 1986).

a

As

1000

Adapted from Lehr, 1976.

Thickness

Hum
Prime
Minor third
Fifth
Octave
Major third
Fourth
Fourth
Upper fifth

Change in frequency
(cents)

A~+

Fg

D~

Gs

E4

900

800

2/3

A6+

700
F~

600

Table 21.5. Effect of waH thickness on the partials of a C s bell."
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21.7. Modes of Vibration of Handbells
The vibrational frequencies of a C s handbell are shown in Fig. 21.14. A
comparison with Fig. 21.5 shows some interesting similarities and differences. Note that each curve in Fig. 21.14 drawn for n = 1, 2, 3, ... , shows a
minimum in frequency at about m = n + 2. This is similar to the behavior of
a cylinder with a fixed end cap, in which the stretching energy becomes
substantial for small m (Rayleigh, 1894). Thus, the total strain due to stretching
and bending in a cylindrical shell with fixed ends decreases with m until it
reaches a minimum, then increases with m (see Fig. 7 in Arnold and Warburton, 1949). In the larger G 2 and G 3 handbells, the minima occur at about
m = n + 3.
Vibrational modes of a handbell are arranged in a periodic table in Fig.
21.15. Once again the numbers at lower left give (m, n), the numbers of
complete nodal meridians and nodal circles. Unlike those of a modem church
bell, their order in frequency depends upon the size and shape of the hand bell.
The (2,0) and (3,0) modes are always the modes oflowest frequency. The next
mode may be the (3,1), (4,0), or (4,1) mode, however, depending upon the size
of the handbell; the (2,1) mode occurs at a considerably higher frequency
(Rossing and Sathoff, 1980).
Hologram interferograms of a number of the modes are shown in Fig. 21.16.
The bull's eyes locate the antinodes. Note that the upper half ofthe bell moves

2

C s Handbell

2

5~_(~2,_~~____~~~~~
2
4
6810
m

Fig. 21.14. Vibrational frequencies of a C s handbell (Rossing et aI., 1984).
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m=2

~'

GroupO

I

m= 3

m =4

m=5
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m =6

I

I

\

(2,0) 1.0

(3,0) 3.0

'
0.31~
r-T

m
0.3~

Group I
,

I

(2, I) ' 7.4

(5, I) . 7.6

(6,1) 10.2

(3,1) 4.8

Group II

0.14

(5, I~) ·9.0

tn'

Group III
0.51 ......
0.16 '- \
(2,2) 15.3

EndView O

0.510

0.I7~
(3,2) 11.7

0 0 0 0

Fig. 21.15. Periodic table of vibrational modes in a handbell. Below each drawing are
the relative modal frequencies in a Malmark C s handbell. At lower left, (m, n) gives the
number of nodal meridians 2m and nodal circles n (Rossing and Perrin, 1987).

Fig. 21.16. Time-average hologram interferograms of vibrational modes in a C s handbell (Rossing et aI., 1984).
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very little in the (7,1) mode; the same is true in (m, 1) modes when m > 7. The
modes of vibration calculated in a C s hand bell using finite element methods
were found to be in good agreement with the modes observed by hologram
interferometry (Rossing et aI., 1984).

21.8. Timbre and Tuning of Handbells
Although they are cast from the same bronze material and cover roughly the
same range of pitch, the sounds of church bells, carillon bells, and hand bells
have distinctly different timbres. In a handbell, only two modes of vibration
are tuned (alth~ugh there are three harmonic partials in the sound), whereas
in a church bell or carillon bell, at least five modes are tuned harmonically. A
church bell or carillon bell is struck by a heavy metal clapper in order to
radiate a sound that can be heard at a great distance, whereas the gentle sound
of a hand bell requires a relatively soft clapper.
In the so-called English tuning of handbells, followed by most hand bell
makers in England and the United States, the (3,0) mode is tuned to three times
the frequency of the (2,0) mode. The fundamental (2,0) mode radiates a rather
strong second harmonic partial, however, so that the sound spectrum has
prominent partials at the first three harmonics (Rossing and Sathoff, 1980).
Some Dutch founders aim at tuning the (3,0) mode in handbells to 2.4 times
the frequency of the fundamental, giving their hand bell sound a minor-third
character somewhat like a church bell. Such bells are usually thicker and
heavier than bells with the English-type tuning (Rossing, 1981).
A hand bell, unlike a church bell, appears to sound its fundamental pitch
almost from the very onset of sound. There are several reasons for the absence
of a separate strike note. First of all, there is no group of harmonic partials
to create a strong subjective tone. Secondly, handbells employ a relatively soft,
nonmetallic clapper, so that there is no sound of metal on metal, and the
partials develop a little more slowly after the clapper strikes the bell.

21.9. Sound Decay and Warble in Handbells
Sound decay curves for a large and a small handbell are shown in Fig. 21.17.
Note that the small handbell decays much faster than the large one. This is
partly due to the more efficient radiation of sound by the smaller bell (see
Section 21.11). Note that the second harmonic decays at twice the rate of the
(2,0) mode, because its intensity is proportional to the square of the amplitude
of that mode (Rossing and Sathoff, 1980).
A prominent feature in Fig. 21.17 is the warble that results from the beating
of the two members of the doublet mode (see Section 21.6). This warble is
greatest at angles that lie midway between the maxima of the two mode
members. In "voicing" a hand bell, the clapper is set to strike the bell at one

21.10. Scaling of Handbells
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Fig. 21.17. Sound decay from two handbells. The first and second harmonics are
radiated by the (2,0) mode, the third harmonic by the (3,0) mode. (a) G 4 bell in
positions that give maximum and minimum warble in the fundamental; decay times
are 30,15, and 22 s for the three harmonics. (b) C 6 bell in two different positions; decay
times are 9.0, 4.4, and 7.4 s (Rossing and Sathoff, 1980).

of these two maxima so as to minimize warble. Theoretically, this can eliminate warble in any desired partial, but in practice, the optimum strike point
for the upper partials may not coincide with that of the fundamental mode.

21.10. Scaling of Handbells
Unlike church bells, which are cast nearly to their final thickness, handbells
are frequently cast much thicker than the final bell, so that a considerable
quantity of metal is removed on the lathe. In fact, the same size of casting can
be used for more than one bell by adjusting the wall thickness of the final bell.
Under these conditions, the scaling curves for sets of hand bells might be
expected to be less regular than the scaling curves for church bells, such as the
one shown in Fig. 21.8.
The general scale followed by most handbell crafters is to make the diameter inversely proportional to the square root of frequency, except for the
smallest bells in which it varies inversely with the cube root of frequency
instead (Sathoff and Rossing, 1983). The thickness is then adjusted, so that
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Fig. 21.18. Scaling of a five-octave set of Malmark handbells (SathofT and Rossing,
1983).

hjd 2 is nearly proportional to the frequency. The scaling of a five-octave set
of Malmark handbells is shown in Fig. 21.18.

21.11. Sound Radiation
The most prominent partials in the spectrum of a church bell or carillon bell
are radiated by the ring-driven modes belonging to group I. These modes can
be considered to be due to standing flexural waves. With the exception of the
(2,0) mode (hum), all modes have a nodal ring about halfway up the bell. For
the purpose of understanding the general properties of the radiation field of
the bell, we can model its outside surface as a collection of 4m pistonlike
sources alternating in phase (2m = 4 sources in the case of the (2,0) mode).
Other 4m sources of slightly smaller size occur on the inside surface.
The radiation efficiency of such a collection of alternating sources increases
rapidly with frequency and with the size of the bell. As the bell increases in
size, the area of each source increases, of course; but a more significant
increase in radiation efficiency occurs when the separation between adjacent
sources of opposite phase exceeds a half-wavelength of sound in air. Another
way to express this condition is that when the speed of flexural waves in the
bell exceeds the speed of sound, radiation efficiency increases markedly (see
Section 7.3). The speed of flexural waves in a plate is given by v(f) =
1.8cL /if,
where h is the thickness,fis the frequency, CL = JEjp(l - v2 ) is the longitudinal wave velocity, E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, and p is the
density (see Section 3.5).

J
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The flexural wave speed is roughly the mode frequency times the circumference divided by m. For the church bell in Fig. 21.4, having a diameter of70
em, the flexural wave speed is roughly (292.7)(0.7nI2) = 322 mls for the (2,0)
mode, but it increases to about 644 mls for the (4,1) mode and to about 1180
mls for the (9,1) mode. Since all but the lowest mode exceed the speed of sound
in air (344 mls at 23°C), the bell radiates most of its partials quite efficiently.
In a hand bell, on the other hand, the walls are much thinner, and so the
flexural wave speed is considerably smaller than in a heavy church bell. In the
bell described in Fig. 21.14, for example, the flexural wave speed is roughly
(523)(0.06n) = 100 mls for the fundamental (2,0) mode. Since this is considerably less than the speed of sound, the radiation is not very efficient. Air
adjacent to the vibrating surface tends to flow back and forth between adjacent
areas of opposite phase, creating a sort of pneumatic short circuit. The (3,0)
and (4,1 #) modes in the same handbell have flexural wave speeds of approximately 200 mls and 300 mis, respectively, and thus these modes tend to
radiate sound a little more efficiently than the fundamental (2,0) mode. In large
handbells, the radiation efficiency is low, because the flexural wave velocity
for all the principal modes is less than the speed of sound in air. In a G 2
handbell, for example, the flexural wave speeds are only 41 mls and 71 mls
for the (2,0) and (3,0) modes, respectively. This is a significant problem in
hand bell design.
In addition to the direct radiation of sound normal to its vibrating surfaces,
a bell also radiates sound axially at twice the frequency of each vibrational
mode (Rossing and Sathoff, 1980). The intensity of this axially radiated sound
increases with the fourth power of the vibrational amplitude, whereas the
direct radiation increases only with the square of the amplitude.
The fundamental (2,0) mode in a handbell radiates a fairly strong second
harmonic partial along the axis, as well as a fundamental whose maximum
intensity is perpendicular to the axis. The (3,0) mode also radiates at twice its
vibrational frequency, but its partial is usually quite weak. The principal
harmonic partials in the hand bell sound are thus the first, second, and third
harmonics (Rossing and Sathoff, 1980).

21.12. Clappers
The sound of a bell is very much dependent on the size, shape, and hardness
of the clapper, the point at which it strikes the bell, and the strength of the
blow. Not much systematic research on clappers has been reported in the
literature, however.
Church bell clappers were formerly made of wrought iron, which probably
remains the preferred material, although in recent years it has been gradually
replaced by cast iron. When a bell is rung full circle (as in change ringing), the
clapper strikes a powerful blow, and clappers must be carefully designed to
avoid breaking. Clappers in carillon bells are usually made of steel.
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Fig. 21.19. Comparison of the principal partials of handbell sound radiated along the

bell axis (a) and at right angles to the axis (b) with hard (--) and soft (- - -) clappers,
respectively. Sound pressure levels were recorded 1 m from each handbell in an
anechoic room (Rossing and Sathoff, 1980).

Handbell clappers strike the bell with a soft surface of plastic, leather, or
felt. In some handbell clappers, surfaces of different hardness can be selected
in order to vary the timbre of the sound. Figure 21.19 shows some of the
different timbres obtainable from three handbells by changing the hardness
of the clapper surface. In general, the softer clapper favors the fundamental.
Note the difference between sound radiated along the bell axis and that
radiated at right angles to the bell.
Bigelow (1961) reports the results of an experiment in which an Fs carillon
bell was struck by three different clappers of varying weights, each falling from
three different heights. A heavy hammer was found to increase the strength of
the lower partials, but to decrease those of the nominal (or octave). Since the
nominal contributes in an essential way to the subjective strike note, it is
implied that a heavy hammer will tend to diminish the intensity of that note.
It should be noted that in a larger bell the nominal is usually found to be the
most prominent partial for the first few seconds after the strike.

21.13. Ancient Chinese Two-Tone Bells
Although this book deals mainly with Western musical instruments, we would
like to briefly discuss certain Oriental bells, especially ancient Chinese bells
that are oval in shape and have two different strike notes. They are indicative

21.13. Ancient Chinese Two-Tone Bells
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not only of the character of ancient Chinese music but also of the advanced
understanding of the art of bell casting that existed in ancient China.
In 1978, the tomb of Marquis Yi was discovered at Sui Xiang in the
province of Hubei during a construction project. Among the treasures in that
tomb was a set of 65 tuned bronze bells, the largest standing about 5 ft high.
These bells had the shape of flattened ovals, and each one had two strong
pitches, referred to as sui and gu notes. The interval between these two notes
was found to be most often about a minor third.
Holographic studies of similar bells at the Shanghai Museum (Ma Chengyuan, 1980-1981) and at Northern Illinois University (Rossing et aI., 1988)
showed that the vibrational modes tend to occur in pairs, one with a node at
the spine, or xian, and one with an anti node at that location. The mode with
a node at the spine generally has the higher frequency. Modal frequencies in
a copy of a bell from the Zhou period (1027-256 B.c.) are shown in Fig. 21.20.
Note the similarities, and also the differences, between the mode families in
Fig. 21.20 and those of a church bell (Fig. 21.4) and a hand bell (Fig. 21.14).
Figure 21.21 compares the first six modes of vibration of the Chinese bell
with the first six modes in a church bell and a small handbell. Note that the
(2,0)a, (3,0)b' and (4,0)a modes would be efficiently excited by a blow at the sui
strike point (S), but the (2,0)b' (3,0)a' and (3,1)a modes would not. A blow at
the gu strike point, on the other hand, would excite the (2,0)b' (3,0)a' (3,Oh, and
(3,1)a modes quite strongly.

2000

1000
f(Hz)

500

200

l00~

1

__~__~~~~~~~
2
345678910
m

Fig. 21.20. Modal frequencies in a Chinese two-tone bell. Note that most modes occur
in pairs (Rossing et aI., 1988).
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Fig. 21.21. First six modes in (a) a Chinese two-tone bell; (b) a church bell; and
(c) a handbe\l. Dashed lines indicate locations of nodes (Rossing et al., 1988).

Intervals between the sui and gu fundamental pitches (determined by the
(2,0)a and (2,0)b mode frequencies) in 88 two-tone bells studied by Ma Chengyuan (1980- 1981) and the 64 Zeng bells (Lee, 1980) are compared in Table
21.6.

Table 21.6. Intervals between sui and gu tones."
Interval
Period
Shang
Early and middle
Western Zhou
Late Western Zhou
Spring and autumn
Warring states
Marquis Yi of Zeng
" Rossing, 1989.

Minor
second

Major
second

Minor
third

Perfect
fourth

2

4
3

2

5

14

5

1

II

5

3

2
4

Major
third

2

4

8

4

3

2

42

18

2

Augmented
fourth

Minor
sixth
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21.14. Japanese Temple Bells
Japanese temple bells, roughly cylindrical in shape, range from a few pounds
to 155 tons in weight. The larger bells are struck on the outside by a wooden
log or beam.
A Japanese temple bell, 30.3 cm in diameter, 42.5 cm high, and having a
mass of 19 kg, is shown in Fig. 21.22. It was found to have modal frequencies
of 247, 624, 850, 1100, 1380, 1640, and 2050 Hz, which are nearly in the
ratios 2 : 5 : 7 : 911: : 13 : 16 (Obata and Tesima, 1933- 1934). The lowestthree
modes have m = 2, 3, and 4; that is, they have four, six, and eight nodal
meridians distributed around the circumference.
The investigators report a subjective strike note corresponding to a frequency of about 260 Hz, which is the difference between the prominent
1380-Hz and 1640-Hz tones. However, based on the experience with church
bells (Section 21.4), one might be more likely to expect a strike tone around
275 Hz (the missing fundamental of 1100,1380, and 1640 Hz) or possibly even
124 Hz (the nearly common factor in all seven frequencies above).

-~

. 14 _ _ _ 302

r o o l- - - - ;

Unit:

mm.1

Fig. 21.22. A Japanese temple bell 30.3 cm in diameter and a cross section showing the
thickness (Obata and Tesima, 1933-1934).
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absorption, of sound in air 149
accelerance 117, 120
acoustic admittance. See also acoustic
impedance and input admittance
definition 151
of air-jet generator 438-439
oflip generators 352-355
of reed generator 352-355
acoustic efficiency, of brass instruments
391
acoustic impedance. See also acoustic
admittance and input impedance
at low frequencies 150-155
definition 151
of aperture 152
of cavity 152-153
of finite horns 191-193, 368
of finite pipes 179, 358
of Helmholtz resonator 153154
of infinite pipe 151, 173
oflossy plug 153
of short pipe 151-152
of vocal tract 355-357,359,391392,413
air jet 426-447. See also jet
air-jet generator
acoustic admittance 438-439
nonlinearity 442-444
air loading of membrane
Green function method 502-504
piston approximation 500-502
apoyando stroke 222
attenuation coefficient
in free air 149
in pipe 177
auditory system 139

bars
bending waves 54-57
fixed and free ends 57 -60
longitudinal waves 53-54
normal modes 60
thick 60
torsional waves 63
bass drums 512-514
bassoon 415-416,420
cutoff freq uency 407
impulse response 411
Russian 366
beamwidth
of bafiled piston source 167
of radiation from a pipe 183184
beats, between two harmonic motions
8-9
bell plates 568
bells. See also handbells
Chinese, ancient 600-602
clappers 599-600
Japanese temple bells 603
major-third 586-588
modes of vibration, church bells, and
carillon bells 578-582
modes of vibration, hand bells
594-596
scaling 591-593
sound radiation 598-599
strike note 584-586
tuning and temperament 583-584
warble 588-591
bending stiffness of membrane 85-86,
499-500
Bernoulli flow 348,350-351,434,439
Bessel functions 69
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Bessel horn 194-196, 368-369, 376,
395
blowing pressure
air-jet generator 434, 439
brass instruments 391
clarinet and oboe 413
flute 462-463
organ flue pipes 446-447,478
organ reed pipes 489
recorder 453-454
reed generator 348-349,354-357,
412-413
Boehm, Theobald 414,455-459
bongo drums 530
bore shape, of woodwind instruments
394-397,414,418-420,449,452,
454
boundary layers 150, 175-176
bowed strings 238-244
bowing speed and bowing force 241244
brass instruments 365-392
blowing pressure 391
cutotT frequency 195-196, 373-375,
405
directionality 375
historical development 365-367
horn profile 367-369
mutes 388-390
performance technique 390-392
radiated power 374,391
spectra 387-390
time-domain approach 362-363
transients 385-387,390
vocal tract etTects 355-357,391-392
bugle 366
cello (violoncello) 276
cembalo 293. See also harpsichord
chalumeau 400
characteristic impedance, of a pipe
151, 177
chimes (tubular bells) 549-550
clarinet 400, 414-418
blowing pressure 413
cutotT frequency 407
etTect of vocal tract 418
fingering 414
harmonic generation 360-361
input impedance 404-405
reed resonance 410, 418
spectrum and waveform 417
clavichord 300-303

coincidence frequency 262
compliance 118, 120
conga drums 529
cor anglais 410
cornet 389
cornett 366,408
crotales 567-568
cuica 530
cutotT frequency
for horn radiation 195-196, 374
for propagation in a horn 189191
for propagation in a pipe 174
of brass instruments 195-196,
373-375,405
of tone-hole lattice 407
of woodwind instruments 407
cymbals 555-560
decay times 559
modes of vibration 555-558
transient behavior 558-560
damped oscillations 10-12
decay time
of clavichord sound 302-303
of harpsichord sound 299
diapason 475,477-479,485
didjeridu 365, 392
ditTraction 149
dipole sources 157-158
finite 159-161
directional index 183-184
directivity
of arrays of point sources 160-163
of brass instrument 375
of dipole sources 158
of flute 461
of open pipe source 183-184
of organ pipes 183-184,482-483
of piston in baffle 167
of quadrupole sources 159
of unbaffied piston 169
of woodwinds 411-412
double bass (bass viol) 276-277
drums 497tT
bass drums 512-514
bongo drums 530
conga drums 529
cuica 530
kendang 527-528
kettledrums (timpani) 498-512
kotudumi 527
mrdanga 521
o-daiko 525-527

Subject Index
side drums, snare drums 514-515,
518
tabla 520
tom-toms 515-518
turi-daiko 527
Duffing equation 27, 129-130
dulcimer 287
edge tones 152,181-182
end correction 152,181-182,474-475
at a finger hole 397-398
of flute headjoint 457-458
of organ flue pipe 474-475
energy, of simple vibrating system 10
equal temperament 481
equivalent electrical circuit, of simple
oscillators 30-31
Erard mechanism, harp 292
finger holes 397-401,403-404,414,
418
end correction 397-398
impedance 403-404
radiation from 411-412
fingering, of woodwind instruments
399-400,414,418,420,450-451,
455
finite element analysis 122-123
flageolet 449
flexatone 569
flute 454-464
construction materials 455, 460
harmonic generation 442-444
head-joint 456-460
pedormance technique 461-464
spectrum 464
formant, bassoon 420
French horn 378, 388, 391
frequency response, of a vibrating
system 110-111,117-121
gamelan 552-553
gamelan chimes 553
glockenspiel (orchestra bells) 533-535
gongs
Chinese opera 566
gamelan 564-565
guitar 207ff
as a system of coupled vibrators 208
body resonances 218-221
coupling to back plate 217-218
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electric 226-227
fret placement 228
modes of the air cavity 214-215
pickups 227
plate vibrations 212-216
playing strokes 222
quality 224-226
sound radiation 223-224
string force on bridge 209-212,
221-222
top plate coupling to air cavity
216-217
hand bells. See also bells
clappers 600
modes of vibration 594-596
radiation 599
scaling 597-598
sound decay and warble 596-597
timbre and tuning 596
hardening spring system 27
harmonic generation
in brass instruments 360-361,
378-384
in flutes and flue pipes 442-444, 453
in reed woodwinds 360-361
harp 287,290-293
harpsichord 287,293-300
hearing
frequency range 139,145
sensitivity 145,477
Helmholtz equation 143-144
Helmholtz motion of a bowed string
45-46,238-241
Helmholtz resonance, of brass
mouthpiece 371
Helmholtz resonator 13,153-155,371,
449
higher modes, in pipes 173-175
holographic intederometry 214,220,
221,253,279
horn 186-203
Bessel 194-196,368-369,376,395
catenoidal 191
compound 196-198,367
conical 191-194,396,450-452
conical, in time domain 203
cutoff frequency 189-191
cylindrical 178-186, 396. See also
pipes
cylindrical, in time domain 200-202
exponential 190-194
hyperboloid 187
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horn (continued)
in the time domain 200-203
numerical calculations 200
perturbation of shape 198-199
profile in brass instruments 367369,374,376
Salmon 190
tapering conical 192-193,450-452
horn equation 186, 188-189
horn function 189, 195-196
Hotteterre family 449
impedance
bars and plates 90-92
driving-point 89
mechanical 17, 89-90, 118
simple oscillator 17 -18
string 47-48
impulse response 201,386,411
Indian drums 520ff
Indonesian drums 527-528
inharmonicity, and mode locking
133-134
input admittance. See input impedance
input impedance
calculation 402-404
measurement 384, 401-402, 405406
of brass instrument 371, 384
of compound horn 197
of finite Bessel horn 368
of finite conical horn 191, 396
of finite exponential horn 191
of finite pipe 179, 183-186
of open conical horn 192, 396
of open pipe 107, 179, 183, 185
of stopped conical horn 193
of stopped pipe 107, 179
of woodwind instruments 401-407
intensity 146
intensity level 146
Japanese drums 525-527
jet-drive mechanism 421-444
jets
profile 427,429-431,442
turbulent 430
waves on 426-433
kendang 527-528
kettledrums (timpani) 498-512

kornett 480
koto 287-290
kotudumi 527
Latin American drums 528-530
line source 165-166
lip configuration, in flute playing
462-463
lip generator 353-363,378-384
acoustic admittance 352-355
coupled to horn 357-359
nonlinearity 378-384
time-domain approach 362-363
lip motion, in brass instruments 381
lip resonance 351-355
Lissajous figures 23-24
loudness level 145-146
LT AS (long-term average spectrum) 489
lute 228-230
mallets, percussion 547-549
marimba 535-539
resonators 542-544
tuning the bars 539-542
mass, dynamic 118
materials
for flutes 455, 460
for koto 288
for organ pipes 485-486
for soundboards 288, 294
for woodwind instruments 421-423,
455
meantone tuning 481-482
mechanical admittance
of clavichord soundboard 302
of harpsichord soundboard 297
mechanical load, on vibrating sphere
164

mechanism
harp 292
harpsichord 295
organ 468-472
woodwinds 414,418,420,455
membranes
circular 69-70
rectangular, normal modes 67
square, degenerate modes 68
stiff, air-loaded 70, 85-86
wave equation 65-67
mixtures 479-480
mobility, driving-point 117, 120
modal analysis 121-122

Subject Index
mode frequencies
of brass instruments 365, 368-369
of compound hom 197
of harp soundboard 293
ofkoto body 289
perturbation of 198-199
mode locking 133-134,387,409-410
mode transitions, in organ pipes
444-447
modes
higher, in pipes 173-175
inharmonic 133-134
monopole sources 156-157
mouth impedance. See vocal tract
mouthpiece, of brass instrument
369-373
mrdanga 521
multiphonics 134,361,409-410
multipole sources 156-163
finite 159-163
musical saw 568
mutations 479-480
mutes, for brass instruments 388-390
nonlinear oscillator 125-134
nonlinear systems 125-134
nonlinearity
in air-jet generator 442-444
in brass instruments 378-384
in lip generator 360-361,378-384
in reed generator 360-361,409-411
normal modes
of coupled oscillators 96-99
of two-mass system 25-26, 107108
numerical calculations 202
for horns 200
Nyquist diagram
for lip generators 355
for reed generators 355
Nyquist plots 118, 121
oboe 415-416,418-419
blowing pressure 413
cutoff frequency 407
input impedance 406
ocarina 449
o-daiko 525-527
ophicleide 366
organ 467-491
mechanism 468-472
tonal architecture 490-491
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organ flue pipes 473-486
harmonic generation 442-444,
475-476
transients 444-445, 483-484
organ reed pipes 350,474,487-489
oscillations
combinations of springs and masses
15
electrical circuit 14
forced 16-19
longitudinal and transverse, of massspring system 15-16
nonlinear, of simple system 26
of systems with many masses 109
oscillators
coupled 95ff
coupled electrical 103-107
Duffing 129-130
nonlinear 125-130
self-excited 130-131
transient response 20-22
two-dimensional 22-28
Van der Pol 130-131
overdamped oscillation 12
panpipes 447-448
parameters, slowly-varying 126-130
pendulum
coupled 95-99
simple 13
pentatonic scale, of koto 289
performance technique
brass instruments 390-392
flute 461-464
recorder 453-454
woodwind reed instruments 412413
perturbation, of hom shape 198-199,
457-459
piano 305ff
action 308-311
aftersound 333
construction 306-308
coupling of strings and
soundboard 331-333
directional radiation 340-342
electric 342-343
hammer voicing 321-322
history 305
interaction of hammer and strings
319-321
key dynamics 311-314
sound decay 338-340
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piano (continued)
sound radiation 326-328
timbre 337-338
tuning and inharmonicity 334-337
piano pedals 315
piano soundboard 322-325,328-330
piano strings 315-318
piccolo 455-456
p'i-p'a 231
pipe organ. See organ
pipes. See also organ pipes
wave propagation in 172-186
plane waves
in air 139-143
propagation equation 140-142
plates
circular, normal modes 72-74
elliptical 74-75
longitudinal and quasi-longitudinal
waves 71-72
rectangular, normal modes 75-77
square, normal modes 78-81
wood 82-85
plucking point, of harpsichord 295,
298-300
point sources, arrays of 156-163
Poisson coupling, of plate modes 79
power, in spherical wave 147
power radiated
by array of point sources 160, 162
by brass instruments 373-374
by plates 169
by point source 157
by vibrating string 165
psaltery 288
quadrupole sources

157-159

radiated spectrum, relation to internal
spectrum 374
radiation impedance 164-165, 180182
radiation load
on baffied circular piston 167-168,
180-181
on open pipe 180-182
on pulsating sphere 164
radiation of sound 156-171
by antiphase array 160, 162
by brass instrument 373-375
by cymbals and bells 168
by dipole sources 157-158
by finger holes 411-412,461

by harpsichords 297
by line source 165
by monopole sources 156-157
by multipole sources 156-163
by open pipe 180-183
by organ pipes 180-183,482-483
by pairs of point sources 159-161
by piano soundboard 168
by pipes and horns 180-184, 195196,373-375,482-483
by plane baffied source 166-169
by point-source array 159-163
by quadrupole source 157-159
by source in baffie 166
by spherical source 163-165
by thick plate 168-169
by unbaffied piston 169-170
by vibrating membrane 168
by vibrating string 165
recorder 449-454
reed generator 347-363,407-411
acoustic admittance 352-355
coupled to horn 357-359,407-411
nonlinearity 360-361
reed motion 348,351-352
reed resonance 351,410,413,487
static flow characteristic 348-350
time-domain approach 362-363
vocal tract effects 355-357,359
reed resonance 351,410,413,487
reeds
organ 350,487-488
woodwind 350,410,416,423
reflection
at horn mouth 195-196
at pipe terminations 179
from walls and floor 150
of waves at boundaries 147-148
reflection coefficient 148, 179,202
reflection function, in horns 189, 195196
register hole, in woodwind instruments
400
reservoir impedance, and lip generators
355-357
reverberation time 140, 490
sackbut 367
Salmon horns 190-191. See also horns
saxophone 420-421
scaling
harpsichord string courses 298-300
organ flue pipe ranks 448,475-477

Subject Index
self-excited systems, mode locking
133-134
serpent 366, 408
shakuhachi 448
shawm 418
shells
nonlinear vibrations 88
shallow, spherical 86-89
side drum, snare drums 514-515, 518
simple harmonic motion
described by complex variables 6-7
of mass-spring system 4-5
superposition of more than one 7-9
sitar 231-232
slide, in brass instrument 375-377
slowly-varying parameters 126-130
snare action (snare drums) 518-520
softening spring system 27
sound
attenuation in air 149
velocity in air 142
soundboard
clavichord 302-303
energy transfer to 299,302
harp 290,292-293
harpsichord 294,297-298
sound pressure level 145-146
specific acoustic impedance 143-144.
See also wave impedance
spectrum transformation, for pipes and
horns 374
spherical waves 143-144
spinet 294
steel drums 570-575
coupling between notes 573-575
modes of vibration 571-573
tuning 575
stiffness 118
strings
bowed 45-47,238-244
clavichord 301
coupled by a bridge 114-117
coupled to sound board 112-114
d'Alembert's solution to wave
equation 36
damping 50-53
energy 39
harpsichord 194-196, 298
impedance 47-48
koto 290-292
longitudinal waves 53-54
mass-loaded 61-63
motion of end supports 48-50
plucked 39-42, 209ff
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standing waves 38
stiff 61-63
struck 42-44
transverse wave equation 35-36
wave reflection 36-37
tabla 520
tambura 232
tam-tams 560-563
mode coupling 561-562
modes of vibration 561
sound buildup and decay 562563
thermal conductivity
and attenuation in free air 150
and wall losses 150, 176,476-477
thunder sheet 569
timbre, of organ sounds 475-479,
489-490
time-domain calculations 200-203,
362-363
timpani (kettledrums) 498-512
effect of kettle 510-512
modal frequencies 505-506
sound radiation 507-510
tirando stroke 222
tom-toms 515-518
tone hole. See finger hole
transients
in brass instruments 202, 385-387,
390
in harpsichords 300
in organ flue pipes 444-446, 483484,490
in woodwind reed instruments 362363, 409-410, 413
triangle 551-552
tri-stimulus diagram 490
trombone
hom profile 367, 376
mode frequencies 384
slide 367,375-377
trumpet
blowing pressure 391
hom profile 367
mouthpiece 369
simplified hom model 196-198
tuba, spectrum 388
tubaphone 553
tuning
koto 289
organ 481-482
turi-daiko 527
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valves, in brass instruments 377-378
Van der Pol equation 130-131
velocity, of waves on jets 420-430
velocity of sound
in air 142
in pipe 177
variation with temperature 142
vibes (vibraphone, vibraharp) 546547
vibrations
linear array of oscillators 33-34
of strings 35ff
vibrato, flute 463-464
viola 276
viola da gamba 235
violin
construction 237-238
directivity of sound radiation 264267
history of research 236-237
long-term-average spectra 268-269
modal analysis 251-253
modes of vibration 247-250
new family 279-283
plate tuning 253-255
sound radiation 258-270
tonal quality 272-275
violin bow 270
violin bridge 255-258
violin string
longitudinal motion 245-246
physical properties 246-247
torsional motion 245-246
viols 278-279
viscosity
and jet behavior 429-431
and wall losses 149-150,176,
476-477

vocal tract impedance 355-357,359,
391-392,413
voicing, of organ pipes 484-485
vortices 430-431, 441-442
wall losses, in pipes 175-178,358,
476-477
wave equation 140-145
in 3 dimensions 143
in polar coordinates 144
wave impedance 143-144
and reflection 148
for spherical wave 144
and transmission 148
wave propagation
in free air 139-145
in horns 186, 188-191
in pipes 172-186
Webster equation 188
wolf tone, cello, violin 271-272
woodwind instruments. See also reed
generators
bore shape 394-397
finger holes 397-401,414,418,420,
449-451,455
fingering 399,414,451
input impedance curves 402-407
performance technique 390-392,
453-454,461-464
vocal-tract effects 355-357
xylophone 544-546
resonators 542-544
tuning the bars 539-542
zither
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